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PREFACE.

SOME
of the reasons which led the publishers to set apart a few special numbers of “The Journal of Indian Art

and Industry” to Jewellery were given in Part I. (No. g6) which was issued on July 12th, 1906. In a circular,

which appeared at a later date, further attention was drawn to the importance which was attached to ornaments

especially to that of the human body, and some further particulars of the project were given. It was proposed to limit

the scope of the work to the Indian Empire, and to the countries in political connection with its Government, and to

conclude with such illustrations and descriptions of the jewellery and ornaments of past civilizations of Asia, and

Europe as might be thought necessary for the adequate consideration of the history of the subject and the develop-

ment of the different styles.

Recognizing that the value of such a work as the present depended in a large measure upon exactness in form

and colour of the illustrations, it was decided that the specimens should, as a rule, be represented of the full size, and

that the utmost care should be taken in the preparation of the plates. It was also arranged that portraits of some

Indian Prince or famous personage, in full dress, should he included so as to display the State jewellery of the

province or district which he represented, or of some female figure wearing the national ornaments which are

characteristic of her sex. No living Chiefs were to be portrayed for obvious reasons.

Ornaments which are used for religious purposes,
and such as are worn by the peasantry and aboriginal tribes

were to he added, and reference was to he made to processes of manufacture and to the persons who were engaged

in designing and manufacturing ornaments of all kinds. As isolated numbers on jewellery had already appeared in the

Journal, some repetition was unavoidable, but acknowledgment of them has, it is hoped, already been made.

It is believed that the scheme, as thus designed, has been carried out with a fair amount of accuracy, though

perhaps it may be thought that in some respects geographical limits have been exceeded.

As author of the text I would like, therefore, to explain that the work is largely circulated amongst Indians,

many of whom have no opportunity of seeing or of studying the jewellery of foreign countries or of past ages, and

that with the facilities now afforded them it is hoped they may be in a position to add something to our knowledge

of that which has formed so very large a part of the interest of both Europeans and Asiatics from the very earliest

times, but the history of which is as yet so very incomplete.

Recognizing the great difficulties of the enquiry I have refrained from much speculation in the matter, but have

quoted from all the authorities I could obtain so that future writers might be in a better position than myself to

advance theories which they might perhaps be able to support in a satisfactory way with our illustrations. I have

endeavoured to acknowledge all such information as completely as possible in the text, but I take this further

opportunity on my own behalf, as well as for Messrs. W. Griggs and Sons, of thanking all those who have assisted

us with so much kindness and liberality, and of begging them to excuse any accidental omissions.

I cannot conclude, however, without expressing my deep acknowledgment to Mr. W. Griggs, at whose request I

undertook to write the letterpress of the work. His services to Indian Art are well known, but the conclusion of the

one hundred and eighth number of the Journal presents a favourable opportunity of referring to some of them,

especially to those with which I am personally acquainted.

The first number of the Journal appeared on October Ist, 1883. It was the direct result of a resolution of the

Government of India in the Department of Revenue and Agriculture, dated Calcutta, the 14th March, 1883, under

which it was proposed to publish an official journal.

For various reasons the Journal, although it has been published under the official patronage of the Government

of India, from which it has received consistent support in the matters of material and subscribers, has, since the

beginning, been brought out at the risk of Mr. Griggs, who, under many difficulties, and with very little direct

pecuniary advantage, has continued the publication with unfailing regularity for more than twenty-six years.

In the Preface to the first number, Sir E. Buck, who was then Secretary to the Government of India, in the

Revenue and Agricultural Department, wrote as follows :

“ It is believed that a journal of this kind may be useful in establishing a higher standard of taste in Indian

Art Manufactures as in serving the commercial purpose of popularizing arts, too frequently regarded as merely

curiosities of craftsmanship.” Having been associated with the initiation of the Journal, as well as a frequent con-

tributor, I may, I hope, be permitted to urge that, as far as Mr. Griggs is concerned, the hopes formed by Sir E-

Buck have, in my opinion, been fully realized.

On an average from ten to twelve pages of plates, several of which were usually in colour, have appeared. The

text, which accompanied them, has for the most part been adequate, and for that the publisher is indebted to many

experts whose services, almost without exception, have been a labour of love, to whom he tenders his warm thanks.

On their part, as well as my own, for he has magnificently rendered for me, in the Journal and in a number of

Editions de Luxe of works on Indian Art, no fewer than 3,400 objects, 1,316 of them in colour, in more than a

thousand plates, I tender to him our best thanks for his splendid efforts to preserve for future study the correct

representation of so many examples of the Industrial Arts of the great Dependency.

June 12th, 1909. T. HOLBEIN HENDLEY.





INTRODUCTION. DELHI AND THE UNITED PROVINCES OF AGRA AND OUDH.

PART I.

THE fascinating subject of Indian jewellery has attracted many students, and, besides special articles which

have been written upon it in connection with exhibitions, no work on India which relates to the resources

of the Empire or to the customs and life of its people, seems to have been quite complete without a reference to

the ornaments with which all races have always loved to adorn themselves.

It is almost impossible to write much that is new, but it may serve a useful purpose to attempt to gather up

the threads of so important and extensive a piece of work, and to try to interest by accurate, and for the most part

full-sized, illustrations of some of the most characteristic specimens of jewellery, such descriptions as may seem

desirable being added. In carrying out this project reference will be made not only to the papers
which have

appeared in previous volumes of the Journal of Indian Art and Industry,
but to other sources of information.

It will be necessary to quote somewhat largely from the writings of other authors, especially if they are hidden

in the comparative obscurity of such official publications as the reports and catalogues of exhibitions.

Postponing for the present considerations of the history of Indian art as expressed in personal decoration, it

is proposed to begin with the ornaments in use in Delhi and the countries more or less dependent upon it in

former times. This course commends itself to the student, because Delhi was for many centuries the centre of

Imperial power in India. Its influence extended primarily through the tract that is more properly described as

Hindustan, of which it was the immediate capital, and which included Oudh and the North-West or United

Provinces of Agra and Oudh as they are now called, but it radiated to far wider regions. Politically Delhi, it is

true, is now included in the Punjab, but historically, the chief point of view with which the subject of jewellery

must be treated, the arrangement adopted is more correct. For some hundreds of years Delhi set the fashion in

India not only for Mohamedans, but for all who owed allegiance to the Empire.
In previous works I have brought forward some evidence to show how fashions in dress, the regulations of

the ceremonials of courts, the arrangement of durbars and of processions, the conduct of public business, and many

other matters of the kind, followed in the provinces the example and practice of the Imperial capital and of its

august rulers. Notwithstanding the fact that many of the great dignitaries and pillars of the throne of the

Mohamedan emperors were Hindu princes, much of the life of the Musalman court, where it did not touch

religion, was introduced into their capitals and their palaces. The following is an illustration of the correctness

of these conclusions. A few years ago, when the Indian Government desired to present a completely caparisoned

elephant to the Shah of Persia, the officer entrusted with the commission, having seen what he thought would

best serve his purpose as regards trappings of the animal at Jaipur, at one of the state processions of its Hindu

chief, asked the British Resident if the work could be carried out there. The latter was about to reply in the

negative, because he thought that the articles which were used in the Court of a Hindu prince were not likely to

be suited to that of a Mohamedan potentate. Having been consulted, however, I stated that, as in nearly all

such matters, Jaipur, as was the case with most other Hindu courts, had followed the old Delhi fashions,

all that was really necessary was to use in the decorations of the howdah and the juwal (or saddle-cloth of the

elephant) the cognizance of Persia, viz., the sun rising over the back of a lion, instead of the sun of Akbar and

of the Suryavansis, of whom are the Rajput Princes of Jaipur. The suggestion was adopted and the work was

done in the state workshops of the Maharaja to the complete satisfaction of the Indian Government and of the

illustrious monarch whom it was desired to honour. The fact is that Indian equipments of this kind are the

results of a natural eclecticism which is really an epitome of history and a survival of all that was most popular

in the past, whether it has been of Mohamedan, Hindu, and even Chinese, or Buddhist, Christian, or still more

remotely of Egyptian, Assyrian, Greek or Persian origin. In the last part of this work the subject will be

dealt with at greater length.

Another reason for regarding Delhi as a centre of fashion and for the dispersion of ideas of the kind, is the

fact that thither came artists and jewellers from all parts of the known world, not only to satisfy the eager

curiosity of the emperors (some of whom, and more particularly Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jahan, his immediate

successors, were insatiable in that respect), but because there also were gathered together all the richest men

in the empire, who were able to patronize them. Even in the days of the iconoclastic and bigoted Aurangzeb, such
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a man as Tavernier, the jeweller, was welcomed at his court, and was shewn by royal command the Imperial

jewels and gems, the more important of which he has described and illustrated in his own famous record of his

travels.

The dependent princes took to all parts of the empire the best designs, and also carried away with them to

their own capitals craftsmen from Delhi, who could repair and keep in order the treasures they had accumulated,

and who could supply the wants of their families and subjects. North India, moreover, is renowned for the

number of its important places of Hindu pilgrimage, as well as for its popular Musalman centres of religious resort,

to all of which men and women congregate from every part of the country. Fairs were always connected with

the great gatherings at these holy spots, and at them were bought, sold, or exchanged articles of every kind, and

especially ornaments for the person. Pilgrims, for safety and portability, indeed, deliberately carried their funds in

this way,
and disposed of a piece of jewellery when they needed money to pay

their
way or to satisfy the rapacious

demands of the guardians of the sacred shrines. Traders, of course, took their finest specimens to these gatherings
in order to make them known, as well as to dispose of them to the best advantage amongst people of the world

who were present for business if not for devotion. Thus, in one way or the other, such places as the Hindu holy

cities of Benares, Allahabad, Mathura, Hardwar, Ajudhya, and the Mohamedan tombs or mosques at Delhi,

Agra, Faizabad, or elsewhere, became centres which set the fashion for the general population, in as potent a

manner as did the Court itself for the higher classes.

The love of jewellery is not confined to people of
any religious sect or class, though there may be special

ornaments which are peculiar to a particular faith or tribe. From a strict point of view, the Mohamedan ought

not to care much for such vanities, but human nature mocks at such restrictions as have been laid down by its

leaders, and readily adopts anything which is beautiful, whatever its origin may be. The
very

much Hinduized

Mohamedans of India have been no exception to these laws, and thus we find that no great distinction is to

be found between Mohamedan and Hindu jewellery as regards style, and even names, in North India. In some

cases very characteristic Hindu ornaments have been adopted by the former ; for example, the rdkhi{s.) bracelets

of silk and jewels, which are tied on their wrists by the people of R'ajputana on a certain festival, were used by

Akbar and his followers. In 1832, Dr. Herklots, of the Madras Medical Service, caused a work to be compiled

by Jafar Sharif, a Mohamedan of the Dakhan (Deccan) upon the customs of the Mohamedans of India. This

was entitled the Kanun-i-islam, and was translated by him and dedicated to the Court of Directors of the

East India Company. A reprint of the second edition of the work, which had become rare, was republished in

Madras in 1895. A copious list of the ornaments worn by Mohamedan women in India is given in an appendix

to the above work. The description relates primarily to the Dakhan, but is sufficiently exact for all parts of

India, and as it is not easily accessible, it is reprinted here as a guide, which will be useful in considering

the subject throughout the present work. Some further explanatory notes are taken from the body of Sharif’s

book, and also a few extracts from an interesting volume written by Mrs. Mir Hassan Ali, the wife of a well-

known Mohamedan gentleman, who lived a purely Musalman life with him in Hindustan. Her book, entitled

“Observations on the Musalmans of India,” was also published in 1832.

The following “ List of jewels or ornaments worn by Musalman women” is taken from the Kanun-i-islam.

Ornaments worn on the Head. The vernacular names are transliterated according to the modern

rules, and, in order to give some additional clue to the origin of the ornaments, or to the religious connection of

the persons
who use them, the language from which the words are derived, is noted, if it can be traced, in italics,

as follows:— a., Arabic and f. Persian (usually indicating Mohamedan use); s. Sanskrit; h. Hindi; d. Deccan;

etc. Suraj, s., or Sisphiil, 5. (Arabic, Kars) : a large, circular, beautifully embossed golden ornament, worn on

the back part (nearly on the crown) of the head. Rdkti, d. (usually worn by Hindu women), the same as the

preceding. When worn by Musalman women, it is made a quarter of the size, and is worn between the preceding
and the following one. Chand, s., a semi-lunar golden ornament worn under two others on the head. Chunti, or

Choti, h
.,

false hair braided together, having a large golden knob or cup above and several smaller ones below;

this is plaited with the natural hair of the head. The Chunti sometimes consists of silk or cotton thread, with

which the hair is tied. Mirza-bar-parwa, p., three small delicate golden chains, worn as the Tlka, h., fixed to the

head by small hooks; the lower hanging ends being either set or not with precious stones. Mang or Mangpati, h. ;

a golden ornament worn over the line on the top of the head. Tlka or Mang-tlka : any golden ornament worn

on the forehead, whether it be a single round one set with precious stones fixed on or glued to the centre of the

forehead, or one hanging from the parting of the hair to the spot between the eyes. This frontal ornament has

usually a star or radiated centre of about two inches in diameter, set in gold, and richly ornamented with small

pearls, of which various chains are attached, aiding to support it in its position on the centre of the forehead. A

triple or quadruple row of pearls passes up the centre of the Mang, or the part where the hair is parted ; the hair

being divided and kept down very flat. The centre piece (and occasionally each end'piece also) is composed of
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precious stones, such as topaz, emerald, ruby, amethyst, etc. Sometimes the centre is of one colour and all the

rays of some other ; or the latter are alternate. Thus the Mang-tika is not a very light ornament, but it is

extremely splendid, and being generally set in gold is often very valuable. One of a very ordinary description

will cost full twelve or fifteen guineas, though composed of coloured glass, or crystals, or foils ; when made of

precious stones, the price may reach to any extent. Sara-sari (a Hindu ornament): an elegant and delicate golden

ornament, which forms two semicircles, bordering the edge of the hair-pin in a similar manner to each side.

Ornaments worn on the Ears.—European ladies are content with one appendage at each ear, while the

females of Hindustan think it impossible to have too many. Karanphul, s.: a gold ornament, having a star or

radiated centre of about an inch and a half in diameter, sometimes richly ornamented by precious stones. It is

fixed into the lobe of the ear, both by the usual mode of piercing, and by a chain (Sankali, d.) of gold passing over

the ear, so as to bear the weight of the Karanphul and Jhumka h., which would else cause the lobe to be greatly

extended downwards. It is, however, to be remarked, that most of the inferior women have large holes in that

part of the ear wide enough to pass a finger through (and the Arvi [Malabar] women on the Coromandel coast,

especially at Madras, large enough to pass a ring an inch and a half in diameter). Even the higher orders

consider an aperture, such as would admit a pen, rather honourable than otherwise, from its indicating the great

weight and consequent value of their jewels. The Jhumka is always of solid gold, and consists of a hollow

hemisphere or bell, curiously filigreed, and about an inch in diameter. From the edges are suspended small rods

or pendants of gold, each furnished with one or more small pearls, garnets, etc., sometimes a dozen or two

pendants being attached to the circumference of each jhumka, sometimes suspending a hundred pearls. In the

upper part is a small perforated stud, sometimes ornamented, through which a ring about the thickness of a fine

knitting needle, and not less than half an inch in diameter, is inserted, it previously passing through the ear in

the part usually pierced. This ring, like every other fastening made to pass through the ears or nose, is of the

purest gold. It is so pliant that the little hook made at one end, by bending the wire to fix it into a minute loop

or eye formed at the other end by twisting it, may be straightened at pleasure by means of the nail only. In

general, however, the Jhumka is fixed to the lower edge of the Karanphul. Sankali, or gold chains (sometimes

ornamented with pearls), which support the ears and its appendages. Kalas, 5.: probably a pinnacle or pointed

ornament at the top of the head. Bugrai: a Hindu ornament. Patan, s. (literally leaves, because resembling them),

worn in any part of the ear, except in the lobe and the little ears. Bhadarian, s., or Dandlan: these, which consist

of a number of small rings of pure gold (or, in case of poverty, of silver, or even tin), are affixed all along the

border of the ear, which is pierced for that purpose. The number worn is from four to eleven, generally the

latter, that is to say,
in one ear, the left invariably having one less. Murkian, h

.,
or a small jhumka, worn in the

little ear. Mornian, h.\ the same as Baisar, h. (nose ornament), worn on the top of the ear. Alulak. Udraj,^.: stone

ear-rings. Halka, h., or Dar (perhaps from dar, a pearl, Arabic) ; a ring worn on the little ear. Kan bdoll, h.\ A

drag on the ear. Long, 5-., or Laung : shaped like a clove. Pankha, s. : shaped like a fan. Machhlu, s. : shaped

like a fish.

Ornaments worn on the Nose.— The nose has its share in the decoration of Hindustani ladies, and bears

several ornaments. Nath, 5.: an ornament passed through the left nostril, consisting of a piece of gold wire as

thick as a small knitting needle, with the usual hook and eye, and furnished at the centre, or nearly so, with

several garnets, pearls, etc , perhaps to the number of seven or more, separated by a thin plate of gold, having

generally serrated or scalloped edges, and being fixed transversely upon
the wire which passes through their

centres, as well as through the garnets, pearls, etc. The common diameter of the circle of a nath is from one inch

and a half. On the coast of Coromandel a somewhat similar ornament is worn in each ear by men of respectability

(called pagul). Biilak, h.\ of these there are two varieties, viz., bulak and chand-ke-bulak. The biiHk is a nasal

trinket, flat, in form not unlike that article of furniture called a footman, and has at its narrowest part a couple

of eyes. It is appended to the middle of the septum or central cartilage of the nose, by means of a gold screw-

passed through an orifice in it. The ornament lays flat upon the upper lip, having its broad end furnished with

pendants of pearls, and its surface set with precious stones. Baisar or Morin, h.\ worn on the right nostril. Those

who wear this ornamentand the next are nicknamed “BaisarwalP’A.and “ Phulwall'T. Phulfs.: this ornament, like

the baisar, is usually worn on the right wing of the nose. Nathni, h.\ a small ring worn on the left nostril by

children.

Ornaments worn round the Neck.— The neck is not forgotten among those lavish decorations of which

the native ladies are so fond. It is furnished with various kinds of necklaces. Lachcha, d. ; a necklace worn tight

round the neck, formed of gold beads (called Manka, h.) and pot (or glass). Hala, d. or Nlmboll, d.\ the same as the

preceding, but longer, and hanging down. Lokrl, h.\ an ornament worn tight round the neck, formed of stars of

gold strung on three black silk or wire threads, with Kalipot, s., or black glass beads filling up
the interstices.
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Jignl (Jugnf, hi), a small semi-lunar ornament worn in the centre of a string of beads, etc. Padak ,d.\ (in the

Deccan a flat plate of gold or other metal). Jonmala,//. : Mala, s., means a necklace. Chandanhar, s.,

or Nosar-har, p. : Har, s., is also a necklace; and chandan means sandalwood. These are rosaries. An ornament

worn on the head, in shape like a half-moon, from the Sanskrit Chandra, is also called Chandan-har in the

Deccan. Mohanmala, s.: Mohan means fascinating. The necklace is generally formed of gold, beads, and coral.

Gulsari, d. : a neck ornament worn by married women. Sharif observes that the lachchha, gulsari, nath, and

bangri, h. (a thin bracelet), are four ornaments quite essential to maternity, and even the poorest cannot enter

the connubial state without them. Chosari, d. : not unlike the bazuband (armlet), but worn tight round the

neck and hooked behind. Champa kali, s.: this is made of separate rings, each intended to represent the unblown

flower of the champa (Michelia champaca), to the number of from forty to eighty or more, strung together. This

ornament is usually worn rather loose, that it may reach halfway down the bosom. The mounting is gold or

silver, according to the means of the wearer, and the rings or flower buds are in imitation of the mangtfka, and

either crystals set in foils, chiefly white or precious stones of one colour, throughout the ornament, or it is

wholly composed of gold. Dolari, h.\ literally, two strings. Two rows of small round beads threaded on silk.

When the ornament consists of three rows it is called te (tue) lari ; of four, char-lari, h. ; of five, pach-lari or

panch-lari. Tulsi, s.: nearly the same as the dolari, except that instead of the gold beads being round, they are

of an octagonal shape. Tulsf, however, means
“ the sacred basil "\ocymum sanctum), so rosaries used by wor-

shippers of Vishnu are made of tulsf wood. Panama (possibly “

strung as pearls ”) ke Gulsari: Parn, parnia,

parni, s., various kinds of leaves. T6k, a., Haus or Hansli, h., is a solid collar of gold or silver, weighing from

four ounces to nearly a pound. The latter must be highly oppressive to the wearer, especially as they are only
used on high days and holidays ; the general standard may be computed at about six or seven ounces. Being-
made of pure metal, they are easily bent, so as to be put on and off. They are commonly square in front under

the chin for several inches, and taper off gradually to not more than half their greatest diameter, terminating at

each end with a small knob, cut into a polygonal form. This ornament is sometimes carved in the Oriental style,

either through the whole length, or only on the front. Mankian-ka-hdr, or Har : a necklace of pearls, large gold
beads (manka), coral, garnets, etc. Patta : the word means “a leaf.” Ta’wfz, a.: Most of the Hindustani women

wear round their necks, strung upon black silk thread, ta’wizes, which are silver cases enclosing either quotations

from the Kuran, some mystical writings, or some animal or vegetable substance. Whatever
may

be their contents,

great reliance is placed on their efficacy in repelling disease and averting the influence of witchcraft (jadii), of

which the people of India, of
every sect, entertain the greatest apprehension. Hence it is not uncommon to see

half a dozen or more of these charms strung upon the same thread ; sometimes with the addition of baghna,
or the teeth and nails of a tiger, which are hung round the neck of a child.

Ornaments worn on the Upper Arm, or Armlets.—Bhujband,.?., or Bazuband, p. : a trinket adorned with

semi-circular ornaments made hollow, but filled
up with melted resin. The ends are furnished with loops of the

same metal, generally silver, and secured by silken skeins. Dhulaf. Baota, h.\ an ornamented gold ring for the arm.

Ornaments worn round the Wrists, or Bracelets. —The wrists are always profusely decorated.

Kara, 5.: a ring worn on the wrist, ankle, etc. A massive ring of solid silver, weighing from three to four ounces.

These rings are commonly hexagonal or octagonal, of equal thickness throughout, and terminated by a knob

at each end, the same as in the hansli. This ornament, being of pure metal, may be opened sufficiently to be put

on or off at pleasure, the ends being brought together by an easy pressure of the other hand. Kangan, s., Ek-hara

and Do-hara : bracelets. Pahunchian, h., Ag (Dakhani for the flower of the ak (Asclepias gigantea ) ke phul ke

pahunchian, Lahsan ke phant (Sanskrit for garlic) ke pahunchian : a bracelet formed of small pointed

prisms of solid silver, or hollow of gold filled with melted resin, each about the size of a very large

barley-corn, and having a ring soldered to its bottom. These prisms are strung upon black silk as close as the

pointed or perhaps rounded ends will admit, in three or four parallel rows, and then fastened. Patrf, h.\ gilt brass

rings, a quarter of an inch broad ; from one to four are worn on each wrist. Should they wear bangris, only a

couple of these are worn, one on each side of the bangri. Chur, hr. an ornament consisting of several patris joined

together. Mangati. Ael, d. : I find this is a bracelet worn by males. Tore, h. Bangrian, h.\ these consist of thin

rings made of different coloured glass, and are worn on the wrists. They are universally worn by the women in

the Deccan, and their fitting closely to the wrist is considered as a mark of delicacy and beauty, for they must, of

course, be passed over the hand. In doing this, the fingers are crushed and the hand well squeezed, to soften

and mould it into a smaller compass, and a girl seldom escapes without drawing blood and rubbing part of the

skin from her hand. Every well-dressed woman has a number of these rings on each arm. The usual number

is from ten to sixteen. If they wear other golden ornaments along with them, they are fewer; if not, a greater

number agreeably to fancy, but invariably one more on one wrist than the other. Churkin, h.\ bangles or rings
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made of sealing-wax (lac), and ornamented with various coloured tinsel ; also called nakde ka jora. Himbalai :
worn along with bangris, singly, and next to the body. Astur : worn singly and next to the hand.

Ornaments worn on the Fingers, or Rings. —Anguthi, s., or Chhap, h .: Rings of various sorts and sizes

worn on any finger; generally ot gold, those of silver being considered mean. Arsi, h., or Aina,/).,0r looking-glass,
1 he thumb of each hand has a ring which fits close, having a small mirror about the size of a halfpenny fixed

upon it by the centre, so as to accord with the back of the thumb. The aina should be of gold, but on account

ot the quantity of metal required wherein to set the glass, many content themselves with silver mounting. That

a looking-glass may at times be commodiously situated at the base of the thumb will not be disputed ; but what

shall be said of that preposterous custom, which Europeans have witnessed, of wearing a similar ornament on

each great toe. [Sharit forgets that an Eastern foot is not covered indoors, and is as flexible as the hand].

Angushtan,/)., or Hadidru, h.\ a particular kind of ring, an inch broad, worn on the thumb only during the wedding

days, or for six or twelve months after, when it is melted down and converted into anything else. Chhalle,

Kangni-ke-Chhalle, s., Kankri-ke-bij-ke Chhalle, h.: usually about the fifth of an inch broad, very thin, and for the

most part with bended edges.

Ornaments worn round the Waist or Loins.—Kamarpatta,/)., or Sdda, p.-patti: i.e., plain, or a simple flat

ring, one inch and a half broad, which encircles the waist, being carved at the ends where they are hooked.

Kamarsal, d., or Kursan-ka-patti, p., consisting of small square tablets two inches broad, which are carved and fixed

by hinges ; worn as the preceding. Zar-kamar,p.\ gold belt.

Ornaments worn round the Ankles (Anklets) and Feet. —Tol. Jore, h.\ an ornament like a chain.

Painjan : little bells fastened round the feet of children. Pdil. Paizeb, p.\ consists of heavy rings of silver

resembling a horse’s curb chain, set with a fringe of small spherical bells, all of which tinkle at every motion of

the limb. Mahndi, s. Ghungru, A.: are of two kinds, viz. i. Aminian Amman ; 2. Chhaghi ghungni. (These are

what are sometimes called morris bells.) Kara, s.: rings of silver, made very substantial, not weighing less than

half a pound each.

Ornaments worn on the Toes.—Anwat, h.\ a ring furnished with little bells, and worn on the great toe.

Bichhm, h., or Kurrian, d. : rings worn round the toes, and attached along each side of the foot to the paizeb.

Chatkian. Chhalle : like the ring of the same name worn on the thumb ; this is worn on the great toe. Mattai :

a Hindu ornament. Besides the preceding, an ornament made generally in the shape of a vine-leaf, is worn by

young girls pendent from a string tied round the waist.

Sharif, in a foot-note, observes that ornaments worn on the head, ears, nostrils, neck, arms, wrists and hands

by the respectable classes of people are made of gold. Amongst the lower classes of people, the ear ornament called

dandian, and the neck ring called hansli, together with all which are worn on the arms, wrists and fingers, are

of silver, but as to the others (be they ever so rich and able to afford to have them of gold) they durst not make

them but of silver. The other ornaments, viz., of the loins, ankles, feet and toes, are, by the lower and middling
classes of people, of silver; but among the nobility, of gold. It is inconceivable what some women undergo for

the sake of displaying their riches in this way.

The prospective mother of a child is not allowed to wear fine clothes or jewels from the seventh

to the ninth month of her pregnancy, but is then adorned with them by her female relatives and neigh-
bours with some ceremony. An important festival is held on the fortieth day after the birth of a child.

The guests bring presents, amongst others a gold or silver hansli or karai for the baby, and ta’wizes of gold or

silver, which are tablets on which are engraved verses from the Kuran in the Arabic character. These latter

are strung on cords of gold thread, and suspended, when the child is old enough to bear their weight, over one

shoulder, crossing the back and chest, and reaching below the hip on the opposite side. The mother may get

some bangris. The lobes of the ears of a girl are bored when she is one or two years old, often in as many as

thirteen places in the right ear and twelve in the left. In the Deccan it is considered vulgar to bore many holes,

this being done by low-caste people only, such as Kanjars and butchers.

When the child is taught the Bismillah (a phrase used by all good Musalmans at the beginning of actions), a

small gold or silver plate is suspended by a red thread from its neck. A boy’s age is marked by a knot on a

string on his birthday ; a girl’s by a silver hoop or ring being added yearly to her girdam, or silver neck ring.

These are the only methods of registering the ages of Musalman children. Bangris, or glass bracelets, are given

by hosts to female visitors at festivals, and to girls when they attain womanhood. To read with the use of a

tabih, a., or rosary is meritorious, but an innovation. These rosaries may be almost regarded as jewels, as some are

valuable. The bridegroom’s family send jewels to the bride, viz., a pair of angushtan, or rings of gold and silver,

a set of churian, or green bangrian (bracelets). The mother-in-law presents a gold ring to the bridegroom. He

also wears a gold maid or necklace. At his wedding, a red hangan or thread is tied round his wrists as well as
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his bride’s. Jewels for the rich are in considerable numbers ; if among the poor, according to their means. For

the nose a nath and a bulak ; for the neck a laseba (a light necklace of gold and glass beads), and a nunbolf (or

hallah) one hanging down. For the wrist, a set of coloured glass bangrfs. For the fingers, an anguthi ; and for

the thumb, an angushtan. For the toes, an amvat, or ring with bells, for the great toe ; and bichhini for the

other toes. Part of a woman’s dowry is paid in jewels. The Kangan referred to consists of a few pearls, some

rice, flowers, and a quarter of a rupee. They are taken off on the third or fourth day. Amulets are also used to

obtain the favour of “others.” They are engraved on plates of metal, or written on paper and folded in metal, or

brocaded and worn on the head, in the turban, or on the wrist or neck. Sometimes a nadali, </., or stone engraved

with a verse of the Kuran, is suspended from the necks of children to protect them.

The following ornaments are also described :—Sarpesh, p.\ a band which encircles the turban two or three

times. It consists of square pieces of gold plate, threaded together, each plate being set with precious stones;

chiefly worn by kings, princes, the nobility, etc. Zlgah or Llga: a band about six inches long and two broad,

consisting of a piece of velvet beautifully embroidered, and a gold plate set with precious stones sewed on it.

Worn obliquely in front of the head on the turban, and tied behind by means of silk thread, which is fastened to

each end of the band. Only worn by kings, princes and nobles. Kalgf, d. : a huma or phoenix (Bird of Paradise)

feather, having generally a pearl fastened to the end of it; worn only by kings and the great. Turah, a.: worn as

the preceding, and made of gold and precious stones. Mohamedan rosaries (tasblh, a.) contain a hundred beads

and are made of the following materials :—-1. Date stones; 2. fish bones; 3. carnelians; 4. Mocha stones; 5. pearls;
6. coral; 7. seeds of the Canna indica (Indian shot) ; 8. olive stones ; 9. mother-o’-pearl ; 10. onyx ; u. agate ;

12. ebony; 13. beads of the basilwood ; 14. seeds of the Grypha umhraculifera, or umbrella-bearing palm ; 15.

the earth of Karbala, where Husain suffered martyrdom; 16. a red wood spotted with black, Lilu-nahar ; 17.

sandalwood; 18. stones of the Cicca disticha or Charmayla. It will be seen that some of these are valuable or

precious stones.

As regards the position of Mohamedans in regard to ornaments, Wherry, in his Commentary on the Kuran,

etc., in a note refers to the following observations of Sale, Jalaludin and Baidhawf:—“The Sunnat (tradition) orders

that when a man goes to prayers he should put on his better apparel, out of respect to the divine majesty before

whom he is to appear. But as the Mohamedans think it indecent, on the one hand, to come into God’s presence

in a slovenly manner, so they imagine, on the other, that they ought not to appear before Him in habits too

rich or sumptuous, and particularly in clothes adorned with gold or silver, lest they should seem proud.” As

regards women, the Kuran says: “and speak unto the believing women that they restrain their eyes and

preserve their modesty, and discover not their ornaments ....
and let them

....
not show their ornaments,

unless to their husbands or their fathers, or their husbands’ fathers,” etc., etc. [here follow other relatives and

males to whom they could not be married] “.
. . .

and let them not make a noise with their feet, that their

ornaments which they hide may thereby be discovered.” Mohamedan women should only adorn themselves to

please their husbands, near male relatives, and their own sex. The Kuran indeed says, with regard to husbands,

“for whose sake they adorn themselves.” Sale also says, with regard to the directions, “ Let them not make a

noise by shaking the rings which the women in the East wear about their ankles, and are usually of gold or

silver. The pride which the Jewish ladies of old took in making a tinkling with these ornaments of their feet is

(among other things of that nature) severely reproved by the prophet Isaiah (Isa. iii. 16-18).” It will be seen later

on that Hindu women wear many ornaments which tinkle as they move. In the life of the prophet Mohamed

(Mahomet), Sir W. Muir has the following observations on his golden ring :—“ Mahomet had a ring made of

gold; he used to wear it, with the stone inwards on his right hand. The people began to follow his example

and to make rings of gold for themselves. Thereupon the prophet, ascending the pulpit, sat down and taking off

the ring, said : ‘By the Lord, I will not wear this ring ever again ’ ; so saying, he threw it from him. And all

the people did likewise. According to another tradition, he cast it away because it had distracted his attention

when preaching; or again, because the people were attracted by it. He then prohibited the use altogether of

golden signet rings.” Tradition is most discordant with respect to his signet ring. Some say he wore no ring

at all; others, that he had a signet ring of
pure silver for the

purpose
of sealing despatches. Some say it had

one inscription, some another, and so on. On the whole, the personal example of the prophet seems to have

been against luxury of every kind. His followers were less stringent, and he promised amongst the joys of the

future life that “God will introduce those who shall believe and act righteously into gardens through which rivers

flow ; they shall be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and pearls, and their vesture therein shall be silk.”

(Chap. XXII. Sipara XVII. Wherry). In Turkey, the only articles of jewellery worn by Mohamedan males

are finger rings set with various stones. (White, “Customs in Constantinople,” 1845).

Mrs. Mir Hassan remarks that on the third day after the Moharam (the mourning for Hassan and
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Husain), zenana women (she writes of the Shiah or the Persian and Lucknow sect) throw off their mourning garb
and replace their banished ornaments. The nath is placed on the nose ; it is made of gold wire with pearls and

rubies of value. This ornament is always worn by married women while their husbands are alive, except at the

Moharam. She also says that the gentlemen lay aside their ornaments at seasons of devotion, thus proving

that, while fond of jewellery, both men and women exercise restraint in its use on fitting occasions.

Mrs. Mir Hassan’s other notes in regard to jewellery are interesting. The nath is sometimes as large as the

bangle or bracelet, and must be held up while eating. The ears are pierced in many places and gold and silver

rings are replaced in them after the Moharam, and when the ladies pay visits or receive company, or on other

great occasions. On such occasions strings of pearls and emeralds fall in rows from the upper part of the ear to

the shoulder in a graceful manner. Besides jewels, they wear spangles and silver tassels which are really jewels.
Their waist-belts or trouser-cords often have tassels of pearls. These izarbands, or cords are made in a great

variety of silk, and are often very valuable. Mrs. Hassan says that the fondness of the women for good jewellery

perhaps exceeds the same propensity in any other females of the globe. The rude workmanship of native

jewellers is never an object of weighty consideration, provided the precious metals are unalloyed in quality. The

same may be remarked in their selection of jewels; pearls of the largest size, even when discoloured or misshapen,
are selected in preference to the most regular in form and colour of small size ; large diamonds having flaw's are

often preferred to smaller ones most perfect. The gentlemen are good judges of precious stones, and evince

some taste in their style of ornaments; they are worn on their turbans, and in necklaces or bars, rings,

amulets, etc.

Most of the ornaments mentioned by Jafar Sharif and Mrs. Mir Hassan Ali are shewn in the illustrations.

As regards the workmanship, while it will be found that the Mohamedan conquerors of India introduced many

new forms, and that artists from foreign countries were employed to prepare fresh designs, the patient Hindu has

usually been responsible for the actual workmanship, thus following the rule, for example, in architecture. We

need only mention the Taj Mahal at Agra, or the mosques at Delhi and Ajmere as proofs of this contention in

relation to buildings. Nevertheless, the Hindu in every art has managed to leave upon it the strongest impressions

of his own personality. The oldest and most historic forms of ornaments have been preserved by him. Ifwe com-

pare those which are worn by the peasantry and wandering tribes, such as the Banjaras, who carry salt or grain over

the country, with those which are carved on the oldest Hindu or even on Buddhist stone images, we shall find many

forms which have remained unchanged for ages. Some of those ornaments are, indeed, themselves of great

antiquity. The chief reason is, that being made of base metal, it has never been worth while to break them up,

as would be the case with silver or gold in case of poverty of the owner. As for such as are set with
gems, or

which are made of the precious metals, as is well known, they are liable to be frequently broken up in the one

case, or sold and reset in the other. All writers on Indian Economics refer to the fact that much of the capital

of the country is put aside in the form of jewels and ornaments. A peasant, for example, saves up a few rupees

in a prosperous year, and has them turned by the village silversmith into bangles or anklets, bracelets or other

ornaments, which are worn by himself or his wife until money is required for the purchase of a pair of bullocks

or seed ; or it may be for a wedding, or to feed the family in days of scarcity. As the poorer women never

take off their jewellery, their persons are the most safe places for stowing away valuables. The cost of making
and unmaking simple ornaments is very trifling, but as necessity arises very frequently for realizing money in this

way, it is certain that when silver and gold are again saved up, the new ornaments must follow the prevailing

fashion, and fashion—except for time-honoured forms—does change, even in the East, though in a slight degree.

The rich store their wealth in the form of gems and valuable jewellery, which is as portable as possible. So

terribly sudden are changes of fortune in the East, that it may be necessary to be prepared at a moment’s notice

for overwhelming disaster. The man, whether he be a ruling chief or a noble, who has gems of great value on

his own person, or upon his wives and daughters, is therefore best fitted to cope with such difficulties. History is

full of illustrations of this custom. It is one explanation why so many splendid gems have never been cut, but

are only rudely polished. They were not displayed, but were kept as capital in the treasury, or were rudely

pierced and strung to be worn or concealed on the person. Some of them were engraved with the names and

titles of different owners, and thus give indications of the vicissitudes through which their owners have passed.

For example, in my
“ Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition,” I drew attention to some large rubies and other

precious stones which had belonged in succession to one of the great Moghuls, to Ahmed Shah Abdalla, the

Rohilla invader of India, and finally to the Maharaja of Alwar, who had lent them to the Exhibition. An

Indian treasury, if its contents could speak, could tell us strange stories. I recall one such examination in which

coins were found from a hundred mints which had been presented to the chief as nazarana
,
or ceremonial gifts on

different occasions. Amongst them were even Bactrian coins.



The late Mr. Baden H. Baden-Powell, in his official “Handbook of the Manufactures of the Punjab,”

published in 1872, in describing the native jewellery which was shown at an exhibition held in Lahore in 1864,

refers at length to Delhi, and cites the following extract from the report of the jurors. They observe, he says,
“ that Delhi was and perhaps is still the principal place in India for the manufacture of all kinds of jewellery, though
since the extinction of the King and court after the Mutiny, the trade is not what it was, and the best artizans

are emigrating to the Native States.” These words were written only six years after the close of the Mutiny,

but although Delhi is now not even a provincial capital, in consequence of which the production of jewellery is

probably much diminished, it is still, it is understood, one of the largest centres in the world for the distribution of

precious stones. In this connection, Mr. Baden Powell especially referred to a class of Delhi jewellery which

deserved mention, viz., that which was made in European fashion, with stones cut in Europe, which latter are

chiefly brought from Calcutta.

The following is an extract from the official report on the Punjab Exhibition of 1881-2 (Class VIIa, Jewellery,

etc.). Mr. J. L. Kipling refers to Delhi, and continues the history :—“ Delhi, as a matter of course, is at the

head of the list in this section, both in the number and value of the articles shewn. Both the English jurors are

unanimous in the opinion that much of the Delhi display is poor in design and of no great excellence in workman-

ship. A considerable number of articles were sent to the Bengal Exhibition from Delhi, and at this season

[winter] jewellers who keep small stocks in hand like to have their goods by them, in preference to their lying at

a distant town, at a time when a regular succession of tourists is passing their own doors. The collection, on the

whole, however, very fairly represents the best as well as the less admirable features of a very important industry,
The imitations of European work are, perhaps, the least successful, for the workmen, whilst copying foreign
models, have preserved the meretricious characteristics of Indian work, its minuteness and multiplicity of detail.

The result, though pretty enough in a popular sense, is incongruous, for the solidity and smooth finish of the

original is wanting, while the want of character and motive in the design remains. It is noticeable that while the

public has purchased much that was good Oriental design, a great number of the English-looking goods remained

unsold. Nor are the Delhi jewellers more fortunate in their imitations of Indian work from other parts of the

country. Ihe Madras Swami work, when at its best, each figure chiselled in bold relief, has a rich and charac-

teristic effect, but the Delhi die-stamped imitations are curiously poor and tin-like. The filigrain also from this

city is distinctly inferior to that of Cuttack, and both design and workmanship of the numerous light silver neck-

laces, chains and bracelets are often poor. There is only one good example of the Chatai, or mat-pattern

bracelet, a design which affords a fair test of sound and neat workmanship. The arts in which Delhi really

excels, the skilful setting of precious stones so arranged that jewels and the incrustation of gems of no great
intrinsic value produce a rich effect, the combination of enamel with gold and of jade with jewels and gold are,

however, fairly represented. It is by work of this kind that Delhi is best known, and its representation is not

likely to be increased by clever but only half successful attempts to copy the manner of work in other places. The

trade of Delhi is so organized that it is impossible to award, as the jury would prefer, any prizes to the actual

workmen, for it is doubtful whether in any of the Delhi exhibits the actual workman’s name appears.”

The above remarks afford food for much thought. It is notorious that Indian industrial art-workers (all too

ready to copy and adopt foreign designs, especially of surface ornamentation, without much regard to their suit-

ability to the materials and traditional methods of their own district) have been encouraged to persevere in a bad

path by the pressure of dealers, amateur patrons with little knowledge of art, and even Schools of art, much to

the detriment of their indigenous work and of their own reputation. Thus it is no uncommon thing to see in a

silversmith s shop in Delhi or Lucknow peculiar local ornament applied to a Central Asian or Chinese vessel, or

the converse, a vase of indigenous shape is covered with decorative work which is characteristic of Kashmir,

Kachh, or Madras, Ihe dealer and the patron, who are always on the look-out for cheap specimens, are also

responsible for the cheap die-stamped manufactures—for such they are—which in India, as in other countries, in

the end lead to the ruin of good honest hand-made and artistic work. The Punjab Exhibition of 1894 and the

Delhi Coronation Durbar Exhibition of 1903 illustrated further stages of decay in almost every form of art, and

the jurors, in both cases, recognized that amongst the causes were such as have been indicated. The schools of

art in most cases, however, have attempted to stem the tide of misfortune, and not always unsuccessfully. Local

exhibitions and small local industrial museums or show rooms might help to arrest the decay by showing specimens
of the best work, and rewarding those who make them, or the dealers under whose auspices they were produced,
besides educating the public, both European and native. The Decennial Art Congress at Lahore, which was

held at the time of the 1894 Exhibition, strongly recommended the institution of such show-rooms, but without

any large measure of success. At the Coronation Durbar Exhibition, jewellery was not admitted into competition,
and was not, therefore, formally reported upon by the jury. There was a very large collection in a separate
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court, in which the principal dealers exhibited jewellery, precious stones and plate to the estimated value of

about £ 1,000,000.

A very brief description of the contents of this court is given in Sir G. Watt’s official account of “Indian

Art at Delhi in 1903.' “In this place reference can only be made to the exhibits of Sri Ram Janki Das of Delhi.

A special feature was work in jade stone.” They had “a curious and interesting assortment of this work, both

ancient and modern, and either simply engraved or jewelled.” The following, Sir G. Watt states, “are some of

their more interesting exhibits : —A necklace of stone valued at R 5.4,000 ; a necklace of pearls set with diamonds

and sapphires, Rs. 1100 ; an Indian jhuwar (jewel for the head), set on one side with diamonds and on the other

with rubies and pearls, Rs. 1500; a seven-row necklace, R5.2000; a jewelled drop necklace set with pearls,

sapphires and diamonds, R5.2500; a seven-diamond ring, Rs. 1600; a handsome aigrette, fully jewelled, R 5.7000.”

This list affords some idea of the kind and value of expensive modern Indian jewellery.

As Delhi has been the seat of Imperial power from very ancient times, and the most ancient Indian records

refer to events which took place there or in its neighbourhood, or in Hindustan and Oudh, we may expect in

the latter some of the earliest information as to jewellery ; nor shall we be disappointed. The two great epics of

India, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, or the history of the great war of the family of Bharata, an ancient

king of India, and the history of Rama, the deified hero of the Hindus, both have numerous references to

ornaments worn by both sexes.

The information which follows is mainly derived from J. Talboys Wheeler’s “ History of India.” In the

Mahdbharata, references are made to jewellery. Sakuntala, the mother of Raja Bharata, the founder of the

great house of Bharata, was cursed by a sage who said that she should be forgotten by the man she loved, and

that the curse should only be removed when he saw the ring which he had given her. She lost the ring, which

a fish swallowed, from the belly of which it was recovered, and all ended happily. Kama, the son of Kunti, was

born with golden earrings in his ears. His father, the Sun, had taken the form of a raja, with a crown upon his

head and bracelets on his arms. The princes at the time of the great war are said to have had jewelled chariots

and jewelled howdahs, and to have worn jewels. The sovereign of the gods presented Arjuna, one of them, with

a chain of gold and a diadem. Arjuna, at a later date, was disguised at the court of Raja Virata, and wore ear-

rings in his ears, a woman’s necklace round his neck, and a woman’s bracelets upon his wrists. At the great

horse sacrifice, Krishna, the incarnation of the god Vishnu, took a necklace of pearls and jewels from off his own

neck and gave it to a eulogist or bard who praised him. When Arjuna entered the country of the Amazons in

search of the white horse for the sacrifice, the women were all in the prime of beauty and wore necklaces of the

best shaped pearls, and were attired in splendid dresses. The horse itself had round its neck a necklace of

excellent jewels. Jewels are frequently mentioned by the historians, who show the value attached them in early

times, even if there is exaggeration as regards the great personages in the Mahabharata. In the Ramayana, in

which a more luxurious life is pourtrayed than in the Mahabharata, the references to jewels are more frequent.
When the infant Rama cried, attempts were made to propitiate him with jewels. In his third year his father

performed the ceremony of piercing his ears with rites of great magnificence. When he was invested with the

sacred thread, his mother gave him precious jewels which he passed on to his preceptor. When Rama was sent

into exile, he took off his ornaments, and even the marriage ring given to him by the father of his wife Sita. At

his marriage he had a crown of pearls on his head ; earrings of exquisite richness' hung from both his ears ; he

wore a string of pearls and flowers round his neck, and an ornament of pearls on his forehead. Sita had jewelled
butterflies in her raven-black hair. “Her ears and nose are resplendent with jewels; her wrists and arms are

adorned with bracelets ; her slender ankles are circled round with golden rings, whilst little golden bells tinkle

upon her toes as she walks with naked feet over the carpeted floor.” At the funeral of his father, jewels were

scattered amongst the multitude, and the body of the king was adorned with them according to the precepts in

the Sastras. When Sita was abducted by Ravana, she was wearing the necklace given to her by the holy

Anasuya, which shone with a peculiar radiance. As she was borne away over the mountain Rishya-mukha she

threw down her ornaments, except the jewelled flower upon her forehead, to the monkeys who were seated there,

in the hope they would carry the news of her abduction to her husband Rama. When Lakshmana, the brother

of Rama, saw them and was asked if he recognized them, he replied, “Those silver bells I know, for Sita wore

them on her feet, but all the others are strange to me, for I never cast my eyes above the feet of my brother’s

wife.” Ravana, as he slept, wore ten crowns of gold on his ten heads, sandal and ornaments on his twenty

hands, and strings of rich pearls decorated his breast. 1 ianuman, the monkey ambassador of Rama, made known

himself to Sita by showing her the signet ring which his master had given him for the purpose. She kept the

ring and returned by him the only ornament she had left.

In the early ages, or the Vedic period, jewels were worn, and regulations were made in respect to property

in them. In the early Mohamedan connection with India we have few details of jewellery.
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About a.d. 1020, Mahmud of Ghazni broke the famous idol-pillar at Somnath, which was nine feet high, but

the Brahmans entreated him to spare it, offering heaps of gold if he would do so. He cried out,
“ I came

not to sell idols, but to destroy them,” and raising his mace, struck the image and it was broken into pieces, and

piles of rubies and diamonds were found in that place. Ferushta says a pile of jewels was hidden in its belly.

Older authorities say nothing of the jewels inside, but that it was garnished with gold and jewels.
The great Timur, or Tamerlane, in his memoirs, hardly mentions jewellery. His spiritual guide, when he

became his disciple, placed his own cap on his head and put on his finger a ruby ring on which was engraved the

words “ Rasti-va-Rasti
”

(Righteousness and Salvation). Elsewhere he states that the stone was a carnelian and

that he used it as a seal. He seems to have been fond of rubies, as he wore two armlets on one hand which were

set with stones. He divided his ornaments, on critical occasions, amonafst his followers. His wife once sent
' ' o

her brother some of her jewels to propitiate him, but Timur remarks that “he so far forgot brotherly affection, as

to take them all, and even contended for more. This brother-in-law, when pressed at the fort of Asburg,

attempted to escape in disguise, with his most valuable jewels in his girdle. He was recognized by the crier in a

mosque in which he had concealed himself, and endeavoured to bribe him with a string of pearls. On the day

of his own coronation, Timur distributed all his treasure and. valuables amongst his nobles, officers and soldiers, so

that all that remained were the clothes on his back, a horse, a sword, a shield, a spear and a quiver wdth its bow

and arrows.

In the chief authority of the time, the Ain-i-Akbari (the Institutes of the Emperor Akbar) of Shaikh

Abulfazl, in the third ain of the first book, the treasury for precious stones is described. The department was

presided over by “an intelligent, trustworthy, clever treasurer,” who had “as his assistants, an experienced clerk,

a zealous darogah (superintendent), and also skilful jewellers. They classified the jewels, and thus removed the

rust of confusion. There were twelve classes of rubies, of which the first class were not less than 1000 mohurs

in value, and the twelfth, from fof a mohur to \ rupee.” They made no account of rubies of less value.

Diamonds, emeralds, and the red and blue yhkuts (rubies and sapphires) had also twelve classes, from the

first of 30 mohurs upwards, to the twelfth, from if-to £ rupee. The pearls were strung by scores and had 16

classes, from the first, in which each pearl was of 30 mohurs value or upwards, to the last, from 9 to 5 dams.

“The pearls are strung upon a number of strings equal to their class, so that those of the sixteenth class are

strung upon sixteen strings. The imperial seal is affixed at the end of each bundle of strings, to avoid losses

arising from unsorting, whilst a description is attached to each pearl, to prevent disorder,” The charges are given
for boring each pearl. A description of the jewellery is not given. Seals are described in the 20th ain. They
are required by every man in his transactions. The names of famous seal-engravers are given.

On the festival of the Bth day of Virgo, Akbar put on the mark on the forehead, like a Hindu, and appeared

in the Audience Hall, when several Brahmans tied, by way of auspiciousness, a string with jewels on it round his

hands
;

while the grandees countenanced these proceedings by bringing, according to their circumstances, pearls
and jewels as presents. The custom of Rakhi (or tying pieces of clothes round the wrist as amulets) became

quite common. Badaoni, who is the authority for this statement, brings it forward as one of the indications of the

emperors adoption of some of the customs and religion of the Hindus. Almost every day Akbar received

presents of horses, swords, gold and jewels, especially at the feast of the Nauroz. (T. Wheeler.)
It is stated that Nur Jahan (Jahangir’s wife) “laid down new patterns and elegant designs for many gold

ornaments. Her brother left, besides much other treasure, jewels worth 30 lakhs of rupees, but, as in accordance

with custom, his property escheated to the State, his family depending upon its bounty. No doubt the most

valuable gems went to the Imperial treasury, an indication of a previous note to the effect that the accumulations

therein represented much of the wealth of the nation.”

Captain Hawkins, who was at Agra from 1609 to 1611, sent home wonderful stories of Jahangir, who

“inherited the wealth of his nobles and took a present from every one who came before him.” He says that he

had “eight chains of beads, every one of which contains four hundred; they are of pearls, diamonds, rubies,

emeralds, lignum, aloes, and coral.” Jahangir refers to these beads in his autobiography.

Jahangir was disappointed because the king of England sent him no jewels. The Portuguese brought
rubies, emeralds and diamonds. Sir 1. Roe says the plates on the head and breast of the first “lord” elephant
were set with rubies and emeralds. Even at his private receptions, the emperor was decked with jewels. When

Kuram (Shah Jahan) took leave of his father, he was dressed in cloth of silver embroidered with pearls and

diamonds. At the Jarokha window, Roe got glimpses of two queens who glittered with diamonds. He thus

describes the dress of Jahangir His coat was of cloth of gold without sleeves, worn over a shirt as fine as

lawn. His buskins were embroidered with pearls. His turban was plumed wdth heron’s feathers; on one side

was a ruby as big as a walnut; on the other side was a large diamond
;

in the centre was a large emerald, shaped
like a heart. His sash was wreathed with a chain of pearls, rubies and diamonds. His neck chain consisted of



three double strings of pearls. He wore armlets set with diamonds on his elbows; he had three rows of diamonds

on his wrists; he had rings on nearly every finger. One man hung on his sword and buckler ; both were beset

with diamonds and rubies.” The attendants carried maces of gold set with jewels. The horse furniture was

studded with gems ; even the palanquin was plated with gold set with pearls ; a fringe of pearls hung from it in

ropes a foot deep, with a border of rubies and emeralds. A golden footstool was set with precious stones. All

this took place in camp near Ajmir. Aurangzeb dressed only in white; he wore but few jewels.

Bernier, who was in India in 1658-59, remarks that “the Indians make excellent muskets and fowling-pieces,

and such beautiful gold ornaments that it may be doubted if the exquisite workmanship of these articles can be

exceeded by any European goldsmith.”

Bernier saw the king (Aurangzeb) seated upon his throne at the end of the great hall, in the most magnificent

attire. Amongst the jewels he wore were “an aigrette whose base was composed of diamonds of an extraordinary

size and value, besides an Oriental topaz [supposed by A. Constable, in the English edition, 1891, to be a gem

described by Tavernier as having eight panels and weighing 152 4-25 English carats], which may be pronounced

unparalleled, exhibiting a lustre like the sun. A necklace of immense pearls, suspended from his neck, reached

the stomach in the same manner as many of the Gentiles wore their beads.”

Bernier refers to the great treasure of the mosques in gold and silver plate set with precious stones, and in

pearls and gems of great weight; but adds that these articles are the spoils of ancient princes collected during a

long course of years, and increasing regularly from reign to reign, which became crown property, and which it is

criminal to touch. He, like so many other observers, notes that “ the empire was an abyss of gold and silver ; in

the first place, because so much was melted, remelted and wasted in fabricating women’s bracelets, both for the

hands and feet, charms, earrings, nose and finger rings, and a still larger quantity is consumed in manufacturing-

embroidery .. . gold and silver cloths, brocades, etc. The quantity of these articles made in India is incredible.

All the troops, from the omrah (noble) to the man in the ranks, will wear gilt ornaments, nor will a private

soldier refuse them to his wife and children, though the family should die of hunger, which is a common

occurrence.” In the second place, to the dread of seeming to be wealthy, lest it be taken by force ; which leads

to burying gold and silver, especially among the Gentiles (Brahmanical Hindus), who possess almost exclusively

the trade and wealth of the country, and “ who believe that the money concealed during life will prove beneficial

to them after death.” This habit of secretly burying the precious metals he believed to be the principal cause of

their apparent scarcity in Hindustan. “ The arts in the Indies,” he adds, “ would long ago have lost their beauty

and delicacy, if the monarch and principal omrahs did not keep in their pay a number of artists who work in

their houses, teach the children, and are stimulated to exertion by the hope of reward and the fear of the korrah,”

a long and terrible whip which hung at every omrah’s gate. He attributed some value also to the patronage of

powerful patrons to rich merchants and tradesmen.

Tavernier, the jeweller, who was in India in the time of Aurangzeb, remarks that in the whole of the Moghul

empire there was not a better judge of precious stones than Shah Jahan, and that he decided a case of much

difficulty, at the request of Aurangzeb. An old master jeweller said that a ruby for which 95,000 rupees had

been paid by the uncle of the emperor, who wished to present it to him, was not worth 500 rupees. Shah Jahan

agreed, and the merchant was compelled to take it back again and refund the money. He gives an illustration

of the great topaz which the king always wore. It was bought at Goa for 181,000 rupees. He also describes

and illustrates other splendid gems which were in the possession of the emperor.

Although we cannot accept the incredible valuation of the emperor Jahangir of the jewels left by his father,

we can believe, with Bernier and Tavernier, that the treasures of the early Moghul sovereigns were worth an

enormous sum. The facts related in the Mulfazat Timuri, or “Memoirs of Timur,” of the distribution of wealth

such as these at critical moments, and other instances of the kind (as, for example, the gift of Akbar’s father

Humayun, of jewels to the Persian monarch, to induce the latter to aid him in recovering his throne when he was

an exile), point to one good reason for accumulating resources of the kind. While, however, this idea may have

been in the minds of the emperors, another politic reason was the prudence of spoiling the nobles of much of their

portable wealth to use it against them in case of defection, or to spend it in rewarding loyal subjects. The early

Moghuls looked upon the property of their officials as their own. They were their heirs
; they claimed the right

of appointing even the lawful successors of the Hindu potentates who were subject to them. The sovereign was

the source of all power,
wealth and honour, and as long as he retained the means, such as a huge treasure afforded

him, of immediately quieting opposition or disaffection by distribution of a part of it, he maintained his position.

The last emperor who possessed such treasure was perhaps Mohamed Shah, and he was despoiled of the greater

part of it by Nadir Shah, the Persian invader of India, who took back with him the famous peacock throne of

Shah Jahan, and countless wealth of all kinds; but secured, as a special personal forced gift, the Koh-i-nur

diamond, which is now in the possession of our own sovereign.
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Jahangir crowned himself with the imperial crown, which his father had caused to be made after the manner

of that which was worn by the great kings of Persia. He states that “on each of the twelve points of this crown

was a single diamond of the value of one lakh of ashrafis of five mithkals, the whole purchased by my father with

the resources of his own government, not from anything accruing to him by inheritance from his predecessors. At

the point of the top part of the crown was a single pearl of four mithkals of the value of one lakh of ashrafis ; and

on different parts of the same were set altogether two hundred rubies of one mithkal each, and each of the value

of six thousand rupees.” The translator of the Memoirs estimates the value of “this superb symbol of supreme

power at two millions and seventy thousand pounds sterling.” Jahangir adds that his nobles and courtiers were

clad in costly dresses, and wore zones and amulets sparkling with the lustre of precious stones. In several places

he mentions presents he gave to nobles ; as, for example, dresses of honour and girdles and daggers enriched

with jewels, and a jtgha, or aigrette for the turban, set in the same manner. He presented his wife Nur Jahan

with a necklace of forty pearls, each of which was worth 40,000 rupees. His figures, however, are rarely trust-

worthy. He seems to have frequently given his son Kuram (afterwards Shah Jahan, his successor), magnificent

ornaments; as, for example, a necklace of pearls and an aigrette worth -£80,000; so that, in process of time, he

became the proprietor of jewels to a very extraordinary amount. He sometimes gave purses or bulses of gems.

An extraordinary illustration of the customs of the court is given in the story of the emperor’s mode of showing

his favour towards his son Parviz, to whom he gave a ceinture set with diamonds from his own waist, the diamond

aigrette from his own turban, and a chaplet of pearls worth five lakhs of rupees ; but this was not all, for he

adds, “ I intimated that every individual
person

of my court, of whatever degree, desirous of intimating his

attachment to me, each according to his ability, should make a present of some value to the Shahzada (prince),

and by an account subsequently laid before me, it appeared that he received on this occasion, in consequence of

such intimation, in gold and jewels, horses and elephants, what amounted in the whole to the value of two

hundred lakhs of rupees (£'2,000,000).” The prince, however, next day gave his father things worth twice as

much. These included trays of costly dresses and jewels. The whole story reads like a chapter from the Arabian

Nights, but is, no doubt, only an exaggeration of a custom which continues in native courts to the present day,

though it is dying out in the case of Europeans. On great ceremonial occasions each European officer at the

durbar has laid before him trays, varying in accordance with his rank, containing dresses and ornaments, which

in former days were accepted and the equivalent or more given back at the return visit. These customs were

artificial means of paying compliments, or of propitiating on the one hand great personages
who received more

than they gave ; or of rewarding merit, when the sovereign presented more than he received. jewels or

ornaments formed a large part of all such ceremonial gifts ; hence the value attached to them, and the importance

of the jeweller and goldsmith.

Reserving trade statistics and information regarding persons engaged in the manufacture and sale of orna-

ments for another number of this series on
“

Indian Jewellery,” I proceed now to describe the illustrations, giving
such further particulars as each may suggest.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART I.

Plate i.—Portraits of five of the best known Moghul emperors of Delhi. Although the portraits represent

the most illustrious occupants of the Imperial throne, they have not been chosen mainly for that reason, but

because in every case the person represented is wearing interesting examples of jewellery. The pictures

have been copied from authentic originals which are in the possession of Rajput chiefs. 1. Abul P'ateh Jalaluddin
Mohamed Akbar, born a.d. 1542; reigned from 1556 to 1605. Blochman, in his notes on Badaoni and the

religious views of the Emperor Akbar, observes that he appeared in public with the mark which Hindus put on

the forehead. In my book on
“ The Rulers of India and the Chiefs of Rajputana,” I have reproduced a portrait

which is probably unique, showing the emperor wearing such a mark, and have therefore selected another one for

the present work. Badaoni also refers, as I have already noted, to the fact that on the festival of the eighth day

of Virgo, when Akbar appeared in the Audience Hall with the marks on his forehead, several Brahmans tied, by

way of auspiciousness, a string, with jewels on it, round his hands. This was the Rakhi. 2. Nur-uddin

Mohamed Jahangir, born 1569 ; succeeded 1605 ; died 1627. In Purchas’ “

Pilgrims,” it is stated that his jewels
were worn in rotation ; those which were worn one day not being worn again for a twelvemonth. Reference is

also made to the eight chains of beads, each containing four hundred, which he used as rosaries, no doubt to

repeat the names of the Almighty. 3. Mirza Khuram, who succeeded to the throne under the title of Shah

Jahan, and surnamed Shahab-ud-din Mohamed Sahib Kiran Sani; born 1593; succeeded 1627; deposed 1658;

died 1666. From the jeweller’s point of view, he is most notorious for the construction of the Peacock throne, which
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Tavernier valued at six millions and a half pounds sterling. The Taj Mahal, which he built, may
be looked upon

as almost a colossal jewel, because the precious marble was profusely adorned with
gems. 4. Alamgir 1., surnamed

Abul-Zafar-Muhi-ud-din Mohamed Aurangzeb ; born 1619; succeeded 1658; died 1707. An Italian, in 1694,

saw him on his throne, wearing a white turban tied with a gold web, and ornamented with one very large emerald

surrounded by four smaller ones. 5. Mohamed Shah, surnamed Roshan Akhtar, or the “brilliant star”; born

1702 ; succeeded 1719 ; died 1748. In his reign, Nadir Shah, the ruler of Persia, invaded India, and conquered

Delhi in 1739, from which he took away spoil computed at eighty million pounds sterling, and jewellery of untold

value, some of which (including the remains, at least, of the Peacock throne) is probably still in Persia.

P.late 2. —6. Front view of a coat of brocade (kincob or kamkhwab, cloth of gold) of zig-zag pattern in red

and gold. The borders and shoulder and back pieces are of black velvet embroidered in an elaborate floral

pattern with gold thread, pearls, rubies and emeralds, by Buland Baksh and Ahmed Khan of Ulwar. Cost of

velvet and brocade, 90 rupees ;of the lining of light blue satin, 11 rupees ;of the jewels, 5000 rupees ; and

labour, 300 rupees ; total, 5401 rupees. Length down the middle seam of the back, 32 inches. Regal garments

of this kind were, no doubt, worn at the Imperial Court, whence came most of the best workmen at Ulwar.

When so elaborately enriched with gems, they may really be included under the head of jewellery. In my work

on
“ Ulwar and its Art Treasures,” I have included, besides the present illustration, one of the back of the same

coat, and others of similar magnificent garments. In the “Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition,” I described

and illustrated the state brocade overcoat of Maharaja Jai Singh, which he wore at the court of Aurangzeb, a

very sumptuous dress, though it is not enriched with jewels.

Plate 3.—The jewellery represented in this plate is reproduced from the work on Ulwar which is quoted

above. The books referred to under the heading Plate 2 were published in small editions and very expensive form,

and are therefore rarely seen ; hence the repetition of some of the plates in the Journal may be of use to a large
number of persons. 7. Forehead ornament or Sarpesh. It is worn on the head-dress. The back is enamelled

on gold. There is a large centre-piece of the shape of a plume, and medallions on either side are attached to it

and to each other by hinges. It is decorated by figures of birds in white on a glowing red ground. In front the

plaques are set with large rubies, and depending from the ornament are seven emerald drops. 8. Necklace,

Kantha, 17 inches long; emeralds and rubies, with pearl tassels. Value, R5.35,000..35,000. The large emeralds are

cut into prominent ribs. The pearls are attached to cords and tassels of gold thread, a favourite way of finishing

off Indian necklaces, bracelets, &c. 9. Forehead ornament, Sarpesh. Similar to No. 7. The enamel on the

back is chiefly red on a white ground, and the plaques are set with large flat emeralds. There are also eight

drop pendants of emeralds of good quality. The ornament is 6-J inches high. From No. 7 hangs an ornament

for the turban, or Turah. Eleven strings of rubies and ruby drops are suspended from small golden bells set

with diamonds, and the whole hangs from a blue enamel bell studded with rubies. Pearls are also used with

gold thread to complete the ornament. The turah connected with No. 9 is similar to the above, except that there

are seven strings of emeralds instead of rubies, and the whole hangs from a diamond-studded plaque. The

diamonds thus used are mere scales or lasques. 10. Armlet or bazuband. A light coloured oblong emerald with

an engraved pattern, i-| in. by if in., is the chief ornament. It is strung on a cord enriched with pearls, from

which hangs a fine tassel of gold thread similarly adorned. 11. Armlet, bazuband, like No. 10, but with a circular

emerald of rich colour, 2 inches in diameter and -of an inch thick. 12. A gold bangle or anklet (kari), set with

gems; diameter, inches; value, R5.2000. The ends are formed like an elephant’s head, a very ancient and

favourite form of ornament to which longer reference will be made hereafter.

The illustrations in this and most of the forthcoming numbers are taken, unless otherwise stated, from the

Indian Section of the Victoria and Albert Museum at South Kensington (marked 1.M.), or from the Museum

of H.H. the Maharaja of Jaipur (marked J.M.).

The best thanks of the publisher and author are due to Mr. Skinner, Director of the Museum, for kind

permission to utilize the collections of jewellery; and to Mr. Stanley Clarke, in charge of the Indian Section, and his

staff, for their kindness and valuable aid in the troublesome work of photographing so many small objects. The

opportunity is also taken of again acknowledging the munificence and kindness of H.H. the Maharaja of Jaipur
in allowing his artists in the past to reproduce so many of the specimens which are here published.

Plate 4. —13. Ear-drop. Star-shaped ornaments and pendants, from the lower of which hangs a fish ; there

are also numerous small pendants. The flat gems are turquoises, with the exception of the crescent in the star

ornament, where there is a flat diamond. Enamel is employed to enrich the effect, and also fringes of pearls,

rubies and emeralds. Two such ear-drops are worn over the ears, but are supported by other ornaments and by

each other, as they are too weighty for attachment to the ears. In this splendid jewel, as in so many others

which follow, the greatest richness is obtained, at comparatively little cost, by using flat stones or scales of
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diamonds and badly-shaped gems. Very little regard is paid to regularity of form or to careful cutting, as is the

case in European work. KM. 307.] 14. Turban ornament (Sarpesh). Pine or cone-shaped top with central

and two side plaques ; rubies, diamonds and pearls set in gold cable pattern filigree, with two pendent emeralds.

[I.M. 255,] 15. Plume or head ornament of white jade set with diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and coloured foil

or enamel, with a fine pendent pearl at the top. | From the Guthrie Collection, I.M. 569.] I have a contemporary

portrait of the Emperor Mohamed Shah carrying an ornament like this in his hand. Jade forms a most

beautiful foil for the display of coloured stones. The Moghuls and people of Central Asia especially seem to

have used it. Its extreme hardness is an additional merit. 16. Head ornament for a horse ( 1 urah). State

animals are often as richly adorned as their masters, and with ornaments not unlike theirs, as in the present case.

From the mouth of a figure in the form of a fish is suspended the turah, or drop, which is composed of a bell and

seven plates of enamelled silver, from which are pendent many imitation emeralds. Ihe bell is set with flat

diamonds. From the head of the fish springs a cup
with an octagonal-shaped flower-like ornament with pearl

drops. [I.M. 308.] 17, 18, and 19. Ear-drop and two brooches composed of gold spherical or hemispherical

bosses set in open-work of gold with granulated surfaces, and in the brooches with pendants of similar workman-

ship. These beautiful granulated balls are made in Delhi and the neighbourhood, and require extreme patience

in their production. From the earliest times the Asiatic jewellers have employed this most effective method,

which is characteristic of the good effects which
may be obtained with the rudest appliances, provided time is no

object. [I.M. 330, 332 and 334.]
Plate 5.— 20. A favourite form of necklace, which is composed of enamelled gold plaques set with diamonds

attached to each other by four short rows of irregular pearls. In the centre hangs a star-like pendant of plate

diamonds, each in a stud of gold radiating from a pale ruby in an octagonal frame. The backs of the plaques are

enamelled. The Delhi enamel, which is so largely employed for backing ornaments, is inferior to that which is

made in Jaipur, especially in the reds, which tend to a brownish colour instead of being a glowing crimson.

[I.M. 302.] 21 to 24. Variously described as head ornaments, pendants, or ear-drops. They may be worn

suspended over the forehead or ears. No. 21 is composed of three large flat pieces of filigree work of ruddy gold

enriched with rubies. They are connected by chains of pearls relieved by rubies. From the lower piece, which

is the widest, hang seven smaller gold pendants also set with rubies, and the whole are enriched with pearl and

emerald drops. An ornament of this kind is called Jhumar. | I.M. 325.] 22. There are a top and bottom

piece of gold open-work set with rubies and turquoises and connected by pearl chains. The ornament is com-

pleted by drops of pearls tipped with emeralds hanging from numerous variously-shaped small pendants.

[I.M. 181.]

Plate 6. —The ornaments represented in this plate, and in many others which follow, may be made either in

gold, silver, or base metal, according to the position in life of the wearers. 25. This is a widely-worn ornament

for the ear, which in Marwar and other places is known as Andhi, and is composed of a flat star-like piece, the

Karanphtil (or flower for the ear) and the Jhtimka, or bell. The specimen shewn was of gold set with diamonds,

and from the bell hung pearls tipped with small rubies, with an emerald with pearl and ruby drops for the

clapper. [J.M.] 26. Forehead ornament, or Bindi, suspended from the hair or other ornaments down the centre

of the forehead. It is shaped like a fish, and may be made of gold and jewels, as in No. 25. In this position,

Hindu women generally have a sectarian mark painted, called the tika. Holy men apply the mark here also.

In some districts, marks of similar import, like wafers, are fastened with paste on the forehead in the same

spot, and may be richly ornamented. [J.M.] 27. Necklace with pendant. Numerous plaques of thin metal,

having an embossed floral design, are attached by rings to a thread cord. The pendent plaque, in this case

ornamented with two peacocks, is a small flat box to contain a charm, and was probably worn by a Mohamedan.

jafir Sharif gives a number of elaborate formulae for amulets which are intended to protect the wearer from

dangers for which each has a special value. It will be remembered that the ancient Egyptians firmly believed in

the power of such charms, and that
many of them were held to be most efficacious in after life, and are therefore

buried with mummies. Most flat plaques of this kind are struck off from metal dies of time-honoured patterns

which may be purchased by the working jewellers in the large towns or at fairs. [I.M. 1043.] Many men and

women obtain a good living by threading amulets, beads, &c., to form necklaces, bracelets, &c. 28. Necklace.

In addition to an embossed metal charm with pendent silver balls, there are numerous hollow balls shaped like

the pomegranate fruit, which are strung at regular intervals on two pairs of cords. When the ball is deeply

grooved it resembles the Kamrakh or Averrhoa Carambola fruit. [I.M. 467.] 29. Armlet or bazuband of

small indented bars, which lock into each other, so as, when strung on threads or a silk cord, to form a flexible

band. This ornament is very widely worn by all classes in North India, being made of gold, silver, or base

metal. 30. Armlet (Joshan). A double row of cylinders of metal is strung on a silk cord, which has a loop and
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button, also part of the cord to fasten it on the arm. These loops and buttons are very common, and make a

secure fastening. [I.M. 486.] 31. Bracelet, composed of numerous triangular-shaped ornaments strung on a

cord. They look like rude horned heads of bulls. | I.M. 469.] 32. Silver bracelet (Naugari, s.). Made up of

rectangular, ornaments, each engraved on the back, and set with a large crystal backed with foil on the front, and

small turquoises on studs at the corners. The cord on which the above are strung is made into a conical form by

threads of gold tightly rolled round it. This is also a common style. [I.M. 482.] 33. Ring with ornamented

bezel from Bangalore (included by accident in this part). [I.M. 196.]

Plate 7. — 34. Ear-ring, worn by Brahmans and Baniyas in the United Provinces. Gold set with gems.

The principal feature is the number of drops, which end in flat leaves like those of the Pipal tree (Ficus religiosa ).
These tinkle with every breeze or movement, like those of the sacred tree itself. Under this tree, it is believed,

no business can be done, because every moving leaf is a witness when lies are told, and without lies trade cannot

be carried out. [J.M.] 35. Ear-drop (Jhumka) of gold filigree, with drops of pearls and turquoises. [J.M. | 36,

38, and 41. Bracelets known as Kangan, s., or Pacheli. 'These bracelets have hinges; they are fastened either by

pins or cords. Mr. Charles states that the Pacheli (as 41) has knobs of metal all round it, and is worn above

other ornaments of the forearm. The Kangan has round knobs. [J.M. | 39. Bracelet or Chhan, worn below the

Pacheli, has sixteen small circular plates fastened round it. 37 and 40. Hollow or solid engraved hinged brace-

lets (Chun, h.). 42. Bracelet or Pahunchi, composed of a number of separate ornaments, in this case clusters of

pearls strung together on a cord, which has long tassels and a ring for tightening. Much worn. [ J.M.J 43 to

52. Finger rings of numerous forms, some of which seem very inconvenient to wear. The varieties of rings
exhibited by a Delhi jeweller are endless. 53. Ornaments of silver (Nigrohi-ke-janga), which are strung together
to form bracelets or anklets for children. They are shaped in the illustration like cowry shells. [J.M.]

Plate 8.—54. Anklet, usually made of silver, composed of a chain of interlacing links, to which are attached

drops like the unexpanded flower of the clove (Laung). Paizeb (literally “foot adorning”). This favourite and

beautiful ornament rests lightly on the foot and ankles as the wearer moves. [I.M. 453.] 55. Anklet (Paizeb)
of articulated chain-work, with small pendants shaped like cowry (Kauri) shells (Cyprcea moneta

,
used as money),

shewn open. |I.M. 308.] 56. Anklet, silver, with carved diaper ornament. Such anklets with knobs are

termed Kara, 5-., and stretch sufficiently to put over the ankle. If hollow and filled with shot to make a noise they

are termed Jhanjhan. [I.M. 306.] 57 and 58. Rings for the middle toe, which lie flat on the front. [J.M.] 59

to 68. Toe-rings. Plain, flat rings, without ornament (Chhalle) are often worn by ignorant persons on the toes to

avert or cure dysentery. No. 66 is a Bichhua, or ring with little bells worn on the three middle toes.

Plate 9. —69. Anklet (Kara). A heavy ring with knobs at the end, and spiral raised ornament. 70. Portion

of an anklet which is usually made in base metal. Sometimes called Paizeb, because it is composed of flat

engraved bars which, having dentated margins, fit into each other when strung on two cords so as to lie

like a wide chain on the foot. [J.M.] 71. Portion of an anklet (Kara) with engraved and incised pattern. [J.M.]

72. An anklet, or Kara, similar to No. 69, but with a hinge. [j.M.J 73 and 74. Flat rings for the centre toe.

[J.M.] 75 to 83. Ornamental toe-rings. 84. An uncomfortable toe-ring of base metal. [J.M. J

Plate 10. —85. Crown (Mukut, s.), the property of H.H. the Maharaja of Rewah. At the rim is a band of

table diamonds. The dome is of gold enamel and is ornamented with bands of pearls. In front are seven leaves

of diamonds with edges set with pearls. A knit, or forehead ornament (something like a Sarpesh), set with large
diamonds and five emerald pendants, springs from the front, and a coif of pearls with gold thread tassels hangs in

the rear. The aigrette is of silver and gold thread. The stones are set in enamel and backed by foil. There is

also a row of diamond drops in front; the one in the centre, which is cylindrical, being worth R5.6000. Total

value, Rs. 136,996 - 4 as. The enamelling is rather coarse, and was done at Delhi, where, I heard at the time

the ornament was under my care at the Jeypore Exhibition, the whole of the work was done. [Plate CXXVI.

Vol. 111. “ Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition of 1883.”]

Plate ii. — Head-dress (Pagri, h., or turban), with plume of diamonds. The cap is covered with pearls and

diamonds, and there are numerous emerald drops. The foundation is of cloth, and the gems are set in gold cord.

The plume is like a Sarpesh without the side pieces. A coif of pearls also hangs from the back. Property of

H.H. the Maharaja of Rewah. [Plate CXXVHI. Vol. 111. “ Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition of 1883.”]

Plate 12. —87. Necklace of small oval gold plaques, set with turquoises and pearl drops, all strung on silk.

88. Necklace and pendant. Gold enamelled plaques set with diamonds and emeralds, and united by chains of

pearls. The backs of the plaques are richly enamelled, and silk thread is used to unite the different parts. This

ornament is of the same type as the one illustrated in Plate 5, No. 20. 89. Head ornament; gold, diamonds and

pearls. Often worn on the front of the pagri or turban by bankers or merchants from Marwar. As these men

do business in all parts of North India, it is easy to understand how ornaments of this kind may come into wide
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use. 90 and 91. A pair of ear-rings (Pitalpatti). Each is made up of three strings of pearls terminating in gold

and diamond drops in the form of pipal leaves, from which hang clusters of pearls. The backs of the leaves are

richly enamelled. Value, R5.200 for the pair. 92. Crescent-shaped ornament for the turban or pagri. Enamelled

gold enriched with pearls. The crescent, though perhaps now specially a Mohamedan ornament, was a Byzantine

emblem, and was adapted from it by the Musalmans. It is also a Hindu symbol connected with Shiv, the third

member of the Hindu Trinity. 93. Thumb-ring (Arsi), with heart-shaped mirror set round with turquoises. 94.

Thumb-ring (Arsi), with a circular mirror set round with flat diamonds. [Plate CXX. Vol. HI. “Memorials of

the Jeypore Exhibition of 1883.”]

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

1. Moghul Emperors of Delhi. 2. State Coat of Brocade. 3. Jewellery from the Ulwar Treasury. 4to

9. Delhi jewellery. 10. Crown. 11. Head-dress. 12. Enamelled and Jewelled Ornaments.



1.—Moghul Emperors OF Delhi. 1. Akbar, 1556. 2. Jahangir, 1605. 3. Shah Jahan, 1627.

4. Aurangzeb, 1658. 5. Mohamed Shah, 1719.
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4.- Delhi Jewellery. 13. Ear-drop of gold and enamel. 14. Turban ornament (Sarpesh). 15. Plume of white jade.
16. Head ornament for horse (Turah). 17. Ear-drop of three balls of gold, with granulated ornament. 18 and 19. Two

brooches of similar work to 17.





5. - Delhi Jewellery. 20. Necklace of square plaques united by pearls and jewelled pendant. 21. Head ornament of three

pieces of gold filigree, chains of pearls, seven rubies, and seven pendants. 22. Head ornament. 23. Forehead ornament.

24. Ear-drop.





6. —25. Ear-drop (Aundha composed of Karanphúl and Jhumka). 26. Forehead ornament (Baindi). 27. Necklace of plaques.
28. Necklace of balls and pendant. 29. Armlet (Bázuband). 30. Armlet (Joshan). 31, 32. Bracelets. 33. Finger ring, Bangalore.





7. —34. Ear-drop. 35. Ear-drop (Jhumka). 36 to 41. Metal Bracelets. 42. Bracelet (Pahunchi) ; clusters of pearls strung on

thread or silk. 43 to 52. Finger rings 53. Cowry-shell-shaped ornaments to be strung as bracelets or anklets.





8.—54. Anklet of chain links and clove pendants (Paizeb). 55. Anklet (Paizeb); articulated chain work with cowry-like

pendants. 56. Carved and hollow Anklet (Jhanjhan). 57, 58. Rings for middle toes. 59 to 68. Toe-rings.





g.—69. Anklet (Kara). 70 Part of an Anklet of bars strung on cord (Piizeb). 71. Part of a Kara. 72. Anklet (Kara).

73 and 74. Rings for middle toe. 75 to 84. Toe-rings.





10.—85- Crown (Mukat), gold, enamelled, set with diamonds and emeralds, with coif of pearls
and plume of gold and silver thread.

Value, R5.136,996. Property of H.H.the Maharaja of Rewah.





II.—86. Head-dress or Pagri, covered with gems. Value, R5.53,000..53,000.

Property of H.H. the Maharaja of Rewah.
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PART II.

RAJPUTANA AND MALWA OR CENTRAL INDIA.

THE provinces chosen for the second part of the series of papers on Indian Jewellery are specially interesting.
In the first place, these two divisions of the Indian Empire are mainly composed of great Native States

which represent most of the oldest, as well as a few of the newest, Indian princely houses in all of which, however,

many conservative traditions still survive. In the second place, the great majority of the inhabitants are Hindus,

whose caste customs and religious prejudices have tended to differentiate them from their Mohamedan neigh-

bours, and to preserve, with the utmost tenacity, their ancient beliefs and practices. Thirdly, the inaccessibility

and remoteness from the seat of empire of many parts of this large tract of country, have strongly confirmed local

peculiarities, especially as regards dress and ornament,'and, in such matters as fashion, have increased the power of

resistance of the people to outside influences. It will be convenient to begin with Rajputana, the more conserva-

tive of the two provinces, and with a brief note on its geographical, political, and historical conditions, all of which

bear upon the subject of jewellery.

Geographically Rajputana is so situated as to have been influenced, though at a distance, by most of the

invasions of North India. Through the Punjab on the north it came into contact with the great ancient

monarchies of Asia, and also, through Alexander the Great and his successors, with Greece and early European

culture. Still later it was affected, and,doubtless,to a larger degree, by the Mohamedan conquerors who finally settled

down in and dominated Hindustan or the region now roughly comprised in the United Provinces of Agra and

Oudh. Europe again in Roman times, as well as at a later period, influenced it through Guzerat, and what is now

known as the Bombay Coast. By this channel also the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the English, the Arabs,

and somewhat remotely the Venetians, had access to the Province, and of all these heterogeneous elements some

trace may be found in the case of jewellery—as in so many other matters. In the wilder and more hilly parts of the

country, moreover, the aboriginal tribes, such as the Bhils, brought the dwellers in the plains into contact with the

more barbarous traditions and springs of action of a remote past. In Part I. of this work reference has been made to

the manner in which the Imperial capital and court at Delhi affected the fashion in jewellery or dress throughout

India, but allusion was not made to a geographical peculiarity which was also of some weight. Away in the

desert tracts of Marwar, Bikanir, Jaisalmer, and North Jaipur stand numerous large towns which owe their

prosperity to the fact that many of the most powerful bankers and traders throughout the plains of India have

therein their homes in which they bring up their families, and store their wealth.

The Marwdris, Seths, or bankers who do business in every mart in India, and who have trade or branch

establishments beyond the seas in foreign places, even as far apart as Zanzibar, Hongkong, Seistan, and

Kabul, employed agents, usually relatives, abroad, while they, as heads of the commercial houses, felt safer under

the protection of the Rajput princes and nobles than they would have been when within reach of Mohamedan

rulers who regarded wealthy persons as desirable victims who could be well squeezed in life, or as individuals to

whose possessions they could succeed as legal heirs after their death. The representatives of these traders returned

home from time to time in the past, as they do now, and brought with them new ideas and new fashions of every

kind, as well as not a little of the wealth in gold ornaments or in coin of which they had despoiled their

customers. Hence from all parts of India and the East were derived ideas which must have influenced even the

most conservative and remote inhabitants of Rajputana. It is indeed surprising that, under conditions such as

these, which have existed for many centuries, greater changes have not taken place. Enough has been written,

however, to show that geographical position has been very important in relation to jewellery in Rajputana, but

the political situation and history of the province have been quite as powerful. In a paper which I read before the

Victoria Institute in London in 1905, I dwelt at some length upon these questions. I showed there, that although

the chiefs were always struggling against each other, there were many causes which led to the long possession of

power of the Rajput race, for indeed more than a thousand years, in one region, and to the strong conservatism

which prevailed amongst the people. These causes were briefly, a climate and physical conditions which were best

suited to the growth and maintenance in strength of both mind and body of a manly people which could not have

been kept up, as the history of other inhabitants of India has shown, in the hot moist plains of the peninsula,
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which had too short a cold season to be recuperative. The presence in Rajputana of excellent situations and materials

for building forts and places of refuge, and above all numerous inaccessible hills or deserts into which a secure

retreat could be made in case of severe pressure. The patriarchal and tribal system which permitted of much

personal freedom, while adequate provision was made for co-operation and united action if threatened by a foreign

power. A common religion, just and well understood laws of succession, benevolent treatment of the common-

ality, and competition for tenantry which the wide extent of land ensured. A patriarchal system of justice and a

fairly wide toleration of the religion and customs of the people of other faiths than their own. And, lastly,

occupation of a manly race in peace as well as in war, such as was afforded by the amount of game and the numerous

preserves, without any great pressure from unrighteous forest laws, which could not act in
any case very

seriously when most people did not require flesh meat for use as food. As a whole, these conditions are political
and they explain why on the one hand, the rulers were able to resist pressure from warlike invaders, who could

change their political condition, and from that peaceful intrusion of friendly and commercial agents which are still

more potent in regard to social matters ; and, on the other hand, why the ruled, in regard to their personal rights
and property, suffered little interference. In the same paper I showed, however, that the subjects and retainers of

the tribal heads followed their chief in many such matters, and in Part I. how, when those feudal lords more often

than formerly went to the Imperial court they themselves were influenced, in social matters, though perhaps slowly
and by imperceptible degrees, by the fashions which prevailed there.

A very great factor in change of fashion was the periodical occurrence of famine, which led to all the poorer

inhabitants being compelled from time to time to part with their savings, which they had preserved in the form

of ornaments. These ornaments were sold or pledged to the banker or to the noble who owned the land, and if

made of gold or silver, were broken down and melted up, This practice led to slight changes of fashion in the

form of ornaments, though not often, because the jewellers and silversmiths were slow to adopt new designs, though
in Rajputana, where famine or scarcity were more frequent incidents than elsewhere, such causes of

variation were more common than in the rest of India. On the other hand, religion and other conserva-

tive influences have led to greater fixity in the forms of those ornaments which were made in base metal

for the use of the lowest and poorest classes. It thus follows that many of the illustrations, and those of the most

archaic but perhaps most artistic types, in Parts I Land 111. will be of such ornaments as are composed of base metal.

Nevertheless, men and women of the highest rank wear the best and often the heaviest of them if they are made

of gold and silver and are set with gems or are enriched with enamel. In the last part of the present series of papers

it is proposed to consider the wide question of the more remote influences on the forms of Indian ornament, such

as, for example, those that were derived from the great empires of Asia and Greece. At present we are more

concerned with the nearer ones of the Mohamedan Court at Delhi, and with such as are of local origin or as have

arisen from contact with the comparatively modern civilizations through the sea from the west.

Turning to the Province of Malwa, or the Central India Agency, we find the conditions somewhat differ from

those of Rajputana. As the English name implies, it is literally central, lying between Rajputana and Hindustan

or the United Provinces on the north, Bengal on the east, and the Central Provinces on the south, with Bombay
on the west, in the two latter districts bringing in a new but most potent factor, viz. the Mahratta country. On

the whole the land is much more open and much more accessible to neighbouring power and control than

Rajputana, though here and there in the hill country about the Vindhya Mountains we have the Malwa Bhils who

are as wild and uncivilised as their tribesmen in Rajputana. Malwa, the garden of India, has rarely, in historic

times suffered from famine, which, from the previous remarks, it will be readily gathered is one reason why its

jewellery is less subject to destruction than elsewere. Famines, however, were still a means of introducing strange

designs because it has long been the custom for the Rajputana and Northern people who suffered so much

from such trials to seek refuge with their cattle in Malwa, where they maintained themselves by parting with

their savings in cash and ornaments. Moreover, the central position, and the comparative open nature of

the country of Malwa have made the people a greater prey to rapine, robbery, and violence of every kind which

have led to insecurity of property of all sorts. Readers of history, especially of the Mahrattas and of the struggles
for empire from the time of Aurangzeb down to the political settlement which followed the wars at the end of the

eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, will appreciate the truth of these remarks. Malwa was,

moreover, the chief seat of the depredations of the dakaits or highway robbers, who raided from the north and

systematically despoiled traders and bankers and all who were believed to possess wealth in even the. most remote

villages. None escaped, and ornaments, being most portable, were most sought for and almost every form of

cruelty was practised to find out where they were hidden. If we read such graphic novels as
“ Pandurang

Hari by Hockley, or “1 he Confessions of a 1 hug
”

by Meadows Taylor, we shall find realistic, and by no

means exaggerated, accounts of the horrors of those times. Even the sober histories refer to the plunder of jewels



and of valuables of all kinds, and to the gift by such men as Sivaji to successful soldiers of presents, with much

ceremony, of bracelets, necklaces, chains of gold and silver, and clothes [Grant Duff’s History of the Mahrattas\.

In Rajputana we find even now in power the representatives of the oldest families in India, and mostof them rule in

or near the places which were conquered by their ancestors, many centuries ago. In Malwa, on the contrary, if

chiefs of ancient lineage still remain, they have been shorn of much of their dignity and wealth, which has fallen

into the hands of princes of modern houses, whose predecessors were successful generals who not only founded

dominions on the ruins of the ancient families, but acquired much of the wealth which belonged to them in the

shape of jewels and similar treasures. It may, perhaps, however, be correctly surmised that, not having any

great family attachment to property of this kind, they have shown no special desire to keep ornaments in their

old forms, but have altered and disposed of them to suit the whims of the moment or their own tribal or country

styles. On the whole, I have been disappointed in not finding very ancient examples of art of any kind, even

amongst the treasures of old Rajput families. It is suggested that the most rare object's are stored away in

temples, but priests, like other people, have times of difficulty, and are ready to part with treasures on such

occasions, hoping that their followers will replace them in days of prosperity. Thirty-three years ago I examined

the jewellery of the rich Jain shrine of Rakabnath in the Meywar Hills, but I do not recollect seeing anything

there of unusual form or great rarity. The ornaments were of the standard types, and had been presented within

the past few years by wealthy pilgrims who came from the Bombay Presidency. I think there is little doubt that

it is almost the universal practice, except in the case of special objects of veneration, to part with old gifts when

new ones are available. It is so in other countries, as, for example, in Damascus, where the great mosque is filled

with prayer rugs
which have been presented by devout worshippers. The newest specimens are spread out on

the floor, where they remain for a time, and, having thus acquired some sanctity, are sold or presented to the

pious. In fact, such is the practice, even in Rajputana, at the famous temple of Krishna at Nathdwara, where

cloths, which have been placed in the shrine, are so disposed of. It may be, the same custom prevails with

jewels, the value of which, in the eyes of the devotees of the god, would be much enhanced after the image has

been adorned with them. Rousillet, in his famous work Les hides des Rajas , observes that the English despoiled

the Indian chiefs of many
of their treasures of arms, ornaments, etc., but it was not so. The great wars and

calamities of the period I have alluded to are mainly responsible for the loss and destruction of such treasures,

but the customs also referred to account for much dispersion of all wealth, and in Moghul times the universal

heirship of the crown which was inculcated and practised, was an additional cause of change.

Even of the vast state treasures of the Emperors in jewels we have little record. They were accustomed to

have valuable stones marked with the names and titles of their owners, but how few such gems are traceable. In

the first number of a new journal “The Throne,” published on June 23rd of the present year, 1906, there is an

account, with a coloured illustration, of a spinel ruby, the property of the Lady Carew, which somewhat

incorrectly perhaps, is reckoned the most valuable object of its kind in existence, because of the inscriptions upon

it, and, as is alleged in the paper, the belief that it “is the only important jewel of this class now surviving of

which any accurate knowledge exists.” The weight of this irregular pear-shaped stone is 133-I carats. Its length

is if inches and its greatest width inch. The inscriptions are as follow in clear Persian characters : 1. Akbar

Shahi. 2. Shah Akbar Jahangir Shah, H. (Hijra year) 1021 (a.d. 1612). 3. Sahib Kiran Sani, 1039 (a.d. 1629).

4. Alamgir Shah, 1070 (a.d. 1659). Mention is made of the fact that similar stones have come to Europe, but their

identity has been destroyed by the lapidaries who have cut away the inscriptions in order to reduce the jewels to a

regular shape. Under these circumstances it seems desirable to describe similar treasures which are still in existence.

The publisher of this journal will therefore greatly value accounts of any such gems as remain in the collections of

Indian Princes and gentlemen, especially if illustrations of them are sent so that a record of them may be made,

in future parts of the Jewellery series of papers.
Several gems of the kind were displayed at Jaipur in 1883, and

were described by me in the
“ Memorials” of the Exhibition. Others are at Ulwar and were alluded to in 1888

in my work on the “Art Treasures of Ulwar.” At Ulwar the principal ornament of the kind is an armlet in

which some large rubies are set, which from the inscriptions are ascertained to have belonged to Ahmad Khan

Abdali or Durrani, the Afghan conqueror of India, in 1748—1757, etc. The Maharaja of Rewah exhibited at

Jaipur: Two necklaces which were illustrated in Plate CXXIX., Vol. HI., of the “Memorials of the Jeypore

Exhibition,” and described as follows : “1. Necklace of rubies and emeralds. Stones in the natural form, but

polished. The largest ruby has cut upon it in beautiful characters three inscriptions as follow :—l. Akbar Shahi,

987 (a.d. 1580) ;2. Sahib-i-Kiran Sani; 3. Shah Jahan Akbar. It therefore belonged to the famous emperors

Akbar and Shah Jahan. This ruby is worth Rs. 12,000. Total cost Rs. 18,000.” “3. Necklace of rubies, of

which the largest is in an open setting of gold. It is worth Rs. 5,600, and is inscribed : 1. Shah Jahan Akbar ; 2.

Shah-i-Alam Akbar Padshah. Total value Rs. 18,000.” I remarked, with reference to these treasures, and the
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Rewah crowns, which are illustrated in Parts I. and 11. of these articles, as follows:—“The Rewah crowns were

made in the reign of the late chief of that state, but it will be noticed that the former history of some of the

larger stones was known. Jewellery frequently changed hands in the last century, and, in all probability, many

of the larger gems in these magnificent head ornaments belonged to the Moghul sovereigns of Delhi. Some of

the rubies in the Rewah collection we know, from the inscriptions engraved upon them, were formerly in the

possession of the great emperors
of that house. Most of the regalia of the Moghuls fell into the hands of Nadir

Shah, the Persian conqueror, and what escaped him went either to the Rohilla—Abdali (Ahmad Khan Durrdni)

or to the Mahrattas. At Ulwar there is a large ruby worn in a bdzuhand, or armlet, which bears Abdali’s name; but

wherever the gems may have been, provided they did not get into Europe, where they probably would have been

cut or recut, they were almost sure to find their way back to Delhi, the great central jewel mart of India.”

Ghulam Kadir, one of the dastardly oppressors of the Emperor Shah Alam, seized Delhi and the person

of that sovereign, about a.d. 1771, and demanded his treasures from him. Captain Harcourt states that “on Shah

Alam’s bitterly declaring his state of utter destitution he savagely swore he would put his eyes out if the hidden hoards

were not produced, and leaping from his seat, he hurled the emperor to the ground, planted his knee upon his chest,

and struck out one of his victim’s eyes, ordering the other eye to be put out also.” This atrocious incident shows

how little store was left hardly more than a century and a quarter ago, and all contemporary records bear on the

truth of these statements. There may however be buried away in many obscure homes small articles which have

escaped destruction; some even may be buried in the soil, the owners or persons into whose hands the
gems came,

lawfully or otherwise, having perished or forgotten where they placed them.

Jewellery of one district is commonly taken to another by brides, and this is particularly the case in Rajputana

amongst Rajputs who are obliged to marry into a clan other than their own, as, for example, when a Kachhwaha

Rajput of Jaipur takes a wife, as he frequently does, from a Rahtor house in Marwar, or from a Sisodia family in

Meywar. I referred to this peculiarity in my work on the “ Rulers of India and the Chiefs of Rajputana” in which

I quoted from the census tables as follows: “ Chohan girls have been chiefly given in marriage from Sirohi, Bundi,

Ulwar, Tonk and Kotah to Karauli, Jeypore, Jaisalmer, Jhalawar, and Dholpur; Sisodia girls of Meywar, Tonk,

Shahpura and Ulwar to Kotah, Bundi, Dholpur, Jaisalmer, and Marwar; Jadu girls of Kerauli, Jaisalmer,

Jhalawar, and Jeypore to Marwar, Bikanir, Meywar, and Ulwar; Rathor girls from Bikanir, Marwar, and

Kishangarh to lads in Meywar, Sirohi, Jaisalmer, and Jeypore; the Jhala girls of Jhalawar, Bikanir, and Meywar

goto Marwar, Dungarpur, Kotah, and Bundi ; lastly the Kachhwaha girls of Jeypore and Ulwar find husbands

(mostly of the Rathor tribe) in Kotah, Kishangarh, Marwar, Bundi, and Kotah.”

Here then is a constant interchange which has been going on from time immemorial. It is, moreover,

not confined to Rajputana but extends to all places in which Rajputs dwell, especially to Malwa, parts of Gujerat,
the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, and even to Bengal. Similar interchange of brides occurs in other

Hindu castes, as for example amongst the Kayasths or writers, and the Baniyas or traders, specially towards the

United Provinces and Bombay. The Jats of Bharatpur and Dholpur keep up a similar connection with their

tribesmen in the Punjab and the Musalmans of Tonk and elsewhere maintain family relations with Mohamedans

in distant parts, so that, amongst the higher and more wealthy classes especially, there is constant flux and with

it the introduction of fresh ideas and new customs in dress, jewellery, etc.,

From very early times mention is made of the wealth of jewels in these provinces and travellers were

struck with the superfluity of ornaments which were worn by the women, though they did not, as the

following note will show, always rightly appreciate their reasons for wearing them. Master Willington
observed that the “

women of the Rajputs were brought up
from their childhood with shackles, some of silver,

some of gold, and some of iron on their legs, and rings in their ears, all of which increased with themselves,

being made bigger as they grew.” It is quite true that the ornaments of some females do look like

shackles, thus, for example, in Marwar the woman often wears many bands of gold, which cover the arms and

legs, or, on the
upper limbs, bracelets and armlets of ivory covered with plates of gold set in grooves in that

substance. Many females of all classes wear gauntlets or series of rings of lac on their forearms. Bhil women

cover their legs with bangles of brass which are fastened on by the blacksmith, and which serve it is said, to

protect them against the bites of snakes as they move through the long grass. A great queen wears many pounds

weight of gold on her lower extremities so that on state occasions she has to be supported when she walks, and in

Rajputana, it has been said that women are given foot bells, chains, and tinkling anklets, not only to

frighten snakes away when they move outside at night, but in order that their husbands may know where

they are when they cannot be seen.

The ornaments selected for illustration are such as are worn by nobles and their families ; by the rich

baniyas or traders and their wives ; by the peasantry and working classes ; and by everyone for religious or
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superstitious reasons. A considerable number of ornaments in base metal will be included for the reasons given in

Part I. and in the early portion of this
paper,

and especially those that are common to the neighbouring districts

of the Punjab and the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.

Ornaments worn by Nobles. —When a chief succeeds to the honours of his house, and his claim is

acknowledged by the Paramount Power, it is customary at the ceremony of investiture for a high political officer,

usually in Rajputana and Malwa the Agent to the Governor General, to give him, on behalf of the Supreme

Government, a khil’at (Arabic) which is primarily a dress or robe of honour, in pieces or made up, but which

generally includes or may be indeed confined to arms, jewels, or other valuables. The jewels comprise a necklace,

a plume or ornament for the pagri or turban, and bracelets. Similar khil’ats are given by chiefs to nobles or

others who owe them fealty or whom they desire to honour. Sometimes bracelets or anklets alone are given.
Until a few years ago it was customary at formal durbars for the principal Indian Maharajas to offer such gifts to

the Agent to the Governor General, the Resident and the other British officers in public. In the days of the East

India Company these presents were accepted and sent to the Treasury and return gifts made, at government

expense. This wasteful though ancient Oriental procedure was abolished, but for some time and even now, at

less frequent intervals, on special occasions in some courts it is continued in a modified form.

At Udaipur, the capital of Meywar, at the Durbar which was held in 1871 to invest the ruling Maharana or

Chief with the insignia of the G.C.5.1., after that ceremony had been completed such gifts were presented first to

Colonel Brooke, the Agent to the Governor General; then to the Resident; and in succession to every officer present.

The articles, which included pieces of brocade for the dress of honour, ornaments to be worn with it, Indian

weapons, and even bags of cash, were brought in on trays of painted and lacquered wood, which were placed on

the ground before the person to be honoured. In the distance an elephant and horses were paraded. The

recipient having acknowledged the compliment, for it was nothing more, except indeed an interesting survival

of ancient customs, the animals were taken away and the trays, numbering twenty or thirty, were removed. The

same ceremony was repeated for the Resident, but there were fewer animals and a less number of trays, and each

officer in due course, but separately, was similarly honoured, the value of the gift being in proportion to his rank,

so that the youngest subaltern’s share amounted to a dress of scanty proportions and a simple necklace. In classic

times, amongst the Rajputs shields took the place of trays, and thus, following the ancient custom, the Ajmere

municipality in 1887 tendered their address of congratulation to the late Queen, on the occasion of her Jubilee, on

a shield with beautiful gold bosses which were made at Jaipur. The state ornaments of a Hindu prince are

usually as follows :—A plume and a sarpesh or turban ornament, the former part springing out of the latter;

necklaces of gems or gold studded with gems and perhaps enriched with enamel; armlets, bracelets, anklets of gold,

plain or adorned with precious stones and enamel; finger rings ; and arms, the sheaths, scabbards, and handles of

which are lavishly encrusted with scales of diamonds and other gems, or are enriched with beautiful designs in enamel

or gold damascening, and perhaps a shield is carried which is of priceless value. When the Maharana of Udaipur went

to Bombay on the occasion of the visit of our present King-Emperor, as he is styled in India, he carried a shield

of transparent buffalo hide, with jewelled bosses of great value, which attracted much notice.

At Udaipur plumes for the pagri, of fine spun glass, have been used. Many nobles have them made of

strong gold thread, which glitters in the sun as much as their gems. Some princes wear strings of gems in

grooves of their head-dress, or twists of pearls. A former Maharana once allowed me to examine some beautiful

and very large emeralds which he was wearing round his neck. They were strung on a simple thread of wire,

and some of them were deeply cut. If they had been free from large flaws (to be flawless in large stones is almost

unknown) they would have been of priceless value. The Maharaj Rana of Dholpur’s famous necklace of chains

of huge pearls was well known. As a rule, however, as so many portraits of princes from the time of Akbar in

the illustrations in my work on the Rajput Princes prove, a chief wmre a single, or more often a double, string of

pearls united at intervals by a ruby or emerald ; a pendant set with gems hangs at the lowest point on the chest.

The present Maharaja of Jaipur (an excellent judge of gems, as most Indian princes are) shewed me some

splendid pearls as large as good-sized marbles, which could be worn either as parts of a single or double thread.

These beautiful gems were pierced at right angles to enable this to be done. When used as a single thread two

of the openings were filled up temporarily with small seed pearls. A late chief in Rajputana cleverly combined

European with Indian ornaments by attaching the badge of the Order of the Indian Empire, of which he was a

member, as a pendant to the necklace he usually wr ore. At the present day such combinations are not rare, and

stones, especially diamonds, cut in European style, are becoming fashionable.

The weight of ornaments used at a great Durbar is not infrequently an inconvenience, as is their

splendour on a hot day. I was once escorting Maharaja Jaswant Singh (whose portrait is included in the

illustrations) down the side of his wonderful rock-fort, to the British Residency, when, remarking upon the
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brilliant reflection of his magnificent diamonds, which in the bright sunshine seemed to dazzle all beholders, he

said, “ It not only dazzles them, but it makes it almost impossible for me to wear the jewels.”
In addition to ornaments, the chief and his nobles wear coats of brocade or kam-khwab, {/>.,) which are

sometimes studded with jewels, so that it is not surprising that a sovereign Raja has been styled the gem of

the crown, or the sun of an assembly whose beams radiate in all directions. The bracelets and anklets which are

worn by men are usually massive. The former, in ancient times, were often peculiarly marks of kingly position.

The anklet of gold worn on one or both feet is a proof of nobility as well as of being entitled to a certain position

at a Durbar and to certain honours when there. Such a man who receives reverence, ta’zlm ( a.) is a ta’zlmi, at

the Jaipur and other courts. It will be seen how many words of this kind are Arabic, pointing to the origin of

many such customs in modern India.

It is related by Tod, the author of the “Annals of Rajasthan” [Rajputana], that, when Akbar besieged

Chitor, no fewer than 70J mans weight (170 pounds) of gold bangles or anklets were found on the slain, all

the men who wore them having been of noble blood or knights. The appalling slaughter is commemorated

by the fact that the number is accursed, which is daily brought to mind even now, because Rajputana

bankers always write these figures on their hundis, or bills of exchange, thereby bringing the curse of the sack of

Chitor on anyone who misuses or forges them. Crowns are not in ordinary use, though the Sanskrit words

matak, mukat or makut point to their use. In the Emperor Akbar’s copy of the Razmnamah (the Persian

version of the great Indian epic poems, the Mnhahharata and Ramayana ), the Hindu heroes are all depicted as

crowned, though, I am inclined to think, the court painters had in their minds the magnificent diadem of

the emperor, which his son Jahangir describes in his Memoirs, as I have quoted in Part I. of these papers.

Idols are, however, ornamented with crowns, and the Hindu bridegroom, the king for a day, wears a tinsel

crown or chaplet, mor or mur, like that worn by the god Krishna. The late Maharaja of Rewah had made

for him three head-dresses, of which two are certainly superb crowns. Two were illustrated and described in

Part I. It will be remembered that the first—a mukat or crown—was a high cap with an enamelled dome. It

was ornamented with diamonds and pearls, and in front was a forehead ornament, and behind a network of pearls.

There was an aigrette of silver and gold threads. The pagri differed from an ordinary one in being made up
in

a permanent form.

The second crown, or Rajpat, has a foundation of cloth. In front is a handsome krit , or front ornament, of

leaflets of diamonds with emerald pendants, and a central large, but inferior, ruby, the appearance of which is,

however, somewhat improved by a backing of red foil. Below the krit is a plaque in which is set a beautiful

sapphire, worth Rs. 20,000. This
gem

is cut in the form of the Hindu god Chaturbhuj, the four-armed Vishnu.

On either side are sprays of small diamonds, and there are also seven crescents of diamonds surrounded by
circles. From the rim, which is composed of large diamonds and pearls backed by foil, are suspended large oval

pearls. The plume is made of blue threads. The value is Rs. 91,319.

As the sapphire is held by Hindus to bring misfortune, the subjects of the Maharaja of Rewah looked upon

his selection of such a large specimen for a state head-dress as being most inauspicious.

On the question of good or bad fortune attached to stones much has been written, and to Indian ideas on

the subject further reference will be made in the article upon Bengal jewellery.

In looking over the series of portraits of the heads of the great Rajput families in my book on the rulers of the

province during the past three hundred years, most of which are reproductions of contemporary miniatures, some

interesting conclusions as to the jewellery worn at different periods by men of high rank living in different districts can

be drawn. Before briefly describing them I note that nearly all the Moghul emperors are represented in the same

work as wearing necklaces of large pearls with a circular or oval pendant, in the centre of which is a large ruby or

emerald. Akbar, Jahangir and Mohamed Shah wear earrings, the second of a single immense pearl in each ring
the others two large ones separated by a smaller ruby. Akbar in a famous, and as I believe unique portrait, in

which he is represented as wearing Hindu sectarian marks, has two rows of pearls and emeralds, a sarpesh
of large emerald plaques, an emerald ring, and a rosary of pearls. Shah Alam II also carries a pearl rosary and

others hold in their hands an ornament like a plume which appears to be made of jade and set with gems.

Jahangir and Shah Jahan have pearl bracelets and many of the emperors have strings of pearls stretched in

different directions across their pagris. Nearly all have the turban enriched by a beautiful plume of feathers.

In some instances the folds of the head dress are kept in place by a broad jewelled gold band. Mohamed Shah’s

necklace is composed entirely of emeralds. The later sovereigns had the sarpesh and plume or jijah in one

ornament and seemed to prefer to use several necklaces instead of one. Many of them wore a bazuhnnd or

armlet of large stones.

Taking the other families in alphabetical order of houses, I find the Bund! family from Surjan in 1553 to the



present time very lavish in the use of jewellery. In most of the portraits a mala
,

or garland of roses or other

flowers, is also worn. Many strings of pearls, bracelets of pearls and diamonds, magnificently jewelled bdzubands

or armlets, shoulder belts enriched with clasps set with gems, and an elaborate sarpesh with emerald drops, in the

case of later chiefs, characterize these pictures. Umaid Singh, who for a long time was a devotee, wears only

amulets suspended from tulsi or other sacred beads. The present head of the house has epaulets, from which

strings of
gems

with emerald drops hang down over the shoulder. Nearly all wear the pearl and ruby earring.
In some portraits by native artists it is customary to represent these gems by the halves of small seed pearls or

rubies, which are gummed to the
paper.

I was introduced, while escorting another chief, at the Imperial Assem-

blage of 1877, to Maharaja Ram Singh of this house, who had reigned since 1821. I was particularly struck

by a huge flat hand of gold, covered with table diamonds, which he wore on the front of his turban. It is the

cognizance of his house.

The Kotah chiefs seem to be most attached to necklaces, of which nearly all wear several, composed of

pearls, hanging low down on the chest. The present Maharaja wore four rows of pearls with a clasp stretched

tightly round the neck, when his portrait was painted. The Jhalawar family do not appear to be much addicted

to ornaments. The famous founder, Zalim Singh, wore simple bracelets and a finger ring. The chiefs of

Sirohi, a poor State, were equally simple in their tastes. Maharao Umaid Singh, who succeeded in 1865, and

whom I visited in 1872, wore a single string of emeralds with a small circular plaque set with rubies.

The Jaisalmer Maharajas, who live on the borders of Sind, have, it appears, good taste in dress and orna-

ments. Their pagris are very picturesque. All wear earrings of the three great stones and long necklaces of

pearls. Some, in addition, have a tight collar of chains of gold ; and the present Maharaja, when a young boy,

wore small double chains of pearls round the ear, such as I have also seen some nobles and rich bankers use.

The Karauli family of the same division of the Rajput race as Jaisalmer (the Indravans, or race of the moon)

seem to prefer two or three rows of pearls worn collar fashion. Most of them have the sarpesh and plume, and

in addition a tassel of strings of pearls hanging at the back of the turban. These are probably hereditary

ornaments.

The Jaipur series of portraits is particularly good, and the ornaments were always of rich appearance
and

of much value. Several of the chiefs wear the plume of feathers; several have large tassels of pearls also hanging

from the turban. The pearls and rubies in the single or double necklaces are very fine, and in the latter the

gems are closely strung on long and cross threads. Some wear bracelets of pearls, and in one or two cases of

gold. All use the earring of three gems.

The most remarkable portrait in the Ulwar family is that of Maharao Raja Sheodan Singh, who died in

1874. His neck was usually covered with one or more strings of large pearls, and many longer necklaces hung

down his chest.

The striking head-dresses of the later Jodhpur chiefs are enriched by double rows of pearls and splendid

side ornaments of emeralds and strings of pearls. Maharajas Takht Singh and Jaswant Singh, both of whom I

knew well (1843, 1873, 1895), were really magnificent figures when in full dress. The portrait of the last named

is given in the present number. The Bikanir family, descended from the Jodhpur Rahtor house, share the same

fondness of the parent stock for rich ornaments. Many of them have worn a band of flat jewelled plaques round

their turbans. The Kishangarh chiefs, also of the same lineage, have been fond of long pearl necklaces, but in

most of their portraits a narrow collar of gold and diamonds, and a tassel of pearls or gold thread attached to the

turban, are also shown.

The head-dress worn by the heads of the Udaipur house has, for a long period, seemed to add greatly to the

dignified appearance
of the reputed living representative of the elder son of Rama. It is usually enriched by a

broad jewelled transverse band, a magnificent sarpesh, a jewelled plume or jigah, or a crescent of pearls and

diamonds. Some of the late chiefs have worn strings of gems with large drops, the whole arranged in collar

fashion. For almost a hundred years past the chiefs are depicted wearing, over one or both shoulders, a long

string of gold thread with beads which are probably sacred. The Maharana of Udaipur has a religious character

as hereditary high priest of Eklingji, a form of Siva, and, according to Fod, is even publicly revered as an incar-

nation of the sun. In one early portrait, in the place of a plume in the turban, an ornament of peculiar shape,

such as is found on the crown of the god Krishna, appears.

The heads of the small State of Dungarpur, which is believed to represent an elderly but superseded branch

of the Udaipur family, appear to have adopted the plume of feathers as a turban ornament. The last chiefs have

rings at the tops of the ears, which are connected with those at the bottom of that organ by pearl chains.

There is nothing remarkable about the ornaments of the Deolia-Partabgarh and Banswara families. Ihe late

Maharaj-Rana of Dholpur, a Jhat prince, was famed for his magnificent pearl necklaces and rows of pearls worn
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on the pagri and elsewhere. In the Bhartpur portraits all the chiefs, except the last two, wear a collar of gold

chains enriched with jewelled plaques, and another collar of table diamonds and ruby clasps. The turban of

simple form is ornamented with a jewelled sarpesh. Only the seventh, eighth, and ninth of the series of eleven

chiefs wear earrings. The family belongs to the Jhat tribe, that of the great bulk of the sturdy Sikhs of the

Punjab, in whom simplicity is almost a law7 .

Nawabs of Tonk, the only ruling family of Mohamedans in

Rajputana, display little or no jewellery. The heads of this house have usually been so strict as to be averse

even to having had their portraits taken.

I regret that I am unable to give in detail any account of the ornaments worn in past times by the chiefs of

Malwa. Such portraits as I have seen of recent heads of families in that province show they were all fond of

jewellery, much of which was of magnificent character, such for example as the crowns of the Maharaja of Rewah.

The nobles in both provinces follow the lead of their sovereigns, but many of them possess very valuable

ornaments, at least some of which have come down to them from their ancestors. In writing of jewellery it is

proper perhaps to include articles of personal use which are highly valued,such as swords, daggers and spears, and

even the ankus (ankas, s.) or elephant goad, of which the handles, hilts, scabbards or sheaths are frequently enriched

very sumptuously with gems, which are usually in the form of scales or thin lasques.

It is proposed to illustrate a few of these. The Maharaja of Rewah exhibited, for example, some splendid

hookahs the bowls and pipe mouth-pieces of which are fine examples of the artistic value of surface ornament, and

especially of the beautiful effect which is obtained, at a comparatively small cost, from thin sections of precious

stones and enamel. Some nobles have historic or family treasures of this kind to which they attach perhaps far

more value than to any of their personal ornaments.

If we turn to the ladies of the chiefs and nobles we shall discover that one and all find in ornaments of every

description a solace and a joy. To wear ornaments is a mark of respect to their husbands as well as a duty to

their families, and especially to all the women about them. It is said that a head queen in some great houses

when fully dressed may wear as much as forty pounds weight of ornaments, and an equal amount of gold in the

form of gold lace on her dress, so that in festal gatherings or assemblies she has to be almost carried to her seat

by her attendants. This is not an over statement because many heavy jewelled gold bangles may be worn on

each leg and even more bracelets and armlets on the upper limbs, besides an appalling number of necklaces,

collars and even head ornaments. The skirts of a Hindu lady of rank in some parts of Rajputana contain many

yards of material, and will easily stand upright without support. Each fold may be enriched with several broad

bands of gold thread or trimming. Even men of rank wear such skirts. The proper court dress, that of the

Moghul sovereigns, comprises a most voluminous skirt of thin material which, strange as it may appear to those

who have not seen it or who see it for the first time, adds dignity to the wearer. It is probable that its use will

soon completely disappear.

On the whole,describing female ornaments in the provinces, it seems wise not to define those which are worn

by women of a particular class, but to leave it to be inferred that the more valuable, and perhaps more choice

specimens, are used in the highest and richest families.

In the western parts of Rajputana, and especially in Marwar, from ancient times, it has been customary to

wear broad ivory, or even bone, armlets and bracelets. Some of these, which I found in excavating on the

.supposed site of a very old town near the shore of the salt lake at Sambhur, on the Marwar-Jaipur border, were

deeply grooved to contain bands of gold. Graduated series of such rings, separate or attached to each other, thus

forming a cone six or more inches long, are worn on the forearms of women in the two provinces. They are of

different colours, ornamented with different geometrical patterns and enriched with small gems, such as pearls,

rubies, turquoises, etc. It is de rigeur, and the sign of a married woman whose husband is living, to wear one

or two such bracelets. The poets write of the sad, condition of a widow whose lac bracelets are broken. The

poorer women, and occasionally even the richer ones, wear, under similar circumstances, bangris, or ring-like
bracelets of dark green or other coloured glass. Baskets full of these ornaments are on sale in the smallest

bazdrs. All over the country the lac-worker is observed fashioning his ornaments and fitting them on the wrists

of his customers. They are easily broken and must be at once replaced. He cuts through the lacquered rings,

slightly warms, stretches them, and heats the severed ends, which then unite on the arms of the purchaser.
Glass rings of the smallest possible size are squeezed on the wrists, often with the greatest difficulty and pain,

coupled even with injury to the skin, because every woman likes to show that she has a small and elegant wrist.

In the Sambhur excavations fragments of shell armlets were found, but ornaments in that material are more

common now in Eastern Bengal. Plain, but heavy, gold anklets are sometimes worn,
almost touching each

other, from the ankle even nearly up to the knee. The Bhil woman wears such ornaments of solid brass, not

only to the top of the leg but over the
upper and lower arms. She, however, goes to the blacksmith to have a
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new ring fitted on. One anklet is shaped like the letter W, and is obligatory. An illustration of it from a paper

of mine, on the Bhils in Meywar or Udaipur, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal of 1874, will be

reproduced in the next part of the Journal ojlndian Art.

The massive nature of many Indian gold or silver ornaments does indeed involve the services of a man

who is to be regarded rather as a smith than a jeweller. Such indeed is the work of the country silversmith, who

melts down rupees and casts them into the traditional patterns of anklets and bracelets, in which form the

peasant stores up his savings on the persons of his female relations. It does not require much more skill to

fashion the plaques of silver or gold, on which are embossed the figures of some local demi-god, which it is the

fashion of most country people "in the two provinces to wear as amulets suspended on a cord from the neck.

There are many such local godlings, for example, in the Western States, as Tejaji at Kishangarh near Ajmere.

The plaque is usually square at the bottom and triangular at the top. It is suspended by a hole at the apex.

Upon it is represented in relief the rude figure of a man armed with a spear. In a popular legend he is supposed to

have healed or protected a sufferer, hence his influence is still hoped for by those who revere or are afraid of him;

for reverence and fear go
hand in hand in the minds of the lower orders, and sometimes of their betters in India,

as indeed is the case in some other countries.

The jeweller possesses a few moulds of brass or composite metal, on which he hammers out the desired

design. In many old sites as at Sambhur, and other parts of India, and even in the most ancient mounds in Assyria

or Babylonia, steatite moulds, in which such figures or other devices were cast or impressed, have been discovered.

There are other moulds or blocks which form part of the stock-in-trade of the jeweller in India. A common one

is a cube on which there are cups of different sizes for forming the hemispherical bosses which are found on many

styles of ornament. Another is a plate with several different designs of cord or chain-like patterns which can also

be made by hammering. Such moulds are sold at the religious and other fairs, or in the weekly or periodical

markets of the country.

One great law dominates the supply of jewellery of women. Ornaments are parts of the Stridhan, the fortune

or personal property of the wife. Comments are frequently made upon the enormous outlay attending Hindu

marriages, and especially upon the burden which falls
upon the father of the girl, and upon the waste which is too

often involved by undue ostentation. Much of this is no doubt true ; but, on the other hand, a very large pro-

portion of the money is spent in the dowry of the daughter, and a great portion of this is expended on jewellery

which remains her property, descends to her children, is a means of subsistence if misfortune attacks the family,

and enhances the importance of the woman amongst her husband’s relations. Under these circumstances, it

follows that ornaments of value are heaped up, as it were, upon a bride. Added to these are the numerous

additions to her collection which a good husband presents to his wife, which, it is well understood, may have to

be parted with in family difficulty and need. The learned Abbe Dubois also states for South India, and the

custom is universal, that the Hindu wife returns home when she is expecting to have a child, in order that its

birth may take place under the paternal roof. When the wife returns to her husband’s house, her mother gives

her a present or two, usually an ornament of more or less value, according to her means or caste. Hence we

have in this practice another opportunity of adding to the woman’s possessions, and another and regular reason for

calling in the jeweller. In a later article quotations will be given from the works of the Abbe Dubois and

from other authorities to show that wearing jewellery to please a husband is one of the most important duties

of a good wife.

A noble of the highest rank may find a wife whose caste, horoscope and other circumstances fit her for

marriage with his heir, in a very poor family living in a remote village, which never can afford to come to the

capital. The ornaments of such a bride will, therefore, probably be only such as the humble village artizan can

make, and these will be, it is almost certain, of the most archaic type. Thus it is that old forms are preserved

and new designs but slowly establish themselves.

Perhaps the most important incentive the Hindu woman has for adorning herself has been omitted ; which is

no doubt, a religious one. Every Hindu hears how the goddess Sila wore a profusion of brilliant and tasteful

ornaments, with which her maidens had bedecked every part of her body.

The Ramayana of Tulsi Das, according to Mr. Griffith, “is more popular and more honoured by the

people of the North-West Provinces than the Bible is by the corresponding classes in England.” This quotation

is taken from the title
page

of Mr. Growse’s excellent translation of that work which contains many allusions to the

charms of the gods and goddesses, amongst which the chief were the way in which their beauty was enhanced by

jewels and splendid dresses and everything which could delight the senses. Tulsi Das’s book, in whole or in part,

is read in temples and in private houses, and is a guide which is scrupulously followed in many matters, including

decoration of the person. The men also learn how Sita’s husband Rama, the hero, was arrayed. We are told that
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“
his pure and lustrous yellow robe outshone the rising sun or lightning flash ; and the little bells on his waistbelt

made delicious tinkling; long were his arms and clasped with glittering bangles; his yellow janeo [religious

thread worn across the shoulder] set him off to perfection ;
his signet ring would ravish all hearts [in another

place we learn that it was marked with his name 1 Rama’] lustrous were his many wedding adornments and the

stars and collars on his broad breast ; across his shoulders a yellow scarf with fringe of gems and

pearls ;
with lotus eyes and bright pendants from his ears and a face the very storehouse of beauty ; lovely brows

and charming nose, and on his forehead a most bewitching spot, while on his head the auspicious marriage crown

shone glorious with knotted pearls and gems
”

(Growse). In other places it is stated that “ Rama’s ears were

adorned with pendulous gems, that he wore a necklace of elephant pearls [the kunjara-mani or gajamakta a pearl

supposed to be found in the projections on the forehead of an elephant] and a tulsi [seeds of the sacred Occymum

Sanctum] on his breast and Sita, whose dress was white, had golden bangles on her hands and feet. As a child

Rama’s soft rosy feet were circled with pretty bangles that made sweet music. Melodious too the pretty belt

about his waist fashioned of gold and bossed with jewels; his broad chest gleamed with all the ornaments that befit

a child’s attire.”

The wives of the Baniyas, or mercantile class, which includes the rich bankers, and the Jains of the less

strict sections, wear sumptuous jewellery, and are perhaps even more conservative from caste and religious

points of view, than are the families of the nobles. Sumptuary laws from time to time have restricted

them but always perhaps with small effect. Now these laws no longer exist the women of this class, who in

Rajputana. often go to gardens for caste feasts, may be frequently seen on such occasions covered from head to

foot with gold and jewelled ornaments, and sometimes with such as are enamelled.

Strings of amulet cases are worn by the children, and splendid necklaces by the women, as well as wide

amulets and numerous heavy bracelets and anklets, many of which have little bells which tinkle as they move.

The pahunchi for the wrist, the bazubancl for the arm, and the massive kara for the ankles, are perhaps the

favourites, but many wear large earrings which are supported by chain-like flat bands hanging across the head.

Some wear several rings and a few the hathphul which covers the back of the hand and is attached to rings on the

fingers and to the lowest bracelet. This is sometimes a very beautiful jewelled ornament.

I have indeed known that a lady of the highest rank wore gold rings on the toes, although the editor of the

Abbe Dubois’ book states that Hindus do not wear gold on the feet because it is a sacred metal which would be

defiled. Widows, almost invariably, do not wear jewellery.

Silver ornaments, which are worn by the less wealthy Hindus only, but more frequently by Mohamedan

females of that class, follow the fashion in vogue with those who can afford gold, but as already stated amongst

the working classes they are usually of such patterns as can be most cheaply made and which can dispose of the

greatest weight of metal. Many of these therefore are of the oldest and most primitive type, which prevails still

more commonly in ornaments made of base metals.

Men of all classes wear ornaments, but sometimes these are confined to a simple amulet, a bracelet, or a ring.
Flat rings are occasionally put on the great toe as preservatives against or curatives of dysentery or similar

disorders. Rich Hindus, especially bankers, are often satisfied with an earring of one or more fine pearls.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART II.

Plate 13. —95. Portrait of H. H. Maharaja Ram Singh of Bundi. The jewelled turban or pagri band is

the most remarkable ornament in this portrait, but the chief sometimes wore in front of his head dress a great

hand of gold set with flat diamonds. He reigned 68 years
and was a prominent figure at the Imperial Assemblage

which was held at Delhi in 1877. 96. H.H. Maharaja Ram Singh of Jaipur, who succeeded in infancy,

rarely wore much jewellery and was very simple in his tastes. He was well known as a wise ruler, and as a kindly
and thoughtful man. 97. H.H. Maharaja Jaswant Singh of Jodhpur on state occasions sometimes wore

numerous ornaments, though at other times he was averse to display of any kind. The strings of
gems

round the high turban, which for some generations has been worn by the Jodhpur family, give a handsome

finish to the head dress. 98. H.H. Maharaja Sajan Singh of Udaipur or Meywar, like most of his family, wore

little jewellery. His pagri is also of a form which for some time has been characteristic of his family.

Ihe four portraits which appear in Plate 13 represent the heads of as many of the great Rajput houses,

who immediately preceded the present rulers. A complete series of portraits of present and past chiefs of all the

princely families in the Province will be found in my work entitled “The Rulers of India and Chiefs of Rajputana.”

They are of interest in connection with the present papers because the styles of ornament worn during the

past three hundred years are fully represented.



Plate 14. —99 Necklace of seven, octagonal and oval plaques of Jaipur enamel on gold, with leaf-shaped

pieces and fish-shaped pendants of the same, and drops of pearls and emeralds, all of which are threaded on silk,

room A small locket in the shape of an immature mango or kairi. It opens to contain attar of roses or

some other perfume dropped on cotton wool; or a small compass which points to Mecca, so that Mohamedans may

use it as a guide to the proper
direction to which to turn for prayer; it is then termed a kibla namah. Enamel on gold.

1 oof). An armlet of gold enamel on which are inscribed in Hindi letters the words “Sri Nathji”, in the name

of the revered lord, or idol which is supposed to be a special holy form of Krishna, the great incarnation of

Vishnu, and which is at present at Nathdwara in Meywar or Udaipur in Rajputana. On the reverse side two foot-

marks of the divinity are usually represented. 101. The handle of a crutch or staff. This is an old and rare

example of enamel on iron. It belongs to the Maharaja of Jaipur, who has kindly lent it for exhibition in the Jaipur

museum. 102. Three plaques of a bracelet from Partabgarh in Southern Rajputana. They are of green glass

with quaint sporting pictures in gold, which are seen on the rich deep green ground, 103. A boss of old Jaipur

enamel on gold from the front of a shield. 104. A strap of leather to which are fastened a number of plaques or

buckles of Jaipur enamel on gold. It is part of the state harness of a horse. 105. Armlet of ivory with a band

of gold plate in the groove in the centre. Marwari or Jodhpur women wear many such rings on the upper and

even on the lower arm. The custom is very ancient. I found specimens twenty feet below the surface in excavating

on the site of an old town near the Sambhar Salt Lake, which is on the Marwar-Jaipur border. 106 a
,

b, c.

Sections of lac bracelets ornamented with small gems. All married women in Rajputana wear a few lac wristlets

when their husbands are still living. Some of them are very handsome. They are fixed on the arm by the jeweller

or the bracelet maker (manihar) when required, and are replaced when broken.

Plate 15. — 107. Bracelet, of six square plaques of turquoises set in gold, united to each other by five chains

of pearls, of which there are four in each row. The backs of the plaques are enriched with Delhi enamel which

is inferior in colour to that of Jaipur. The stones are arranged in a geometrical pattern of a rhomboid in the

square. [I.M. 327.] 108. Buckle of perforated white jade, in the form of a conventional flower, in the centre

of which is a ruby. [ I.M. 690.] 109. Brooch of Rutldm (near Indore) blue quasi-enamel, with hunting scenes in

fine gold ; the general form is rhomboidal. [I.M. 078.] 1 10. Thumb-ring of white jade inlaid with rubies and

emeralds. It is used to draw the bow. [I.M. 524.] in. Long drop earring of two plaques united by a hinge.

Partabgarh green quasi-enamel with emerald drops. [I.M. 082.] 112 and 1 13. Flat amulets or pendants of white

jade inlaid with rubies set in gold, and arranged as conventional flowers. The forms of these ornaments are,

I think, peculiar to Upper Asia, including China, and are Turanian. They are said to be worn as charms

against palpitation of the heart. [I.M. 684 and 685.] 114. Enamel bracelet (Kara) set with diamonds terminating

with the heads of a sea monster (azdaha, p.). A beautiful ornament made at Jaipur and often worn by nobles in

state dress. [I.M. 267.] 1 15. Oval belt buckle of white jade with leaf edgings inlaid with rubies in gold

setting. by 2f. [I.M. 6S9]. 1 16. Elephant goad (ankus) richly enamelled at Jaipur and set with diamonds,

of which those on the shaft are arranged in the form of scrolls. The hook and small spear at the top spring from

the
open mouth of an elephant. They are made of blue steel enriched with ornamentation in true Damascening

(tah-i-nishan) ; the rich reds of the enamel are quite characteristic of Jaipur. [I.M. 693.]
Plate 16.— 11 7. Ring (Arsi). A large heart-shaped ornament, perforated, enclosing a cavity on the cover

of which hang a numberof grelots (hawkbells) or shell-shaped (kauri) pendants. 19th century. [I.M. 1968]. 118. A

silver pendant. Pear-shaped, perforated with a floral design with grelots attached. [I.M. 898.] 119. Bracelet of two

chains of thick scroll wire, united by a clasp with screws. [I.M. 897.] 120. Bracelet with projecting knobs or

studs united by an ornamental ring in their centres. It opens at a hinge, and is fastened by means of a silk cord

passed through rings or eyes on the opposite side; Malwa. [I.M. 478.] 121. Bracelet (opening as No. 128) of

several rows of chased leaf-like projections springing from three narrow rings of a cube pattern ; Ajmere. [I.M.

1910.] 122. Flexible bracelet composed of many small cube-like beads closely united together in the form of a

cylinder. It is fastened by means of an ornamental screw. [I.M. 477.] 123. Bracelet, which opens like No. 120,

and has numerous projecting globular knobs They are free and not united as in No. 120; Indore. [I.M. 1884.]

124. An ornament for the back of the hand (Hdthphul). The rich spherical plate in the centre is attached to

chains of clove-shaped drops and by links of beautiful form, to two rings for the first and fourth fingers, and

to a bracelet for the wrist.

Plate 17. —125. A magnificent torque or neck ornament, on the top of which is a great projection in which

a large gem may be set (hansli). The collar opens at hinges which are fastened by screws or silk cord. The

body is chased with deep lines. Worn chiefly by rich bankers’ wives in Marwar. 126. Necklace of twists of small

glass beads strung on threads with balls and amulet cases at the bottom, which are strung by rings on the same

cords, here united, which continue from the twists. Two of the balls are ornamented with a raised pattern, and
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from them, and from the three amulet cases, hang little drops. [I.M. 1982.] 127. Rich ruddy gold bracelet of

similar shape to No. 12 i, but the pattern is less elaborate; Ajmere. [I.M. 888.] 128. Ring of three rows of

gold studs, hollowed out; Tonk in Rajputana. [I.M. 1978.] 129. Gold ring. Two broad rings, with pattern in

relief, are united by openwork grape-like clusters ; Ajmere. [I.M. 895.] 130. Toe ring (Arsi). There is a large

perforated ornamental plaque in front, in w'hich a glass mirror is set. | I.M. 3487.] 13 1. Ring similar to No. 130

but the ornaments are small balls, and a cone occupies the centre instead of a mirror. [I.M. 892.] 132. Anklet

or bracelet of kauri-shaped ornaments strung on thread. Base metal as worn by the lower classes. [I.M. 134.]

133. Portion of a necklace of twelve oblong gold or silver plaques and two pendants united by chains of graceful

links. The plaques are enriched with raised patterns in granulated or cord-like wire ; length 2ft. yin. Bombav

and South Rajputana. 19th century. [I.M. 902.]
Plate 18. 134. Heart-shaped thumb-ring with central mirror. [I.M. 1979. J 135. Square pendant or

amulet case, with embossed pattern in high relief; Ajmere. [I.M. 899.] 136. Part of an ornament for the

head. It stretches across the skull and helps to support the earrings. From the lower end hang two or three

hemispherical drops to which are attached grapes or balls ; these serve here as ear-drops. The grapes and links

which form the band are broken by conventional peacocks. [I M. 313.] 137. Neck ornament. It is arranged in

rows of grape drops and thin chevron-shaped plaques of embossed metal all strung on a cord ; Nagore in Northern

Marwar. [1.M. 142.] 138. Necklace of roughly cut pieces of white metal united by rings. [I.M. 135. J 139. Anklet

or bracelet of carved metal ; Malwa. [I.M. 127.] 140. Armlet of carved and incised oval beads which are strung

on thread by means of rings. The patterns are very bold. On one of them there are animals which
appear to

be rams, on the rest the designs are floral in geometrical borders
;

Marwar and Malwa, [I.M. 1248.] 141. An

armlet or bazuband of three pieces ; gold with pearls, rubies, emeralds, and diamonds set in a rich pattern of gold

filigree; Benares. [I.M. 256.] 141A. Gold anklet of zig-zag pattern of double pieces of thick gold wire, with an

octagonal boss; Southern Rajputana, and Gujarat. [I.M. 463.]

Plata 19 —142. Bracelet of five rows of carved beads strung on silk ; Ajmere. [I.M. 887,] 143. Bracelet

of thick links each of which terminates in a nail-headed top and is screwed into its neighbours. At the two ends

there are very rudely carved heads of monsters. Called Toda by the Mahrattas, and Sankla by the Gujaratis.
Worn by women. Given by Sir G. Birdwood. [I.M. 17.] 144. Bracelet of thick smooth wire twist with ends

of the knob form. Common in the kara of archaic type. Given by Sir G. Birdwood ; called Kaden by the

Mahrattas. [I.M. 18.] 145. Oblong pendant of gold In the centre is a rich band ; above are bold octagonal
beads and spherical ornaments, and below are grape-like drops; it is set with turquoises and carbuncles ; Ajmere.

[I.M. 890.] 146. A similar but more elaborate pendant than No. 145. There are more richly carved rows

of ornament ; Ajmere. [I.M. 902. ] Pendants such as 145 and 146 are usually suspended from the neck by means

of cords composed of many threads of pearls, turquoises, or glass beads. 147. A heavy anklet or bracelet with

spherical knobs outside and a thick band of perforated clusters of small globules ; Ajmere. [I.M. 504.] 148. A

massive anklet of gold carved into diamond patterns [I.M. 516.]
Plate 20.— 149. Bracelet or Sankal of bent plain flattened links firmly twisted into each other; Malwa.

[I.M. 474.] 150. Bracelet or anklet of gold with leaf-like outer band and clove drops hanging from a wire inside.

[1.M.446.] 151. Flat amulet with embossed figure of a demi-god, or local hero; commonly worn as a charm by men

in Rajputana and Malwa villages. Made by rural silversmiths by hammering on a die. [I.M. 904. 1 152. Bracelet

with projecting knobs, in the centre of which are circular plates attached to each other; Indore. [I.M. 1885. J
153. Anklet, carved in bold projecting geometrical patterns ; Ajmere. [I.M. 886.] 154. Bracelet with projecting
carved boss, chased with flowers. The ornament is formed of plaited cords of three wires; Indore. [I.M. 1929.]

155- Anklet (paizeb) of die-shaped beads and chain ornaments linked together, and from which are pendent many

drops, simple and compound, of clove-pattern. [I.M. 885.] 156. A less elaborate anklet (paizeb) than No. 155,

and of different pattern. [I.M. 896.]

Plate 21. —Anklets
—157. Deeply cut anklet of geometrical design, with large screw ; Malwa. [I.M. 516.]

158. Similar to No. 157 but with two ends of conventional mouths of monsters which are, I believe incorrectly,
sometimes thought to be tigers ; Malwa. [I.M. 503.] 159. Gold anklet; the outer band is carved into a scroll ;

inside it is cut into beads; Central India. [I.M. 1 19.] 160. Anklet almost entirely formed of clusters like

cloves (paizeb). [I.M. 447.] 161. Anklet of flat links with clove heads (Laung-ke-Santh) ; Rajputana. Cast

in one mould. [I.M. 128.]

Plate 22.—162, 163, 164, and 165. Different beautiful and elaborate forms of the paizeb anklet. These are

perhaps the most common and most artistic of all the foot ornaments which are worn in the tw
To provinces.

[I.M. 448, 896, 449, and 450.] 166. A very wide ornament for the forearm or leg, cut into bands of gold beads

or clusters. Such designs as these are found even on buildings. [I.M. 444.]
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Plate 23—167. Six cylindrical embossed ornaments or beads of base metal which when threaded are worn

as bangles by low caste women in Rajputana, Malwa, and the United Provinces. 168. Chain pattern ornaments

worn as in No. 167. 169. Two rings worn on two fingers and connected by an ornament composed of chains which

pass over the back of the hand (Chitti-angutha) ; Rajputana. 170. Bracelet worn by low caste women in

Rajputana of the Regar caste ; Pahunchi. 171. Armlet or bazuband. If set with gems of value it is worn by

wealthy Hindus of the Brahman and Baniya castes in Upper India. The plaques are attached to silk threads

firmly bound together near them by gold cord. 172. A wrist ornament worn between the bangles and churis by
married women in Rajputana ; Bangri. 173. A massive bracelet or bangri of base metal formed of three attached

rings, similar to No. 38, Plate 7, Part 1. It is very like No. 36 in the same plate. Worn by low class women

in Upper India. 174. Carved bracelet, worn by Brahman, Rajput, Baniya, and Kayasth women in Upper India,

especially if made of gold. 175. Wristlet of carved oval beads, strung on thread twisted into thick corded ends;

Pahunchi; Upper India. 176. Bracelet,or Tankan, of base metal worn by Brahman and Baniya women in Malwa.

Plate 24. —177. Anklet or Paizeb of a simple character ; the chain links are very loose and the drops are

uncomplicated. Worn by high class women in Upper India. 178 and 181. In these two ornaments for the foot,

which are also styled paizeb, long bars, each of which is embossed and cast in a mould, are strung together and

lie flat from the ankle down the foot. There are many varieties and some of them are of very regal appearance,and of

very old designs; Upper India. 179 and 184. Two flat handsome plates with rings for attachment to the toes.

They rest on the front of the foot. The centre of No. 179 is perforated and No. 184 has a lacquered ground. 180.

Part of a fine antique anklet or kara such as is represented on very old stone images. 182. An anklet termed

Marhati, worn by Hindu women in Rajputana and Malwa. It is often composed of massive links and is made of

gold. 183. An anklet of flat links with dove-like beads (Laung-ke-Santh) ; Rajputana and Malwa. 185. An

anklet of the most simple kind of Santh.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

13. Portraits of four Rajput chiefs. 14 to 22. Miscellaneous jewellery.

23. Ornaments of Base Metal. 24. Ornaments made of any,
but usually Base Metal.





13.—95. H.H. Maharaja Ram Singh of Bundi, 1821-1889. 96. H.H. Maharaja Ram Singh,

G.C.5.1., of Jaipur, 1835-1880. 97. H.H. Maharaja Jaswant Singh 11., G.C.5.1., of Jodhpur,

1873-1895, 98. H.H. Maharana Sajan Singh, G.C.5.1., of Udaipur, 1874-1884.





*4.
—99- Necklace of plaques, pendants, etc., of Jaipur enamel with pearl drops. 100a. Mango-

shaped enamel locket ; Jaipur. 100b. Amulet of Jaipur enamel, ioi. Crutch-handle of enamelled

iron from the Jaipur Treasury. 102. Bracelet of plaques of Partabgarh quasi-enamel. 103. Boss

from a shield, old enamel ; Jaipur. 104. Strap from a horse’s harness, set with plaques of Jaipur
enamel. 105. Ivory armlet enriched with a gold plate; Marwar. 106. Pieces of lac bracelets set

with gems.





15.—lO7. Bracelet of six square plaques of diamonds set in gold. 108. Buckle of white jade. 109. Brooch of Partabgarh

green quasi-enamel. 110. Thumb ring of white jade inlaid with rubies. 111. Long drop Earring. 112 and 113. Flat Pendants

of white jade. 114. Enamel Bracelet (kara). 115. Belt Buckle of white jade. Ix6. Elephant Goad (ankus).





i6,—1 17 and 118. Two views of Pendant. 119, Bracelet of Two Chains. 120. Bracelet with projecting knobs. 121. Bracelet

(Ajmere), 122. Flexible Bracelet. 123. Bracelet. 124. Ornament for the back of the hand.





1?.— 125. Torque, or neck ornament. 126. Necklace. 127. Bracelet. 128. Ring (Tonk). 129. Gold Ring (Ajmere).

130.—-Toe-ring. 13 1. Top of ring. 132. Anklet or Bracelet of cowrie-shaped ornament. 133. Portion of a Necklace.





iB. 134. Heart-shaped Thumb-ring. 135. Square Pendant or Amulet case. 136. Part of Head Ornament. 137. Neck

ornament (Nagore). 138. Necklace. 139. Anklet or Bracelet (Mahva). 140. Bracelet of oval carved beads.

14 1. Clasp or Sarpesh. 141a. Anklet of zig-zag pattern.





ig.—142. Bracelet of carved beads (Ajmere). 143 and 144. Bracelets. 145, Oblong Pendant (Ajmere ?). 146. Pendant-

-147. Anklet or Bracelet (Ajmere). 148. Anklet.





20. —149 and 150. Bracelets. 151. Amulet. 152, Bracelet (Indore). 153. Anklet (Ajmere). 154. Bracelet.

155 and 156. Anklets (Paizeb).





21.—157 an(l r SB. Anklets. 159. Gold Anklet (Central India). 160. Anklet (Paizeb), 161. Anklet.





22.—-162, 163, 164, and 165. Different forms of the Paizeb Anklet. 166. Wide ornament for forearm or leg





23.—ORNAMENTS IN Base Metal.—l67 and 168. Links forming parts of bracelets. 169. Finger Rings worn with

attached chains. 170. Wristlet. 171. Armlet of false stones ; often worn by rich women if the gems are precious.

172. Bangri, or Bracelet, worn between the bangle and Churi. 173. Massive Bangri or Bracelet. 174. Carved

Bracelet. 175. Paluinchi or wrist ornament. 176. Kankan or Bracelet.





24.—Ornaments made of any, but usually Base Metal.— J77. Anklet or Paizeb, 178 and 181. Anklets of

heavy bars strung together so as to rest flat on the ankle and foot. 179 and 184. Toe rings' which rest on the front
of the foot. 180. Anklet or Kara. 182. Marhati ; an Anklet of heavy interlaced links. 183. Laung-ka-Santh ;

Anklet with dove-like ends to the flat links ; cast in one piece. 185. Anklet, or plain Santh or Sat.





PART III.

RAJPUTANA AND MALWA OR CENTRAL INDIA (continued.)

Pundit Braj Balabh, who has been Head Clerk of the Jaipur Museum since 1880, and was engaged with the

writer of these articles for eighteen years in making the bulk of the collections that are stored within its walls,

has been good enough to draw up a list of jewellery which is worn in Rajputana, and for the most part in Malwa

also. Lists of this kind, no doubt, involve much repetition because so many of the articles which are included in

them are in use in other parts of the Indian Empire, but in discussing them it will be found that new ideas present

themselves, and that suggestions, which may hereafter prove of value, frequently occur. The Pundit’s list is

therefore given in full, and will be accompanied by such observations as may seem necessary. For purposes of

comparison the list will follow the order of that which is recorded in Part 1., pages 2 to 5, which is descriptive of

the ornaments worn by Musalman women as described by Jafir Sharif in the Kanun-i-islam.

Ornaments worn on the Head.-—l. Bor, or Borla, hr. this is a stud of gold or silver. 2. Rakhdi, hr. the

same as the Suraj or Sisphul, and Rakti. 3. Morpatta, s. and hr. a chaplet usually worn at marriages. The

word is compounded from mor, h., a chaplet, and patta, a leaf. The word mor, s., however, also means a peacock, or

a peacock’s crest, which is very suggestive of its use. 4. Bindi, 5.: a spot, dot or mark. Generally a forehead

ornament which is attached to the hair or made-to stick by some adhesive substance. The words bandi or bindi

are also used for sectarian marks, such as women of good caste, as well as men, make with pigments or pomades of

various colours and materials ; and if of certain forms on the centre of the forehead, to indicate their caste or special

object of belief or reverence. Phis subject is too large and divergent from the scope of the present articles for full

treatment. The word may also perhaps mean the same as the Mang, or ornament for the centre hair parting.

5. Keshpash, s., from kesh, the hair, and pash,
a tie or fetter or a pin. A hair-pin, especially as worn by

Mahratta women, who more commonly use it.

Ornaments worn on the Forehead or suspended from the Head. :—r. Tilak, a.: This is more properly

the sectarian mark, or an ornament which takes its place. 2. Tfk, Tfka, Tiki, Tikli, Tikali : All these words

mean specially a forehead ornament or mark, although they sometimes indicate a mark on other parts of the

body; thus, for example, the words for inoculating for small-pox, or vaccination, are tika karna or tika dena. The

tika is also a badge of sovereignty amongst Hindus, and the application of it upon the forehead of a new ruler is

one of the principal acts at an installation or coronation. The right of applying this mark at an installation is a

much coveted one. It is a privilege which represents some past deed of fame in the history of the house, or some

acknowledgment of indebtedness, or it may be the recognition of the rights of former rulers or owners of the soil

of the country. For example, in Meywar, the tika of investiture should be applied to the forehead of a new

Maharana, or ruling prince, by a living Bhil from the blood taken from his own thumb. Amongst the nobles the

heads of younger branches, although they may have become far more important and wealthy than the chief of the

family from which they sprung, still look upon him as their head, who can alone apply the tika. So also large
sums have been offered, though very rarely perhaps accepted, for such recognition by the man in whom the

glories of an ancient family centre. The Raja of Manoharpur in this
way, although comparatively poor,

is acknow-

ledged to be the tikai of the powerful Shekawat chiefs in North Jaipur, although they include the two far most

wealthy landowners, the Rajas of Sikar and Khetri. The above observations point to the importance attached to

the tika and its situation. 3. Ar : literally a screen or a horizontal line drawn on the forehead. The ornahient is

therefore in the form of a flattened plate. It may be of plain gold or gold set with jewels.

Ornaments worn on the Ears.— 1. Phuljhumka : The compound word is derived from two words which

mean a flower and a bell-shaped earring. 2. Karanphul : a star-shaped earring which is fully described on page 3,

Part 1., in which a full account of the jhumka (the phiil jhumka being the same as the latter, or a modification of

it) is also given. 3, 4. Bala, Bali, s.: small rings usually of gold. 5. Toti, hr. a parrot-shaped ring which is worn

in the lobe of the ear. 6. Bata :an earring. 7. Kan-ki-laung : a clove-shaped ring. 8. Moti : pearl rings, or

more properly, an ear ornament of three pearls. 9. Kiindal, s.: This is a large ring in which gems are fastened.

It is also used to signify a ring with fish-shaped pendants. 10. Pipalpatti : Having drops shaped like the leaf of
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the pipal tree (Ficus religiosa). 11. Patri, 5-.: Leaf-shaped rings. 12. Jhumka : Bell-shaped drops. 13. Chhel

kari : Rings. The last four kinds of rings are worn on the upper part of the ear. 14. Murki : A small jhumka

worn in the little ear. 15. Latkan, h.: Any hanging drop; usually in the form of a grape. 16. Sankal-kan-ki :
Chain-like ear ornaments, sometimes called Jhala.

Ornaments worn on the Nose.—l. Nath; and 2. Nathni : Described on page 3, Part I. The latter has

usually a pearl or two in it. 3. Bhauriya : a nose ring. 4. Laung : a clove-shaped ring. 5. Latkan : a pearl

pendant hung from the central cartilage of the nose.

Ornaments worn on the Neck.-— l. Baleora : An ornament of flat twisted wire of from three to eight

strings. 2. Gop, //.: This is a gold necklace of two or three strings of twisted wires. 3. Pachmaniya :an

ornament of five pieces (from punch , five), or sometimes extended to seven pieces. 4. Timaniya : A necklace

with three beads. Ti is for tin, three ; mani or man is a Sanskrit word for a gem, jewel, or a precious stone. 5.

Teota: A necklace with one row of beads only. 6. Tusi, or Tulsi. 7. Hausli, Tonk or Tok. 8. Har. 9. Mala.

10. Chandan-har. 11. Tilari. All the above are described on page 4, Parti. 12. Dora means a simple thread

or string, often of pearls for example. 13. Jugnu or Jugnun ; Any jewel worn about the neck.

Ornaments worn on the Upper Arm.—l. Bdzu sada : Bazu and Sdda are the Persian words respectively
for arm and plain. An arm ring has long been one of the special signs of kingly dignity in the East, and perhaps

especially so in Middle Asia and the kingdoms of which Persia was the heir. 2. Bazu-sar-Ghundika: an armlet with

a stud or button, or pendant. 3. Bazu-Tawiz :An armlet with an amulet. 4. Tdd (local word, perhaps Tar, a wire).

Ornaments worn on the Wrist.-—l. Biliya. 2. Kara. 3. Pahunchi. 4. Bangri or Bangdi. The last

three are described at length on page 4, Part I. Pahunchi means the wrist. 5. Gujri or Gujarni, s.: This orna-

ment is worn on both the hands and feet. The name is probably derived from the Gujar tribe, who are mostly

shepherds and herdsmen in Rajputana. It has balls upon it. 6. Nogri or Naugari : A bracelet composed of balls

or clusters of grape-like balls. 7. Kankan or Kangan : Described on page 4, Part I. 8. Chhanni : A bracelet-

9. Gokhru, 5-.: A bracelet enriched with bells ; also worn on the ankles. 10. Jarao pahunchi : A pahunchi brace-

let set with gems. 11. Gunthua-kara: A bracelet of strings or wires. 12. Nahar-ka-kara, h., tiger-headed

bracelet, or Azhdaha, p., dragon-headed bracelet. These are technical names for bracelets or anklets, the heads

of which terminate in the forms of the heads of animals. A full discussion on these ornaments and their antiquity

will follow in a later number of the Journal. 13. Athpahalu-kara : Octagonal bracelets, or bracelets with octagonal

or hexagonal heads.

Ornaments worn on the Fingers. — 1. Hathphiil : Described in the list, No. 124, Part 11. 2. Chhalla.

3. Anguthi, and 4. Arsi or Anguthi-arsi, are described on page 5, Part I. 5. Mundri : A Sanskrit word for a

finger ring.

Ornaments worn on the Waist or Loins. —l. Kangati, a girdle. 2. Kandora ; a belt or cord with

bells, worn by children.

Ornaments worn on the Ankles and Feet.— i. Kara: Described on page 5, Part I. 2. Sat or Santh.

A full account of this interesting ornament and of the mode of manufacture will follow. 3. Marethi, Marathi;

This ornament, which is sometimes termed Sankla in the Bombay Presidency, is worn by Maratha women, and

is of comparatively recent introduction into Rajputana. It is a curb chain ornament, as the word Sankla, or

Sankal in the Deccan, or Sankal in Sanskrit denotes. 4. Neori : An engraved anklet worn by women of all

classes in Jaipur; it is often made of silver. 5. Balwan-kara : This seems to mean a heavy anklet only. 6.

Chhara: a local word. An ornament made
up of chains which rest on the foot. 7. Ramjhol or Paizeb : Descrip-

tions of this favourite ornament are given on pages 5 and 15 of Part I.

Ornaments worn on the Toes.—l. Amvat. 2. Bichhiya and Bichhni. 3. Chhalla. The foregoing are

described on page 5, Part I. 4. Phulri : These are toe-rings with grape-like ornaments, which are worn on the

toes and linked together to form sets.

A further account of some of the ornaments in the above list, and of a few additional ones, will be given in

the description of the illustrations to the present article. The standard ornaments for the better classes are, as

already stated, made of gold or at least of silver, and are often set with gems, in most cases being regarded as

portable wealth. Every effort, therefore, is made to secure pure metal with as little alloy as possible ; but,

unfortunately, the aim of a large number of sonars or goldsmiths, and jauharis or jewellers, is to make as much

profit as they can, which end is usually gained by the use of a large quantity of alloy. So much is this the case

that the dishonesty of these tradesmen and workmen has almost become proverbial. When only plain metals are

employed, which may be very soon broken up again, there is, of course, less risk of fraud ; hence such articles

are preferred by the less wealthy ; moreover, as jewellery set with gems, according to the opinions of Indian

experts, ordinarily brings little more than half its original value, only the rich can afford to possess it.
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In some districts, as in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, those who cannot afford even silver have

their foot and wrist ornaments made of bell metal. The same classes in Rajputana more commonly use zinc,

though throughout the country it is stated that German silver and American chemical or rolled gold are being

substituted for base metal, imitation gems being used with the latter. Native designs of the most popular kind

are copied in British territory for this purpose. The Bombay market is flooded with them, and some specimens

are already found in the Rajputana bazdrs.

Indian jewellers do not usually keep a large stock of gold or silver ornaments, as it would involve waste of

capital which would be better employed in money-lending, which is an important branch of their business, as was

the case in Europe for a long period. It is said, however, that if European customers wish to purchase such

articles, the obliging dealer will take the ornaments of his female relations and dispose of them at a considerable

profit, replacing them at leisure for another similar opportunity.

In Part 11. reference was made to temple ornaments. It appears that it is customary for the founder or

donor of a Hindu temple to present for the adornment of the image, when it is consecrated, both clothes, jewellery

and many other objects. Favourite ornaments are such as contain the five or nine pure gems (Ratan or Ratna).

Imitation jewellery is absolutely forbidden. The nine precious gems (Nava ratna) are as follow :—i. Diamond,

Vajra or Hira, s. ; 2. Ruby, Manikya, Mdnik, s. ; 3. Cat’s-eye, Vaiduram, Gomeda, 5-. ; 4. Pearl, Mukta, Moti, s.;

5. Zircon, Gomeda, s.; 6. Coral, Vidruman, Munga, s.; 7. Emerald, Marakatam, Panna, s,; 8. Topaz, Pushpa-

ragam, Pukhraj, s.; 9. Sapphire, Nilam, Nilmani, s. The names of the five precious gems (Panch ratna) are;—

1. Gold, Kanakam, Sona, s.; 2. Diamond, Kulisham, Hira, s.; 3. Sapphire, Nilam, Nilmani, s.; 4. Ruby; if under

half a rati or ratti (one grain) in weight termed Padmaragam or Chuni, if over Manik ; 5. Pearl, Mankhtikam,

Moti. Other authorities state that the five gems are—l. Gold; 2. Silver; 3. Pearls; 4. Lapis lazuli or Raja

Vartam ; 5. Coral.

There is a considerable trade in temple ornaments in the sacred cities of Mathura, Brindaban, Benares,

Ajudhya, Kanchi, Ujain, Gaya, Dwarika, etc. The belief is universal in India that presentation of valuables to

God (that is, to the temples) leads to eternal happiness. Pandit Braj Balabh quotes the following :—(Hiranya da

Amritwam bhajante) :—“The giver of gold enjoys eternal life in Heaven.” (Bibliotheca Indica). “One obtains

everything by offering. Longlife. A devout pious man of beauty and not a sinner is born.” (Sama veda Upanishad).
“ Givers are high in Heaven. Those who give horses live conjointly with the sun. Givers of gold enjoy eternal

life. Givers of clothes live in the moon.” (Rig Veda). “By giving gold, the giver receives a life of light and

glory.” (Harito Smriti). “Coral worship will subdue all the three worlds. He who worships Krishna with rubies

with devotion, will be reborn as a powerful emperor.” If with a small ruby he will be born a king. Offering

emeralds will procure Gyana or Knowledge of the Soul and of the Eternal. If with a diamond, even the

impossible or Nirvana, that is, Eternal life in the highest heaven, will be secured. If with flowers of gold a man

worships for a month, he will get as much wealth as Kuvera, the Lord of Riches, and will hereafter attain to

Nirvana or Absorption in the Deity, and Muksha or Salvation.

The daily worship in a Hindu temple consists of sixteen offerings or parts, each accompanied by ceremonial.

Offering valuable gold ornaments, gems and jewellery is the ninth (Abharanani) of the sixteen offerings (Upachara)

which collectively make up the worship or Puja. Two of the stages are omitted when an image is permanently

consecrated in a temple, as the deity is then supposed to remain always present in the idol. These are the first

or respectful invitations of the god to be present or Asanam, and the last, viz. dismissal or Wisargah.

In the Bhagavat Purana, Krishna says
“Whatever is best and most valued in this world, and that which is

most dear to you, should be offered to me (i.e. God), and it will be received back in immense and endless

quantity.” This is devoutly believed by Hindus throughout India to this day ; hence the quantity of valuables,

especially of jewellery, presented in the temples by all classes is enormous. Gold mohurs (coins), precious

ornaments, rich clothes, Kashmir shawls, quilts or rezais, elephants with gold and silver trappings, chamaras or

plumes of yaks’ tails, utensils of gold and silver, and bowls of gold set with gems to contain the food which is

offered to the god, are amongst the gifts. All classes devoutly believe in the need and advantages of such

offerings. It is therefore not uncommon to hear of a man and his wife presenting all their personal ornaments to

a shrine. Only a few weeks ago, the wife of a Jaipur noble, for example, gave all her gold and silver jewellery

to a temple, and such is being done everywhere in India to this day.

Ornaments which are specially made to fit an image in a consecrated shrine are usually kept until they are

broken or damaged, and are then remade with a little addition if it can be afforded. The image is decorated with

its best ornaments on special occasions, such as the birthday of the god, the day on which it is swung or the

Hindola festival, the Diwali, the Holi procession days, etc., of which a full detail would be out of place here.

After the ceremony
is concluded, the special ornaments are returned to the temple treasury, and only the ordinary
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or Mamuli jewellery is used.

There is a definite time after which offerings become Nirmalya, or unfit for use; thus, for example, food

cannot be twice offered, jasmine flowers after three hours, and so on, but gold flowers are fit until broken or

damaged ; ornaments of the five or nine gems, last at least twelve years. Clothes, as a rule, are nirmalya after a

month, and must then be renewed, and may then be sold or given away, as may be jewellery which is no longer

in use. There is no restriction as to the persons to whom it is given or sold, but no doubt the devout would be

preferred, and indeed would give a higher price for objects of this kind which have become “ Prasadi,” or holy.

Ordinary jewellery and offerings which are presented at the shrines are simply regarded as so much wealth

which the priest or headman, or steward of the god, whoever may have the control, can dispose of for sacred

uses, such as feasting Brahmans, celebrating temple festivals, or maintenance of worship generally. Hard times,

however, may demand sale of even the personal ornaments of the images, as indicated in the last paper. Some

persons who acquire temple jewellery, for religious reasons give it away to poor and pious Brahmans, or as a

Homa or fire offering, or as a present to a Sadhu or devotee, who may dispose of it for food ; though in these

days it is more common for the priests to sell such treasures for the highest price. As regards Rezais, or quilts,
which are given away at Ndthdwara, to which reference was made in Part 11, pilgrims prefer making their

charitable gifts in this way, because direct gifts to a beggar, for example, may lead to misuse of their presents

and indirectly to some religious demerit to themselves. If the gift, whether it be a quilt or gold, is subsequently

given from the temple, no such loss of religious merit accrues to the pilgrim. This is, therefore, a much less

dangerous course than direct presentation to the poor. Moreover, if gifts are given to holy men, such as ascetics

at sacred places, half the merit goes to the donor ; the god becomes responsible and not the donor.

It would be impossible to give a complete account of Rajputana jewellery without adverting to the manu-

facture of enamel on gold for which Jaipur especially is renowned. A small amount of enamel may be made in

other places in the Province, but when a rich patron, whether European or Indian, wishes to obtain a work of art

in Indian enamel it is only Jaipur work that he desires to possess.
In 1886 I wrote the text of a work on Jaipur

Enamels, 1 for which Colonel S. S. Jacob, R.A. (now Sir Swinton Jacob) supplied the coloured illustrations, which

had been carefully prepared for him by Ram Bux, son of Esar, one of the best local artists. Some account of the

work was also given in the second number of the Journal of Indian Art and in the Memorials of the Jaipur

Exhibition} A brief summary of the subject is all that is necessary on the present occasion.

Enamelling at Jaipur is done on gold, silver and copper, but work in the most precious metal is that for

which the place has obtained the pre-eminence, and particularly for the beauty of its glowing red colours. Enamel

on gold is also done at Ulwar, Delhi and Benares, and at the second place especially as the backing of plaques in

bracelets, etc., and as setting for gems. Silver enamel is produced in many places in the Panjab, including

Kashmir, in Hyderabad and Karachi in Sind, in Kachh, and at Lucknow. Copper enamel is made in Kashmir,

and in many places in the Panjab, as well as at Jaipur.

The history of enamelling does not need discussion in this article. The manufacture in Jaipur is said to have

originated with Maharaja Man Singh, the friend of the Emperor Akbar, who lived in the sixteenth century, and

who brought five Sikh enamel workers from Lahore. The principal enamellers in that capital are all said to be

descended from these artists, and one of them, an old man named Ghoma Singh, might have been seen patiently

at work at the Exhibition which was held at the time of the Coronation Durbar at Delhi in 1903. Reference is

made to the art of the enameller and some details of the work are given in the Ain-i-Akhari, or Institutes of

Akbar, which was written by the learned Abul Fazl, the great Moghul Emperor’s minister.

A great treasure of the Jaipur family is the enamelled gold staff of the famous Maharaja Man Singh. Its

colours have never been surpassed, as may be judged from the illustrations of it which accompany the works

above referred to. The Jaipur enamel is of the variety termed champleve, in which the outlines are formed by

the plate itself, while the colours, which are oxides of various metals, such as cobalt and iron, are placed in de-

pressions hollowed out of the plaque to receive them, and are firmly fixed to it by fire. The amount of heat

required to fix the colours varies, so that those which stand the highest temperatures have to be applied first and

the more fugitive hues last of all. Every time the plate is passed through the furnace (and in an important piece

in which there are many colours the number of times is great) the risk is increased, because some of the colours

may fly ; hence the cost of enamelling generally, and in large specimens in particular, is heavy in proportion to

the materials. This is not always recognized, but to those who are acquainted with the facts, and to all lovers of

beautiful work such as this, which can only be perfectly accomplished by a patient, experienced and true artist,

the value of enamel is greatly enhanced. It may, perhaps, be of use to refer to these points, because there are few

persons, especially amongst jewellers and dealers in Indian enamel, who realize them; hence we hear of such cases as

1 Publishedby Mr. Griggs.
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the following:—A large quantity of ancient and most artistic Indian enamelled jewellery was recently sent to a

London firm for disposal, and it was decided to break up the settings for the sake of the gold, although as art

illustrations to Museums and Schools of Art they would have been invaluable. Their priceless worth for this

purpose was recognized too late. Fine specimens of enamel were taken to a great establishment to be valued,

but the officials attached no importance to the enamel, and estimated the worth only of the gold and gems in the

ornaments.

The preparation of an enamelled ornament is an illustration of that co-operation which, notwithstanding the

example of such masters as Benvenuto Cellini and others, who were familiar with and practised every branch of

their art, has, perhaps, always prevailed. The so-called jeweller, really the dealer, who in Jaipur is just as often

a money-lender and banker or capitalist, causes a design to be prepared by a chitera or artist, who knows the

capabilities as well as the limits of the art of the enameller. He then hands it to the sonar or goldsmith, who forms

the article to be enamelled. It is then passed on to the gharai, the chaser or engraver, who engraves the pattern,

hollows out the plate, and hatches the floor of the pits to increase the play of colours of the translucent

enamel and to cause it to adhere with greater tenacity. The above-named workmen are usually members of the

goldsmith or carpenter sub-castes of Hindus and not Sikhs. The enameller, or minakdr, who is a Sikh, first
i.

cleanses and burnishes the plate and then applies his colours in the order of their hardness or power of resisting

fire, beginning with the hardest or that which most resists the fire. Some of the colours can be heated at the

same operation ; others are so sensitive as to require to be dealt with alone. All this is a matter requiring much

experience and time.

All the colours which are known can be applied to gold. Black, green, blue, dark yellow, orange, pink, and

a peculiar salmon colour can be applied to silver ; and only white, black and pink to copper. In the order of

hardness the colours are white, blue, black, yellow, pink, green and red, the pure ruby red of Jaipur being the

most fugitive, and the most beautiful in the eyes of experts.

The colours are mineral oxides, which the Jaipur enamellers always obtain from Lahore in opaque vitreous

masses. The piece, after it is fired, is polished with kurand or corundum, and if it is then found to be defective the

work must be done over again. The last process is to repolish the ornament, to heat it gently, and to cleanse it

by pickling it in a strong acid solution made from fruit. From the enameller the article, if it has to be set with

gems, goes on to another workman, according to the special style of setting which is required.

It was remarked that “The uses to which enamel is put are very varied. All the better kinds of native jewellery
are enamelled on the back, and usually, also, on the edges and between the gems

in front. Charms, armlets,

anklets or bangles, and necklaces are made in large numbers ; and, for the use of princes and nobles, the handles

of swords, of daggers, or fans or umbrellas, of whisks of yak-tails {chamnras ), of fans (morchals ) of peacock’s

feathers or of ivory threads, and sometimes vessels are prepared. Horse, camel and elephant trappings have

also been adorned with gold enamel; in short, when gold and jewels can be employed for enriching metallic

surfaces, enamel is equally available, and with precious stones, it can also be used as a foil or to enhance their

beauty.”

All such articles may be regarded in some degree as jewellery. To them may be added combs, spear

shafts, portions of the ankus or elephant goad, shields, snuff boxes, and articles of plate, such as ’atrdans or

perfume holders, salvers, cups and saucers, spoons, trowels used for ceremonial purposes, pen boxes and inkstands,

some of which have been made in the form of boats shaped like a peacock with an enamelled tail, which is

particularly calculated to display the beauties of the enamel. Many such sumptuous examples of the art have

been made at Jaipur for presentation to princes or for exhibitions, and large numbers of them have been shewn

in the great Exhibitions and in Museums.

In the work on enamels above quoted, lists of ornaments and current prices at the time were given. Many

of the articles, such as lockets, rings, bracelets, breast-pins, watch-cases and charms are made in European shapes

to meet the demand for them, but the enamel shows best on some of the purely Indian forms. Indian is

superior to Persian enamel in the richness of its colours, in the harmony with which they are employed, and

in the artistic skill with which they are combined or contrasted.

To be acquainted with the processes, some of which are supposed to be more or less secret, is not sufficient.

There is no art which depends more for its quality and beauty on the individual skill of the artist than this ;

hence there has been much variety in the charm of even the best specimens of Jaipur work which have been

exhibited. Moreover, it is probable that there are no such skilled workmen alive at Jaipur at this time as there

were thirty years ago. It is to be hoped that equally talented artists may yet be found amongst their descendants.

There is another manufacturing process, which is specially practised in Rajputana and Malwa, that is of

some interest. A paper, which I prepared at the request of Mr. (now Sir Purdon) Clarke, on “The Process
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employed in Casting Brass Chains in Jaipur, Rajputana,” was read by him before the members of the Iron and

Steel Institute, and was published in their Journal in 1886.

Amongst the illustrations to that article and in those which accompany the present one, will be found a

number of specimens of a peculiar anklet which is known as a sdnt, or santh, which is made
up

of flat links formed

at one casting in Southern Rajputana and Central India, and especially at Siwai Madhopur, a Jaipur town

beneath the famous fort of Ranthambhor, which stands in the hills near the junction of the Banas and Chambal

rivers. The ornaments are made by the cire perdue process in a most ingenious manner, a resume of which is now

taken from the paper referred to above. In a lecture to the students of the Royal Female School of Art in London, in

1901, Sir Thomas Wardle also refers to this subject in the following words:—“The skill in India in making brooches

and bangles out of silver
rupees is astonishing, full of pattern and flowing form. Their casting of the baser

metals is an art. I bought for a few annas a bronze chain anklet with every link in it loose, but all cast in one

mould together, quite a common-looking thing, but so wonderfully made that one of our best foundry owners told

me he did not think anyone could do it in Europe.” This opinion was also held, it is said, by many of the

experts who heard the paper which was read at the Iron and Steel Institute. Probably the best idea of the

process will be obtained from Plate 34 of this part, in which is represented, in a series of drawings, all the different

stages of manufacture. It is a copy of the original illustration which was prepared for the Journal.

The ancestors of the Siwai Madhopur workmen came about 120 years ago from Bundi, an old Rajput

capital some miles to the south of the Jaipur State. The anklet is termed sant or santh from Hindi words

signifying joining or sticking. Three principal varieties of the ornament are made at Siwai Madhopur:—l. Sut-

wan Santh, in which the pattern is of plain or thread-like links. 2. Chaktidar Santh, having small patches or

projections upon its edge. 3. Kil-kunda-ki Santh, which is fastened by a screw. A mixture is made of seven

parts of wax, forty parts of resin, and eleven parts of oil of sesamum, which, after melting, is strained into cold

water. The mass subsides and a portion is pulled out and rolled on a board into a thin string of the thickness of

the future links of the santh. This string is coiled round a stick, the width of which has the diameter of the
O >

proposed links. By a cut along one edge of the spiral, a number of rings open at one side is formed. These

rings can be united by applying to them a hot knife edge. One ring is made and a second is linked into it. The

ends of a third ring are then passed over the first two and joined, and a fourth ring is passed through the last two

and its ends are joined. Thus the process is continued until sixty or seventy rings, or sufficient to form an

anklet, are united. The curb chain thus formed is flattened out on a board and the ends are joined together. A

little manipulation with the hand, the wax being kept pliable by hot water, ensures a firm, flat and regular

ornament which is indeed a facsimile of the metal anklet which it is desired to make. A thin paste of fine, clay,

cow-dung and water is then prepared, and the wax santh is dipped into it four or five times, being dried after each

operation, until a thick coat of clay covers every part of it. A thicker paste of the same materials is then made

to form a mould ; three coats are required. When the mould is dry, its upper edge is scratched with an iron

tool, so as to expose the links within. The links are oiled, and a thin strip of wax or a leading line is attached to

them along one edge by means of a hot wire. All inequalities are carefully removed, and the whole is covered

again with clay paste, which is allowed to dry as before. A quarter of an inch of the top of the wax santh is left

exposed, and to this is attached a thicker ribbon of the same material an inch long, so that the ribbon, the leading
line and the links are continuous, though the latter are quite separated from each other. Two anklets are cast

together side by side, and are so placed that the leading lines on each santh are next to each other, and the two

end ribbons are also close together at the top. Three thick coats of clay paste are applied to the pair of prepared

wax sanths, so as to form one strong mould, which is further enclosed in a coating of thick black earth mixed

with chaff, so as to prevent cracking of the moulds and loss of metal. The top of the mould over the projection

which contains the ribbons is formed into a cup. A small conical cup or mus is now made of black potter’s earth,

and a sufficient quantity of pieces of the metal of which the anklet is to be made are put into it with a small

quantity of borax. The mus thus filled is then inverted over the cup-shaped top of the mould in which the ends

of the wax ribbons have been left exposed, and the edges of the two are united by the black clay and chaff com-

position. A blow-hole is made near the top of the mould so as to allow escape
of the wax and of gases.

The kiln is an open furnace or pit filled up with dried cow-dung cakes. The moulds are placed upright in

the furnace with the mus downwards, and are made red-hot by means of primitive bellows. After a time, the

wax escapes in black fumes and the metal melts. The moulds are quickly removed when the metal is

thoroughly melted, which is known by the appearance of blue fumes. Cracks from which fumes escape

are carefully plastered over with clay, and the mould is then dipped for an instant in cold water, after

which it is inverted. The melted metal now pours into the cavity and takes the place of the wax which has been

burnt out. When the mould is quite cold, it is broken up so as to expose the anklets ; the leading lines and
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ribbons are removed, and all inequalities or adhesions are filed off, so as to release the two sanths, of which all

the links are freely movable. The metal usually employed is a composition which is known as kdnsi, or bell-

metal. It is composed of sixteen parts of brass and six of zinc. Another mixture is made of sixteen parts of the

above with four additional parts of zinc. A third consists of old and broken anklets. From the first mixture (or

dhdrkri in the local technical language) a yellow sdnth is formed. If equal parts of dharkri and old anklets are

used, as at Siwai Madhopur, a white santh is produced.

The santh may be plated with a mixture of pewter or rang, 40 parts, and of hydrochlorate of ammonium

(nausddar ) 1 part. The pewter is composed of three parts of zinc and two of lead. An analysis of two samples
of the material was made by Mr. Edgar Jackson for Mr. Clarke :—“The brass contained : tin, 3.53 ; lead, 3.49 ;

copper, 46.33 ; zinc, 45.98 ; iron, .76 parts. The pewter was composed of: tin, 38.16 ; lead, 61.74 ! and a trace

of copper.” A small portion of the composition is applied to the santh by heat, and the ornament is then cleaned

and brushed with cold water.

The cire perdue process thus described is an ancient and delicate mode of casting bronze. It is, therefore,

very astonishing to find it so beautifully and carelully carried out by uneducated people in remote parts of India.

Garnet Jewellery. —For many years past there has been a large trade in garnets, which are found in

numerous localities in Rajputana. The best stones are now quarried in the south-west corner of the Jaipur

State, not far from Rajmahal on the Banas river. The matrix, in which the crystals are embedded, is chiefly

mica schist, gneiss, and serpentine. The selected stones are generally formed into carbuncles or cabochons, which

are known as
“ tallow tops

”
in the trade, because they are convex above and concave or fiat below, and resemble

drops of tallow. Many stones are also cut into facets for rings, necklaces, bracelets, etc., and a special class of

workpeople in Jaipur is employed in stringing them on silk for neck and wrist ornaments. Garnets are also found

in the Udaipur and Kishangarh States, as well as in the British District of Kashmir, but the superior quality of

the Jaipur stones, and the extensive
way in which the mines are worked in that State, have almost extinguished

the industry in other localities. A full account of the industry was given in Part 11. of the Journal of Indian

Art in 1884. In the writer’s Flandbook of the Jaipur Courts at the Indo-Colonial Exhibition of 1886, it was

stated that garnets are often found on the surface, but most frequently as far down as sixty and even eighty feet.

The crystals are usually of dodacahedral form, and large gems are often found ; as, for example, a very clear

stone, cut en cabochon, which weighed 2.77 ounces, was shewn at the Exhibition. There appears to have

been a small trade in Rajputana garnets as far back as seventy years ago, but this increased enormously when a

State factory, which was under Mr. S. Tellery, was established at Jaipur. It gave employment to a large

number of workpeople and flourished, but for various reasons it was abolished, and the trade was again left in the

hands of private individuals. Garnets were formerly exported in the rough to Europe ; but after the workers, who

were chiefly boys, had been instructed in the State workshops by a skilled lapidary, large quantities of cut stones

were exported.

The Rajputana garnets are similar to the Pegu or Siriam stones, or the commonly called amethystine or

Oriental garnets. The garnet, according to a great authority, possesses all the virtues of the noblest gems, except

rarity, and consequent intrinsic value. The carbuncle form is the best for displaying the peculiar fire and beauty

of the gem. Strictly speaking, the designation “tallow topped” should be applied to stones with a flattish convex

surface, but it is used more generally as stated above. In 1882, the annual exports reached as much as R5.70,000,

of which R5.52,500 were for cabochons, and the remainder for rough stones; yet Streeter, in his work on

“ Precious Stones and Gems,” in 1892, does not mention Rajputana as a source of the stone, though he refers to

its abundance in the neighbourhood of Ragavaparam in the Kistna district of Madras, and to its general prevalence

in the gneiss of Ceylon.

The hardness of the stone varies, according to Emanuel, from 6.5 to 7.5. It scratches quartz slightly, and

is scratched readily by the ruby or sapphire. Ihe facet-cut beads are rather apt to suffer when worn, as they often

are, without any setting in long strings. The carbuncles are largely exported to Switzerland, Germany, England,

Italy, Austria and France, to be used for ornamental purposes and in jewellery. The violet or almadine garnets

are much admired in France. Rough stones are used in watch-making.

The Indians do not seem to have used the garnet to any great extent, though it is considered to be an

auspicious stone and a herald of good fortune. Dr. Church, in his classical work on precious stones, in writing

of the setting of gems, remarks as follows : —“There should be contrast of size and shape as well as of colours,

though not too violent. Two ways of treating the garnet have been successful, viz., plates so largely found in

Anglo-Saxon and Celtic jewellery, which have lasted, and afford in their breadths of soft rich colour, a pleasing

contrast to the minute filigree, granulated and enamel work with which they are generally associated, and the

other” as “a carbuncle not necessarily foiled at the back.’ “ 1 here is a lovely disc of antique gold set with five
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carbuncles in the Room of Gold Ornaments and Gems at the British Museum., of” which “the effect is delightful;

simple, yet rich ; solid, yet elegant.”

The above extract shows what the garnet is capable of. The best setting is in gold, and a great deal of

beautiful jewellery so treated was sent to the Indo-Colonial Exhibition, and a large case of it is shewn in the

Jaipur Museum. Much of it, however, is of pure European type and some of it is inartistic and even objection-

able, but in the hands of true artists the stone present facilities for obtaining the most beautiful effects at

comparatively little cost. Cheap ornaments were set in silver at the Jaipur factory and had a large sale amongst

the poorer Europeans in India, and especially to soldiers, and large quantities were also exported for sale to the

peasantry of Central Europe. The lower classes of Mohamedans seem to be rather fond of silver studs and

buttons set with garnets. The stone is also much used for enriching small articles of silver plate. It is proposed

to give some illustrations in this branch in the article on the Punjab, as there is a considerable sale to tourists of

garnets and carbuncle beads, and other kinds of jewellery, at Delhi, where the stones are also cut and fashioned.

Amongst miscellaneous Rajputana ornaments the following should be mentioned ; —Cocoa-nut bracelets from

Rutlam, which are grooved to receive thin plates of silver, some of which are embossed with simple floral patterns.

Shell bracelets similarly grooved in the above manner for the reception of silver or gold plates. Some of these were

found, with ivory bracelets of the same kind, twenty feet below the surface on an old Buddhist site in the

Sambhur Lake, and the fashion of wearing them still maintains, as before stated, in Western Rajputana. In the

Jaipur Museum there is also a pair of jeweller’s scales formed of thin silver pans and having a very delicate steel

beam. The weights were made of agate, and in order to guarantee their accuracy, a small feast had to be given

to the jewellers’ caste. The split-ear ascetics, or Naths, who specially profess to be devoted in Marwar to the

worship of Shiva or Mahadeo, wear in the ear large flat circular glass rings as much as inches in diameter. At

Tonk, in Rajputana, armlets and bracelets are sometimes made of beads of different forms, which are cut from

crystal. Beads of different forms are also found in fairly large quantities on some ancient sites in Rajputana.

They are very similar to those which are exhibited in the Assyrian and Babylonian collections in the British Museum.
At one spot, which was known for its wealth in such articles as the Taksal Tila or Treasury Mound, a part of the

site of an old city, probably Buddhist, now called Nagar, in the property of the Raja of Uniara of Jaipur, in a

very short time that noble and I picked up a handful of perforated beads, worn copper coins, and chips
of carnelian, obsidian, garnet, jasper, etc. I described similar objects which I found on an old site, no doubt

Buddhist, in a contribution to the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland in 1884.

Similar beads, many of them threaded in necklaces, will be found in a collection formed by Mrs. Rivett Carnac,

which is described and illustrated in an earlier part of the Journal of Indian Art. It is proposed, moreover, to

revert to this subject in a later number of the present series of articles.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART III.

Plate 25. —lB6. Portrait of H.H. Maharaja Anand Rao Puar, who ruled over a State 1740 square miles in

extent. He and the Maharaja of Gwalior, as in the next portrait, wear typical Mahratta turbans, and in the former

case associated with strings of pearls. The necklaces of the Dhar chief are numerous, and he wears the K.C.S.I.

badge as well as the C.I.E. decoration. 187. Portrait of H.H. Maharaja Jaiji Sindhia, who, besides being a member

of several orders, was an Honorary General in the British Empire, and like other princes of his time, was made

a Councillor of the Empress of India and C.I.E. when Her Majesty Queen Victoria was proclaimed under that

title at Delhi in 1877. He was a great soldier and cared more for reviewing troops than for jewellery. His State

was the largest in Malwa and was 29,046 square miles in extent. 188. Portrait of H.H. Maharaja Tukaji Rao

Holkar of Indore. The original, by Carpenter, is in the Indian Section of the Victoria and Albert

Museum, and represents the chief as a young man wearing little jewellery. He was an astute prince, and

ruled over 8,400 square miles of territory. 189. Portrait of H.H, Maharaja Raghuraj Singh of Rewah. He

was the head of the Baghela Rajputs, who have been established in or near Rewah in Baghelkhand since about

1057 a.d. He was the thirty-first chief of his house. In his crown, orders, and G.C.S.I. cloak he looked a most

imposing figure. He had a great collection of hookahs, many of them being of much value and beauty. Some

of the finest examples of these treasures, in gold, enamel and gems, were illustrated in the “Memorials of the Jeypore
Exhibition. ’ His State is 13,000 square miles in extent.

Plate 26.—190. Enamelled gold back-scratcher, or pushtkar. The following is the description given by
me in my work entitled “ Ulwar and its Art Treasures,” which was published in x 888, and from which the plate
is copied. Ihe article is in the Ulwar Treasury, or Tosha Khana :—“ Plate L. Back-scratcher, pushtkar, gold
enamelled. A gilt hand is attached to a long slender staff of gold, which is beautifully decorated with designs in



enamel, chiefly animals, birds and flowers. It is intended to be used for scratching the parts of the back which

are concealed beneath the clothing.” Further on in the same book I remarked that “ Tha pushtkar may seem to

be a vulgar ornament, but the Indian is only following the example of the European exquisite of the last [lßth]

century, who employed an ivory or ebony back-scratcher for exactly the same purpose.” I am inclined to think

the specimen was made in Persia. The tones of colour are lower, and the designs are more minute than is usual

in Indian enamel work. It may, however, have been made in Delhi. Back-scratchers were perhaps necessary in

Europe at a time when the dress, especially of ladies, fitted very closely to the body, and the bath amongst all

classes was rather dreaded. In any case, an article of the kind, which could be carried like a fan and which

formed such a great opportunity for enrichment with gems or enamel, might well be adopted even if not often

required. Traces of the old fashion are found in out of the way places in India, as at Cuttack, where back-

scratchers are made for the curious of horn ; or as at Murshidabad of ivory ; and at other places ot sandal-wood

inlaid with ivory or of ebony. An object of this kind, even in Ancient Egypt, was made in the precious metals.

In the vestibule of the Gold Room at the British Museum, for example, there is a small hand in gold with the

fingers stretched out. Whether, like the hands borne on staves by the Shiah sect of Mohamedans, it was a symbol

or had any other special use is unknown. Perhaps it is worth mentioning that at the Exhibition of Jewish Art

and Antiquities in Whitechapel (November, 1906), many very beautiful pointers, or rods, terminating in a hand

with one finger outstretched, are being shown. They are used by the reader of the Sacred Law to enable him

to easily follow the text. Many of these specimens are made of the precious metals, silver or silver-gilt, and richly

jewelled ; some have gem-set bracelets ; others are made of onyx, carved wood, or ivory ; and to most of them

a chain of gold or silver is attached. These splendid objects were made in many different lands, and the collection

forms a valuable study of the goldsmith’s art at different periods and in different places.

Plate 27. —The illustrations in this and in some of the following plates are reproduced from some of my

former works, which, as I have previously observed, have a limited or special circulation, owing either to the small

number published on account of their great cost, or, as in the case of the Museum Handbook, its local useful,

ness. Nos. A. 191 to A. 196 are taken from “Jeypore Enamels,” for which Lieut.-Colonel (now Colonel Sir Swinton)

Jacob supplied the plates and I wrote the text. It was published by Mr. Griggs in 1886. Nos. B. 197 to 8.201 are

taken from the “ Handbook” which I compiled in 1898, and which was also brought out by Mr. Griggs. In all

cases the original descriptions are quoted, with such additions as may seem desirable. A. 191 to 194. Necklace

pendants. They are really hollow cases or boxes with front and back plates, between which is a composition made of

two parts of alum and one of salt, heated together, or of resin. The double plaque is about one-eighth to one-sixth

of an inch thick. 191 is the middle pendant of a beautiful necklace, the chain of which is composed of roses

attached to each other by small links. The pendants vary in shape, but the one selected is of Turanian or

Central Asian form and is enriched with floral ornament in the modern Jaipur style. 192 and 193 are somewhat

similar to 191, but the second is attached to a delicate chain of oval and quatrefoil ornaments. The necklace of

which 194 is the second pendant, has a chain like the last. It has a bird in the centre. It is of octagonal shape

[athpahlu). It is usual, the description goes on to add, “to enamel one side in gold and to enrich the other with

the quasi-enamel of Partabgarh in Rajputana, in which quaint figures are cut out in gold and applied to a deep

emerald-oreen Mass ground. The necklaces, in most cases, can be worn with either side uppermost. Sometimes

the backs of the plaques are enamelled in gold, and the design for Hindus is generally one shewing the impression

of two feet, with the words ‘Sri Nath Ji, ’ or ‘ Honour to Sri Nath’ (the revered lord), a form of Krishna wor-

shipped at Nathdwara in Meywar or Udaipur.” There is a very beautiful manuscript copy of the Gulistan or

“Rose-garden” of Shaikh Sa’di of Shiraz, which was prepared for Maharaja Banni Singh of Ulwar, by Agha

Mirza of Delhi. The borders of the pages were designed by Delhi men, but the beautiful illustrations were the

work of Ghulam Ali Khan and Baldeo, artists of Ulwar. Most exquisite studies of birds and animals are painted

in little medallions in the borders, which may
have inspired the artists of the pendant just described. I dwell

upon this subject because there is some indication here of an appioach to the higher and more artistic treatment

of jewellery which is seen in the pendent jewels of the 16th century in Europe, and in the most modern studies

in France. The beautiful Arabic and Persian characters, it occurred to me, might also be used with advantage

for brooches, and a few clasps or long brooches of that kind were made, at my suggestion, in gold enamel for the

wife of one of the Indian Viceroys. Examples of the former may be seen in the Waddesdon Room of the British

Museum. ,95, or the Arya, is a neck or forehead ornament of regal design, reminding one of Assyrian jewellery.

It is peculiar to Marwar, a country in which many relics of ancient art and custom still exist ; thus, for example,

the royal dance of Marwar (or Jodhpur), the Ghanna, in which the performers move in circles, was noticed by

Nicolo-a-Conti, the Venetian traveller, in the fifteenth century. There is a rich and noble appearance in this

ornament which is very magnificent. 196. I his is one of eight designs ol balls attached to bands of gold, all
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richly enamelled, so as to form, perhaps, rather uncomfortable, though at the same time highly decorative

bracelets. The remaining examples in the plate are taken from Plate VI. in the Jeypore Museum Handbook, the

originals being exhibited in that institution. Although the enamel is largely employed for ornamenting jewellery,
it has been thought that it would be better understood if larger specimens were illustrated, as for example : 8.197,

A silver enamelled vase, or abkhora, from Bahawalpur in the Mohamedan state of that name in the Punjab.

Numerous colours, especially orange
and red, are introduced with good effect, thoug'h it is difficult to apply these

hues to silver. The hair ornament (200) and the button (201) both came from Multan, which is not far from

Bahawalpur. The enamel from that place is blue, with occasional use of light yellow-green, or a few specks of

other colours, on a silver ground. It gives one the idea of aniline rather than of rich metallic oxides. 198 is an

inkstand of silver enamel in the form of a state boat. It was made at Jaipur. This shape has been rather popular

there, especially if it is made of gold. 199, a small parcel-gilt and enamelled silver bowl from Lucknow, is a

good example of the delicate work of that capital. It is champleve enamel, in which the ground and edges of the

design are formed by the plate itself.

Plate 28. —202, 203. These two illustrations, and the two which follow, serve not only to show how the

ornaments which are described in the text are worn by ladies in Rajputana and Malwa, but also give some idea

of the work of the indigenous artists.

Plate 29. 204, 205. See Plate 28.

Plates 30, 31 and 33 are taken from the third volume of my work on the Jeypore Exhibition of 1883, an

edition de luxe which was published in 1885 by Mr. Griggs.

Plate 30.—Gold and Enamelled Ornaments. 206 and 207. A pair of earrings with pearl and enamelled

drops, which hang from the larger of two crescents which are set with diamonds (Bale Jhabbedar). 208 and

209. Earrings of gold with pearl drops (Latkan.) 210. Forehead ornament. Gold, set with flat diamonds, and

having pearl drops hanging from a crescent, from which it takes its name of Chand. 211. A beautiful necklace

of gold enamel (Mina-ka-kantha). There are nine beautiful pendants which are, as previously stated, of

Tartar or Central Asian form. In one of them which has been turned up, the Pertabgarh enamel will be

noticed. The open-work oblong filigree beads between the plaques and at the ends of the silken cord, on which

the whole are strung, are particularly pleasing. 212. Necklace of flat gold plates enamelled on both sides at

Jaipur. They are strung on silk and separated by small balls of gold or gold cord. To each plate a pearl is

pendent, and the fronts are ornamented with the Hindi letters, “Sri Nathji, the revered lord or Krishna,” and

the backs with the impressions of the two feet of that divinity. In other forms of this necklace, the words in front

are
“ Sri Ramji,” or the Revered Rama. Rama and Krishna were both alleged Avataras or incarnations of the

Hindu god Vishnu; but both necklaces are styled Ram Novami-ka-kanthla. 213. Arsi, or thumb ring. This

ring has a glass mirror, which is useful in enabling the wearer to get a glimpse of her dress and ornaments, to enable

her to adjust them if required. 214. A charm or amulet case, which is usually worn as part of a necklace.

These amulets (in Arabic, “ tawiz ”) are generally made of silver or gold. If hollow, as in this case, they may be

filled with a composition to give them strength,or may contain an incantation written on Bhoj Patrd(a kind of papyrus)

or paper. The ornament which is illustrated is set with the nine precious gems, or Nauratan, the meaning of

which has been already fully given.

Plate 31.— 215. Rajpat; crown with handsome krit, or front ornament, of leaflets of diamonds with emerald

pendants, and a central large ruby. Below it is a plaque in which is set a beautiful sapphire worth R5.20,000,

cut into the form of the god Chaturbhuj, the four-armed Vishnu. On either side are sprays of diamonds, and

there are also seven crescents of diamonds surrounded by circles. From the rim, which is composed of large

diamonds and pearls backed by foil, are suspended large oval pearls. The plume is of blue threads. Value,

R5.91,319 - 9 as. The property of H.H. the Maharaja of Rewah. The foundation of the Rajpat is cloth. Ihe

ruby in the centre of the front ornament is very inferior, and is only made presentable by the red foil behind it.

The pearl pendants are rough oval stones of large size, many of them having a green hue. The special feature is

a sapphire, carved into the form of the four-armed Vishnu. As the sapphire is held by the Hindus to bring

misfortune, the subjects of the Raja of Rewah looked upon his selection of such a large specimen for a state

head-dress as being most inauspicious.

Plate 32. —216 and 217. These are good specimens of the phul jhumka, which is worn by women in the

lower lobe of the ear and suspended by means of pearl and ruby chains from the hair of the head. The jhumka
is the lower or bell portion. It is beautifully enamelled. 218. A chand, or crescent-shaped ornament lor the

lorehead, of gold set with diamond lasques, pearl drops and chains. Worn by women. 219. A necklace with

pendant, known as Baleora. It is composed of eight flat plaited chains of gold, which are kept together by

clasps of enamel or of gold set with diamonds. A circular gold pendant, also enriched with diamonds and having
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a pearl drop hanging from the centre. The end clasps are fastened by a screw. The pendant is called the

“ Dhuk Dhuki,” and is set with diamonds, or perhaps more often with white or coloured topazes.

It is worn by men only, and chiefly by Brahmans and Jains, or merchants of the ordinary Hindu sects,

The flat chains are of ancient form. 220 and 221. Bracelets of chains of gold links, which are united by clasps

of gold set with precious stones and fastened by a screw. Chiefly worn by men.
“ Mardani pahunchi.” The

Indian screw turns in the opposite direction to the European one. Some years ago, when the learned Hungarian

patriot, the late Herr Pulski, was kindly conducting me round the Museum at Pesth, of which he was the curator,

he referred to me the important question whether some bracelets, which had been found buried in Hungary, were

of European or Oriental origin. It had not occurred to him to apply this test, but when he did so, on the spot,

and found that the screw-head was of the Oriental turn, he seemed thoroughly pleased and satisfied with what

appeared to be a solution of his difficulty.

Plate 33.-—Two diagrams, the originals of which are the work of a Hindu Masawir or painter at Jaipur, are

reproduced in this plate in order to shew the usual position in which the different ornaments are worn by ladies

of rank and wealth, especially in Jaipur, Jodhpur, Bikanir, and adjacent States in Rajputana. Some of the more

common brass ornaments worn by Bhil women are also shewn. They are reproduced from a lithographic

illustration, by Mr. J. Schomburg, to a paper of mine which was read before the Bengal Asiatic Society, and

published in its Journal in 1875. 222 - The forearm and a complete set of ornaments for it as follow, beginning

from the elbow: —1. Bangri; 2. Churi, lac bracelets which may bejewelled. 3. Naugari ; 4. Pahunchi; 5. Kara;

6. Hathphul; 7. Arsi; 8. Anguthi or Mudri ;9. Chhalla. 223. Ornaments for the legs as follow, from the knee

downwards: —1. Sada Kara, or a plain solid ring; 2. Chandana-ki-neori, an anklet ornamented with quatrefoils

(literally, four grains); 3. Balkan-kara, a ring with spiral or twisted (balkan) pattern ; 4. Hira-nama-kara, anklet

studded with diamonds ; 5. Aunla-bhant, that is, after the fashion of the Aunla (s.) or emblic myrobolan (Phyllcm-

thus ernblica) plant; 6. Tara-bhant-neori, bracelet of star-shaped pattern ; 7. Sosan-ke-neori; Sosan is the Arabic

for lily, scrolls of which form the ornament; 8. Jawar-bhant-neori, a bracelet having a pattern like the grains of

Jawar or J oar (//.), a species of millet (Sorghum vulgaris)', 9. Boradar-kara, a tubular anklet; 10. Marahti or

Marethi, either a twisted bracelet, or according to local explanation, one which was introduced into Rajputana by

the Mahrattas ; ti. Chhara ; the word appears to mean composed of chains; it is also used for an ornament of

pearls for the ears; 12. Chhalla, Anguthi, toe-rings. Full information of most of the above ornaments has

already been given. 224 to 232. Brass ornaments worn by Bhil women in the Hill Tracts of Mewar or Udaipur,

Rajputana. They are sharp-edged and rough, but worn smooth by friction. “The Bhil women,” I observed

in the paper above referred to, “adopt the mode of the inhabitants of Gujarat in dressing their hair, which is

parted into little squares, and covered with small grape-like ornaments. They wear on their arms and legs the

lac and glass churls of the poor Hindu ; but their national bangles and bracelets are made of brass. In a set of

bracelets there are four rings :—l. A plain bevelled ring (225). 2. One semi-oval in section (226). 3. A double plain

flat ring (227). 4. A rough grooved ring with an octagonal boss (228). Weight for one arm, 6\ ounces. For

the leg there are five ornaments : —1 and 2. Two plain rings, semi-oval in section (229 and 230). 3 and 4. Two

flattened sharp-edged ones (231 and 232). 5. A W-shaped ornament, worn only by married women (224).

Weight of bangles for one leg, 1 i-J ounces. Total weight of brass ornaments, ounces, or 2 lbs. 3-|ozs., an

enormous load to drag about the hills, but nothing to be compared to a Hindu Patrani (head queen), who will

wear half a maund (forty pounds) on a festival day, The young women wear necklaces of beads.” A young-

woman may often be seen waiting at the blacksmith’s to have a new brass leg ring fastened in place. A complete

equipment forms a long case for the leg and a protection against snakes and thorns as she passes through the long

grass. The Rev. C. S. Thompson, in his Bhili Grammar and Vocabulary, refers to a lac armlet, which is worn

on the upper arm by mothers only ; to wedding anklets, anklets, anklets with bells, earrings worn by men, wooden

earrings, nose rings, long and short necklaces, and finger and toe-rings. The names of the different ornaments

appear to be so similar to those in use in Gujerat and neighbouring districts that they do not seem to be

national.

Plate 34 is taken from a paper by me on “The Process employed in Casting Brass Chains in Rajputana,”

which was written at the request of Mr. C. P. (now Sir Purdon) Clarke, C.1.E., of the Victoria and Albert

Museum, South Kensington, and read by him before the members of the Iron and Steel Institute, and afterwards

printed in their Journal, No. IP, for 1886. The illustrations were drawn by a native artist at Jaipur. A con-

densed account of the process has been given on a preceding page ;
it will suffice, therefore, to briefly describe

the figures on the plate. 233 represents a man heating the wax, resin and oil composition, from which the model

santh or anklet is made. 234 shews the workman rolling out a wax cylinder to form a thin wax rod. In 235 he

is seen winding the rod round a wooden stick to form a series of links. Beside him are his tools. In 236 he
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flattens out the links and interlocks them. In 237 he makes the moulds from clay. In 238 he prepares a fire of

cow-dung cakes in which to heat the moulds ; the fire being heightened by rude bellows not shewn in the

illustration. Lastly, in 239 and 240 we have two views of the metal anklets as they appear if portions of the

mould are cut away.

Plate 35. —241 to 249. Ornaments which are usually made of base metal for women of the lower classes in

the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh and the adjacent parts of the Punjab, Rajputana and Malwa. 241.

Bracelet of gilt metal with cone-shaped wire ends. The wire is also twisted for a short distance round the square

mass of the bracelet (Kara). 242. Anklet (Laung-ka-santh). A santh with dove-like ends to the knobs. The

process of manufacture of the interesting ornaments of this type has already been fully described. 243. Anklet

(Chaktidar Sdnth). This ornament is still more elaborately ornamented than 242. 244. Anklet (Sutwan Santh).
In this form the links are plain or thread-like. 245. Anklet (Kara). This pierced ornament, which is also en-

riched with knobs, may be made of silver. It is worn by Brahman, Rajput and Baneah women. 256. Anklet

(Bank). It fastens with a screw and is hinged. It is hollow, and may be filled with pebbles or chips of metal.

It is a rude ornament and is worn only by the lowest classes. 247. Small balls which are attached to a cord

worn round the waist by dancing girls and by children of the lowest classes. 248 and 249. Anklets (Gujri) of

rude stiff form, which are worn by girls and grown-up women of the lower classes.

With reference to the observations on page 26, Part 11,, that Hindu ladies of rank wear gold ornaments on

the toes, it has been ascertained from Pandit Braj Balabh of Jaipur that there is no religious reason against their

use. It is a special mark of high rank. In the Native States, only Ranis or queens,
and the wives of nobles, are

permitted to wear gold jewellery on the feet. When the Maharaja, or ruling chief, as a mark of distinction, makes

anyone a Tazimi Sardar, or noble, he is also given a grant of land, and thenceforward his wife is permitted to

wear gold rings on her toes and gold bangles on her feet. Gold ornaments for the feet are also offered to the

gods.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

25. Portraits of four Rajputana Chiefs. 26. Gold and enamelled Back-scratcher. 27.
Enamelled jewellery.
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25- —186. H.H. Maharaja Anand Rao Puar, K.C.5.1., C.1.E., of Dhar. 1864—1898. 187. H.H. Maharaja

Jaiaji Sindhia, G.C.8., G.C.5.1., of Gwalior. 1843—1886. 188. H.H. Maharaja Tukaji Rao Holkar of Indore,

G.S.C.I. 1844 —1886. 189. H.H. Maharaja Raghuraj Singh, G.C.5.1., of Rewah. 1834—1880.





26.—190. Gold and Enamelled Back-Scratcher (Pushtkar).

Reproduced from “
Ulwar and its Art Treasures,” 1888.





27.— Reproductions from A “Jeypore Enamels,” 1886. and B “ Handbook to the Jeypore Museum.” 1895, (See text),

A 191 to 194. Necklace pendants. A. 195. Neck Ornament from Marwar (Arya). A. 196. Part of Bracelet. B 197. Silver

Enamel Vase (Bahawalpur). B 198. Silver Enamel Inkstand (Jaipur). 8.199. Parcel gilt silver enamel bowl (Lucknow).

8.200. Hair ornament. 8.201. Button. Both silver enamel (Multan).
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.—202
and

203.

Portraits
of

ladies
of

Rajputana
and

Malwa

wearing

jewellery
(By

an

indigenous
artist).
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—
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Portraits
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ladies
of

Rajputana
and

Malwa

wearing

jewellery
(By

an

indigenous
artist'





30.

—-Reproduced
from

Vol.

111.

“Jeypore

Memorials”.

Gold

and

Enamelled

Jewellery.

206

and

207.

Earrings
(Bale

Jhabbedar).
208

and

209.

Earrings

(Latkan).

210.

Forehead

ornament

(Chand).

21

1.

Necklace

(Kathal,
mine

ka).

Enamelled
plaques
and

gold

bands

strung
on

silk.

212.

Necklace
of

enamelled
plaques

strung
on

silk

(Kathla
Ram

Novami).

213.

Thumb
ring

(Arsi).

2x4.

Amulet

(Nauratan
or

Tawiz

Nauratan).





31. —Reproduced from Vol. 111. “Jeypore Memorials,” 1885.

215. Crown (Rajpat). Gold set with gems. In front is a cut sapphire. Value Rs. 91,319

Property of H.H. The Maharaja of Rewah.





32. —Reproduced from Vol. 111. “ Jeypore Memorials,” 1885. Gold Jewellery.

216 and 217. Ear ornaments (Phul Jhumka). Pendent from the lobe of the ear and from the hair by pearl strings.

218. Crescentic forehead ornament (Chand). 219. Necklace of flat chains with clasps and pendant (Baleora). Usually

worn by men only in Rajputana, especially by Brahmans, Jains, and the mercantile classes. 220 and 221. Chain

bracelets (Mardani Pahunchi). Usually worn by men.





33.-222. Diagram shewing Arm Ornaments worn by Hindu ladies in Raj pu tan a and Malwa. 1. Bangri.

2. Churi. 3. Naugari. 4. Pahundii. 5. Kara. 6. Hathphul. 7. Arsi. 8. Anguthi or Mudri. 9. Chhalla.

233. Similar Diagram to 222 of Foot Ornaments. 1. Sada-kara, 2. Chaudana-ki-Neori. 3. Balkan-kara.

4. Hira-numa-kara. 5, Aunla-bbant. 6. Jara-bhant-neori. 7. Sosan-ke-neori. 8. Juwar-bhant-neori.

g. Boradar-kara. 10. Maraithi. 11. Chhara. 12. Chhalla, Anguthi.

224 to 232, Bhil brass ornaments.





34-

—The

Process

employed
in

Casting

Brass

Chains
in

Jaipur,

Rajputana.

Drawn
by

a

native

artist

Reproduced
from
a

paper

contributed
to

the

Journal
of

the

Iron

and

Steel

Institute.





35. —Ornaments usually made of base metal and worn by women of the lower classes in the United Provinces,

Rajputana, and adjacent districts.

241. Bracelet, gilt metal (Kara). 242 to 244. Varieties of the Santh anklet. 245. Anklet (Kara). Worn by high-class women.

246. Hollow anklet worn by women of the lower classes (Bank). 247. Bells worn on strings round the waist by dancers and by
children of the menial classes. 248. Anklet (Gujri) worn by low caste girls. 249. Anklet (Gujri) worn by low caste women.





PART IV.

THE PANJAB; INCLUDING THE FRONTIER PROVINCE, KASHMIR, AFGHANISTAN,

AND THE NORTHERN HIMALAYAS.

In considering the Jewellery of the Panjab, the history and geographical position of the Province are of

unusual importance. It is at the north-west gate of India, through which, in the past, many conquering hordes

have come into the Peninsula, some merely to raid and return, laden too often with spoil, to Central Asia, whence

they came ; and others to remain and to be absorbed into the ranks of those who were already in the land. So

intimate has the connection been with the countries to the north that for a time, almost within our own days, the

Trans-Indus Districts of the Panjab formed part of the dominions of the ruler of Kabul, a country beyond the

great outer passes of the Himalayas.

So many invasions of races, differing in origin and character, must have left an influence, more or less

powerful, according to their extent, to their duration, and, in the present case, to the artistic ability and force of

character of the different people who were involved. It is proposed to consider the effect of those civilisations,

which were older than Alexander the Great, in a later article ; but even from him and his descent into the Panjab, we

must pass to his immediate successors in Bactria, or Balkh, and to the Indo-Scythic kingdom, going on afterwards

to the different Mohamedan raids, some of which ended in settlement in the country, down to the time of

Ahmed Shah Durani, and the modern connection with the Kabul valley. We shall also have to consider the

trade interchange between the Panjab and Central Asia and Kabul through the Kaibar Pass, and with Persia

through the Bolan Pass, and along the coast. We must also include in our survey Kashmir and the Hill States,

which have always been intimately connected with the Panjab. The differences of religion and race, moreover,

have not been without effect. Buddhism and the cult of the Sikhs, have left special marks on the Hinduism and

Mohamedanism of the Panjabis. The rude and uncultivated character of the Jhats, and the artistic skill and

mechanical dexterity of the Kashmiris and the peculiarities of other Hill Tribes have had some influence on the

industrial arts, as well as on the customs and costume of the people all over the Province. A few remarks on the

materials available in the Panjab for personal ornament are also desirable.

The changes set on foot by Alexander himself were probably very small; but the Bactrian coins, some of which

are still recognized as amongst the most beautiful in the world, show that a very high artistic influence soon made

itself felt in or near the Panjab. As regards their connection with jewellery, the following may be noted. Many

coins of the Greek kings, who ruled in Bactria or Balkh, the Bokhara of our time, or in Kabul (some of which,

especially of the later rulers, are found in the Panjab), perhaps had some influence in North I ndia. The chief ornament

of the beautiful heads on the obverses of the coins is a diadem, the invariable sign, according to Mr. Gardiner, of the

Greek caste of royalty. Mr. Gardiner observes that
“ The earliest of the clearly Indian types of the coins of the

Greek kings to make its appearance is a dancing girl wearing long hanging earrings.” It is curious that this

feature prevails so markedly in the Himalayas, and also in Central Asia, to this day. We shall remark it

particularly in writing of Tibet. Mons. Ch. E. de Ujfalvy in the Atlas des Etoffes, bijoux, etc., de I’Asie

Centrale of his work on the Expedition Scientifique Fran9aise en Russie, en Siberie et dans le Turkestan, has

numerous illustrations of such earrings, some of which are so weighty that they have to be supported, at least

in part, by hooks attached to the turban. These coins shew what a high state of culture existed before our era.

The fine statues of a later period, including those of the Indo-Scythic dynasty of kings which began with

Kadphises 1., who invaded Kabul, and his successor —Kadaphes, who conquered North India about the middle

of the first century after Christ, are further proofs of this influence ; and the effigies of some of the kings of the

period, as for example Azes, who probably ruled in the Panjab about 30 8.C., reveal to us the actual forms of

ornaments that were worn there in remote ages. It is conjectured that Greek, Barbaric, and even Parthian

chiefs were ruling portions of North India about the same time, so that in those early days the culture of many

diverse races prevailed. The dark ages, however, soon began, and the decadence is especially marked upon the
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coins, which degenerated more and more until the Mohamedans appeared. I heir currency, owing to the rooted

objection to representing the human form, serves no purpose in our enquiry, but some of the invaders who pro-

fessed this faith had a general effect in introducing the arts and customs of far distant lands into the countries

they raided. Even in the early days of their sway, the Mohamedans soon fell a prey to much of the luxury and

civilizations of the ancient races over whom they were victorious, as the following paragraphs clearly shew :

Mons. Gayer, in his “L’Art Arabe,” gives an abridged list of some of the treasures of the Fatimite Caliph

Mostauser-b-illah about a.d. 1047. There were many precious stones, such as—A casket filled with seven

measures of emeralds, wmrth io-|- million francs, ,£420,000; a collar of stones valued at ,£48,000; seven ornaments

of magnificent pearls ; 1200 rings of gems set in gold, which had cost ,£36,000; enamelled plaques of gold; a

seal of yellow amber, the work of Fakr-ed-Daulah, upon which were engraved Arab verses; 28 plates of enamelled

gold, which the Greek
emperor

had presented to the Caliph Aziz-b-illah, each of which was worth ,£1800;

caskets containing steel and glass mirrors, which were enriched with gold and filigree and precious stones, and

had emerald or carnelian handles and borders of pearls; a turban decorated with
gems,

which was worth ,£78,50°;

a golden peacock set with
gems, with eyes of rubies and patterns of gilt enamel ; a cock with a comb of rubies,

covered with pearls and gems.

After a long account of other treasures, which prove to us that the Mohamedan empire, not long after the

first invasion of India, had not only gigantic resources but craftsmen capable of executing the most beautiful and

artistic work, whose influence must have been widely felt amongst all the nations with which conquerors or invaders

invaders came in contact, he
goes on to add :—“The fragment which I have translated shews how glorious was

the setting of gold in which the artist of that time loved to embellish his work. It was an enchantment of which the

perfection of the workmanship disputed the brilliance of the metal, and the glitter of the colours lent an enchant-

ment which vanished, and left behind it only naked walls and empty frames, which we can only evoke by an

effort of the imagination.”
In his “L’Art Persan

”

the same author refers to the great skill of the Persian seal
engravers, derived, he

thinks, from the Chinese, but which was transmitted from them, perhaps with greater probability, to the

Delhi artists. Fie also writes of damascening as having originated in Damascus, though we know that it

was practised from remote times in Egypt, where amongst the Arabs we also find it was a favourite art

derived, according to the conjectures of Gayer, from Damascus, though it seems more natural to conclude

that from remote ages it was one of the arts of the Delta. Timur, or Tamerlane, for example, carried away

artificers from Damascus to his own capital, where, therefore, the arts of the Byzantine empire and of the

Caliphs (who, as we have just shewn, were not far behind the Greeks in culture) were soon practised.

It is impossible to say whether it was through him or not, that we can explain the prevalence at this time of

some forms of ornament in India which also occur in Central Asia. Many of these are illustrated in Mons. de

Ujfalvy’s atlas, to which reference has already been made. Thus in his sixth plate we have the head-dress of a

Samarkand woman ornamented with silver jewels, and a man’s turban with a silver-gilt aigrette, such as the

Moghul emperors wore and Indian nobles still wear. The latter, of course, may have become popular under the

Delhi emperors, but was no doubt in earlier use. The box-like oblong pendants and fiat triangular leaflets

suspended from chains, which hang from the Central Asian woman’s turban, are fastened in India to necklaces.

Certain cylindrical head ornaments, too, are more frequently used in India as amulet cases, but the forms and

decorations are very similar. In Plate VII. we have buttons with inscriptions in Persian characters, which, as

before suggested, might be imitated in Indian enamels. In Plate VIII. there are Kirghese head ornaments cut

in copper, which are composed of spherical or oval button-like plaques, with drops suspended by chains from

them and from the head-dress over the ears. The cold of winter in Turkestan and in the Himalayas does not

admit of much exposure of the body, hence more ornaments are heaped on such parts as the head than we find

is customary in warmer regions. In Plate IX. there are silver enamelled ornaments of the Central Asian forms

which were illustrated when we were dealing with Jaipur enamel, and many of the Central Asian ornaments,

which are usually made of silver, are enriched with turquoises and coral, the prevailing fashion all along the

Himalayas, especially towards the East.

Ujfalvy gives us, in another atlas, numerous anthropological portraits, amongst which may be remarked one

of a Kiptchak woman who wears large earrings of the bell type, that are very like the phul jhumka of India ;
another of a young Sarte girl (the Sartes are all the sedentary and town-dwelling people, except the Tadjiks, who

live in Turkestan), who wears long earrings with chain pendants, such as we find in Kulu and in the Panjab

Hills. In nearly all cases, when in full dress, the women wear long earrings, whether they be Sartes, Tadjiks

(of Persian or semi-Persian origin), or nomads. All this points, I think, to free communication between Turkestan

and North India for many centuries. I quote some remarks on the uniformity of the styles and the decadence of
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work in Central Asia, not only because they shew that it is not merely local products that come into the Panjab,

but as they are so apposite in regard to decay of the arts in India.

“ Les bijoux de cette contree, presque toujours en argent (sans alliage) sont ou modernes ou anciens. Les

anciens, generalement d’un travail fut remarquable, sont ornes de pierres precieuses (turquoises, rubis, saphirs,

lapis-lazuli, cornoline, etc.) ; les modernes qui ne manquent ni de finesse, nice gout sont decores de pierres

fausses. Le bijoux connue d’ailleurs tousles produits de I’industrie de I’Asie Centrale, portent la marque de la

decadence generale, chaque fois qu’ils sont de fabrication recente. Nous avons fait reproduire des bijoux sartes,

kiro-hises et meme bachkirs ; ces derniers affectent absolument les memes formes et les memes ornamentations ;

ils sont evidemment d’une provenance semblable.” “ The jewels of this country, which are nearly always of silver

without alloy, are either modern or antique. The antique examples, as a rule of very remarkable workmanship,

are usually ornamented with precious stones (turquoises, rubies, sapphires, lapis-lazuli, carnelians, etc.) ; the

modern, which are wanting neither in fineness nor taste, are adorned with false stones. Jewellery, as well as

other industrial products of Central Asia, bears the marks of general decadence, wherever of recent fabrication.

We have illustrated Sarte, Kirghese, and even Bashkir jewellery, for as the latter follow absolutely the same forms

and ornamentation, they are clearly of similar production.”

As regards heavy head and turban ornaments and long earrings or drops over the ears, some of the illus-

trations, such as the turbans of Uhch girls in Lahore, and the Kangra silver work are cases in point.

Peshawar, in all probability, for a very long period, as it is now, was a mart from which Central Asian ideas

penetrated into India. This is the place at which the traders, who come in caravans from beyond the hills, first

halt after they emerge
from the Kaibar Pass. In these days, if one goes, as I did, as far as Ali Masjid or

Jamrud, on the days when the pass is open, one may see long caravans of merchants on their way to India. It

was from such merchants that the famous Oxus Treasure, which will be referred to in a later number, was

obtained. It was in Peshawar that some of the articles they brought were sold. It is in Peshawar that one can

buy Pehlevi gems, some of which have, however, I believe, been found in the Panjab itself, and in the bazars of

the town the traveller can purchase many examples of jewellery and other industrial art objects.

The mention of Pehlevi seals brings us to a subject of importance in India, as it has been all over the East.

The seal, as I have noted in previous papers, is in universal use amongst Mohamedan men, as it is with the

males of any position of all sects and religions in India. Mr. Ed. Thomas, 1.C.5., in his work on “Early

Sassanian Inscriptions, Seals and Coins” (1868), observes that “In Egypt and to the westward men’s signets

were set in the form of finger rings ; but in the east, among the lightly-clad multitudes, they were simply

suspended round the neck, while the better classes seem to have worn them either on the wrist or as an armlet.”

He supports this statement by quotations from the Shah Namah, as when the dying Sohrab reveals himself to

Rustam with the expression “Thy seal upon my arm behold.” Mr. Thomas also describes a carnelian seal in the

British Museum, which serves the purpose of this article, inasmuch as it shews the antiquity of the Indian custom

of using seals, as well as of some of the ornaments worn by kings in ancient times. Of the latter, the crown, the

diadem, the earrings (seemingly pearls), a collar (probably of gold, with a large bead in the centre), and a necklace

of large beads or pearls are conspicuous. The legend upon the stone, in Pehlevi characters, is as follows :
“Attestation of Shahpur, Fire Priest of the Iranians.”

The word “ attestation
”

describes the use to which the seal is put to this day, in India as elsewhere, as some

of our illustrations shew. The sawar or the cavalry, and the sipahi or the infantry, soldier, if they cannot write,

especially if they are Musalmans, affix signets to the pay-roll when they draw their salaries. Their seals are

perhaps their only ornaments. The Moghul kings had magnificent seals, on which were inscribed, not only their

own titles, but those of their ancestors, in accordance with the customs of the Central Asian chiefs from whom

they sprang. The Moghuls also impressed the “panja,” or mark of the Imperial hand, at the top of important

documents for the same purpose, and Hindu chiefs adopted the seal.

The seal engravers of Delhi are, perhaps, the most famous in India, and some of their workmanship is of much

beauty, a fact which is due to the great capabilities, from this point of view, of the Persian characters. Some

illustrations of ancient Egyptian, Sassanian and other seals will be given, for comparative purposes, in the next

part of the Journal.

In studying our subject in the Panjab it is, perhaps, as convenient as in any part of the present work, to

consider the question of the trade in jewellery in India, and the extent to which the people are employed in

manufacturing or distributing it. It is impossible, however, to separate the industries which depend upon the

supply of personal ornaments, so that many of the figures must include allied occupations and manufactures.

The Report of the Indian Census for 1901 shews the great importance attached to the use of ornaments by

the people. It is difficult to estimate the number of actual workers or the special kind of work which they do ;
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but we find that more than half a million persons
live by the making of bangles, necklaces, beads, and sacred

threads alone, of whom 188,000 and 152,000, respectively are supported by the making and selling of (a) glass

and [b) of other kinds of bangles. The workers and dealers in metals and precious stones, and their dependents,

number nearly 3I millions, of whom if millions are connected with gold, silver, and precious stones. This is

believed to be a real increase on the figures of 1891, shewing, amongst other things, the will and power of the

people to augment their stock of ornaments and jewellery. The Sonar, Siinar or goldsmith caste ranks fairly

high amongst Hindus ; as, for example, in Rajputana and the Panjab it is one of the castes from which members

of the higher, the twice-born, or more exclusive castes can take pakki (certain sweetmeats), food and water

without defilement. The caste of Sonar (Soni, Sunar, Sarnahar) goldsmiths, bankers, etc., proper is found all

over India, and at the Census numbered 1,253,070, of whom 642,968 were males and 610,102 females. In

Bengal there were of this caste 245,681 persons, in Bombay 197,425, in the Panjab 188,762, in the United

Provinces 291,756, in the Central Provinces 97,514, in Central India 75,620, and in Rajputana (including Ajmere)

72,955. Table XV. of the “Occupation or Means of Livelihood” gives many side-lights on the subdivisions of

those who live by the professions we are considering. The following table, which shews the occupation and

other particulars of all those who are more directly concerned in the work may therefore be interesting :

Many others, whose separate occupations cannot be traced in the tables, are engaged in subsidiary wTork of

this kind ; as, for example, in embroidering clothes in gold, and so on. Some idea of the actual occupations of
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Occupations.

Total

supported.

Actual AA'orkers.

Total. Partially Agricultural. Dependents.

Males. Females. Males. Females. Both Sexes.

•*) •*>

33' Bangles ,
necklaces , heads

,
sacred

threads
,

etc. 548,829 I73-42I 100,661 r 3. 1 S8 3-275 274,747
208. Makers of bangles other than glass. 83,489

209. Sellers of bangles other than glass .
68,840

210. Makers of glass bangles 75-443

211. Sellers of glass bangles 11 2,821

212. Imitation and pewter jewellery makers 11,002

213. Sellers do. do. 9.674

214. Rosary, bead, and necklace makers... 46,884
2 ’ 5- Sellers do. do. 30,089
2 16. Flower garland makers and sellers... 87,050

217. Makers and sellers of spangles,
lingams, and sacred threads 23-537

43- Gold, silver andprecious stones. 1.768,597 600,93 1 33-67 1 50-753 1.706 '-'33-995

307- Mints : managers and superior staffs. 213

308. Mints : operatives and other subordi-

nates 1736
309- Gold mines : owners, managers and

superior staff 220

3 IO
-

Gold mines : operatives and other

subordinates 12,526

310 (a) Gold washers 6.8

3i i- Jade miners 702

3 1 1 (a) Diamond miners
... 569

3 12
-

Goldsmiths’ dust washers 4 7- 1 56

312 (a) Washing river sand for gold 683

3i3- Enamellers 3-121

3 '4- Electro-platers and gilders ...
5-898

3i5- Dealers in plate and plate ware 3-275

316. Gold and silver wire-drawers anc

braid makers 66,090

3 1 7- Workers in gold, silver and precious
stones 1,512,249

318 Dealers in do. 111,213

3 1 9- Pearl divers
... 2,328



the people in connection with certain selected castes, is also given in Table XVI. of the Census, but special
reference to many

of the subsidiary occupations will be deferred to more suitable places in subsequent papers.

Thus, for example, under the head “ Metals and Precious Stones,” in the different Provinces actual workers in

the castes named are engaged in that occupation, although it is not ordinarily that to which their designations

seem to apply.

The following statistics are also of interest, as shewing the number of workers in some large cities :

To sum up, the Indian Census figures shew that in every 10,000 of population there were 12 makers and

sellers of bangles, and 97 goldsmiths and blacksmiths. The workers and dealers in metals and precious stones

and their dependents number nearly 3J millions. There are four sub-orders, viz.: 43. Gold, silver and precious

stones, with if million persons ; 44. Brass, copper
and bell metal, with nearly two-fifths of a million ; 45. Tin,

zinc, etc., with 76,000 ; and 46. Iron and steel, with i-| million ; half a million depended on the supply of bangles,

necklaces, beads and sacred threads.

An official monograph on
“Gold and Silver Ware,” which was written by Mr. A. P, Charles, 1.C.5., was pub-

lished in 1905. It relates chiefly to the United Provinces, but the remarks are equally applicable to the

Panjab, and are included here because Mr. Charles refers to the importance of Delhi, now a Panjab city, in the

distribution of ornaments in the United Provinces, of which it was the capital in Moghul times. It contains, besides

the Introduction, sections on the Raw Metals ; Imports and Exports; the Sunar’s (goldsmith’s) Tools; His Weights;

the Methods of Assaying Alloys ; the Refiner and his work ; Ornament making ; Gold and Silver Wire ; Miscel-

laneous Gold and Silver Work : a List of Ornaments; Gold and Silver Ware in the Hills; the Sunars as a

Caste ; Wages and Profit; Financial Position and General Reputation ; Superstitions and Observances with

regard to Ornaments ; and a concluding article. There are some excellent illustrations. The scope of the
O ’ o

Monograph is a wide one, but personal ornaments are the principal subject of discussion. Mr. Charles refers to

the antiquity of the goldsmith’s art, to the persistence of form and the religious character of many ornaments, to

the necessity of their use as a mark of respectability even amongst the poorest classes, and to the large “amount

of unproductive capital locked up in this way.” He notes that Delhi is a centre from which many towns and

villages in the United Provinces obtain their supply of the precious metals, a proof of the desirability of including

in this paper the old Moghul capital in that province. He refers to the use of the purest gold (Kundan) for setting

stones in jewellery. This word has given its name to a special kind of work. Old ornaments and coins, especially

in times of scarcity, are broken down, and of course the silver in them is often much alloyed. He thinks buried

treasure in Native States is one source of this supply. The article on the Sunar’s tools is interesting. No

machinery is used. I have described most of these in my own Monographs on Enamelling and Damascening in

metal. The furnaces, crucibles, blow-pipes, moulds, anvils, hammers, tongs and pincers, files, chisels, etc., are of

simple, rather rough, but ancient form. The plate lor drawing wire dies and moulds seem, like the other imple-

ments, almost universal. The brass or bell-metal square cube, in which there are different sized hollows

for forming round patterns, and the plate with different patterns for making chain designs, etc., are also

used in Rajputana and probably throughout India, as are doubtless most of the tools. The article on ornament

making is of most value in the present enquiry. As I have shewn elsewhere, the village goldsmith carries out

the whole of the operations required in making an ornament himself, while in the large towns different portions

of it are the work of special men.
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Tribe, Caste or Pace. Traditional Ooouptn. Province.

Central Central

Bengal. Bombay. Provinces. Madras. India.

Brahman Priests 805 250
Kamar and Lodi Rajput Blacksmiths.. 66,500

Ghasia Grass Cutters 1054

Kummala Artizans 26,683

Cal-

cuttii

Bom-

bay

Ma-

dras

Ran-

goon Delhi Lahore

Cawn-

pore Agra

Ahme-

dabad

Alla-

habad

Am-

ritsar

How-

rah

Luck-

now

Ka-

rachi

Enamellers 74 271 2 I 43 I 75

Gold & silver wiredrawers & braid makers 60 72 I I 843 I23 19 646 77 1719 967 341

Workers in gold, silver & precious stones 4629 3226 32 1 7 1352 II23 706 710 66l 1219 445 63 304 1288 39
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The following extracts and condensed notes represent the views of well-known official writers upon the gold
and silver work of the Panjab :

Handbook of the Manufactures of the Punjab, Vol. 11. (B. W. B. Powell, 1.C.5.; Lahore, 1872). —Class VII.

(Introduction) contains the samples of native jewellery and enamelling. “The jewellery, properly so called,

consists of gems cut and set in gold for rings, necklaces, armlets, &c. The native names and varieties of

jewels are perfectly endless, and vary in different districts.
. . .

Almost the only gems esteemed by natives for

their finest ornaments are rubies, emeralds, diamonds and pearls ; all the others are despised, and sapphires are

quite uncommon, and only worn in the ‘
nau ratn,’ or armlet with nine gems. . . . The gems are all imported,

rubies from Ceylon and Burmah, diamonds from Central India, but many from Calcutta, from Brazil, &c. ;
emeralds are not found anywhere in India, but stones of immense size are to be met with, filled however with

flaws—they are all imported. . . . There is another class of jewellery which deserves notice, viz., that of Delhi

made in European fashion, with stones cut as in Europe, which latter are chiefly brought from Calcutta. Very

good native work in imitation of European is also done in Kangra, but principally in gold and enamel set with

stones.” The author, in his full account in the body of the work (pp. 175 to 201), gives long lists of the jewellery
of both men and women. He refers to the immense number of names for the different ornaments for the sexes,

which are distinct in form as well as in name. The poor and the country people wear mostly silver ornaments,

those better off the same in gold, and only the wealthy possess those which are richly jewelled. Silver ornaments

are almost the sole form of wealth among the villagers. In the hills the number of such ornaments decreases, and

less jewellery is worn by the men ; while the women have large necklaces of beads of rough bits of amber, red

coral, and turquoise pebbles, or imported glass beads, or beads cut out of the conch shell which comes from

Yarkand and Kashmir. Charms and amulets are worn there also, or copper boxes for them, which are orna-

mented with brass and turquoises. The women in the Simla States wear immense “paizebs” or anklets of zinc,

or thick zinc wrist bracelets. He refers to the Kulu custom of wearing earrings resembling bunches of flowers

and to the unusually large number of silver ornaments the people use. The Kulu silver head-gear is particularly

graceful. The bazar at Sultanpur, the modern capital, when I visited it in 1876, had some clever jewellers in it.

He divides the subject into three main classes, viz.:—l. Hill ornaments; 2. Those used in the plains

generally ; 3. Imitation of European jewellery and Delhi work. Class 3 is referred to in the first part of this series

of papers. For local names and descriptions reference should be made to Mr. Baden Powell’s work. The illustra-

tions should also be examined as guides to form. As the work, though official, is now scarce, the general list which

is given of all the jewellery worn in the Panjab is reprinted here (pp. 181 to 184 of the Handbook, Nos. 1 to

99). It is added that very fine jewellery is but little made in the Panjab. “ Most of the necklaces and turban

ornaments made for the nobility are got at Jaipur, &c., and the fine enamelling is done at Jaipur and Benares.”

The reader is therefore referred for full descriptions of the finest work to the articles on Rajputana and Malwa.

The general account of the manufacture of a valuable ornament is applicable, with some exceptions, to most

provinces. The design is drawn out by the head jeweller and he gives the drawing to the workmen. Unless the

stones are clear set, all the finer specimens are beautifully enamelled on the back. Ihe plain form of the article,

whether made in gold or silver, or by the use of the die or mould, is done by the sun dr ox goldsmith (also known as

the zargdr or sunynr). If it is to be embossed or chased the chatera is called in. The enamelling is done by the

minakdr, the stones are set by the murassiakdr or kundansdz, using lac and tinsel, or foil prepared by the

bindligar. The head jeweller is however not always, in fact (in my experience rarely) the designer, who is usually

an artist in his employ. He may possess, however, a large pattern book made up at odd times by himself or

obtained by inheritance, from which he or his patrons make selections, or his artists obtain ideas for new

examples.

Leaving out Delhi, the jury at the Panjab Exhibition of 1864 had very little to report upon. Karnal, Rohtak,

and Amballa sent a few gold and silver ornaments, also Ludianah and Simla ; Kangra some enamel ; Amritsar

various ornaments ; and Lahore more sumptuous work, I imagine rather as a distributing centre than a manu-

facturing one. Multan produced some enamel ; Montgomery many silver ornaments ; and Dera Ghazi Khan,

Band, Peshawar, Kapurthala, and Chamba a few ornaments in gold as well as in silver; Kashmir was well repre-

sented. Reference is made to Kuftgari work from various places, but it was not much employed for personal

ornament, though at one time crosses, plaques for belts, and such like pieces were made for Europeans at Sialkot

and elsewhere. Mr. Powell also has notes on enamelling, pearl boring, ring setting, seal engraving, and tinsel

ornaments, which will be described later on. He has also a long history of the Kohinur diamond. He observes

that the most original work of Delhi jewellery is that known by Europeans as babul work. The native

workmen call it “ Khardar,” literally “work of thorns” (khar) or points. The ornaments of gold must be

spherical or made up of circular convex pieces, which are covered all over with a number of minute golden points,



and then this surface, like a tiny hedgehog’s back in gold, is frosted, so as to resemble to the Indian reader the

flower of the Acacia arahica or babul; but for the sake of others he describes it as a little ball of yellow filaments.

A coarse work of the kind is termed “gokru,” from the seed-vessel of the burr (spear thistle). The bosses are

hollow and are sometimes filled with lac. Each point is separately made and fixed on the surface.

Mr. Baden Powell’s account is followed by an extract from the Report of the Jury of the Panjab Exhibition

of 1864. Therein the jurors observe that Delhi was, and perhaps is still, the principal place in India for the

manufacture of all kinds of jewellery, though since the extinction of the King and Court after the Mutiny the

trade is not what it was, and the best artizans are emigrating to the Native States.

The Panjab Exhibition Report, 1881-2, continues the history, as the following notes shew ;—Karnal: Charac-

teristic hollow silver beads have been a speciality of Panipat for many generations. Rohtak : Remarkably good

examples of peasant jewellery, which came from Rohtak, were purchased for the West End of London. lo

many eyes, some of these might appear barbaric, but they possessed a character and quality of design grievously

wanting in more pretentious work. Amballa sent bracelets in open-work of chiselled silver which were par-

ticularly good; and a fine gold nose-ring (nath) from Hoshiarpur was a remarkably well-finished piece of work,

each of the many minute flowers and rosettes being perfectly made out. Kangra sent some characteristic silver

and enamelled silver ornaments. Amritsar sent a good collection, but most of the articles were imported. In

the Multan enamel the jurors regretted the absence of variety or originality, which in great part was due to the

method of work. “Engraven dies, into wT hich the silver is beaten, are used,” and indeed it is only by this labour-

saving plan that the articles could be produced at the price, The Jhang District also sent some enamelled silver

similar to that of Multan. Rough work was sent from Muzaffargarh and Peshawar. In the latter the work was

large in pattern and coarse in workmanship, but interesting in character. Better work came from Abbottabad,

the capital of the Plazara District, as far as boldness and goodness of design went, though not of finer

workmanship.

List of Panjab Ornaments, from Mr. Baden Powell’s Work.

I. Head Ornaments.'—Men’s: 1. Sarpesh, Jighan, the jewelled aigrette worn in front of the turban. 2.

Kutbiladar, an oval pendant worn over the forehead. 3. Kalgi, plume in jewelled setting. 4. Purah-I-marwand,

tassel of pearls worn on the turban. 5. Mukat or Umlakh, a head-dress worn by Hindus at weddings, etc.

Women’s : 7. Sisphiil, Chanuk, or Chotiphiil, a round boss worn on the hair over the forehead; cut or indented so

as to resemble a chrysanthemum. 8. Phul, a boss like No. 7, only smooth, hemispherical and set with jewels ; it

is worn on the top of the head ; one or two are worn at pleasure. 9. Mauli, a long chain made of rows of pearls

separated by jewelled studs, about 8 inches long, hanging from the head on one side. 10. Sirthang, a chain and

pendant worn on the head by Hindus. 12. Bodd, an ornament of silk and silver plaited into the hair of children.

11. Ornaments worn on the forehead (by women only)-.— 13. Damni or Dauni, a fringe worn over the fore-

head on either side of the face; some of these are richly jewelled. 14. Kutbi. 15. Sosain
; both are varieties

of No. 13. t6. Tika or Kashka, small ornament on the forehead (pendant). 17. Chand bind, a moon-shaped

pendant. 18. Tdwit, small amulets worn on the head. 19. Jhumar, a tassel-shaped ornament or pendant, mostly

worn towards Delhi, and not in the Panjab. 20. Guchhi marwarid, a cluster of pearls. 21. Bindh, a small tinsel

forehead ornament. 22. Barwdli, tinsel stars worn over the eyebrows.

HI. Ear Ornaments.—Men’s: 23. Bala, very large thin rings worn by Khatris, Sikhs and Dogras ; they

have a pearl or so strung on the gold wire of which they are made. 24. Murki, smaller earrings of the same

shape. 26. Zangiri, a chain worn with the Bald to keep it up. 27. Dur (gold), a small earring with three gold

studs on one side. 28. Birbali, a broad earring with three studs. 29. Durichal, an earring with pendent tassel.

Women’s : 30. Bali or Goshwara, a set of rings worn round the edge of the ear. Bali Bahaduri, it has a large

pointed stud in the centre. 31. Karnphul Dhedu and Jhumka, all forms of tassel-like ornaments, made with

silver chains and little balls, fringe of silver chain work, etc. 32. Pipal wdttd or pipal pata, like a murki, but has

a drop or pendant ending in a fringe of little gold pipal leaves. 33. Kantdla, a similar ornament, having a stud

besides the pendant. 34. Bdli-Khungri-dar, a heavy fringed earring. Bdla-Katori-walla-Sada, an earring with a

central boss-like ornament. 35. Khalil, a small earring. 36- Jahl, just the same, only that the central stud is

jewelled. 37. Phumni, silk and tinsel tassels. 38. Machh-Machlian, a small gold figure of a fish worn as an

earring. 39. Tid-patang, a locust-shaped jewelled pendant ; along the lower edge of the crescent hangs a row

of gold pipal leaves. 40. Taudaura dedi, a huge star-shaped jewelled stud. 41. Mor phunwar, a pendant of

jewels, being a rude imitation of a peacock.

IV. Nose Ornaments.—Women’s : 42. Nath, a large nose ring, one side of the ring being ornamented with

a belt of jewels or a few pearls, and gold spangle ornaments, etc., hung on to it. 43. Bulak, a small pendant,

either worn hung to the cartilage of the nose or else strung on a “nath. 44- Latkan, a sort of ornament of
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pendants put on to the thin gold ring called a nath, and hanging from it. 45. Morni, a small pendant for the

above, shaped like the spread-out tail of a peacock. 46. Laung, a small stud let into the flesh of the nostrils on

one side ; generally of gold, with a pearl or turquoise in it. 47. Phull, a small ring with a single emerald or other

stone of an oval shape as a pendant. 48. Bohr, a jingling pendant of gold pipal leaves. 49. Machhlian-be-sir,

headless fishes. Teeth Ornament.—so. Rekhan, a stud of gold or silver fixed into the front teeth. Hindus,

especially Brahman and Baneah women, frequently wear these gold leaves or plates over several of the teeth. It is

a general idea that some precious and sacred object, such as gold, should be always present on the body for good

fortune, or as many believe, to pay the Hindu Charon or ferryman for his services at Vaitarani, the River

of Death.

V. Necklaces and Neck Ornaments.—Men’s : 51. Mala, necklace of large beads hanging down long and

loose. 52. Kanth-kanthi (worn by women also) ; this fits rather close to the neck; the pendant may be

omitted. 53. Nam, an amulet, round or star-shaped, suspended from a twist of coloured silk thread fastened

round the neck by tying at the back (see Jugni). 54. 1 awiz, a square amulet, jewelled or otherwise. lokhli, a

flat square plate engraved with figures. 55. Nainkel, a chain of twisted silk, from which depend by little golden

loops, various coins, amulets, etc., all round. 56. Zangiri, a set of charms. 57. Chandarmah, a large gold flat

medal suspended by a single ring on a silk chain or cord. Women’s : 58. Chandanhar, a collar or necklace of a

great number of chains. 59. Mala-har, a plain necklace of pearls or gold beads, etc., hanging down long. 60.

Champakali, a necklace like a collar with pendants, etc., described under “ Derajat” ornaments. The pendants

or rays are either plain metal or set with stones. 61. A single jewelled pendant, hanging from a necklace of silk,

like the Nam only more elongated in shape. 62. Mohran, a gold mohur or coin hung by a silk necklace. 63.

Hauldil, a sort of amulet of jade ; cut square as a tawiz always is, but in curves round the edge ; this word is

also used for bead necklaces, of false jade, etc. 64. Saukan-mohra, a small medal or coin worn like No. 57.

65. Hassl, or hass, like a torque, a ring or collar of silver, thick in the middle and thin at either edge. 66. Gala-

band, a jewelled collar. 67. Mohanmala, a long necklace made of long gold beads, with an interval of gold

twisted thread between each bead. 68. ’Atrdan, a square jewelled or plain gold pendant, attached to a silk chain;

at the back is a small box like our vinaigrette, to contain ’atr or perfume. 69. Kandf, a chain of silk carrying

amulet cases. 70. Silwatta, an amulet case shaped like a small gold pillow or bolster, with two rings attached to

suspend it.

VI. Arm Ornaments.— 71. Bazuband, a broad belt-like ornament, generally mounted on silk and tied on the

upper arm. 72. Nau ratn is the same ; the ornament consists of a band of nine gems set side by side and tied by

silk ties. 73. Tawlz, an amulet worn on the upper arm. 74. Anant (“the endless”), a large thin but solid ring

of gold or silver, chiefly used by Hindus; the same idea is symbolized by a snake ring in which the serpents tail

is in its mouth. 75. Bhawatta, a square gold ornament, worn on the upper arm.

VII. Bracelets.—Men’s : 76. Pahunchi, worn on the wrist; a series of shells or small gold elongated beads.

11 Kansran, kara or gfokru, a bracelet of stiff metal worn bent round the arm ; when the edges are serrated it is
/ / ' £> ’ O

called “gokru.” Women’s: 78. Pahunchian katbi. 79. Pahunchian Chuadanti (rat’s teeth). 80. Pahunchian

Ilachidana (grains of cardamoms). 81. Kangan or Kara Zanana (bracelets made especially for women). 82.

Banka, thick gold bracelets ; Hindus wear them. 83. Gokru (as before). 84. Gajra, a flexible bracelet made of

square gold studs mounted on a silk band. 85. Chiiri of sorts, as for example, Kantakharat, Chuias, Kangani-dar ,
they are generally made of a flat ribbon of gold or silver bent round. 86. Bani, or long sleeve or tube worn on

both arms, like a lot of churis fastened together. 87, Bain, an armlet, broad and heavy. 88. Jhankangan, small

hollow karas, with grains introduced into the hollow to rattle.

VIII. Finger Rings.—B9. Angushtri, a ring set with stones called also Mundri (Hindi) or Anguthi. 90.

Chhalla ; large chhallas are worn on the toe also; the chhalla is a quite plain “hoop ring (with or without
7 o

stones), being gold or silver, but the same all round. 91. Angushtara or angutha, a big ring with a broad face,

worn on the great toe. 92. Khari panjangla, a set of finger rings of ordinary shape. 93- Shahalami or Ivhari, a

ring of long oval shape. 94. Birhamgud, a broad ring.

IX. Anklets, &c.—95. Paizeb, various ankle ornaments made with chains and pendants of silver, which

clink together when the wearer walks. 96. Chanjar, a large hollow ring, which rattles when the wearer walks.

97. Karian-pan or Khalkhal, like karas, worn on the ankles. 98. Khungru, a ring or anklet of long ornamental

beads of silver, worn on the feet. 99. Zangiri, a set of chains with a broad clasp, called also I ora. Mr. Baden

Powell gave local lists which it is not thought necessary to reproduce.
' . . 1

The Panjab has long been noted for the application of gold and silver wire to steel, or damascening in those

metals. The art is practised also very extensively in Rajputana, and in both Provinces was formerly chiefly

employed for the enrichment of the hilts, pommels, scabbards and sheaths of swords or daggers, and parts of othei
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weapons. In the Panjab, and particularly at Sialkot and Gujarat, this style of decoration was applied to orna-

ments, usually of purely European character, such as brooches, crosses, etc., which had a large sale amongst British

residents and tourists. One or two illustrations of the manufacture are given.
There are two chief varieties of such damascening : the first, the tah-i-nishan or true ; the second, the kuft

or false. In the former, soft gold or silver wire is forced into deep channels which are cut in the steel, and the

work is completed by hammering and polishing. In the latter the wire, or even leaf gold or silver, are made to

adhere to the metal ground by means of slight grooves or hatches which are cut in it, or even, in cheap work, by

some adhesive substance, and are then filed or polished, as in the first case. In 1892, in my book on

“ Damascening on Steel or Iron as practised in India,”
1 I described the processes at full length, and gave a

history of the art. The art, indeed, is of great antiquity, as proved, for bronze, by specimens in the British

Museum, of Egyptian workmanship of the XIX. Dynasty, b.c. 1300-1250. I include in the illustrations some of

these, viz., No. 29 (16037), a bronze segis of Ra inlaid with gold, from the bars of a sacred bark. On the front, inlaid

in gold, is the cartouche, the prenomen of Apries, king of Egypt about 590. It was presented by Professor Petrie in

1885. Also No. 32 (2277), the bronze figure of a king, with feather-work tunic inlaid with gold, in the character

of AnHer ; fine work. I noted that Mr. Baden Powell, in his work on the “ Manufactures of the Panjab
”

(already

so much quoted), observed that “ Mr. Spence taught the armourers at Sialkot to be more careful in finishing their

work by attending to the undersides, which had heretofore been very roughly done, and by electro-gilding.” It

appears also that Mr. Spence introduced inlaying in bronze, thus reverting to the very earliest forms of

damascening. It must be admitted, however, that damascening on steel, iron, or even bronze, is not very well

suited for personal jewellery, though quite in place for the decoration of salvers, jewel-caskets, and arms and

armour. Splendid specimens of the latter articles, which were inlaid in Venice, Milan, etc., will be found in most of

the great European museums and armouries. The art takes its present name from Damascus, where it was most

successfully practised. Timur, who conquered that ancient city, is said to have dispersed art-workers throughout

Asia, and thus damascening, like other arts, might have been revived in India, if it was not a new introduction.

A short time ago, European ladies purchased necklaces of two or more strings of jade-like beads, which

were cut at Bhera in the Shahpur District of the Panjab. These beads were really made of a kind of “plasma,”

according to some authorities, which is described, however, by H. A. Miers in his “Mineralogy” (from which

work this and some of the following remarks are taken) as a leek-green chalcedony. These beads were

sometimes combined with others of different varieties of the same mineral, which is described as an apparently

amorphous form of translucent silica of a waxy lustre. Thus, for example, of the coloured kinds we have car-

nelian, red ; bloodstone, or heliotrope, plasma spotted with blood-red jasper ; agate, a banded and variegated

modification; and onyx, a form of agate “in which the successive layers are parallel bands sufficiently flat to fit

them for use as cameos.” Lapis-lazuli, a soda-lime-alumina silicate, which is really a rock, is also used. So,

also, are varieties of quartz—such as jasper, a mixture of quartz with red or yellow hydrates of iron or clay, so as

to make the base opaque and creamy, with deep red and rich yellow colours, or, as in riband jasper, consisting “of

parallel straight bands of reddish-brown and sage-green material.” Rock crystal, the colourless glassy quartz, is

also made into beads ; and the coloured varieties, such as amethyst (violet quartz), rose quartz, are cut into gems

and ornaments. . Coloured precious stones of this base, which are cut into beads of different shapes and threaded

in various ways as necklaces and bracelets, are sold in large quantities by travelling pedlars or boxwallas to

Europeans in North India, and especially in the hill resorts, where people are easily tempted to buy anything

that is curious.

Flat slabs or plaques of turquoise are sometimes used as necklace pendants or amulets by Mohamedans, in

which case they are generally inscribed with some cabalistic or other sentence in Persian, or a text from the

Koran in Arabic characters. Many of these stones, especially the jaspers, sards (brownish-red horny chalcedony),

onyx, etc., are cut into seals at Delhi and elsewhere in the Panjab and United Provinces. Many of the stones

above mentioned are not found in the Panjab, but most of them for a long period have been easily procurable in

the Province, especially lapis-lazuli and turquoise, of which the principal sources were, for the former, in Badakshan,

above the valley of. the river Kokcha which flows into the Oxus(the quarries were visited by Marco Polo in 1271).

The best specimens of the latter come from Nishapur in Khorasan, a province of Persia. Chalcedonies of different

kinds, and especially agates, are imported from Ratanpur in the Rajpipla State, in the Bombay Presidency.

One of the most interesting recent discoveries in our area has been that of sapphires in the the territories of

the Maharaja of Jamu and Kashmir. Mr. Streeter, in his “ Precious Stones and Gems,” gives a full account of

this interesting find. He quotes the descriptions of Messrs. Mallet and La louche in the “Records of the

Geological Survey of India.” A Bhot (Tibetan) Lama or monk is said to have first found a blue vein in the

1 Published by W. Griggs & Sons, Ltd,
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rock, and to have broken off specimens and sold them to traders. Later on, the stones were found near the Lacha

Pass, beyond Kulu, by a native who loaded a hundred goats with them and tried to sell his spoil, but without

success,
in Simla. Ultimately he succeeded in Delhi, where the smart jewellers recognized the value of the

stones. The quarries are now guarded by the servants of the Kashmir chief.

As regards the “plasma,” or false jade, at Shahpur, Mr. Kipling remarks that it is not yet settled by

geologists that it is a true plasma. lam indebted for this observation to the painstaking work (written in 1888)

of an old friend, Babu T. N. Mukharji, F.L.S., of the India Museum, a copy of which he was kind enough to

give me.
I have not hitherto studied this valuable book in the compilation of the present articles, but will make

up for any deficiency by quoting from, or referring to, it largely in future. He remarks that besides the hauldilis

or necklaces of false jade, which are made by the lapidaries of Bhera, necklaces of all sorts, stones for rings, bead

bracelets, etc., are manufactured at Amritsar. As regards the false jade, he quotes Mr. Kipling as follows :

“ The green jade-like stone used at Bhera has not yet been assigned its proper name ;
it is not true jade, nor do

authorities on the subject admit it to be plasma. It is said to be found near Kandahar and to be brought down

the river Indus on rafts floated with inflated skins to Attock, whence it is carried to Bhera.” Necklaces, knife

handles, sleeve links, paper knives, etc., are made and sold at Amritsar by Kashmiris who have settled in that

town. These are mostly of carnelian and jade. It was suspected that many of the articles were really imported.

It must be remembered that Amritsar is now a great trade centre. Possibly, he adds, the carnelian articles came

from Cambay.

The following is a summary of miscellaneous information collected by Mr. T. N. Mukharji on this subject.

He quotes Mr. Kipling very largely, as for example, on Delhi jewellery. The latter observes that “The chief

characteristics of the best Delhi jewellery are the purity of the gold and silver employed, the delicacy and

minuteness of the workmanship, the taste and skill displayed in the combination of coloured stones, and the

aptitude for the imitation of any kind of original on the part of the workmen.” On the other hand, there is a

tendency to flimsiness and gaudiness, and, as a result of competition, a falling-off in purity of the metal. In

addition to native ornaments, Delhi produces many articles for European work, such as gold bracelets, gold

settings for the miniature paintings on ivory which are prepared in that capital to be worn in bracelets, pendants,

brooches, etc., filigree brooches, mat-pattern belts, rings set with precious stones, etc. Mr. Kipling adds that

there is scarcely anything called jewellery that cannot be imitated in Delhi, so that varieties not belonging to

the locality are copied. This, as I have frequently written, is much to be lamented, because it leads to the

application of unsuitable decorative ornament to wrong forms, careless and ignorant work, and confusion of styles—-

a misfortune which has been greatly increased by the interference of European as well as Indian middlemen.

Mr. Kipling states, for example, that Madras Swami work is coarsely imitated, whatever merit it possessed as

hand-work being spoiled by its production by dye-stamping. Lastly, he notes that “ The almost invariable

feature of Delhi work is a thin shell of gold incrusted with better gold, or with stones of some kind, and after-

wards filled with hard lac. The enamel work is often spoiled by being done on gold too thin to withstand, without

distortion, the heat of the enamel fire.” In a former article reference was made to the poor colours of Delhi

enamels and especially to the inferiority of the reds.

Babu T. N. Mukharji mentions the peculiar kind of necklaces which are made of thin silver beads at Panipat

in the Karnal District. Articles of the kind would be dispersed from such a centre very rapidly over India, for it

is a much frequented place of pilgrimage, at or near which is the holy battlefield of Kurakshetra, where the

Pandavas and Kauravas are said to have fought in those early times which are commemorated in the Maha-

bharata, one of the great epic poems of India. Here Baber, in 1525, won the victory which established the

Moghul empire in India; and here, in 1761, Ahmed Shah, the Afghan, crushed the Mahrattas, Ihe news of

this last defeat was brought to the Peishwa, on the Narbada river, in a letter which ran thus : Iwo pearls

have been dissolved, twenty and seven gold mohurs have been lost, and of the silver and copper, the total cannot

be cast up.” From the figurative words, expressed in terms which shew the importance attached to gems and

valuables, the fate of the principal Mahratta officers and their followers was understood.

Delhi is also, it seems, famed for the stringing and arrangement of its glass beads, and the best quality of

glass and lac bangles ; some of the former of which are also coated with lac and ornamented with tinsel and bits

of coloured glass ; the latter with spangles or beads. The lac bangle trade is almost entirely in the hands of

women. Ivory combs are made at Amritsar and Sialkot in the Panjab, and especially at Pali in Marwar, or

Jodhpore in Rajputana, where the industry is ancient, as might be easily understood from the observations in

previous papers. Sir G. Watt, in referring to the false jade of Bhera, states that it has been classed rather “as a

very pure form of serpentine called Bowenite
” ; and that it is known in the vernacular as sang-i-yeshm. It is

softer and more easily worked than the jade which lorms so important an article of import trade with Burma. Ihe
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Jaipur jewellers certainly used the words sang-i-yesham or yasham for true jade.

Very curious ornaments are necklaces of the cubical crystals of rock salt, which the miners make at the Mayo
Mines in the salt range at Khewra, near Find Dadan Khan in the Panjab, or those of imperfect octahedral form

which crystallize out of the salt lakes of Sambhar or Pachbadra and other sources of the kind in Rajputana.
Both are strung on coloured threads and finished off with tassels. The beautifully decorated tombs and

palaces of the Moghuls at Lahore, Delhi and Agra, which are lavishly ornamented with inlays of precious
stones and gems of many kinds, prove that there has been no difficulty in obtaining an infinite variety of such

beautiful objects in the regions of which we are treating.

The great part of the peasantry in the plains of the Panjab are Jhats, who either profess the ordinary faith

of Hindus, of a somewhat lower type than in the rest of India perhaps, or who practise, as Sikhs, a more severe

cult. They are nearly all cultivators and are comparatively rude in their habits, customs and thoughts. Any taste for

jewellery which they may possess is therefore somewhat of the barbarous in character, and the style of their

ornaments is coarse and heavy, making up for its want of refinement by its weight and the profusion in which it is

used. The Hill people also love quantity rather than quality, though some of the ornaments of the women are

unique and somewhat attractive in form and character, being strongly tinged with the styles in vogue in the

Trans-Himalayan countries, especially in the association of silver with coral and the turquoise. The fashions are

not necessarily so local as might be supposed, because traders penetrate the recesses of the valleys from both

sides of the mountains, and one or other of a woman’s husbands in these polyandric regions is usually abroad in

search of work, and often returns to lay some of his spoils before the wife of himself and his brothers.

The town dwellers, whether Mohamedans or Hindus, whether artizans or distributors, such as the Baneahs; the

professional classes, such as the pleaders or local lawyers and officials ; and the nobles and their families use

jewellery which is very similar to that worn by the people of similar classes and occupations in the United

Provinces and Rajputana; though, on the whole, from the continuous absence of a cultivated and refined Court,
and from the strain of warfare in recent times, much less luxury has prevailed. There are fewer old families in

the Province than elsewhere, and also few men of great wealth. It was not always so, however, as for example,

one reads of the great treasures which were once stored up in the fort of the ancient Hindu Rajas of Kot-Kangra
in the Kangra Valley.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART IV.

Plate 36. — 250. Oil painting. The portrait of a Hindu lady shewing the mode of wearing jewellery. The

original was painted for the Amritsar Municipality by a native artist. [I.M. 45 of 1886.]

Plate 37.^—251. Cross; gold filigree and carbuncles. It was made before 1872, and is a good example
of a class of work which was well executed in Delhi about that period. 252. Cross ; steel inlaid with gold wire ;

An example of Kuft work from Sialkot. Iron and steel have too little intrinsic value to be extensively used for

jewellery. They have also the defect of soon rusting; moreover, in nearly all modern examples too much of the

surface is covered with decoration. 253. Necklace of cut garnets strung on thread. This specimen was made at

Jaipur, where, a few years ago, more lapidaries were employed than at present, because there was then an

extensive industry under State patronage, which has now been withdrawn. Many of these stones, however, have

always been cut, polished, and set in Delhi. 254. Necklace of green beads (Plasma) strung on thread. Cut at

Bhera, in the Shahpur District of the Panjab. A lengthy description of the work of the lapidaries at Bhera has

been given already. Nos. 251 to 254 were copied from originals which were lent by Mrs. Hendley. 255. Brooch;

gold and carbuncles. Roman, from the British Museum ; Ist to sth century a.d. This is the specimen noticed

on pages 37 and 38, Part HI. (No. 96, Vol. XII .Journal of Indian Art and Industry). It is referred to by

Dr. Church as a delightful example of the use of carbuncles. 256. Charm; lapis-lazuli set with gems. Delhi.

Lent by the author. It is rather an unusual example of an Indian mascot. 257. Flat bead; jasper. Found at

Nagar, Jaipur State. Probably Buddhist.

Plate 38. —258. Earring, silver, Charka Bunda Bali. To the ring are attached two heart-shaped pendants

from which small leaf-shaped plaques depend by chains. Chamba. The Hill State of Chamba lies beyond Dal-

housie in the Panjab. The chief town of the same name is most picturesquely situated on the banks of the river

Ravi. There is an intimate connection between this State, on the one hand, through Badrawar and Kishtwar

with the Kashmir Valley, and, on the other, with the Kangra and Kulu Valleys. It will be noticed that the leaf-

like pendants which are found in the earring are characteristic of some of the ornaments from these neighbouring

districts. [I.M. 2530.] 259. Earring, Dhedu Jhumka ; silver. The upper part is a cone decorated with applied

ornament with a ring of knobs round the outer edge. Worn by women at Bamaur, or Barmaur in the Chamba
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State. Here we have grape-like drops, but the chains from which they hang are like those made in the Hill

States. [I.M. 2556.] 260. Earring, Bala; gold with sixteen pearls attached to a concave drop. Gujranwala,
in the plains of the Panjab. The leaflets are not unlike those of an old Egypto-Roman necklace in the British

Museum. [I.M. 130.] 261. Pendant, Chandro, also used as a Tika or forehead ornament; silver. Chased

crescent with a row of small pendants from the lower edge. Probably from Barmaur. The embossed orna-

ment on the front of the crescent is made pretty generally by Panjab jewellers. [I.M. 1137.] 262. Ear-drop,

Jhumka ; silver. Kangra. The Kangra Valley was the seat of a very ancient Hindu family, and is celebrated

for the fort of Kot Kangra, which in former times was almost inaccessible. Adjacent to it is the town or village of

Bhawan, so called from a famous temple which is visited by many pilgrims. Not far off is the temple at Jawala

Miikhi, which also has many visitors on account of its burning gases, dedicated to the goddess Devi (the words

Jawala Miikhi mean
“ flame-tongued

”

—hence “volcano”), and here also come many persons to undergo an

operation for the restoration of their noses, which have been mutilated, by the so-called Indian operation in which a

new organ is formed out of the patient’s forehead. Wherever pilgrims or visitors come to renowned spots, they

bring outside influences with them and they also find jewellers and others at hand to minister to their necessities,

thus Kangra fashions have been widespread, especially in the Hills. [I.M. 343.] 263. Head ornament, Tara or

Dauni; silver. It consists of two wide bands of wire links, each having one chain along the
upper edge and two on

the lower. To the lowest chain small leaf-shaped ornaments are attached. The two bands are connected by a blue

and green enamelled plaque, hanging from which is a crescent-shaped ornament, also enamelled and decorated

with small leaf pendants. Several ancient forms of work are found in this ornament; as, for example, two broad

bands of linked chains, such as may be seen in the necklaces of the finest Greek period in European museums ;

a wide band of links forming the bulk of the side pieces; other varieties of chains, shell-like leaves, and grape

pendants ; and also the crescentic form of the Tika which hangs over the forehead. The silver enamel of the

Kangra Valley is coarse, but effective. [I.M. 1 x 15] 264. Ear-plug, Kulu
; gold enamel set with four rubies

and an emerald. Ear-plugs are perhaps more usually found beyond the Panjab. [I.M. 690.] Kulu is the

beautiful valley on the upper waters of the Beas river, Kangra being the wider expanse on the lower part of the

stream. It communicates by means of the high Rotang Pass with Lahaul and Leh in Ladakh, a Kashmir

province, and so with Tibet, bringing in Central Asian influences, as seen perhaps in No. 265, an amulet case of

embossed silver, patri (probably patri, patra, Sanskrit for a plate of metal), such as might be worn by a woman of

one of the tribes described by Ujfalvy. [I.M. 1906.]

Plate 39. —266. Anklet, Pahunchi, consisting of five plaques of embossed gold set with imitation stones.

Gujranwala. [I.M. 145.] 267. Bracelet, Kara. Penanular ; ornamented with spiral bands with a knob at each

extremity. Lahore. [I.M. 1909.] 268. Bracelet, Tad ; cast silver decorated with granulated ornament in com-

partments. Panjab. [I.M. 2094.] 269. Armlet, Bazuband, consisting of nine gold and green
enamelled hexagonal

ornaments, ending in hexagonal pyramids, attached to a cord of silk, with twisted ends of the same. Bahawalpur.

[I.M. 023.] 270. Bracelet, Lachha, of eight chains of plaited silver, connected by links and plaques of green

enamel on gold. Kangra. [I.M. 312.] 271. Armlet, Jut: silver, cast in form of three bands joined by two

rows of diamond-shaped open-work ornament. Rohtak. [I.M. 1857. J 272. Armlet, Bohalta, Bazuband, of nine

square plaques set with gems (nauratan) which are connected by threads united at the ends into thick conical cords

by which it is fastened. 273. Bracelet, Tad ; silver, decorated with applied floral ornament in compartments ;

fastened with a screw. Lahore. [I.M. 1915.] 274. Ring; silver, with V-shaped ornament and two pieces of

coral. Kangra. Mr. Percy Brown remarks, however, that it is said to be a ring (Champa Kali) and to be

worn in the United Provinces and Bengal and not in the Panjab. [I.M. 1967.]

Plate 40.—275. Armlet, Gokhru ; silver, with radiating and spiral ornament. Dera Ismail Khan. [I.M. 501.]

276. Armlet, Gokhru ; silver, with leaf-shaped ornament radiating from a floral band. Dera Ismail Khan.

[I.M. 500.] 277. Anklet, Kangran ; silver; closely linked rings. Dera Ismail Khan. [I.M. 476.] 278. Hollow

anklet, Jhanjar. Blue and green enamel on gold, with serpents’ heads connected by sitting birds. Beads are

inserted inside for dancers, in order to tinkle as they move. Kangra. [I.M. 317.] 279. Necklet, Hasi ; green

enamel on gold. Bahawalpur. [I.M. 024.] 280. Bracelet, Bahi ; silver. In two parts, connected by a hinge;

perforated and chased in diagonal bands, with floral ornament. Kulu. [I.M. 1113.]

Plate 41. —281. Armlet, Bazuband; silver. It consists of twenty-one hollow convex ornaments with

applied work strung on two cotton threads. There is an amber bead at one end of the thread. Chamba.

[I.M. 2553.] 282. Armlet, Bazuband; silver, formed of sixteen hollow convex ornaments decorated with applied

ornament, and strung on two threads backed with stout cloth. Chamba. [I.M. 2554.] 283. Necklace, Mala or

Kantha; silver, consisting of two strings of long silver beads and small wooden ones. Sultanpur, Kulu. [I.M. 1123.]

284. Necklace, Galaband ; silver. It consists of twelve silver ornaments decorated with applied work and set with
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turquoises strung together with two rows of coral beads and silver pendent ornaments on two threads.

Leh, Ladak. [I.M. 1858.] 285. Necklace, Chandan Saini Har ; red gold. A double row of five chains, formed

of facetted beads united in the middle by an oblong plaque set with five precious stones, and having five pendants

of seed pearls. At each end is an enamel fastening with a red silk cord. From the Annual International Exhi-

bition, 1872. Kashmir. [I.M. 1001.] 286. Pendant from necklace, Takhti (a plate) or Parrian
; silver. Oblong,

chased with a representation of a deity with an attendant on each side, all under foliated arches. Three

grelots, or hawk-bells, hang from a ring attached to the lower edge. Kangra. [I.M. 1135.]

Plate 42.—287. Forehead ornament, Dauni; silver. It consists of pieces of silver made up of small tubes

welded together and strung on seven black silk threads. At the ends are two circular discs, perforated, gilt, and

enamelled in green.
There is a row of small pendants ornamented with a larger middle one round the lower

edge. Flazara. [I.M. 1854.] 288. Necklace, Paunta. [Mr. Percy Brown notes “it is said to be an anklet.”] Gold set

with rubies and imitation pearls. There are ten small pendants and a large centre one set with rubies to represent

two birds among foliage. Imitation pearls and pieces of gold tinsel are attached to all the pendants. Srinagar,
Kashmir. [I.M. 1162.] 289. Necklace, Hamail; silver. It consists of seven large plaques chased with floral

ornament and enamelled, with pendants attached, strung on red silk cord. Hazara. | I.M. 1855.]
Plate 43. —290. Diagram shewing ornaments worn upon the head, neck and chest by Hindu ladies in Malwa,

Rajputana, the Panjab, etc. 1. Rakhi
; 2. Chand ; 3. Bindi; 4. Karanphul ; 5. Pachmaniya ; 6. Baleora; 7.

Bhaunrya ;8. Morpatta or Jhela; 9. Musi; 10. Hansli; 11. Tawiz-ka-Kanthla; 12. Tawiz; 13. Mala. 291.

Nose-ring, Nath. 292. Armlet, Bazuband. 293. Diagram of ornaments worn on the arm. 1. Bazu ; 2. Bata;

3. Tad ; 4. Sar Ghundi. The above ornaments have already been carefully described at length.
Plate 44. —294. Finger ring; silver enamel. Multan. [I.M. 422.] 295. Plaque with pierced side-pro-

jections for threads, on which one or more pieces are strung to form an armlet or bracelet; silver enamel.

[I.M. 421.] 296. Shoulder ornament, Baddhi, h. Four rows of embossed silver-gilt rosettes, connected by two

medallions with scalloped edges. Delhi. [I.M. 282.] 297. Finger ring of silver enamel. Multan. [I.M. 423.]

298 and 300. Finger rings; silver enamel. Kurachi. Similar to Multan enamel. [I.M. 206 and 288.] 299.

Finger ring; silver chain and V-shaped pattern. Dedicated to Narsingh, the man-lion incarnation of Vishnu.

Sultanpur in Kulu. [I.M. 1131.] 301. Bracelet; silver, formed of a serpentine band with the enclosed spaces

filled in with open-work. A ring of knobs in the form of flower buds projects from one edge. Lahore; 19th

century. [I.M. 1909.] 302 Bracelet; silver open-work. 19th century. Amritsar. [I.M. 513. J 303. Box,

Batwa, h. Globular blue enamel with rubies, diamonds, and emeralds set in gold, attached by seven gold chains

to a smaller box of green enamel with rubies and emeralds set in gold. Gold spoon enamelled green. Delhi.

[I.M. 184.] 304.
Necklace. Thirteen rectangular plaques, enamelled, with diamonds set in gold, terminating

with rows of seed pearls (strung on gold wire thread); coarse work. Delhi. [I.M. 328.] 305. Ring; silver.

Kangra. [I.M. 1130.]

Plate 45.—306. Earring, Karanphul. A silver ring, from which depend two triangular plaques with open

work round the sides, to which small lobular pendants are attached. Panjab. [ I.M. 1136.] 307. Earring, Phul

jhumka ; gold filigree. Delhi. [I.M. 303.] 308. Necklace, Champa kali. Gold, consisting of forty-two small

pendants and one large one, strung on red silk covered with gold wire. Each pendant is set with brilliants, and

is enamelled in red, green, and blue, and has a pearl attached to its lower extremity. Delhi; 19th century.

Bought ,£4-15-4. [I.M. 1867. J 309. Bracelet; silver; coarse filigree work. Early 19th century. Amritsar.

[I.M. 512.] 310. Bracelet; gold, formed of small plaques fitting into one another and threaded on two gold

chains engraved with cones of floral ornament. Srinagar, Kashmir. Bought, ,£lO-18-0. [I.M. 1161.] 31 1.

Bracelet; cast silver. The outer edge has ornamental projections. 19th century. Srinagar, Kashmir. Bought,

7/-. [I.M. 2093.] 3 12
-

Toe ring; silver. Clusters of grapes or ball ornament attached to a thin plate and

fastened to the toe by thin flexible slips of metal. North India. [I.M. 517.] 313. Anklet; silver. Cut diamond

pattern. Gujranwala. [I.M. 492.] 314. Anklet; silver, chased with floral bands and perforated with floral

ornament. Delhi: 19th century. Bought, ,£l-10-0. [I.M. 1914.]

Plate 46. —315. Nose ring, Laung (clove shape); gold. Gujranwala. 316. Necklace, Nam; gold and

stones. Instead of the taga or silk thread, gold wire, plaited into a kind of chain, has been used. Lahore. 317.

Bracelet, Pahunchi. Mat or basket pattern gold work. Delhi. 318. Wristlet, Bahi. Gold embossed. Lahore.

The peculiar trellis framework is found on much of the brass or copper work ornamentation of doors in the

Panjab, and is also introduced into some Oriental carpets. 319. Nose ring, Bulak ; gold. Jamu. 320. Bangle,

Jut; gold pierced work. Lahore.

Plate 47. —321. Necklace, Chaunki ; silver and enamel. Narpur in the Kangra District. The central

figure in the four upper plaques is the goddess Devi (Bhavani of Bengal) mounted on her vehicle, the tiger. The
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figure on the lowest plaque is a worshipper holding a flower. 322. Forehead ornament, Dauni; gold and

stones. It is an old specimen of the Sikh period. Lahore.

For the beautiful photographs, and descriptions which accompany them, of the jewellery in Plates 46 and 47

and others which will follow in Part V., the author and publisher are indebted to Mr. Percy Brown, A.R.C.A.,

Superintendent of the Museum and Principal of the Mayo School of Art at Lahore, who, as Assistant Director

of the Delhi Exhibition of 1902-3, did so much towards making it a success. The illustrative part of the valuable

official catalogue of that Exhibition by Sir G. Watt, the Director, was also prepared by him.

The author and publisher are indebted to Colonel P. Bannerman for the loan of, and permission to copy, the

portraits of the Maharajas of Gwalior and Rewah, Pis. 187 and 189 in No. 97, Vol. XII. of the Journal.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

36. Portrait of a Hindu Lady, shewing the mode of wearing jewellery. 37. Crosses, Necklaces, &c.

38. Earrings, Head ornaments, &c. 39. Armlets and Bracelets. 40. Armlets, Anklets, Necklet and Bracelet.

41. Armlets, Necklaces, and Pendants. 42. Forehead ornament and Necklaces. 43. Diagram shewing

Ornaments worn by Hindu ladies in Rajputana, the Panjab, &c. 44. Rings, Bracelets, &c. 45. Earrings,

Necklaces, Bracelets, &c. 46. Nose rings, Necklace, Bangle, &c. 47. Necklace and Forehead ornament.
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36- —Oil Painting. Portrait of a Hindu lady, shewing the mode of wearing jewellery. Painted by a

native artist for the: Municipality of Amritsar, Prom the original in the Indian Museum.





37 • —251. Cross: gold filigree and carbuncles. Delhi. 252. Cross; steel inlaid with gold wire. Kuft work from Sialkot. 253.
Necklace of cut garnets strung on thread. Jaipur. 254. Necklace of green beads (Plasma) strung on thread. Bhera,

Shahpur District, Panjab. 255. Brooch ; gold and carbuncles. Roman ; from the British Museum ; Ist to sth century A.D.

256. Charm; lapis lazuli set with gems. Delhi. 257. Flat bead; jasper. Found at Nagar, Jaipur State ; probably Buddhist.





38 .—258. Ear-ring, Charka Bunda Bali. Chamba. 259. Ear-ring, Dhedu Jhumka. Bamaur. 260. Ear-ring, Bala. Gujran-
wala. 261. Pendant, Chandro, also used as a Tika or forehead ornament. 262. Ear-drop, Jhumka. Kangra. 263. Head

ornament, Tara or Dauni. 264. Ear-plug, Kulu. 265. Amulet case of silver, Patri.





39.266. Armlet, Pahunchi. Gujranwala. 267 Bracelet, Kara. Lahore. 268. Bracelet, Tad, Panjab, 269. Armlet, Bazu-

band. Bahawalpur. 270. Bracelet, Lachha. Kangra. 27 1. Armlet, Jut. Rohtak. 272. Armlet, Bohalta, Bazuband

{nauratari). 273. Bracelet, Tad. Lahore. 274. Ring. Kangra.





40. —275. Armlet, Gokhru. Dera Ismail Khan. 276. Armlet, Gokhru. 277. Anklet, Kangran. Dera Ismail Khan. 378
Hollow Anklet, Jhanjar. Kangra. 279. Necklet, Hasi. Bahawalpur. 280. Bracelet, Bahi. Kulu.





4 1
•—2Bl. Armlet, Bazuband. Chamba. 282. Armlet, Bazuband, Chamba. 283. Necklace, Mala or Kantha. Sultanpur, Kulu.

284. Necklace, Galaband. Leh, Ladak. 285. Necklace, Chandan Saini Har. Kashmir. 286. Pendant from necklace,
Takhti or Parrian. Kangra.





42. —287. Forehead Ornament, Dauni Hazara. 288. Necklace, Paunta. Srinagar, Kashmir. 289. Necklace, Hamail. Hazara.
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44*—294 and 297. Silver enamelled finger rings. Multan. 295. Plaque. 296. Shoulder ornament; silver-gilt. Delhi. 298 and

300. Silver enamelled rings from Karachi. 299. Ring ; silver. Kulu. 301. Bracelet j silver. Lahore. 302. Bracelet;
silver open work. Amritsar. 303. Boxes, Batwa, chains, and spoon of enamelled gold. Delhi. 304. Necklace of

gold and precious stones. Delhi. 305. Ring; silver. Kangra.





45- —306. Earring, Karanphu 1 ; silver. Panjab. 307. Earring, Phul Jhumka; gold filigree. Delhi. 30S. Necklace, Champa

kali; gold gems and enamel. Amritsar. 309. Bracelet; silver filigree. Amritsar. 310. Bracelet; engraved gold

plaques. Kashmir. 311. Bracelet; cast silver. Kashmir. 312. Toe ring; silver. Panjab and Rajputana. 313. Anklet,
silver. Gujranwala. 314. Anklet, silver, chased and perforated. Delhi.





46. —315. Nose ring, Laung ; gold. Gujranwala. 316. Necklace, Nam; gold and stones. Delhi. 317. Bracelet, Pahunchi ;
gold. .Delhi. 318. Wristlet, Bahi; gold embossed. Lahore. 319. Nosering, Bulak ; gold. Jamu. 320. Bangle, Jut;

gold pierced work. Lahore.





47 .—321. Necklace, Chaunki; silver and enamel. Narpur, Kangra District. 322. Forehead ornament, Dauni ; gold and

stones. Lahore.





PART V.

THE PANJAB AND ADJACENT COUNTRIES AND PROVINCES (continued ).

The importance of the countries and provinces adjacent to the Panjab, and to the new frontier district which

has been carved out of it, is shewn, not only by their immense extent, but by the close connection in ancient

and modern times between the various races and religions of the people who inhabit them, as well as by their

communication with territories which are still more remote, with many of which they, in their turn, have relation-

ship. The Panjab alone has an area of 97,209 square miles, with a population of over twenty millions. The State

of Kashmir and Jammu covers 30,900 square miles, and is inhabited by nearly three million people. The Khan of

Khelat rules over 507,000 persons spread over 90,000 square miles ; and His Majesty the Amir of Afghanistan,

with its Dependencies, has a very mixed variety of subjects, estimated to number about five millions, and his

territory is about 215,000 square miles in extent. Most of the people in the last-named States are Mohamedans, but

the Kafirs are idolaters. Besides Pathans, Afghans, Baluchis, and Ghilzais, there are Tajaks(Tadjiks) and aboriginals.

In Kashmir there are many Hindus,and in the TibetanProvinces, Buddhists. In Part IV. an attempt has been made

to shew how great has been the influence of foreign invaders and nations on the Panjab, and how it has been felt

as much in regard to jewellery as in more important questions. Climate in the more elevated regions, as well

as in the valleys which are encircled by the huge mountainous portion of the world to which most of these countries

belong, accounts, perhaps, more even than history, for the styles of dress and ornament which we find in them.

As already stated, the dress, at least in winter, leaves less of the body exposed than in the hot Indian plains, so

that there is less of the person to display ; but in addition to that cause there are other and even more potent reasons

for concealment of wealth, especially in the case of women. Mohamedan females, for religious, but still more for tribal

reasons, are more carefully guarded in most of these countries than elsewhere. The Afghan is usually regarded

as the most jealous man in the world. This defect leads to murder and blood feuds. An Afghan proverb

says there are three grounds for quarrel—Zan, Zar, Zamin—women, gold, and land, and of these the most potent

is the first; hence the Zanana is perhaps more a prison in these countries than elsewhere, and even if females go

beyond the walls of their homes, they are so enveloped in the folds of the long burka or veil, which covers head

and body to the feet, with only two net-work openings in front of the eyes, that it is not worth while for the

Afghan woman to wear many ornaments. Still, wherever there are women, there will be some love of jewellery

for home use, and something is put on in this way in the form of capital. In the recent account of Afghanistan, by

Angus Hamilton, however, we read that the present ruler believes that women have shewn too great a desire for

display when they go out of doors, in consequence of which he issued orders in 1903 that the white burka or veil,

which appears to have some fascinations and to have admitted of some openings for coquetry, shall not be worn

by Mohamedan women, but one of a khaki or earth colour, Hindu females being compelled, moreover, to adopt

a yellow or red colour for the same garment, and all other women a slaty hue.

In Kashmir proper more jewellery is said to be worn than in Kabul, but it is probable that much more is

displayed in the former than formerly, as even the timorous inhabitants of the Happy Valley, as it is somewhat

euphemistically called, have learned, under the publicity attending the presence of so many
British visitors, to

believe more in the safety of their possessions than they once did. Kashmir, in a past age, was inhabited by

brave men ; but the Moghul conquerors broke their spirit, and one of the measures by which they effected this

end was, it is commonly believed, by compelling the men to wear the over-dress of women, the long cloak which

so impedes their movements. Under this cloak a man does not wear many ornaments, and his women, partaking

of his degradation, do not show much wealth of jewellery abroad. Surgeon-Major J. Ince, in his Kashmir

Handbook, 1876, remarks that “In making jewellery the Kashmiris are very ingenious, and though their work

has not that lightness so charming in that of Delhi, it has a peculiar style of its own which it were vain to imitate.

In the plain gold they make every imaginable article of jewellery, charging at the rate of Rs. 2 a tolah for the

material and 2 annas in the rupee for workmanship ; they sometimes introduce precious stones, principally opals,

carbuncles, bloodstones, agates, and turquoises ;
all of these, however, it is best to avoid, unless the purchaser is

a good judge, as at least three-fourths of those sold are clever imitations.”
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In “The Valley of Kashmir,”by Mr. (now Sir) W. R. Lawrence, 1.C.5., 1895, we have little reference to ornament,

but he says that the Kashmir lapidaries import all their more valuable stones, such as agate, bloodstone, carnelian,

cat’s-eye, garnet, lapis-lazuli, onyx, opal, rock crystal, and turquoise, from Badakshan, Bokhara, and Yarkand.

There are, however, certain local stones for ornaments and buttons. These stones are soft and are incapable of a

high polish. “All Kashmiri women wear their hair in a peculiar arrangement of many plaits, in which black

wool or silk is interwoven. Up to marriage these plaits are separate, but after marriage they are gathered

together and fastened with a heavy tassel. One of the customs at marriages is the gulimiut , the giving of money

and jewels. A Hindu boy of Kashmir has his ears pierced at the sixth month of his age. At his marriage he is

decked with jewels and brave with heron’s plumes. The girl wears jewels, and when her marriage is consum-

mated discards her anklets. Her father gives her gold and silver jewellery. The only ones that need be

mentioned are the dijharu, ear ornaments of pure gold, of the same mystic shape as the wegu, a figure traced on

the ground at birth, and the chandanhar, a gold ornament worn round the neck, which, however, is always given

to the bride by her father-in-law. Both are worn while the husband lives. The bridegroom receives from his

father-in-law gold earrings and gold armlets, in addition to a sum of money. The silver work of Kashmir is

extremely beautiful. The silversmith works with a hammer and chisel, and will faithfully copy any design
which may be given to him.” He is the jeweller of the country. The lapidaries of Srinagar possess very

great skill, and are especially proficient as seal-cutters. On the whole, the references to jewellery are few and

disappointing.

Captain Knight, 48th Regt., in his “Diary of a Pedestrian in Cashmere and Tibet,” which was written in

1863, describes an entertainment at the palace of the Maharaja in Srinagar, where the chief was plainly dressed,

and his turban without any ornament of any kind, in strong contrast to the rest of his court. His heir (aged eight

years), had, however, three or four valuable necklaces, one being of pear-shaped emeralds of great size and

beauty. He refers to the skill of the natives in engraving on stone and metal, some of whose performances

would bear comparison with any European workmanship of a similar kind. He adds that they also work

in filigree silver, charging about sixpence in every two shillings’ worth of silver for their labour. He gives

us three portraits of Kashmir women. He describes a dance at a small place in the Waka Valley. The

nach girls were attired most picturesquely. “They all wore caps of some kind, either of a small close-fitting

pattern, like a fez, or in the shape of a large and very ultra-Scotch cap, black, and very baggy; these

were hung round with little silver ornaments, something in the shape of wine labels for decanters, but studded

with turquoises ; some of them, also, wore brooches, generally formed of three carnelians or turquoises in a row.

The broad bands of turquoises, worn usually on the forehead, were for the time disrated from their post of

honour and were suspended instead from the nape of the neck, over a square piece of stiff cloth, embroidered with

strings of red beads. Round the shoulders and hanging low, in order to show off the turquoises, lumps of amber,

and other family jewels, were the sheepskin cloaks, inseparable from Tibetan female costume The ladies, in

spite of their savage jewellery and rude manner, were much more womanly and respectable than their gaudy

be-ringed and barefooted rivals in India.”

Mrs. J. L. Bishop (Bird) in her “Among the Tibetans,” has some account of a Kashmir Province, a part

of Western Tibet. She observes that the Tibetans, of both sexes, about Leh wear many heavy ornaments.

The hair of the women is dressed once a month in many much-greased plaits, fastened together at the back by a

long tassel. The head-dress is a strip of cloth or leather, sewn over with large turquoises, carbuncles, and silver

ornaments. This hangs in a point over the brow, broadens over the top of the head, and tapers as it reaches the

waist behind. The ambition of every Tibetan girl is centred in this head gear. Hoops in the ears, necklaces,

armlets, clasps, bangles of brass or silver, and various implements stuck in the girdle and depending upon it,

complete a costume pre-eminent in ugliness. Leh is a great trade centre, and caravans arrive in it daily from

Kashmir, the Panjab, and Afghanistan.

It appears that Afghan women, notwithstanding the difficulties in their way, are really very fond of jewellery,

and so, to some extent, are the men. The latter have now been told to be content with signet rings. We may

be sure, however, that sumptuary laws of this kind will not be very lasting in their application. They have never

answered in Europe, even though the penalty, as in the case of those of the d’Estes in Ferrara, for breaches of

their arbitrary rules on this important question, was even death.

Bellew, in his “ Kashmir and Kashghar,” remarks that the Khanate of Kashghar, in the time of the Arab

conquest, was known as Little Bokhara, and, in that of the Chaghtaq rulers, as Moghulistan or Moghul-land, and

in more recent times is familiar as Eastern or Chinese Turkistan or Turk-land. The population forms separate

states or settlements, separated from each other by desert. There are thirteen such isolated settlements within

the Kashghar territory, of which the largest is Yarkand, the seat of government under the Chinese. Another is



Aksu. Another Khutan, where are gold mines and jade quarries. Aksu is interesting to Indians, because it was

the capital of Toghluc Taimur, of Chaghtaq descent, who moved from it to Kashghar. The Emir Taimur, or

Tamerlane, directed five campaigns against the country, and conquered and beggared it, so that it has never

recovered, but Aksu once more became the capital. Some interesting ornaments from this place are illustrated

in this article.

These States finally came under the rule of Yakub Beg, the Atalik Ghazi, or “Champion of the Faith,” and

Dr. (afterwards Surgeon-General) Bellew accompanied a British mission to him. He passed through the Bhot

(Western Tibet) country. The men, he says, wear rings of gold or silver wire, strung with beads of coral and green

turquoise, in their ears, and a big boss of amber or agate suspended as a charm or amulet on their breasts. The Bhot

female beauties were most fond of their head-dresses. “The hair, parted in the centre of the forehead, is plaited

over the crown into two fillets, which are prolonged as lappets hanging down the back by means of braided wool

adjuncts. The two fillets are united along the middle line by a mixed row of cowries, beads of red coral, agate,

turquoise, malachite, and gold coins, according to the means of the wearer. These ornaments are sometimes seen

studding the fillet so closely as to conceal the hair, and form a sort of plaited shield to the head. Amongst the

wealthy they are of finer quality and look well, but as commonly seen they form a repulsive-looking medley, sug-

gestive of torment to the wearer; for when once made up, they are seldom undone for months together, or maybe

years. The side tresses are arranged in puffs over each ear, and kept in form by a patch of black fleece and braid,

which covers the ears and temples, and looks somewhat like the blinkers of a coach horse; and hanging from the ears

below their edges are strings of large beads of glass, or coral, or turquoise, etc. Besides these, the Bhot woman wears

a necklace of similar ornaments and large wristlets of a single bit of white conch, and in addition a chatelaine which

hangs from her girdle, and is loaded with white bosses of conch, or strung with cowries and beads of agate and

turquoise ; all conspicuous by their swinging against the dark ground of her frock.” Furthermore, to please their

lords, the comely ones add to their charms by smearing their cheeks and forehead with the juice and seeds of the

ripe berry of the belladonna plant ; the yellow seeds especially being arranged effectively so as to make the face

appear as if sprinkled with grains of gold. I quote rather fully, because Dr. Bellew was a careful observer, and

he introduces to us the use of new ornaments. Ladakh, where these people live, has been under Kashmir since

1834. In the time of one of the rulers of Yarkand, Ababak, a well was discovered, which contained so much treasure

in jewels and money that he organised a systematic exploration of all the ancient ruins in his territory,

notably of those from Khotan, and realised immense wealth in precious gems and metals. The greater part of

this was afterwards plundered, but the most valuable were carried off by the cruel chief when he was himself

driven from his country, and were thrown by him into the torrents of the Yurangcash and Caracash rivers, because

he feared lest his possession of so much wealth would lead to his destruction. He was, indeed, tracked and slain.

These remarks are interesting in connection with many previous notes in these papers. In the Yarkand bazdr it

was rare to see any
rich ornaments of gold or silver, though, from the fact that embroidered veils studded with

rubies and pearls on a border of gold fringe, gold and red coral ear-drops, and bracelets set with emeralds and

turquoises, were for sale in the shops, it is fair to assume that ornaments were in use in the zananas, but in public

they were certainly not the fashion. The jade trade was, however, encouraged under the Chinese, but the

industry is now practically extinct. Dr. Bellew with difficulty procured some old articles of jade cut in the

Indian style.

In his “ From the Indus to the Tigris,” published in 1879, Dr. Bellew says that “The highly organised and

intricate system of European civilisation introduced into India, and now being consolidated within the limits of the

British empire there, though not without its advantages, has hardly produced a shadow of effect on the bordering

countries lying beyond the region of its control.
. . . Cross the mountain barrier limiting the plains of India, and

you pass at once from civilisation to barbarism, from order to anarchy, from security to danger, from justice to

oppression.” In the main this is still correct, at least until the sphere of Russian influence is reached, and in

matters of dress and ornament the little change which he noticed is only in the direction of decadence, or in the

addition of a few articles of inferior quality and taste.

Mr. A. S. Landor, in “ In the Forbidden Land,” 1898, refers to the neck hangings, made of musk-deer teeth, of

the Shoka girls (Botiyas or Chandas). He illustrates some Shoka earrings, or little triangular plates from which

hang chains ending in small discs with twice as many chains falling from them, and terminating with small plates

toothed at the bottom. Also silver-wire earrings with a wire vertical bar ending in coral beads of Tibetan

origin (pp. 112-1 13). Portraits of girls are given (p. 1 15), who wear the usual torque and strings of necklaces,

with amulets, triangular plaques, or coins, and a head-band which helps to support the ear ornaments.

The Tibetan men, except the Lamas, who shave their heads, “wear a pigtail ornamented with a piece of

cloth, in which it is sewn and passed through. Rings of ivory, bone, glass, metal or coral and malachite
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ornaments are also common in Tibet for the same purpose,
and are much valued by the natives. Men wear,

passed through the lobe of the ear, an earring of malachite ornamentations, and often with an additional long

pendant. It is usually of brass or silver, and occasionally of gold. More common than the silver earring is the

brass or silver charm box, frequently containing a likeness of Buddha, which nearly every d ibetan carries slung

round his neck.” The women of certain Dakaits, or robbers, with whom he traded near the Manasarovar Lake, had

their hair plaited into numberless little tresses, brought up and fastened in a graceful curve over the head, kept firm by

a red turban. They wore large earrings of gold inlaid with malachite. At a Tibetan serai he met a number of

Tibetan women who wore brooches, rings, and earrings of brass or silver inlaid with malachite, some of which he

illustrates. For example, there is an earring with a little rhomboidal star. Some are set with malachite in pieces,

or in a paste, as an oblong brooch with semi-circular projections. There is also a flat silver charm with engraved

lotus and leaf ornament. He remarks the predisposition to the triangular, square and lozenge outline, with

special inclination to geometrical patterns ; which, he observes, is a tradition probably inherited from their

Moghul ancestors.

At p. 7, Vol. 11., is an illustration which shows clearly the plain ivory rings which enrich the pigtail of the

Tibetan young man. Silver filigree work seems to be made only at Lhassa and Shigatze. Ihe 11 head-dress of

the Tibetan woman is curious, the hair being carefully parted in the middle, and plastered with melted butter

over the scalp as far down as the ears ; then it is plaited all round in innumerable little tresses, to which is

fastened the Tchukti, three strips of heavy red and blue cloth joined together by cross bands ornamented with

coral and malachite beads, silver coins and bells, and reaching from the shoulders down to the heels. 1 hey

seemed very proud of this ornamentation, and displayed much coquetry in attracting our notice to it. Wealthier

women in Tibet have quite a small fortune hanging down their backs, for all the money and valuables earned or

saved are sewn on to the Tchukti. To the lower end of the Tchukti one, two, or three small rows of small brass

or silver bells are attached, and therefore the approach of the Tibetan dames is announced by the tinkling of their

bells, a quaint custom, the origin of which they could not explain to me, beyond saying that it was pretty and

that they liked it.” His illustration (p. 57) shows a far more elaborate Tchukti than that usually represented.

He also has a portrait of a Lhassa lady “who wore her hair, of abnormal length and beauty, in one huge tress,

and round her head, like an aureole, was a circular wooden ornament, on the outer part of which were fastened

beads of coral, glass and malachite. The arrangement was so heavy that, though it fitted the head well, it had

to be supported by means of strings tied to the hair and others passed over the head. By the side of her head,

and hanging by the ears and hair, were a pair of huge silver earrings inlaid with malachite, and round her neck,

three long strings of beads with silver brooches. Considerable modifications necessarily occurred in the garments

and ornaments, according to the locality and the wearer’s condition in life, but the general lines of their clothing

were practically the same. Often a loose silver chain belt was worn considerably below the waist, and rings and

bracelets were common everywhere.”

At p. 101 he depicts the single earring worn by high officials. It is a kind of hook with bead ornaments as the

pendant, and which terminates in the shape of a dagger point. Malachite, which he so often mentions, must be

rough and badly-coloured turquoise.

In “Western Tibet, Nari, and the British Borderland,” Mr. C. A. Sherring, I.C.S. (1906), remarks that

Mount Meru (Kailas in the Heaven of Shiva) has square sides of gold and jewels. Its eastern face is crystal, the

south is sapphire, the west is ruby, and the north is gold. (Waddell.)

The Bhotia women of Almora and British Garhwal wear much silver jewellery in the form of long necklaces

of coins, &c., and shorter ones of beads, chains, amulets, and large earrings, with bracelets and finger rings ; and

in an illustration in his book there are also depicted, on the right shoulders of one of them, tusks of the musk-deer.

The Bhotias of our hills are found all along our Tibetan border from Nepal on the east to 1 ehri State on the

west, for a distance, roughly speaking, of thirty miles south of the border line, and at the mouths of all the passes

into Tibet. In the matter of dress there is a great difference between the Western and Eastern Bhotias.

Gold ornaments are very common with the women of the west, whereas they are unknown among their

eastern Bhotia sisters, except in a few of the very richest families. The hair of the eastern women is plaited

into a tail which comes down to the shoulder blades, and in Chandans (the holy land of the Bhotias) a little lower,

the front hair is plaited into slender threads (Tzi), which are very carefully arranged on both sides of the face,

and a silver chaplet (known as Anjang) invariably holds the plaits in place. All women wear large quantities of

beautiful silver jewellery, some of which hangs down in long tapering chains almost as far as the knees. (The

big collar is very noticeable in all the illustrations.) Mr. Sherring observes that the Eastern Bhotias invariably

put women in a high place, in this way differing radically from Hindus, who regard her as a chattel, and

Buddhists, who let her rank among dogs. These Bhotias are of Tibetan origin, but are daily becoming more
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Hinduised, though primarily they neither follow the Lamaism of Tibet nor the Hinduism of the Plains of

India. The traders to one or the other country reverence its peculiar deities when there. They are not

polyandrous. A widow throughout the whole of Bhot leaves off all jewellery for a year or more after her

husband’s death, and also the nath, or wedding nose-ring.
Gartok is the summer capital of Western Tibet. At p. 177 of Mr. Sherring’s book there is a portrait of the

“ Chum ”or Rani, wife of three brothers, the principal officials at Taklakot in Western Tibet. One of her

husbands was the viceroy-elect. She wore a tiara of turquoise and coral, earrings of silver and turquoise,

a silver charm suspended from the neck, and beads fastened to the waist. The Tibetans wear a silver casket

with a charm on the person. The former being highly decorated, must be regarded as an ornament. The casket

is square with an arched top. Another form of charm-casket is oblong with arch-shaped ends. It is often

enriched with turquoises. Women also wear on the bosom a silver chatelaine, to which are attached such

articles as an ear-spoon, tooth-pick, brush for cleaning jewellery, a flat instrument cleaner, thorn extractor, or

tweezers for pulling out hairs on the face. The turquoise is the lucky colour and keeps off the evil eye.

Silver pendants with silk tassels and caskets for charms are made for ladies of position in Lhassa in Central

Tibet. Chatelaines of white and blue beads and tiny brass bells are also worn at the side by women. The woman’s

tiara is made of red cloth and mounted with coral and turquoise, both of which are considered lucky. The women

of the Dokpas or nomads, near the Manasarovar Lake, plait their hair into strings, which are fastened on to long

ribbons of cloth ornamented with white beads and reaching to the ground. High officials in Western Tibet wear

a long earring of turquoise, etc., in the left ear. The tinkling of the bells hanging from the waist of a woman can

be heard a long way off. It is a common sight to see a man covered with charms—one for smallpox, one for

accident, one for disaster in business, and so on. The whole nation is devoted to wearing earrings, finger

rings, amulets, etc., set with the blue turquoise, which is a specific against the evil eye (but the blue must not

have lost its colour), and the Bhotias do a large trade in this article.

The tea-cup, which is carried by Tibetans and is so much valued, is often made of onyx and jade, and is

therefore an article of ornament. Among the Western Bhotias, before marriage a girl wears a nose ring called

Bali
;

but after marriage and until her husband’s death, she invariably wears the Nath nose-ring. Gold, called

Horain, is put into a dying man’s hand. The use of blue turquoise or blue beads is widespread. Thus, for

example, in a paper on
“ Survivals of Primitive Religion among the people of Asia Minor,” read before the

Victoria Institute on March 1 Sth, 1907, the Rev. G. E. White, Dean of Anatolia College, refers to the use of

blue beads, which are worn by children in Anatolia in order to keep off the evil eye, the malign influence of which

is so much believed in, not only in Asia but in Europe, as, for example, in Naples, where belief in the

Jettatura, or “evil eye,” is all-powerful.

In his work, “At the Court of the Amir” (1895), Dr. Gray observes that the silver and gold smiths

in Kabul “make native ornaments similar to those one sees in India ; broad, thin, perforated bracelets ; studs for

the nostrils, that the hillmen wear—this custom, however, is not so common as among the Hindus ; necklaces of

coins and discs, amulet boxes, belt buckles, and so on. Nothing original or peculiar to Afghanistan seems to be

made.” He refers to the treatment of disease by the priests by the “ faith cure,” which mainly consists in writing

on a scroll one of the attributes of God, “the Merciful,” “the Compassionate,” or “the Restorer,” which is rolled

up in silk or leather, and bound on the diseased part of the body. If the patient is wealthy enough, it is enclosed

in a little cylindrical box of silver made for the purpose. This, of course, may be made highly ornamental. Most

children, even if healthy, have similar charms fastened to them. He noticed that the Sultana, or her women,

fastened one in a gold cylindrical box on the arm of the little prince, Mohamed Omar, soon after he was born.

Such charms protect from accident, or evil, or the evil eye. Something blue, especially the turquoise, is especially
valuable for the latter purpose, and is worn by men set in rings, and by women or children in turquoise ornaments.

They also wear blue beads, A little slave page boy from Kaffristan wore two large emeralds looped in each

other by a ring of gold. He painted the portrait of the Amir himself in an otter-skin busby ornamented with a

diamond star. On another occasion Dr. Gray noticed that the prince wore beautiful rings. The Sultana showed

him her crowns ; they were heavy, of beaten gold worked in intricate designs, and lined with velvet. One had

ostrich plumes in it ; another had common artificial flowers tucked in round the top.

Reference has been made in several places to the great partiality for turquoises in Tibet, Kashmir, and other

parts of Asia, and to the fact that the best specimens come from Nishapur in Persia. Lord Curzon (at that time

the Hon. G. N. Curzon, M.P.), in 1892, in his work on
“Persia and the Persian Question,” has some interesting

notes on this and other subjects connected with jewellery, of which the succeeding paragraphs are a summary :

Meshed is in close proximity to the famous turquoise mines of Nishapur, but all the best stones are bought

at the mouth of the mines, and are exported to foreign countries, only the residue, apparently, being received in
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Meshed. The mines are 36 miles N.W. of Nishapur. They are the source of 999 out of every 1000 turquoises

that come into the market. The commonest slabs are converted into charms and amulets, “Arabic characters

being engraved and gilded upon them so as to hide the flaws. A roaring trade in these trinkets is driven with

the pilgrims at Meshed.” Some other references to jewellery follow. He observes that in the new museum in

the palace of the Shah in Teheran will be found the royal regalia, and an infinite variety of gems cut, uncut, or

set in
every variety of fashion. “A square glass case contains a vast heap of pearls, four or five inches deep,

into which one can plunge the hand and spill them in cascades and handfuls. At the upper end of the room,

beneath glass cases, are a number of royal crowns, dating from the Sevavean days to modern times, prominent

among them being the mighty head-piece, pearl-bedecked, and with flashing jika or aigrette of diamonds in

front, which is worn by the king at Noroz, and was so familiar an object upon the head of Path Ali Shah, as

depicted in the illustrations, English and Persian, of the early part of the century.” The superb throne in the

council chamber, the writer, moreover, proves not to be the Peacock Throne of the Moghuls. The Daria-i-Nur,

or “Sea of Light,” the companion stone of the Koh-i-nur, is said to have descended from Timur to Moharned

Shah, who was relieved of it by Nadir Shah, and it was worn in one of his bazubands or armlets by Path Ali

Shah, who had his name scratched upon it.

The Armenian women of Julfa wear broad girdles adorned with silver plates. The Bahrein banks are the

richest and most certain for the pearl fishery on the Arabian coast of the Persian Gulf. Bahrein pearls are

(speaking generally)
“

not so white as Ceylon pearls, but are larger and more regular in shape; while they are

said to regain their lustre for a longer period. The merchants despatch them to the Indian market, whence a

great many come back again to Arabia and Persia.” Almost the sole work in the precious metals worthy of

mention is the filigree work of Zangam.

The Globe of March 14th, 1907, quotes the following from the Central News:—“The Shah’s Jewels. A

Collection worth £10,000,000. Vienna, March 14. A message from Teheran says that a careful inventory
of the jewel treasure left by the late Shah shows that the value of the precious stones collected by him amount to

about ten millions sterling. The collection contains a number of unrivalled diamonds and other stones. The old

Crown of the Persian Dynasty holds a ruby as big as a hen’s egg. A belt studded with diamonds, worn only on

great State occasions, weighs iS lbs., and is valued at several hundred thousand pounds. A sword with a

diamond-covered scabbard is valued at a quarter of a million sterling. A remarkable feature of the collection is

a square block of amber of 400 cubic inches, which, according to the legend, dropped from the skies at the time

of Mahomet.”

The turquoise has also become fashionable in Europe, and if suitably combined with other stones, and

properly set, is worthy of its popularity. The Central Asian woman, however, spoils its effect by putting

wrong colours in juxtaposition with it, and seems, moreover, to have no regard to perfection of its colour.

We find in most of the Indian languages a very large number of names of different ornaments, showing the

great importance which is attached to the subject. Some of these, and of allied words, in languages used in the

countries referred to in Parts IV., V., and VI., are given in the following lists :

Kashmiri (Elmslie’s Vocabulary).—Ornaments : gehna, manari. Earring : dejihur, kanadur, kanawaj, kana-

wol. Necklace : tasbi, mal, shgalar, kanth trut, kautmal. Bracelet : bungir, kaur, gul, katsabungir, athakur,

dodabungir, phalibungir, katsakar, shishi, gunus, kur, kankani, kangun, karelabungir. Bracelet maker : bungarigur.
Bracelet seller, bungiriwoin. Anklet : godakur. Amulet : tawiza. Ring : nal, waj, dayira. Diadem or crown :

gunda. Coral : ludir. Coral necklace : ludirimal. Crown : taj, jega, mokat. Woman’s head-dress : zol,

kasaba. Rosary : tasbih. Tin or silver charm case worn by Musalmans ; dolnah. Band adorned with beads

worn by Musalmdn women : gunus. Lapidary : manhr.

Bracelets and other ornaments are made of gold, silver, brass, copper, tin, and a fine kind of clay. Dr.

Elmslie observes that probably the Kashmiris learned the use of the kangri, or chafing vessel, from the Italians in

the retinue of the Mogul emperors, showing how ready they were to adopt foreign customs. The Panditanis wear

bells about the ankles. Kashmiri is a Prakrit or derivative language. It has been said that out of 100 Kashmiri

words, 25 will be found to be Sanskrit, 40 Persian, 15 Hindustani, 10 Arabic, 10 Tibetan, Turki, etc. The

words for jewellery are obviously taken, in
many cases, from the different languages from which Kashmiri is

derived.

The next list is of Panjabi words copied from the Dictionary of Capt. Starkey, published in 1849 ;—Earring,
for men : wala, unut hfan tongul, murkya dhedo ; for women : jhubke, walian, dudyan. Necklace ; mala, kunthi.

Armlet, for men : barwatla ; for women, bajuband. Bracelet, for men : karrah ; for women ; chunan, ghokaru.

Ring: chhap, chala. Rosary: mala, sirimunl, tasbih. Diadem: jigar, kalgi, tora. Crown of a king; motakd.

Ornament: banouna, soj. Jewel: tumba. Jeweller; joan bach.
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Ihe next list comes from “a Dictionary of the Pukkhto or Pukshto Language, in which the words are

traced to their sources in the Indian and Persian languages,” by H. W. Bellew, of the Bengal Medical Service,

which was published in 1867. The author observes in his preface that it is the language of the Afghans, and

that most of the purely Pukkhto words are derived from the Persian, from which country, indeed, the Afghans

appear to have derived most of their literature. Amulet: t’awiz, tawftak, amel, dawa, tilisur. Earring : chala,

walai, lakkhtaf, barghwagai, deda, barghotai, mandaraf. Nose ring: pezwhn, natkaf, chargul, pfshai. Necklace:

amel, kar, psol, badai. Neck ring : ogai. Armlet: maatkai, bazuband. Bracelet below elbow : bahu, bangrai.
Bracelet at wrist: kangaur, karai, wakkhai, gajrai. Coral : marjan. Crown : taj, khol. Finger ring : khamacha,

guta, karai, tsalai, anrwat, shasht, arsaf. Anklet or the feet : paekara, pakhwandai, pdenzeb. Gold or silver smith

or jeweller, zargar. Jewel: gaura, kalai, zewar. Gem: gauhar or jauhar. Pendant or tassel: zundai, zunbak.

Pearl ; marghalara, marwarfd, durr. Ornament ; zewar, kalai, ganra or gahana, zeb, zinat, andzor, kkhewa,

singar. Head ornament: t’awiz, gul, daraf, tik. Rosary : tasbfh, tasbe, (one bead) tasbah. Signet: muhr,

ghamai.

The following words are taken from the English and Sindhi Dictionary of Capt. George Stack (1849). The

Sindhi, he states, like the Hindustani, borrows from the Arabic, the Persian, and the Sanskrit, to an extent only

limited by the learning and fancy of the writer. He gives only the common words so borrowed, besides those in

pure
Sindhi. Earrings or ornaments for the ear ; duru, kewati, panido, ludko, kudhlu, jhumku, kurk, bilido,

ganu, dedhi, chhali, chandrasena, waif, mukri, chanwulu, deudhi, tamido, nakhi, bundidho, manru, bundf, wfndhf,

changulu. Nosering: nath, bulo. Necklace; haru, mala, kanthf, jawida (plural), kathmal, kandhi, kandhilo,

chandanharu, dugdugf, sanghar, chapkali, dun, sapiclo, galpato. Arm ornaments : khanj, gubho, dfridf, pato,

bazubandu, banhfn, bukf, bodfndo, churl, banharkhl, taithu, banhuti. Bracelets: pahunchl, kanganu, badolo,

katiyro, chudi, chudo, kanginl, dastf, toku, manglfn, mori, sanghi, sidhwalo. Finger ring (plain) : chhalo ; (with

stone), mundl. Ankle ornaments : kutepato, ghinghira (plural), miro, panzebu, do, chheri. Armlet: tabfzu,

kaunchu, taithu, phulu. Rings: wedhu, sustu, nahidyo, khfrmundi, bfndo, bfndi, anduthi, bichhunado. Toe

ring ; bichhunado, kichfndf, bandido, aniwato. A set of ornaments : sdhi. Ornaments for the person : gahu,

gahuo, manyo, jewaru, thoku. Crown of a deity or bridegroom : mukitu, mutiku. A gem ; jawahiru, ratmi.

Sind, though in the Bombay Presidency, is, in many respects, more allied to the Panjab than to it, for wr hich

reason the list is given in this place.

Bellew gives the following names of ornaments in Brahoe, the language spoken in Baluchistan : —Sant,

ornament; tabiz, charm; chhalar, signet ring; tik, seal; paura, earring; lik, ear-drop; phula, nose ring; durr,

pearl ring ; jamak, gold ring ; dawani, frontlet; tauc, necklet; chandanhar, necklace ; daswana, armlet; balunk,

bracelet ; kangaur, wristlet ; padiuk, anklet.

The Persian names, which follow, are given in the dictionary of that language which was published in 1889

by Mr. A. Wollaston. It will be easily seen how many of the words in the preceding lists are derived from it. Jewel :

jauhar, gauhar, sang-i-gfmati, dar. Ornament: zivar. Jewel box: darj. Jeweller: jauharl, zargar. Jewellery,

precious stones : javahir. Ornaments of gold : zivarat, zivar-alat. Earring ; halkah-i-gush, gushvarah, avizah.

Nose ring: halkah-i-bini, khazam, barsan (obsolete). Crown: taj, afsar, iklil (pi. akalii), daliun, matasal.

Garland : dastah, ikd, manzudah, taj-i-gul, zangir-i-gal. Tiara, as for crown : daihim, asabah (pi. asaib).

Fillet: sar-band. Aigrette worn by women: titah. Royal, worn by men: ji'ka. Necklace: gardan-band,

kaladah, galuband, tok (pi. atvak), avizah. Armlet: bazu-band, dast-band, yarah, alangu. Bracelet ; dast-band,

yarah, dastaru, bazuband, sivar (pi. asavir), alangu (common). Girdle : kamar-band, hizam. Shoulder-belt:

himalah (pi. himail). Anklet : pai-baranjan, pa-zib, khalkhal (pi. khalakhil). Anklet of small bells : stisk. Ring

for the finger; angashta, angashtarin. Signet ring; khatam. Thumb ring used by archers: shasht, angashta-

vanah, zahgir. Watch chain : zanjir-i-saat. Locket : mui-dan, zalf-dan.

Mr. David Fraser, the correspondent of the Times of India, according to the Globe of May 15th, in an

interesting description of Meshed which he has sent to the former paper, observes that the walls of the mosque

of the famous Imam “are adorned with the rarest trinkets and jewels; here an aigrette of diamonds, there a

sword and shield studded with rubies and emeralds, rich old bracelets, large massive candelabra, necklaces of

immense value
.... Beyond are three doors ; one of silver, one of gold plates studded with precious stones,

and the third of carpet sewn with pearls.” Here also are the ashes of the famous Kalif, Haroun-el-Rashid. Ihe

above quotation is interesting as shewing how an ancient custom in the East has survived, and the curious use to

which valuables of all kinds are sometimes put.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART V.

Plate 48. —323. Portrait of H.H. Maharaja General Sir Ranbir Singh, G.C.5.1., C.1.E., of Jamu and

Kashmir, 1857-1885. The dominions of this important chief comprise Jamu in the plains, and Kashmir, Ladakh,

Gilgit, Baltistan, &c., in the hills. The area is stated to be 80,9000 square miles, and the population 2,933,001.

Srinagar, on the Jhelum river, is the capital of Kashmir. It had, in 1901, 122,618 inhabitants, and is the seat

of the greater part of the art manufactures of the Happy Valley. The original portrait was painted by William

Carpenter, and is one of the series of Indian life by him, which are exhibited in the Indian Section of the Victoria

and Albert Museum.

Plate 49. —324. Portrait of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, who founded the kingdom of the Panjab, and ruled

from 1791 to 1839. He carefully avoided collision with the British power; but, after his death, two wars

followed, which led in 1849 to the Province being annexed. The original portrait was painted by Jewan Ram, a

native of Delhi, who accompanied the Governor-General (Lord William Bentinck) when he interviewed the

Maharaja in 1831, at Rupar, on the Sutlej, in the present district of Ambala. On this occasion the Maharaja
seems to have worn a good deal of jewellery ; but one who was present at the great durbar of 1838, which took

place near Ferozepur, at which the Governor-General (Lord Auckland) and the
“

Lion of the Panjab,” as Ranjit

Singh has been styled, exchanged visits, informs us that the chief hardly wore any ornaments, though his

followers were decked with most valuable jewellery. Jaquemont, the French traveller and naturalist, also states

that, as a rule, Ranjit Singh wore few ornaments. He thoroughly appreciated their intrinsic value, however, as

is proved by the successful tricks to which he is said to have resorted in order to obtain the surrender of the

Koh-i-nur diamond from Shah Shuja-ul-mulk, the unfortunate Afghan chief. From this point of view it may be said

perhaps that the English were not less appreciative, seeing, by the third article of the Treaty at the annexation of the

Panjab in 1849, that famous historic
gem was surrendered to the Queen of England. Ranjit Singh was born in

1780. He was the grandson of a man who, according to one authority, from a “highwayman became head of

the Sookar-Chukea misl,” one of the twelve great confederacies of the Sikh nation. Ranjit Singh himself

obtained a grant of Lahore from Zaman Shah, the Durani ruler of Kabul, in 1799, and finally established him-

self as ruler of all the Panjab, including Kashmir, to the north of the Sutlej river. Up to his death he remained

on good terms with the British.

The figures in Plates 50, 51 and 52 are shewn in order to illustrate the ancient love of ornaments and the mode

of wearing them in the East. It will be seen that the Indians are only following customs derived from the most

remote antiquity. The religious images teach the same lesson as the sculptures of secular persons.

Plate 50.—325. Figure of a king or Bodhisatwa, that is, a being who has arrived at supreme wisdom, and

yet consents to remain as a creature for the good of men (Beal). From Jamalgarhi, Ancient North India.

Presented by General A. Cunningham to the India Museum, and transferred to the British Museum. 326. Vishnu

as Surya, the Sun. The ornaments are very fine. The image is an old one. The ordinary attributes of Vishnu

are represented. Amongst the subsidiary figures, the Dwarf, Bawan ; the Man Lion, Narsingha; and the Boar,

Varaha, are prominent. The armlets, girdle, earrings, bracelets, and anklets of the god are ancient in form. The

earrings and armlets of some of the minor figures are also old. From the Bridge Collection, British Museum.

Plate 51. —327 is a bust of Akme, daughter of Shamshigeram, son of Malku, son of Hedram ; from

Palmyra. British Museum No. 578.

Plate 52.—328. Bust inscribed with the name of the daughter of Ogailu Shalmawi,

the wife of Rabb-el-Yarha (No. 574, British Museum), from Palmyra (Syria). It was at its prime under

Odenatus and his queen Zenobia, about 273 a.d., and was manifestly Grecian, though it is said to be the

ancient Tadmor built by King Solomon. The profusion of ornaments is worthy of notice. The busts are stated

in the British Museum Catalogue to be “specially of value on account of the minuteness with which the personal

ornaments and details of dress are sculptured.” They represent persons living in the period of the Roman

Empire, about b.c. 200 —a.d. 200.

Plate 53. —Filigree work. The principal example in this plate is No. 330, a necklace or chandanhar from

Narpur in the Kangra District. Mr. Percy Brown, to whom I am indebted for so many of the excellent photographs
which have been reproduced in Parts IV. and V., informs me that No. 330 is a very fine specimen, which he has

only recently acquired while on tour in Kangra. He adds that the workmanship is very fine indeed. The

ornament is all silver, without stones, jewels, or any other material. For purposes of comparison, four specimens

of filigree work, from the Indian Section of the Victoria and Albert Museum, are illustrated in the same plate,

viz.: 329. A large button of silver; Icelandic, of the 19th century. 331. A brooch of silver; parcel gilt,
ornamented with filigree and coloured glass. North German, of the 19th century. 332. A pendant with figure
of St. George. Maltese; 1 Bth century. 333. A belt clasp of silver filigree. Icelandic; 19th century.
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Plate 54. —The objects in this plate were also taken from Mr. Percy Brown’s photographs. 334. Hair

pendant, paranda ; silver. Lahore. This handsome pendant is one of a pair. It hangs over the ear, and is

usually connected with its fellow by a chain or band, or it may be attached to a cap. 335. Hair pendant ; silver

gilt and enamelled, Mr. Percy Brown writes that this
very handsome specimen was also recently acquired by him

while he was in Kangra, the hill district of the Panjab, which is now noted for its tea gardens, and .was formerly

the seat of an ancient and important Hindu Raja. It is hung on the back of the head by a plait of hair, and is

rather uncommon. 336. Bracelet or Pahunchi of gold filigree plaques or buttons from Delhi. This is a specimen

of the work which is so like that of the Etruscans. 337 and 339. A pair of nose rings, Bulak. The thin

hollowed-out leaves are noteworthy. They are conventionalized forms of the pointed leaves of the pipal or Ficus

rehgiosn, the sacred fig of India, each of which moves with every breath of air, and, as some believe,

witnesses to
any

evil committed beneath the branches of the tree. For this reason, it is said, business cannot be

done under a pipal tree, because without lying the trader cannot sell his wares. The bulak is usually suspended
from the septum, or central nasal cartilage. The examples are of gold set with gems, and come from Kotli in the

Kangra District of the Panjab, 338. Amulet of gold, Tawiz, from Hissar. It represents the goddess Devi, or

Bhavani, carrying a trident.

Plate 55.—From original photographs by Mr. Percy Brown. 340. Nose ring, Bala; gold. Crescentic

shape, with numerous small pendants (probably rough pearls and small emeralds, with rubies, or spinels).
Lahore. 341. Earring, Jhumka dhedu (elsewhere called Karanphul with Jhumka) ; gold. Probably set with

flat diamonds and rough pearls. Lahore. 342. Nose ring and chain, Nath dhaga; gold and pearls. The

delicate rosettes of the chain and the hollowed-out leaf pendants are worthy of note. 343. Head-dress, Chhabba;

silk, gold and pearls. Worn by Uhch girls. Lahore. 344. Head ornament, Chaunk ; gold embossed. Lahore.

Plate 56.—The illustrations in Plates 56, 57 and 58 are taken from ornaments obtained from Mahacloh Ju,

one of the principal silversmiths and jewellers in Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir. 345. Back view of a silver

thumb ring, Anawaji. In the front is the usual mirror. 346. Bracelet, Bawit, Bangari ; silver. It is composed

of curiously articulated pieces. 347. Bag or purse, Kalda or Kacheri (literally a treasury). Silver filigree with

plaited chain. 348. Necklet, Halkaband ; yellow base metal and imitation rubies and emeralds. Composed of

plaques, which are strung on thread and backed with cloth. They interlock, being made up in accordance

with a common but ingenious plan. 349. Finger ring, Zigre. A flat silver band pierced to form a floral pattern.

350. Ring for the thumb, Neuth
; silver, set with seven common stones, turquoises and red spinels.

Plate 57. —351 and 352. A pair of silver earrings, Kana waji. 353. Necklace of silver amulet cases strung

on thread ; Dolnaraj. These cases sometimes are enamelled. The trellis pattern filled with sprigs is common on

textiles and in metal and wood work in the Panjab. The copper doors of the famous Durgah Saheb, or the

Sikh temple at Amritsar, are thus ornamented. 354. Tooth-pick of silver, Danda Khilal. The wheel-like flower

in the centre may represent the motion of the sun. 355. Bracelet or Halkaband ; silver, with boss-like orna-

mentation. 356. Triangular head ornament. A silver case set for a charm. It is hung on the turban. The

present example was set with false red and green gems. 357, 358 and 359. Three small silver charm cases, Tawiz.

These are usually suspended on a thread which is worn as a necklace. All these examples came from Kashmir,

and were obtained through Miss E. Gordon Hall.

Plate 58. — Kashmir ornaments. 360. A cap with two jade or plasma and three silver enamelled charms,

Top, Topi, Tomara, and Galtan. There are also two flat circular pendants, embroidered, and set with false

pearls. True jade, and if that is too expensive false jade or plasma, are much admired all over Central Asia.

The silver ornaments are boldly cut and embossed and rudely enamelled. 361. Cap with silver charms, Topi,

Tomara, and Galtan. The three triangular charms are of characteristic Central Asian form. They are really boxes

made to contain charms which are written on paper or parchment. The two other ornaments are made up of a

crescent and figures of the pine or cone form, which is so often represented on Kashmir shawls or other art work.

The crescent, although so often regarded as a special Mohamedan symbol, was derived by the Turks from the

Byzantines, and was a Christian emblem. It is, moreover, associated with the Hindu god Shiv, or Mahadeo. A

great deal of lore is associated with it, as well as with the cone pattern, which has also been derived from the

windings of the river Jhelum at Srinagar, as seen from the Takht-i-Suliman, the temple on the hill which over-

looks that city. There are also two circular pendants, like those of No. 360.

Plate 59.—Unfinished gold ornaments, chiefly intended for the use of women, which are in the Indian

Collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum [979 to 986]. They come from Aksu, an ancient city of Eastern

Turkestan (lat. 41
0

J N., long. 79
0

13' E.), formerly called Arpadil or Arbadil, on the left bank of the Aksu

Daria, a confluent of the Tarin river, and are included in Part V. because the place has some interest to Indians,

as it was a Moghul capital before the days of the great Timur, the invader of India, and it is still celebrated for
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some interesting manufactures. Timur, as was noticed in an earlier number of the Jewellery articles, was

responsible for a good deal of the migrations of art workers in the East, and might easily have transferred some

skilled jew’ellers and goldsmiths to or from India. 363 and 365. Cap Ornaments. 364 and 368. Scarf Orna-

ments. 366, 367, 369, 370 and 371. Dress Ornaments. 362. Forehead Ornament in three parts; lace pattern.

Plate 6o.—-On page 45, Part IV., in dealing with the important subject of seals as ornaments as well as

essentials in the case of men in the East, it was noted that some illustrations of Ancient Egyptian, Sassanian, and

other seals would be given in the present number of the Journal. Plate 60 is therefore included in accordance

with the above statement. On page 51 of the same part, in discussing the art of damascening, reference was

made to two famous specimens in the British Museum, which proved the great antiquity of the art. These

objects are also illustrated in Plate 60. 372. Bronze aegis (shield or protection) of Rh, inlaid with gold, from the

bows of a sacred bark ; on the front, inlaid in gold, is the cartouche, the
prenomen of Apries, King of Egypt

about b.c. 590. Presented by Professor Petrie, 1885. [British Museum label, No. 29(16,037)]. The damascened

work on the base and cartouche are specially prominent. 373. Bronze figure of a king; XXV. Dynasty, with

feather work tunic inlaid with gold, in the character of AnHer. P'ine work. [B.M. label, No. 32 (2277)]. 374.

Carnelian Pehlevi seal; described on page 45, Part IV. B.M. No. 380. 375. Impression of 374 on plaster.

376. Carnelian seal; probably Parthian ; the property of the author. The diadem, or fillet, is well marked. Seals

such as this are found in the ancient Bactria. 377. Ring; gold filigree. Probably Indian. Victoria and Albert

Museum, No. 5. 378. Signet ring; gold; Hindu. The device appears to be Lakshmi or Shri, goddess of

Fortune, wife or Shakti of Vishnu. V. and A. Museum, No. 1014. 379. Signet ring; Persian. V. and A.

Museum, No. 1013. 380. Impression from a carnelian seal engraved for the author in Delhi to commemorate the

two great gatherings, the Imperial Assemblage of 1877 and the Coronation Durbar of 1903, at which he was

present. It is a good example of the work of the Delhi seal engravers, who have for centuries been famed for

their skill. The inscription is as follows ;—“ rasta mujib-i-raza-i-khudast
”

(Truthfulness is the means of pleasing

God). Below it are the dates 1877 and 1903 and the place Delhi. 381. Impression of the seal of a Moghul

emperor, photographed from an Imperial grant to the Maharaja of Jaipur. The following is an explanation of

the Persian inscriptions on the seal, for which the author is indebted to Sahebzada H. Wahid. The

inscription on the crown of the seal is as under:—“ Hu-al-ghalib
”

(God is the conqueror, or above all). The

centre of the seals contains the following inscription:—“ Mohummed Furrokh Seer-Ibn-Azim-ul-Shan. Abu

Zaffar-Moin-ud-din Alumgeer Sani. Badshah Gazi.” Dated 1125 Hijra, or a.d. 1714. The seal is a kind of

genealogical seal of Furrokhseer, as under:—Furrokhseer, son of Abu Zuffer Moinuddin, son of No. 1 (the first

small seal to the right of the crown), and so on round the seal. 1. Shah Alum Badshah ; 2. Alum Geer Bad-

shah ; 3. Shah Jehan Badshah; 4. jehan Geer Badshah; 5. Akbar Badshah; 6. Homayoun Badshah; 7. Baber

Badshah ; 9. Sultan Abu Sayid Shah ; 10. Sultan Mohammed Shah ; 1 1. Meeran Shah ; 12. Amir Timur Sahib

Quiran (Tamerlane). The inscriptions which record this elaborate genealogical tree cover a period of over 400 years.

They were cut in steel, but smaller ones are carved on carnelian stamps or brass seals, and in the latter material,

are in use in many offices in the Native States in India to this day. The royal seal is usually under the custody of

several officers, all of whom must be present when the seal is used, because it is kept in a series of bags, each of

which bears the separate seal of one of those guardians of the royal signet. In like manner the keys of the

royal treasury, or of such departments as are under khns mohr or royal seal, are kept in a similar series of covers.

The royal seal, being so large, is not kept like that of an ordinary individual, as an ornament to be worn on the

finger or suspended from the neck. The royal seals are described in the Ain-i-Akbari, or Institutes of the

Emperor Akbar. Maulana Maqsud, the seal engraver, cut in a circular form upon a surface of steel, in the Riga

character, the name of His Majesty, and those of his illustrious ancestors up to Timurlang. There were other

seals, as, for example, the one used for judicial transactions, which had the following verse round the name of

His Majesty :
“

Rasti-mujib-i-riza-i khudast,

Kas nadidan kih gum shud az rah-i rast.”

(“ Uprightness is the means of pleasing God ; I never saw anyone lost in the straight road.”) The first portion of

this verse is cut on the seal No. 380, Plate 60. The large seal was at first only used for letters to foreign kings, but

afterwards employed for farman-i-sabtis, that is, for high appointments, grants, etc. The seal of the sovereign

was put at the top of the firman. An account of famous seal engravers is given in the Ain. Some were famed

for their work on the carnelian ; and one, Maulan or Ibrahim, for engraving on rubies. He engraved the words

‘T’al jalali
”

(or “the glorious ruby”) upon
all Imperial rubies of value. From this extract, it will be seen how

intimately the art of the seal engraver is connected with the subject of jewellery and precious stones. 382 and

383. Ring and impression, from the British Museum collection, No. 861 (217). Device, bronze lion and star.



384 and 385. Ring and impression from the British Museum, No. 793 (290). Green jasper. Device, scarab

with Bes-headed lion. Uraeus with Shent. 386 and 387. Ring and impression, from the British Museum,

No. 907 (237). Carnelian set in gold. Device, a winged bearded bust. 388 and 389. Ring and impression,

from the British Museum, No. 878 (205). Carnelian. Device, two gazelles. 390. Haematite seal, similar to

those which have been found in Asia Minor, and which are commonly called “ Hittite.” On two of the seals are

religious scenes, in which a man is represented pouring out a libation before a god with two faces
;

and on the

base, within a lace-work pattern, are remains of hieroglyphic symbols, which probably formed the name of the

owner of the seal. The art seems to be the result of a mixture of Egyptian, Assyrian, and Asia Minor influences,

and its probable date lies between s.c. 700 and 100. British Museum No. 1029.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

48. H.H. Maharaja Ranbir Singh, G.C.5.1., of Kashmir. 49. Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 50. Carved figure
and Sculpture. 51. Bust of the lady Akme. 52. Bust of the wife of Rabb-el-Yarha. 53. Ornaments of silver

filigree. 54. Hair Pendants, Bracelet, Nose Rings, &c. 55. Nose Rings, Earrings and Head Ornaments. 56.

Thumb Ring, Bracelet, Bag, Necklet and Rings. 57. Earrings, Necklace, Tooth-pick, Bracelet, Head

Ornaments and Charm Cases. 58. Two Caps with silver charms. 59. Unfinished gold ornaments for women

from Aksu. 60. Illustrations of Damascening on Metal.
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48. —323, H.H. Maharaja Ranbir Singh, G.C.5.1., of Kashmir, 1857 to 1885.





49 .—324. Maharaja Ranjit Singh, Ruler of the Panjab, 1791 to 1839

From a portrait by Jivvan Ram, taken at Rupar in 1831.
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5i . —32 7• Bust of the lady Akme, from Palmyra. British Museum (578).





52.—328* Bust of the wife of Rabb-el-Yarha, from Palmyra. British Museum (574).





53 ■ —329, Large Button of silver, ornamented with filigree work. Icelandic ; 19th century. Victoria and Albert Museum.

330. Necklace; silver filigree. Narpur, Kangra District. Lahore Museum. 331. Brooch; silver, parcel gilt, orna-

mented with filigree and coloured glass. North German ; 19th century. V. and A. Museum. 332. Pendant with

figure of St. George. Maltese
; 18th century. 333. Belt clasp ; silver filigree. Icelandic ; 19th century. V. and A.

Museum.





54.—334. Hair Pendant, Paranda ; silver. Lahore. 335. Hair Pendant; silver gilt and enamelled. Kangra. 336. Bracelet

Pahunchi; gold filigree. Delhi. 337, 339. Nose rings, Bulak ; gold set with glass, etc. Kotli, Kangra District. 338

Charm, Tawiz; gold. Hissar.





55 •—340. Nosering, Bala; gold. Lahore. 341. Earring, Jhumka or Dhedu; gold. Lahore. 342. Nose ring and chain.

Nathdhaga ; gold. Lahore. 343. Head-dress, Chhabba; silk, gold, and pearls. Worn by Uhch girls. Lahore. 344.
Head ornament, Chaunk ; gold, embossed. Lahore.





56. —345. Thumb ring (back), Anawaji. 346. Bracelet. Bawit Bangari; silver. 347. Silver bag or purse, Kalda or Kacheri

348. Necklet, Halkaband ; brass. Kashmir. 349. Finger ring, Zigre ; silver. 350. Ring worn on the thumb, Neuth.





57- —351, 352. A pair of Earrings, Kana-waji; silver. 353. Necklace of seven amulet cases, Dolnaraj, strung on thread;

silver, embossed. 354. Tooth-pick, Danda Khilal ; silver. 355. Bracelet, Halkaband. 356. Head Ornament, Dholna ;
silver case for a charm hung on the turban. 357, 358, 359. Charm Cases, Tawlz ; silver. Kashmir.





58

.—360.

Cap,

with

silver

enamelled

charms,
Topi,

Tomard,
and

Galtan.

361.

Cap

with

silver

charms,
Topi,

Tomara,
and

Galtan.

Kashmir.





59 •—Unfinished Gold Ornaments for Women from Aksu, an ancient Moghul capital in Eastern Turkestan. Floral and scroll

designs. 979 to 986, Victoria and Albert Museum. 363 and 365. Cap Ornaments. 364 and 368. Scarf Ornaments.

366, 367, 369, 370, and 371. Dress Ornaments. 362. Forehead Ornament in three parts; lace pattern.





60.—1 ILLUSTRATIONS OF DAMASCENING ON MeTAL (ANCIENT AND MODERN) AND OF SEALS.

372- Bronze aegis of Ra ; B.C. 590; Egyptian; British Museum. 373. Bronze figure of a king, 25th Dynasty; Egyptian,
719-667 B.C. ; B.M. 374-5. Fehlevi seal ; B.M. 376. Seal ; probably Parthian. 377. Ring, gold filigree; probably Indian ;

V. and A. Museum. 378. Signet ring; Hindu; V. and A. Museum. 379. Signet ring; Persian; V. and A. Museum.

380. Modern seal; Delhi. 381. Moghul Imperial seal. 382,383. Ring; device, bronze lion and star. 384,385. Ring;

green jasper; scarab with Bes-headed lion. 386, 387. Carnelian ring; device, a winged bearded bust. 388, 389. Carnelian

ring; device, two gazelles. 390. Haematite seal; H ittite, B.C. 700-100 ? ; B.M.





PART VI.

THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY; INCLUDING ADEN.

Mr. Cecil L. Burns, Principal of the School of Art in Bombay, in his Monograph on “Gold and Silver

Work in the Bombay Presidency,” includes jewellery. To his interesting publication the reader is therefore referred

for much valuable detailed information on the subject, and especially on the processes of manufacture in the

different districts. The illustrations of his paper, though on a small scale, are very clear and well executed, but

unfortunately, the native names for the different specimens are not given, nor is the place of production. He

regrets the absence in India of authentic examples of ancient objects wrought in the precious metals. The

manufacture of silver and gold ornaments for personal wear in the Presidency, he remarks, is so universal that

no district or city is without silversmiths who are more or less skilful in making the traditional ornaments which

are worn by the different castes ; and he adds that nearly every district has some characteristic local form. In

common with all authorities on the subject, he refers to the fact that jewellery in the past afforded a ready means

of storing up capital; but he believes that, with the increased security of the present day, there is less inducement

to adopt this method of keeping superfluous wealth. Although he notes that the form and style of ornamentation,

particularly in Kachh and Gujarat, have been greatly influenced by European (chiefly Dutch), Persian and

Mongolian ideas, he considers that a reversion to the ancient types is observable, especially amongst Hindus in

outlying places.

In Gujarat the jewellery is usually massive, and many of the ornaments are loaded with bells; but the

richest inhabitants of such places as Ahmedabad wear ornaments into the design of which Western ideas enter

more freely. The following paragraph I quote at length :

“In the Deccan, the Marathas wear graceful head ornaments called kitak
, nag, chdndani , phul and mohr

,

and an armlet of a peculiar shape caused by giving it a bend to firmly grasp the arm. The Mohamedans and

Parsfs of Bombay have ornaments peculiar to themselves, the Mohamedans in the Moghul style of India, and

the Parsfs of the traditional forms of the Sassanian period in Persia, but wrought by Hindu jewellers. The

Parsfs have, however, during the last fifty years, almost completely given up their national jewellery in favour

of that fashionable in Europe.”

In the descriptions of the ornaments of the different districts, frequent reference is made to the proverbial

dishonesty of the sonars, or workers in gold, and to the large amount of alloy they use. Old work is often broken

up to be made into new forms and styles, and at each operation more alloy may be added. Designs are

borrowed without skill and are often mixed with others in a most incongruous fashion, and almost everywhere the

art of the jeweller is on the decline. Lists of ornaments used in different districts are given, but, in most cases,

without such descriptions as admit of identification. Men are using much less jewellery than formerly. We

must all agree with Mr. Burns in the desirability of endeavouring to indoctrinate the workers with a real knowledge

of design, and appreciate the efforts of the Bombay and other Schools of Art to effect this end. The suggestion

that a pattern book containing designs and working drawings of only the finest types of those articles which they

may be called upon to make is also worthy of adoption, though it is doubtful whether it will suffice to greatly

check the deterioration which is so regrettable. The village goldsmith is his own artist, and for him a pattern

book would be useful, especially if it were edited, as it
were, by someone in his district who is competent to select

such examples as are suitable to the local styles and needs. In the large towns, where men work for dealers who

employ artists, it is not the workman, so much as his employers and their designers, who need to be taught. It

is probable that one of the best means of influencing them both is by establishing, as was proposed at the Lahore

Conference of 1893, show-rooms in each large industrial art centre for the display of collections of typical and

approved specimens of each industry, which should be revised and supplemented from time to time by skilled

experts, such as the principals and teachers in the Schools of Art, acting in co-operation with local committees.

Such practical museums would be invaluable to purchasers as well as to dealers and workmen, and particularly

to the artists who design for them. Here, too, might be exhibited selected drawings, not only of specimens of

art work, but such as would illustrate the modes of adapting natural forms to the various industries, Schools of
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Art doubtless do an immense deal in teaching right methods to pupils, but unless the work of these pupils can be

supervised for a few years, when they are beginning their independent careers, it is doubtful whether, under

the conditions of modern trade and patronage, real progress can be made, or whether the degradation in Indian

art, which Mr. Burns and other authorities so lament, can be seriously checked. In this article I include most of

the lists of ornaments given in the Monograph, and supplement the descriptions by such information as is

available.

Mr. Burns has not referred to the Arab influence, which must not be overlooked. In order, therefore, to

serve as a guide to the reader, it is proposed also to add lists of Arab jewellery from the works of Lane and other

writers.

The following is a condensed summary of Mr. Burns’ lists, mostly of jewellery worn in Ahmedabad, with some

modifications from the lists of Babu T. N. Mukarji and others.—Head ornaments worn by women: chak, mud, chandra

kor, phul, ketak. Earrings worn by women : walio, nakhla, vela, machkania, tolia, leap, tongale. Earrings worn by

men: bagdio, laving. Nose-rings: mavkis, walis, kanta, jado. Necklaces worn by both men and women : jumpio,

gunthali kanthi, fulka kanthi, chapdauli kanthi, bugadanani kanthi, pashini kanthi, methini kanthi, mohan-mala

jalini, mohan-mala chitreli, mankani, hira kanthi, sada-mankani mohan-mala, chandar-har-jawari. Necklaces worn

by females only : kanthali, mangal sutar (studded with jewels), chespatti (studded with jewels), kotnahar, tusi or

patian, kali gunthi (studded with jewels), mankhini ser, ambluni ser, gulchhadi, kotni sali, madaha, jamkia.

Armlets used by females only : wanka (studded with jewels), ghugri, surti ghugri, berkhi, bajolta, ghoda wanka,

glo. Armlets used by males as well as females : kachan bachanno, wanka, dodi, kaha (studded with jewels),

kachan bachanno wanka. Articles worn on the upper part of the arm.—Bracelets and bangles used by females

only : chudo, chhund chudo, punian, dantin chudio ambadani (these four are ivory bangles covered with thin sheets

of gold), bangdis (sometimes inlaid with copper), kadan tawshalan, kadan sadanalas kallio, kunkaniao, gujaris,

jao, kerio (these six are sometimes inlaid with lac), sanklar, pohanchis. Bracelets used by males only : nangaru

kallio, sanklan pohanchis. Finger rings used by both sexes : vitio (some of these are studded with jewels), bedio,

ghoda. Girdles used by males only : kandera, siro. Anklets used by females only : gugra walla kalan, gajra,

sapolia, ful sanklan (these four are mostly hollow), kadi sanklan, mograwalla sankla, bagaldanan sanklan, langar,

bedi ; the following are mostly hollow : kalian makaibhatnan, kalian hori-kani-bhatnan, kalian gokhru-bhat,

kalian mograwalla, kalian chapnawalla, kalian ghanubhat, kalian gola pandadanan, kalian surti gothavan, kalian

jarbhat, kalian bajribhat, kalian amblavan, kalian jalinau. Anklets used by children and young boys and girls :

todio, dhana, chhada. Toe rings used by females: anguthia, jotwan, rnanchhalio, satful, kayda, ful. Special

caste or class ornaments.—For Brahmans ; gold : kaliganthi, bangdis, sankla (bracelets), kanthis ; silver : kalian,

sankla (anklets). Mohamedans; gold: patias, bangdis, punchis; silver; kalian, sankla (anklets). Banias (merchants);

gold : bangdis, hathana sankala, chandanhar, kaliganthi, gugario, kanthis of various sorts ; silver : kalian, sankla.

Kunbis (cultivators); gold: kaliganthi, patian, bangdis, sanklan (bracelets), kanthis ; silver : kalian, sanklan (anklets).

In Ahmednagar the Sonars make certain ornaments which require considerable skill, in which little hollow gold
balls or ghugans are much used. These balls are filled with lac, and a triple row of them set in a pad of silk

constitutes the wazratik, one of the most common neck ornaments of Hindu women. The addition of a row of

ornamental flat rectangular pieces of gold called petya, above the three rows of ghugans, constitutes the thusi,

which is consequently a more expensive ornament. Belgaum ; all gold or part gold : tusi or gejjitikki, vajratiki,

puthli, kudi, tolbund, kanti, gop, sari, tode or double kadis, patli, kankan, nagrachandra, pimpalpan and kosda,

journal, naga murgi, net of gold wire ; silver : jodai formed of kadis (hooks), panijan, nagamurgi, tolbund, hasali,

bangdi, hollow vales, ghagrya, patti udidar.

A peculiarity of the Kanara district is that the people decorate their homes and titular gods in the temples

with a number of gold and silver ornaments. Gold is never worn for the ornaments to the feet, except by Rajas,

silver being substituted.

In Karachi the jeweller’s trade is hereditary, and probably the standard jewels have varied little in shape

for generations. The ornaments in daily use are the nath, or nose ring, made of gold (except by the very poor).

Earrings, such as the paur, or gan, and for Bania men the dur, or kebtian, of gold. Two rows of gold beads

strung on silk, the durhi, a woman’s necklace. There is a gold pendant, or patli, on the lower thread. Poorer

people wear a silver circle, or lias. Churis, or bracelets of gold, silver, or ivory are worn by women. Kangan : ditto

of silver or gold. Numdis : rings of silver or gold for both sexes. Karis or anklets, bandras or toe rings, almost

invariably silver, gold being never worn, for superstitious reasons, on the lower portions of the body. As I have

stated in Part lIP, the latter idea is not universally correct.

It may be of use to note that the fact that glass and lac bangles are very brittle has sometimes led to the

detection of crime, because they are easily broken in a struggle. Major Griffiths, in his work, “The Mysteries
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of Police and Crime,” narrates several cases of the kind, one of which is taken from Chevers’ “Medical Juris-

prudence of India.” A woman, who had disappeared from a village, could not be found, until, in a field adjoining,

the fragments of broken churis were picked up. On digging below, her corpse, bearing marks of foul play, was

discovered. In another case, broken bangles found near a well were the means of bringing home the murder of a

woman ; and in a third, the murderess of a little boy was detected and punished partly on the evidence obtained

from her broken ornaments. Amongst subsidiary uses of ornaments in the identification of Indians may be noted

the following from “The Outlines of Medical Jurisprudence,” by Gribble and Hehir. Necklaces of wood, seeds

or nuts, if worn, usually show that the person, if a male, is a Hindu. Hindus pierce both ears, and pass the nose

ring through the left ala or wing of the organ. If the septum is pierced the individual is probably a Musalman. An

adult female without bangles is nearly always a Hindu widow or non-Hindu. The foolish practice of covering

even infants with ornaments has been the cause of very much crime in India. Many children have been murdered

for the sake of a few trifles.

When collecting material for the preparation of the present paper, being desirous of ascertaining what styles
of ornaments were in vogue amongst Indians in different parts of the Peninsula, I applied to a few of the leading

jewellers in some of the provinces for information and for the loan of illustrated catalogues of their wares. One well-

known firm, in its reply, informed me that they never issued such lists, and continued :—“ It is a fashion in India,

specially in Bombay, to put on the ornaments made according to the illustrated catalogues received from London,

etc.,” but the proprietors offered to procure for me “a catalogue of the old-fashioned ornaments which were in the

use of some Rajas and big people.”

Nothing could more amply justify the illustration of genuine Indian jewellery than these words, and at the

same time more emphatically prove how vast a change is coming over the time-honoured fashions and customs of

the East. No doubt the jeweller was thinking chiefly of his richer patrons, but to a large extent his observations

are true of the great majority of the people who are above the peasantry. It will be seen, later on, how the

Parsis, for example, conform to this experience. With them, as with so many European ladies, the principal

object seems to be to wear ropes of pearls, or parures of diamonds set in conventional and almost geometrical

forms, obviously as a convenient mode of display of wealth, though it is veiled under the pretext of setting off

the brilliancy and glory of the stones to the best advantage. The value of enamel, the beauty of contrasts of

colour, the uses of historical settings, or of the naturalistic methods which are now being introduced by artists

of the French schools, are all forgotten. How clearly is this shown, for example, in the illustrated catalogue,
“ Namuna-i-zewarat,” published in Bombay by Onkarlal Shivlal Sharma in 1898, which “contains nearly 500

designs of various fashions in which different kinds of ornaments are made and used in different parts of India,”

which the author goes on to observe “are neatly made out to facilitate the work of an artist in setting the jewels

at best advantage and the public to select the form and fashion of the ornament they wish to have.”

The list includes many articles, conforming in some degree to the ancient forms under the old names, but the

ordinary student can easily see that important changes have been made. The following are illustrations :

Under the head Shirpech (Sarpesh), below a row of diamond pentagons, a star, crescent, and a

plume, we have a scroll on which are inscribed in pearls the words “God bless the Sovereign,” and from it hang

loops of larger pearls and big rough pearl drops. Amongst the necklaces (Kantha) are garlands of jewelled

leaves, and flat torques with stiff pendent loops, set with cut diamonds, with pendent stars ; jewelled peacocks

with expanded tails, holding rows of pearls in their mouths ; flat hoops with circles on which Hindi letters are

outlined in pearls set in gems of different kinds, arranged not with a view to contrast or harmony of colour, but

for cabalistic or superstitious reasons. Thus, in one we have the following nine gems (Nauratan) —gomedak

(zircon), lasaniya (cat’s-eye), sam (sapphire), hira (diamond), manik (ruby), moti (pearl), mungiya (coral), pana

(emerald), pukhraj (topaz). In another, ruby, pearl, coral, emerald, topaz, diamond, sapphire, cat’s-eye, and

zircon. According, however, to the Manimala of Maharaja Sourindro Mohun Tagore, jewelled ornaments of

this kind should be worn to ward off evil astral influences ; thus, if the sun is evil, the ruby is propitious ; if the

moon, the diamond; or if Mangala, Mars, the coral; if Budha, Mercury, the zircon; \ rihaspati, Jupiter, the

pearl ; Sukra, Venus, the cat’s-eye ; and Rahu, the ascending node, the emerald. The first seven represent also

the days of the week, and protect on those days ; and the emerald bestows wealth and eloquence, and preserves

women in childbirth, besides having the quality of flying in pieces if the chastity of the wearer is betrayed. The

topaz, which is added to these necklace stones, may procure a barren woman a child, and ensure fame, happiness,

and length of days. The Maharaja quotes the Arabic and Persian writers as follows :
—“ It is simply an error on

the part of European writers on jewellery to assert that the use of stones externally or internally has no practical

influence over the human body or mind.” As these views prevail all over the East, especially amongst women, an

Indian jeweller, however much he
may

be enamoured of European designs, would be foolish to neglect the views of his
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customers by not complying with them. Thus we find the modern Indian is eclectic, and is inconsistent enough

to adopt what he considers most fashionable from the West while conserving the ideas of the East. The Maha-

raja shows how present-day jewellers have incorporated the views of Persian and Arabian experts into their own

system, so that even the names of the gems they use are derived from the different languages used by the various

authorities, thus making it difficult for a foreigner always to distinguish them. Fish, parrots, even the tortoise,

and curious geometrical forms are found in the necklace designs, and are obviously the invention of jewellers

who have nothing but novelty to stimulate them.

In the forehead ornaments we have crescents and true-lovers’ knots, but in the watch-chains imagination

most runs riot, especially in the sword, pistol, dagger, vase, powder-flask, or masonic jewelled pendants, and the

chains of fish, flowers, leaves, crescents, birds, or double SS’s. Even amongst such characteristically Indian

ornaments as armlets, forehead ornaments, or earrings, oddities of all kinds prevail, the forms being such as

usually admit of the utmost display of cut stones or pearls. European monograms on the earrings, lockets, and

sprays are boldly transliterated into the Hindi character, thus indicating more or less correctly, though

unintentionally, the foreign character of the different designs. Some of these ornaments undoubtedly shew

fertility of invention and are-pretty, but there is little artistic merit or Orientalism in them.

Of some of the less Europeanized articles are the following : —Damni Tilak : a forehead ornament or fringe,

composed of a double central boss with projecting rays or leaves, a single string which passes back along the

hair parting, two broad wings with drops, and a pendant which drops over the middle of the forehead. 1 ilak :
the central forehead pendant, with crescentic or star-shaped strings of pearls or other beads, which pass backwards

along the hair parting. Chauks, or hair-pins ; in form Indian, which are broad and flat plaques, oval or round in

outline. They are made up of leaves, scrolls, crescents, buds, stars, etc., of open-work. Some of the designs are

clever. One of them introduces the Swastika (in India, the emblem of Sri or Lakshmi, the Goddess of Fortune)

with flower buds. On this symbol it is proposed to write at greater length in the last paper of the series.

The page devoted to nose rings is rather interesting, as shapes in vogue in different parts of the Peninsula

are illustrated. They are as follow :—l. A circular ring with large pearl cluster on one side, three round gems

below, and a bell-shaped (jhumka) drop ; from Marwar. 2. An oval ring, the long diameter being horizontal,

with a side cluster of larger pearls and ovate diamonds in the centre, and five or six drops near the end loop.

Dakshini, or from the Deccan. 3. Similar to No. 2, but larger. Gujarati, from Gujarat. 4 and 5. The Bulak of

North India, that is, a ring that is fastened by a small bar through the septum or central cartilage between the

nostrils ; from Madras. 6. A flat plaque of the shape of a bird with tail curved to end in a hook, which, after

passing through the ala of the nose, catches in a ring at the end of three pearls which are attached to the head of the

bird. It is set with cut diamonds. 7. Another Madras ring, with four diamonds as the outside of the circle,

with three pearls and a small star nearer the hook. 9. A plain ring with the usual three large spherical

gems upon it, and a drop of three or four oval pearls. A Musalman ornament. 10. A nose ring similar to

No. 9, but with heavier drops ending in a cluster; qf inches long. Styled Badshahi, or Imperial. 11. A huge

nath, 51 inches in diameter, with a ring on which are pearl drops near the hook, and three large gems with

diamond flower and pearl drops further along the ring. Styled Hindustani. 12 and 13. Nose rings called

Navittha, or “new style.” Forms oval with the greatest length vertical. Large gems, drops, and flat conventional

flowers. In No. 13 a bird is introduced into the ring. There are three Nauratan or nine-gemmed armlets

(Bhhjuband). All have tassels and strings as fastenings. In one the centre is a sun with rays encircled by

scrolls all set with diamonds, and in the other is a central flat plaque set with the nine fortunate stones so often

described, which, however, are here cut into geometrical forms. Most of the ordinary armlets which follow have

a single oblong oval or octagonal plaque in the centre, or numerous flat diamonds.

A page is devoted to the Tfmaniya or fringe. The pendants (padak) are very varied, large and elaborate,

but not characteristic. Bank or Wank: semi-circular or curved bands worn on the upper arm. These are

ribands or bands of gems, some of which have drops or clusters of drops of different forms. One has a central

plaque, and the monogram Sri or Shri in Hindi letters, to bring good luck. Two plates are given of what are

termed “ Males’ hand rings,” or
“ Hathon-ke-Kare,” that is, bangles or anklets of gold terminating in the heads of

elephants, tigers, sea-monsters, birds, to jewelled balls, etc., of which more will appear in the last part of this work.

There is nothing very original about the belt-clasps, Kamar Patti, some of which have sporting subjects,
a tiger, an elephant, a horse, etc., in gems, either in enamel, or engraved on the central plaque. Some of the

belts are simple open-work floral wreaths set with gems, and are evidently reproduced from European originals.

Possibly the whole of the illustrations were drawn by a clever School of Art student. The earrings are endless,

but European, as some have English monograms in open-work gold ; others, as, for example, a parrot perching

on a mango, shew the Indian artist. The lockets are not dissimilar and indicate the cosmopolitan jeweller. Thus



we have the “ Shri
”

on a case like a match box, with a lovers’ knot above; also a case with the Prince of

Wales’ feathers above and the monogram A.S. ; or one with a bee in a frame; and so on. The leafy jewelled

sprays are very similar, and so are most of the miigats or crowns or tiaras, and the crests or kalangis, though the

latter sometimes assume the form of the central part of the typical Indian sarpesh. These latter ornaments admit

of a great display of jewels ; so do the combs, kangsi or kangi, all of which are flat and some are double. The

author concludes with two pages of Bengal earrings, or kankala. These are very large plaques which generally

assume the form of a mango reversed. They are perforated into elaborate floral patterns. Some are crescentic,

and in one the effect is produced by using two fishes. He concludes with a couple of chhapkas, or elaborate

tassels for the side of the head, but his artist promises us another volume.

All through the past ages it is probable that there has always been a strong inclination to follow, to some

extent, the fashions which have been introduced by conquerors or by travellers from distant countries, but in the

end the conservatism of the Hindu has prevailed. Something new has been absorbed and thus we have in

jewellery, as in many other things seemingly of more importance, an epitome of history. It is doubtful, however,

whether there has ever been such changes as we see around us at the present time, for, in addition to the facility of

communication which is making the world one, we have mechanical production and the love of variety, which are

destroying all race peculiarities and customs. From this point of view, the modern Indian jeweller’s pattern

book no longer reflects the thought, the history, or the customs of the people, and has thus, therefore, lost much

of its interest.

The influence of Arabia on certain parts of the Bombay Presidency has been great. Aden, on the Arabian

Peninsula, which politically is connected with the Government of Bombay, is, of course, chiefly inhabited by Arabs

or others who follow most of the customs of their neighbours. There has, however, always been considerable

trade intercourse between it and the countries on the north and east of the Indian Ocean and the west

side of India, and many Arab soldiers and chiefs have served for a long period in the latter country, and

particularly in the Hyderabad State. Moreover, as we well know, continual communication by sea has for many

centuries subsisted, by means of the venturous Arab sailors of the Persian Gulf and of other parts of the Arabian

Sea, between India and Persia, Arabia, and the West of Africa, and in later times much of this trade was conducted

by the Portuguese. The overland route to Europe is, of course, well known to have been carried on for a long

period, chiefly through the Venetians, the great agents of communication between the East and West, and

thus, of course, European ideas for ages have entered into India by its western coasts. It will not be thought

wonderful, therefore, if the jewellery of Western India has been much influenced by the countries to the west

beyond the seas.

There is a very good, though brief, account of the ornaments worn by females in Egypt, in Appendix A of

“The Modern Egyptians,” by Lane (1904 edition), which is really a descriptive list of Arab jewellery. The

following is a list of the ornaments there described : —The “ kussah
”

: generally from seven to eight inches long,

composed of diamonds set in gold, and sometimes with emeralds, rubies, and pearls, having drops of diamonds or

emeralds suspended from it. It is worn on the front of the head, overhanging the forehead. The “enebeh,” a

similar ornament, fourteen or fifteen inches long, which goes half round the head-dress. The “ reesheh
”

(feather),

a sprig of diamonds set in gold or silver, worn on the front or side of the head-dress. The “hildl,” a narrow

crescent of diamonds set in silver or gold, worn like the “reesheh.” There are several kinds of pendent

ornaments worn on the head, some of which have small stones or a peculiar little drop called the “bark,” or

emeralds suspended from them. The “bark” is one of several kinds of characteristic little ornaments which are

attached to large pieces of jewellery. It is a little ovate or obovate flat gold plate hung by two small rings. The

“ masoorah ”is a small gold tube, f in. long, which is used in the same way. The “ habbeh ”is a cube with the

angles cut off. Coins are often suspended from these little ornaments, or a “shiftisheh ”of open gold work with

a pearl in the centre. Ornaments shaped like flowers or butterflies are also worn in the hair. Earrings, or

“halak,” are of great variety. Emeralds, if used, are pierced in the middle and so are spoiled. Rubies are

often set in filigree. Necklaces, “ekd,” are of many kinds also. The beads rarely extend more than ten inches

in length. The central bead or ornament in a necklace usually differs in size, form, material and colour from the

others. Diamonds and pearls are most worn by ladies of position. The “ libbeh ”is composed of hollow gold

beads, with one of coral or a gem in the centre, and is worn by the lower and middle classes. Some have

barley-shaped drops ; other necklaces are long, reaching to the girdle ; others are composed of coins. Finger

rings are usually clumsy in workmanship and contain bad jewels. Bracelets are jewelled or of plain gold, usually

soft Venetian, so that they can be pulled apart to fit the wrist. Some have a simple twist; others a more

elaborate one ; others are somewhat flat. Many small ornaments, also the bark, masoorah and habbeh, are

attached to the black strings woven into the plaits of the hair. They are usually an inch apart, and thus a full-
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dressed plait or tail of hair may contain 900 little ornaments or more. These tinkle as the lady moves. Anklets

are of solid gold or silver. They are often very heavy, and ring as the wearer walks. They are often round

and have chamfered knob ends. The “hegab,” or amulet, is worn by children as well as women. Some are flat

boxes, or plates ; others are cylindrical, and often have tinkling
“ bark

”

attached to them, as does even the nose

ring, khizam or khuzam, which is worn by some women of the lower class. A ring called “tok” is often worn

round the neck by low-class women and children. It is of silver, brass or pewter, and is a simple ring with a loop

and hook of twisted wire. The commonest materials are worn by the lower orders. Arab girls and young

women often wear strings of bells on their feet, and khulkdl, or anklets of solid silver, are worn by the wives of

rich peasants, and iron ones by children.

The following miscellaneous notes refer to jewellery of the Hindus. Forbes, in his “ Ras Mala,” or Hindu

Annals of Gujarat, remarks that in the territories of Hindu chiefs, Shudras, or members of the menial castes, are

not allowed to dress themselves in handsome clothes.

In the ordinary Hindu worship in a temple, as, for example, of Vishnu, the image of the god undergoes the

same treatment as a human master would do. It is clothed according to the season, fed as rich men are, and

like them, adorned with flowers and jewels. The treasury in a great shrine contains many magnificent sets of

ornaments, some of which are of very old form and of much beauty. On special festivals the most valuable

ornaments are worn. In the temples of Shiva and of other gods similar jewels are used, and the Jains also adorn

the images of their saints, or Tirtankaras, with valuable ornaments.

Marriages are great occasions for display. In Gujarat, and indeed in many other places, the bride and

bridegroom, if Brahmans and Baneahs, wear on the right wrist a bracelet made of beads, which they remove at the

conclusion of the ceremony. Among the poorer classes of Hindus, the children are invariably ornamented with,

at the least, necklaces of alternate gold and coral beads, which are borrowed, or frequently even hired. On the

morning of the marriage-day, the bride is invested with her marriage bracelets, which are made of iron and

coloured red. A Hindu wife, when expecting a child, some time before its birth has a bracelet fastened on the arm, to

which is affixed an amulet to avert the evil eye, and while she wears it she is released from the performance of

household duties. On the sixth day after a child is born, after worship, strings or chains of silver or gold, called

“kandow,” are tied round its loins, hands and feet. A dying Hindu is stripped of his ornaments, and his widow

breaks the bracelets which were placed on her arms at the time of her marriage ; but if she is wealthy, she

replaces them with others of gold, but the Shastras forbid her to use any ornament. It appears that in Gujarat

a widow under fifteen is allowed to retain her marriage bracelets for a few years.

It is said that Ranka, a native of Marwar, had a daughter who wore a gold comb set with jewels, which

Raja Shlluaditya’s daughter coveted. It was taken from her by force. A barbarian was paid a large sum to

avenge her, who thereupon destroyed Ballabhipur, near Palitana, about a.d. 42 (really two centuries later).

Towards the end of the ninth century of our era, two Arabian travellers visited India. One of them, Abu-zeidal-

Hassan, says that the kings of the Indies wore earrings of precious stones set in gold, and also collars of great

price adorned with stones of divers colours, but especially green and red ones. Yet, he adds, pearls are what

they most esteem, and their value exceeds that of all other jewels. They hoard them up in their treasuries with

their most precious things. When Mohamad of Ghor took Somnath, he found that the Raja wore amulets,

necklaces of pearls, a waistband, a collar, arm chains, and a turban ornament. This observation shows that

ancient Asiatic customs were as prevalent then as they are now.

In his history of the Parsis, Mr. Dosabhai Framji Karaka, C.S.I. (1884), gives some account of the costume

of his people in India, which, he says, now differs from that worn by their ancestors in Persia and from that worn

by their present co-religionists in that country. It is, indeed, clear from their history that, in that respect, as in

some others, they have had to conform at different periods to the customs prevalent amongst the people with

whom they dwelt. For example, when, as refugees from Persia, they were afforded an asylum, after a temporary

residence at Diu, by the Hindu chief of Sajan, some twenty-five miles from Daman, about the year a.d. 716, they

agreed to dress their females in the Indian fashion. The author says that the dress of both boy and girl up to

the age of six or seven is the same, the girl being distinguished by her long hair and the ornaments for her

person. When the girl is two or three years old, both her ears are bored, and rings of thin gold are worn in

them. On festivals and birthdays the children are dressed in the best of rich and embroidered silks of variegated

colours, and decked with gold and jewel ornaments. The men, he observes, are fond of decorating their fingers

with gold and diamond rings.

The Parsis have imbibed the notion, originally imported from Persia itself, that it is sinful and contrary to

religion to have the head uncovered, hence a male is never without his skull-cap, or a female without her

“mathabana,” which is a thin cloth of white linen of the size of a small handkerchief. This is particularly



unfortunate in the case of the woman, as her luxuriant hair is concealed and head ornaments cannot be used.

These customs are, however, now somewhat less rigidly enforced. The ladies wear a richly embroidered “sari”

or outer dress, which is sometimes fringed with deep gold lace. “On their wrists are displayed glass, gold or

jewelled bangles, the latter being more generally worn on festive occasions. The glass bangles have always to

be worn, and they denote that the lady is not a widow. In imitation of Hindu and Mohamedan women, the

Tarsi ladies were,
until the last generation, in the habit of wearing a nose-ring. This ornament was made of

three pearls in a gold ring an inch in diameter, one of the pearls being a pendant supposed to fall gracefully upon

the upper lip ; but their good taste at last led them to abandon the barbarous practice of perforating the nose.”

Tarsi ladies possess jewellery worth from five hundred to twenty thousand pounds sterling.

Of miscellaneous references to ornaments we may note the practice of sending presents of rings, etc., by the

wife’s mother to the husband when her daughter is expecting the birth of a child. When the boy or girl is

invested with the “
sudra

”

(muslin shirt) or “kusti” (girdle), according to religious injunction, after its sixth

year and third month, all the ladies present adorn themselves with their finest jewellery. At weddings, also, the

women are arrayed in their best clothes and are decked with their most magnificent jewellery, and valuable orna-

ments are presented to the bride by her father-in-law.

Tarsi women, in the earlier days, being very credulous and full of superstition, often made vows and offerings

to Hindu gods and Mohamedan saints, and they and Tarsi men were in the habit of wearing charms, amulets,

and threads obtained from conjurors and magicians. These were formally prohibited in 1819, but again the bad

custom revived, though now it has been almost entirely discontinued. A Government Commission, which

made its report in 1862, ascertained that the usage had hitherto been that Tarsi wives were considered as having

separate property, to a limited extent, over the jewels and other possessions given them on marriage by their

father’s family.

The Bombay Gazetteer gives lists of Tarsi ornaments, viz.-—For men : jewelled gold and silver rings,

watches and chains; for women : gold chains, necklaces, bangles, earrings and bracelets, silver bangles and

bracelets, pearl or diamond bangles, pearl necklaces and earrings, and diamond earrings ; for children : gold and

silver bangles, earrings and finger rings, pearl earrings, silver belts and anklets. The ornaments of Tarsis are

costly. Widows, except on high days, wear only glass bangles or chitals. Valuable finger rings are given both

to the boy and girl at a wedding, and also expensive jewels to the bride.

The Hon. Charles D. Toston, Commissioner of the United States in Asia, during the viceroyalty of the

Earl of Mayo, wrote an interesting lecture on the Tarsis. Of the Tarsi ladies he says: —“They appeared as

houris floating about the earth in silk balloons, with a ballasting of anklets, necklaces, earrings, and jewellery,

intended, as may be the case with many other finely-dressed ladies, to bind them to the earth.” He quotes a

Tarsi poem, in which a lover describes his fair one’s charms :

“ My beautiful girl, my beautiful girl, your hair is plaited in forty tresses ;

You wear a golden comb in your head and a silver buckle on your foot.”

Again, of the black-eyed maids he writes :—“ Their jewelled caps sit jauntily upon their heads, and their neck-

laces of pearls rival the snowy bosoms on which they rest. They dance to the music of the lute, keeping time

with the bells on their golden anklets.”

The following is a list of Tarsi jewellery which has been received from Tandit Braj Balabh of Jaipur. The

names are in Gujarati, the language adopted by the Indian Tarsis :—Female ornaments. Worn on the wrist :

1. Bangdi ; 2. Sankaram ; 3. Ward; 4. Raiphul. Worn on the neck: 1. Sankrl, chain necklace; 2. Lokat,

locket; 3. Moti-ka-Hara, pearl necklace; 4. Hlra-ka-Har, a diamond necklace. Other stones are used, such as

emeralds, and the names vary in consequence. There is also a difference in the number of strings and designs,

but the principal word for such a necklace is always Har. Worn on the ears: 1. Bala Jora, a pair of earrings ;

2. Laung-sone-ki-jarao, jewelled ear-stud. Worn on the fingers: Bi'ntl, rings. It is not customary for Farsi

women to wear rings on the feet.

Sir Muncherjee M. Bhownaggree has favoured the writer with the following remarks on Tarsi jewellery :

“Your information from the several sources you mention is quite correct. There are no head ornaments among

Tarsees
; the reason being that one of the Zoroastrian ordinances enjoins the head being always kept covered.

In fact, an orthodox Tarsee would call it ‘sin’ for anyone to keep his head uncovered. That accounts for the

usual headdress of Tarsee women, which you must have seen, a mere white light cloth covering the whole head

and tying up the hair at the back in a little ball. This being the usual cloth, you can understand why they have

no head ornaments. Their usual ornaments, which are necklaces, earrings and bangles—they have none for the

feet—are like their dress, changing with those associations under the influence of which they are known to direct

their modes of life. In the past and previous generations these ornaments were similar to those of Hindoo
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women. Only they were never as heavy or massive as of the Hindoos, but the style and workmanship were

very much Hindoo. Later on, in the present generation, they are fashioned in the European style. In fact,

most of the younger generation use European workmanship to the extent of having pearls and
gems

in their

possession reset in England or France. Rings also they have been using, but the wedding ring as such is not

in use among them, although young women now affect them in imitation of the English custom. Virgins and

married women among them are known by their having on both hands cut glass bangles. Widows cannot wear

them. On the death of the husband, they are deliberately broken. But widows may wear silver or gold

bangles, generally a mere band with simple workmanship, if any. Ido not know of any ornaments of classical

form derived from ancient Zoroastrian originals. Ido not know of any, and lam quite certain none such are in

vogue for usual wear.”

There is another very interesting, though small, community in the Bombay Presidency which preserves

ancient, customs, viz., the Bene-Israel, Yahudis, or Jews, who are divided into two classes, white and black.

Their exact origin and date of first settlement in India are unknown, but, like the Parsis, they maintained their

individuality chiefly by the adoption of many of the beliefs and practices of the people around them, though they

have been won back in quite modern times to a more rigid adherence to their ancient faith. Their dress is

partly Musalman and partly Hindu, and their ornaments are more or less those in vogue amongst the people
around them. A rich man, in the neighbourhood of Puna, wears the gold earrings called amblas hanging from

the lobes of his ears, a gold chain or kanthi, and gold finger rings, and carries a silver watch and chain hanging
from his neck. The women wear head, ear, neck and arm ornaments, and widows are not allowed glass bangles
or the marriage lucky necklace, or mangalsutra, and nose ring. The wife of a poor man borrows jewels for

festive occasions. A rich man’s children have a full stock of ornaments, and few of any class are without them.

A gold or silver ring is put upon the bride’s first finger of her right hand at marriage by the bridegroom, and

both are adorned with marriage crowns in accordance with the practice of the ancient Jews. Sometimes a boy

gets several of them. They are made of beads of sandalwood-powder or of paper (in former times, it is said, of

salt and sulphur in other countries). The boy’s father interweaves these crowns with silver chains or false

pearls. The girl has three or four green glass bangles fitted on her wrists. The boy also wears ornaments on

his neck, waist, arms, and fingers, and the girl many jewels. There is one curious custom, similar to that

adopted by the Hindus, viz. : if a woman has lost any children, the right nostril is bored, in order that if he is a boy
the child may look like a girl ; and if it is a girl, her left nostril is bored so that she may look ugly, or khodele.

Again, the words “ Adam and Eve away from hence,” or
“ Tileth,” Adam’s first wife, are sometimes engraved

on a silver plate and hung round a child’s neck to avert evil. Written amulets are used for the same purpose

and are suspended in a metal or cloth box from the child’s neck.

In former times the Indian Bene-Israels used to bore the cartilage of a boy’s ears, but have now given up

the practice, partly perhaps because they have come to know that the old Palestine Jews bored the upper ear as

a sign of slavery. The girl’s ears are bored, after she is three months old, in three places in the lobe and in two

in the upper cartilage, and the holes are kept open by fine gold rings and with threads, as among Hindus. A

Jewish widow, when her husband dies, breaks her bangles and black bead necklace. The above details are

taken from the Bombay Gazetteer
,

which is full of most interesting accounts of the costume and ornaments of the

many different castes and races that inhabit the Presidency. In Appendix D to Volume XVIII., Part I. of the

work, for example, there is a valuable account of the origin of ornaments and a description of many of them,

especially in regard to the exclusive caste of Chitpavans, who are Maratha Brahmans.

The chief ornament of the front hair is a cobra or nag, or a crescent moon, called chandrakar, of varying

shape. A common form is a nine-headed snake, seated in the hollow of a crescent moon. Behind the

crescent, almost on the crown of the head, is a lozenge-shaped plate of gold with a raised central boss. It is

about an inch across the middle, and is known as the ketak or kevda, that is, the flower of the sweet-smelling
Pandanas. Behind it a woman ought to wear a star or chandani ablaze with precious stones. Those who are

not rich enough for the latter wear a plain gold chandani or a rakhdi, a gold circle about twice as big as a rupee,

with a raised ornamental central boss. Very rich women sometimes wear, on the right of the nag, a surya or

sun, and in the left a chandra or moon.

Young married girls sometimes wear nine golden ornaments on the falling plait of the nag gonde ; they

are often conventional spangles only. These ornaments usually represent certain plants or animals. They are

probably spirit-scaring jewels, and, according to the writer of the Appendix, like many other ornaments, suggest

their origin in
grass ornaments or in the holy fruits and flowers of the Hindus which are used for similar purposes.

Amongst these he mentions the tulsi {Occymum sanctum ), sacred to Vishnu. A necklace of beads of the wood

is worn by devotees of that god, and an ornament called tulsi-patti, or thusi, by Hindu women. The sacred
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grass durva is also worn in the form of rings to frighten away spirits ; also rice beads, or earrings called bugdi

having that form. Children wear a necklace of bajarbattu beads to keep off the evil eye, and shreds of the palm
leaf are also worn in the Konkan for similar purposes. The strip of the palm leaf is the origin of a favourite

pattern of a Hindu gold bracelet. A tiger’s claw enclosed in gold or silver is tied round a Hindu child’s neck to

ward off spirit attacks ; and the ivory patalis or bracelets of Hindu women are, for the same reason, more potent

than those of metal or gems. Other things, which early men supposed to be lucky, have lasted Into metal

ornaments, as the knot and black bead, the ganthale or knotted necklace, and the gantha or knotted earring.

Black beads are spirit scarers, and the regular marriage necklace of a Hindu is made of these. Iron, silver, gold

and precious stones are all spirit-scaring. Many illustrations are given to shew that ornaments are as much used

to avert evil influences as for show. Plough handles, maces, ladles, and other common objects are in the same

manner decorated with necklaces and bracelets to bring good luck. Amulets are all of this class and are in

universal use throughout the East, and, one might add, have hardly died out in the West.

This most interesting paper
concludes with a paragraph on Tattooing, which, formerly done, it would seem,

for luck, has now passed into decoration or ornaments.

One very valuable feature of the Gazetteer is that it gives lists, with cost, of the ornaments worn by the

various castes for men, women and children in different positions in life. Thus, for example, in the case of the

Chitpavan Brahmans, the list is as follows :

Man’s Ornaments.

Brahman Boys’ Ornaments.

Rich girls wear the gold hair ornament, phule ; gold earrings, bughdya ; gold necklaces, tait and hash ; gold

bracelets, bindli and mangatya ; silver girdle, sakhli ; silver anklets, tode, vale, and todiya ; total value, Rs.iBB

to R5.410. Middle-class girls wear similar ornaments worth Rs. 144 to R5.244; and poor girls the gold phule,

bughdya and taiti, and silver hasli and tode, worth in all from R5.26 to R5.44.
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Article.

Rich. Middle.

No. from to No. from to

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Necklace, Diamond i IOOO 1500

,,
Pearls i IOOO 1500

Gold i 400 5°° 1 100 200

i) ) ) • • •

i 200 400 1 IOO 150

,,
Sikali 2 200 400 2 IOO 200

Armlet, Pochi I 30 40 1 15 2 5

Diamond ring, Anguthi... I IOO IOOO 1 20 50

Gold Ring 2 50 IOO 2 30 40

,,
Pavitrak I 20 3° 1 20 3°

Article.

Rich. Middle. Poor.

from to from to from to

Rs. Rs, Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Earrings, Gold and Pearl, Chikboli
... 40 100 i5 50

>) M

Chavkade 25 75 i5 3°

yy y f
Kuduk

...

8 12 3 7

Necklaces, Gold, Hasli 50 !5° 50 75

,,
Silver 10 i5

,,
Gold, Tait 25 50 25 30

,,
Silver

,,
2 5

Bracelets, Gold, Tode 150 200

,,
Silver

,, 15 2 5 8 15

,,
Gold, Kadi KSo 200

,,
Silver

„ >5 25 5 15

Girdles, Silver or Gold, Sakhli ro 15 6 10 2 6

y y y y Kargota 10 20 10 1 5

Anklets, Silver, Tode 30 60 20 40

,, ,,

Vale 8 10 5 8 5 8

,, ,, Todiya 10 20 10 20



The value of a woman’s ornaments varies from about £l5O to about £750. Even the poor wear as much

as possible, shewing the importance attached to such articles, whether we regard them as being intended for

display, or to avert evil, or for the more prosaic but perhaps most weighty reasons, viz., as a safe investment and

surety of respect for the woman. The details are quoted in full, as they are instructive.

Head Ornaments. —Chandra kor, the quarter or crescent moon ; phul, or flower; ketak, the flower of the

Pandaniis odoratissimus ; rakhdi, a flower-shaped ornament; mud, shaped like a cone ; phirkiche phul, or the

screw ornament shaped like a flower; agraphul, the last flower. Total value, £3- 18s. to ,£l3-63.

Ear Ornaments.— Bugdis ; balls; kudi ; kurdu, a sacred grass of gold and pearls; kap, literally a slice.

Total, £l4- 12s. to £B4- 1 os.

Nose Ornaments. Nath, a gold nose ring set with pearls. £"1-45. to £5O.

Neck Ornaments.— Mangal sutra, the lucky thread of black beads ; chandrahdr, a string of crescents ;

vajratik, literally thunderbolt spangle, perhaps a “lightning guard
”

; putlyache ; gathle, a necklace of gold coins ;
kantha, necklace of gold and pearls ; ekdani pot, the one-grain necklace of glass beads with a large central stud ;
sari ; thusi, representing either a wheat ear or the tulsi leaf; vindivijora, literally a thumbscrew ; and jhondali

pot, literally millet grain string, in shape like a row of millet grains. Total, £64-43. to £285.

Wristlets.—Rui dhul kakne, literally a thread of rui or Calotropis gigantea flowers, in form like the rui

flower, one of the holiest and most spirit-scaring plants ; gold bangles or bangdis ; chand ; putlis ; todas or cords,

a rope-shaped ornament; got, literally a circle; and vaki, literally a crook, or curved ornament with or without

diamonds. Total, £Bl to £315.

Feet Ornaments.—For the ankles, todas or ropes of silver; and for the toes,jodvas or double rings ; phul,

or flower rings with a knob or boss ; gend, a flower in shape like a gonda flower ; and masoli, in shape like a

fish. Total, £1 -Bs. to £4-23.

The writer adds : —“ The names of the ornaments are interesting. Several of the names shew, and several

of the forms bear out the evidence of the names, that before they were made of metal many of the ornaments

were made of flowers or of grass. The kind of flower, grass or plant chosen, and the character of the original of

the ornaments which have not their source in plants or trees, suggest that at first all were worn, not as they are

now worn, for looks’ sake, but because the object from which they were made, or of which they were copies, were

holy or spirit-scaring objects.”

The male Velalis, or writers, wear gold earrings or kadkans, or murugas ; and the women, gold earrings

called kamalos, the gold and pearl nath, a gold necklace or adigi, and gold or gilt bracelets or paths. Ihe male

Agarval traders, of whom there are so many in Rajputana, wear only gold and silver finger rings ; and their

women use bazubands or armlets, glass and lac bangles, silver anklets called bichves, and kadis, besides the

glass and gold bead mangalsutra necklace.

The very important classes of Kunbis (husbandmen) and Mahrattas were of special interest in the Bombay

Presidency, and are hardly distinguishable from each other. The male Kunbi wears a pair of gold earrings, raj

kadya, a gold bhikbali, or a pair of chaukadas ; for the wrist, a kade or two ; silver finger rings, anthya, and a

silver girdle or kargota. His wife wears bugdyas, balyas of brass, or rajkadya ; for the nose, a gold moti ; for

the neck, a silver sari, a gold sathle, one to ten gold puthyas, the mangalsutra or bidry necklace of glass beads,

and a garsoli of glass beads ; for the wrists, glass bangles, glass chudas, a got, a vale of silver or lead, a kakan of

lead, a silver vela, and vakya.

It would be useless to continue in detail the lists of ornaments used by the many different classes. The

great variety and the wealth of nomenclature indicate the very large share the subject takes in the thoughts of

the people. It is said that if one hears casually the natives of India, especially of the lower classes, talking-

together, the conversation is sure to range
about the subjects of shadi, maut, and paisa, or marriage, death, and

money ; but the all-engrossing topic of gayana, or ornaments, can never be far off, especially as it is intimately

connected with the three others. The study of jewellery and all that concerns it is not, therefore, unworthy of

the enquirer, and it is on this account that an attempt is made in the present series of papers to bring together as

much information as seems possible in regard to it. Musalman men in Bombay, as in other countries, seldom

wear ornaments, except, indeed, amongst those of quite the lower classes, who are fond of wearing a gold ring in

the right ear and a silver chain weighing one or two pounds on the right foot. Ihe women, on the other hand,

start married life with a good stock of ornaments. Their parents, the Gazetteer states, must give them at least a

nath, or nose ring, a set of twelve golden earrings, and twenty silver finger rings, and their husband must invest

a considerable sum for jewellery to form a dowry.

There are numerous sub-divisions of Musalmans in the Presidency, some of foreign origin, as Arabs, and

others are Hindu converts. Most of them use a more or less number of the ornaments worn by Hindus ; others
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are influenced by Arab and other foreign customs in the matter. There are Pathans of Afghan origin, Sadis or

African
negroes of different tribes, sometimes known as Abyssinians or Habshis, Wahabis who came to India in

1821 a.d., Kabul settlers from Afghanistan, pure Arabs, Baluchis of Baluchistan origin, and Mekranis from the

Mekran coast ; so that there is in this admixture, which occurs especially in Gujarat, much opportunity for the

introduction of special forms of ornament. Some lawless classes of men,
and some peculiar sects (mostly

beggars), even wear female ornaments. There are also some peculiar Musalman trading communities, such as

the Bohoras, Dudwalas, Karahas, Khojas, and Memans, who are often wealthy, that have peculiarities regarding

dress and ornaments. The first-named of the latter are the richest. They wear both Hindu and Musalman

jewellery. The Khoja women wear the ordinary Suni (Mohamedan) jewellery, but slightly differing in name

and sometimes in appearance. This is an illustration of the difficulty in identifying jewellery in the East.

The Bohora women in Gujarat, though, have peculiar, very massive and heavy ornaments, in make partly

Hindu and partly Musalman. They avoid ornaments that ring and tinkle. Of the ordinary Musalmans in

Gujarat, in the matter of ornaments, the pronounced tendency is solid gold for pearls and other precious

stones, and the wearing of heavy ornaments in the nose and ears is becoming less common. The boring of the

nostril and cartilage and of the ear lobes, once held imperative, is looked on with less favour.

The lists of jewellery include— 1, the crest (sarpesh) of precious stones and gold; 2, pendant, kalghitura,

strings of pearls ; 3, earring, bali, gold ; 4, necklace, kantha, stones, pearls, or gold ; 5, necklace, utri, plain gold

band or chain ; 6, bracelet, pahunchi, gold or silver ; 7, ring, angushtara, precious stones or gold ; 8, anklet,

toda, gold or silver chain ; 9, anklet, bedi, gold or silver ring. Nos. 1, 2 and 7 are most worn, and the value of

the whole may be from Rs. 5,000 to R5.34,000..34,000. Nos. 1 and 2 are tied to the turban ; No. 3is wT orn in the lobe

of the ear.

Rich women wear from Rs. 3 to Rs. 10,000 worth of jewellery. A full list of thirty kinds of ornaments, from

which a choice of one or two specimens is made, is given in the book. These are as follow :—l. Head ornament,

latlkan ; strings of pearls or gems braided across the temples. 2. Moon and stars, chandtara ; gold chains with

crescent pendants of pearls and gems. 3. The peacock, mor ; gold and stones. 4. Brow ornament, tika ; pearl

and gold. 5. Earring, pant balia or leaf-shaped (silver for the lower classes) ; gold or silver ; in the upper
rim

of the ear. 6. The thorn, kanta ; precious stones ; in the upper rim of the ear. 7. Ear flowers, karanphul ;

precious stones ; on the lobe. 8. Bell earrings, jhumka ; gold ; on the lobe. 9. Ear ornament, bugdi ; gold or

gems; in inner cartilage. 10. Earrings, bijle-ke-bale ; gold or gems ; in the outer rim. 11. Earrings, muki ; gold

and pearls; in front cartilage. 12. Earrings, dur; jewel pendants; in the lobe. 13. Nose rings, nath ; a cere-

monial ornament worn by married women ; gold wire with two pearls and a gem ; large ring worn in left nostril.

14. Nose rings, bulak ; worn in the middle cartilage; in Surat worn until marriage, in Ahmedabad throughout

life. 15. Nose ring, kanta; this takes the place of the nath in common use; gems and pearls. 16. Nose ring,

besor ; a small nath. 17. Necklace, dania : alternated gold and pearl beads, worn round the neck. 18. Necklace,

tulsipattia ; gold basil-leaf necklace. 19. Necklace, kanthi ; stone; for the neck. 20. Necklace, champakali ; gold

and pearls ;to hang to the chest. 21. Necklace, mala; gold and pearls; to hang to the chest. 22. Double

garland, baddhi ; two cross strings of gold beads ;to hang to the waist. 23. Single garland, ashrafi kahar (a

favourite ornament) ; strings of gold coins ; to hang below the chest ; Portuguese and, I think, old Venetian

coins are often used. 24. Many-chained necklace, chin mala; a string of gold and pearls; to hang below the

chest. 25. Necklace, chandanhar ; gold and pearls; loose necklace. 26. Armlets, bazuband; plain gold band;

over the elbow. 27. Armlets, jahangiri ; worked gold band ; over the elbow. 28. Bracelets, kangan ; worked

gold ; one on each wrist. 29. Bracelets, pahunchi (silver by the poor, gold by the rich) ; gold or silver. 30.

Bangles, chudis ; gold or silver as No. 29. 31. Finger rings, anguthi ; gold or silver; worn on the fingers; the

middle finger is left bare, because of the belief that anyone wearing rings on it is likely to be bitten by a scorpion;

the other fingers are covered at each joint with rings, and on the thumb there is a miniature mirror on the back

of the ring. 32. Anklets, todas; gold or silver chains ;
round both ankles. 33. Anklets, kachacharas ; thin

silver bands ; three on each ankle. 34. Anklets, makodas ; gold and silver chains ; three on each ankle. 35.

Anklets, kamni ; gold and silver. 36. Anklets, paizeb ; twisted broad silver chains, with bells and rings ; one on

each ankle. 37. Toe rings, jodwa; silver or gold ; big and middle toes. 38. loe rings, bichwa ; silver bells and

rings ;on the middle toe. It will be seen that most of these ornaments are like those described in Part 1., which

are in use in North India as well as in the Dakhan. Of the above ornaments, Nos. 5, 14 and 17 are in daily use

amongst all classes.

The lower order of women in North Gujarat, and females of the cook and butcher classes, wear numerous

heavy silver rings and leaves (pant) in their ears, which drag the rims down. On great occasions women borrow

ornaments.
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“Ordinary Maratha ornaments are more costly than those worn by Gujaratis, as they are not generally hollow

or plated. Again, Gujarat women wear jewels only on the uncovered arm, while the Maratha women are careful

to adorn both arms alike. Finally, instead of bone or wood, the Maratha bracelets are of glass.

“The trading classes in Gujarat are fond of ornaments. A man, if fairly well off, wears every day a silver

girdle and a gold armlet; if he is rich, he also has a pearl earring, a gold and pearl necklace, and finger rings ;
and if very rich, also wristlets of solid gold. Costlier and more showy ornaments are worn at caste feasts. A

Vania woman wears a gold-plated head ornament called chak, gold or pearl earrings, a gold and pearl nose ring,

gold necklaces, a gold armlet above the left elbow, glass or gold bangles or wooden or ivory wristlets plated
with gold, chudas, silver anklets, and silver toe and finger rings. Indoors she wears earrings, a necklace, bangles

and wristlets, chudas, and anklets. These are very much the same as are worn by the trading classes in Marwar

and other parts of Rajputana. The men were less ostentatious in Gujarat in former days.”

Rajput women are more fond than other classes, according to the writer in the Gazetteer, of rich dresses,

hence they are less devoted to jewellery. Certain gold and silver ornaments, depending on the relationship of

the deceased, are left off as signs of mourning ; the strict rule is never to wear silver except as anklets. A widow,

instead of an ivory bracelet, puts on a gold armlet. The Rajput men of rank, on state occasions, put on a

gorgeous necklace of diamonds, emeralds, or other precious stones, and earrings and finger rings on almost every

finger.

Twenty-three per cent of the Hindu population of Gujarat are Kolis, whom some regard as aboriginals, others

as nearly Rajput. They form the middle classes of the military or predatory Hindus of Gujarat. The men

have as a general ornament a tavij, or amulet case, with or without a charm, bound by a silken cord round the

right arm, just above the elbow, or round the neck. Well-to-do women wear gold nose rings and studs, ivory

bracelets and glass bangles, and silver vaks or armlets. Poor women wear wooden bracelets. The Minas and

similar tribes, such as Ahirs, in Rajputana have very similar usages.

The Ahir men, herdsmen, in Gujarat, in some districts wear “in the upper
left ear, occasionally in both ears,

a gold button called bhungri, through a hole in the centre of wTich is passed a gold ring called ver,” some

necklaces of coins or coin-like circles, and a handsome bracelet of heavy filigree work called randir, with a flower

and small box-like cylinders welded to it. In the upper left ear, or in both upper ears, young women wear a

hanging ring with a silver cylinder or akota set at right angles to the ring. Old women wear, from the
upper

ear, hanging silver ornaments called loriyas, and in the lower ear hollow silver hangers called nangli.

The chief silver necklaces are the silver sdnkli, and the kanthilo, of rupee-like silver circles, falling below the

breast in a boat or tongue-shaped pendant called jibro. The bracelets are either a double ring of white or red

ivory, or a heavy silver ring called kanchio, the inner half flat, the outer half cut in deep cog-wheel sections. A

ring called keida is worn on the left little finger, and a plain ring on the left ring-finger. Ihe anklet is a round

ring of silver drooping at each side ; it is called kami-kadla. On the great toe a silver guard called ananata is

worn, and on the second and little toe a silver ring called vinchhia. Some of these classes wear base metal

ornaments, and some, the Rabaris for example, both men and women, are fond of tattooing their bodies. As

illustrative of the ornaments of the early tribes, those of the Dhundia women, towards Surat, may be mentioned.

These comprise, for the men, earrings and armlets of tin or brass and sometimes silver ; and for the women,

brass and tin nose rings and earrings, coils of shells and glass beads for the neck, a plain solid tin band round the

arms, and from the elbow to the wrist solid bands of brass, with solid bands also of brass on the legs from the

knee to the ankle. The better-to-do have nose and ear rings of silver and a silver wedding necklace called doro.

Nair men, who come from Malabar, keep a knot of hair on the forehead, and the women increase the size of the

lobe of the ear by wearing heavy ornaments.

According to the Gazetteer, it is not usual for Nassik people to wear many ornaments. A man is rarely

seen with more than a few trifling silver rings on his fingers, and a couple of earrings, bikhbalis, fastened to the

tip of his ear, and occasionally a silver wristlet, kada, and sometimes a gold necklet, kanthi or gop. He may

wear a silver getha or rope of silver wire, with a loop at one end and a tassel at the other ; it is thrown round

the neck, the tassel being passed through the loop ;it costs from to £5. 1 raders sometimes wear a silver

wristlet or kargota. Women wear silver anklets, todas, several coloured glass bangdis, a few hollow silver arm-

lets above the elbow, velas, and a necklet of gold coins or beads, piitlyachi or javachi mal. On special occasions,

also, a gold nose ring, nath, and gold hair ornaments are worn. Children rarely wear ornaments, or, at most, a

bit of silver wire or a hollow silver anklet or armlet. Wealthy people, on special occasions, besides the above,

use for men, a finger ring, muda; bracelet, kada ; gold wire necklet, gop ; silver wire necklet, getha ; ear ornament

at top, bhikbala ; ear ornament, chaukada, worn in the lobe and passed round the ear ; a small ear ornament,

murkia ; silver wristlet, kargota; anklets, todas; and gold bracelet, pahunchi. Ihe womens ornaments are:
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Anklets, todas ; chain anklets, paijans ; second toe ornaments, jodvis ; small toe ornaments, virodis; gold or

silver bracelets, gots and paths ; gold or silver bracelets with pattern, bangdis ; gold or silver bracelets of wire,

katnas : armlets, velas ; pieces of gold or silver threaded on silk, bajubands ; ditto for the neck, thushis ; necklet

of coins, putlyachi mal ; ear ornaments worn in the lobes, kaps ; ditto hanging from the top of the ear, balls and

balisravs ; nose ornaments, naths ; hair ornaments, phuls ; large hair ornament, rakhdi; oval ditto, ketak ; and

crescent-shaped ditto, chandrakor. Only rich families can shew more than Rs. 500 worth of ornaments, and those

of poor labourers, R5.25 to Rs.so.

The Puna Sonis, or goldsmiths, are a respectable class of people who make and mend ornaments, set gems,

work in precious stones, or even act as money-lenders. Their craft is hereditary, and boys help at ten or twelve

and become expert workers at fifteen years of age. The Gazetteer’s description of their work is interesting,

inasmuch as it gives the cost of workmanship in making some of the ornaments. Some of the head ornaments

cost from R.-| to Rs.s, or 3s. to 4s. per tola, that is, a rupee’s weight, to make. The coarser work costs as low

as 2,6, or 8 annas per tola for the head, ear or nose ornaments, and as low as 1 anna for plain bracelets.

The names of some of the appliances are given as follow : —Anvil, airan, costing 2s. to 10s. ; hammers,

halodis, is. to 2s. ; tongs, sansi, 3d. ; nippers, savana, 3d. ; scissors, katris, 6d. to 2s. ; pair of tongs, kimokhi, 6d.

to 2s. ; wire-drawer, jantra, 2s. to 4s. ; metal mould, ottrani, is. to 2s. ; stone jar, kundi, 3d. to 6d. ; file, kanas,

6d. to 2s. ; earthen kiln, chatti, 6d. ; earthen mould, mus, fd. ; scales, tarazu, is. to 2s. 6d. is. to 4s. 6d.;

brush, kuchle, is. to is. 6d. ; and pincers, chimta, 3d. These words are derived from several languages, viz,,

Marahti, Urdu, and Hindi, shewing their various origins.

In Gujarat, some of the goldsmiths are gold-smelters, and others are workers of gold ornaments, tracers of

designs on ornaments, jadias ;or diamond and precious stone setters, pachigars. Some of the solid and plain

gold bracelets and silver anklets are, however, made by lohars, or iron-workers. To the tools already mentioned

they add—bellows, dhaman ; a bamboo pipe, bhungali ; and a hearth or angithi. They generally have the image
of their goddess, Vagheshvari, in one of the niches of their shops. The word means “the rider of the tiger,” or

Devi, that is, Kali.

Each upper-class Hindu family has its own goldsmith, to whom it gives its work. The Soni, or gold-

smith, has a bad name for filching gold and mixing metal, as shewn by the saying, “ A Soni takes gold even out

of his own daughter’s ornaments.” The custom is for the employer to see the gold melted and even the ornament

made in his' presence, or under the watchful eye of a member of his family ; yet, even under such strict sur-

veillance, the goldsmith manages to cheat, according to the writer of the Gazetteer, by diverting the spy’s

attention by the prattling of the parrot the Soni keeps, or the coquetting of a handsomely dressed young woman

of the family, or by some organised mishap in the inner rooms among the women of the family. The Sonis sell

their shop clearings, and even the right to break up their shop floors, to dust-washers or Demldhoyas. I was

shewn a large house in the city of Jaipur, which was built out of such washings.

The women of the hill tribes in the Thana District wear many rows of blue and white beads round the neck,

and they, as well as the men and children, also have rings both in the lobe and rim of the ear. Nose rings are

rare, and anklets are not worn, but bangles and necklaces are found in abundance. Some other hill tribes inter-

lace their hair with beads and shells.

In Kanara, amongst the Brahmans, the men wear gold earrings, finger rings, and silver girdles; and boys,

in addition, wear silver bangles and anklets. Women wear golden nose rings, earrings, necklets (including the

lucky bead necklace), and glass bangles. Girls also wear a silver belt and silver anklets. Special ornaments are

valas or massive rings, the gold nose ring or nath, the mangalsutra or lucky thread of small black glass beads

with a gold one. in the centre ; and for the well-to-do, gold tirpiphals in the hair, chandrakors, kegats, and

bangeshphuls. In the ears, the falva, mugud, and karah ; round the neck, a thusi (a peculiar ornament worn by

Shenvi Brahman women), putlyancho sar,
kartatancho

sar,
and sari ; round the wrists, gold bangles, paths, paul-

patli, nilpatli, and chudas ; and from five to ten finger rings made of gold studded with pearls and precious stones.

In the back hair women also wear wreaths of flowers. Baniyas wear nearly the same ornaments. Lingayat

priests, both male and female, wear the emblem of Shiv in a small silver box round the neck, or tied in silk either

on the left upper arm or round the neck.

The women of the Palm-tappers in Kanara have thirty or forty strings of glass beads worn like a necklace,

weighing one to three pounds, and generally covering the greater part of the bosom. They also use gilt or

silver ornaments.

Musalman boys in Kanara wear, round their necks, silver chains with a pendent gold coin, either an Akbari

mohr, an English sovereign, or a Portuguese crusador. They also wear silver bracelets and gold or silver finger

rings. Girls wear gold nose and ear rings, gold or silver necklaces, gold or silver bracelets, and gold or silver
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finger rings. Women wear gold nose rings, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and finger rings of gold and silver.

Dancing girls wear ornaments in great profusion as well as flowers.

Mr. John Griffiths, who was at the time Superintendent of the Sir Jamsetji Jijibhai School of Art in Bombay,

and his head clerk, Mr. B. A. Gupte, annotated the descriptive catalogue of the art ware contributions from the

Bombay Presidency at the Calcutta International Exhibition of 1883-4. In the section “Gold and Silver Work,

reference is made to the fact that perhaps there is no country of the world in which gold and silver ornaments are

so much in use for personal ornament as in India, where every family, however poor, will, if necessary,
borrow

money at ruinous interest to provide the essential ornaments which custom has prescribed.

In addition to Indian jewellery, a collection was shown from Aden of silver ornaments worn by Arab and

Somali women, which was deserving of special notice. The annotators observe that “ The work is massive, the

execution large and bold in treatment. The belt with bells, the necklace in which large amber beads are

introduced, and the armlets and bangles are splendid specimens of barbaric treatment. Ihe character of the

ornaments is a curious blending of Indian and Arabic.” These remarks bear out the truth of my own statements

on the subject, and point to free communication between India and those countries.

In Kachh, the workmen are usually the paid servants of Vania, Bhdtia and Khoja merchants. Some buy

worn-out ornaments which are again worked into new ones. As a general rule in Kachh, gold and silver are

supplied by the customer, and 4 annas to Rs. 2 are charged for each tola of gold, or 1 to 8 annas for each tola of

silver.

The following specimens were purchased in Bombay from a Gujarat Soni, or goldsmith, and exhibited :

Langar, Rs.so : worn by young girls; athasio gahu, Rs.4o ; worn by Gujarat women of all sects [castes !j ;
kadoli, Rs.so: worn by Bhatia, Lohar, and occasionally Bania girls; athasio bajri, R5.54: worn by Gujarati

women of all sects, and Khoja and Meman women; jhanjri, Rs. 9 : worn by Hindu children; kotharu, Rs.l6:

worn by Gujarati boys ; karda, Rs. 4 : worn by Bania and Bhatia girls; jodva, Rs. 2-i2as. : worn by Dakshan

(Deccan) women.

The description of Arab and Somali ornaments is more complete, viz

Arab Ornaments. —Barim, waistbelt : broad silver belt made of a succession of squares, stamped with

designs, 2\ to 3 inches wide ; on the lower side a number of bells in groups are suspended by chains ; price,

Rs. 134-435. Harz, necklace: flat oblong amulet (usually containing verses from the Koran) worn on a chain;

Rs. iq-bas. Muriah, necklace of round or hexagonal beads strung on silk; Rs.6. Hilak : earring worn in the

upper or lower lobe of the ear ; Rs. 4. Silsalah, necklet: plain silver cable hanging halfway down the breast;

Rs. 13. Hanshah : armlet of six oblong lockets threaded through rings attached to the upper
side by a silver

chain; R5.32-Bas. Aclaad : hollow circular armlet with overlapping ends, terminating in curious shaped

pendants; R5.52. Bazwandi ; silver bangles, inch thick, having various shaped hollow pendants suspended

in groups of three and one alternately; Rs.Bo. Hadanid ; hollow circular armlet, with designs stamped and a

projecting knob; R5.37. Awak : silver bracelet, usually solid, cut hexagonally, with ornamental knobs; R 5.39 4as.

Somali Ornaments. —Kurait, earrings : silver bars with a ring at one end and a stud at the other, worn in

the upper part of the ear; Rs. 2 6as. Halkadaya silsilah : earrings resembling signet rings, worn in the lower

lobes of both ears ; a double silver curb chain connecting them round the neck, the loose loops of chains hanging

over the shoulders in front; Rs.i3-Bas. Gilbah : crescent-shaped necklace studded with circular bosses and

stamped with designs, having pendants in groups of three ; from the centre hangs a large pendant; a row of

amber beads along the top of the crescent, which is suspended from the neck by a necklace of double rows of

beads and rough lumps of amber, among which are placed four balls called “ lozah
”

; R5.65. Zanud : hollow

circular armlet; R5.25-233..25-233. Wakuf: broad bracelet resembling four flat bangles joined together, stamped with

design; R 5.35-1433..35-1433.

The following are the names of ornaments procured from Puna and made in gold, silver, or brass : Head

ornaments: mud, chandrakor, phul, ketak. Earrings: kap, tongale, bugdya, panbalia, balya. Nose ring: Nath.

Necklaces : chunpatti, motyache pende, vajratik, kantha, pot, tandali pot, thusi, sari, chapekali mala, harpar-revdi

mala. Armlets: vela, tulbandi, bajuband, gajre, kankne. Wristlets: patalia, got. Chains for the wrist: todhe.

Rings : salle, mohorechi angthi, khadyachya angutha. Anklets : vala, panijan. Chains for the ankles : todhe.

Toe rings : rana jodvi, jodvi, phule, masolia. From Surat came a pandali, or gold enamelled pendant lor a neck-

lace ; and silver enamelled brooches were sent from Kachh. Ivory and broad wood bangles came from Broach

and Surat; sets cost Rs.i7-iias. 3p. and Rs.2o-i2as. respectively; they were probably the same as those made

in Marwar.

With regard to Plates 61 and 62, in his magnificent work on The Paintings in the Buddhist Cave-Temples



of Ajunta, Mr. John Griffiths, late Principal of the Sir Jamsetji Jijibhai School of Art, Bombay, who is, no doubt>

the highest authority on the subject, writes as follows :

“Some reference should be made to the profusion of jewelled ornaments of goldsmiths’ work everywhere

displayed—strings of pearls and precious stones are hung on houses, doorways, and canopy pillars, and worn by

men and women. Hindu poetry constantly speaks of them as festive decorations of towns and houses, till it is

not surprising that conventionalised jewellery should come to be a regular element of painted and carved archi-

tectural ornament. [Plates 6, 10, and 13.] Beaten work, twisted wire, and filigrain seem also to have been

common, and were skilfully combined with stones [figs. 52 and 53]. Some of the tiaras worn by princes are

nothing short of splendid in their elaboration [Plates 16 M, 51 and 52]. After tiaras and the head ornaments

worn by women [figs. 4,5, 9 and 1 1] may be ranked the jewelled baldric worn diagonally across the body from

the left shoulder, which probably enclosed the canonical Brahmanical cord
, jdneo or upavita [Plates 16 M and 76].

This was not worn by the women, whose girdle encircled the hips, and was clasped in front by a brooch or buckle

[Plate 55]. A similar belt was worn by men, but not so low down [Plates 14 and 88]. In Western India the

silver chain belt, with a clasp and pendants in front, is still worn. The nose ring nowhere appears, and there are

no toe rings ; but earrings, necklaces, armlets, bracelets, anklets and finger rings adorn both men and
women, nor

is there any end to their variety of design [fig. 9]. The massive and primitive character of the ornaments worn

by the figures in Caves IX. and X. are in striking contrast with the Hindu work noticed above [Plate 37 and

figs. 54 and 55].”
In Plate 14 a large male figure is “represented with an elaborately jewelled tiara, large earrings, necklace,

bracelets, armlets of peculiar design, a sacred cord of several twisted strands of pearls hung over his left shoulder,

a striped loin cloth held up by a jewelled waist-belt, and a string of flowers in the right hand.” Mr. Griffiths

remarks that special interest attaches to certain figures shewn in Plate 16 M of his work, “from the fact that

nearly all the personal ornaments are in very good preservation, and admirably drawn ; especially the headdress

of the large figure, which is worthy of Van Eyck ; also the string of pearls on the same figure, and those round

the neck of the woman in the left-hand corner ; together with the chain round the neck of the figure on the right.

Many of the bracelets are similar in design to those now in use.” Again in Plate 26, of four figures he observes

that “all are loaded with jewellery—tiaras, necklaces, earrings, armlets, bracelets, rings on the fingers, but no

anklets.” In Plate 27 also “all the figures wear a profusion of ornaments.” In Plate 37 are figures of men

“who wear enormous earrings, massive necklaces of broad bands connected by square plaques, similar to those

worn to-day in some parts of India; armlets of singular form, round massive bracelets, and thin, narrow loin-

cloths.” In Plate 51, the figures, except the monks, are adorned with a wealth of jewellery. In Plate 55, from

Cave XVII., “The richness and profusion of the ornaments worn by the women are remarkable, especially in

those of the principal lady and her maid on the right.” For the full description, reference should be made to the

descriptive list, Plate 61, No. 391. As regards the women, he notes that “Sometimes knots of hair are looped at

the side of the head and adorned with flowers, while the still prevalent fashion of confining it with chains of

woven wire or jewelled string, attached to elaborate ornaments of beaten work in gold and silver, is often

followed.”

Mr. Griffiths sums up the historical position of the caves. He thinks the five earliest (XIII., XII., X., IX.,

and VIII., in the order of their age) were probably made in the second and first centuries 8.c., and that no

additions were made until the fourth century a.d., when caves were cut in rapid succession, the sacred valley

having attained its greatest glory in the sixth and seventh centuries a.d. The order of the latter seven is XII.,

XIV., XV., XVI., XVII., XVIII., XIX. and XX., the last probably dating from the latter part of the sixth

century. Nos. VI. and VII. appear to follow, or may have preceded XIX. and XX., and finally, at no distance

of time, approximately between 525 and 650 a.d., the five caves to the east (I. to V.) and the seven (XXL to

XXVII.) to the west of the crescent. He thinks it not far wrong to attribute the pictures in Caves 1., 11., XVI.

and XVII. to the sixth century, and the later ones to the seventh century. Those in Caves IX. and X., from the

resemblance in details of style, dress and ornaments to the work in the Sanchi and Amravati topes, may possibly

date as far back as the second century a.d.

Of the figures chosen for illustration, fig. 2, Painting M comes from Cave I. ; fig. 5 from Cave 11. ; fig. 55

from Cave IX. ; and figs. 19 and hands from the drawings in the text of Mr. Griffiths’ work.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART VI.

Plate 6 1. —-391. Copy of a portion of a painting from the upper part of the first pilaster in Cave XVII. of the

Buddhist temples at Ajanta, copied by permission of the Secretary of State for India and of the author, from Mr. J.

Griffiths’ work entitled The Paintings in theBuddhist Cave-Temples ofAjanta. The head-dress of the central figure
is very magnificent, as also are the collar of rubies and the pendant with great pearls and large centre stones. The

girdle of rubies is also very fine, and so are the ornaments of the side figures. The gauntlet of the figure on the

right and the armlets of all the figures are very beautiful in design and execution. It will be noted that very little

dress is worn, as is the case with most of the personages of rank who are depicted in the Ajanta frescoes, and in

many carvings of the early period in India. Mr. Griffiths’ description is as follows ;—“ Plate 55 is on the upper

part of the first pilaster, in the right aisle, and represents a lady of rank with her maidens, performing her toilet.

She stands looking at herself in a mirror held in her left hand, while with her right she applies unguents to

beautify her face. On the right stands a waiting maid ready to hand her mistress the toilet requisites ; on the

left, in a graceful attitude, stands another maid with a fly-flap. The colour of the palms of the hands and soles

of the feet has faded ; formerly they would have been coloured in imitation of the staining with henna, Babu

Rajendrala Mitra says that mention is frequently made of Aryan women staining the palms of their hands and

the soles of their feet with a bright crimson dye from Sapani wood, and the practice of using colours for beautify-

ing the face was not uncommon. This picture is a good illustration of the costume worn by the women of that

period. The principal lady appears all but nude, but the long ends of drapery that hang in graceful folds at her

side, show that she is clad in the thinnest gauze. We know that India, even in those early days, was noted for

fabrics of exquisite delicacy. The richness and profusion of the ornaments worn by the women in this picture

are remarkable, especially in those of the principal lady and her maid on the right. The head-dress of the former

appears to be a large round turban or cap, worn on the back of the head and richly ornamented with pearls and

precious stones. In front, over the forehead, is a diadem edged with pearls, from under wffiich
appear

small

ringlets. Rich necklaces adorn her neck, and from the back of the head depend strings of precious stones, to

which ribbons are attached. Armlets and bracelets are on her arms ; round her loins is a richly jewelled belt or

girdle, in three rows, clasped in the centre ; and a simple anklet on each ankle. Her attendant maidens are

similarly attired, but with more simplicity in design and material. The loin cloth is of thicker material, as the

figure is not seen through, and the hair is not so elaborately dressed. The hair of the maid on the right is

parted at the side.”

Plate 62. 392. A Kinnara (singer or chorister in Heaven, according to some a harpy) playing an instrument

like a mandolin. Fig. 19 in the text of Mr. John Griffiths’ great work. This and the remaining illustrations in Plate

62, are also reproduced by permission of the Secretary of State for India and of the author, 393, 394. Kinnaras.

These figures are very amusing. Their ornaments are simple. In 392 there is a girdle of bells such as is sometimes

worn by children in these days. Kinnaras are also musicians at the court of Indra, the Hindu king of Heaven.

395. A Rakshasi, or female demon. 396, 397, 398. Hands sketched from the paintings by Mr. Griffiths to show the

bangles, all of which are of an early type, but are still worn; fig. 17. 399. Group of musicians; fig. 10. 400.

Female figure with rather elaborate ornaments ; fig. 5. Taken from wall-painting in Cave 11. 401. From wall-

painting M, Cave 1., fig. 2. The tiaras, earrings and armlets are very remarkable.

Plate 63. —402. Nose ring, Nath ; a hollow silver tube, ending in a ball. A pendant, which is also ball-

shaped, moves freely by means of a ring on the tube. Length with pendant, I.M. 202-1883. 403. Anklet

or bangle, silver, with a design in open work ; round the edge is a ring of small balls. Diam. 5 in.; value, £5 3s.

for a pair; 19th century; Bombay. I.M. 1889. 404. Bracelet, Kangan ; carved silver; Karachi. I.M, 201.

405. Bracelet, Kangan ; silver; embossed pattern, with outer row of balls, terminating in grotesque heads. Diam.

qj-in. Karachi. I.M. 200. 406. Bracelet; hollow silver tube set with turquoises and chased with a chevron

and diamond-shaped ornament. Kanara. Bought, £ 1 16s. I.M. 1912. 407. Ring; silver, double V-shaped,

twisted pattern; worn by coolies in Bombay; 19th century. Bought, Rs.4. I.M. 2253. 408. Bracelet of

Brahman beads, Rudraksha (Eliocarpus ganitrus) ; mounted in silver acorn cups and engraved oak leaves.

Travancore, Madras Presidency.

Plate 64. —409. Anklet; a dotted band of white metal with clusters of balls, called Athasia ; worn by

Gujarati women, except widows. Generally made of silver. Diam. jf in. Given by Sir G. Birdwood, M.D.,

C.S.I. I.M. 29. 410. Armlet; plaited gilt metal wire, with
repousse ornament and pendants, called Vauk ;

worn by Mahratta and Gujarati women, except widow’s. Diam. 3f in. Given by Sir G. Birdwood, M.D., C.S.I.

I.M. 13. 41 1. Bracelet: one of a pair; silver, articulated in form of a dragon’s neck, coupled at each end by

the head of a monster. Diam. in. Sind. From the Annual International Exhibition, 1874. Bought, £3 10s.

the pair. I.M. 1028. 412. Armlet; one of a pair ; silver. At the joint are tw'o monsters’heads ; chased with
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floral and other ornament in bands, and fastens with a screw. 19th century. Bombay. Bought, ,£4 1 os. I. M. 2061.

Plate 65. —413- Thin flat anklet of base metal with diaper ornament and serrated edge. Central India.

I.M. 414. Bracelet of two parallel sets of coils of wire ; base metal. Bombay. I.M. 415. Curb bracelet with

balls at the ends next the screw; base metal. Bombay. I.M. 416. Bracelet; a thick bar or tube with wire

coiled round the ends, and terminating in wire loop and catch ; base metal. Bombay. 417. Armlet ; gilt metal;

formed by a double spirally ornamented wire, partly bound round with plain wire, and ending in a conical pro-

jection. Diam. qi in. Bombay. I.M. 1131.

Plate 66.—418. Ring, silver ; formed by a narrow spiral band ; the middle portion has ornament of circles

in relief. Diam.-|in. Bombay; 19th century. I.M. 1970. 419. Another view of No. 403. I.M. 1889. 420.

Finger ring; silver, carved ; with projection which rests on the back of the finger. Diam. |dn. Karachi. I.M.

2048. 421. Bangle; silver, chased; the outer edge is formed by three rows of small knobs. Bombay. I.M. 1890.

422. Amulet; silver, embossed ornament. L. ijin. to 2 fin. Talism, Karachi. I.M. 203. 423. Bracelet;

silver, chased with chevrons and floral ornamentation ; each extremity has two pendants. 19th century. Kachh

Bhuj. Diam. 3 J in. Bought, £2 os. 6d. I.M. 1911. 424. Amulet; silver; leaf-shaped, chased in relief with

representations of a four-armed Hindu deity (Siva). Near the head are figures of the sun and moon, the eternal

witnesses. L. 2! in. Bought, 2s. pfd. Ajmere, Rajputana. I.M. 903. 425. Two plaques of a silver belt; the

whole ornament is formed of twelve hinged square plaques chased with conventional flowers in the centre, with a

border of floral ornament. L. 2 ft, qjin. ; W. 25 in. 19th century; Bombay. Value, £g. I.M. 2123. 426. Belt

buckle of silver, consisting of four plaques united by flexible bands formed by small oblong blocks alternately

plain and ornamented with four small bosses. The two outer plaques are each chased with three peacocks, and

the two inner ones with two. L. 12!in., W. i-f in. 19th century; Bombay. I.M. 2062.

Plate 67.—427. Belt buckle and portion of belt; silver chased. Flexible buckle with raised centre of

open-work and screw fastening. The belt (not shown) consists of two flexible chains united by flattened bands,

each ornamented with small floral rosettes. 19th century; Puna. L. of buckle, Sin. Bought, £3 4s. I.M. 1882.

428. Bracelet ; pair of tubes of silver work with spiral cord ; fastened by a padlock, from which hang three

Christian symbols, viz., the cross for P’aith, the anchor for Hope, and the heart for Charity. Probably made in

Madras or Cuttack for European use. I.M. 414. 429. Waist-belt; silver. A long chain of plaited wire doubled

and the parts kept together by means of forty-nine flattened bands ornamented alternately by large or small

rosettes. One end terminates in a large knob, which, being passed through a loop at the other end, forms the

fastening. Length, 2 ft. s^in. Bought, £4. 7s. Puna, Bombay Presidency. I.M. 1881. 430. Waist-belt with

screw fastening. Formed by flexible chains of silver wire united by thirteen flat bands, each ornamented by

small rosettes ;at each end are two metal plaques decorated with applied work and united by thick links. 19th

century; Puna. L. 2 ft. 3 in. ; width of chain, fin. and of buckle if in. Bought, £4 13s. qd. I.M 2328-1883.

Plate 68.—431. Armlet; gold. Five seven-sided cylinders embossed with flowers, alternating with rows

of four fluted beads with embossed ends; thread cords for tying on the arm. L. 2of in. Bought, £l2. From

Ahmedabad. I.M. 1-1882. 432. Necklet; three oblong gilt metal cases, stamped with floral ornament, strung

on crimson silk. From the Annual International Exhibition of 1872, Bombay. I.M. 1123. 433. Necklace of

gold and green glass beads strung on thread. L. 1 ft. qf in. Bought, £2. 19th century ; Gwalior. I.M. 1892.

434. Pendant; gold, set with emeralds, rubies and pearls. L. 2% in., W. if in. Value, £4 Bs. 6d. 19th century;

Bombay. I.M. 1891. 435. Necklace, J alii; gold, consisting of small square plaques with heart-shaped pro-

jections on the lower side ; chased and ornamented with fine granulated work and united one to the other by

gold links
; a row of open-work pendants at the bottom. Mohamedan style. L. 1 ft. lofin. Bought, is.

I.M. 1895.

Plate 69. —436. Flat bangle with cut diaper work and hawkbell pendants ; rude work. Mysore, Madras

Presidency. I.M. 1097. 437. Nose ring with flattened filigree studs, and bunches of grapes projecting from it ;

gold or silver. Madras. I.M. 1047. 438. Nose ring; gold ; flattened hoop terminating at one end in a coil of

wire, strung with a red glass bead and two pearls, and capped at the other end with a conical ornament. Sind. I.M.

1020. 439. Ring in three parts (Gimmal ring), worn by coolies in Bombay; silver; 19th century. I.M. 2354.

440. Ring; silver enamelled. Multan. I.M. 205. 441. Gauntlet or bracelet; gold, decorated with narrow

bands of open-work, two bands of applied wire and two rows of spikes. Moghul pattern. 19th century; Bom-

bay. H. 2I in., diam. 3 in. Bought, £\J 15s. 6d. This ornament may be of African origin. I.M. 1896. 442.

Chain ring with projecting bosses. Central India or Bombay. I.M. 2095. 443- Necklet; a band of gilt metal

articulated, stamped, and fringed with small balls, with silk ends for fastening. Bombay, Central India, and

Rajputana. From the Annual International Exhibition, 1872. Bought, ss. 6d. I.M. 1127. 444. Clasp for

belt; brass (alloyed with silver) backed with tinned copper. In three pieces, ornamented with large and small
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bosses, set with imitation stones and pendent ornaments of tinned copper; fastened by hinge and pin. From

Cairo, Africa. L. it in., W. 5 in. Bought (St. Maurice Collection), £2. I.M. 950-1884. 445. Necklace, silver

gilt; a band of long narrow links with filigree ornamentation placed side by side, with double row of stamped

pendants. Turkish (Anatolian). L. lif in. Early 18th century. I.M. 823-73. 446. Boss or Kurs for a

woman’s tarbush or fez. Thin silver-gilt filigree work, varied with bosses arranged in two concentric circles; in

the centre is a large boss set with a ball of green glass. Cairo; Saracenic of the 19th century. Diam. 3fin.

Bought (St. Maurice Collection), £3. I.M. 939-1884. 447. Bracelet, one of a pair; silver-gilt, ornamented

with bosses of filigree work and a rosette ; fastened by a reversed screw. Cairo ; Saracenic of the 19th century.

Diam. 3 in. Bought (St. Maurice Collection), I.M. 947-1884. 448. Five amulet cases, Hejab ; silver-gilt

filigree work with rose bosses. Cairo ; Saracenic. L. of one, i in., diam. in. Bought (St. Maurice Collection).

I.M. 955-84.

Plate 71. —449. Necklace of gold beads and fan-shaped pendants strung on thread (506451). Kathiawar,

Value £l6. 450. Necklet of filigree balls, with hexagonal amulet cases terminating in halves of similar balls;

strung on cord ; silver. Modern Turkish. I.M. 575. 451. Necklace of gold beads strung on a cord ; with four

fan-shaped and one square pendant of gold wire, thread, and
gems. The front pendant is set with rubies and

turquoises, the others with rubies. I.M. 452. Ring; silver and champleve enamel. Karachi. I.M. 207.

453. Double V-shaped silver ring; twisted pattern; worn by coolies. Bombay; 19th century. I.M. 1967.

454. Necklet; gilt metal chain with imitation coins attached, called Putlyachi Mai by the Mahrattas, and Kantli

by the Gujaratis; worn by women, except widows. Given by Sir G. Birdwood, M.D., C.S.I. I.M. 25. 455.

Bracelet (gauntlet), enamelled; silver set with coral. W. 2 in., diam. afin. 19th century; Algerian (Kabyle).

I.M. 795.

Plate 72. —456, Bracelet ; silver plaited gold wire with tigers’ heads at the ends, called Kaden by the

Mahrattas and Sankla by the Gujaratis ; worn on the wrist by women, except widows ; generally made of gold.

Diam. 2-|in. Given by Sir G. Birdwood, M.D., C.S.I. I.M. 19-1884. 457. Anklet, Kara; engraved silver.

Diam. 4J in. Karachi, Sind. I.M. 199. 458. Two bracelets of gilt metal, one embossed, the other facetted;

called Bangdi by Mahrattas and Gujaratis, who wear them on the wrist, except widows. Given by Sir G. Bird-

wood, M.D., C.S.I. I.M. 15 and 15*7, 1881. 459. Bracelet; silver set with turquoises and chased with floral

ornamentation with a trellis pattern. Diam. q-J-in. Bought, £ 1 7s. I.M. 1983-1883. 460. Armlet; plaited

gilt metal wire, called Vela, and worn also by the lowest caste of Mahratta women ;
made either of gold or silver.

Diam. 3^in. Given by Sir G. Birdwood, M.D., C.S.I. I.M. 14-1881. 461. Belt buckle, silver, formed of four

plaques, each chased with a representation of a peacock and united by a flexible band of small oblong blocks

connected by wires. L. 2p|in., W. 1 1 in. Cost Bombay; 19th century. I.M. 1984-18.

Plate 73.—Bracelet, Usuar, one of a pair; silvered metal, hinged with projecting ornament and filigree.

Syrian. Bought, ss. 6d. the pair. I.M. 1532-73. 463. Bracelet, Shalim Hirluch,one of a pair; silvered metal ;
alternate knobs and upright bars, hooked together with pins for fastening. Syrian. I.M. 1542-73. 464. Neck-

let, Towk (Tauk) ; thick silvered metal; twisted wire ornamented with silver filigree bosses, with chains

suspending crescents, coins and other pendants, with setting of red and blue beads. Diam. 6| in. Bought

(Annual International Exhibition, 1872) 16s. 6d. I.M. 1545-73.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

61. A Lady of rank, with her maidens, performing her toilet. 62. Small figures from wall-paintings in the

Ajanta Caves. 63. Nose Ring, Bangle, Bracelets, and Ring. 64. Anklet, Armlets, and Bracelet. 65. Anklet,

Bracelets, and Armlet. 66. Rings, Bangle, Bracelet, Amulets, and parts of Silver Belt. 67. Belt Buckle,

Bracelet, and Waistbelts. 68. Armlet, Necklaces, and Pendant. 69. Bangle, Rings, Gauntlet, and Bracelet.

70. Clasp for Belt, Necklace, Boss for a Fez, Bracelet, and Amulet Cases. 71. Necklaces, Rings, and Gauntlet

Bracelet. 72. Bracelets, Anklet, and Belt. 73. Bracelets and Necklet.
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61.—391. From The Paintings in the Buddhist Cave-Temples of Ajanta, PL 55, by Mr. J. Griffiths. Cave XVII, upper part of

the first pilaster in the right aisle. A lady of rank, with her maidens, performing her toilet.





62. —392 to 401. Small figures from Wall-Paintings in the Ajanta Caves, and from Mr. Griffiths’ work. Plates 61 and 62 are

reproduced by permission of the Secretary of State for India, and of Mr. Griffiths.





63 .—402. Nose ring, Nath ; silver tube with pendant; Karachi. I.M. 202. 403. Bangle ; silver ; open-work and balls ; Bom-

bay. I.M. 1889. 404. Bracelet; carved silver; Karachi. I.M. 201. 405. Bracelet, Kangan ; carved silver; Karachi.

I.M. 200. 406, Bracelet; silver set with turquoises; Kanara. I.M. 1912. 407. Ring; silver; double V-shaped;
Bombay. I.M. 2253. 408. Bracelet; Rudraksh beads set in silver

cups
and oak leaves; Travancore, Madras Presi-

dency. I.M. 451.





64 .—409. Anklet with balls, Athasia; silver or white metal; Gujarat. I.M. 29. 410. Armlet, Vauk ; gilt wire ; Maharasthra

and Gujarat. I.M. 13. 411. Bracelet; silver; Sind. I.M. 1028. 412. Armlet; silver, chased ; Bombay. I.M. 2061.





65- —413 Flat Anklet; base metal; Central India. 414. Bracelet of coils of wire ; base metal ; Bombay. 415. Curb bracelet

with ball drops , base metal; Bombay. 416. Bracelet; bar or tube with wire coils at the ends ; base metal; Bombay.

417. Elbow armlet; gilt metal; Sind.





66.—418. Ring; silver; Bombay. I.M. 1970. 419. Another view of 403, Plate 63. 420. Finger ring; silver; Karachi.

I.M. 2048. 421. Bangle; silver; Bombay. I.M. 1890. 422. Amulet; silver embossed; Talism, Karachi. I.M. 203.

423. Bracelet; silver; Kachh Bhuj. I.M. 1911. 424. Amulet; silver; Ajmere. I.M. 903. 425. Two plaques of silver

belt; Bombay. I.M. 2123. 426. Part of silver belt; Bombay. I.M. 2062.





67
. —427. Belt buckle; silver; Puna. I.M. 1882. 428. Bracelet; spiral cord and pendent Christian emblems; probably

Madras work. I.M. 414. 429. Waist-belt; silver wire chains, buckle, loop and clasps ; Puna. I.M. 1881. 430. Waist-

belt of wire chains with flat plaques and bands ; Puna. I.M. 2328.





68 .—431. Armlet; gold; Ahmedabad. 432. Necklet; gilt metal on silk cord; Bombay. I.M. 1123. 433. Necklace of gold
and green glass beads strung on thread ; Bombay. I.M. 1892. 434. Pendant; gold set with gems ; Bombay. I.M. 1891.

435. Necklace, Jalli; gold; Bombay. I.M. 1895.





6g. —436. Bangle with pendants; brass; Madras I.M. 1097. 437. Nose ring with studs; Madras. I.M. 1047. 438. Flat

nose ring ; gold with a red glass bead and pearls ; Sind. I.M. 1020. 439. Ring in three parts ; silver ; Bombay. I.M. 2354.

440. Ring; silver enamelled ; Multan. I.M. 203. 441. Gauntlet; silver with wire filigree; Bombay or West Africa.

I.M. 1986. 442. Chain ring with bosses ; Central India or Bombay. I.M. 2095, 443. Bracelet of plaques and pendants ;
silver; Bombay, Central India, and Rajputana. I.M. 1127.





70. 444- Clasp for belt, in three pieces; brass alloyed with silver, backed with copper; African. I.M. 950. 445. Necklace of

narrow links and pendants with filigree ornament; silver gilt; Saracenic. I.M. 446. Boss for a woman’s fez, Kurs ;

silver-gilt filigree; Saracenic. I.M. 447. Bracelet; silver-gilt with filigree bosses; Saracenic, from Cairo. I.M. 947

448. Amulet cases for necklace; silver-gilt filigree; Saracenic, from Cairo. i.M. 955.





71.—449- Necklace; gold beads and three fan-shaped pendants; Kathiawar. I.M. 12523. 450. Necklet of filigree balls and

amulet cases strung on a cord ; silver ; modern Turkish. I.M. 575. 451. Necklace ; gold beads strung on a cord, with four

fan-shaped and one square pendant of gold wire, thread and gems ; Kathiawar. I.M. 452. Ring; silver and champleve
enamel; Karachi. I.M. 207. 453. Double V-shaped ring; Bombay. I.M. 1967. 454. Necklet; gilt metal chain with

imitation coins ; Putlyachi Mai, Bombay Presidency. I.M. 25. 455. Gauntlet bracelet; Bombay or W. Africa. I.M. 795.





72. ~ 456. Bracelet; plaited gold wire with tigers’ heads; Bombay Presidency. 457. Anklet, Kara; engraved silver; Karachi

458. Two bracelets, one embossed, one facetted, Bangdi; gilt metal. 459. Bracelet; silver set with turquoises ; Bom-

bay. 460. Armlet; gilt wire : Bombay. 461. Belt; silver plaits and links; Bombay.





73- — Bracelet, Usuar; one of a pair; silvered metal, hinged with projecting ornament and filigree. Syrian. I.M. 1532-73.
463. Bracelet, Shalim Hirluch, one of a pair ; silvered metal; alternate knobs and upright bars, hooked together
with pins for fastening. Syrian. I.M. 1542-73. 464. Necklet, Towk (Tank); thick silvered metal; twisted wire,
ornamented with filigree bosses, with chains suspending crescents, coins, and other pendants, with setting of red and

blue beads. I.M. 1545-73.





PART VII.

BOMBAY (PART II.); THE CENTRAL PROVINCES;

AND MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.

Allusion has been made to the many influences which have been at work in all matters which relate to the

customs, dress, and the arts of the Bombay Presidency. In turn, these influences have filtered through to the

adjacent Provinces and to the Native States within their borders, and, as regards the two former, in particular to the

Central Provinces, which before the year 1861 were either attached to the North-West (now the United)

Provinces or to Madras, but which originally belonged to the Mahratta kingdom of Nagpur. One district was

made over in 1905 to Bengal ; but Berar, which since 1902 has been leased in perpetuity from H.H. the Nizam

of Hyderabad, was in that year permanently attached to the territory. The total area, as now revised, amounts

to 100,345 square miles, and its population is 10,764,271, but it had lost B’o2 per cent of its inhabitants since

1891. The great fall in population arose from famine, and readers of previous papers will readily understand

how, in respect to jewellery and treasure generally, this calamity must have led to great dispersal of such property

and to other changes in respect to it. The people are mostly Hindus, speaking Hindi and Mahratti, and these

facts are also of importance in connection with our subject. There is a considerable export of agricultural

produce, especially cotton, from the district, and in this way much money is brought into it, some of which would

be spent on ornaments.

The Bhonsla Court at Nagpur was, in late years only, a luxurious one. It was connected with Puna and

Satdra, which, no doubt, set many of its fashions, if the word “fashion” may be applied to the Mahratta people
and their rulers. The family became extinct in 1853 and, as the last raja had deliberately abstained from

adopting an heir, the British annexed the State. The original rulers (who, although they bore the same name as

the family of the great Mahratta chief, Sivaji, were not of his kin) were nobles and statesmen who filled the

highest positions at the Puna Court.

The first chapter of the Central Province Gazette, which appeared in the year 1870, thus opens:—-“Ten

years ago, the country, which is now called the Central Provinces, was for the most part a term incognita to

Englishmen. In 1861 the Nagpur Province and the Sagar and Narbada territories were united under the name

of Central Provinces. Roughly speaking, they almost coincided with the old territorial division of Gondwana.

When the native princes were subverted, owing to the encroachment of foreign settlers, the two Provinces of

Gondwana remained (with a brief interregnum) under the dominion of the Bhonsla Rajas of Berar, and were not

separated until the cession of the Sagar and Narbada territories to the British in 1818. It was only in

1743, when one of the most powerful of the Mahratta dynasties enthroned itself at Nagpur, that the

history of Gondwana emerges into that of the rest of India. Anciently, Rajputs were settlers here, as,

for example, probably the Pramaras of Dhar, or a family connected with them. Many are proved to be

Nagbansis, or of serpent origin, though the common Gonds have no special cult of that kind. The people

prospered under the Gonds. In the 15th century the Gond kings presented Ahmad Shah Wali, the Bahmani

king, with valuable diamonds, rubies and pearls. The Mahrattas harassed the people, and the hill Gonds soon

lost every vestige of humanity. They have been pacified under our rule.”

The following remarks are also condensed from the Gazetteer:—ln the Nagpur country the Maratha

rule lasted from 67 to 77 years, and again from 1830 to 1854, when the British acceded. In the Sagar and

Narbada territories it lasted from 29 years in Mandla itself, to 85 years in the northern part of Sagar. The

Bhonslas, in some respects, were not wanting in sympathy, and their chiefs were men of plain manners, though

not restrained from every degree of cupidity and rapacity. The etiquette and ceremonies of the Court at Nagpur

were never burdensome, and on common occasions the Raja was not to be distinguished from any other individual

either by his dress or seat. This was so at first and until Madhoji died in 1798, bequeathing a considerable

treasure in cash and jewels to his son Raghoji. Then deterioration set in. The more primitive tribes wore very

little dress. In the Chattisgarh, or South-Eastern Commissionership, the women wear one cloth, and adorn

themselves with bracelets of gold or silver and bead necklaces. Ear and nose rings are not usual ; nor, except

among young Gond ladies, are toe rings and anklets. By men a gold or silver bracelet is frequently worn ; they
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also affect small earrings not a little, and a silver waistbelt is perhaps a comfortable agriculturist’s highest
ambition.

Burhanpur was the capital of the large Moghul subah of Khandesh, usually under a prince of the royal

blood. Tavernier, in 1640 and 1658, mentions the production and great trade in linen work interwoven with

gold, silver, and silk intermixed with flowers. The demand for these fabrics has almost ceased. The Gond

women of the Nagpur (Mandla District) country wear strings of red and white beads, earrings of brass wire in

coils, and polished zinc bosses ; they sometimes wear nose-rings of the same, and anklets and armlets of copper

and zinc mixed, or of pewter and zinc, and the inevitable karas (bracelets) of lac. Sometimes they adorn their

hair with small brass coins and glass beads. They are tattooed at an early age.

At Sambalpur are manufactured all the ornaments worn by females. They are very peculiar, and unlike

those used in other parts of India. The prettiest ornaments made here are the kanthas, or necklaces of large

gold fluted beads, worn often by Brahman and Rajput sepoys of the native army. Gold is found in the bed of

the Godavary River. Garnets are exported to Madras and made into ornaments there ; they cost sixpence a

pound. Diamonds (not, it appears, of good quality) were found in the Sambalpur District.

As the Province has no marked styles in jewellery of its own besides the above, and few manufactures of

sumptuary articles, the present number of this Journal is a convenient place for noticing anything upon the subject
that may have been omitted in the parts already devoted to the Provinces in North and West India. For example,
in Lucknow there was formerly (and, to some extent, still is) a large manufacture of parcel-gilt silver ornaments,

especially of bracelets, anklets, and necklaces or brooches of stars. The ornament was made of silver, which was

cut into facets and was partially or parcel-gilt. Several, sometimes many, thin bracelets of this kind were worn,

and particularly by Europeans.

Lucknow has been a great centre for the manufacture and dispersal of jewellery on account of the luxurious

court which formerly existed there when it was the capital of the Nawabs, afterwards the Kings of Oudh.

Indeed, we may go much further back, because Ajudhya, near Faizabad, was the capital of Rama, the deified

ruler of the country, in times that are now legendary. The following list of some of the articles which were

shown at the Jeypore (Jaipur) Exhibition of 1883, will give some idea of the kinds of ornaments which were,

and are still, popular. The prices are also given :

Large diamond V-shaped ring set in silver; sent by a Jeypore dealer; Rs. 1300. Diamond ring set in

gold ; sent by a Benares jeweller ; R5.500. Many other rings set with diamonds, rubies, emeralds, sapphires, or

pearls; from Benares; R 5.35 to Rs. 100. A pair of earrings; gold, blue enamel, diamonds and rubies; R 5.600.

One set of nine large pearl shirt buttons set in gold ; from Benares; Rs. 1 125 ; Mohamedans use such buttons,

and silver ones connected by chains are commonly worn in the shirts of domestic servants of this faith ; the shirt

is worn as a coat outside the under-garments. A gold cross and neck chain, with large ruby and 35 diamonds ;

Benares; Rs. 1125. Many rings came from Lucknow, in value from Rs. 7to Rs.4o each; such specimens are

characteristic of the cheap, and often loosely-set, rings and other ornaments which are hawked about the country

by pedlars or boxwallahs from Delhi, Lucknow, or Benares, and which are so often purchased by Europeans at

prices far above their real value. A case containing one long and one short watch chain, consisting of 156

pearls, 117 emeralds, 55 rubies, and 76 diamonds; Benares; R5.2200. A gaudy article of this kind would be

worn by a rich baneah or merchant. Kasinath, at that time the leading jeweller in Jeypore, exhibited a collection

of great value. Some of his exhibits have been reproduced in the present as well as in the Rajputana and Panjab

parts of the Journal. The following are extracts from his list:—Mala, or necklace of camphor beads ; Rs.3o. A

larger one, R5.250. Watch chains of alternate rubies and pearls, with a ruby key, Rs. 1400. Pair of bracelets

(shell pattern) of gold beads ; Rs. 150. Lockets of gold and green enamel; R 5.55 each. Bracelet of red coral

beads ; Rs.6o. Necklace of red coral beads; R 5.25. Long necklace of coral beads, with pearl fastenings; R5.200.

Necklaces of two rows of Katlla (probably spurious, or perhaps spike-like, gold beads) and pearls ; R5.300.

Rings of the more expensive kind. Earrings of diamonds and pearls; from R 5.75 to R5.700. Aigrette of

diamonds and pearls ; R5.2000. Ar, or head ornament; gold, diamonds and pearls ; R5.700. Necklaces of gold

bells ; Rs.Bo and R 5.225. Har chuadani, necklace with drops of the form of the teeth of mice, Rs. 100. Bracelet

of the same, R5.75. Pipalpatti (or Ficus religiosa leaf) earring, with pearl string; R5.200. Earring known as

Karanphul; R5.150. Bindi, or female head ornament; Rs. 125. Kanoti, male ear ornament ; R5.75. Necklace

of 127 gold beads; Rs.lßo. Necklace of 122 gold beads; R5.160. Necklace of 153 gold beads; R5.210.

Bindi, or neck chain; R5.56. Jhumka, a pendant or ear ornament; R5.75. Brooch, Partabgarh enamel; R5.27.

A pair of bangles (kara); R5.225. Enamelled breast-pin; Rs.7. Enamelled whistles; Rs.l7 each. Gold

mohrs 1 of the Emperor Akbar’s time ; square shape ; R5.25 each : these are much valued, and can be made up

1 Mohr or “Muhr,” worth nominally Rs.16, with the rupee equal to two shillings.



into ornaments. Larger ditto, Rs.3o each. Round mohrs, old; R5.25 each. Necklaces, from Rs.ioo to R5.600

each. A spear-head enamelled and set with red and white rubies (spinels) ; R5.3000. Such articles, as well as

sword and dagger handles, and bosses for shields, are made by the jewellers to meet the demand of Rajput

nobles, who often display their wealth and love of ornament in this way. The decoration is usually very artistic,

and the richest effects are produced by using scales of diamonds and other gems and setting them in glowing

enamel. Kasinath and other Jeypore jewellers kept large stocks of every kind of silver ornaments for the

inspection and purchase of European ladies. A man of his standing did not usually deal in silver ornaments,

which, thirty years ago, was held to be a base metal only fit for the poorer classes. I remember that the

American gentlemen who accompanied General Grant, ex-President of the United States, to India in 1879,

unlike our own countrymen, even then declined to purchase silver ornaments on the above ground.

At the Jeypore Exhibition were also shown some black diamonds from Pana, a small Hindu State in

Central India or Malwa. These are great curiosities, but otherwise are not of much value. One stone was said

to be worth R5.20,185 ; and a small one, a table diamond, R5.504.

Visitors to Delhi usually take away with them a specimen or two of the miniature paintings, which are the

work of a number of artists, who are chiefly, if not almost entirely, Mohamedans. The art is principally confined

to the representation of the famous Indo-Saracenic buildings in the United Provinces and in the Panjab, and to

portraits of celebrities or private individuals. The subjects are usually painted on oval plaques, which are set in

gilt frames, and are used for the ornamentation of boxes of sandalwood or ebony ; or are set in brooches, clasps,

pendants, bracelets, necklaces, and even in earrings. Similar work is done in South India at Frichinopoly and

elsewhere. Some of the miniatures on ivory are very beautiful, and are carefully drawn and coloured. In

portraiture, however, there is much less demand than there was before the days of photography ;
and it is

doubtful whether it is now sufficient to induce good men to engage in the work. A more important reason for

the decay in this, as in so many other kinds of art work, is the undoubted increase in the desire of ordinary

travellers to procure cheap specimens of the various articles of local interest which they see in their progress

through the country, and the comparative ease with which the artists can supply objects adapted to the wants

and knowledge of such persons.

Amongst the stock subjects painted by the Delhi artists were views of the Taj Mahal, the Fort, the Junta

M'asjid, and the tomb of Itmad-ud-daula at Agra ; the tomb of the Emperor Akbar at Sikandra ; the great gate-

way
and other buildings at Fatehpur-Sikri, including the mosque of Sheikh Salim Chisti ; the principal buildings

in the Fort at Delhi, including the Gateway, the Diwan-i-Khas, the Diwan-i-Am, the Pearl Mosque, and the old

Fort of Selimgarh, the Juma Masjid, and other mosques ; the buildings near Delhi, such as the Kutb Minar,

Ala-u-din’s gateway, and the Iron lat and cloisters near it; the tombs of Humayun, Safdar Jang, and of the royal

personages near the former monument ; the Chandni Chauk or main bazar, Delhi; the Peacock Throne ; a Jain

temple, etc. To these may be added, for the Panjab, the tomb of Jahangir at Shahdera near Lahore ; buildings

in the Fort at Lahore; Wazir Khan’s Mosque ; the tomb of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, close by it; and the Sikh

or Golden Temple at Amritsar; at Trichinopoly we have the forts and temples in South India.

Sets of portraits of the Moghul Emperors and their wives or Begams ; of the Sikh rulers of the Panjab ; of

the Nawabs or Kings of Lucknow ; and of other historical personages, chiefly Mohamedans, were also available ;

and if he was not hurried, a fairly good representation of a purchaser could be produced if the artist was able

to make a sketch from life. He was even prepared, and not always unsuccessfully, to paint a miniature if a

sketch was sent to him, with a lock of hair of the subject and some notes as to colour of dress, etc. The pictures

were mounted in gold, and sometimes the backs of the frames were enriched with plaques of Partabgarh enamel.

Miniatures of this kind have thus become specially associated with four Provinces, viz., the Panjab, the United

Provinces, Bombay and Madras, and are sold freely in all of them, either alone, in small gold frames, or set in

wood-carvings. Amongst leading miniaturists in Delhi, in 1883, were Zulficar Khan, Kutb-u-din, Mohamad

Husain, and their relations or pupils.

It is probable that the Delhi artists first turned their attention to painting on ivory plaques for jewellery and

the enrichment of small objects, such as glove boxes or jewel cases, early in the nineteenth century, to meet the

demands of Europeans ;
but their aptitude for miniature painting dates much further back. Ihe exquisite book

illustrations of the time of Akbar and the great Moghul sovereigns who followed him, prove
this incontestably.

There are numerous specimens of their art in existence, such as in the Razmnamah, or Persian version of the

Mahabharata and Ramayana, at Jeypore, which were painted by the best artists at the Court of the Emperor

Akbar, and in smaller books and separate paintings in different royal, national, or private collections. The art, as

practised in India, is, no doubt, more immediately of Persian origin; but that in turn was derived from Byzantium,

i.e. Constantinople or Constantunya, or even Rum (which means Turkey), in the East.

89INDIAN JEWELLERY.
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The Nagpur Court, even though it patronized jewellers or goldsmiths to a small extent, is not known to

have been specially identified with any sumptuary art work. It is probable that anything of the kind that there

may have been in the Province originated with the great Moghul Viceroys, who dwelt at Burhanpur, the capital

of one of the great Subahs or divisions of the empire, or with the Imperial Court itself, which even so late as the

days of the Emperor Aurangzeb, for a long period, was held in the Dakhan (Deccan). Though not jewellery,

there is, as 1 have already noted, a kindred art which still exists, though in a somewhat moribund condition, at

Burhanpur. I refer to the silk fabrics which are embroidered, or, rather, heavily enriched with gold and

silver, the best examples of which are scarves or mandils. As mandils, gold lace and kincobs (kamkhwabs) of

gold and silver are so much used by both sexes in India on state or festival occasions, when the most magnificent

jewels are worn, they may well be referred to as part and parcel of that love of ornament which is so characteristic

of the East. It is not desirable to go into detail in this treatise on the above subject, but the manufacture of all

such articles, and the skill shewn in the various designs, are worthy of recognition. Dress is as much prized as

jewellery, and almost as much money is lavished
upon it. I have elsewhere stated that on a great occasion, such

as an Assembly or Durbar of the women in the palace of a great Rajput chief, the head queen, or Pat-Rani, has

been known to have a weight of about forty pounds of jewellery on her person, and as much more in the form of

rich gold bands or fringes on her skirts, or in the form of richly embroidered mandils or scarves, or saries or veils.

I have, in a former article, also shewn how the khilat, or dress of honour, given by a chief to his nobles or

officials, contains, besides jewellery, the brocades or cloths necessary to wear with it. Besides the kincobs

worked into most gorgeous and beautiful patterns, there are plumes of gold and silver threads for the head-dress,

tarban or pagri ; a profusion of designs of lace of all widths ; and spangles in gold and silver for decorating

the dresses of women, and the shoes or sandals of both sexes.

While dealing with this subject, other paraphernalia of state must not be forgotten ; such articles as hookahs,

or the apparatus for smoking; jewelled or gold and silver weapons; staves and maces for the attendants; similarly

enriched or manufactured trappings for elephants, camels or horses; decorated vehicles ; plumes of peacocks’

feathers with magnificent handles ;
whisks or chamaras made of the tail of the Bos gruniens ; elephant goads ;

sunshades ; and suchlike objects. Many of these beautiful things are richly jewelled and enamelled.

The tikki, baindi or bindi, a mark which is put on the forehead between the eyes of women, may also be a

small oval or circle made of some thin material, which is painted and even jewelled, and then fixed in place with

some adhesive substance. It is said that parrots are sometimes taught by young gallants to pluck off and carry

to them these ornaments from the brows of women of whose charms they have heard, even if they have not seen

them. The bainda is a mark on the forehead which is applied to shew the sect of the Hindu. Women apply a

vermilion dot at this spot, and also, during wedded life, make a similar red mark along the hair parting backwards.

To the notes on the Moghul Emperors, in Part 1., may be added the following:—Raffi-ud-Darajat, Emperor

of Delhi for six months in 1719, was placed on the throne with such haste that there was not even time to change

his clothes ; all that could be done being to throw round his neck a string of pearls. At this time the vast

treasures, which for three or four hundred years had been accumulated at Agra, fell into the hands of Husain Ali,

the younger Said, who, with his elder brother Abdulla, at this period were the actual rulers. They had made

and remade no fewer than four of the nominal Emperors. The jewels of Nur Jehan and Mumtaz Mahl alone

were valued at between two and three crores of rupees.

There is a very amusing book which gives us some idea of the importance attached to dress and ornaments

by the Persians. It is quite as applicable to the people of India. I therefore make some extracts from it.

The Kitabi, Kalsum Naneh, as it is styled, Is a jew d’esprit, or specimen of Persian humour. It was translated

by James Atkinson, a physician in the Honourable East India Company’s service, and was published in 1832. As

stated in the preface, it “shews the actual state of Persian life behind the curtain.”

The following is one of “ the Laws which are deemed imperative
”

by the seven ladies who are supposed to

be the authors of the book ;—“ On the last Friday of the blessed month of Ramazan, the women ought to dress

superbly and perfume themselves, and put on their best ornaments, and go to the porticoes of the mosques, because

young men of cypress forms, with tulip cheeks and amorous demeanour, assemble there in greater number than

at other places.” The veil must, indeed, be raised, as if by accident, to display their beautiful faces. “ Their

crimson-tinted toes must also be exposed, in order that the young men may see and admire them with wounded

hearts.” Again, “a woman should never, on any occasion, neglect to shew her predilection for rich apparel and

the scene of gaiety.”

Even in Persia, women are not allowed to make expeditions of the kind to mosques ; but the opinions of the

seven learned ladies, which are supposed to be set forth in the book, shew what a love for finery and ornaments,

especially as the implements of
power,

exists in the minds of females, and the use they are prepared to make of
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them. This is as true of India as of older countries. Porter, in his “Travels in Persia,” mentions the great love

of Persian ladies for the public baths, where they spend hours telling stories, eating sweetmeats, smoking, and

“embellishing their beautiful forms with all the fancied perfections of the East, dyeing their hair and eyebrows,

and curiously staining their fair bodies with a variety of fantastic devices, not unfrequently with the figures of

trees, birds and beasts, sun, moon and stars. This sort of pencil work spreads over the bosom, and continues

down as low as the navel, round which some radiated figure is generally painted.” I refer to this because it

shews that the love of decorating the person
extends even beyond the use of jewellery, and is expressed in India

amongst many women, especially the lower classes, by the custom of tattooing parts of the body, though not to

great excess. Tavernier also notes that the women are richly attired when in the baths.

Persian women revere the memory of Blbi Nur, a woman of great heroism, who fought in male attire for

the famous martyrs, Hasan and Husain. She rescued the head of Husain after the battle of Kerbela, and one

night the angelic form of the Prophet Mohamad himself appeared and kissed the pale face of Husain, and pre-

sented to Blbi Nur his seal-ring as a token of his approbation. This seal-ring was possessed of singular powers,

and could make the wearer invisible, and transport him to a remote distance in the shortest time. The reader

may turn to Part I. of these articles in connection with the seal of the Prophet. One of the charms of the ring

given to Blbi Nur was that, when she touched her husband’s head with it, he w7 as changed into a superior being,

his poor dwelling into a splendid mansion, and he became subservient to his wife. The Bibi herself was

murdered, and some years after her death, when her grave was opened, the famous seal-ring still glittered on her

finger.

Mrs. Rivett-Carnac sent a collection of ornaments to the 1872 Exhibition, with many interesting notes,

from which I make a few extracts, as they afford additional information, by a keen observer, regarding some

ornaments which have already been described, and upon others not yet alluded to.

Sithi or Bindii : head ornament worn by Hindu and Mohamedan women in Upper India. “This specimen

is made of lac, and is worn by the lower classes only. It is an imitation of the costly gold and jewelled ornaments

of a similar shape worn by the rich. The centre point falls back over the hair, and the rosettes are fastened into

the ears. These lac ornaments are much worn in Bandelkhand (Central India). The lac bracelets in this

collection are worn by the same classes. Stick lac is procured in the jungles, and is manufactured in the towns

and villages. There are large manufactories of shellac, under European superintendence, at Jabalpur (Central

Provinces) and Mirzapur (United Provinces). A considerable amount of shellac is annually exported from India

via Calcutta and Bombay.”

Sithi or Bind!: a head ornament in silver similar to the above, and worn chiefly by Hindus. “The

triangular centre-piece hangs over the forehead and is fastened back into the hair by chain and hook. The large
bosses are fixed into the ears.” Bandnl : “Head ornament somewhat similar to the above-mentioned ones, made

of pewter, worn by the lower classes of Hindus only. The higher classes wear similar patterns in gold and

silver.” Sithi or Seventi : “This is an imitation pearl and diamond head-dress worn by Hindu women. The

pattern is supposed to represent a flower much used in their religious ceremonies. It is worn in the same manner

as the before-mentioned head-dresses. These imitation ornaments are chiefly manufactured in Delhi, Benares,

and other large cities.”

Bij : “ Worn chiefly by Hindu women in Bandelkhand, fastened into the hair. These specimens are in lac,

and belong to the same class of ornaments as the sithi and bracelets.” Kaitak : “Worn by Hindu women only.

They are composed of three different ornaments ; the round boss is worn in the centre of the hair, on the top of

the head ; the leaf-shaped and crescent-shaped ornaments are worn in front, towards the forehead. These

ornaments are chiefly worn in the Mahratta country.” Rakhdl; “This is the centre-piece of the kaitak, and is

worn, as already stated, by Mahratta and Madrasi women. The latter of these wear from eight to sixteen

smaller circles dotted about their back hair. They are fastened into the hair, sometimes by a spring or spoon

thrust in, sometimes by a metal loop through which is passed a small plaited piece of hair. Hair-pins, save as

silver ornaments, are unknown.”

Kunthia : “Worn by Hindu and Mohamedan women, drooping over the side of the head, and usually

attached by chains to an equal number of earrings.” Tika : “Forehead marks worn chiefly by Hindu women.

Widows are not allowed to wear them. The very small and better made are worn in the cities ; the larger and

commoner are worn by country folk.” Tik : “Worn on the forehead by the bride only at weddings, and only

worn by Hindu women. The rich ladies wear them made of precious stones.” Bindi : “This ornament, made

of silver, is hooked into the hair on the top of the forehead, and curves down from there above the eyebrows on

either side of both ears. Worn with this are two kinds of earrings, the ‘ tuti ’ or stud and the ‘jhumka’ or

pendant attached to the stud by a silver wire (Rajputana, Central India, etc.).” Mr. E. L. (now Sir Edward)
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Durand, who collected many ornaments of the above districts for Mrs. Rivett-Carnac, observes that “The women

generally expose only one arm and side when out of doors, so if they are too poor to afford much, they usually

load the exposed arm with what jewellery they have.”

Bali : “Earrings always worn on the top of the ear by Mohamedans and Hindus alike.” Jhumka :
“ The name

indicates ‘

shaking,’and is best expressed by the word pendant, as those ornaments are nearly always worn

attached to the ‘ bala ’or earring, worn always from the middle of the lobe of the ear.” Bala bijlf: “The word

‘

bijli ’ means lightning, and the constant glancing and shimmering of the light fringes has given rise to the

expression. The Hindu women always wear this ornament in the middle of the lobe of the ear, whereas the

Mohamedans always wear it as an earring is worn in Europe.” Bala : “An earring worn in the middle of the ear.”

Kurrunphul ;
“ Flower of the “ Kurran,” and supposed to be an imitation of the said blossom. These ornaments

are worn by both Hindus and Mohamedans and fasten in the ear like a stud quite at the lower end. They vary

in design greatly, some having pendants attached to them.” I think this is a mistake, as the word is ordinarily

understood to mean Karanphul from karn or karna, the ear,
and phul, a flower.

Mala : Under this word for necklace, Mrs. Rivett-Carnac notes that the word mala means something strung,

and answers to our chaplet or garland. Also that “It is not uncommon to see pensioned sepoys with their

medals strung thus, the ribbons having been discarded.” I may add, occasionally their widows or eldest surviving

sons may also wear them, after their decease.

Jora : “ This is a favourite ornament of the Marwari men ; the pendant Is called a ‘ jugru ’ or firefly, whose

flashing it is supposed to represent. It is sometimes, but seldom, worn by women." It will be remembered that

Marwari bankers or traders live in all parts of India, including the Central Provinces, and even reside in foreign

countries, as in China, Zanzibar, the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan, and therefore that their ornaments are seen

everywhere, and that they are the instruments in carrying on the course of trade designs, as well as specimens, of

jewellery, from one place to another.” Bazu : “This silver ornament is worn above the elbow on the arm

muscle ; to these are suspended the pendants called 1

jundfs 'or 1 sumbalas’ ; Rajputana.” Bhankedals : “Worn

above the elbow, usually over an ivory circlet; Rajputana.” Ball! : “Armlet worn by Meo and Chumba women

just below the bazu ; Rajputana.” Chun: “ A bracelet exclusively worn by Hindu women in the centre of the

churis, of which eight to ten, of lac or silver, are usually worn at a. time next to the wristlets.” Kara : “Worn by

Mohamedan men and women. When worn by women they are worn next the hand, followed by the churis, and

above the churis next the elbow. When worn by men they are worn singly, and are usually merely the safest

way of carrying wealth or savings.” Kukunia : “Bracelets also worn next the hand, and chiefly used by Hindu

women.” Katri : “Worn by Hindu women, and then always above the churis upon the elbow.” Panchlari :
“These also are worn only by Hindu women, and only in the manner just described as the termination to the

churis.”

Mrs. Rivett-Carnac also notes that Hindus, as a rule, except those of the Raja’s family, are not allowed to

wear gold on their feet. The following list of ornaments worn by the different classes and tribes inhabiting the

Chandah District in the Central Provinces will give some idea of the importance attached to this subject :

Earrings ; Talpa, tandha, grudya, dul, pan balya, balya, masar balya, jhalah ball, pirdhin balya, bugrya, and

kurka. Nose ornaments; Mukhro, moti ratanpari, and mod. Necklaces: Sari, chintai, argathi, sakhli, paihsara,

mal, gathi, nuvibone, tik, and garsoli. Armlets : Ber, and dand wela. Bracelets : Kara, dand wela, kare,

kakhuya, wela, mathya, wala, maslwia, patti wali, wel, ber, kakhuya, and phura. Finger rings : Mudyat sikka.

Anklets : Wakya and paijan. Toe rings : Bichwe and gorwi.

My friend, Colonel W. F. Prideaux, C.5.1., the well-known authority on Abyssinia, has favoured me with

the following remarks on the filigree jewellery of that country ;

“ He [Mr. Skinner, the American author, who wrote an account of the country] may be correct in saying

that the filigree is one of the most antique forms of jewellery in the world, and I believe this is true of the

Mediterranean countries. But it was only introduced into Abyssinia in the latter half of the eighteenth century

by some Maltese who settled at Adowa, and thence it spread all over the country. The arm-guard (Plate 78, No. 494)

is called in Amharic a Bitawa. It is bestowed by the monarch on his most distinguished warriors, and answers

very much to the Victoria Cross. I have one which strongly resembles that figured in the photograph. Ihe

foundation is silver, and the filigree work is silver gilt, though in mine the gilding has, in a great measure, worn

off through time.” Another belonging to Mr. Rassam, Colonel Prideaux adds, is quite of a different pattern to his.

He continues: Nos. “491-2-3 (Plate 78) are all anklets. 1 have two, which, with little differences of detail, are

exactly similar to No. 493, but I have a strong impression that I obtained them at Zanzibar. The filigree work

has, however, spread from Abyssinia all over the East Coast of Africa.” Examples of this work, such as we now

obtain in Bombay, were probably copied from originals imported through the Arabs from the East Coast, and



readily adopted by a people who are so catholic in their ideas as the Indians in such matters.

Mr. H. Vivian, in his Abyssinian work, “Through the Lion-Land to the Court of the Lion of Judah
”

(1901),
has some interesting references to jewellery. The women at Berbera, in British Somaliland, wore ornaments of

silver and amber round their necks. Further in the interior, he saw almost every woman
“

wearing necklaces of

glass beads, and the better-to-do had silver cart-wheel earrings,” and big silver bracelets were also worn. At

Harrar, on the border of Abyssinia, he gathered a small collection of the jewellery of the Somali and Abyssinian

peasantry, which he observes Mr. Theodore Bent asserted to be of Greek origin, but he convinced himself “that

the patterns are either derived from India, or were else adapted by Indian artificers from some aboriginal designs.

Filigree work predominates, and the only difference between the two is that the Somali is heavier and more

barbaric.” Fie “secured great necklaces of silver beads, provided for both nations, with a hollow cylinder in front

destined to contain an amulet. The bracelets are kept together by sturdy screws. The earrings are enormous

and fitted with a beard of silver tongues, such as might serve in very small bells. It is only necessary,” he con-

tinues, “

to look at my collection in order to feel certain that all the jewellery must have had a common origin.

Another argument on behalf of India is that both Somalis and Abyssinians wear a great many ornaments which

admittedly come from India, the most obvious being snake-like coloured glass bangles, which may be bought

anywhere in Aden for an anna or two. The essentially Abyssinian ornaments are very few. Chief amongst

them are a silver or silver-gilt ring, a cross, and an earpick, which three are almost invariably worn round the

neck.” At Addis Ababa, the capital, the stock of jewellery, which was chiefly sold by women, was small. There

was little variety and it was inferior to that of Harrar. Silver and brass were the favourite metals, Mr. Vivian

was received in audience by Menelik, the Negus or Emperor, who had in his left ear a diamond solitaire earring

about the size of a threepenny bit, set in gold. This is worn in evidence of his having killed elephants, and only
the royal family are permitted to wear gold in any form. On the little finger of his left hand was a thick ring,
with a dark blue stone and two diamonds set gipsy fashion.

The Abyssinian and Somali women wear every bit of jewellery they can possibly lay hands upon, whether

of silver, brass, or glass. The Maria-Theresa dollar, a facsimile of the coin of 1780, is still issued and circulates

as a trade coin nearly all over Africa at the present rate, though it is as large as a five-shilling piece, of twenty-

three pence. I have seen it strung on necklaces. At Harrar, Mr. Vivian bought a bracelet consisting of

Italians’ teeth strung together, a ghastly reminder of the horrible way in which the Italians were treated when

defeated in their disastrous war.

Mr. A. B. Wylde, in his “ Modern Abyssinia,” states that unmarried girls wyear two silver or gold hair-pins,

and that all Abyssinians have a blue silk cord round their necks to denote that they are Christians. To the end

is usually attached a silver cross, such indeed as another author shews us in a portrait of the Emperor Menelik.

A few charms or amulets are also usually suspended from it, and round the neck the women wear silver or gold
necklaces of Byzantine patterns. Armlets and bangles of silver or silver-gilt are also worn, and many rings of

plain or beaded patterns on the fingers and often rings on the toes. Three little silver stars are also fastened to

a blue cord and are allowed to follow over each temple and the forehead where the hair is parted.

In “Zanzibar in Contemporary Times” (1905), Mr. Lyne observes that the Arab women at Zanzibar

“ pierce their ears and nostrils with large holes and stuff in rolls of coloured paper, which can be purchased ready

made at the shops. Silver rings sometimes hang from the cartilages of the nose and lobes of the ears. The

neck and wrists are adorned with beads or silver chains and bangles, accumulated savings being invested in large
silver anklets.

Most of the jewellers in the north of India, if not all over the country, set the claws of tigers, panthers, and

similar wild animals in silver and gold, to be worn as amulets or ornaments. It is no uncommon thing to see

children of the rich, as well as of the poor, wearing one or more such claws so set as pendants from a necklace or

armlet. It is supposed that by this means evil will be averted, especially destruction or injury from the huge
beasts of prey

which are so common. This is, however, not the only superstitious reason for using charms of the

kind, for some think that the person who possesses them may become gifted with the qualities of courage, ferocity

or even cunning, which are peculiar to such beasts. These ideas are very prevalent, and are so well known that

the sportsman has to take special measures in order to prevent his precious skins from being despoiled of their

claw's. For similar reasons, people of the wild tribes eat the flesh of such beasts, or preserve their whiskers, or

smear their own persons with fat taken from the animals. Sportsmen, who desire to give their female friends

some proof of their prowess, have often had the claws mounted and made into brooches, bracelets, or necklaces.

The base of the claw is usually set for this
purpose in a solid gold or filigree mount, which, in the former case,

may be engraved and more rarely set with gems. A single large claw, or two small ones, are generally required for

a brooch. Many such ornaments are made in Delhi and Benares, and form part of the collection of all Box-
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wallahs or travelling pedlars of jewellery. Peddling ornaments and goods of every kind is in India, as it was in

not very late days all over Europe, by no means confined to poor dealers. Quite an important shop-keeper or

middleman, in an Indian bazar, closes his shop, or leaves it in charge of a subordinate, and visits the houses of

the rich Indian or the European, sometimes carrying with him a stock of very considerable value. Many of the

largest jewellers in India have begun business in this way, even if they do not carry it on themselves, as is some-

times the case, in the same manner in old age. It must not be forgotten that in the zenanas this is practically

the only way in which business can be done. In some cases the jeweller’s wife must act as intermediary.

Females, the maniyarins , or wives of the lac-bracelet dealers, habitually resort to the zenanas in order to sell and

fix the indispensable lac ornaments on the wrists of married women. There are, moreover, the threaders of

beads, amulets, etc., who also employ females for similar reasons. Men and women of this occupation often sit

in small stalls at the ends of the streets, and patiently make up ornaments, or repair and re-thread old ones with

considerable skill. Many necklaces, armlets, and bracelets are fastened by means of a loop and a knot on the

ends of the cord, which is formed by the threads on which their component parts are strung. Cotton or silk

threads are used, and the ends are bound round with similar threads or with fine gold cord. The earliest neck-

laces of Egyptian queens seem to have been made and fastened in this manner.

Reference has been made to the mandils, or silk scarves embroidered with gold thread, for which Burhanpur
in the Central Provinces has been so long famous. In most of their portraits, the Moghul sovereigns and nobles

are represented wearing scarves of this kind. More colour and richness were usually displayed in this article of

dress than in
any other. The greatest men, indeed, had little more of ornament than such a scarf with richly

embroidered ends, a necklace of valuable pearls, a fine plume of diamonds in the turban, and, it may be, a price-

less stone or two in an armlet. The Rajput men were also noted for their richly embroidered dress ; and, on the

whole, the ladies of the wealthy, and especially of the aristocratic classes, take as much pleasure in their beautiful

brocades as in their jewels. It is not surprising, therefore, that some chiefs and nobles delight in jewelled

garments. One of them, which belongs to the Maharaja of Ulwar, was illustrated in Part I. (Plate 2) of these

papers. It was an overcoat of brocade with wide borders, and a yoke richly embroidered with seed pearls and

somewhat larger rubies and emeralds. Another such coat was made of crimson velvet, with gold embroidered

ornamentation as in the former garment, but the gems used were larger, and they were arranged in a more simple

and artistic pattern. Dresses of this kind afford such excellent opportunities for the artistic display of gems,
that

many Europeans regret that it is no longer the fashion for men to wear them on their own continent. The

famous state coat of Prince Esterhazy, the Hungarian magnate, is perhaps the best example in modern times of

such magnificence. In Europe, the great personages are now content that their wealth and nobility should be

shewn in other ways ; and, indeed, in the East, the true leaders of men, except on special occasions, have been as

simple in their tastes. Nevertheless, from an artistic point of view, a robe or coat may be made a most beautiful

object. Some of the dresses which were worn by English sovereigns, such as Henry VIII., Edward VI., and

Elizabeth, were beautifully enriched with jewels sewn in diagonal and other patterns ; or, in the case of the first-

named, bore upon them heraldic designs or monograms in gems of different colours. The Ulwar robes are as

rich as these, but are not, in my opinion, as artistic as those worn by our sovereigns in mediaeval times. The

dresses of Elizabeth, for example, shew especially how tastefully large pearls and brooches or clasps set with rich

gems may be used. The portraits in the National Portrait Gallery in London may be examined in this con-

nection. I reproduced, from the Royal Library, by permission, in my
“ Rulers of India and Chiefs of Rajputana

”

the famous portrait of Queen Elizabeth when she went to St. Paul’s Cathedral to return thanks to the Almighty
after the victory over the Armada of Spain, in which the dress she wore on that occasion was magnificently

jewelled.

Although used for dress purposes, there are some fabrics which were designed to be employed as carpets such

as those that were made at Baroda for a former chief or Gaikwar. They are similarly enriched, but are far more

costly than the Ulwar coats. Most Indian chiefs and nobles are satisfied to use the costly brocades of Benares,

Ahmedabad, Puna, and elsewhere ; but, unfortunately, these fabrics are suffering from the use of the aniline dyes,

which have been so injurious in the case of other textile industries. The earliest and best example of a fine

brocaded garment is the state dress of Maharaja Maun Singh of Jeypore, a famous chief of that State, who was

the friend of the Moghul Emperor Akbar. It is still preserved by his descendants.

A very interesting minor industry, in connection with personal ornaments, was established in Bombay under

the following circumstances, which have been kindly made known to me by Miss Constance Jones, of Oxford.

She states that “about 1905 or 1906, a number of very poor lowest caste natives, many of them Christians, came

into Bombay from the famine districts, and the All Saints Sisters were asked to look after them. To save them

from pauperism, the Sisters ventured to work this
”

(seed and bead) “ industry. At first there were great difficulties,
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chiefly want of capital and the great ignorance and unreliability of the workers. They needed constant super-

vision in everything, and the Sisters themselves were so understaffed. However, in March, 1906, we heard from

the Sister-in-charge the following : ‘ The industry has done wonders for our poor native Christians. We pay out

in wages every week over 100 rupees,
and all goes amongst our poor people, not pauperizing them, but help-

ing them to self-respect and self-support. Then, too, the regular hours of work in clean and healthy surroundings

is another great help. The improvement in their ways and manners is marvellous; they come to us often wild

and unkempt, not knowing the names even of the house furniture, and little by little one sees them improve.

They come clean and comb out their tangled hair; then they try to fall into quieter ways’ .... and so on.”

The Sister then writes of the improvement in their religious duties, and concludes : “The more I see of Mission

work the more clearly I see that the lines we must work on now is through industries to instruction, etc.”

Later on, it was heard from another source “that the industry was making quite a different race of people.”
Miss Jones also kindly referred me to an article in the Royal Botanic Gardens (Kew) Bulletin, No. 7, for

1906, entitled “Use of Seeds for Ornamental Purposes,” which was reproduced from the “Times of India” for

July 13th, 1906. A screen was presented by the Sisters of All Saints’ School at Mazagon (Bombay) which was

made up of 110 strings in the manner described. The seeds employed in that instance were Job’s Tears ( Coix

Lachryma-jobi, Linn.); “red wood,” sometimes called “red sandal-wood” [Adenanthera pavonina, Linn.); seeds

of Mimusops Kauki
,

Linn. ; and short pieces of what appear to be the peduncles of “great millet” (Andropogon

Sorghum , Brit.), or an allied form. The article refers to the number of hard bright seeds of many colours that

are found upon the trees and climbing plants of the Indian jungles, light blue and bright green appearing to be

the only colours not represented.

If gathered when quite ripe, the seeds were hard and durable, and in size varied from that of a large watch

downwards. The difficulty in piercing them easily and cheaply stood in the way of using them, but Mr. J. Wallace,

editor of the “ Indian Textile Journal,” seems to have devised suitable appliances of a cheap kind, varying with

the work to be done, which have proved successful. They consist of clamps of hard Indian wood, and steel drills

made of piano wire, bicycle spokes, and knitting-needles. The editor presented a set of tools, and the Sisters started

with a capital of Rs.6o, and the work was supervised by Mr. Wallace himself. “ The artistic taste of the Sisters

soon produced many charming devices, including certain loops for heavy and light curtains, necklaces, napkin

rings, hat-pins, buttons, bracelets, seed portieres, and screens, which found a ready sale at remunerative prices.

Certain of the seeds, notably the Rudraksha (.Eliocarpus Ganitrus, Roxb.), sacred to Siva, were bleached and

dyed in brilliant colours which added greatly to their value as buttons, beads, or hat-pins.” The work was

exhibited in the Forest Section of the recent Industrial and Agricultural Exhibition, and gained a bronze medal.

Beads are used with excellent effect in combination with the seeds, of which twenty-five varieties were then in

use. The article rightly refers to the value of the industry in its adaptation to the needs of industrial schools, in

its being calculated to correct the national habits of carelessness of the workers, in its commercial success, and

lastly, in its forming so good a model for kindred undertakings in which simple appliances are needed to increase

the efficiency and productiveness of the workers. For these reasons, and because the personal ornaments are

really very pretty, I draw particular attention to the industry. It attracted the attention of H.R.H. the Princess

of Wales, who made several purchases while in Bombay. A necklace is now named after her. It is hoped that

illustrations will be given in a later number of the Journal.

Natural grasses
and seeds have been worn as ornaments by the lower classes for untold ages in India. It is

therefore extremely interesting to see how, under modern conditions, articles of a similar kind are now made use

of by the women of the upper classes, both in the East and West.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART VII.

Plate 74.—465. Figure of a Hindu lady. Model illustrating the mode of wearing dress and jewellery in

North India. From the Indian Section of the Victoria and Albert Museum. The amount of jewellery displayed

is in no way an exaggeration. Special attention may be drawn to the nose-ring, or nath, which, in spite of its

size and the inconvenience attached to its use, is worn by every married woman.

Plate 75.—466. In 1886 I wrote the text to accompany a series of enamel designs, which were drawn by

one of the best Jeypore artists, Ram Bux, son of Esar, for Lieut.-Col. (now Colonel Sir Swinton S.) Jacob,

K.C.I.E. The following description of the plate, which has been copied, is taken from that work, which was

published by Mr. Griggs : —“Group of Jeypore Enamellers at Work. The principal enameller in this
group,

Guma Singh, son of Kishan Singh, sits before a low stool upon which his colours and styles are arranged. The

larger implements are placed on the ground near him, and he holds the piece on which he is at work in his hands.
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The colours are placed in depressions in a thin brass plate which is wedged into the front of the stool. On his

right, Dhuna Singh is engaged in heating the enamelled plate in a small clay furnace ; Behari Singh, who sits on

his left, polishes an ornament after the colour is fixed, and Hazari Singh is engraving another plate.” All the

men are Sikhs, descended, it is said, from five enamellers who were brought from Lahore by Maharaja Man

Singh, the friend of the Emperor Akbar. 467. Group of Damasceners at Work. Reproduced from the frontis-

piece of “Damascening on Steel or Iron, as practised in India,” by T. H. Hendley, 1892 (W. Griggs and Sons,

Ltd.) The following is a copy of the description of the plate in the original work :—“ Frontispiece—Group of

damasceners in gold. Nearly all the men who are engaged in damascening in the Panjab are Mohamedans. In

Rajputana, in addition, Hindu workmen are employed. The artists in the present group are all Mohamedans.

The first, with the yellow pagri or turban, is enriching a shield with koft, or false damascening in gold. The

man who wears the red turban Is cutting, in a steel battle-axe, grooves for the reception of the gold wire in the

Tah-i-nishan, or true damascening; while the artist in the centre is pressing the wire into the prepared channels.”

All the men are capable of making small ornaments in true or false damascening, the work upon which does not

differ from that on the larger objects.

Plate 76. —468 to 479. Figures from the carvings on the Buddhist remains at Sanchi in the Native State

of Bhopal. Republished, by permission of the Secretary of State for India, from Fergusson’s “Tree and Serpent

Worship.” There is a central dome-shaped mound. It is surrounded by a carved stone rail which is entered by

four gateways, also covered with sculptures. All the gates probably date within the limits of the first century of

our era; but the southern, which is thought to be the oldest, was perhaps erected about a.d. 30. The

ornaments, some of which are illustrated in Plate 76, are generally massive and coarse, and are not dissimilar to

those now worn by the aboriginal tribes and low castes in the same part of India. The earrings, bracelets and anklets

are especially large. The anklets, as well as the armlets of the female attendants, for example, in 478 (Plate 26,

fig. 1, “Tree and Serpent Worship”), from the right-hand pillar of the north gateway, which represents a Hindu

raja and attendants, are like the large brass ornaments worn by the Bhils in Western and Central India at the

present time. The driver, or mahawat of the elephants (Plate 40, fig. 2, Fergusson), from the capital of a pillar,

has cobra-headed armlets and is, no doubt, of the Naga tribe. The necklace (Plate 44, fig. 1, Fergusson) is

particularly handsome. The body dress of many of the figures is very scanty, and is confined apparently, as in

468 (Plate 3, fig. 1, Fergusson) to strings of beads round the neck and waist, and enormous bangles. Fergusson

remarks that the head-dress of the women is most remarkable (469), and “seems to consist of hair mixed with

beads, and a thick roll of cloth, so as to form a sort of tippet almost covering the whole of the back of the

wearer” (Plate 3, fig. 3, Fergusson). Nos. 473 and 474 (Plate 3, fig. 4, Fergusson) show various Buddhist

symbols, which were probably worn as amulets. Amongst them are, at each end, the Trisul, a well-known

emblem; rosettes or wheels (the Wheel of the Law); pairs of fishes, Jain as well as Buddhist symbols; and

what appear to be letters. Such objects, made of metal, are found at different Buddhist sites. No. 475 (Plate 30,

fig. 1, Fergusson) is from the southern, and No. 479 (Plate 35, fig. 1, Fergusson) from the north gate. No. 476

(Plate 25, fig. 2, P'ergusson) represents tree worship or adoration of the spirit in the tree.

Plate 77. —48010490. Prints from drawings made in 1816-1818 for Colonel Mackenzie, who first dis-

covered the Buddhist remains at Amaravati (Avaracila Sangharama of the Chinese pilgrim Hiouen Thsang, who

was in India from about 629 to 645 a.d.), Kistna District, Madras. The remains are half a mile east of Nana

Dharanikotta, in the middle of the modern town of Amravati, about seventy miles from the mouth of the Kistna

river. Fergusson (from whose work the illustrations are republished by permission of the Secretary of State for

India) concluded that the great rails were commenced probably about a.d. 322 ; the outer rail being completed

about a.d. 370 or 380 ; and the inner rail from a.d. 200 to a.d. 500. General Cunningham says the date of the

stupa cannot be later than 313 a.d. The illustrations in Plate 77 shew a more artistic and refined type

than those in Plate 76. Nos. 4803001482 (Plate 85, “Tree and Serpent Worship,” Fergusson) form portions

of the inner enclosure of the tope, and perhaps represent the goddess Durga. The anklets are very massive.

No. 481 (Plate 67, Fergusson), which comes from the internal face of a pillar of the outer enclosure, appears to

represent a great religious ceremony of aborigines or tribes of low blood; and No. 489 (Plate 72, fig. 1, Per-

gusson) represents a visit of a man of rank and his female relations to ladies who live across a river. No. 484

(Plate 72, fig. 2, Fergusson) represents a domestic incident of a Naga king. Nos. 483-5-6-8 and 491 come from

the outer enclosure (Plates 66 and 68, Fergusson); and No. 487 (Plate 83, fig. 1, Fergusson) is from the inner

rail, and is connected with the legend of King Sivi. Many of these figures are now arranged on the principal

staircase of the British Museum, and others of them also afford ample opportunities for the study of ancient

Indian ornaments and dress ; as do the casts of one of the great gateways and other details of the Sanchi Tope

in the Indian Section of the Victoria and Albert Museum at South Kensington, where, too, the copies of paintings
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from the cave-temples of Ajanta may be examined in the same connection. Rajendralala Mitra writes, in his

“Antiquities of Orissa,” that “the bangles, bracelets, and anklets of Sanchi are the clumsiest possible. The

bangles and armlets of Amaravati, though mostly of the same pattern, are smaller, lighter, and neater, and the

anklets are somewhat less ponderous.” At Bhuvanesvara, in Orissa, of a later date or about 1200 years ago,
“ they are not only reduced in size and weight, but are greatly improved in appearance.” Some of the latter will

be reproduced in a later Part of the Journal.

Plate 78. —491. Silver bracelet, ornamented with silver-gilt filigree; width if in., depth in. ; value, £6

for a pair. Abyssinian. I.M. 1728 a. 492. Bracelet of gold with repousse and corded ornament; made at

Muscat by an Arab worker in 1897. Diam. 3 in., W. 1 in. Given by Miss Palmer-Lovell. I.M. 1618. 493.

Silver bracelet from Zanzibar. Bought, £5. I.M. 276. 494. Arm-guard; silver, ornamented with silver-gilt

filigree and coloured stones. Presented by Theodore, king of Abyssinia, to Mr. Hormuzd Rassam. Modern

Abyssinian. H. 6f-in., Diam. 4 in. Given by the Foreign Office.

Plate 79. —495. Two-handled vase with flowers; silver filigree open-work. Spanish, 1870. Cost for a

pair, 1 2s. Victoria and Albert Museum, 298. As filigree work is such an important variety of work in

India, I have included in the illustrations of these articles, specimens from many other countries, in order that

they may be compared with Indian work.

Plate 80.—Ornaments of base metal worn by the Indian peasantry. 496 to 514. 496. Ear ornament

from Bengal. 497 a, b, c. Ear-drops from Mirzapur, United Provinces ; made of lac. 498. Ear ornament,

chiefly made of wire; United Provinces. 499 and 501. Toe-rings; Sagar, Central Provinces. 500. Pair of ear

ornaments worn by Paura Bhils in the Deccan. 502, 503, 504, and 509. Bracelets worn in Ajmer, Bengal,

Patna, and Calcutta respectively ; 504 and 509 are worn in North India generally. 505. Pair of ear ornaments,

and 507. Pendant, worn by Paura Bhils. 508. Kadar or ear ornament; Madras. 506. Earring, Karanphul ;

Indian. 511. Nose-ring; Saharanpur, United Provinces. 512. Nose-ring; Paura Bhils. 513. Ear ornament;

United Provinces and India generally. 510. Anklet of white metal; Saran, Bengal. 514. Anklet; Bengal.

British Museum.

Plate 81. —513 to 535. Ornaments of base metal; Central India generally. Anklets or bracelets. 524,

531, and 533 can be strung to form these ornaments. British Museum.

Plate 82.—536 to 563. Ornaments similar to those in Plate 81. 542 and 549. Earrings. 543, 545, 546,

and 550. Finger rings. 553, 554, 555, 557, 559, 560, 561, 562. Toe-rings. The remainder are bracelets 01-

anklets.

Plate 83. —Silver jewellery reproduced from Plate CXXIII. Vol. 111. “Memorials of the Jeypore Exhi-

bition,” by T. H. Hendley, 1883. 564. Back view of 565. 565. Toe-rings united by a band of bars and links;

covered with grape-like ornaments. Value, Rs.l6 the pair. 566. A pair of bracelets made up of hollow six-sided

beads with similar shaped ends ; Pahunchi. Rs. 16 the pair. 567. A similar pair of bracelets, with beads of a

different shape. Rs. 16 the pair. 568. Maraithi or chain bracelet, with added ornament of grape-like drops.

569. A solid anklet with similar ornaments. Rs.7o the pair. 570. Necklace of numerous rows of rosettes united

by chain work, discs, and grape drops. Rs.6o. All these ornaments were made in gold or silver by Kasinath,

who, at the time, was Court jeweller in Jeypore.

Plate 84. Silver jewellery. Except 573, all were made by Kasinath of Jeypore. Plate CXXIV. Vol. 111.

of “ Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition.” 571. Anklet, Paizeb. Rs. Bo. 572. Necklace with bars, links and

drops. Rs. 11. 573. Necklace and pendant; a combination of the Panchmunia and diamond-patterned links.

The Panchmunia is made up of five balls, which represent the blossom of the babul [Acacia arabica ) tree. These

balls are usually united in sets of five, in gold or silver, and are worn by women of all classes in Western India.

This ornament, which was made at the Jeypore Jail, took a first prize at the Exhibition. 574. A favourite arm

ornament of interlocking bars, Bazu. Rs. 13. 575 and 576. Pair of chain anklets, Maraithi or Sankla. Rs. 9.

Plate 85. —Reproduction of Plate CXXV. Vol. 111. “Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition.” Silver

jewellery by Kasinath of Jeypore. 577. Ornament for the head and ears (Phuljhumka). Rs.2o. 578 and 579. Ear

ornaments with bird-shaped top and drops pendent from chains, and handsome lower pendants ;
these are partially

supported by chain and bar work, as in 577. Rs. 16 the pair. 580. Chain necklace with pendant enriched with

clusters of grape-like ornaments. 581. Bracelet with grape clusters, Gugridar Bangri. 582. Bracelet with

pendant, Bangri. Rs.lß. 583. Chain necklace with pendant, with silver drops round the edge, and frame con-

taining a Delhi miniature picture of the tomb of Safdar Jang, which is on the road to the Kutb Minar. Rs.4o.

584. Bracelet of balls enriched with grape drops, Nogri. R5.22. 585. Engraved hollow bracelet, Nuri. Rs.6.

All the above ornaments, when made of gold, are very popular amongst the wealthy classes in Rajputana and

Central India, and are imported into the adjacent Provinces. The prices vary
with the weight and workmanship
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of the ornaments. The charges for silver vary from 2 annas to 8 annas per tola or one rupee weight, and from

4 annas to 2 rupees per tola of gold. The rupee or tola is equal to two-fifths of an ounce.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

74. Figure of a Hindu lady. 75. Group of Jeypore enamellers at work; group of damasceners in gold.
76. Figures from carvings on Buddhist remains at Sanchi. 77. Prints from drawings of the Buddhist remains

at Amaravati. 78. Bracelets and Arm-guard. 79. Vase. 80, 81, 82. Peasant Ornaments. 83, 84, 85. Silver

Jewellery.



74-— Figure of a Hindu lady. Model illustrating the mode of

wearing jewellery in North India. IM.





75. —-467. Group of Damasceners in gold. (From “Damascene Work in India,” by T. H. Hendley, 1892).

466. Group of Jeypore Enamellers at work. (From
“ Jeypore Enamels,” by S. S. Jacob and T. H. Hendley, 1886





76 .—468 to 479. Figures from the carvings on the Buddhist remains at Sanchi, Bhopal.

(Republished by permission of the Secretary of State for India from Fergusson’s “Tree and Serpent Worship.")





77- —4®o to 490. Prints from drawings made for Colonel Mackenzie, discoverer in 1797 of the Buddhist remains at Amaravati,

Kishna District, Madras Presidency.

(Republished by permission of the Secretary of State for India from Fergusson’s “Tree and Serpent Worship.”)





78 .—491. Bracelet; silver, ornamented with silver-gilt filigree. Abyssinia. W. 1 1 in., D. in. I.M. 1728a:. 492. Bracelet;
gold, with repousse and corded ornament. Made at Muscat by an Arab worker in 1890. Diam. 3 in., W. 1 in. Given

by Miss Palmer-Lovell. I.M. 1618. 493. Bracelet or Gauntlet; silver; from Zanzibar. Bought, £s. I.M. 276. 494.

Arm-guard; silver, ornamented with silver-gilt filigree and coloured stones. Presented by Theodore, King of Abyssinia,
to Mr. Hormuzd Rassam. Modern Abyssinian. H. 6jin., Diam. 4 in. Given by the Foreign Office. I.M.





79.
—495- Two-handled Vase with flowers • silver filigree open-work. Spanish, 1870. Cost for a pair, ,£l7-123. No. 298 in

Victoria and Albert Museum.





80. —PEASANT Ornaments. Central Provinces, if not otherwise stated. 496. Earring. 497. Three lac ear ornaments.

498. Earring. 499. Toe-ring. 500. Pair of Earrings; Deccan. 501. Ring for a middle toe. 502. Bracelet; Ajmere.

503. Bracelet; Bengal. 504. Anklet or Bracelet; Patna, Bengal. 505. Pair of Bracelets. 506. Nose-ring. 507

Pendant. 508. Ear Ornaments. 509. Bracelet; Calcutta, Bengal. 510. Anklet; Saran, Bengal. 511 and 512. Nose-

rings. 513. Ear Ornament. 514. Anklet; Jabalpur. British Museum.





81
.

—Peasant Ornaments. Central Provinces, etc. Anklets, Bangles, and Bracelets of different kinds. 516. Santh. 534.

Laung-ke-Santh. 522 and 526. Sankli or Maraithi. 532 and 535. Paezeb, or foot ornaments formed by interlocking
bars which are threaded together. 524, 531. Drops for threading as a bracelet or necklace. 533. Toe-ring. The remain-

ing figures are Anklets. British Museum.





82.--Peasant Ornaments. Chiefly from or near the Central Provinces. 536-7-8-9, 540-4-8, 551-2-6-8, and 563. Anklets.

541-2-5-6,553-4-5-7-9,560-1-2. Toe-rings. 543,550. Finger Rings. 549. Earring. British Museum.





»3- —Silver Jewellery. 564. Back view of 565. 565. Toe rings, united by a band. 566. Pair of Bracelets, Pahunchi

567. Pair of Bracelets, Pahunchi. 568. Chain Bangle or Anklet. 569. Anklet. 570. Necklace. Jeypore Exhibition.

1883. Kasinath, Jeweller, Jeypore.
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4

.

—
Silver

Jewellery.
571.

Foot

Ornament,
Paizeb.

572.

Necklace
with

drops.

573.

Necklace
and

Pendant;

Jeypore

Jail.

574.

Arm

Ornament,
Bazu.

575,

576.

Pair

of

Anklets.

Jeypore

Exhibition,
1883.

Except
573,

Kasinath,

Jeweller,

Jeypore.
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—Silver

Jewellery.
577.

Head

Ornaments
with

Earrings,

Phuljhumka.
578,

579

Earrings
or

Ear

Pendants
with

Phuljhumka.
580.

Necklace
with

pendant
of

grape-like
drops.

581.

Bracelet,

Gungridar
bangri,

582.

Bracelet
with

pendant,
Bangri.

583.

Necklace
and

pendant
with

miniature.

584.

Bracelet
of

balls.

555.

Bracelet,

engraved,
Nuri

or

Nogri.

Jeypore

Exhibition,
1883.

Kasinath,
Jeweller,

Jeypore.





PART VIII.

THE MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

The area of the Madras Presidency, which is included in the present number, is 141,726 square miles, and it

has a population of 38,209,436. According to Whitaker’s Almanac for igoi, many
natives of this important part

of India emigrate to Burma and Ceylon, some only temporarily. In this way, there is interchange of ideas of

every kind. Two-thirds of the Christians of India (2,923,241) live in the Madras Presidency and Travancore.

Besides the British territory, there are Native States, with an area of 9969 square miles, having a population of

4,188,036 ; and the Mysore States, with an area of 29,144 square miles and 5,539,399 inhabitants. The Hyder-

abad State, the area of which is 82,698 square miles, has a population of 11,141,142 persons, and is also referred

to in this article, though less so than in the Bombay number.

Parts 34, 40 and 48 of the Journal of Indian Art contain a full account of the Jewellery of the Presidency,

chiefly from the technical side. It was written by Mr. Havell, who at the time was Superintendent of the School

of Art in Madras and afterwards Principal of the Calcutta School. Mr. Thurston, Superintendent of the Madras

Museum, has also published a good deal of valuable information upon the ornaments which are worn by the

people, especially of the poorer
classes and aboriginal tribes. There remains, however, a little to be said, on the

historical side, in a general treatise upon the subject, in addition to references to and quotations from the above

works.

The impressions of the early travellers and adventurers are of interest. Marco Polo, at the end of the

thirteenth century, says the kings of the Coromandel country were black and naked like their subjects ; but he

describes one as wearing on his arms
“ three golden bracelets rudely set with the richest pearls ; anklets of like

kinds on his legs ; necklaces of rubies, emeralds and sapphires round his neck ; and rings of gold on his toes.

He also wore upon his chest a rosary, consisting of one hundred and four large rubies and pearls ;
and every day,

morning and evening, he uttered a hundred and four prayers to his idols.” [History of India ; Talboys Wheeler.]
Vasco de Gama, who commanded the first Portuguese ships which reached India, in the year 1497, was

received by the Zamorin, the suzerain chief at Calicut, on the Malabar coast. He was arrayed, Mr. Wheeler

says, in white cotton flowered with gold. He wore rich jewels in his ears ; bracelets and bangles on his legs and

arms ; and on his head was a diadem of pearls.

Mr. F. C. Danvers, in his work, The Portuguese in India (1894), has some interesting references to

jewellery. Prester John sent, as a present to the king of Portugal (1487), a great crown of gold and silver. In

his famous expedition (1497), Vasco de Gama took out many precious objects, amongst which were jewels of

gold, necklaces, chains and bracelets, for presentation to the kings and rulers of the countries where he might

put into port. The Moors at Calicut gave many rich jewels to the courtiers of the Zamorin, to prejudice him

against the Portuguese. Vasco de Gama gave valuable presents to the king, who is thus described : —“ He was

a very dark man, half naked, and clothed with white cloths from the middle to the knees
; one of these cloths

ended in a long point, on which were threaded several gold rings with large rubies, which made a great show.

He had on his left arm a bracelet above the elbow, which seemed like three rings together, the middle one larger

than the others, all studded with rich jewels, particularly the middle one, which bore large stones which could not

fail to be of great value. From this middle ring hung a pendent stone which glittered—a priceless diamond, the

thickness of a thumb. Round his neck was a string of pearls, about the size of hazel nuts ; the string took two

turns and reached the middle ; above it he wore a thin round gold chain, which bore a jewel of the form of a

heart surrounded with large pearls, and all full of rubies ; in the middle was an emerald of great size and value.

According to the information which the Castilian (a renegade resident at Calicut) afterwards gave to the

captain-major of this jewel, and of that which was in the bracelet on his arm, and of another pearl which the king

wore suspended in his hair, they were all three belonging to the ancient treasury of the kings of Calicut. The

king had long dark hair all gathered up and tied on the top of his head with a knot made in it; and round the

knot he had a string of pearls like those round his neck, at the end of which was a pendent pearl, pear-shaped,

and larger than the rest. His ears were pierced with large holes, with many gold earrings of round beads.”

The king of Cananor sent presents to the Portuguese sovereign, and the king of Melinde (Africa) also gifts

of gold, silver, and ivory ornaments, besides jewellery for the queen. Pedro Alvarez Cabral, the discoverer of

§{)e journal of |lrf anb §n6usfrp.
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Brazil (1501), also brought back from India to Lisbon many precious things, of jewels. Vespucci “saw many

diamonds, rubies and pearls; and one ruby of a most beautiful colour weighed seven carats and a half; but he

did not see all.” On his second voyage, Vasco da Gama, amongst other things, presented the king of Cananor

with “a sword of gold and enamel. This latter was greatly admired by the king, who, in return, delivered to

da Gama a necklace and two bracelets, together with ten rings, all of considerable value, as presents for the

queen of Portugal, besides some rich jewels for himself.”

Amongst other things taken out for trading purposes were cut and branch coral, an important article, it

seems. Da Gama gave to the king of Cochin “a crown of gold,” and to the prince “an enamelled collar, orna-

mented with jewels in the form of a chain,” etc. One of his officers, Vicenti Soldre, took out of a ship an image

of Mohamed, of solid gold and jewels, as a present to the
queen.

The Portuguese sometimes crowned chiefs

who helped them; as, for example, Dom Francisco (1508), crowned the king of Cochin “with a crown of gold

set with jewels, which had been brought from Portugal for that purpose.” One of the Indian kings, the king of

Cotta, even sent a gold image of his grandson, and a crown set with precious stones, in order that King Dom

Joas should crown the image, which was done with great solemnity. The King of Siam, in 1511, sent a ruby

ring, and a crown and sword of gold to Dom Manuel. Large quantities of treasure, including jewellery and

precious stones, were lost in the “ Flor de la Mar” on the way to Europe, but the above were saved. Where

are they now? I have made careful enquiries through friends in Portugal, but without obtaining information. It

is probable that the
gems in many of the historic ornaments have been reset at different periods. I thought that

it was possible that some of the original jewellery which had been given to the Church might still remain, but

have not been able to ascertain whether this is the case. The ordinary catalogues of Spanish and Portuguese

Museums afford no information on the subject.

In 1513, Sheikh Ismael of Persia sent presents with his ambassador to Albuquerque, amongst which were

two suits made of brocade trimmed with golden buttons, and half an alqueire [an alqueire is equal, it is believed,

to one peck, three quarts and a pint, English] of turquoises in their rough state as taken from the mines. “ These

presents, which were of great intrinsic value, Albuquerque divided amongst his captains, retaining only the

horses, which he kept for the king, Dom Manoel.”

Albuquerque also sent the king some bracelets and jewels which had been received through the ambassadors

of the King of Narsinga (Vijayanagar). Albuquerque also sent in 1515, to Shaikh Ismael, presents which

included “
four bracelets of gold and rubies, very rich rings, and other valuable jewellery of gold and precious

stones.” The great viceroy sent by Dom Garcia de Noronha to his sovereign, amongst gifts received from the

Shaikh, a belt and dagger of solid gold. Albuquerque left many artificers in Goa, “amongst whom were officers

employed in the setting of jewels and precious stones.” When a great victory occurred at Diu, the Governor

asked Goa for a loan to repay the army, and sent as “security for the same a lock of his whiskers. The city

returned him the lock with great respect, and sent him more money than he asked for, the women having

assisted in raising the amount by giving their jewels and ornaments for the purpose. The Governor punctually

repaid all.”

In the fleet of the King of Achin, sent against Malacca in 1547, there were 500 Orobalones, commonly
called wearers of “golden bracelets.” We are reminded, by this statement, of the Rajput men of birth who wore

similar ornaments. Dom Leonis Pereira, after his victory over the King of Achin at Malacca, “distributed
J o

money and jewels, to the value of 15,000 crowns, amongst all those who distinguished themselves in the defence

of Malacca,” thus closely following the Oriental practice.

Some of the Indian spoils of the Portuguese may be even in England at this day. Sir Francis Drake, in

December, 1587, took a large Portuguese carrack, named the “San Felipe,” with a cargo worth ,£108,049; and,

in 1590, Sir John Burrough, Sir R. Crosse, and Lord Cumberland captured the “ Madre de Dios,” which was

taken to Dartmouth, and her
cargo,

exclusive of certain jewels,
“ which never came to light,” was, at a moderate

rate, estimated to be worth -£150,000, “which, being divided among the adventurers (whereof Her Majesty was

the chief), was sufficient to yield contentment to all parties.”

The political importance of treasure of gold and jewels is well indicated by the previous extracts from

various authors. The Mohamedan history of India affords still more striking illustrations in support ot this con-

tention, as will be seen from the following notes; —

In the year 1294, Ala-u-din, who afterwards became Sultan of Delhi, besieged the fortress of Deogiri (after-

wards Daulatabad), and ransomed it only when the Hindu Raja, Ram Deo, had agreed to give him an immense

treasure of gold, jewels and elephants. Pearls are specially mentioned. This treasure he used for the betrayal
of his uncle, Jalal-u-din, and after his murder he dispersed it amongst the people. Every day five maunds of

golden stars were discharged amongst them by a kind of engine. In 1308 he finally took Deogiri and an

immense amount of treasure.



The wealth of the southern countries was then enormous. Madura was taken by Malik Kapur, Ala-u-din’s

general, and, besides other booty, five hundred mdns of jewels of every description—diamonds, pearls, emeralds

and rubies—were seized, but a curse seemed to attach to all the gold and jewels taken from the Hindu idolaters,

and in the same way as the Warangal treasure tempted Ala-u-din to murder his uncle Jalal-u-din, so now the

same temptation brought upon him the same fate from the hands of Malik Kapur, though the traitor himself

soon perished by assassination in his sleep.

Mr. J. D. B. Gribble, from whose History of the Deccan the above statements are taken, makes the follow-

ing remarkable observations :—“There is throughout the history of the struggles between the Mohamedans and

the Hindus one remarkable feature. No sooner is a Hindu kingdom established than it at once acquires

enormous wealth in gold and jewels. These treasures, no doubt, attracted the cupidity of the Mohamedans ; but

a few years after a Hindu prince has been captured and despoiled, we almost always find him in possession of

fresh hoards of treasure, which he again has to yield up. It is only when the Hindu kingdom is annexed and

the dynasty exterminated that we find the country ceases to produce gold and precious stones, and the

Mohamedan conquerors have then to go against other Hindu kingdoms in order to gain fresh treasure.”

Under the Mohamedan rule, it would seem that there was little or no natural production, and no develop-

ment of the country’s resources. Under Hindu princes, on the contrary, as long as they were left undisturbed,

attention was paid to agricultural and irrigation works, and especially to mining industries. The consequence

was that the Hindu kingdoms became rich and prosperous ; but as soon as they were conquered and annexed by

the Mohamedans, the indigenous industries were allowed to languish.”

He notes the truth of this as regards the Deccan, and concludes that most of the wealth came from the gold

mines, which are now once more yielding up their treasures, which paid for the irrigation works which enabled

the country to nourish a teeming population.

It is said that the Raja of Telingana, on becoming a vassal of the Gulburga Sultan, and at the signing of a

treaty of perpetual alliance with him, presented the Sultan, Mohamed Shah, with a great curiosity, which con-

sisted of a splendid throne covered with jewels. It was, Ferishta says, nine feet long and three feet broad. It

was made of ebony covered with plates of gold and set with precious stones of immense value, which could be

taken off and on. Every prince of the house of Bahmani added to it, and, in the reign of Sultan Mohamed (1378-

1396), it was valued at three and a half millions sterling.

Abd-er-Razzak, the Persian ambassador, who visited Vijayanagar in 1443, says the king sat on a throne of

gold inlaid with jewels. The country was thickly peopled, and even the workers in the market-places wore

jewels and gilt ornaments in their ears, “round their necks, arms, and wrists and fingers.” Mr. Gribble quotes

another traveller, the Italian Vartherna, who visited Vijayanagar in 1503. The king was a great friend of the

Christians, and the Portuguese did him much honour. “He wore a cap of gold brocade, and, when he went to

war, a quilted dress of cotton with an over-garment full of golden piastres, and hung with jewels.” Great

quantities of precious stones poured into Vijayanagar; jewels from Pegu, diamonds from the Deccan and also

from a Vijayanagar mine, and pearls from Ormuz and from Gael in Southern India. Vijayanagar was the capital

of a great Hindu kingdom, whose lord appears to have been paramount for more than twenty years from the

14th century. The ruins only now remain on the south bank of the river Tunga-badara in the Bellary

Collectorate.

We read of five maunds (140 lbs.) of pearls as forming part of an indemnity paid by a Hindu king. An usurper,

Permal Row, rendered mad by despair, crushed to powder all the diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and other precious

stones and pearls, which had been collected in the course of many ages in the Vijayanagar treasury, “between

heavy millstones and scattered them on the ground.” This happened in 1535. Nineteen years later, in 1554,

Rama Raja, the last of the Vijayanagar kings, was slain at the battle of Tellicitti, and his kingdom came to an end.

We are told that on the battlefield he had endeavoured to stimulate his followers by distributing amongst them

rewards from heaps of money all round him, as well as rich ornaments of gold and jewels, but their courage was

unavailing. Every private man in the victorious army became rich in gold, jewels, effects, tents, arms, horses

and slaves ; and the Mohamedans spent five months in plundering the capital, “carrying away 1550 elephant

loads of money and jewels, with above a hundred millions of gold, besides the royal chair, which was of inestimable

value.” In his share, Adil Shah got a diamond “as large as an ordinary egg, and another of extraordinary size,

though smaller, with other jewels of inestimable value.” Adil Shah was the ruler of Bijapur and acted with a

confederacy of Mohamedan kings.

We may now turn to the observations of modern writers. The famous missionary, the Abbe Dubois, who

wrote so learnedly on Hindu manners, customs and ceremonies, has a chapter (XV., Vol. 1., in the translation by

H. K. Beauchamp, published in 1897) on the ornaments worn by Hindus, and on the different marks with which
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they adorn their bodies. His observations relate chiefly to South India, though many of them have general

significance ; for example, where he states that Sanydsis, or penitents, wear copper earrings in token of humility.

Reference has already been made in Part 11. to the split-ear ascetics, or Naths of Marwar, whose rings are

usually, however, made of stone. The Abbe goes on to note that generally these ornaments are made of gold,

and are of different shapes, though most frequently oval. Occasionally they are so large that the hand may be

passed through them. Some are of copper wire covered with gold wire twisted closely round it. The richer

people wear a large pearl or precious stone in the centre. He specially adds that these ear ornaments are

another proof of the strong attachment of the Hindu to his old customs, as similar ornaments have been worn

from time immemorial. Lastly, “no matter what their caste or circumstances, fashion decrees that no one shall

be without this species of adornment.” Rich Hindus, he goes on to state, wear round their necks gold chains or

strings of pearls, with large medallions set with diamonds ; gold rings set with precious stones ; girdles of gold or

silver thread woven with much taste and skill ; and massive bracelets, which sometimes weigh a pound each.

Married men wear silver rings on their toes ;
but the editor remarks that Brahmin men do not do so, and in a

footnote he makes the following very interesting quotation from Padfield : “The variety and number of ornaments

is almost bewildering; but they all have their proper names and shapes. Indian artizans do not need to rack

their brains to invent novelties. There are no changing fashions, either in dress or ornaments. A woman can

wear what belonged to her grandmother, or to one removed very many degrees further back, for the matter of

that, either clothes or jewels, and this without any incongruity or exciting remark. There is a perpetual recurrence

of old patterns, improved, it may be, but the design will be the same. Of course, it is in jewels for females that

the variety occurs most.” Mr. Beauchamp also observes that “it is a common belief among Hindus that there

must always be at least a speck of gold on one’s person, in order to ensure personal ceremonial purity.” In

North India, the married women of some castes wear gold plates on some of the front teeth for this purpose or

as ornaments, and men sometimes have a gold stud in a tooth ; and when the dead are prepared for the funeral

pile, a small coin is sometimes attached to them. There is a long account of caste marks which are, in the case

of men, more of religious than of ornamental value, though in a few instances the poltu ,
or forehead marks, may

have the latter use. It would be rude, or a sign of impurity or mourning, however, to be seen, after the early

hours of the day, without the forehead mark.

Women are less particular, from the religious point of view, but they cover visible parts of their bodies with

yellow cosmetic of saffron, which Brahman women consider, the Abbe says, adds to their beauty. Women in

North India often make a small forehead mark and another down the parting of the hair. Silver ornaments may

be worn on the arms, but are more frequently used to decorate the feet and ankles. Some of the anklets are

really fetters, as they weigh from two to three pounds. There are special rings made for each toe, often entirely

covering them ; but the editor notes that gold ornaments are never worn by Hindus on the feet, the reason being

that it is a sacred metal, and would be thereby defiled. I do not, as I have elsewhere stated, think this is

universally the case.

The Bombay Gazetteer quotes the Abbe Dubois as follows :
“ In Southern India decency forbade that the

ear should be without ornament. Women wore necklaces of gold and chaplets of pearls and diamonds which fell

to the breast, a waistband of gold or silver, and heavy armlets. Married women wore silver toe-rings, and many

fastened above the ankles silver or gold tubes, in which magic texts were written, talismans which kept them from

evil. That earrings are worn to guard the ears against evil spirits is made probable by the fact that Hindu

ascetics, who give up all ornaments, continue to wear them.”

In “ The Hindu at Home,” the Rev. J. E. Padfield, a missionary at Masulipatam (1596), from whose work

a quotation has already been made, has a very interesting chapter on Hindu ornaments (Abharanam). He

begins by quoting the following famous text from Manu, which is, as it were, the key note to the love of jewellery

amongst Hindus :
“ A wife being gaily adorned, her whole house is embellished ; but, if she be destitute of

ornament, all will be deprived of decoration.” He notes the universal love of jewellery in India, but considers

the Hindu carries this liking to excess, and that the passion is so fostered as to act largely as a hindrance to true

advance in the welfare of the country.” Much money, which should be better spent, is locked up unprofitably.

The thoughts, especially of the women, as well as their conversation, are too much taken up with the subject, and

jewels are often a cause of quarrels and bickering in an Indian household.

It is said that “most Hindus contrive to leave some jewel on their person,
either in the nose or the

ear, or on the arm and hand
; though, strictly speaking, until a youth is married, this is not obligatory. I hose

who have performed a yajnam sacrifice are allowed, as a mark of personal distinction, to wear a certain kind of

earring, and three peculiar shaped rings on their fingers to proclaim to the initiated their spiritual rank. Mr.

Padfield’s observations apply to the Madras Presidency, but many of them are of general applicability. He icfers
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especially to the fact that the metal employed in Indian jewellery is good of its kind, even though it may be thin,

though the gems worn by the lower orders, of course, are often false. Gilt jewellery is, however, coming much

into use. He states that “there may be minor differences in different parts of the country, although, perhaps, in

personal ornaments more than in anything else, there is a general agreement amongst all Hindus.” Some of the

facts brought forward in earlier papers throw some doubt upon the perfect accuracy of these conclusions, at all

events, in the larger towns of India.

In writing of the ornaments of men, he notes that the gold or silver beads round the neck may be used as

a kind of rosary. They usually wear more finger rings than the women do, and these, and their earrings, are

perhaps their most valuable ornaments. Even ordinary coolies sometimes wear silver waistbelts. A man may

perhaps have little clothing, though “the lobes of his ears are ornamented with diamonds of great value.” A

peculiar custom seems prevalent in the event of a Hindu couple having no child for a long period after marriage,

or one surviving after several have died in infancy. The parents then beg money from their friends, and with it

have a small jewel made for one ear and another for the nostril, or for both ears and nostrils if there is a sufficient

sum available. The essential points are that the money must be begged, and that the ornaments must never be

given up if once worn.

The ornaments for women are very numerous, there being twelve different kinds for the head alone. These

are described with care ;
and the following is a condensed account :•—The betel leaf; gold, ornamented with little

balls along its edges, and worn on the top of the head towards the front. Behind it comes an ornament in the

shape of a flower, the Pandanus odoratissimus (screw pine or keora in the Hindi). Then a large circular

ornament, named after the Indian chrysanthemum, which is worn at the end of the chignon and somewhat at the

side of the head. A combined kind of golden sunflower, with a crescent attached to it by links, is worn on the

crown of the head. The above four ornaments are worn by well-to-do women as an ordinary rule, and others, as

follow, on gala days : An inverted V-shaped pendant is sometimes set with pearls, on the forehead. Pendent from

it, in the angle, is a kind of locket set with pearls. Between the V-shaped and betel ornaments are two jewels,

respectively formed like the sun (on the right) and the moon (on the left). There is a kind of gold buckle worn

on the side of the chignon, for attaching artificial hair if necessary ; and lastly, a small chrysanthemum gem with

an emerald in the centre is also worn on the chignon. Young girls, who wear a plaited tail of hair, also wear a

long (often jewelled) ornament upon it, and a bunch of gold ball-like ornaments is fastened at the end of it with

silk.

In Madras, it seems customary to wear ornaments in each nostril as well as from the central cartilage. One

of the side jewels is called the m'm, or margosa flower, from its resemblance to the same. On great occasions

larger rings are worn. The ear may be pierced in four places, viz., the lobe, tip, and middle of the outer rim, and

the little prominence or tragus in front of the external opening. Neck ornaments of coins, English or

Australian sovereigns, French five or ten-franc pieces, or the old Indian gold mohr, are favourites at present.

Hindu married women wear glass bracelets. Widows never do so, although they are sometimes allowed to use

gold ones. These glass rings are of different colours, and some are peculiar to certain castes or classes ; as, for

example, the women of the cowherd caste usually wear one with a black ground and green spots or streaks. Lac

bracelets are also usual. In North India they are more significant of marriage even than the glass ones. The

bangle man is a trader of great importance in the eyes of women. I have already described the tortures under-

gone
in putting on his glass ornaments, and how he applies those of lac.

Mr. Padfield remarks that gold is usually worn by the rich, but adds that the body or inner part of the

ornament may be of copper or lead. He describes the profuse way in which women of the “gipsy” or poorer

tribes decorate themselves with silver ornaments with globular pendants which tinkle like bells ; brass, ivory, or

even painted wood armlets, bracelets and anklets : also beads and
cowry shells sewn on their clothes. The

ornaments for the female waist and legs of the ordinary Hindus are more often of silver than of gold, especially

the anklets and toe-rings. Silver rings are worn on the toes. There must be always one on the middle toe of

both feet. The very poor indeed must have one, even if it be of bell-metal. The shape of these rings for

women is different from those for men. They are usually shaped like two or three twists of wire ; hence the

Telegu name tsuttu
,

which means “a twist round.” “Married women wear a peculiar shaped ring on the fourth

toe, which has an embossed seal-like ornament on the top. The toe-rings of men are not joined underneath, so

that they can be pulled open for removal. A man often wears a ring on the big toe, possibly with the idea of its

being beneficial to health, and because it is thought to repair weakened energy,” In North India, I have referred

to this idea, and especially to its supposed value in dysentery. The anti-rheumatic rings, which a credulous public

are urged to buy in Europe, and which are sold even in such civilised places as the London Army and Navy

Stores, prove that the belief is not confined to the East.
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The author refers to borrowing ornaments for weddings and the rites attending the practice, and to the

inducement to crime which accompanies the passion for jewels, especially to thieves, who meet travellers in lonely

places, or children covered with valuable ornaments by foolish parents. There are also some interesting remarks

in this book on Hindu ideas with reference to gems, and especially to their magic properties, which are described

at length in Indian popular works, such as the “ Ratna Pariksha,” or test of precious -stones. In conclusion,

reference is made to the hopeful fact that Hindus of ability are raising their voices against extravagance in giving

way to the passion for jewellery, which he ranks as one of the social evils, simply because, though innocent in

itself, it is pushed to such dangerous extremes.

A saffron coloured thread or cord, to which is attached a small gold ornament like a locket, is always worn

by married women, and is never parted with until the death of either party. It is used even by native Christians

in Madras instead of the wedding ring of Europeans. It is tied at weddings with great ceremony in all cases.

“Native Life in Travancore,” by S. Mateer (1883) is an interesting account of Travancore, the important

Hindu country at the Western or Malabar side of the south of the Indian Peninsula. The author has many

references to the dress and ornaments of the people. He states that “ The principal jewels and ornaments worn

by respectable females are the takka, a large cylinder of wood or gold, worn in the pierced and enlarged lobe of

the ear ; the mani and minnu, strung on a thick thread for the neck ; rings of silver and gold worn on the toes ;

chains round the waist; nose-rings amongst the Tamil women ; necklaces and bracelets. Ilavar (the highest of

the low castes, and respectable people, generally agriculturists and toddy-palm growers) women wear golden

ornaments on the ears and neck, as many as they can manage to procure. On special occasions they also wear

bangles on the wrists. The native government only allowed members of inferior castes to wear ornaments and

jewels by special grant. Each caste had its own ornaments and style of dress, differing in pattern, value and

material. The higher castes wear gold on the upper part of the body only, and silver, as being less honourable,

on the lower members. Pulayars (a low caste identical with the Pariahs of Tinnevelli) could only wear brass ;

and hill people, Vedars (a tribe living about the foot of the hills), Kuravas (a low tribe), etc., a large number of

string of beads round the neck and hanging on the breast. Even to wear the ornaments customary to each caste,

it was supposed that special permission was required from the Sarkar or government.” In 1864 a notification,

previously issued by the Rani, was republished by Sir Madava Rao, “that ornaments such as they have been in

the habit of wearing, according to the custom of each caste, might be worn without asking permission of the

Sarkar, or paying a fee for the privilege.” In this strict Brahmanical country, Hindu widows were deprived of

every ornament. Many of the Puliyar women long ago dressed only in aprons of leaves or clothes of grass, and

yet they adorned themselves with a few red glass beads, others in the ear, and hung a large quantity of strings of

beads or cowries round the neck. Mr. Mateer has an illustration of numerous such strings united at the top on

each side by three or four bars. Some wear brass or lead ornaments, gold or silver not being allowed. “Thin

flat plates of brass, about an inch in diameter, with a small dot pattern, are strung round the neck. They purchase

bangles, beads, shells, rings, etc., of trifling value, which are crowded on their fingers, arms, necks and ears in

such quantity as to be almost a burden." The ears of girls are perforated with some ceremony. The women of

the Kanikars, or tribes towards the south of Travancore, wear bracelets of iron or brass, many strings of red

beads or shells, and leaden rings in the lobes of the ears. It appears that Mohamedan and other dealers impose

much upon them in the purchase of ornaments.

The ornaments for Ilavar girls are made in various forms, as a leaf of gold or silver tied round the waist ; a

gold chain round the neck; silver and gold bracelets ; a takka or large cylinder for the ears, which last is not

worn by those who have become mothers. Some families have large quantities of jewels, which they keep in a

box and bring out on special occasions.” The Hill Vedars, a coal-black tribe, wear immense necklaces of beads,

pieces of lead, and brass. One had a broad chain of brass round her neck. The Shanars, who cultivate the

toddy palm, pierce the ears of children of both sexes, and enlarge the lobes by means of cotton rolls and leaden

rings in the case of the girls. The author remarks that “ Girls, in running, are sometimes obliged to hold up the

ears with their hands, lest the lobe should break with the weight of the leaden rings ; and a cruel husband in

anger, or a robber grasping at the golden jewels, is sometimes known to tear the ear-lobe. The umbilical cord,

being dried in the roof and preserved, and the first hair shaven off the head, are enclosed in a small silver tube

and tied round the neck with other ornaments, to ward off the attacks of dreams.” Surely this is the most extra-

ordinary use to which to put an ornament. In an interesting work entitled “The Adventures of Panch Kauri

Khan,” it is stated that at Benares, and at other holy places where there are ghats or bathing places on the sacred

rivers, thieves swim under water from the adjacent main bathing steps to the place where the females are bathing,
and cruelly snatch the earrings out of the women’s ears, the unfortunate victims being sometimes drowned in the

process. Not unfrequently the friends believe that it is a magar or crocodile that has done the mischief.



The marriage badge or tali in this race Is a gold bead on a string. Many of this caste are now Christians,

and the author gives a curious estimate of expenditure at a Christian marriage, which shews, amongst other

things, the importance attached to ornaments :—For the bride’s jewels, from both parties, R5.66 ; Pillipani, jewels

given to the bride by her relatives, Rs. 30; hire of gold chains, silver waist-belt, turbans, bracelets, for dressing

bridegroom and bride’s brother, Rs. 2 ; cloth and jewels, bought by the man for his bride, Rs.2o; presents of

rings, earrings, money, etc., by their relatives to the young couple when bidding farewell, Rs.3o. Ornaments,

Rs. 148 out of Rs.3yo-| total expenditure on the wedding, including dowry.

The Malayalam Sudras are the most numerous class of the Hindu community in Travancore. They are

sometimes called Nairs (Nayars), and have strange laws of marriage and inheritance described under the name

“ Nepotism,” that is, inheritance obliquely through the female line. The women wear many ornaments, and the

hair is done up in a kind of chignon on the left side of the head.

The royal family of Travancore is of ancient descent. The iijsignia of sovereignty are what may be called

the crown, a plumed and jewelled turban worn by each ruler in succession, with drooping feathers of birds of

paradise, aigrette of diamonds and emeralds, and two large pendent pearls.
“ Presents of gold bangles, valuable rings, and other tokens of favour are sometimes given to deserving

officers when the Raja gives audience. The females wear heavy necklaces, armlets, bangles, and large circular

earrings. When a Raja has died, his body is lavishly decked with bracelets, necklaces, and earrings of plain

gold (no precious stones being allowed), all of which are burnt along with it, the melted gold becoming the

perquisite of the priest and others.”

Amongst the Namburi Brahmans, a very exclusive class, the women are not extravagant in the use of

ornaments. The most important is a necklace of gold coins strung on a silk cord, which, with gold bangles and,

in the case of the
poor,

silver and metallic ones, nearly exhaust the list. The Syrian Christians of Travancore

seem fond of ornaments. Young male children have a gold cross, females a golden coin; a tiger’s claw set in

gold, curiously carved, is worn round the waists of children for good luck. When they grow up, the boys give up

jewellery ; but the girls are fond of ornaments, wearing armlets, gold rings on the right hand ; and in the
upper

part of the ear, in the southern parts of the country, a golden takka or cylinder, like the Sudra women. The

ears of the boys are not bored as are those of Hindus. At a marriage the bride is generally laden with borrowed

jewels and strings of gold coins round the neck ; and the bridegroom has heavy golden bracelets on his arm, a

large golden cross on his breast, and sometimes a silver girdle encircles his waist. Instead of a wedding ring, the

bridegroom ties round the woman’s neck a tali, or bit of gold with the figure of a cross upon it, strung on a cord.

All parties wear their jewellery at weddings.

Mr. E. Thurston, in his “ Ethnographical Notes, &c., in Southern India” (1906), has numerous references to

ornaments, of which the following are the principal. Many of his observations and notes from official and other

sources were published in his Museum Bulletins.

At the marriage of a Brahman, the tali or bottu (marriage badge, which corresponds to the European

Christian’s ring) is tied round the neck of the girl by the bridegroom. The tali usually consists of black glass
beads and a small gold disc. The tali and the tali-tynigdar (muhurtham) are of equal importance amongst other

castes. When a Khona (hill tribe of Ganjam) bride is taken home, the pieces of broom in her ears are removed

and are replaced by brass rings. According to one account, as soon as a bride of the Khonds of Gumsiir enters

the bridegroom’s house, she has two enormous bracelets, or rather handcuffs, of brass, each weighing from twenty

to thirty pounds, attached to each wrist, to prevent her from running away home. On the third day they are

removed, as it is supposed that by then she has become reconciled to her fate. These marriage bangles are

made in the hills, and are curiously carved in fluted and zig-zag lines ; and kept as heirlooms in the family, to be

used at the next marriage in the house.

Amongst Tangalan Paraiyans, the brother-in-law puts rings on the bridegroom’s second toe as part of the

ceremony. Amongst the Sauras of Ganjam a brass bangle is given to the bride’s mother. Even some classes of

Mohamedans tie on the tali. A Nayar girl of Travancore must be married with the tali before the age of eleven,

to avoid reproach from friends and neighbours. In case of need, a sword may be made to represent the bride-

groom. The Vakkaligas (cultivators) of Mysore give, in addition to the tali, silver bracelets to the bride. The

Brahman priest, at the marriage of a Toreya (Canarese fisherman) ties on the head of both bride and bridegroom

an ornament made of gold leaf or tinsel called mandai-kattu. The Jogis (Telugu mendicants) use wrist threads

(kankanam) of human hair for both bride and bridegroom. Other customs amongst certain castes are putting on

bracelets on the bride’s arms by the elders, and the wearing of a toe-ring by the bridegroom. Unmarried Chetti

(trader) girls, contrary to the usual practice of not wearing any badge of their condition, wear a necklace of cowry

(Cyprtea Moneta) shells and beads. Married women in many cases wear the tali round their necks and
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silver rings on their toes. Amongst the Koramas (Tamil Telugu tribe) the tali is replaced by a string of beads.

A Boya (Telegu hunter) bride, besides having a golden tali tied round her neck, has an Iron ring fastened to her

waist with a string, and the bridegroom has the same. The Bavaris (basket makers) of Ganjam adorn the bride

with bangles. A Brahman widow removes her tali on the tenth day after the death of her husband.

In the section on omens, the evil eye, charms, etc., it is stated that a person
will be cured of sickness if he

dreams of Brahmans, kings, flowers, jewels, women, or a looking-glass. Amongst good omens in Malabar are

gems and bracelets. It is desirable to see some auspicious object on New Year’s morning, such as jewels and

gold coins. It is favourable to meet one bearing a silver armlet or precious stones. Mantrams or charms are very

powerful. Cabalistic figures are drawn on thin plates of gold, silver, copper or lead, the efficacy of the first-named

lasting for a century. The mantrams may be enclosed in a metal cylinder, and tied by a thread round the neck

of a woman, or the waist or arm of a man. Others are buried, or drawn on the floor, or left about the house.

Moon-shaped crescents, of thin metal plates, sometimes gold, are worn by children on the West Coast upon the

breast, with the points upwards, against the evil eye. Mohamedan children also wear neck ornaments of

crescentic form. The tooth or claw of a tiger, worn on the neck, or coins, or an iron ring set with pearls, or an

ornament engraved with the figure of Hanuman (the monkey god) are considered effective against demons.

Spurious jackal horns (nari-kombu), if deposited with concealed jewels, protect them. The ear-boring ceremony

is performed on childless persons, in the hope of their having issue. Boring the nostrils and helix of the ear, for

the insertion of precious jewels set in gold, brass and bead ornaments, simple brass rings, and hoops or pieces of

stick, like matches, is widely resorted to. A Kond girl wears in the holes long pieces of grass until she is

married, and afterwards brass rings. In Coorg it is the carpenter’s privilege to pierce the ears.

Among many castes in South India, and even Mohamedans, the custom prevails to call a new-born child,

after one or more children have been lost, an opprobrious name. Such a child has the distinguishing mark of a

pierced nostril and ear (on the right side) with a knob of gold in it. Mutilation, Mr. Thurston says, as a means

of “improving” personal appearance, reaches its highest point in dilatation of the lobes of the ears, which, it has

been suggested, was originally adopted in India for the purpose of receiving a solar disc. Among Hindus a

“good day” is selected, and Christians choose a Sunday for the ceremony, which is usually done on or about the

third day, or even as late as the sixteenth by men of the Koravar (bird-catching or basket making) caste. Cotton

wool is first placed in the lobes, followed by leaden rings, in increasing number, to six or eight, which drag the

lobes down. Later on, these are melted down into two heavy thick rings, and by the time the girl is twelve or

thirteen years old her ear-lobes reach to her shoulders. This applies to many castes, but the Roman Catholic

fisher caste (Paravas) are famous for the longest ears, and for wearing the heaviest and most expensive golden

ear jewels made of sovereigns. Ordinary ear jewels cost R5.200, though heavy jewels are worth Rs. 1000 or

more ; but, under the influence of the missionaries, especially in Tinnevelly, short ears are coming into fashion.

This custom, Mr. Thurston shews, was noticed by early travellers ; as, for example, Caesar Frederick, in the six-

teenth century, who put his arm up to the shoulder through the hole in the ear of a Nayar on the West Coast.

Both males and females were so mutilated. Earrings were sometimes a badge of slavery. In one or two castes,

when the eldest daughter’s ears are pierced before betrothal, the mother suffers amputation of the first joints of

the third and fourth fingers of the right hand.

Major H. H. Cole, R.E., formerly Curator of Ancient Monuments, published an account of some old temple

ornaments in para. 5 of his notice of the great temple to Siva and his consort at Madura, in “ Preservation of

National Monuments of India.” “Photographs were taken of the most remarkable jewels used for the gods.

The oldest is a pendant studded with precious stones, presented by Sundara Pandiyan (which, if he was a Pandiyan

king, must have been before 1310 a.d.). Trimal Nayakkan gave a “head turban for the god (Plate 52).” It was

set with diamonds, rubies, emeralds and pearls ; a.d. 1623. A crown for the god, which was included in Plate IV.

of Major Cole’s monograph, is reproduced here. He observes in para. 6 that “ The designs of jewels at Ramesh-

varam and Madura are admirable, particularly pendants of single and double-headed garudas, or birds with out-

stretched wings, in solid gold, studded with precious stones. These resemble some beautiful Egyptian jewels of gold

incrusted with enamel and stones (figured at page 833 of ‘ Histoire de I’Art dans I’Antiquite,’ by Perrot and

Chipiez ; Paris, Hachette & Co., 1882), which represent birds with outstretched wings, holding in their talons the

emblems of eternity.” (Photographed by Nicholas & Co., Madras ; tinted by A. M. Thompson ; and reproduced

by permission of the Secretary of State for India).

In order to facilitate classification at the Census of 1901, Mr. T. Ananda Row, the Superintendent in Mysore,

printed on slips pictorial busts indicating for each sex the states of celibacy, marriage and widowhood. For the

female, unmarried, there was—“A young face with combed hair on the head and ‘ bottu ’ (caste mark) on the

forehead, a simple close-fitting necklet and earrings.” For the female, married—“A face of mature age, with
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caste mark on the forehead, and ornaments on the ears, nose and neck, such as are given at a wedding to the

bride by the bridegroom ; and particularly a gold band (called ‘bandi ’) sitting loose and low round the neck with

a medallion (called ‘tali’) indicative of married life with husband living.” For a female, widow—“Face indicating

age, no caste mark on the forehead, no ornaments, head periodically shaved and therefore with short or no hair,

and covered by one end of the cloth worn round the person ; all illustrating widowhood as it is manifested mostly

by Brahmins.”—(Mr. Risley’s part of the Introduction to the Report.)

An important observation is made, that when a girl marries, everything that she receives from her future

father-in-law, or that she takes away with her from her old home, is most clearly and distinctly set down, item by

item, in a kind of legal document. All these things are her personal property, which she takes care to claim

when she becomes a widow.

The following are some of the ornaments from the Madras Presidency, which were displayed at the Inter-

national Exhibition of 1872 (taken from catalogues kindly lent by Mr. Clark). Original spelling given. 2115.

Jada; worn by women on the head, interplaited with hair; gold. 2116. Chamunti poovooloo Ragidi; a circular

ornamental plate of gold worn on the head. 2117. Sasipoovoo Chandoo ; set with false diamonds, real emeralds,

and pearls ; worn on the head. 2118. Papiti Bindeeloo and Cherebookabootoo ; set with false diamonds, real

emeralds, and pearls ; worn on the forehead. 2119. Boolakee ; nose ring, with false pearls and diamonds. 2120.

Nathu ; nose ring, set with pearls and false diamonds. 2121. Karnapoovooloo; ear ornament, set with false

diamonds, pure emeralds, and pearls. 2122. Zallibavileeloo ; ear ornament; ditto. 2123. Machabavileeloo ; neck

ornament; ditto. 2124. Davoorookally; neck ornament; ditto. 2125. Chendraharaloo ; neck ornament; ditto.

2126. Mirialaperoo ; neck ornament. 2127. Bajoobundooloos ; worn on the arm by men. 2128. Kankanaloo ;

worn on the wrist by women. 2129. Govamolatadoo ; girdle worn by men and women. 2130. Kammarapata

molatador : a zone worn round the waist. 2131. Panjabeeloo ; a leg ornament worn by women; lent by H.H.

the Maharaja of Vizianagram, G.C.S.I. Others were:'—Nanukollu, Patteda, and Chamuntipoovoo, Addigalu

Kulugunta ; neck ornaments. Jalii, Bairleeloo, and Jambulu Bairleeloo ; ear ornaments. Bulaki; nose ring.

Ragidi Chandra Vanku, Chamuntipoovoo and Magalireka ; head ornaments. Murugulu, and Chumunti poovoo

Pacheloo ; hand ornaments. Thanda Thavijilu ; arm ornament. Piradulu, Kadiyalu, and Andelu ; foot orna-

ments. Ohnappu ; for central edge of the ear. Pachakal Murugoo and Kattri Pavali; top of ear. Mayir

Matti ; worn from the ear to the hair. Theru Kani; screws used in the ear and nose, lya Kunuku ; heavy ring

put in the ear-laps to enlarge them.

A collection of brass ornaments was sent from Gopalpur. They were worn by an Uriya woman of the

village class. There were thirteen bangles and an armlet worn on one arm, as many on the other, an anklet on

the right ankle, and four rings, of which one was for each finger of the left hand.

The following were some of the ornaments which are worn in Tanjore (Madras) by the Vishnu sect:
—

Japamalai; made of lotus seeds or kamalabasham. Pavitra ; ring with salagram (a fossil ammonite, sacred to

Vishnu). Bhajuband, with portrait of Krishna. Tola similar, with pearls. Earring with Shanka Chakram.

Necklace with marks of Vishnu’s feet, Pancha Mudra. There were also—Tromandighha ; brass armlets worn by

Toda or Kotta women above the elbow. Tola bali ; silver armlets worn by Badaga women on the right arm

above the elbow. Tali; a silver armlet worn by Badaga men and women above the elbow. There are silver

cylinders which are sometimes made in the form of a box to open and shut, and mantrams or charms are kept in

them. Kadaga ; a silver bracelet worn by Badaga and Kotta women on the left wrist. Vode Kolu ; a silver box

worn by Toda and Badaga men with a string round the wrist; inside is kept a small gold coin called “ birian

pava,” which the Badaga swallow before death, and which the Todas put into a purse to be burnt with the corpse

at their funerals ; sometimes the box is fastened round the waist by a silver chain. Silver filigree work came

from Travancore. It included bracelets, necklets, or beads, bouquet holders, brooches, lockets, crosses and ear-

rings. Some of these ornaments were no doubt made for Christians.

The following are selections from other Exhibition Catalogues: —Calcutta International Exhibition of 1883.

1192. Tiger-claw brooch; Rs. 12-5-6. 1193- Armadillo brooch; Rs. 18-4-6. 1194. Filigree cocoa-nut shell

charm; Rs.B. 1198. “ Kalanji ’ flower bracelet; Rs.lo-10. 1199.
“ Erukkam

”

(Calotropis gigantea) flower

bracelet; Rs.6-14. 1201. Earrings, copy of young plantain spike; Rs.s. 1207. Peacock brooch; Rs.4-13.

Other ornaments imitating animal or floral forms, such as the cashew nut, a plantain brooch, a lotus brooch, a

butterfly, coloured seeds, a snake, and earring sets with “munjaadi” seeds; and other objects, as a star and a

palanquin. Pulicat Ramasawmy Chetti exhibited the following articles of great value: —1295. One pair of gold

armlets, commonly known as Vankis, said to contain 318 flat brilliants, 208 Europe-cut diamonds, 282 rubies, and

emeralds ; the tikas having 14 false pearls for drops, and said to weigh 2 1 pagodas weight; Rs. 15,000. 1296.

One pair of gold armlets, commonly called “ bazuband,” said to contain 202 Europe-cut diamonds, and to weigh
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70-J pagodas weight; R 5.8,000. The descriptions shew the influence of Europe upon local ornaments.

Jewellery worn by the Todas of the Nilgaris comprised string and bead necklaces ; silver pendants ; bronze,

cord, and iron bracelets, worn by women ; silver earrings, “ Kafthariath
”

; a necklace, “ Kevilth
”

; a chain,

“Bilthagar”; a necklace, “ Ketch wad Nerballi,” of beads and cowries; and bracelets, “ Bill-vall,” also worn by

Toda women, etc. The Kaders of the Anamalais wore brass and lead ornaments of various kinds.

The Collector of Bellary sent similar ornaments worn by Lumbadis of that district, amongst which were

bangles of deer horn, armlets of horn, ivory bangles, trinkets for the head of the bull that carries a bride and

bridegroom, strings of red beads, etc. Women of the Mulcers and other Malabar tribes even use ornaments of

wood and twisted grass. Even ivory toy dolls sent from the Godavari and Kistna districts by noblemen were

decked with real and false jewels.
The Empire of India Exhibition of 1886 contained some interesting examples of jewellery from South India.

There were series of five gold ornaments ; one fixed to the upper lobe of the ear, one to the side, and three to the

lower lobe respectively. A gold marriage emblem, which was a representation of the foot of the god Krishna. A

gold necklet, with pendant shaped like a clove of garlic. One of the five gold ear ornaments was shaped like a cobra

head. A gold nose hook worn by Wudur (tank digger) women. Gold ornament for the back of the hair, with

imitations of jasmine buds and roses, as worn by Hindus in Malabar. Gold ornament for the back of the hair,

with imitation of Champaka flowers from Malabar. Neckjet of horsehair with two gold studs, worn by Kulla

females in Madura. Silver necklets of melon-shaped beads and of wheat-grain beads, and silver pipal leaves

worn by children. Lingam cases of silver; silver shavi-billa or chatelaines, as worn by native women, with

12 keys, charms, etc. There were also torques worn by the aborigines of the Nilgiri Hills, and a large number

of ornaments from Cochin. The Cochin jewellers sent special silver ornaments for European use, in which

natural objects, coins, etc., take a prominent part. In the Vlzagapatam collection there was a silver waistbelt of

medallions ornamented with mythological animals and birds strung between rows of black cotton thread. The

Travancore jewellers seem to be especially active in adapting all sorts of natural objects to ornaments. In

addition to such as have already been named were grape and vine leaves, Pavaki fruit (Momordia charantia), and

elephants’ heads.

A good deal of interesting and valuable jewellery was exhibited at the Delhi Coronation Durbar of 1903.

Messrs. T. R. Tawker and Sons, of Madras, have sent me, at my request, a catalogue of their state jewellery, in

which there are some good illustrations of some of the best examples in their collection. I regret that I am

unable to reproduce these in colour, as many of them keep closely to old Indian designs, though the gems are

carefully cut and selected. They showed a flawless emerald weighing Iyf carats, which is reputed to have

belonged to the Moghul emperor, Shah Alam. It has an inscription upon it, and is said to have been used as

his state seal. For a necklace, or kantha, of 40 magnificent mine emerald beads, they asked Rs. 2,25,000 ; and for

a pair of thodas, or bangles, of cut rubies and brilliants of the best quality, Rs. 50,000.

Special attention is drawn to Mr. Havell’s articles in the Journal ofIndian Art
, because, as already stated, they

have left little to be done in the present series. They will be found in No. 34, Plates 22, 23, 24, of 1891 ; No. 40,

Plates 25 to 41, 1893 >’ and No. 48, Plates 12 to 19, 1894. Mr. Havell refers, in his general observations, to the

ethnographic rather than the artistic value of the ornaments of the aboriginal tribes, and to the fact that native

jewellery, “except at Madras and Trichinopoly, where the debased Anglo-Indian ‘ Swami ’ work is made,” is not

manufactured wholesale ; nor, as a rule, is the industry confined to special localities, as it is in Europe. He also

considers it more accurate “to distinguish the ornaments of the different castes and races than to specify the

places of manufacture
”

; but adds that, although the low-caste people may now wear what they please, and often

deck their wives with the ornaments of the highest caste, “the high-caste man will never degrade himself by

adopting the fashions of those he considers his inferiors.” These observations are, in my experience, of almost

universal application.

Mr. Havell refers further to the interest of peasant jewellery, especially of the brass ornaments, so many of

which are cast by the old “ cire perdue” process described by Cellini, and thinks “the wax model is prepared in

a peculiar way.” I described the process at length in No. 97 of January, 1907 (Rajputana and Malwa, Part II.).

The illustrations in No. 34 are devoted to peasant jewellery. No. 5, Plate 23, is curious, as the central flat ring

of an anklet worn by Brinjaras, “the gipsies of India, has small rattles” attached to rings which project from the

outer circumference. In Part 40, Mr. Havell traces the technical and artistic evolution of the subject, which, he

observes, “

may be clearly traced in a typical collection of Madras jewellery”; and further, “The art of the

South of India has been, until comparatively recent times, free from Mohamedan invasions, so the art of the

people is for the most part Dravidian, unaffected by Saracenic influence.” He shews how the aboriginal tribes

used ornaments of grass, beads, bone, blocks of silver, etc., which were imitated by the agriculturists and others
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in gold and silver. Filigree work and base metal imitations followed, and then amongst the higher classes,

elaborate chased and repousse ornaments with precious stones. The illustrations of this part are particularly

good, shewing in detail such points as the conventional representations of many natural objects, such as fruits,

seeds, and religious emblems.

In describing the specimens in the plates which accompany the present article, I will refer to such of Mr.

Havell’s observations as may appear necessary ; but would strongly advise a careful study of his original papers,

as it is impossible, as well as unfair, to quote more largely from them. He continues his subject in No. 48 of the

Journal, with descriptions of his additional illustrations, and concludes with a few technical notes on processes

peculiar to Madras, prefacing this section of his subject by the remark that such as “are in common use in the

Madras Presidency have been fully described in a monograph on the Gold and Silver Work of the Punjab, by
Mr. G. D. Maclagan, C.S., published by order of Government.” These processes have, for the most part, been

already described in the present series of.articles. Mr. Havell’s notes relate to the sources of the gold and silver

which are used, and to the testing, purification, and soldering of them.

Mr. Havell, in No. 27 of the Journal of Indian Art for 1889, notes that the female ornaments are exception-

ally well made throughout the Vizagapatam district. Belts of plaited silver wire, with highly ornamental bosses

and flat bands, of better design than elsewhere, are made in parts of Kistna and Nellore. The “ cire perdue”

process of casting is employed for ornaments of base metal. Surgeon-General Bidie, in writing in No. 29(1890),
observes that the “ manufacturing jeweller or goldsmith is a common artisan, and some of his traditional designs

are of great merit, but his work is generally roughly finished. The manufacture of jewellery to suit English taste

is, outside Madras, carried on chiefly in Trichinopoly. The shape of the articles made is European, but the

ornamentation is the well-known grotesque Swami pattern, which often consists of hideous mythological figures.”
It seems hardly worth while to add more on the “Swami” (master, lord, divine being, hence an idol) style of

ornaments.
1 He adds that “Theatrical ornaments are made at Malabar of wood and lac ornamented with bits of

glass, and consist of head-dresses, breastplates, etc., and have a grotesque effect.”

In discussing any object which is connected with the Madras Presidency, it is necessary to consider questions

of race, of religion, and of foreign as well as local circumstances. With respect to the former, the word Dravidian

assumes the most important place. In religion, besides orthodox Hinduism, we have the ideas of the aboriginal tribes,

and the influence which has been exercised by Christianity in the early days of the Syrian Christians, in those of

Xavier and the Portuguese, and in our own time. Nor must we forget that Mohamedanism has been equally

potent, either directly by means of the kingdoms whose heads were of that faith ; or indirectly, through Moghul

invaders, and still more powerfully through the adventurous traders who ventured across the Indian Ocean in

their frail barks from Persia, Arabia, and the African mainland. Buddhistic ideas doubtless also came from

Ceylon and the East.

We may first ask what the word Dravidian means, and what are its characteristics as regards art. The late

Dr. G. Oppert wrote, in his learned work on “The Original Inhabitants of Bharatavarsa or India” (1893) :•—The

Dravidians tilled the soil and worked the mines in India before the Aryans invaded it. They were the Dasas

or Dasyus whom they dispossessed and drove to the hilly regions and to the south of the country, but a peaceful

fusion took place in time between the conquerors and the conquered, so that even in North India a large proportion

of the population is still, in all probability, of Dravidian origin. For our present purpose, however, the word

is more properly restricted to those who use their “concrete agglutinated” languages, instead of those which

are derived from the synthetic Sanskrit. Amongst the former are the Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese,

and Gondi. Oppert regarded the Pariah of Madras as the special representative of the ancient Dravidian popu-

lation. The Brahuis, who dwell near the Bolan Pass, on the northern frontiers of India, he also believed to be

of Dravidian origin, The Bhors in North India, including many Rajputs; the Mars or Mers of Rajputana ; the

Maravars of Madura and Tinnevelly, he thought, are all, more or less, derived from the same strain.

Talboys Wheeler remarks that the Dravidians cover an area corresponding to the limits of the Madras

Presidency; that they, in ancient times, “established empires which were once the centres of wealth and civiliza-

tion; that their political life has stagnated under Brahmanical oppression and Musalman rule;” but that “they are

already quickening into new energy under the healthy stimulus of Western culture.” He adds that “the religion

of the Dravidian race has long been crusted over by Brahmanism, but still the old faiths are sufficiently per-

ceptible.” They respect the serpent, and regard the lingam as a symbol of reproduction. These ideas prevail in

ornaments, where we have the latter worn in jewelled cases by men, and the former appearing in many feminine

ornaments under the form, for example, of the cobra’s hood. He considers that the Nagas were Dravidians, and

1 Babu T. N. Mukharji has remarks to a similar effect to those of Mr. Bidie, but he states that the Trichinopoly Swami jewellery has especially acquired a

great reputation throughout the world. It is also made at Bangalore, and the prices on the spot (I presume for silver ware) are about as follows;—Bracelets, Es.ls;
necklaces, Rs.40; brooches, Rs.5 ; and earrings, Rs.4. The cost of workmanship ranges from 8 annas to lie.l per tola, 180 grains, of silver.
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we have seen already the important place the serpent, or Nag, whom they worship, took in their ornaments, in

the plates devoted to the carvings at Sanchi, Amaravati, and elsewhere, and in the paintings on the walls of the

Ajanta Caves. Marco Polo, as already stated, describes the Tamil-speaking Dravidians of the Coromandel

country on the eastern coast, northwards from Comorin.

Fergusson, in his “History of Architecture,” Vol. 111. Book IV., has a chapter on the Dravidian style of

architecture, which he defines as practically prevailing within the Madras Presidency, or, more correctly, where

the people speak Tamil or any of the cognate tongues. These numbered, at the time he wrote, at least thirty

millions ; or, with allied races, according to Dr. Caldwell, forty-five millions. Two miles north of Mavellipur

is a cave at Saluvan Kuppan, the entrance of which is adorned with conventionalized tigers’ heads, which are

not unlike the yalis on certain gold bracelets from Madras. The great temples erected by the Dravidians are

covered with rich and elaborate carvings, involving most assiduous and enormous labour. Similarly, many of the

Madras ornaments are enriched with painstaking decorative work, upon which they depend for their value, rather

than their form or the play of colour of gems or enamel.

Trimulla Nayak was the tenth king of a dynasty which had Madura as its capital. He reigned from 1621 to

1657 and built the wonderful Choultry for the reception of the deity of his city, which is enriched with marvellous

carving, amongst other figures being yalis, or monsters of the lion type, trampling on elephants, and warriors on

rearing horses, which characterize his style. Trichinopoly was the second capital of this dynasty, and there are

now produced those specimens of ornaments which are covered with mythological figures of the barbarous Yali

type to meet the supposed wants, if not the taste, of Anglo-Indians. The Gopuras, or gate pyramids, of most of

these temples are covered with figures of the kind which serve as motives for the above work. The civil

Dravidian architecture of recent times as a fine art is quite as extinct, according to Fergusson, and is on a par with

the mythological jewellery. In Mysore, another style (the Chalukyan) had the pre-eminence. In it the carvings

were far more beautiful. The patterns displayed in the windows of the front of the temple at Baillur, in the

centre of the province, erected apparently about a.d. 1114 by Vishnu Vardhama, are particularly remarkable for

their variety and richness, and might well have served for imitation in jewellery. These are twenty-eight in

number and are all different, some being merely conventional (generally star-shaped), and others interspersed

with figures and mythological subjects. The Chalukyan style prevailed throughout the Deccan. Fergusson sees

many Assyrianisms in the mythology and architecture of Southern India, and a possible revelation of a connection

between the Tamil and the Accadian languages of Turanian origin, which may account for the designs of the

Dravidians; though trade between the Persian Gulf and the Malabar coast is the more likely explanation. “The

Dravidians, like other Turanians, have a great appreciation of form, and an extraordinary passion for coloured

decoration and an instinctive knowledge of the harmony of colours—harmony produced by the simplest means,

from the first dawn of painting in Egypt to the last signboard in Constantinople or Canton.” These remarks are

true, perhaps, to some extent, of Madras art, especially as regards large masses ; but the grotesque pictures of

Dravidian art, especially in its decorative details, seem to have been more prominent in such matters as jewellery,

and particularly in the debased Anglo-Indian examples of it. European or Christian influences are seen in

certain designs in filigree and in the use of coins in necklaces, and in the adaptations of Swami work.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART VIII.

Plate 86.-—586. Nayar or Sudra girls of Travancore, from an oil painting by Romeshwari Naidu, Madras

(1872). Presented by H.H. the First Prince of Travancore. I.M. 882-1872. Allusion has already been made

to the curious fact that inheritance amongst the Nayars or Nairs, who are Sudras of the military class, is through

the female line ; hence women are of unusual importance. Ihe large and peculiar earrings of the girls are very

noticeable. They are described by Mr. Havell, under the name
“kammal

”

(lotus), as being worn in a slit in the

ear by Nayars and Tujars.

Plate 87.-587. Cap for an image, set with gold and gems; from a photograph by Major Cole, R.E.

From the great temple at Madura. A full account has already been given. The illustration is reproduced by

permission of the Secretary of State for India.

Plate 88. —Many of the objects in this and the next two plates are examples of filigree work, which has

been written of at some length, either in the previous articles, or will be considered in future parts. Most of the

Madras work is of a very delicate character, as will be seen from the illustrations. P lowers are treated with

special skill and in a naturalistic manner. 588. Brooch ; silver filigree of roses, buds, and leaves, with butterfly ;

Travancore. I.M. 371. 589. Double brooch ; elephant with howdah, embossed silver; to which is attached a

circular flower enclosed in leaves and scrolls; with two filigree tassels and fringe of blue beads ; the elephant and
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cloth (juwal) are granulated ; there are blue beads in the foliage. Madras. I.M. 430. 590. Brooch ; silver

filigree; rose and leaves with butterfly. Travancore. I.M. 367. 591. Bracelet; silver filigree, with borders of

small rosettes within burnished lines. Madras. I.M. 408. 592. Purse; silver wire with interlacing rings, filigree

pendants and chain. Madras. I.M. 396. 593. Necklace; silver; formed of chased and embossed balls, and

pendant to hold scent. Madras. I.M. 442.

Plate 89. —Silver ornaments. 594. Bracelet of six rectangular ornaments and clasp of silver filigree work.

I.M. 405. 595. Bracelet of six rectangular plates embossed with figures of elephants in open-work frames.

I.M. 465. 596, 597. Two bracelets of figures of elephants, embossed and chased, attached to each other by

cords of elephants’ hair. Madras. I.M. 466 and 464. Elephants’ hair has been used for ornamental purposes

in Madras, Ceylon, and Bombay. 598. Bracelet of filigree ornaments connected by embossed rosettes. Madras.

I.M. 395. 599. Armlet of five rosettes in filigree, connected by two chains. Madras. I.M. 395. 600. Bracelet

or bangle, in five parts ; chased silver, ornamented with figures of Indian gods. Madras. I.M. 676. This is a

characteristic specimen of Swami work. The plaques are hinged together, and are really boxes of rather thick

plates, which are usually filled up with a composition. When made in gold, the general effect, though grotesque, has

a certain barbaric richness. Swami work is also applied to plate, such as muffinieres, small bowls, etc. It is

sometimes produced on a large scale.

Plate 90.—Silver filigree. 601. Brooch in form of a Maltese cross ; double rows of coils and raised flower

and ball ornament, edged with elephants’ hair. Madras. I.M. 404. Mr. Havell remarks that the spiral form is

met with in Etruscan and other prehistoric jewellery and metal work of Europe, and that the spirals probably

represent the coils of a serpent, and that the workmen found how easy it was to cover a large surface quickly by

a series of spirals. 602. Brooch of palm leaves. Travancore? I.M. 369. 603. Brooch with ball ornament

with intersecting lines shaped like a Maltese cross. I.M. 365. 604 to 608. Crochet hooks of silver filigree.

I.M. 401. 609. Brooch with border of ball and rosette ornaments, enclosing birds and snakes on a chain ground

with three pendants. Madras. I.M. 391. 610. Hairpin; flower and bud with burnished gold ornament.

Madras. I.M. 429. 611. Bracelet or anklet of white metal. Mysore. I.M. 865. 612. Two hairpins of filigree
flowers and rosettes on overlapping leaves, each with two pendants, attached by chains. Travancore. I.M. 435.

Such pins, which may be used for several purposes, are usually made for Europeans.

Plate 91.—61310615, and 617. White metal peasant ornaments from Mysore. I.M. 1861, 1854, 1867,

and 1857. 616. Carved torque or neck-ring. I.M. 1869. Similar ornaments have been fully described. Nos.

618 and 619 are especially uncomfortable ; they are brass anklets from Mysore. I.M. 1872 and 8.92. Mr. Havell

figures in Vol. V. Plate 31 (1) a silver armlet of built-up filigree work, worn by Vellalars, Madras Presidency, of

the type of these ornaments, though of much finer workmanship.
Plate 92. —620. Bracelet; silver, chased ; decorated with raised flowers and spiral ornament in compart-

ments, with screw fastening. Hyderabad, Deccan. I.M. 1958. 621. Bracelet; silver filigree; between two

butterflies is a flower of raised filigree work. Madras. I.M. 439. 622, 624, 626 and 627 form part of the

Herbert Wright Collection, given in 1904. I.M. 139, 109, 137, and 627. They are peasant ornaments in base

metal ; 622 and 624, bracelets; 626 and 627, brass or gilt metal necklaces. The two former shew what can be

done with coarse wire, and the two latter are very archaic in design and somewhat effective. This collection was

chiefly acquired by Miss Herbert Wright in Central India and the United Provinces. 623. Bracelet; embossed

silver, with tubular chains, terminating in griffins’ heads with open mouths holding a ball. Madras. I.M. 419.

625. Bracelet; silver, decorated with raised ornament, somewhat similar to No. 620. Hyderabad, Deccan. Cost

15s. 7d. I.M. i960. 628. Part of belt ; silver; a thin band undecorated; the buckle is formed of six hinged

plaques chased with mythological figures and foliage, and a centre boss which is a stepped pyramid in shape, with

a carnelian centre. Hyderabad, Deccan; 19th century. Cost ,£4 10s. I.M. 1950. Mr. Havell illustrates in

Vol. IV. Plate 23 (6) a boss of very similar design to that described above. He obtained the ornament and also

23 (7), which is very
similar to 618 and 619, Plate 91, from Parvatipur, a large village in the north-west corner

of the Vizagapatam district ; but he was told that they were not made there. He found similar specimens in

Ganjam.

Plate 93.—629. Scent bottle (’atrdan) ; silver; mango-shaped; chased with a scale pattern containing

flowers ; the cover is attached to the bottle by a silver chain. Trichinopoly ; 19th century. Cost 4s. 6d. I.M.

1883. Small lockets or bottles of this shape are also made in gold or enamel at Jeypore in Rajputana. The

scent is usually ’atr, or a fragrant oil with which a piece of cotton wool is saturated. Sometimes, for Mohamedan

use, a small compass to point to Mecca (a kibla namah) is kept in the locket instead of ’atr. 630. Chatelaine of

silver; circular plaque chased with a representation of Krishna playing the flute (murlidhar) and attended by

milkmaids (Gopis) and animals. Round the lower edge is a row of small pendants, and attached to the back is a
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hook with chains, on which the pendants are strung. Madras; 19th century. Diam. 3-i-in. I.M. 1872. 631.

Bracelet; silver ; formed by three tubes united by plaques decorated with applied ornament in vertical bands, with

screw fastening. Trichinopoly ; 19th century. Diam. 2fin. ; cost 1 2s, I.M. 1873. 632. Chatelaine ; silver;

open-work plaques composed of female figures, grotesque animals (tigers?) and birds, with small pendants in

groups of three round the border, and larger pendants attached by chains. Madras. I.M. 1870. 633. Perfume

box
; silver; globular in shape with fluted body ; used to contain chunam, or the fine lime paste which is employed

in preparing phn supari (betel condiment). Bangalore; 19th century. I.M. 1869. 634. Neck ornament of

twenty gold pendent boss ornaments and twenty-one gold drops strung on thread alternately. Southern India.

I.M. 061 (9917).

Plate 94.-—635. Bracelet; gold band with floriated scroll-work in relief; chased and burnished. Madras.

I.M. 300. 636. Bracelet; gold, flat band; engraved with two flat square plates arranged on the top lozenge-
wise ; on these are two birds, between which rises an expanded flower set with rubies. Indian (Madras). Annual

International Exhibition, 1872. Cost £\2 10s. I.M. 1014. 637. Neck ornament, formed of chased gold

rosettes with fifty “Pagoda” gold coins attached to intervening links. Madras. I.M. 3298. The pagoda,

according to Humphrey’s “ Coin Collector’s Manual,” was worth six shillings. Coins are very favourite additions

to ornaments in many parts of India and the East generally. 638. Brooch ; miniature painting (view of Trichi-

nopoly Fort) on ivory, in embossed silver mount. Madras. I.M. 8571. 639. Head ornament; gold set with

pearls, rubies and emeralds, with a fringe of pearls along the lower edge ; three silk ends are attached. Madras ;

19th century. Cost £2O. I.M. 42.

Plate 95. —640. Bracelet; gold, embossed and chased in high relief, the ends terminating in griffins’ heads

with
open

mouths holding a ball set with five rubies. Madras. I.M. 3291. Mr. Havell illustrates an example

in Plate 41 (6), Vol. V. Journal of Indian Art. He says that it is “
worn by princes and rajahs, and is bestowed

by them on others as a mark of favour ; the design is a combination of heads of a Yali. The Yali, a dragon or

Raksha, figures very often in Indian folk-lore and mythology, and its representation is
very frequently introduced

into South Indian ornament.” In North India the rakas, rakshas, or rdkshasi (Sanskrit) are demons or fiends,

male and female. The “ Baital pachisi,” or twenty-five tales of a demon who haunted cremation grounds, is a

favourite text-book for examinations in Hindi, and the word “baital” is almost synonymous for raksha in that

work. 1
642. Head ornament, Jada-billi; circular; perforated gold set with plate diamonds, emeralds and garnets.

Madras. I.M. 3008 (10297). 643. Bracelet similar to No. 620 (Plate 92), but better finished; silver. Hyder-

abad, Deccan. I.M. 1958 bis. 644. Butterfly brooch; gold filigree, set with turquoises and rubies; pendant

set with emeralds. Madras. I.M. 8661. 645. Head band; gold, consisting of a number of drops strung on a

crimson cord. Each drop has, on the top, a double row of two knobs. The centre one has a double row of

three, beneath which is a pierced and chased ornament. The lower portion is somewhat cut pear-shaped, but

curving forward at the bottom with a dotted line in the middle, and a granulated band round the edge. Each

drop has also small dots of unequal size on each side, and is hollow. At each end of the row is a small tube with

floral ornament. Indian (probably Madras) work; about 1600 a.d. 2iofin. Bought, I.M. 1222. The

description is that which is given on the label; but Mr. Havell, in Plate 13 (5), Vol. VI. (October, 1894) °f the

Journal of Indian Art, illustrates an ornament with similar drops, which he, no doubt correctly, describes as

cobras’ heads. 646. Amulet case ; silver. Barrel-shaped with conical ends, chased with three bands of running

floral ornament alternating with two plain ones. A row of rings for suspending it from the neck is attached to

the case by two plaques chased with grotesque ornament. Bangalore ; 19th century. Cost £ 1 10s. I.M. 1894.

Said by Mr. Havell to be worn by men and women alike all through the Madras Presidency.

Plate 96. —647. Necklet; silver; chains supporting a pendant of fish, peacocks, and small ornaments.

Madras. From a drawing. 648. Necklet of amulet cases, with crescentic pendant fastened to a cord of thread ;

gilt metal. South India. From a drawing. 649. Part of a girdle with half of clasp; silver. South India.

From a drawing.

Most of the ornaments in Plates 97, 98, and 99 are illustrated in Part 40 of the Journal of Indian Art
,

in

which Mr. Havell gives full descriptions. In the following accounts, copies of the labels in the Indian Museum

are printed, and such additions as seem necessary are added from Mr. Havell’s notes.

Plate 97. —650. Earring; silver, gilt and chased; in the shape of a grotesque monster. Vellore; 19th

century. Diam. fin. Bought, 4s. 6d. 651, 652. Bracelets (Gayaband), a pair ; silver; formed of zigzag-shaped

ornaments, chased in front and plain at the back, strung on two silk threads. Masulipatam ; 19th century. L. 7 in.,

W. fin. Bought, £8 17s. 6d. I.M. 874 653. Pendant or earring; gold; crescent-shaped, decorated with

applied ornament. Vellore; 19th century. Diam. fin. Bought, 3s. 6d I.M. 905. 654. Head ornament;

1 According to Mr. Grierson, it is the vernacular version of the Sanskrit Yetala PanchavinKjatika of Civa Dasa.



gold, backed with silver, and the interior filled with lac ; chased to represent a rose. In the centre is an emerald

surrounded by a string of small pearls. Seven groups of three spherical pendants each, depend from the lower

edge. At the back is a silver pin. Bombay; igth century. H. qf in., diam. 2 in. Bought, £2 14s. I.M. 963.

655. Head ornament; gold; in the shape of a crescent enclosing a cone. The upper part is chased with a mask

and parrots ; the lower with a crescent containing floral ornament. Puna; 19th century. L. if in., W. if in.

Bought, 16s. lod. I.M. 878. 656. Head ornament; gold, backed with silver, and the interior filled with lac.

Leaf-shaped, chased in compartments with two grotesque figures playing the vina. Bangalore; 19th century.

L. 2f in., W. if in. Bought, 15s. 3d. I.M. 893. 657. Head ornament; gold, with silver back and pin, and the

interior filled with lac ; elliptical; chased with a representation of two peacocks ; with a row of gold knobs round

the outer edge. Bombay; 19th century. L. with pin, 3! in., W. 2f in. Bought, £ 1 16s. I.M. 985. 658.

Earring ; gold, chased with a mask and floral ornament. Round the lower edge is a row of small rings, each

ornamented with a flower. Vellore; 19th century. L. if in., H. fin. Bought, 11s. 6d. I.M. 974. For delicacy

of workmanship and beauty, this is, without doubt, one of the most charming ornaments in the Indian Museum.

659. Earrings, a pair (one shewn); gold. They have a pattern of lozenges and circles in open-work, and are

ornamented with granular work. Vellore; 19th century. L. fin., diam, fin. Bought, £ 1 3s. 6d. I.M. 936.

660. Earrings, a pair; gold; circular, each decorated with a cone of granular work. Sholarpur; 19th century.

H. 1 in., diam. fin. Bought, £ 1 14s. I.M. 933. 661. Earring (Nagavaradara), one of a pair; gold; in the

shape of a cobra with distended hood, whose coils form the hoop ; ornamented with granular work. Vellore ;

19th century, H. 1 in., diam. fin. Bought, £ 1 is. 6d. I.M. 939. The Nagapatam-tandatti, or cobra with

expanded hood, worn on the lobe of the ear on the right, above the thar-kanuku, which hangs lowest on the lobe.

662. Earring ; gold ; crescent-shaped, decorated with applied flower and chain ornament within a row of

small pendants round the lower edge. Vellore; 19th century. Diam. fin. Bought, 15s. 6d. I.M. 975.

663. Pendant (Disiri) ; gold, chased with a representation of tassels proceeding from a lion’s mouth. Vellore;

igth century. H. 1 in., W. fin. Bought, 16s. 6d. I.M. 937. 664. Earring (Mutivi), one of a pair; gold. The

lower part is circular and decorated with applied ornament. Round the edge is a ring of small knobs ; the

upper part has granulated ornament. Vellore; 19th century. H. fin., diam. fin. Bought, 19s. 6d.

I. 943. 665. Earring, one of a pair; gold, decorated with applied ornament, with a row of small pendants

round the lower edge. Worn by Pariahs. Vellore; 19th century. L. fin., W. fin. Bought, 19s. pd. I.M. 942.

666. Pendant; gold ; heart-shaped. The centre is chased with an inscription ; open-work border, with a bird in

relief on each side, and two birds at the bottom. Lahore; 19th century. H. 2 in., diam. if in. Bought,
£2 15s. I.M. 908. The birds have much conventionalized tails. 667, 668. Rings, two ; gold. One is set with a

ruby and two brilliants, the other with a brilliant and two rubies. Vellore; 19th century. Diam. of each, fin.

Bought, £l. I.M. 979. 669. Earring, one of a pair; gold, decorated with applied ornament. Set with two

rubies and two pearls, and has numerous pendants of small pearls. Bangalore ; 19th century. L. if in., W. if in.

Bought, £\ ss. I.M. 962.

Plate 98.-—670. Head ornament; gold, backed with silver, and the interior filled with lac. Chased with a

representation of a seven-headed snake, flanked on either side by a parrot ; the lower part with a crescent containing

floral ornament. Puna; 19th century. L. if in., W. if in. Bought, £ 1 is. 6d. I.M. 876. Mr. Havell describes

this as the nagari-jadapillai, a combination of the snake with the sun and moon emblem, in which the

sun is replaced by the naga or serpent. The ordinary jadapillai would be better understood if the

emblem representing the sun were placed within the crescent, instead of the oblong ornament. The

combined symbol is worn above the jadanagam. 671. Head ornament; gold, chased with a conventional flower,

with a floral scroll border. Puna; 19th century. Diam. 2§in. Bought, £ 1 ss. 3d. I.M. 877. 672. Head

ornament; gold, backed with silver, and the interior filled with lac. Crescent-shaped, chased with masks, monsters,

birds, and floral ornament. Vellore; 19th century. Diam. qf in. Bought, £ 1 4s. I.M. 940. This is the moon

crescent part of the jadapillai. 673. Bracelet, one of a pair ; silver-gilt, chased with conventional ornament in three

bands, with two bands of open-work. The clasp and back each have a rosette ; the former is set with a turquoise

and has another on each side. Worn by Persians. Masulipatam ; 19th century. H. fin., diam. 2f in. Bought,

£1 2s. 6d. I.M. 873. 674. Head ornament; gold, circular, with foliated edge; chased with conventional floral

patterns. Hyderabad, Deccan; 19th century. Diam. 2fin. Bought, £ 1 13s. I.M. 951. 675. Head ornament

for hair plait, fourteen pieces ; gold. The oblong top plaque is chased with a representation of a five-headed

snake, birds, and floral ornament. The remaining V-shaped plaques are chased with masks and conventional

birds. Bangalore; 19th century. L. iifin., W. if in. Bought, £\7 4s. I.M. 863. The masks probably repre-

sent a highly conventionalised Yalu or Rakshasa (a demon). There are two cushion-shaped pieces below the top

piece. The many-headed serpent in ornaments of this kind may be either Ananta or Seshnag, the serpent
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of infinity on whom Vishnu
reposes at the end of a Kalpa, or age ; or the serpent king in the

Jamna, whom Krishna (an avatara, or incarnation of Vishnu) conquered. 676. Head ornament; gold,
decorated with fluted and other ornament in bands. Worn by women. Puna; 19th century. H. if in.,

diam. if in. Bought, £ 1 16s. I.M. 930. 677. Head ornament (Sisphul) ; gold, backed with silver and

the interior filled with lac. Circular, chased with a representation of Vishnu lying on the serpent

Ananta, and two winged attendants ; surrounded by several concentric bands of floral and other ornament.

Bangalore; 19th century. H. if in., diam. qf in. Bought, £g. I.M. 861. 678. Ring; gold, chased with masks,

birds, and floral ornaments, and set with a ruby. Vellore; 19th century. Diam. if in. Bought, £ 1 7s. I.M. 941.

679. Pendant; gold, leaf-shaped ; chased round the raised centre with conventional leaves ; a small rosette at top

and bottom. Puna; 19th century. H. if in., W. 1 in. Bought, 19s. 6d. I.M. 935.

Plate 99.—680. Head ornament; gold, circular ; perforated and chased with an arabesque scroll containing

grotesque figures ; the centre and narrow border with floral patterns. Bangalore; 19th century. Diam. af in.

Bought, 13s. I.M. 860. This appears to be the substitute for the sun in the jadanagam emblem. 681. Head

ornament; gold; circular, chased and perforated with a floral scroll. Bangalore; 19th century. H. fin., diam.

afin. Bought, £1 gs. 3d. I.M. 862. 682. Necklace; gold; it consists of various pendent ornaments in the

shape of household utensils strung on black woollen cords. Madura; 19th century. L. 2 ft. 2 in. Bought,

I.M. 869. It appears from the following that, besides utensils, other objects are represented, and that the neck-

lace is of a highly symbolic character. The thali, marriage necklet, of which the thali proper, a central ornament

varying with the sect of the wearer and equivalent to the Christian marriage ring, and the long thayittu (r), a box

to contain an amulet or charm, are the essential parts. Mr. Havell states that, as far as he could ascertain, the

square jewelled ornaments ( b) have no special significance, though they are usually chased in gold with the figure

of a god. The circular consecrated charms (d, e, and w), called bottu, are dedicated by being left for a night before

the image of Lakshmi, the goddess of fortune. Most of the other ornaments seem to be representations of Indian

fruits and vegetables, such as the pine, the mango {s), a vegetable called avarakkay {m), the brinjal or fruit of

the egg-plant {/, v), shells, cocoanuts, etc. Food receptacles («), rosewater sprinklers, the beautiful pinnacles of

temples (arragu-kulishan, or in Hindi the kalas), etc., are also represented. All these are fortunate objects.

683. Head ornament; gold; shuttle-shaped, chased with a floral rosette in the centre, and birds and other orna-

ment. Puna; 19th century. L. 3fin., W. i-|in. Bought, 19s. gd. I.M. 880. 684. Head ornament; gold,

backed with silver, and the interior filled with lac. Shuttle-shaped ; chased with a floral rosette in the centre,

and birds and other ornaments. Puna; 19th century. L. 2§in., W. 1 in. Bought, ids. pel. I.M. 879. 683

and 684 are worn on the back of the head. 685. Necklace ; gold ; formed of two rows of long gold beads, strung

on red silk thread. Each bead is separated from its fellow by flexible pendent ornaments. Vellore ; 19th century.

L. 1 ft. 2-|in. Bought, £3 is. gd. I.M. 981.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

86. Nayar or Sudra Girls of Travancore. 87. Cap for an Image. 88. Silver Filigree Brooches, Bracelets,

Purse, and Necklace. 89. Bracelets and Armlet. 90. Brooches, Hairpins, and Bracelet. 91. White Metal

Peasant Anklets. 92. Bracelets and Part of Belt. 93. Scent Bottle, Chatelaines, Perfume or Lime Box, and

Neck Ornament. 94. Bracelets, Necklace, Brooch, and Head Ornament. 95. Bracelets, Turban Ornament,

Head Ornament, Brooch, Head Band, and Amulet Case. 96. Necklets and Part of Girdle. 97. Earrings,
Bracelets, Head Ornaments, Pendant, and Rings. 98. Head Ornaments, Bracelet, Ring, and Pendant. 99.

Head Ornaments and Necklaces.
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86.

—S&6.

Nayar
or

Sudra

Girls
of

Travancore.

From
an

oil

painting
by

Romeshwari
Naida,

Madras

(1872).

Presented
by

H.H.
the

First

Prince
of

Travancore.
I.M.

882-1872.





87 •—s§7- Cap for an image, set with gold and gems. From a photograph by Major Cole, R.E.

From Madura Temple, Madras Presidency.





88.—588 to 592. Silver Filigree. 588. Brooch of roses, buds and leaves, with butterfly. Travancore. I.M. 371. 589.
Double Brooch ; elephant, flowers and tassels. Madras. I.M. 430. 590. Brooch of leaves, roses and butterfly. Travan-

core. I.M. 367. Sg: Bracelet, Madras. I.M. 408. 592. Purse. Madras. I.M. 396. 593. Necklace of chased and

embossed balls and pendant. Madras. I.M. 442.





89
. —594 to 600. Silver Ornaments. 594. Bracelet; filigree. Madras. I.M. 405. 595. Bracelet; embossed elephants in

frames. Madras. I.M. 465. 596. Bracelet of embossed elephants united by elephants’ hair. Madras. I.M. 466.

597. Bracelet similar in form, but different in detail to 596. Madras. I.M. 404. 598. Bracelet of filigree ornaments

connected by rosettes. Madras. I.M. 395. 599. Armlet ; five rose plaques of filigree, united by two chains. Travan-

core. I.M. 363. 600. Bangle or Bracelet of plaques embossed with mythological figures. Madras. I.M. 676.





go.
—6Ol to 610 and 612. Silver Filigree. 6oi. Brooch; Maltese cross edged with elephant hair. Madras. I.M. 404.

602. Brooch; palm-leaf pattern. Travancore. I.M. 369. 603. Brooch; Maltese cross with intersecting leaves.

I.M. 365. 604 to 608. Five crochet hooks. I.M. 401. 609. Brooch; figures on a chain ground in frame. Madras.

I.M. 391. 610. Hairpin. Madras. I.M. 429. 611. Bracelet; white metal. Mysore. I.M. 865. 612. Pair of Hair-

pins with tassels, united by a chain. Travancore. I.M. 435.





91—613
to

615

and

617.

White

Metal

Peasant

Anklets,

Mysore.

613.

Spike

pattern,

I.M.

1861.

614.

W-shaped.

I.M.

1854.

615.

I.M.

1867.

616.

Carved

torque.

I.M.

1869.

617.

I.M.

1857.

618

and

619.

Brass

Anklets.

Mysore.

I.M.

1872

and

I.M.

8.92.





Q2. —-620. Bracelet; silver. Hyderabad, Deccan. I.M. 1958. 621. Bracelet; silver filigree. Madras. I.M. 439. 622,624,

626, and 627 (Herbert Wright Collection, I.M. Nos. 139, 109, 137 and 627). Peasant Ornaments in Base Metal. 622

and 624. Bracelets. 626 and 627. Necklaces. 623. Bracelet; silver. Madras. I.M. 419. 625. Bracelet; silver.

Hyderabad, Deccan. I.M. i960. 628. Part of Belt; silver; buckle and three plaques, mythological figures and foliage.

Hyderabad, Deccan. I.M. 1950.





Q-—629. Scent-bottle; silver; mango-shaped. Trichinopoly. I.M. 1883. 630. Chatelaine; silver. Madras. I.M. 1872.

631. Bracelet; silver. Trichinopoly. I.M. 1873. 632. Chatelaine; silver. I.M. 1870. 633. Perfume or Lime Box;
silver. I.M. 1969. 634. Neck Ornament; gold; pendent boss ornaments and drops. Southern India. I.M. 061 (9917).





94. —635. Bracelet ; gold ; floriated ornament ; chased and burnished. Madras. I.M. 300. 636. Bracelet; gold ; two lozenges
supporting birds, and a central flower. Cost 10s. I.M. 1014. 637. Necklace; gold; formed of rosettes and fifty
Pagoda coins. Madras. I.M. 3298. 638. Brooch; miniature set in embossed silver frame. Madras. I.M. 8571. 639,
Head Ornament; gold set with gems. Cost £2O. Madras. I.M. 42-1893.





95- —640. Bracelet; gold ; embossed and chased, set with five rubies. Madras. I.M. 3291. 641. Turban Ornament; gilt metal

set with plate diamonds, etc. Madras. I.M. 8649. 642. Head Ornament, Jada billi ; gold set with diamonds, etc.

Madras. I.M. 3008 (10297). 643. Bracelet; silver. Hyderabad, Deccan (see No. 625, Plate 92). I.M, 1958. 644.

Butterfly Brooch ; gold filigree set with turquoises and rubies, with pendant. Madras. I.M. 8661. 645. Head Band;

gold. Probably Madras, about 1606. Bought, ,£lO. I.M. 1222-72. 646. Amulet Case; silver. Cost £1 10s.

Bangalore. I.M. 1894,





g 6 .—647. Necklet; silver; chains supporting a pendant of fish, peacocks, and small ornaments. Madras. From a drawing.
648. Necklet of amulet cases, with crescentic pendant fastened to a cord of thread ; gilt metal. South India. From a

drawing. 649. Part of a Girdle with half of clasp ; silver. South India. From a drawing.





97- —650. Earring. Vellore. 1.M.976. 651,652. Bracelets. Masulipatam. I.M. 874. 653. Earring. Vellore. I.M. 905.

654. Head ornament. Bombay. I.M. 963. 655. Head ornament. Puna. I.M. 878. 656. Head ornament. Ban-

galore. I.M. 893. 657. Head ornament. Bombay. I.M. 985, 658. Earring. Vellore. I.M. 974. 659. Earring.
Vellore. I.M. 936. 660. Earring. Sholarpur. I.M. 933. 661. Earring; cobra-shaped. Vellore. I.M. 939. 662.

Earring. Vellore. I.M. 975. 663. Pendant. Vellore. I.M. 937. 664. Earring (Mutivi). Vellore. I.M. 943. 665.

Earring; worn by Pariahs in Vellore. I.M. 942. 666. Pendant. Lahore. I.M. 908. 667, 668. Rings. Vellore.

I.M 979. 66g. Earring. Bangalore. I.M. 962.





g 8 •—670. Head ornament. Puna. ].M. 876. 671. Head ornament. Puna. I.M. 877. 672. Head ornament; crescent-

shaped. Vellore. I.M. 940. 673. Bracelet; silver-gilt. Masulipatam. I.M. 873. 674. Head ornament. Hyderabad,
Deccan. I.M. 951. 675. Head ornament for hair plait. Bangalore. I.M. 863. 676. Head ornament. Puna. I.M. 930.

677. Head ornament; Sisphul. Bangalore. I.M. 861. 678. Ring. Vellore. I.M. 941. 679. Pendant. Puna.

I.M. 935.





99 .—6BO. Head ornament. Bangalore. I.M. 860. 681. Head ornament. Bangalore. I.M. 862. 682. Necklace, Thali.

Madura. I.M. 869. 683. Head ornament; shuttle-shaped. Puna. I.M. 880. 684. Head ornament; shuttle-shaped
Puna. I.M. 879. 685. Necklace. Vellore. I.M. 981.





PART IX.

BENGAL.

It is difficult to distinguish completely between the two provinces of Bengal, and Eastern Bengal and

Assam, in treating of jewellery. Parts IX. and X. of the series of articles on the subject will therefore overlap to

some extent. In the first section an endeavour will be made, however, to deal principally with those districts

which still remain in the old province of Bengal. According to Whitaker’s Almanac for 1908, the area of Bengal,

as reconstituted in October, 1905, is 115,819 square miles, with a population of 50,722,067. Fifteen districts of

Eastern Bengal were detached and combined with Assam, and one new one was taken from the Central Provinces
O '

and added to Bengal. Bengal still comprises part of Bengal proper ; Behar, which borders on and has, in many

matters, such as customs, dress, etc., some similarities to the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh ; Orissa; and

Chota Nagpur. It occupies the Ganges valley, and extends from the Himalayas to the mouth of the Mahanadi

river, beyond which is the Madras Presidency. Only 5 per cent of the population live in towns, and nearly 78 per

cent are Hindus. “For the most part the province is a great alluvial plain, producing rice, and is the most

populous and productive in all British India.” Orissa and Chota Nagpur are ill-watered and liable to drought, so

that a great cause of dispersal of property such as jewellery, viz. famine, prevails here as it does in other parts

of India. The subject has been considered at length in earlier articles. In Calcutta, the capital has a population,

with Howrah on the opposite bank of the Hughli river, of 1,106,738. The manufacture and trade in ornaments

is there very large. Patna, in Behar, with 134,785 inhabitants, is a most important Mohamedan city, where

the jewellery of the Musalmans, approximating to that of Upper India, may be studied.

Bengal presents the advantage, in connection with the subject of jewellery, of having had carved, in much

detail, upon the figures with which many of its ancient temples in Orissa are adorned, a large number of

ornaments, which enable us to see how, about 1200 years ago, the inhabitants must not only have been possessed

of considerable wealth, but have had at their call the services of goldsmiths of great artistic ability. Ample

material for the study of this question exists in Dr. Rajendralala Mitra’s works on the “Indo Aryans” and the

“Antiquities of Orissa,” in which there are long notes on the dress and ornaments which were worn in Ancient

India, as illustrated especially from the Orissa monuments. In the first-named we find a number of drawings

taken from the sculptures on the Great Tower of Bhuvanesvara, which is seventeen miles south of Cuttack on

the East Coast Railway. The following is a summary of his notes :

Fig. 707 (95) represents a chignon which is very common. It is generally ornamented with a shield-like boss

of gold on the coil, and three double strings of pearls or gold chains on the head. It still prevails in Orissa and

in some parts of the Southern Presidency, especially amongst dancing girls. In other cases a single string of

pearls encircles the head like a fillet. There is also a very modern European style with three or more bands of

ornaments and necklaces. In fig. 704 (99) the chignon is tied across by a jewelled band having a pendent star on

each side. A fringe of short hair covers the upper part of the forehead, and upon it is set a triangular tiara of jewels.

There is one extraordinary case, in which the hair is tied by a jewelled band two or three inches from the

back of the head, and then braided into an enormous ball about two-thirds the size of the head. In another the

coiffure is raised to an angle of 50 degrees, and tied round by a string of pearls. Upon the coil is a round

button-like protuberance of hair or metal, and the forehead is encircled by a tiara. This was worn by the lower

classes, amongst whom, minus the tiara and button, it is still seen to-day in Orissa. In a more elaborate arrange-

ment there is a metal button on the top with a strap edged with two strings of pearls or beads ; and a double

string of pearls wfith a star in the middle, and an ornament on each side like a peacock’s crest. In other forms

we see crown-like tiaras, and tiaras with crests.

Rajendralala Mitra mentions the old vocabulary of Amara Sinha, in which we have names for crowns, crests

and tiaras for the head
; rings, flowers and bosses for the ears ; necklaces of one to a hundred rows ; armlets and

bracelets; signet and other rings ; zones and girdles for both men and women ; and also bells, bands and chains

for the legs and ankles. Many of the forms are obsolete, but most of the names are current.

The Bhuvanesvara sculptures afford a fair idea of the shapes twelve hundred years ago. He refers, as

pointed out on page 97, Part VII., to the bas-reliefs of Sanchi and Amaravati as giving us illustrations of

the jeweller’s art in India generally from the second or first century b.c. to the seventh century of the Christian

journal of gttMan Jlrf cm 6 Jnbusirg.
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era, showing gradual, steady and marked improvement towards refinement. The bangles, bracelets, and anklets

at Sanchi are the clumsiest possible, and were probably made of brass or bell-metal, as is the case among the

lower orders in the villages still. The bangles and armlets of Amaravati, though mostly of the same patterns, are

smaller, lighter and neater, and the anklets are less ponderous. At Bhuvanesvara they are reduced in size and

weight, and are greatly improved in appearance. Rajendralala Mitra also observes that the richest crown that

has come to his notice is one worn by the goddess Indrani at Yajapur. It is sumptuously bedecked with jewels

all over.

There is a great variety of ear ornaments amongst them. A drooping plume and fan-like appendage

(probably the tola patra, or palm-leaf ear ornament named in the Amarakosha), fig. 700 (121). An ornament for

the sides or top of the head (hooked to the helix of the ear, or tied to the hair near it), still known in Bengal and

made of jewelled gold plates and strings of pearls ; it is called the jumma (fig. 699 (122.) The karnaphula, or ear

flower (fig. 698 (120), which was a great favourite with the goddess Durga, who dropped an ornament of this

kind into the sacred tank at Benares, known from this circumstance as the Manikarnika. Fig. 696 (118) shows

the dheuri, a shield-shaped disc of gold worn on the lobe of the ear, with or without a pendant. In fig. 697 (119)

we have two ornaments ; a tulip drop hung from the anti-tragus, and a stud with pearl fringe and pendant

attached to the lower edge of the lobule. Studs and rings for the nose, set with stones or pearls, are great

favourites at the present day, and were probably worn in former times.

The finest specimens of necklaces, some with lockets set with stones, are to be seen on the large statues in

the niches of the great tower at Bhuvanesvara. Some pendants seem to represent tigers’ claws, a favourite

charm still in some parts of India. The necklet of Bhagavati is formed of fine pearls or gold beads. A string

of bells descends from the right breast. At the present day, the most important ornament for the forearm ‘‘ is

the bala, a ring of metal of a cylindrical form, ordinarily plain, but sometimes twisted, or otherwise wrought, which

Bengali women reckon as the emblem of their married state, and never open it as long as their husbands are

living. If made of gold or silver, it generally encloses a bit of iron ; but a separate armlet of iron, also regarded

as a marriage emblem or ring, is also commonly worn.” In Orissa, the bala is replaced by the khani, which

differs from the former in being flat and not cylindrical. “ Its under surface is flat and smooth, but the upper is

wrought in various patterns, a beaded form being the most prevalent.” In sculpture it is most common, and in

rich specimens has an elaborate boss or crest-like appendage on the top. Sometimes the beaded pattern is

edged in by rims; in others it is doubled without the crest, or otherwise modified. Under the name of paturi,

one form is the counterpart of a European bracelet. Eight or ten armlets are cut out of the conch shell (Maza

rapa or volute gravis) and arranged in a tapering form, and are then mounted with gold beads, bosses, etc., to form

the Sankha bracelet. Same of the armlets are left white, while others are dyed with lac of a bright crimson

colour. It is now out of fashion in Calcutta, but poor Uriya women still wear it. A form of it, made of gold
and buffalo horn, or gold and horn set with precious stones, and called peta chudi, is still worn by Uriya belles.

Until recently, the bazu, tabiz, and tor were the leading ornaments. Of these, the bazu is apparently mounted

with precious metals, but the others are simply wrought metal. Sometimes the tabiz had a fringe of small bells.

Finger rings were worn.

Of waist ornaments, a fringe of bells was in highest favour, the most common being the chandra hara, or

the garland of moons (Uriya “gole”), and the most gorgeous was comprised of three massive chains of a curious

diagonal pattern set with spangles, and held together by a rich clasp, having a jewelled pendant. From the

lowest hang a series of bells and pendent chains festooned all round the body. This is seen on the figure of

Bhagavati at Bhuvanesvara.

Of the ornaments for the legs, the most favourite was a chain band fringed with little bells, round the feet,

or small metal shells filled with shot, which made a jingling sound when in motion. Both sexes wore this

kinkini. A form of it, the panjara (Persian, paizeb) is now only worn by brides a year or two after marriage.

By up-country women, and especially Mohamedan women, it is worn until an advanced age. The chain is

sometimes replaced by hollow tubes filled with shot (napura, Sanskrit). Other anklets formerly used had small

fringes of bells. Some were hollow for shot (gujri), having first come from Gujarat. Ornaments worn nearer

the knee, having projecting crests, were worn on one leg only by Uriya and Telinga women. Rajendralala

Mitra notices the curious fact that in the Sanchi, Amaravati and Orissa sculptures, the body clothing of the

women is generally limited to a bead belt below the waist.

The peculiar forms and elaborate ornamentation of the coiffure of the ladies in the Orissa carvings seem to

be unnatural, yet they are not unlike that which Miss K. A. Carl, in her most interesting work, “With the

Empress Dowager of China,” describes as being worn at the Court of that great potentate at the present day.

She thus writes of these head-dresses, and first of the Empress Dowager herself. “ Her jet-black hair was



parted in the middle, carried smoothly over the temples, and brought to the top of the head in a large flat coil.

Formerly all Manchu ladies, who have marvellous hair, carried the hair itself out from this coil over a golden,

jade, or tortoise-shell sword-like pin, into a large winged bow. The Empress Dowager and the ladies of her

Court have substituted satin instead of the hair for this wing-like construction, as being more practicable and less

liable to get out of order. So satin-like and glossy is their hair that it is difficult to tell where it ends and the

satin begins. A band of pearls, with an immense ‘ flaming pearl ’in the centre, encircles the coil. On either

side of the winged bow were bunches of natural flowers and a profusion of jewels. From the right side of the

head-dress hung a tassel of eight strings of beautiful pearls reaching to the shoulder.”

It must be remembered that this description applies to the Manchus of High Asia, to which race the

Imperial family belongs, and not to the Chinese. From the same region came the Moghuls, and it is probable

that there was always more free communication between Central Asia and North India than there ever was

between the latter and China. The famous portrait of the Empress Dowager, which was painted by Miss Carl

and was exhibited, is now in the National Museum in Washington. It shows not only the head-dress, but the

other ornaments worn by Her Majesty. Her gown of Imperial yellow was magnificently brocaded and

embroidered with pearls, and fastened with jade buttons. “ From the top button hung a string of eighteen

enormous pearls, separated by flat pieces of brilliant, transparent green jade. From the same button was

suspended a large carved ruby, which had two yellow silk tassels terminating in two immense pear-shaped pearls

of rare beauty ! . . .

Around her throat was a pale-blue, two-inch wide cravat, embroidered in gold, with large

pearls. . . .

She wore bracelets and rings.”

Miss Carl describes the dress of brides of high rank, who wear for the first time, on their presentation, the

magnificent golden filigree jewelled head-dress, and a profusion of jewels, adding that the “ Manchu ladies use

much more discretion in wearing jewels than the Chinese ladies. The latter will sometimes wear as many as

fifteen bracelets on each arm, and the number of jewels they put in their coiffure seems to be limited only by the

space they have at their disposal.” Dr. Bushell, in his work on the Collections of Chinese Art at the Victoria

and Albert Museum, illustrates an extraordinarily elaborate head-dress of this kind. There is much similarity in

some of these customs to the old Indian ideas, a few of which, such as the practice of wearing many bracelets,

still exist, for example, in Western India. In a portrait of the young Empress Ye-ho-na-lah, the first wife of the

Emperor of China, Miss Carl has representations of the Indian or Central Asian forms, viz., the collar of gold

ending in knobs, exactly of the form of an Indian torque, or a kara or anklet; and the triangular pendants from

the turban, from which hang chains (generally three) of pearls, a form so common in the Himalayas and throughout

High and Central Asia.

The married ladies and widows, when in Court attire, wear a magnificent Court head-dress with jewelled

crown. Princes and officials and their wives also wear official beads. On ordinary occasions the Empress

Dowager had jasmine or other flowers quaintly arranged with her hair in a coil at the top of her head. In winter

the ladies wore hats of fur with jewels across the front, and elaborate crowns studded with precious stones ; and

bunches of flowers on either side of the coiffure were worn in winter as in summer. The Manchu nobles wear a

tassel of red silk, surmounted by the jewelled button denoting their rank, from which stands out, almost at right

angles, a jade-mounted aigrette, mixed with the pea-fowl feathers, if they have attained that rank. The Emperor

wore a jade belt-clasp, and not many other ornaments ; but the young dandies had them in much greater

profusion. Amongst these were the belt buckle, the handsomest ornament worn. It was of carved jade, ruby

quartz, or of beautifully chased gold set with precious stones. From the belt hung many ornaments, especially

watches in cases studded with gems. Miss Carl describes the Princess Button worn only by the ladies of the

Court. It represents the Flaming Pearl of the Dynasty, which was established by its founders. It consists of a

large pearl, surrounded by three alternating rows of seed pearls and corals, which are supposed to represent

flames. It is the symbol of the “ Unattainable.” Jade jewels are the most appreciated. The Bengali ladies

and children show the same taste for decking their hair with flowers as do the Moghul ladies in China.

Mr. Romesh Chunder Dutt, 1.C.5., in his “ History of Civilization in Ancient India” (1889), refers to work

in the metals and the fabrication of jewellery in Vedic times. In the Rig Veda we are told of golden helmets;

of horses with golden caparisons; and of the Nishka, a golden ornament worn on the neck. “The lighting

ornaments of the Maruts are compared with ornaments (Anji), with necklaces (Srak), with golden breastplates

(Rukiha), and with bracelets and anklets (Khadi). . .

We are again told of anklets for the feet, and golden

breastplates for the breast, and of golden crowns (Siprah hiranmayih) for the head.” The Vedic period dates, by

his estimate, from b.c. 2000 to 1400. The Nepalese Minister and some of his staff are stated to have worn gold

and jewelled helmets at state functions this year in London.

In the Epic period (b.c. 1400 to 1000) the Hindus had attained a high degree of refinement and civilization,
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The wealth of rich men consisted in gold and silver and jewels. Mr. Dutt quotes one passage:
—“As one

binds gold by means of lavana (borax), and silver by means of gold, and tin by means of silver,” etc., etc., which

indicates that goldsmiths had thus early at their command knowledge which enabled them to do excellent work.

Let us see what ideas were connected with jewellery in the time of Buddha, that is, about the sixth century

b.c. It is said that when the future Buddha became incarnate, the thirty-two good omens became manifest.

Amongst them were the following : —Bracelets and other ornaments jingled of themselves. When he appeared

he was like a shining gem placed on fine muslin of Benares. When, as Prince Siddhartha, Buddha was moved

to carry out the Great Renunciation, he sent away his ornaments ; cut off his plaited tresses, together with the

diadem upon them, with his sword ; and in proof of his becoming a Buddha, the severed hair and diadem were

suspended a league off in the air, where the archangel Sakka saw them and received them into a casket, which

he placed in the Tavatinsa heaven, in the Dagaba of the Diadem. (Rhys Davids.) Even in the rhapsodies of

early Buddhist religious writers, it will be seen how large a place jewellery took in their thoughts.

The following are extracts from Mr. W. Crindle’s learned work, “Ancient India ; Its Invasion by Alexander

the Great.” They may be held to apply to India generally : —“Alexander, in his last moments, gave Perdikkas

his signet ring. He was slain in 321 b.c., two years after Alexander’s death. Eumenes took his place, but

Antigonos captured and slew him in 310 b.c. Antigonos fell in 301 b.c. Quintus Curtius Rufus says that the

character of the people [of India] is here, as elsewhere, formed by the position of their country and its climate.

They cover their persons down to the feet with fine muslins, are shod with sandals, and coil round their heads

cloths of linen [cotton]. They hang precious stones as pendants from their ears, and persons of high social rank,

or of great wealth, deck their wrists and upper arms with bracelets of gold.
”

“

King Sopithes (Sophytes, or Sanskrit, Saubhutu) was tall and handsome. His sandals were of gold and

studded with precious stones, and even his arms and wrists were curiously adorned with pearls. At his ears he

wore pendants of precious stones, which, from their lustre and magnitude, were of inestimable value. His

sceptre, too, was made of gold set with beryls.” [Country west of the Hydaspes or Jhelum river, which includes

the salt range].
In connection with the early impressions of Englishmen in India, reference may be made, for its curious

allusions to ornaments, to a work recently published, entitled “Good Old Days of Hon’ble John Company,” by

W. H. Carey (1907). He gives an account of a discovery in what had been the cellar of an old palace, which

he himself witnessed. About six feet from the floor was a ledge resembling a huge mantel-piece. It was found

that five human beings had been bricked up in it, probably 170 or 200 years before, or in the seventeenth century.

One of the bodies was that of a woman of about eighteen or nineteen years of age. The skin still adhered to

the bones. A costly white dress of muslin still remained. Round the neck was a string of pearls ; on the wrists

and ankles, gold bangles ;
and on the feet, slippers embroidered with silver wire. Between her body and that of

another young woman was that of a young man, who, from his dress and jewels on his finger-bones, must have

been a person of high rank. The others were evidently old women, probably confidential servants. In this case

vengeance took no account of treasure.

When the Director of the Dutch factory at Chinsurah visited the English President at Calcutta in 1770, the

latter gave him a grand ball at Court House, where the ladies were decked with a profusion of jewels.

Maharaja Hindu Rao, the Mahratta chief, whose house on the ridge at Delhi was the seat of one of the

principal batteries at the time of the Mutiny, died there in 1854, and Lang thus writes of his funeral :—“ I hey

dressed up the old gentleman’s corpse in his most magnificent costume, covered his arms with jewelled bracelets

of gold, with costly necklaces of pearls and diamonds hanging down to his waist, placed him in a chair of state,

sat him bolt upright—just as he used to sit when alive—and thus attended by his relatives, friends, and suite, he

was carried through Delhi to the banks of the Jamna, where the body was burnt with the usual rites and the

ashes thrown into the river.”

In Carey’s work is also found the following, which is taken from the account of the Sati, or immolation of the

younger wife of Ceteus (b.c. 314) by Diodorus Siculus in his “Narrative of the Expedition of Alexander the

Great into India.” It might have applied to a Bengali Sati of the early nineteenth century.
“ She proceeded to

the funeral pile, crowned by the females of her house with mitres. She was decked with other ornaments, as if

for a nuptial festival As soon as she reached the pile, she took the ornaments from her person, and

distributed them among her attendants and friends, as memorials, one would say, of her affection. Ihe

ornaments consisted of a multitude of rings upon her fingers, set with precious stones of various colours. Upon

her head was no small number of stars of gold, discriminated by means of stones of all kinds. About her neck

were many gems, some small, and the rest gradually increasing to a larger size.”

Diodorus Siculus tells us that Alexander imitated the luxury of the Asiatic kings. He put the Persian
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diadem upon
his head, and wore the white cassock and belt after the manner of the Persian kings. In the battle

between Eumenes and Antigonos, Ceteus, who commanded them that came out of India, was skilled, but died

in the battle. Booth, in his translation of Diodorus Siculus (Book 19, Chap. II.), writes that the mitres were

“attires women used to wear, with labels hanging down,” (foot note), and “ Her attire was multitudes of rings

upon her fingers, set with all manner of precious stones of divers colours. Upon her head were a great number

of little golden stars, between which were placed sparkling stones of all sorts. About her neck she wore

abundance of jewels, some small and others large ; increasing by degrees in bigness as they were put on one

after another.”

Surgeon William Hamilton, who was buried in Calcutta early in the eighteenth century, successfully treated

the Emperor Farokh Siyar in a severe illness on the eve of his marriage to a Jodhpore princess, and was pre-

sented in public with “a vest, a culgee (Kalghi, /., a turban ornament) set with precious stones, two diamond

rings, an elephant, horse, and 5000 rupees ;
besides ordering at the same time all his small instruments to be

made in gold, with gold buttons for his coat and waistcoat, and brushes set with jewels.” 1715-1717 A - D - (“ Calcutta

Past and Present,” Kathleen Blechyinden).

There are some curious observations in the East India Vade Mecum, or “Complete Guide to Gentlemen

intended for the Civil, Military, or Naval Service of the Hon. East India Company,” by Captain Thomas

Williamson ; 2 vols. ; 1810 :—“ Mohamedans.—A wife never brings a dowry to her husband, except her plentiful

stock may be so considered, such as cloths, jewellery, etc., which her parents sent with her, sometimes to so

great an extent, as to preclude for years the necessity of any supply from the husband.” Single ladies never

wear ornaments at the nose ; nugeeas, or supporters to the breast; no black ointments (missi) fill up the inter-

stices of the teeth, nor antimony to the eyelids. The n’hat, or large ring worn at the nose, is also going out of

fashion ; indeed, considering the inconvenience that must have been experienced from this ornament, it is strange

it should have continued so long in use. The disuse of it is accounted for in the following manner ;
—“ On the

death of a married woman, or of her husband (for no widows wear it), this ornament, according to long established

usage, becomes the property of the rmrasms, a particular kind of Nach women. A lady of Oudh, of a delicate

way of thinking, being in possession of a n’hat of great value and elegance, thought she observed the longing-

eye of the rmrasms continually fixed on this jewel; and dreading the effects of their envy on her own life, or on

that of her husband, took off the n’hat and threw it away ; a circumstance that occasioned much consternation in

the family, and astonishment in the husband, as it had hitherto been deemed a necessary part of a married

woman’s dress, and was guarded with as much superstitious care as the marriage ring amongst us. However, the

explanation of her motives set all right again ; the husband applauded her prudence, and the neighbouring

families, taking up the same idea, the long-established rights of the rmrasms in that part of the country suffered

almost total abolishment.”

The dress of the ladies of rank has become comparatively simple, and seems to evince considerable improve-

ment in the national taste. Instead of both ears being weighed down, as was formerly the case, they now only

wear a slight ornamented ring in the left ear, in general. The having both ears ornamented they consider the

height of vulgarity. A pearl necklace, slight golden-rings at the waists and ankles, termed zewan-ichanjm, include

all the ornaments worn by a lady of fashion. For the wrists they prefer silken bracelets decorated with jewels. .
.

Gilt or plated ornaments are held to be disreputable and unlucky ; hence the mulambah or plating trade is very

little followed in India, though the jewellers will sometimes pass off a coated for a solid article, especially in gold

work.” He gives a list of ornaments chiefly worn by Hindustani ladies, from which it is unnecessary to do more

than refer to such notes as have not already been made in the present articles. Mang tikal, or frontal ornament,

is not a very light ornament, but is extremely splendid, costing, even though composed of coloured glass or

crystal, or foils, from twelve to fifteen guineas. The karanphul and jhumka : The latter is ever of gold, silver

being in this absolutely interdicted by the laws of caste. Nath : the ordinary diameter is 2\ inches. Bulak, or

central nose ring ;
“ Not only does the bulak interfere with the operations of the lips during meals, but sores of

the most unsightly description are often created in that very tender part to which the ornament attaches, by those

innumerable accidents which not even the most constant vigilance can prevent. Neck ornaments. —Champakali :

usually worn rather loose, that it may reach half-way down the bosom ; either made of crystals set in foils, usually

white ;or they are precious stones, of one colour throughout the ornament. Hanslis : solid collars of gold or

silver, from four ounces to a pound in weight, worn on high days and holidays. Made of pure metal, which can

easily be bent. Square in front under the chin for several inches, tapering to the ends, terminating in knobs,

which are usually cut into a polygonal form ; sometimes carved in the Oriental style in front, or the whole length.
Tawizis : Amulet cases of silver, enclosing quotations from the Koran, or some mystical writings, or some rubbish

from the mineral or vegetable kingdom, but “ I believe, never any camphor (as lately worn by a celebrated
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English lady). . . .

Whatever the contents may be, great reliance is placed on their efficacy in repelling disease,

and in averting the influence of witchcraft (j’hadu), of which the people of India, of every sect, entertain the most

unlimited dread. Hence it is not uncommon to see half a dozen or more of these charms strung upon the same

threads.” Ornaments of upper parts of the arm : These are made hollow, but filled up with melted resin ; the

ends are furnished with loops of the same metal, generally silver, which admit silken skeins, whereby they are

secured to their places. The above trinket is called bazuband.

The wrists are always profusely decorated in Bengal. “The more ordinary classes wear rings made of

kaunch or chank, i.e., the common sea conch, cut out, by means of very fine saws, into narrow slips, which, when

joined very accurately, give the whole appearance of being formed from the most circular part of each shell. This

is indeed sometimes done, but such entire rings are very scarce, and are usually preserved in their original pure

whiteness with much assiduity. The city of Dacca, so famous for its muslins, carries on a large intercourse with

Chittagong and the coast of Arracan for conches The small process, or button, at the base of each

shell, is sawn off, and, after being ground to a shape resembling that of a flat turnip, is perforated for the purpose

of being strung. When so prepared, these receive the name of kuntalis ; of which two rows, each containing

from thirty to forty, are worn round the neck of every Sepoy in the Company’s service as part of his uniform.

This simple ornament affords a pleasant relief to the sable countenance of the native, and serves to fill up a space

that would otherwise appear extremely naked, between the collar-bones and the chin.” The rings made from the

sea-conch are called kaunch-ke-churi, or churis made of conch ; in contradistinction to a common kind of churi,

made by persons who follow that profession only, from a species of silicious clay, which speedily vitrifies, forming

a semi-transparent mass, that is worked into rings of about an inch in diameter, but having rather quadrangular

than circular surfaces, so that the inner circumference may be rather easy to the wrist, and the upper part (or

outer circumference) be sufficiently flat to exhibit various embellishments, given by aid of gold leaf and little

enamelled or lacquered specks, etc., applied thereto and afterwards burnt in. It is inconceivable how expert the

women who vend the churis, and who are thence called churiarens, are in applying these ornaments ; which, after

being once passed over the hand, often are found to fit the wrist admirably. Those persons unacquainted with

the dexterity of these women would, on seeing the rings before they were dry, consider it impossible to get the

hand through ; yet, by means of a little oil, or even of water, and compressing the very flexible member into a

suitable form, the rings are successively made to glide over the joints with tolerable facility ; very few, in pro-

portion, being broken during the operation. It is to be marked that, as probably forty or fifty churis are to be

worn on each wrist, those appropriated to the thicker part of the arm being, of course, the first to pass, the hand

becomes gradually suppled and disposed to receive each succeeding ring, which is imperceptibly of less diameter

than its predecessor. Kara ; Flexible ring of solid silver, usually hexagonal or octagonal, with a knob at each

end. Bracelets : Painted prisms strung on black silk in three or four parallel rows (pahunchi); sometimes they

are of gold mixed with pearls. Thumb-ring ; Ainal. Finger-ring : Anguthi ; usually of gold, silver being con-

sidered mean.”

Captain Williamson laughs at a mirror ring on the toe, yet it is convenient enough to the seated Indian

woman, who can see reflections of herself in it. “A lady who is proud of her dress must have a pair of karas

weighing not less than half a pound each, a pair of paizebs, and toe-rings or chettis, usually a fifth of an inch in

breadth, very thin, and for the most part with beaded edges. . . . The women of Portuguese extraction wear their

hair in a large top-knot, secured by an immense silver pin, or rather a skewer, which is either filigreed, enamelled

or engraved. Coral beads are in high estimation throughout Hindustan, as applicable to the construction of

necklaces and bracelets for women. Notwithstanding they are manufactured from the red coral, fished up in

various parts of Asia, these beads are very costly, especially when they run to any size. 1 hey are generally sold

by the sicca-weight, or tolah, that is, by their weight in silver, two and a half rupees weighing about an ounce, or

eighty to the seer of nearly two pounds avoirdupois. A tolah of high-coloured sound beads, as large as a marrow-

fat pea, may commonly be had for three or four rupees, sometimes cheaper ; consequently an ounce of coral

beads, called mungahs, will cost nearly a guinea. This, which is four times the value of silver, appears to be a

high price, considering the low wages of labourers, and proves that coral cannot be advantageously imported

from India to England. The ladies of Asia are very particular in often steeping their mungahs in pigeon’s blood;

under the firm belief of their colour being heightened by such immersions ! 'This recipe may, however, be

matched by many, of equal efficacy, highly valued among ourselves. The badge of slavery is an iron ring worn

on the ankles.”

The following are descriptions of the dress and adornments of Hindu women by various writers : —A Bengali

lady, by Mrs. Weitbreicht (“ The Women of India and Christian Work in the Zenana,” 1875) :—“ A lady of rank

and wealth counts her garments by hundreds. She is very particular in adorning her person
with jewels, which



are regarded as pledges of her husband’s affection, and she will endure any amount of personal affliction for their

sake. She bores her ears in fifty places for her earrings, and her nose for the nose-ring. She never complains

of the pricking or weight of the jewels covering her hands, arms, toes, wrists, and ankles, though they can hardly

fall short of fifty pounds when she is fully attired. Personally, a Hindu female is not inferior to those women

whom most nations have agreed to adopt for their standard of beauty. Many a lovely and graceful creature

adorns the zenana, as the description of one known to the writer will shew. This lady, at the time we allude to,

sixteen years of age, was small but well proportioned, with fine features and brilliant eyes. Her sari, the one

piece of dress for a Bengali female, was most modestly disposed ; only a little of her neck, and halfway up her

arm—which was so far covered with bracelets—could be seen. A gold chain was twisted through her fingers,

and then round her arm ; and on the back of the hand a large gold medallion, covered with diamonds and rubies,

so that little of it was left uncovered. There was another rich ornament on her foot, and a medallion on her

instep, beside the anklets. Her sari was of beautiful texture, between gauze and barege, with broad gold border,

and must have been of great length, for it was so twisted about her that you could not distinguish her form, and

the drapery was graceful and beautiful. Her head was adorned with a comb that looked like a crown of gold,

studded with diamonds, rubies and emeralds, and a gold chain was twisted about her hair with a grand ornament

suspended from her forehead. Her nose-ring had three pearls, the centre one very large.”

Of the widow she writes :—“ Her hair is dishevelled and her garments are of the coarsest kind. Her jewels,

which she valued so much in the days of her pride, are no longer on her person. Never more must she put them

on, never more wear a beautiful dress.
. .

.”

Mr. Oman thus describes a Brahman fortune-teller in Lahore, who visited him :—“ His features were well-

cut ; his eyes sharp and intelligent. A white line was neatly painted down the length of his nose, and two other

white lines ran along the outer margins of his ears. He wore gold earrings set with pearls, and from his neck

hung two strings of beads, the shorter one consisting of alternate pieces of gold and red coral, the longer one of

neatly-shaped bits of sweet-scented sandal-wood.”

In the “ History of Murshidabad,” by Major J. H. Tull Walsh, 1.M.5., there are photographs of all the

Nawabs Nazim and Nawabs (as the last two holders of the position have been styled) of Bengal, and an illustration

of some of the Murshidabad family jewels, consisting of aigrettes, armlets, buckles, etc., of diamonds, rubies and

emeralds. Many of these ornaments are shewn in the portraits.

Murshid Kuli Khan, the founder of the family, who governed Bengal, Behar and Orissa from 1704-1725 a.d,,

like so many great men, seems to have been simple in his personal habits. Nevertheless, for his portrait he wore

four strings of pearls and rubies or emeralds round his neck, and a similar string round his turban, and a small

aigrette with a plume of feathers. He was the son of a poor Brahman who became the slave of a Mohamedan

of Ispahan, who brought him up as his own son. Major Walsh, in his list of presents which were sent to the

emperor with the revenue collections, mentions filigree work of gold and silver.

Sujah-u-din, his son-in-law, the second Nawab Nazim (1725-1739), who was an Afshar of a tribe of Turko-

mans of Khorassan, had more sumptuous ideas than his predecessor. On state occasions he was dressed in

brocade set with valuable jewels, and was adorned with strings of pearls round his neck, and a sarpesh or turban

with “jigah” on his head. He also wore a splendid armlet set with diamonds. Sarfaraz Khan, the next ruler

(1739-40) is represented with a double string of gems round his waist, in addition to the above ornaments. Ali

Verdi Khan (1740-1756), who followed, was a foster-brother of the Emperor Alumgir of Delhi. He killed

Sarfaraz Khan, usurped the throne, and propitiated the emperor with a large sum of
money

and seven lakhs

in jewels and other valuables, again proving the use of portable wealth of this kind. He was simple in his tastes

and wore little jewellery. His great nephew, Suraj-u-daula (1756-7), succeeded him, and, after the battle of

Plassy* was followed by Mir Mohamad Jaffar, a brother-in-law of Ali Verdi Khan. Major Walsh’s portraits of

him and of his son shew both of them wearing jewellery of a more typical type than that of the old Nawabs.

Round each turban, of Delhi fashion, is a band of gold with a splendid sarpesh and jigah, the principal gem being

a huge stone. Short and long necklaces of pearls and rubies or emeralds, having pendants or amulets, are worn

round the neck, and jewelled armlets. Mir Jaffar’s son, the next Nawab Nazim, Najim-u-daula, seems to have

introduced the flat turban which is still worn by many Bengalis of rank, and with it bands of plaques set with flat

jewels, which extend on each side from the sarpesh. He also wore a large pendant and bracelets. His brother,

Saif-u-daula (1766-1770) wore rings and bracelets of gems of flat and round plaques, one of which has a long

jewelled tassel. His successor, Mubarak-u-daula, the third son of Mir Jaffar, who filled the throne from 1770 to

1793, introduced a crown or jewelled cap of great magnificence. In his portrait, the next ruler, the son of

Mubarak-u-daula, Baber Jang (1793-1810) is represented without ornaments of any kind. His
son, Ali Jah

(1810-1821) wore the usual ornaments as in Saif-u-daula’s time. His brother, Walah Jah (1821-4), besides thq
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jigah, is represented with two stars and plumes on the sides of his rounded cap, necklaces, bracelets and armlets

of gems and a jewelled cross-belt. Walah Jah’s son, Humayun Jah (1824-1838) introduced a new style of crown

or hat with pointed edge and plume, which was adorned with jewelled plaques. He also wore the insignia of the

Grand Cross of the Royal Hanoverian Guelphic Order, conferred upon him by King William IV. in an autographic

letter ; the first illustration I have seen of an Indian prince wearing such an European decoration. He was a most

luxurious prince. His son, Feradun Jah, reigned from 1838 to 1881. He was the last Nawab Nazim, eventually

resigning that title in 1880 and becoming Nawab Bahadur. His portrait shews a more modern taste than that

of his predecessors. The borders of his long dress and his waistbelt are enriched, however, with gems. His

successor,
his eldest son, Sir Ali Kadar Syud Hassan Ali Mirza, G.C.1.E., who has just died (1907), for his

portrait wore but a simple fez, in front of which is a star and plume. There are numerous other fine portraits in

Major Walsh’s handsome work, but few of the gentlemen wear jewellery, preferring the simple dress of their

country or some form of semi-uniform, or even European clothes. The Dudhoria family, which originally came

from Bikanir, are exceptions, as most of them wear necklaces and jewelled head-dresses.

Lai Behari Dey, the author of “

Bengal Peasant Life” (1880), in a chapter entitled “Ladies’ Parliament,”

gives us an insight into the interests of Bengali women of the better class. Young and old assemble at the

women’s ghat of the great village tank to bathe, talk, and take home drinking water in the brass or earthen water

vases (kalasi), which they carry on their heads. The more wealthy wear quantities of golden jewellery. One

woman says to another : “ When did you get that ornament, Sai ?
”

“ Which do you mean, Sai ? This jhumko,

you mean? I only got it two days ago. Sidhe, goldsmith, has made it. You like it?” “Oh! that’s exceed-

ingly well made. There is no end to your ornaments. You are covered with jewels from head to foot. You

are lucky in getting a husband who makes it the chief business of his life to please you.” “ I hope you have also

a good husband.” The other replies somewhat in the negative, and her friend tries to comfort her by saying :

“Oh ! Sai, why are you so sad about nothing ?
”

Pier success is perhaps doubtful ; though she recognizes that it

is poverty and not want of will that hinders her friend’s lord from pleasing her in the usual way. Ornaments

are no sign of a husband’s love. A man may load his wife with ornaments, and yet may not love her. Hemangim,

the zamindar or landlord’s proud daughter, is described. She came to the bathing place with her head uncovered ;

but her body is covered in every part with ornaments. She was somewhat stout, and as she walked slowly, like

a young elephant (as the old Sanskrit poets would have said), the silver anklets of her feet make a tinkling

noise. An old woman, who seemed, from a massive gold chain round her neck, to belong to a respectable and

wealthy family, talked to her.

Bengal widows part with the usual iron circlet, and no longer use vermilion paint on the top of the forehead

where the hair is parted, when they become widows. They also break conch shells, or lac or silver ornaments, if

they have the latter. When a boy’s marriage was being discussed, the question of ornaments to be given by the

girl’s father arose. The ghantik, or Brahman of high order, who is the go-between, says :
“ Old Kesava will

cover his daughter-in-law’s body with ornaments from head to foot. He has ordered one chandrahhr (necklace),

a pair of mhls (silver anklets), a pair of panchhas (bracelets), one banti (armlet), a pair of palakartis (coral beads

for the wrists), one tabiz (amulet), a pair of jhumkos and pasas (earrings), a pair of balas (bracelets), and one

nath (nose-ring).” A Sati is described, the last in the village, about 1828 : “She was dazzling with ornaments in

all parts of her body,” and was dressed like a bride. Before she circumambulated the funeral pile of her husband

seven times, she took off the ornaments from her body and distributed them to those that stood around her. She

then mounted the pile.

Bihar, or that portion of Bengal which is nearest to the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, is of much

interest. The people in many ways follow the customs of Upper India; but, in some respects, have preserved

those of ancient Brahmanical India better than the inhabitants of other districts. Mr. G. A. Grierson, C.S., C.1.E.,

the great authority on Indian languages and dialects, has written on
“ Bihar Peasant Life,” and on other subjects

connected with the people, from which the following notes on jewellery are made ;

The following are some of the varieties of jewellery commonly worn :—a. Worn by men and boys. On the

ears : Bali or (in Shahabad) bari; this is a ring. Also the kanausi (Patna and Gaya, where it is worn by Hindus

only). Other ear pendants are moti, gokhula (an ornamented ring), kundal (a large ring), lor (worn principally

by Goalas), and kanbala. Sona is a plain ear pendant, and anti is a plain stud fixed in the lobe of the ear.

Phirki is a double gold ring. On the arms : The bank and chauktha are worn on the right upper arm ;so also

are the bijawath or bijauta, which is, however, more properly, a female ornament. The anant and ta’wij are

various kinds of amulets. On the neck : The mala is the bead necklace ; the rudrach is one made of the seeds

of the rudrach (Eloeocarpus ganitrus). The kantha is a necklace with gold and silver ornaments or sacred relics

attached to it. The mungara is a coral (munga) necklace, and the mohar mala or mohan mala is a long necklace



of gold mohurs and coral. The gop is made of twisted gold wire, and it is also called ghusi in Champaran, North

Tirhut and South Monghir. The sikri is a long chain going round the neck. On the fingers : The rings are anguthi,
ainthua (Gaya), or aunthi. The gorakh dhaudari, or dhauhari, is a puzzle ring which is taken to pieces and is

difficult to put together again. Mundri is a ring worn on the right little finger; gol and pheran are rings. On

the wrist: Bala, balea, pahunchi, and also south of the Ganges, pahunchari, kara, pera, jigga, mathiya and tora ;

these are worn principally by boys. Jainti is a kind of amulet. On the waist: The chain hung round the waist

is kardhan, or kardhani; also harhara in the East. A kind of belt is laungra, and of this jawa, jawari, langra and

jai are portions of the clasp. On the ankles : A boy’s anklet is goranw, gorain, or kara ; south of the Ganges,

gorha, ghungar, ghunghru (fitted with bells, used also in Tirhut), and chaurasi (which carries 84 beads). On the

toes : Angutha is a toe-ring.

h. Worn by women.—Ornaments for the head : The ornamental hair-pin is chonti. For the forehead :

mangtika or bamir, an ornament tied in the centre of the forehead by three strings, one passing round each side

and the other over the top of the head
; they are fastened in the hair. Of this the ornament is called chauktha,

and the strings sikri. The spangles or wafers gummed on to the forehead are tikuli; another name in S.W.

Tirhut is sisphul or chand. In Shahabad there is a wafer made of embossed
paper

and gummed on the forehead.

Nose ornaments: The nose stud fastened on to the outside of the nostril is chhuchchhi; in South Bhagalpur,

nakchanda; and in Patan and to the South-West, laung. Nath, nathiya, nathuni, rings passing through the

outside of the nostrils ; for women and girls. Bulak and besar, rings hung from the centre cartilage ; and jhuhir
in the Rauniya caste. It swings backwards and forwards, and is ornamented with beads. Nose ornaments are

peculiar to females. If a mother loses a first-born son, she endeavours to persuade the demon who kills children

that any future boys are only girls, and hence not worth killing. To do this, she often makes the boy wear nose

rings, and calls him by some nickname, as Bulatri (wearer of a nose-ring), etc. Ear ornaments ; Ear-studs

fastened to the lobe of the ear are karanphul, kanphul, khotla, khatla, khutti, khutli, and khutila, according to

district. The kanarli is a stud worn on the cartilage just where it leaves the head, under the hair. Rings worn

in the lobe are hali ; and those on the upper part of the cartilage, utarna. Broad plates worn across the ear are

pat, patta, and tarki. A smaller kind worn in Gaya is called golwa. Pendants are jhumak, which has two round

pendants ; and jhimjhimiya, flat pendants ; machhariya fish pendants ; also machhaliya. The tor and kanausi

form a set of ear ornaments. The first are round plates with a square cut out of the inside, forming a kind of

ring with a square inside. One of these is hung in the lobe of each ear. The latter is a ring. One is hung in

the upper part of the cartilage of the right ear, and two in the upper part of the cartilage of the left ear. When

a hole bored in the ear is not in use, it may be filled with a plug called thek. When the ornaments are too heavy

for the ear to carry without tearing, a chain is fastened round the ear so as to support the heavier ones. It is

called sikri. Other ornaments are bfr, kamp, khubiya, and bijli. Neck ornaments : Chandar har is a long chain ;

tawiz, a similar one with an amulet attached. A set of three chains of various lengths is telri or tilri ; of five

chains, pachlari ; and of seven, satlari. Sikri, a long chain ; and baddhi, a long chain crossing the chest and

going behind the body. Hamel, a necklace fitted with bells. Bosses tied to the throat are champa kali, jugun,

and dholna chauki. The last is principally worn by the bride at a marriage, and is the first ornament put on

before the marriage ceremony. The hansli, a solid necklet open in front, which goes round the neck ; and the

lawak is similar, with pendants in front (worn by Musalmans). Suti is a kind of neck ring in Tirhut. Jawagota,

galsatka, gardawini and garsi are neck ornaments in Gaya. Others are sitala, kalesar, katsar and kambhitya in

different districts. Har or harwa is the general term for necklace ; and moti mala, a pearl necklace, or with beads

of the shape of pearls. Lalri and darpan, breast ornaments. Baikal, a long necklace composed of flat pieces,

generally nine in number. When a man marries a second wife, an ornament is made representing the first wife,

which the second wife wears. On the first occasion on which the second wife applies vermilion to the hair, she

first puts some on the ornament before applying it to herself. This ornament is called sautin, or saut. On the

clothes : Manor! ornaments on the veil or sari; onchri, on the hem of the sheet. Arm ornaments : The following-
’ ’

O

are worn by all classes. Highest up the arm, baza or bazuband, a wide armlet. Below it, bijawath, bijeth, and

bijantha, which are five ornaments strung together ; below that, the birthi, which is smaller. Below it comes the

bank, made of one piece. It is worn by Hindu women on the right arm, but by Musalmans on both. Lowest

down comes the babhunta (or to the West, bahunta), of five pieces and round. Arm ornaments worn principally

by Hindu women are anant, and tar or taruja. Similar to the last is the bahutta. Sikri is a chain worn on the

upper part of the arm. Jhabuja is a kind of inverted cup hanging from the arm, and to which bells (bachwa) are

attached; and ghundi, little ball pendants hanging from the bazu or anant. Mundli is a clasp. Berekhi, an arm

ornament worn by women of the Gada caste in parts of Shahabad. Worn principally by Musalmdn women, on

the upper arm are jausan, pat (a flat piece tied on), bajulla, bijuli (worn immediately below the bazu); on the
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forearm : nannaya or nabgrah (nine stones). An ornament worn on the back, between the shoulders is called by

Hindus pan-panwa, and by Musalmans balamtar. Wrist ornaments are kankua, kankni, kangua, kachra, katwa,

katri, kausanthi, khasiya, golwa, chur, churi, chhan or chhand, jai, jigga, tora, tinkhandi, tuniaga, tisianti, naghari,

nighiri, laghuri, pachkhandi, pachhela, pachheliya, patri, patwa, pahunchi, banguri, barhara, barhar, behahra,

bala, bauhn, bera, baunkha (made of thread), laghuri, samseb, and a keeper worn on the wrist to prevent the chur

falling off. On the fingers : a ring is anguthi; a round solid ring is chhalla. Other names are armthi, ainithura,

and egol ; pherna and gorakh dhaudari are the same as worn by men. Other rings are tinchhaliya, bahloli,

angusthana, arsi (which has a small mirror attached to it), mundri, bobherna, daryabadi, pathrauti, chirangiya,

ankhua, mathani, badami, and por, the names varying with the district and their form. On the waist : chains and

bands are called kardhani, kamarkas, jhabbe, jhabiya, gathaura, annvara, kochban, kamargeb, sifi, and japhri. The

kothli is a kind of pocket tied to the waist. On the feet : The ornament fitting on the ankle and covering and

fitting on to the
upper part of the foot is the pauwjeb ; like it are paurab, pauri, and

pamo sankar. Over this is

the charrh or chhara, a number of fine rings, like the churi on the arm ; over this again the kara, and at the top

is the chur. The painjni are anklets with bells ; so also are kinkini and ghughuru or ghunghuru. On the toes

are angutha and chhalla, which are rings. An ornament fitting over all the toes is bichhiya. In Gaya and the

South-West, baluri is a toe-ring to which bells are fastened.

Mr. Grierson also gives full details of names of the implements of the jeweller, lapidary, the seal-maker, the

gold-washer, and the brass, glass, and lac bangle makers. There are various kinds of tongs or pincers, nippers,
tools for making chains, chisels, cutters, hammers, anvils, blow-pipes, blow-canes, crucibles, moulds, stamps for

patterns, polishing brushes, touchstones, etc., for the first-named. The lapidary has grindstones, props, bows,

burnishers, pincers, gravers, cutters, hammers, anvils, and revolving awls. The seal-maker uses a charakh, of

which the principal portion is a revolving awl or barma ; a hammer ; stone or dhema, to which the metal to be

engraved is fastened ;
and a diamond pen.

Brass bangles are made by the thatheri, or thatherat. Of a set, as

used by the lower classes, those at the end are called ban, kachrukhi, or katri. The highest up the arm is agna

or agela ;
and that nearest the hand, pachhua or pachhela. The glass bangle maker, or manihar, and the man

who embosses them, or the churihar, are important persons, as the demand for their wares is enormous. They

require many appliances, the names of which are given. Similarly, the lahero or lahera, the lac bangle maker’s

wares are required for all Hindu women, and special tools are used to make them, viz., a wooden block on which

to fit the bangles, brass and iron moulds for embossing them, and bamboo pipes for blowing his fire. A bangle,

whether glass or lac, is called churil and the latter variety is also termed lahti ; of these, the thickest, or keeper,

which prevents the thinner ones slipping over the hand, is the kangni. The end bangles of a set are band, or

larna, and the intermediate ones surka or pahta.

These compressed notes from Mr. Grierson’s catalogue are most instructive. Bihar is the Hindi speaking

part of the Bengal Province, and the vernacular names which have been given are used, for the most part,

throughout North India, with slight variations in spelling or sound. The ornaments described are in use, again,

with possible variations, throughout these countries, and the processes of making them are the same everywhere,

or almost the same. It is
unnecessary to add further descriptive notes, because in almost every instance some-

thing has appeared in previous parts of this series of articles which fully illustrates the subject, and it is useless to

merely repeat small differences which do not affect the general uses or forms of the ornaments.

Under the head “ Marriage,” a few notes also occur which bear upon this subject. Presents at several

stages are made to the
young girl who is to be married, and amongst them are ornaments. Presents are also

given to the bridegroom. There is a ceremony of making the bracelets kangan or kankan, one of which is tied

to the bridegroom’s right wrist, and the other to the bride’s left wrist, by a Brahman. 1 hese bracelets are made

of crushed paddy, of which two or three grains are wrapped up
in mango leaves. Ihe bridegroom has a head-

dress of talipat leaves, called maur in some parts, and the bride one of date leaves, called mauri, patwasi, or

patmauri. After the sacrificial fire has been circumambulated by the bridegroom alone, or by him with his bride,

amongst other things, the former applies vermilion to the parting of the bride’s hair with a piece of hemp. This

is an ornament to her. The bracelets are untied four days after the marriage. Musalman wedding presents also

include a chaplet for the bride, and new ornaments to replace those worn when she was a maiden ; and black

powder (missi) is applied to her teeth. Rings are put upon a Hindu child’s arms and feet for the first time on

the sixth or twelfth day after its birth.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART IX.

Plate too.—686. A full description of the details shewn is given at the foot of the original picture, and is

as follows :■—Explanatory Note. Ais a small wooden stool called
1

Pat.’ Bis a square brass pot called ‘ Vrinda-



wan,’ holding a small shrub called ‘Tulas,’ which is considered very sacred, particularly by the ‘ Wyeshnawas.’ C

is a small bell called ‘ Ghanta.’ Dis a small phial of scented oil. Eis a pot called ‘ Abishaka Patra’ or
‘ Gatti,’

and has a conical bottom with a small orifice which discharges a thin stream of water or milk over the idol when

the pot is filled with that substance and held upright in an inverted position. F and G are small lamps called

‘ Niranjani,’ in which clarified butter called ‘ Grutta ’or ‘Toop’ is burnt with small cotton wicks. H is a goblet

called 1 Pialla ’ for containing water. lis a small cup for keeping sugar or some sweets called ‘ Naiwedya.’ ] is

a piece of camphor. Kis a loose leaf of the ‘ Bhagwat-Gitta,’ the sacred book of the Hindus. The idol of Shri-

Krishna (Vishnu) is placed in front of the devotee, and being on the other side of the brass pot B is not visible.

Presented to the British Museum by Prof. S. A. Bhise F.S.Sc. (Fond.). Bth Nov. 1899.” It represents a lady,

judging from the type of features, dress, etc., from Lower Bengal. It is included in the present series because it

shews the ordinary jewellery worn by a lady of some position. Permission was given to copy the original painting

and other articles in the British Museum by the Trustees, granted through Sir E. M. Thompson, K.C.8., the

Director.

Plate ioi.-—687 to 689. The three turban or pagri lifters, “ Bartana,” are reproduced from Vol. 111. (Plate

132) of the “ Memorials of the Jeypore Exhibition,” published in 1883. They are included in the present series

because ivory carvings for personal ornaments, small figures, toys, and similar objects are made in large quantities

in Bengal, and especially at Murshidabad and its vicinity. The bartanas are used to ease a tight-fitting pagri or

turban. They are said to have been made by a Jeypore man who had obtained employment at Udaipur. Nos.

5013 to 5015 are from the Jeypore Museum Collection. 690 to 692. Three hairpins with most minutely

carved heads, from Mandalay in Burma. Nos. 4963, 4964, and 4875 in the Jeypore Museum.

Plates 102 and 103 are reproduced, by permission of the Secretary of State for India, from the “Antiquities

of Orissa,” by Rajah Rajendralala Mitra, LL.D., C.1.E., which was published under the authority of the Govern-

ment of India. The numbers in brackets are those of the original work, from which the descriptions are also

taken.

Plate 102.-—693 (116). The circlet worn by the female in this illustration is so like a ducal coronet, that it

may be mistaken for one from the head of Richard Coeur-de-lion. 694 ( 11 5 a). This shows a rich crown for a

goddess. 695 (109). Remarkable for the arrangement of the hair and the tiara. The former is arranged like

three plumes on the top of a helmet. 696(118). Represents an earring still worn in Orissa, which is called

dheuri. 697 (119). An earring is shewn of a similar type to that worn by the goddess in 1 15A ; it is composed of

a tulip drop and stud. 698 (120). This earring is known as the karnaphul (karn phul) or ear-flower; it has a

pretty tulip drop. Taken from a figure of the boar incarnation in a small temple adjoining the great tower of

Bhuvanesvara in Orissa. 699 (122). Ear ornament of pearls and gold plates. 700 (121). A beautiful but incon-

venient ornament for the top of the ear, described in the text under the name of tolapatra. 701 (106). An ear-

drop somewhat similar to 699. 702 (142). Kartikeya, god of war. The zone on this figure is quite as

magnificent as 703, which follows, but its principal pendant is even more elaborate and gorgeous. Ihe figures

of Bhagavati (703) and Kartikeya (702) bear on them some rich specimens of armlets and bracelets. The

Chandanhara, or “the garland of moons” (Uriya, “gole”), and the mediaeval style of it, is seen in the figure of

Bhagavati. It is formed of three massive chains of a diagonal pattern set with stones, and held together in front

by a rich and elaborate clasp having a jewelled pendant. From the lowest chain hang a series of bells and

pendent chains festooned all round the body. Dr. Rajendralala Mitra tells us that the ornament 698 was a great

favourite of Durga, and the famous Manikarnika (tank, shrine, and ghat) of Benares, derives its name from the

circumstance, says the legend, of the goddess having, by accident, dropped an ornament of the kind at this sacred

spot. No. 696, from the Markanda Tank in Puri, is now known in Bengal by the name of dheuri; it is a shield-

shaped disc of gold worn on the lobe of the ear, sometimes with, and sometimes without, a pendant. No. 697,

from the great tower, represents two ornaments, a tulip-drop hung from the anti-tragus, and a stud with pearl

fringe and pendant, attached to the lower end of the lobule. Of necklaces, the finest specimens are to be seen in

figs. 702 and 703. In their lockets, the collets for the setting of precious stones on a gold frame are distinctly

indicated. Some of the pendants of the large necklace of the male figure, Kartikeya, appear as if intended to

represent tiger’s claws mounted in gold, a favourite charm still in use in some parts of India (see p. 93, Part VII.).

Fig. 703 stands in a niche in the great tower of Bhuvanesvara ; it is 7 feet high, and is made of chlorite. Fig. 7 02

is also from the great tower, which dates from the middle of the seventh century a.d. These ornaments indicate

that the goldsmith’s art was in a high state of cultivation at that early date.

Plate 103.—These ornaments were worn in Orissa 1200 years ago. 704 (99). The chignon in this figure

is made to rest on the shoulder, and is tied across by a jewelled band having a pendent star on each side. A

fringe of short hair covers the upper part of the forehead, and upon it is set a triangular tiara of jewels. Madras
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ayas still wear this chignon on the left side. 705 (105) shows a tiara with the hair entwined with gold lace or

embroidered ribbons. 706 (115)- A simple turban-like arrangement of the hair with brocaded and jewelled band.

707 (95). From the great tower at Bhuvanesvara. It is generally ornamented with a shield-like boss of gold,

and three double strings of pearls or gold chains on the head ; it still prevails in Orissa and in some parts of the

Southern Presidency. Of ornaments for the forearm the commonest is the bala. In Orissa the bala is replaced

by the khara, which differs from the former in being flat and not cylindrical. In sculpture the beaded form is the

commonest, and in rich specimens has an elaborate boss or crest-like appendage on the top, 710 (129A). It is

sometimes double, omitting the crest, 715 (124), or the spaces between the two circlets are widened, or arched, or

otherwise developed and ornamented (i23A, 125, 126, and 127A). In Calcutta the last is in common use, under

the name paturi; it is the exact counterpart of the European bracelet. Nos. 128 A and 131 A (not reproduced)

exhibit the well-known conch-shell ornament (sanka). On the arm the bazu, the taby, and the tad were, until

recently, the leading ornament, and Nos. 128s, 130, and 12715 exhibit very choice specimens. Nos. 1238 and 124

are two specimens of the taby quite different from any worn at the present day, and 1298 improves upon 1238 by

adding to it a fringe of small bells. The most favourite anklet was a chain band fringed with little bells round

the feet, or small metal shells filled with shot, which made a jingling sound when in motion. It is called kinkini,

and is worn by both sexes; modified in 134, where the chain is replaced by hollow tubes filled with shot

(mipura in Sanskrit). The upper one in 134 is the only anklet now in use (it is called gujri, i.e. from Gujarat) ;

may be hollow or fringed. No. 137 and the upper one in No. 138 were confined to Orissa and Telingana, where

the dress was short. It was worn by both sexes on one leg only.
Plate 104.—720. Ring; gold, set with a large sapphire; Bengal. I.M. 3228. 721. Ring, gold; red and

green enamel, set with a large emerald ; Bengal. I.M. 3227. 722. Ring ; gold enamelled, set with a pale ruby ;

Bengal. I.M. 3232. 723. Ring; gold, mounted with sapphire in form of a bird, with ruby eyes and beak;

Bengal. I.M. 3229. 724. Ring; gold wire, with heart-shaped bezel; Bengal. I.M. 3092. 725. Necklace;

gold, of three rows, with pale rubies, pearls, emeralds, sapphires, and one large sapphire drop ; Bengal. I.M. 3197.

726. Armlet; rosette pattern, with diamonds and emeralds set in gold; Bengal. I.M. 3273. 727. Necklace,

formed of gold wire, from which hang rubies, emeralds, and pearls ; the centre, a crescent-shaped ornament of

gold, set with diamonds and garnets; the tassels are made up of pearls ; Bengal. I.M. 3187. 728. Bracelet;

plate diamonds set in leaf-shaped gold ornaments. I.M. 3207. 729. Necklace of diamonds in three rows, set in

silver, and snap set with large stone ; Bengal. I.M. 3192.

Plate 105.—730. Ear drop ; rosettes and hemispherical ornaments, enamelled and set with diamonds in gold,

from each of which hangs a large ruby and pearls tipped with emeralds ; Bengal; I.M. 3180. 731. Brooch ; silver

filigree, in form of a flower with four leaves and burnished ball ornaments. Madras or Cuttack. I.M. 3398.

732. Earring, “Kamballah
”

; crescent-shaped, with pendent fish ornament set with diamonds ; pearl drops and

beads; Bengal. I.M. 3208. 733. Necklace of two crescents and a fish-shaped ornament set with diamonds,

rubies, and emeralds in gold, w’ith enamelled edges, from which hang pendants of diamonds, rubies and pearls ;
attached to the upper crescent are five double rows of pearls, connected at each end by triangular ornaments of

rubies and diamonds set in gold ; Bengal. I.M. 3272. 734. Necklace formed of five double rows of pearls, with

two crescent-shaped pendants, and a fish of gold inlaid with diamonds and rubies, from which hang rubies,

emeralds, diamonds and pearls ; Bengal. I.M. 3177. 735. Necklace of two crescents set with diamonds, rubies,

and an emerald in gold, and six pendants of diamonds, rubies and pearls tipped with emeralds. Attached to the

upper crescent are five double rows of pearls, connected at each end by triangular ornaments of diamonds and

rubies set in gold ; Bengal. I.M. 3306.

Plate 106.—736. Necklace, consisting of twenty rosettes of filigree and cut gold ornament; Calcutta.

I.M. 3270. 737. Necklace; gold filigree and cut ornament; Calcutta. I.M. 3248. 738. Bracelet; cut diamonds

set in a gold chain of arch-shaped links ; Calcutta. I.M. 3146. 739. Armlet, one of a pair ; gold, set with plate

diamonds; Bengal. I.M. 8662. 740. Neck ornament. Floriated scroll of diamonds, rubies, and emeralds set

in gold, from which hang nine strings of pearls, with pendants of rubies and diamonds set in leaves of gold and

fringe of pearls tipped with emeralds ; on each side are two strings of pearls, diamonds, rubies and emeralds set

in floral ornament, joined to a spiral band of pearls and stones set in gold, terminating in a serpent s head ;

Bengal. I.M. 3109.

Plate 107.—741. Massive anklet of white metal; from Mrs. Herbert Wright’s Collection. I.M. 96. 742.

Necklace of diamonds, edged with pearls throughout, and central ornament set with small rubies ; Bengal. I.M.

3190. 743. Waist-chain, of three rows of gold filigree and cut ornaments, connected by a circular clasp of open-

work ; Calcutta. I.M. 3263. 744. Necklace, formed of four strings of pearls, pale rubies, and emeralds; with

gold circular pendant set with diamonds, central emerald, and a large pearl drop; Bengal. I.M. 3236. 745.



Necklace of twenty-four large pearls, twenty-four sea emeralds, and two large rubies ; the long gold cord and

tinsel tassels are not shewn ; Bengal. I.M. 3206.

Plate 108.—746. Forehead ornament, Tika; gold, set with large imitation ruby surrounded by plate

diamonds; Bengal. I.M. 3196. 747. Ear-drop (one of a pair); crescent-shaped, gold open-work with cut

bosses ; Calcutta. I.M. 3249. 748. Bangle ; blue enamel, with diamonds set in gold, and inner ring of coloured

enamel; Bengal. I.M. 3258. 749. Ear-drop (one of a pair); gold, rosettes and pendants of filigree, and chased

open-work; Calcutta. I.M. 3179- 750. Earring (one of a pair); with pendants of diamonds set in gold, and

pearls and blue beads ; Bengal. I.M. 3252. 751. Bracelet (one of a pair) ; gold wire, with five diaper ornaments

of filigree and cut gold ; Calcutta. I.M. 3269. 752. Bracelet of three rows of gold beads strung on blue thread ;

Bengal. I.M. 3240. 753. Brooch; silver filigree, in form of a bird, with burnished scroll and edges; Cuttack.

I.M. 3436. 754. Bracelet of silver interlocking bars, terminating with rings for threading; North India, including

Bengal. I.M. 1044. 755. Bracelet; silver set with diamonds; Bengal. I.M. 3243. 756. Anklet, consisting

of eleven rosettes of chased gold, each set with a cut diamond, alternating with eleven small caskets of chased

gold, each lid being set with a precious stone ; Calcutta. I.M. 3182. 757. Brooch, butterfly-shaped; filigree and cut

gold ornament; Calcutta. I.M. 3271. 758. Armlets, pair of gold filigree, with cut bosses; Calcutta. I.M. 3261.

Plate 109.'—-759- Part of a neck-chain ; formed of four rows of linked rosettes of filigree and chased gold ;

Calcutta. I.M. 3299. 760. Hair-pins; silver; with silver filigree rosettes, having three pendants attached,

connected by a chain with open-work beads at intervals; Cuttack. Annual International Exhibition, 1872.

Length of pins, 4f in. ;
L. of chain, I4f in. Bought, £2 10s. I.M. 997. 761. Girdle (part of) ; balls of silver

filigree linked by chains, terminating in three silver tassels; Cuttack. I.M. 3349. 762. Toe-ring; gold; Bengal.

I.M. 2970. 763. Forehead ornament, Tika; silver set with diamonds, rubies, and a pendent pearl tipped with

an emerald ; Bengal. I.M. 3204. 764. Earring; gold rosette of filigree and numerous ball pendants; Bengal.

I.M. 3250. 765. Forehead ornament, Tika; crescent-shaped; gold, set with diamonds, rubies, and one

emerald, and seven pendent pearls ; Bengal. I.M. 3195. 766. Comb, Naukatten ; silver, with nine stones set

in gold; Nepal. I.M. 3031. 7 67. Ornament; fish-shaped; gold filigree ; Calcutta. I.M. 3247. 768. Central

plaque of arm ornament; gold filigree and cut ornament to represent stones; Calcutta. I.M. 3140.

Plate ii0.—769. Hair-pins; silver filigree; four balls with interlacing band between two hemispherical

ornaments ; from the top are suspended two drops, and a filigree ball. Cuttack. I.M. 3425. 770. Hair-pins (a

pair); silver ; double row of beads, surmounted by two rosettes in filigree with two ball pendants, connected

by a chain of ball ornaments; Cuttack. I.M. 3434. 771. Bracelet (one of a pair); silver; nine balls covered

with filigree rosettes, and three pendants attached by chains; Cuttack. I.M. 3421. 772. Breast ornament; silver

filigree ; bow-shaped, composed of a band of rosettes and leaves, with small pendants at each end ; Cuttack.

Annual International Exhibition, 1872. L. W. if in. Bought, £l. I.M. 998. 773. Anklet; white

metal; Sarun. I.M. 1868.

Plate i i i. —774. Necklace (part of) of seven rows of pearls ; a gold pendant to each row, set with diamonds

and emeralds ; the ends connected by gold plates set with diamonds and emeralds; Bengal. I.M. 3214. 775.

Armlet (one of a pair); gold rosettes set with plate diamonds; Bengal. I.M. 3219. 776. Bracelet; plate

diamonds set in leaf-shaped gold ornaments; Bengal. I.M. 3219. 777. Bracelet; white metal; Gaya. I.M.

1045. 778. Necklace; silver filigree leaves with plated sides, connected by beads and ball ornament; Cuttack.

I.M. 3377. 779. Armlets (a pair) ; gold filigree with cut bosses ; Calcutta. I.M. 3262.

Plate 112. —780. The Hindu god Krishna riding upon a composite elephant which is formed of dancing

girls and musicians, all of whom wear ornaments of the kind which are in common use in North India. From a

drawing by an Indian artist of Jaipur. Krishna, the eighth and most famous of the ten great incarnations of the

god Vishnu, is the popular deity of the women. He is described as the Apollo of India. In the legends relating

to him he is regarded as a lover of women, and is especially noted for his friendship for and sports with the

milkmaids of the land of Vraj, wherein are situated Mathura and Brindaban on the river Jamna, the sites of his

infancy and childhood. The Indian artist delights in inventing composite figures of this kind.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

100. High-caste Hindu lady worshipping Krishna. 101. Turban lifters and Hair-pins. 102, 103. Repro-

ductions from carvings in the temples of Orissa. 104. Rings, Necklaces, and Bracelet. 105. Ear Ornaments,

Brooch, and Necklaces. 106. Necklaces, Bracelets, and Arm and Neck Ornaments. 107. Anklet, Waist-belt,

and Necklaces. 108. Forehead Ornament, Bracelet, Brooches, etc. 109. Necklace, Hair-pins, Comb, etc. 110.

Hair-pins, Bracelet, Breast Ornament, and Anklet. 111. Necklaces, Bracelets, Armlets, etc. 112. Krishna

riding upon a composite elephant formed of dancing girls and musicians.
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100.—686. A high-caste Hindu lady (Bengali) worshipping Krishna.

From a picture in the British Museum.





101.—687 to 689. Three ivory Turban or Pagri Lifters; Bartana. From the collection of H.H. the Maharana of Udaipur.
Lent to the Jaipur Exhibition, 1882. 690 to 692. Three Hairpins; Burmalo. From the Jaipur Museum.





102. —693 to 703. Reproductions from the works on the Indo-Aryans and the “Antiquities of Orissa,” by Rajendralala Mitra.

The originals were taken from the carvings on the temples in Orissa. Copied by permission of the Secretary of State

for India.





103.y°4 to 719. Reproductions from carvings in the temples of Orissa. Copied from the works of Rajendralala Mitra, by

permission of the Secretary of State for India.





104.— 7 2°- Ring; gold, sot with large sapphire; Bengal. I.M. 3228. 721. Ring; gold; red and green enamel with large
emerald Bengal. I.M. 3227. 722. Ring; gold and enamel with pale ruby. Bengal. I.M. 3232. 723. Ring; gold,
mounted with a sapphire in the form of a lion. Bengal I.M. 3229 724. Ring; gold wire with heart-shaped bezel.

Bengal, I.M. 3092. 725. Necklace; gold, with polished gems in three rows. Bengal. I.M.
197. 726. Armlet;

rosette pattern, with diamonds and emeralds set in gold. Bengal. I.M.
3273. 727. Necklace of gold wire, from which

hang gems ; in the centre is a crescentic gold ornament set with diamonds and garnets. Bengal. I.M. 3187. 728.
Bracelet; plate diamonds set in gold. I.M. 3207, 729. Necklace ; diamonds set in silver Bengal. I.M. 3192.





105. —730- Ear Ornament, Karanphul and Jhumka; gold and gems. Bengal. I.M. 180. 731. Brooch; silver filigree,
Cuttack {?). I.M. 398. 732. Earring, Kamballah, crescent and fish ornament; gold and diamonds, with pearl and bead

drops. Bengal. I.M. 3208. 733. Necklace; two crescents and pendants; gold, set with gems, supported by pearl
chains. Bengal. I.M. 3272. 734. Necklace of two crescents and drops ; a fish set with gems attached to chains of

pearls. Bengal. I.M. 3177. 735. Necklace of two crescents, a fish and drops set with gems, attached to pearl chains.

Bengal. I.M, 0306.





106.—736. Necklace; gold filigree rosettes. Calcutta. I.M. 270. 737. Necklace; gold filigree and cut ornament. Calcutta.

I.M. 3248. 738. Bracelet; cut diamonds set in a gold chain of arch-shaped links. Calcutta. I.M. 146(9696). 739.

Armlet; gold, set with plate diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 8662.
740.

Neck Ornament; floriated scroll ornament with

pendent pearl chains ending in pendants of rubies, pearls and diamonds; on each side are two spiral ornaments set

with gems and ending in a serpent’s head. Bengal. I.M. 3209.





107.-74,. Massive Anklet of white metal. Behar. I.M. 96. 742. Necklace of diamonds with pearl borders and central

ornament set with rubies. Bengal. I.M. 3190. 743 Waist-belt; chains of gold filigree and balls with open-work

clasp. Calcutta. I.M. 3263. 744. Necklace of strings of pearls and rubies, with gold pendant set with gems and a

large pearl drop. Bengal. I.M. 3236. 745. Part of Necklace of large pearls, emeralds and rubies. Bengal. I.M. 3206.





38. Forehead Ornament, Tika; gold, set with imitation ruby and plate diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3196. 747. Ear-drop, crescent-shaped, gold open-work
with cut bosses. Calcutta. I.M. 3249. 748. Bangle; gold enamel set with diamonds. I.M. 3258. 749. Ear-drop; gold rosettes, filigree pendants and

open-work. Calcutta. I.M.
3179. 750. Earring with pendants of diamonds set in gold, pearls and blue beads. Bengal. I.M. 3252. 751. Bracelet of gold

wire with five diaper ornaments of filigree and cut gold. Cuttack. I.M. 3269. 752. Bracelet; three rows of gold beads strung on blue thread. Bengal.
I.M. 3240. 753. Brooch ; silver filigree, bird-shaped. Cuttack. I.M. 3436. 754. Bracelet of silver, with interlocking bars. Bengal. I.M. 1044. 755.
Bracelet; silver set with diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3243. 756. Anklet; rosettes of gold, with diamonds alternating with caskets of gold set with gems.

Calcutta. I.M. 3182. 757. Brooch, butterfly-shaped ; filigree and cut gold. Calcutta. I.M. 3271. 758. Bracelets ; silver. Gaya. I.M. 3261.





JO9.—759. Necklace of four rows of linked rosettes of filigree and chased gold. IM. 8299. 760. Hair-pins; silver filigree.
Cuttack. I.M. 3425. 761. Girdle (part of); silver filigree. Cuttack. I.M. 3349. 762. Toe-ring: gold. Bengal.
I.M. 2970. 763. Forehead Ornament, Tika ; silver set with gems. Bengal. I.M. 3204. 764. Earring; gold filigree
with ball pendants. Bengal. I.M. 3250. 765. Forehead Ornament, Tika; gold set with diamonds, rubies, and

emeralds, with pendent pearls. Bengal. I.M. 3195. 766. Comb, Naukatten ; silver set with nine stones. Nepal.
I.M. 3031. 767. Fish-shaped Ornament of gold filigree and cut ornament. Bengal (?)• I.M. 3247. 768. Part of Arm

Ornament; gold filigree and cut ornament. Calcutta. I.M. 3140,





110.—769. Hair-pins, with chain pendant; silver filigree. Cuttack. I.M. 997. 770. Hair-pins, with ball pendants and chain.

Cuttack. I.M. 3434. 771. Bracelet of silver balls covered with filigree rosettes. Cuttack. I.M, 3421. 772. Breast

Ornament; silver filigree. Cuttack. I.M. 998. 773. Anklet; white metal. Sarun. I.M. 1868.





lII. 774. Part of Necklace of seven rows of pearls with gold pendants set with diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3214. 775. Armlet

of gold rosettes set with plate diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3219. 776. Bracelet of leaf-shaped ornaments of gold set with

plate diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3200. 777. Bracelet of white metal. Gaya. I.M. 1045. 775. Necklace of silver

filigree leaves connected by beads and balls. Cuttack. I.M. 3377. 779. Armlets; gold filigree with cut bosses,

Calcutta. I.M. 3262.





112.—780. The Hindu god Krishna riding upon a composite elephant which is formed of dancing girls and musicians,
all 'wearing many ornaments. From a drawing by a native artist of Jaipur.





PART X.

EASTERN BENGAL AND TIBET.

The area for consideration in the present article includes besides Eastern Bengal and Assam, the Eastern Hima-

layas, with Nepal, Bhutan, Sikhim, and parts of Tibet. According to Whitaker’s Almanac for 1908, the province

of Ftastern Bengal and Assam was formed on October 15th, 1905, by the addition to Assam of fifteen districts of

Bengal. Assam itself had been made into a separate administration in 1874 out of certain Bengal districts, most

of which had been ceded by Burma in 1825. The latter is divided into the Surma and Brahmaputra Valleys by

a range of mountains. The total area is 106,130 square miles, and the population numbers 30,961,459, of whom

58 per cent are Mohamedans and 37 per cent Hindus, speaking a great variety of languages, of which Bengali
and Assamese are the principal. The chief city is Dacca, an old Mohamedan capital.

The varieties of races and the differences of religion, as well as the geographical position of the country,

make it peculiarly interesting in relation to such questions as dress and ornaments. In addition to the ordinary

Mohamedan and Hindu population, there are numerous hill tribes, some with Burmese or Chinese, and others

with Tibetan affinities, for which reason Nepal and the Eastern Himalayas are also included in this number. The

relations with Burma will, however, more properly come within the
scope of the next paper.

The only important centre of the province, as regards the manufacture of ornaments, is Dacca, which is

noted for its shell work and filigree. For some time it was the capital of the representatives of the Moghul

power, some of whom were men of taste and, as such, patrons of art and luxurious manufactures, as, for example,

the well-known fine muslins with which the name of the city is perhaps most popularly identified. The present

Nawabs of Dacca are, however, not connected with the Moghuls. Dacca, the capital of the new province, had,

in 1901, a population of 90,542, or 8,221 more than in 1891. It was the Mohamedan capital of Bengal in the

seventeenth century, having been first selected as the seat of the Nawabs in 1610, but it decayed after the

removal of the Court in 1704 to Murshidabad by Murshid Kuli Khan. It revived late in the eighteenth century,

when its reputation for fine muslins was won. At the close of that period the annual investment in these

beautiful textiles amounted to a quarter of a million pounds sterling; but in 1813 the value of the private trade

had fallen to ,£20,000, and five years later the Commercial Residency of the East India Company was closed.

The prosperity of the city has never recovered from that blow; but, now the fact that it has become once more the

capital of a province, and its favourable position, which commands the river systems of the Ganges, Brahma-

putra, and the Meghna, ought to lead to its revival. The marvellous delicacy of touch of the artizans, as

shewn in the weaving of most delicate fabrics, has taken another form in the manufacture of beautiful filigree

work, which was perhaps brought from Orissa. It is chiefly renowned in the present day for that art and other

forms of silver work, as also for shell carving, in both of which crafts the people work in their own homes and on

their own account, instead of on advances from merchants, as in the case of weaving, etc.

Mr. F. B. Bradley Birt, 1.C.5., in his “Romance of an Eastern Capital” (1906), observes that “Vague

rumours of buried treasure still linger round the long-deserted site [Vikrampur, capital of the ancient kingdom of

Vikrampur, which is near Dacca], and it is a fact that, less than a century ago, a ryot [peasant] ploughing his field

close by, came upon a magnificent diamond worth seventy thousand rupees, which, doubtless, in its day, had

shone in the palace of Ballal Sen,” an ornament of the Sen dynasty of Bengal rulers, perhaps about the time of

William the Conqueror of England.

Tavernier, who visited Dacca in 1666, notes that “to Bhutan, Assam, and Siam went coral, amber, and

tortoise-shell; to Nepal, and shell bracelets.” Tavernier presented the Nawab, Shaista Khan, the uncle

of the Emperor Aurangzeb, with a jewel consisting of a beautiful emerald. Murshid Kuli Khan, the Dewan of

Bengal, in 1701 sent the same emperor, amongst other things, filigree work of gold and silver, and wrought ivory

from Dacca.

Ralph Fitch, an envoy of Queen Elizabeth to the Emperor of China, visited Eastern Bengal. He describes

the inhabitants as rich and prosperous.
“The women weare great store of silver hoopes about their necks and

armes, and their legs are ringed with silver, copper,
and rings made of elephants’ teeth.” At Sonargaon there

lies the tomb of Bagla Saheb (madman), who, according to one tradition, vowed vengeance against all thieves;

and catching all whom he could, he nailed them to a wall and himself cut off their heads. Then, stringing the
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heads together like a necklace, he threw them into an adjoining khal, which has ever since been known as Munda

Mala—the necklace of heads. Shujat Khan, the general of Islam Khan, the first viceroy, who founded Dacca

about 1608, took in triumph into the town a crowd of elephants and a howdah full of jewels as the spoils of war.

Almost nothing remains of the Moghul buildings of Dacca, and those of the English, French, and Dutch factories

have entirely disappeared.

The ornaments shewn on the first plate of this number of the Journal are taken from a small album illustrating

“a few pieces of Oriental jewellery from the Dacca Collection, some of which are quite unique, while others are

of historical interest.” The album was prepared for H.H. the late Nawab of Dacca by Messrs. Hamilton & Co.,

of Calcutta and Simla, for presentation to his guests as a souvenir of their visit to Dacca, and the reproductions

are made from a copy kindly lent by Mr. C. Bolton, C.5.1., late of the Indian Civil Service, and for permission to

republish them the author is much indebted to His Highness the present Nawab, which was accorded through
Colonel Hodding. C.1.E., his chief

manager.
Full descriptions of these specimens of sumptuous jewellery will be

given at the close of the number.

The title of the present Dacca Nawabs was bestowed at first by the British Government in 1874 as a purely

personal distinction upon Khaja Abdul Ghani Mir, grandfather of Nawab Salimullah. The founder of the family,

Khaja Abdul Hakim, was born at Kashmir and sought fortune at the Imperial Court. When the Moghuls

decayed, he went into Sylhet and there established himself as a trader, with success. In the next generation the

family removed to Dacca and gradually acquired large landed property there and in Barisal, Tipperah, and

Mymensingh. Abdul Ghani reached the highest dignities and honours, and became the wealthiest and most

influential Zemindar in Eastern Bengal. He placed all his resources at the disposal of the Government at the

time of the Mutiny, and was much renowned for his enlightenment and liberality. His title was made hereditary

in 1877, and he died in 1896. His son, Khaja Ahsanullah, succeeded and worthily carried on the family

traditions. He was made K.C.I.E. in 1897, and died in 1903, being succeeded by his son, Khaja Salimullah

Bahadur, C.S.I.

The subject of filigree work has already been prominently brought forward, so that little remains for notice,

except that nowhere in India is the art practised with greater success than in Dacca, The delicate work is done

mostly by boys. As already asserted, this art is of very ancient origin, and it seems to have been practised all

over the Eastern Hemisphere, as well as about the Mediterranean Sea. According to the “ Imperial Encyclo-

p£edia of India” (1907 edition), Cuttack has for many years been famous for it, and it “has also attained a footing

in other places, amongst which Trichinopoly, Dacca, Rangoon, and Jhansi may be mentioned.”

In the Imperial Institute Handbook to the Indian Art Metal Work Exhibition of 1892, the writer of these

articles drew special attention to a number of beautiful objects in gold and silver from various places, and

especially to some gold plate which had belonged to the great Lord Clive, and which had been lent by his

descendant, the Earl of Powis, Viscount Clive. It was there remarked that the filigree articles “are of

exquisite manufacture ; but, although probably made in India, they are in form obviously suggested by European

originals.” Col. J. H. Rivett-Carnac, C.1.E., reproduced in No. 77 of the Journal of Indian Art and Industry

for 1902, some fine specimens of filigree plate from Lord Powis’ collection and of other examples from that of

General Carnac, one of Clive’s lieutenants at Plassey and afterwards Commander-in-Chief in India. The author

is inclined to think they were of South Indian manufacture. The following is an extract from Babu T. N.

Mukharji’s “Art Manufactures of India,” published in 1888, and quoted in the Institute Handbook, which

probably gives a fair account of the processes of manufacture in most parts of the country. He says : “It is

made in the same way as the jewellery, and is of pure silver with one part of lead. It is then cast into bars or

sticks by being run into moulds. The next process is to beat the silver into plates, which are then drawn into

wire. Patterns are then formed by taking the wires one by one and carefully arranging them on a sheet of mica,

on which they are fastened by a peculiar cement. Thus held, the different parts are then united by soldering.

The last
process is that of cleaning and finishing, which gives the Cuttack work such a delicate snowy

appearance.”
The following extract from a translation of one of the works of a famous medimval jeweller shews that in Europe

the results were not very different from those of India. In both countries, and at both periods, the work required

the utmost patience, much skill, and good taste—qualities which make filigree more real and more interesting
than most of the machine types of ornament of our own time. Benvenuto Cellini tells us of “work in filigree,

an art, though the least beautiful of many beautiful arts, still very beautiful for all that.
.. . Piero di Nino was a

goldsmith who worked only in filigree, an art which, while it affords great charm, is not without its difficulties.”

The peasant folk of the plains got
“ made for their wives a sort of velvet girdle with buckle and pin.” These

girdles “
were all wrought in filigree with great delicacy and fashioned in silver of excellent setting.” Chapter 11. of
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Cellini’s Treatise on Goldsmithing (Ashbee’s translation) is “On Filigree Work,” which is applied to innumerable

purposes, from “ordinary every-day things and then” to “such other things as will make a man’s mouth water.

Amongst these were buckles and pins, crosses, earrings, small caskets, buttons, charms, and necklaces.” He

describes how a magnificent bowl of filigree, set with sprays and enriched with coloured enamels, was made for

the French king. Chapter 111. is on the “Art of Enamelling,” which was done very much in the same way as

it is now at Jaipur.

Of pearls and shell carving (the latter the other great Dacca craft), we read :—“ Pearl and chunk fisheries

are important in the extreme south of India, and to some extent in Burma also. The supply from these does not

completely meet India’s demands, and from three to four lakhs worth are annually imported from Africa into

Bombay and Bengal. The conch shell is cut into bracelets, armlets, charms, table-napkin rings, brooches, and

the like. In Eastern Bengal, and more especially in Dacca, the sankhari, or shell carver, is by no means an

insignificant member of the artistic community. Shell bracelets, etc., after being carved, are coloured by lac

melted into the sunk portions of the design. The industry is practically confined to Bengal.” A further

description of the conch shell has already been given in Part IX.

Reference has been repeatedly made to the connection of personal ornaments with religion. The relation-

ship is most important in the case of Hindu men, whose bodies are often stamped with sectarian marks, which

are made with brass seals, and who in every class of society use rosaries. Women and children, for the most

part, shew their religion (or perhaps one would be more correct in writing, their superstition) by the use of

amulets, which are contained in cases or receptacles, which are often highly ornamented and valuable.

Nos. ito 9. Examples of brass seals, or chhaps, which are chiefly made for the followers of Vishnu. They

are obtained in the vicinity of the different shrines of that deity, who is the second person in the great Hindu Trinity,

and of his incarnations or minor forms. They are usually dipped in sandal paste, and impressions are made of

them on the forehead, arms, breast, and even the cheeks of devotees, and occasionally they are made red-hot and

so applied to the skin. For example, at Dwarka, the place in Gujarat where Krishna, the Hindu Apollo (the

most popular incarnation of Vishnu, especially among women), died, pilgrims return home with a lotus (lily) mark

on their arms. It would be tedious to describe all the varieties. Some represent the shankh, or shell; others

the chakra, or quoit ; others the gada, or mace of Krishna ; and many his footmarks, or charanpadaka. These

marks are applied in the hope that those who wear them may be carried direct after death to Vaikunth, or the

Heaven of Krishna or Vishnu. Every one who is acquainted with Hindus will realise the fact that such marks

are held to have a decorative effect ; and especially in women, that they assist in producing, with their jewellery,

that tout ensemble which differentiates the Hindu woman from all others of her sex.

1. The sectarian mark used by followers of Vishnu ; called Gokul sampradaya, the shankh (shell). 2. The

chakra or quoit; mark used by followers of Krishna, the eighth great incarnation of Vishnu. 3,4, and 6 also show the

shell, or shankh, besides inscriptions. No. Bis a form of the shell, and 7 and 8 bear inscriptions only. 10, 11, 12.

Thin copper bracelets worn by Jogis or Sivaite ascetics. They are curved flattened bands covered with embossed

figures representing the god Shiv or Mahadeo, the third person of the Hindu Trinity, or his emblems. From

one side of each projects his principal symbol, the lingam, with his vehicle, the bull or Nandi, in front of it, and

his wife, or his Shakti, behind; 10 and 12 are narrow; 11 is wide. 13. An embossed copper ornament, or

badge, which, when strung on thread, is worn on the upper arm by devotees who revere Hanuman, the monkey

god, the devoted servant of Rama, the seventh great incarnation or avatara of Vishnu, the deified ruler of

Ayudhya or Awadh (Oudh), whose story forms the subject of the Ramayana, one of the two great ancient epic

poems of the Hindus. 14. Arm badge of brass, similar in use and general form to 13. In the centre is repre-

sented the Hindu goddess Devi, Parvati, or Kali, the wife or Shakti of Shiv ; and on smaller plaques round the

central one are various emblems, such as the lingam of Shiv, holy feet (taking the place of footmarks), and the

god Ganesh, son of Shiv and Parvati, who is invoked at the beginning of all acts.

Rosaries.—The universality of the use of rosaries in order to help the devotee to make a formal record of

the prayers he addresses to the Deity, or to assist him in telling off the names, titles, or attributes of the Almighty,

is well known. Christians of the older schools, Buddhists, Mohamedans, Brahmanical Hindus, and Jains all use

them. In No. 6of the Agricultural Ledger of 1906 there is a paper on bead chains and rosaries by Mr. E. F. Vieux,

Assistant Curator of the Indian Museum (Industrial Section) in Calcutta. He remarks that “bead chains are

made in India from many materials, and worn by all classes of people out of religious or superstitious motives.”

He gives the following list of such articles, which are now in the Indian Museum. The descriptions are also

taken, in the main, from his account :

Htgle marmelos : Bael or Bel fruit tree. Necklaces of from 255 to 300 small pieces of the wood cut to

resemble seeds worn by “ Shibas ”in Orissa. Worn by Sudras generally as emblems of fertility and increase.



Cocos nucifera : cocoa-nut palm ; 288 seeds, worn by “ Boislabs ”or worshippers of Vishnu. Made from the

shell. Coix Jobi : Job’s tears. There are three varieties—C. typica, used by Chins for rosaries; C.

monilifer, used by Burmans ; C. stenocarpa, used by Kachins apparently chiefly as an ornament. Corypha

umbraculifera : fan palm. The fruit or nut is carved into beads to resemble Rudraksha seeds. Eloeocarpus

ganitrus ; the Utrasum bead tree or Rudraksha. Worn by the followers of Siva in order to obtain admission into

Kailas, the heaven of that deity. They are in very common use throughout India. There are other varieties, as

Eloeocarpus lanceolatus, smaller Utrasum beads, said to be obtained from Java; and E. tuberculatus, from South

India and Burma. The usual necklace is made up of 108 beads, which, Mr. Vieux says, represent the 108 names

of Vishnu ; or, to a Buddhist, the 108 symbols on the sole of Buddha’s foot. It is quite impossible here to go

into this somewhat lengthy subject. It may be noted, however, that Hindus consider the number 108 to express

great respect; for which reason it is customary in correspondence, at least in North India, to append to the name

of the person to whom a letter is sent the words “ek sau athji,” or the name 108 times repeated. These seeds

are often strung and worn either as necklaces or rosaries alternately with gold balls or pieces of red coral, or with

round buttons made of white corded silk. In some beautiful examples the beads are set in cups of gold filigree

or enamel. Ocimum sanctum : the tulsi, or sacred Basil. The beads are made of the woody stem of this most

sacred plant, which is especially revered by the followers of Vishnu and of his incarnations, particularly Krishna.

The museum specimens contain 80, 108, and 109 beads respectively. Amongst the numerous specimens which

have been collected for the purposes
of the present work, many contain a still smaller number of beads for use as

necklaces or bracelets, which however are also employed for counting prayers, etc. Small rosaries are sometimes

used by religious Hindus, who turn them in an L-shaped bag which covers the hand. This is termed a gao mukha, or

cow’s mouth, to correspond with the mouth of the sacred animal, in which, theoretically at least, it is a very holy

act to place the arm when saying prayers. This bag is worked in Benares with religious emblems and repre-

sentations of deities. Putranjiva Roxburghii (Joti or Putanji mala) : stones of the fruit strung as rosaries and

necklaces for Hindu devotees, or Brahmans and children to keep off evil spirits. In addition to the above are

rosaries made of the vertebrae of a snake, and of agalmatolite or pagoda stone, such as is found in China. Other

necklaces mentioned by Mr. Vieux occur in the writer’s list.

It will be noted that many of the examples, although there is generally some idea of ornament associated

with them in addition to their religious use, are far from being decorative. It is different, however, with such

rosaries as are described by Maharaja Sir Sourindro Mohun Tagore, in his “Mani-Mala,” or Treatise on Gems,

a large work in two volumes, which he wrote as far back as 1879. He tells us that “The rosary should be

composed of pearls, coral, rudraksha, or crystal, or the names should be counted on certain finger-joints. ...
A

rosary of gold or gems is a hundred times as auspicious as any other,” and “The man who wears rudrakshas,

together with pearls, coral, crystals, silver, cat’s-eyes, and gold, propitiates Mahadeva” [Siva]. Again, “The

sapphire, pearl, ruby, cat’s-eye, and diamond go to make up the Vaijayanti rosary.” In appendices to his work,

he also gives us particulars of Mohamedan rosaries, and the views of jewellers of many countries and religions, as

well as of the Jauharis, or modern Hindustani jewellers, which are traditional and eclectic and the result of

practical experience. According to the latter, there are eighty-four “sangs,” jewels, or stones. He observes that

gems
and jewels are in less use among the people of Afghanistan, Turkestan, and other countries in Central Asia

than among other nations of Asia, in consequence of which there is no work on the subject in Pashtu. Only

virtuous persons have the right to the use of jewels in Kabul! As regards rosaries, a favourite stone, which is

used for beads for counting prayers, is the sang murshad, a rosary of which costs from R5.200 to R5.250. A

rosary of kaharba, a yellow stone, is also used. Solemani or agate beads have the power of keeping off earthly

woes. Coryat, the traveller, quoted in “ Purchas’ Pilgrims,” tells us that the Moghul emperor, Jahangir, wore

“eight chains of beads, every one of which containeth foure hundred; they are of pearle, diaments, rubies,

emeralds, lignum, aloes, esher and corall. At the upper end of this jet stone are placed the images of Christ

and Our Lady graven in stone. He turneth over his beades, and saith so many words, to wit three thousand

and two hundred.”

The Arabic words for the rosary are tasbfh and subha. Tasbfh is the act of praising God by repeating the

sentence
“ Subhan-allah

”

(“Glory be to the Lord”). According to the Rev. F. A. Klein, in “I he Religion of

Islam” (1906), besides the ordinary prayers, “prostrations and petitions, the Muslim who would reach a high

degree of perfection and acceptance with God, is recommended to engage in certain additional devotional exercises

called Wird, reading out a portion of the Koran, chiefly in the hours of night.” Thus, after “the obligatory

prayer of dawn, he remains sitting in the mosque, meditating and repeating certain petitions and praises a certain

number of times (3, 7, 10, 70, too times), counting them by the rosary (subha) and reciting portions of the

Koran.” This is the first of the seven day wirds, and there are five at night.
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On different clays certain prayers are commended, as on Sunday night, when he performs twenty rak’as

(prescribed rounds of prayer and praise), reciting the Fatiha, or first chapter of the Koran in each, repeating

“Say God is one” fifty times, and “ I ask for pardon” one hundred times. It will be seen, therefore, that there

is much need for a rosary, especially as the exact performance of the ritual is, for the Mohamedan, of the utmost

importance, any omission of an obligatory part of prayer making it invalid, so that it must be performed over again.
God is said to have “ninety-nine most excellent names,” such as Almighty, Power, Wisdom, Eternity, Mercy,

etc., which are given in a book on the names of God, quoted by Klein and the Rev. W. St. Clair Tisdall, in his

“

Religion of the Crescent.” These may be recited with the aid of the rosary. According to Sell, Musalmans

pay the greatest respect to an odd number. A tradition says “God is odd ; He loves the odd.” It is considered

unlucky to begin any work, or to commence a journey, on a day the date of which is an even number. It is not

surprising, therefore, that the beads on the rosary are odd in number.

The “Hindu Castes and Sects” of J. N. Bhattacharja, M.A., D. L., President of the College of Pandits,

Nadiya, contains
many references to this subject and on ornaments, etc. “The Adhikari or Vaishnava Brahmans

of Orissa are known by the necklace of basil beads, which they wear in addition to their sacred thread.” Of the

Brahmans of Southern India he writes: “The Sivites paint three horizontal lines of white colour on their fore-

head. The Vishnuvites have perpendicular lines of red, black, or yellow colour painted on their foreheads

between the upper part of the nose and the scalp. Some of the Vishnuvites of the Deccan are regularly branded

like cattle, either only once when they are first initiated in the privilege of the Manka ; or from time to time,

whenever they are visited by their spiritual preceptors.”

The most important military caste in the extreme south of India is that of the Maravans. Both sexes of

them wear such heavy ornaments on their ears as to make the lobe reach the shoulders.

A very considerable number of the great Indian bankers and jewellers are Oswals (Baniyas of North

India), and Colonel Tod cannot be very far from the mark in observing that half the mercantile wealth of India

passes through their hands. The majority of them are Jains. Panna Lai Johori, the leading jeweller of Bombay,

is a Srimal Baniya. The legitimate members of the caste are all Jains. According to Tod, the Oswals were

originally Rajputs. “The most well-to-do persons among the Kamars (iron workers) are those who have given

up
their caste profession, and practise the art of the goldsmith. . . . The position of the goldsmith in the Hindu

caste system is not the same in all the provinces. Not being expressly included in the Navasayaka (the nine

clean Sudra castes), he is, in Northern India, generally regarded as somewhat unclean. But it is suggested that

he comes within the division called Karmaha, and the best Brahmans will not sometimes hesitate to take a drink

of water from his hands. The position of the Sonar in Behar, N.W. Provinces and Panjab, is similar to that of

the Shakra or Swarnakona of Bengal. In the Panjab, the Hindu Sonars take the sacred thread, just as most of

the other Sudras do. In the extreme south of the Indian Peninsula, the goldsmiths do not form a separate caste,

but are included in the group called Kammallar, whose sub-sections practise five different kinds of handicraft, viz.,

work (1) in gold and silver, (2) brass and copper, (3) iron, (4) carpentry, (5) sculpture. The corresponding group

of castes in Mysore is called Panchvala. The goldsmith sections in Mysore are called Akkasala (Arkasala) or

Agasala. The Agasalas are recognised by the other Panchsalas as the head of the clan. In Telinguna there is

a similar group of castes called Panchalam Varlu,” an account of which is also given in this chapter. “In the

Central Provinces there are two classes of goldsmiths called Sonar and Panchallar. They take the sacred thread

at the time of marriage, and are regarded as clean castes. The goldsmiths are a very intelligent class—perhaps
a little too sharp. They usually practise their hereditary profession, and as it is very lucrative, they very seldom

give a liberal education to their children in order to qualify them for a more ambitious career.”

On Dr. Bhattacharja’s remarks on the sharpness of the Sonar, the following may be quoted : —The Rev. C.

Swynnerton, in his “

Legends of the Panjab,” tells an amusing story in relation to the bad reputation, as a class,

of silversmiths for mixing an undue quantity of alloy in the silver of their customers. One of these men promised

to give his mother a bangle of pure silver, and in due course he made it, put it by, and went to bed. But he

could not get a wink of sleep, being in torment on account of his folly in being so disinterested. At last he could

not stand it, got up, and remade the ornament with the usual amount of base metal. His conscience being thus

purged of offence, he returned to his couch, and in an instant was asleep.

With regard to the Panchanams, the learned Pandit says they claim to have a higher status than the priestly

Brahmans, but the other castes regard them as unclean. Formerly they were not allowed to wear shoes, or to

carry umbrellas with them, or to ride in a palki, even at the time of marriage. The profession of the goldsmith
is practised by the Kansali section. They have generally little education. In Shekhawati, or North Jaipur, I

found that the carpenters or wood-carvers worked indifferently, according to the demand, in wood, stone, or

metal, including gold.
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The Gejjegoras are the makers of the small bells worn by dancing women round their ankles in Southern

India. This is one of the numerous illustrations of sub-division of labour. The Sankha Baniks of Bengal (conch
shell merchants) have as their “chief business the manufacture of the shell bracelets which the poorer Hindu

women of East Bengal wear for ornamental purposes, and which even the richest Hindu ladies have to wear at

the time of their marriage and certain other auspicious occasions.” They are found in only a few of the large

towns of Bengal. Their profession was never a very lucrative one, and it has lately been injuriously affected by
the introduction of glass bracelets, which are now in fashion among all classes of Indian women. The glass

bracelets are very cheap, and they do not lose their lustre by use like the shell ornaments. I have seen baskets

full of these glass rings in the river steamers in Eastern Bengal.

Brewers, Tadi-drawers and sellers, Telis, Luniyas (salt manufacturers), Chumars (leather workers), Muchis

(basket makers), etc., belong to the unclean Sudras. The Shanars and Illawars of South India are identical in

caste. Socially these tribes are treated with great ignominy. Their women were, until recently, not permitted

to wr ear clothing above their waist, or to wear shoes or golden ornaments. The clean agricultural castes are

Karnas, Kunbis, Malis, etc. The Malis are supposed to receive their name from the Sanskrit word “ mala,”

which means “garland.” This applies, it seems, more correctly to the flower-supplying Malis, who live in the

large towns near the public shrines. Flowers, garlands, leaves of basil, and the wood apple are indispensable to

every Hindu for the worship of his god, and, if he has no garden, are supplied by the Mali. The Malis of Bengal

also manufacture tinsel for the decoration of clay idols, and the tinsel crowns which a Hindu has to wear at the

time of his marriage.

“The Goalas (cow-keepers), in some parts of the country, wear a necklace of beads like other Nava

Shayakas. But it is very unusual for a man or a woman of the cowherd caste to be initiated in the Mantra of
any

sect, and, that being the case, they neither say any prayers nor count beads. The females of the cowherds (Kadu

Gollas) of Mysore do not, on the death of the husband, remove or break the bangles worn at the wrists,” so there

are exceptions to the almost universal Indian rule. The Pandit speaks of the Sivite cult as “abomination

worship.” The Grihasta Gossains wear garlands of Rudraksha. The Sivite Sanyasis (an ascetic order) carry

various articles indicative of their having visited the great Hindu shrines in the different parts of India. One of

these is an arm-ring of iron, brass, or copper, having the images of various gods carved on its sides, and indicating

that the wearer has visited one or other of the great shrines of Pasupatinath, Kedarnath, and Badarinath on the

Himalayan slopes. A smaller ring, obtainable at the same places, would be worn by the Sivite Sanyasi as a part

of his Rudraksha garland. Those who have visited the shrine of Kali at Hingalaj in Beluchistan wear necklaces

of little stone beads called thumra, and adorn their hair by a metallic substance called swarna makshi (lit. golden

fly). Similar beads are obtainable also at the hot springs of Manikarnika on the Himalayan slopes, and are

worn by Sanyasis who have visited that shrine. A pilgrimage to Rameshwara, in the extreme south, is indicated

by a ring of conch shell worn on the wrist. The Kanpat Jogis (mendicants) are distinguished by their earrings

and certain emblems which are tied to their necks by woollen threads (usual surname Nath). Eklinga in Mew'ar

is one of their shrines. Other places sacred to them are in Peshawar, Hardwar, and Gujrat.

The goddess Kali has for earrings two dead bodies ; she wears a necklace of skulls, and her only clothing is

a garland of men’s skulls. One of the things churned out of the ocean in the tortoise incarnation was the jewrel

Kaustava, supposed to be the same as the Koh-i-nur. The Ramanujites use necklaces and rosaries of basil

wood, though not to the same extent as the other Vishnuvites. The Chaitanites, a very spreading sect,

originating in Nadiya, wear necklaces and use rosaries of basil, and imprint daily on their arms and breasts the

names of their deities with engraved metal stamps immersed in a solution of gopi chandan, or sandal paste.

Painting the body and telling beads are all that a devout Chaitanite requires for his worship. The Swami Narayan

sect of Gujrat use two rosaries of basil stems, one for Krishna, the other for Radha. The only visible sign by

which the Sikh is distinguished is the iron ring which he wears on his wrist.

Romesh Chandra Dutt, in his “Ancient India,” states that the Rakhi string bracelet which friends distribute

to friends, and sisters send affectionately to their brothers, is a bracelet which is intended to save from harm and

evil proceeding from serpents. Megasthenes says “that, in contrast to the general simplicity of style, they [the

Hindus] love finery and ornament.” Another author notes that “The five classes of artisans—the carpenters,

goldsmiths, blacksmiths, braziers, and masons, well known in Southern Indians Pancalar or Kammalar—regarding

themselves as the real Brahmans and as the descendants of the divine artificer Visvakarma, call themselves

Visva Brahmans.”

Lady Nugent (wife of Sir G. Nugent, Commander-in-Chief in India from March, 1811, to December, 1813)

in her Journal, describes her visit to Mani Begum, widow of Mir Jaffar, who was then, it was said, about 96

years old. She wore magnificent diamond bracelets on her arms, and in her ears were large emeralds and
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pearls. Her fingers were covered with rings ; her feet were bare. She presented Lady Nugent with half a dozen

necklaces of silver fruit and flowers. “ She took great pains to select (from some little gold baskets) those she

thought best, to bestow upon me, and at length ornamented me with no less than seven, sticking bunches of the

same kind in my ears, etc., till I was all covered with finery.”

Numerous references have already been made to Tibet and Central Asia. To these may be added the

following. Sir Thos. Holditch, in his “Tibet the Mysterious,” refers to the dress of the women of the Tibetan

tribes, who lead a semi-pastoral life. “ The women wear their hair in a great number of little plaits, falling over

the shoulder like a cloak and reaching below the waist. Down the middle of the back is fixed a broad band of

red, green and other coloured stuffs, on which they sew any ornamental knick-knack they may own. So far-

reaching is fashion in the Asiatic Highlands that women may be seen, very similarly dressed, sitting in rows at

the annual fair at Sipi, near Simla, waiting for matrimonial engagements. Their clumsy ornaments of silver

and turquoise are a source of much competition amongst the smarter ladies of Simla society. So powerful is the

love of coral ornaments, that it was only when a present of these was made to the wife of a suspicious official that

one of our most famous native explorers could overcome the difficulties which impeded him.” He presents us

with a portrait of a Tibetan Thachan (princess) in full dress. She wears an enormous erection on her head,

which is ornamented with strings of rude beads and ear ornaments of turquoise plaques and long pendants, besides

necklaces of beads and silver or gold, and amulets. Sven Hedin tells us that a Tibetan Governor’s escort carried

swords with silver-mounted scabbards decorated with coral and turquoises, silver “gavos” or cases for

“burkhans,” that is, little images of Buddha ; bracelets and rosaries; and in the long plaits of their hair, parti-
coloured ornaments.

Mr. W. Crooke, in his “Things Indian” (1906), has a few notes on Jewellery. As many of these refer to

Bengal, they are included in this article. In common with other observers, he thinks it “probable that the desire

for protection by means of an amulet or talisman preceded that of personal adornment. The amulet took the

shape of fruit or flowers, sacred grasses,
animals’ claws, and so on ; and much of the rudest peasant jewellery is

modelled in imitation of such things. . . . The parts of the body chosen for protection were those exposed to

demoniac influence.” These parts, however, happen to be the most convenient for attaching ornaments. The

holy flower and leaf, later on, “were supplemented by representations of other powerful protectives-—the sun,

moon, cobra, tortoise, etc.
...

The savage type appears among the Nagas of Assam, who wear earrings made of

the tusks of the wild boar ; a neck-collar of goat’s hair dyed scarlet; armlets of brass, ivory, or plaited cane,

prettily worked in red or yellow. Their kinsmen, the Garos, wear a peculiar ornament of brass plates joined by

a string, a sign that the wearer has killed his man in battle. The Chins even use telegraph wire for earrings.”

Mr. Crooke notes that “Captain Sherwell states that the ornaments of a fully-equipped Santa! belle con-

sisted of two anklets, twelve bracelets, and a necklace, weighing in all 34 lbs.
...

A Garo woman of Assam was

found wearing earrings of 16 lbs. weight, which were supported by a string tied over the top of her head, the

friction of which had quite worn away her hair. In the neighbourhood of Benares and Patna, the weight of their

bell-metal anklets gives the girls a peculiar shuffling gait. The jungle tribes of Matheran, in West India, make

collars, anklets, necklaces, and girdles of grass, which are the prototype of the modern gold-wire jewellery. The

Kyoungtha woman of the East provinces has large, truncated, hollow silver cones in her ears, which are used as

flower holders. Iron has now passed out of general use, but the habit of wearing it survives in the single iron

bracelet worn on the left wrist by every married woman as a mark of wedlock, and as a protective against ill-luck

to her husband. Richer women now encase the iron in a sheath of gold. ...Up to quite recent times, no Hindu

woman in Bengal considered herself pure unless she wore conch-shell bracelets. They were assumed after a

special religious rite, the bracelet being honoured by an offering of vermilion, sacred
grass, and rice. The habit

of wearing these is now passing into disuse ; but a pair still forms a part of the bride’s dowry, as ivory bangles do

in the Panjab. . . .

Gold should not be dishonoured by being worn on the feet, except by those of royal blood.

Thus the Maharana of Udaypur wears thick gold bangles on his ankles, but no one outside the palace is allowed

to wear such ornaments.
...

In the Burmese Court the use of anklets of gold was forbidden to all children save

those of the royal family.”

Mr. Crooke quotes the following from Mr. Val Prinsep, who describes the Maharaja of Kashmir as wearing
“

a rich turban, with a plume of heron’s feathers, not many, but long. On one side hung a ruby, uncut, as big as

a walnut ;on the other, a diamond as large ;in the middle, an emerald like a heart, much bigger. His staff was

bound about with a chain of pearls, rubies, and diamonds drilled. About his neck he wore a chain of three

strings of most excellent pearls, the largest I ever saw ;
above his elbows, armlets set with diamonds ; and on his

wrists, three rows of several sorts ; his hands bare, but almost on every finger a ring.”
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Lady Dufferin thus writes of the jewellery of a Nepalese princess : “ It consisted of a diadem worn on the

forehead so as to frame the face. It was an arrangement of flowers and leaves in magnificent diamonds, with

large bunches of grapes in emeralds, pendent just behind the ear, where the wreath ended. I never saw any-

thing at all like it, and there were emerald flies settling on the flowers, which repeated the colour very cleverly.

On her hands she wore English dog-skin riding gloves, and over them enormous diamond rings and bracelets.”

Crooke refers to
“ the chipped pieces of pure gold strung on red silk, which is the finest archaic jewellery in

India, made in the highest perfection at Ahmadabad and Surat: the beaten silver of the Gonds and Himalayan

tribes, which in ornamentation resembles the Celtic type ; the silver filigree of Cuttack, done by boys, whose

sensitive fingers and keen sight enable them to work the fine silver thread ; the beaten gold Swami work of

Madras, of the purest Hindu style ; the fine gold chains of Trichinopoly ; the crude silver, ornamented with

turquoises, from the Himalayas ; and the superb repousse
work of the Nepal Valley.”

Crooke has a long article on the rosary, which “ is universal among Hindus, Buddhists, and Musalmans.

He thinks it was originally invented by the Hindus, passing from them to the Buddhists and Musalmans, and

that it was probably introduced into Christianity during the period of the Crusades. Hardly any substance in

India is not used for beads. Each material has a specific purpose. One rule lays down that the beads for

worship of any of the goddesses should be coral ; for Brahma, pearls are used ; for Shiva, the Rudraksha seeds.

These latter are usually said to be the seeds of the Eloeocarpus ganitrus, but other plants are said to furnish

them. In the Panjab the name seems to be applied to seeds of the jujube tree, which have different numbers of

facets. Celibate Jogis (ascetics) wear beads with eleven facets ; those who are married with only two; and those

which are sacred to Hanuman have five. Saktas, or goddess worshippers, have rosaries of dead men’s teeth ;

fakirs often carry rosaries of snake bones. The numbers of beads vary.
Sivaites wear 32 or 64; Vishnu wor-

shippers, 108 ; Tibetan Buddhists, 108 (the extra eight being to make up for breakage or omissions, according to

some). The Ariths of Bengal use a string from the elbow of 27 beads, a wristlet with five, and strings of three

beads hanging from each ear. Sikhim lamas use onyx, turquoise, lapis lazuli, glass, amber, and wood, especially

the yellow berberry and sandalwood. Some Indian sects tell their beads in secret, as their rosaries are hung in

little bags, such as the embroidered L-shaped one, which, under the name gao
mukha (cow’s mouth) is made at

Benares. Amongst Musalmans, old men and women use the rosary. The Shiah sect use beads made of the

earth from Kerbela in Meshed ; the Sunis, one of a dark stone. Fakirs (Musalman devotees) prefer glass of

various colours, yellowish stone, amber or agate.

“ The finest pearls in the country are said to be those of the great necklace which is an heirloom in the

family of Scindiah. The Wa women of Burma wear only their jewellery in their villages, and have no hesitation

in appearing thus before strangers.” As proof of the reaction against Hinduism not long ago, the Santal women

broke their lac bangles, abandoned the use of foreign cloth, and went back to their home-made calicoes. Ihe

Abor women wear, from a string, a rowT of shell-shaped embossed pieces of bell-metal, and the Kachins of Burma

hang from their belts a double row of cowry shells. These appear to be survivals of the band which supported

the primitive fig-leaf. Reference is made to the scanty clothing at Sanchi and Amravati, but General Massey

writes that it is only owing to the fact that, like early Greek artists, the drapery covered the lower limbs, and it was

represented by simple lines. The women on the Buddhist rail at Mathura appear to wear only jewellery and a

bead belt. At Barhut, no woman is entirely nude.

Mr. Baker tells us of a magar (Crocodilus palustris), or crocodile, Mr. Chapman shot in one of the Bengal

rivers, from whose stomach were taken about 30lbs. weight of gold, silver, copper, brass, and zinc—all womens

ornaments. From a ghariyal (gavial of zoologists), shot by Mr. Carl Ceyle at Delhi, were taken beads, pellets

of hair (probably human), a large ankle ring, twenty-four fragments of chiiris or glass bangles, five bronze

finger rings, a silver neck charm, a gold bead, and thirty small coral beads.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART X.

Plate i 13. —The ornaments in this plate are taken from an album prepared for the late Nawab of Dacca by

Messrs. Hamilton and Co., the well-known jewellers of Calcutta. Permission to reproduce some of these illus-

trations was kindly obtained from the agent of the Nawab. Ihe descriptions are those which are given in the

book. The numbers in brackets are those of the original work. 781 (4). “ Serpaitch,” or head ornament, com-

posed of rubies cut to form the petals of the flower, which radiate from the centre, unsupported by setting of any

kind. The three centre stones are emeralds, and six emeralds divide the clusters. Ihe ornament has been the

property of the Nawabs of Dacca for a great number of years, and is an example of a class of jewellery now
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seldom seen. 782 (5). “Bazu Band” or Armlet of great antiquity, reputed to have once been in the possession

of the Moghul Court. The centre stone is an emerald of fine colour, beautifully engraved with verses from the

Koran. The two sides are formed of engraved emeralds, inlaid with two engraved table diamonds bearing the

word “Allah.” The three emeralds are cut in the form of a hinge, and require no setting to hold them together ;

they are, however, for additional security, set in a frame of brilliant diamonds. As an example of engraved

gems,
this is an almost unsurpassed ornament. 783 (14). Necklace composed of three rows of fine round pearls,

with diamond “ Singhara ”or end pieces, and having a diamond pendant with emerald drops attached. A

favourite form of necklace. 784 (6). A turban ornament in the form of a natural rose spray, composed exclusively

of
very perfectly cut diamonds of exceptional brilliancy ; the centre stone is a large and perfect Burma ruby, well

cut and of the true “pigeon’s blood” colour. Behind the centre flower is a receptacle in which reposes a

miniature Koran, which is in itself a wonderful specimen of microscopic Oriental penmanship. This is known as

“The Rose of Cashmere,” which is a family emblem. 785 (13). A mala or necklace, illustrating one of several

in the collection, and pictured about one-third of actual size. It is composed of pearls, six fine emerald beads, and

sundry ruby beads. The “ dook dookee,” or pendant, is composed of splendid old Indian diamonds of great

purity, with emerald drop attached. 786 (3). Buckle worn in change with 788 (2). It is remarkable for the
very

fine Lalri (ruby) which forms the centre. This stone is brilliant, free from flaws, and is of the beautiful and delicate

tint which is so much appreciated in the East. It is surrounded by a double row of fine old Indian diamonds. 787

( 11). A jewelled fez. The band is composed of brilliant diamonds and lustrous pearls. The tassel is formed of strings

of pearls with a large emerald at the top. It illustrates the form of head-gear usually worn by the Nawab in full

dress. 788 (2), Clasp of the state sword-belt worn by the Nawab. The entire centre is composed of a single

emerald of excellent shape and depth of colour. It is, for an emerald, wonderfully free from flaws, and is of

considerable antiquity. The border is composed of a single row of brilliant diamonds.

Plate 114.-—The originals are in the Ethnographical Gallery, British Museum. 789. A pair of ear orna-

ments composed of turquoises set in base metal ; the setting is sometimes made of gold. They are commonly

worn in Tibet. 790, 791. Ornaments from an idol; turquoises and a central red stone set in brass. From a

monastery in Tibet. 792. Collar ornament with stones and enamel, and bearing an ornamental inscription in the

Langtscha (similar to the Devanagri or Hindi letters). Purchased in 1905. Tibetan. 793. Amulet case;

turquoises set in brass (sometimes gold). Tibetan ; in common use.

Plate i 15. —794. Rose chain ; gold. Each link is decorated with a small flower. The snap also has small

flowers and is set with four emeralds and eight rubies. Bengal; 18th century. L. 3ft. 4-Jin. Bought, J2O.

I.M. 64. 795. Earring (one of a pair) ; red gold openwork, thin and repousse of irregular shape, with rows of

facetted beading and fringed pendants round the edge. On the top is a bird, to which is attached a small chain

of open links, terminating in a bird with hook attachment. Bengal. Entire length, pf in., W. 2-| in. Bought,

the pair. I.M. 995. 796. Hair-pin; silver filigree, with chain and pendants. Cuttack. I.M. 3412. 797.

Bracelet of seven rectangular silver filigree ornaments. Cuttack. I.M. 3378. 798. Part of head ornament ;

silver filigree flowers and buds connected by a band of leaves. Cuttack. I.M. 3383. 799. Bracelet; silver

filigree of roses, buds and leaves. Cuttack. I.M. 3375.

Plate i i6.- —BOO. Necklace; silver filigree; a row of eleven rosettes of various sizes, connected by chains,

with three pendants. Cuttack. (Annual International Exhibition, 1872.) L. 2ifin. Bought, I.M. 996.

801. Brooch; a silver filigree rosette, with three pendants. Cuttack. (Annual International Exhibition, 1872.)

Diam. if in. Bought, 15s. I.M. 999. 802. Brooch; silver filigree bow with floral ornaments and two pendants.

Cuttack. I.M. 3381. 803. Hair-pin; two Brahman beads (Rudraksha) enclosed in silver filigree cups. Cuttack.

I.M. 3428. 804. Bouquet-holder; silver filigree, with spiral stem, and chain and ring attached. Cuttack. I.M.

3336. 805. Waist ornament; twenty-one rectangular silver filigree ornaments, connected by small chains.

Cuttack. I.M. 3384.

Plate 117.-—806. Portion of Belt; silver-gilt, consisting of nine links. Each of the links is in the shape of

an ornamental cross formed by quadrangular bosses ; one is enamelled and set with imitation stones. At either

end is a link for fastening the belt. Hungarian ; 18th century. L. 17 in. Bought (Zouche Collection). V. and

A. 773. 807. Bracelet; gold ; nine balls of filigree work, and three pendants attached by small chains. Cuttack.

I.M. 316. There are similar ones in silver in the same collection. 808. Bracelet; gold, composed of seven

square and two semi-circular plaques linked together and variously ornamented with granular and other applied

work. Made by Castellani. L. 27! in, W. i3-i6in. Bought, Castellani Collection, V. and A. 634. 809.

Portion of a Girdle, gold ; composed of nine rectangular plaques. Each is pierced and decorated with a cloisonne

floral design symmetrically arranged. The cloisons are filled in with white, blue, or black enamel. In the centre

and corners of each plaque is a collet set with a table-cut crystal. Hungarian; 17th century. L. 1 in., W.
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1 5-16 in. Bought, £53 1 is. loci. V. and A. 538-1893. 810. Clasp for a girdle ; silver filigree work, decorated

with enamel and coloured pastes. Cypriote; 19th century. Bought, I.M. 1439. 811. Necklace and

breast-pin ; silver gilt. The necklace is composed of three rows of chains, from which small coins hang, with

filigree hooks at the end ; the head of the pin is nearly oval, covered in front with filigree over tinsel, with red

beads on the top. Turkish (Anatolian). I.M. 815.

Plate 118.—812, 813, 814 and 816. Four of the ornaments (Millur) of silver and cast filigree work of a

velvet belt. They are properly eyelets for lacing up the bodice of a woman’s dress. Icelandic; 19th century.

V. and A. 466-1901. 815. Ornament of silver filigree work on a belt of velvet edged with silver

braid. Icelandic; 19th century. L. 2 ft. W. (clasp) if in. Bought, £ 1 10s. V. and A. 465. 817.

Collar ; gold filigree, composed of sixteen large links, arranged two and two and separated by eight small links,

to one of which is hung a large link. Italian (Venetian) ; 16th century. L. 2\ in. Bought, £37. V. and A. 14.

818. Eyelet ornament (Millur), one of five, of silver filigree work, for lacing up the bodice of a woman’s dress.

Icelandic; 19th century. I.M. 472. 819. Part of necklace of five rows of silver flat, oval open-work links, with

rectangular cartouche fastening. Swiss (Gall and Thurgau) ; 18th century. Bought, £1 10s. I.M. 190. 820.

Neck-chain, part of; silver gilt, composed of circular links of cord pattern, with an internal pattern of small

circles. Russian; 17th century. L. 3 ft. 1 in. Bought, £4. V. and A. 130. 821. Necklace; silver-gilt filigree

open-work links alternating with small flowers, with pendant of similar character in two pieces, with three drops,

enamelled. Swiss; 17th century. L. in. V. and A. 184-70. 822. Tube of engraved silver from the

tassel of a cap. Icelandic. Given by Messrs. Child and Child. V. and A. 1006-1905. 823. Neck-chain ; silver

gilt, composed of circular links, with internal pattern of small circles. Russian; 17th century. L. 3 ft. 3 in.

Bought, £3. V. and A. 133. 824. Three silver filigree beads or buttons; European. 825. Part of necklace

composed of strings of silver filigree beads with silver-gilt clasp, set with coloured glass ; worn by the peasant

women of the Altes Land, a district of Hamburg. The clasp is inscribed on the back with the name of the last

owner and date, “A. Hadler, 1888.” North Germany. L. about 2ft. 1 1 in., W. in. Bought, £6 10s.

V. and A. 519.

Plate 119.—826. Pendant; silver filigree work set with emeralds, rubies, and pearls, with chain of seed

pearls and beads enriched with coloured composition. Russian; 17th century. Bought (Gibson-Carmichael

Collection), £42. V. and A. 607. 827. Rosary; the beads of white Venetian glass with coloured spots, the

divisions separated by emblems of the Passion in silver chiselled and gilt; attached are two Greek crosses and an

acorn-shaped pendant in silver-gilt filigree. Spanish ; second half of 16th century. L. 3 ft. 8-Jin. Bought, £23.

V. and A. 174. 828. Rosary (part of) ; coral beads mounted in gold filigree ; the chain of beads is composed of

five sets of ten facetted coral beads, each separated by a large bead, similarly cut, between two filigree beads ; the

last two beads, which are of filigree, are united by a large coral bead. From the chain hang a gold rosette,

another coral bead, and a crucifix, composed of scroll wire devices filled in with filigree spirals. Spanish ; 19th

century. L. 2 ft. (Bolcklow Bequest.) V. and A. 741. 829. Ornament on the chain of 826. V. and A. 607.

Plate 120.-—830. Brooch (Celtic type) of brass, chased, stamped, and perforated (Stee), used together with

brass chains for fastening the plaid or shawl. Used by women in Tibet and Ladakh. I ibet; 19th century.

I.M. 4. 831. Brooch ; brass, with triple chain attached. It is observed that “ I his brooch is curiously like the

ancient Irish brooch. It is used as the only fastening to the long woollen plaid which serves all the purposes of a

dress of most of the village women.” (I.M. 981-8913.) The pin (not shewn) has its hinge at the top of the

single circle, and the point is below. 832. Mongolian head ornaments of silver, turquoises and coral ; purchased

in the market-place from a woman who was wearing them. Urga. Given by C. W. Campbell, Esq., 1903.

B.M. Case 206, Ethnographical Gallery.
Plate 121. —833. Amulet Case; brass set with turquoises, oval. I ibet. Cramer-Roberts Loan Collection.

I.M. 8. 834. Amulet; silver, chased, with a row of pendants round the lower edge. Indian (probably from the

Panjab or Himalayas). Cramer-Roberts Loan Collection. I.M. 16. 835. Amulet case, as No. 833, of different

shape. 836 to 838. Sword Belt, consisting of buckles in two parts, four convex ornaments, and a ring ; chased

silver. Darjeeling. Tibetan. I.M. 3706. 839. Part of necklace of human bone and ivory, belonging to 850,

Plate 123. I.M. 404a.

Plate 122.-—840. Man’s Queue-ring; silver set with coral and turquoises. Tibetan; from Lhassa ; early in

19th century. Bought, £lO. I.M. 627. 841. Earring; brass set with turquoises; in the centre is an imitation

pearl. Nepal. L. 4 in. (Indian and Colonial Exhibition, 1886.) Bought, 14s. 6d. I.M. 844. 842, 843.

Lamaist Charm Box (Gau) of copper; the cover encrusted with chased silver work, and set with turquoises. In

the centre is the mystic monogram
“ Nam-cu-von-dan

”

(“ The All-powerful ”). Within the box is a tablet (843)

of painted clay impressed with the figure of Buddha-Aksobbhya seated on a lotus throne. W orn suspended from
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the girdle. Tibet; 1 Bth or early 19th century. I.M. 6125. 844. Charm Box (Gau) of chased silver, with brass

back piece. Tibetan; 19th century. Cost £3 13s. 6d. I.M. 393. 845. Lamaist Charm Tablet (Tsacha) of

human ashes, clay, and dough stamped with a figure representing Avilokita (Chenresi) and painted. Tibetan ;

18th century. I.M. 825. 846. Lamaist Rosary (Premba) of 108 beads, chiefly wooden; attached are two

counting strings, each carrying ten brass rings and terminating in brass “dorje” pendants (sacred thunderbolts).

Tibet; 18th or early 19th century. I.M. 1169. 847. Lamaist Rosary (Premba) of Rudraksha berries; twenty-

five beads are missing from the complete set of 108. The brass pendant, set with turquoises, represents the

celestial Bodhisat, Avalokita (Chenresi-Padma-Pani, patron god of Tibet), four-armed, seated on a lotus throne.

Tibet ; early 19th century. Cramer-Roberts Loan Collection. I.M. 101.

Plate 123.—848. Armlet; carved black stone, in five parts, with white beads ; worn as an amulet. From

Kandahar in Afghanistan. Given by C. Pitman, Esq. I.M. 76. 849. Armlet; gypsum, in five parts, with

black beads; worn as an amulet. From Kandahar, Afghanistan. Given by C. Pitman, Esq. I.M. 77. 850.

Nagpa sorcerer’s apron (Rusrgyan), with necklace of human bone and ivory, consisting of carved plaques and

turned beads. From Shigatze Monastery, 1904. Bought, I.M. 404.

Plate 124.—851 and 852. Nag-pa sorcerer’s Apron (Rusrgyan), of human bone and ivory, consisting of

carved plaques. Tibetan; 19th century. From Shigatze Monastery, 1904. Bought, I.M. 107. 852.

Part of sash or frontlet of human bone and ivory, consisting of turned beads and plaques carved with figures

of tutelary fiends and mystic symbols. Formerly worn during incantations or necromantic rites by a Nag-pa

or Black-hat sorcerer ; obtained at Pemiongchi, and said to have come from Tushilambo, near Lhassa. Tibet;

19th century. Cramer-Roberts Loan Collection, 1863. I.M. 107. The Nag-pa sorcerer belongs to an undefined

and non-monastic sect, and is closely allied with the Tibetan Devil Dancers of the older Bon religion. I.M. ioja.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

113. Ornaments from the Collection of H.H. the Nawab of Dacca. 114. Earrings, Ornaments from an

idol, Collar and Amulet Case. 115. Chain, Earring, Hair-pin and Bracelets. 116. Necklace, Brahman Beads,

Bouquet-holder, and Waistbelt. 117. Portions of Belt and Girdles, Bracelets and Necklace. 118. Ornaments

of Belts, Necklaces, Neck-chain, etc. 119. Pendant and Rosaries. 120. Brooches and Head Ornaments.

121. Amulet Cases, Amulet, Ornament for a Sword Belt and Part of Nagpa Apron. 122. Earrings, Charm

Boxes, Charm Tablets, Rosaries, etc. 123. Amulet, Armlet and Necklace. 124. Part of Sorcerer’s Apron and

Sash or Frontlet of human bone.
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113-

—Ornaments
from

the

collection
of

H.H.

The

Nawab
of

Dacca.

Reproduced,
by

permission,
from

an

album

prepared
for

the

Nawab
by

Messrs.

Hamilton
and

Co.,

Calcutta.

781.

Head

Ornament,
Sirpech.

782.

Arm

Ornament,

Bazuband.

783.

Necklace.

784.

Tarband

Ornament,
modern.

785.

Necklace,
Mala.

786.

Buckle;

ruby

and

old

Indian

diamonds.

787.

Jewelled

full-dress
Fez.

788.

Clasp
or

Buckle
for

state

sword-belt.





114.—789. Pair of Earrings ; brass and turquoise ; Tibet. B.M. 790, 791. Ornaments from an idol; Tsechen Monastery, Tibet.

8.M., North Gallery, Room 111. Purchased 1905. 792. Collar ornamented with stones and enamel, and bearing an

ornamental inscription in the Langtska character ; Tibet. 8.M., Case 206, Ethnographical Gallery. Purchased 1905.

793. Amulet Case ; brass and turquoise ; Tibet. B.M.





115.— 794.
Rose Chain of links decorated with flowers, and snap of flowers set with gems; gold ; Bengal, 18th century. Value

/20. . I.M. 995 795. Earring; gold open-work: Bengal. £l3 a pair. 1.M.995. 796. Hair-pin; silver filigree.
Cuttack. I.M. 3412. 797. Bracelet of rectangular silver filigree ornaments linked together. Cuttack, I.M. 3378.
798. Part of Head Ornament; silver filigree. Cuttack. I.M. 3383. 799. Bracelet of silver filigree roses, buds and

leaves. Cuttack. I.M. 3378.





116.—Silver Filigree Work. 800. Necklace ; Cuttack. I.M. 996. 801. Brooch with three pendants from a rose. I.M. 999.

802. Brooch with pendants; Cuttack. I.M. 381. 803. Two Brahman Beads (Rudraksha) in filigree cups with pins;
Cuttack, I.M. 428. 804. Bouquet-holder with spiral stem, chain and ring; Cuttack. I.M. 336. 805. Waistbelt of

twenty-one plaques connected by chains ;
Cuttack. I.M. 293,





117 .-—806. Portion of Belt; silver gilt; Hungarian, 18th century. V. and A. 773. 807. Bracelet; gold filigree balls, pendants
and chains. I.M. 316. 808. Bracelet, gold, made by Castellani. V. and A. 634. Bog. Portions of a Girdle; gold.

Hungarian. V. and A. 538-1893. 810. Clasp for Girdle; silver filigree coloured with enamels and paste; Cypriote,
19th century. I.M. 1439. 811. Necklace, silver gilt ; filigree and tinsel with red beads; Anatolian. I.M. 815.





IxB.—Silver and gold filigree work from different European countries. 812, 813, 814, 816. Four Ornaments of a Belt; Ice-

landic; 19th century. V. and A. 466. 815. One Ornament of a Belt. Icelandic; 19th century. V. and A. 465.

817. Part of a Collar ; gold; Italian (Venetian), 16th century. V. and A. 14-1893. 818. Eyeiet Ornament; Icelandic,

19th century. V. and A. 472. 819. Part of Necklace; Swiss (Gall and Thurgau) ; 18th century. V. and A. 190.

820. Part of Neck-chain ; Russian, 17th century. V. and A. 138-66. 821. Necklace; Swiss, 18th century. V. and A.

184-70. 822. Tube for the Tassel of a Cap; silver. V. and A. 1006-1905. 823. Neck-chain; silver; Russian, 17th

century. V. and A. 133. 824. Three Buttons; silver. V. and A. 825. Part of Necklace of balls; Hamburg (North

Germany), 19th century. V. and A. 519.





119.—826. Pendant; silver-gilt filigree set with gems ; Russian, 17th century. V. and A. 607. 827. Rosary; Venetian glass

balls, with emblems in silver, chiselled and gilt, and Greek crosses and an acorn-shaped pendant in silver-gilt filigree.

Spanish, 16th century. V. and A. 174. 828. Part of Rosary of coral beads mounted in gold filigree, etc.; Spanish,

19th century. V. and A. 741. 829. Fart of V. and A. 607 (No. 826).





120.—Tibetan Ornaments. 830. Brooch (Celtic type) ; brass chased, stamped and perforated ; used with chains for fastening
a plaid or shawl ; Tibet, 19th century. I.M. 4. 831. Brass (Woman’s) Brooch with double chain ; Tibet. I.M 98i-gBia.

832. Mongolian Plead Ornaments of silver turquoises and coral; from Urga, Central Asia, 1903. 8.M., Case 206.





121.—Tibetan Ornaments, 533 and 835. Two Amulet Cases; brass set with turquoises; Cramer-Roberts Collection, 1883.
I.M. 8 and 6. 834. Amulet; silver, chased ; with pendants. Cramer-Roberts Collection. I.M. 16. 836 to 838. Orna-

ments for a Sword Belt; silver, chased and perforated ; Darjeeling. I.M. 030. 839. Part of Nagpa Apron (see Plate

124). I.M.
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123.—848. Amulet; carved black stone with white beads ; Kandahar. I.M. 76, 849. Armlet, gypsum; worn as an amulet;

Kandahar. I.M. 77. 850. Necklace of human bone and ivory, carved; worn by Nagpa sorcerers; igth century.

I.M. 404.





124-—851 • Part of Sorcerer’s Apron ; carved plaques and turned beads of human bone ; 19th century. I.M. 404. 852. Sash

or Frontlet of human bone. I.M. 404 a.





PART XI.

EASTERN BENGAL AND TIBET (continued); NEPAL AND ADJACENT COUNTRIES;

BURMA.

Burma is the largest province in the British Empire, having a total area of 236,738 square miles. As its

population is only 10,490,624, it is thinly peopled, but the number of inhabitants is said to be rapidly increasing.

Buddhism is the religion of nearly 90 per cent, of the people, of whom about 75 per cent, speak Burmese.

The inhabitants, of the common Indo-Chinese stock, belong to numerous tribes, who are distinguished by a

variety of manners, languages, and customs, and there are many immigrants from Bengal, Madras, and China.

Burma is bounded by China, French Indo-China, Siam, Eastern Bengal, and Assam. The above facts, which

are condensed from Whitaker’s Almanack for 1908, point to a large number of circumstances which influence

varieties of dress and ornament; yet, apart from the hill or aboriginal tribes, it is doubtful whether there is so

much diversity, as regards jewellery, as in some other parts of the Indian Empire. The country is fairly rich in

minerals, including jade, and gold and silver are known to exist. Every one has heard, moreover, of the ruby

mines of the country. On all these points something may be written. The chief city of the province is Rangoon,

in Lower Burma, with 234,881 inhabitants in 1905. Mandalay, the old native capital, in Upper Burma, has at

present a population of 185,88], and, though it is declining, is still a considerable place. Tennaserim and Aracan,

on the south, were annexed after the first Burmese war in 1826 ; Pegu, after the second war in 1852 ;
and Upper

Burma and the Shan States, after the third war in 1885.

As the States at the eastern foot of the Himalayas, being largely independent and inaccessible, are less

known than other parts of India, anything which relates to the dress and ornaments of the people is of special
interest. They are somewhat strongly affected in these and other matters by Tibetan and, more remotely, by

Chinese influence.

Nepal is 500 miles long and too broad, and has an area of 54,000 square miles, with a population of

4,000,000, who are chiefly Hindus and Buddhists. Complimentary missions have been sent, with more or less

regularity, to China, and the passes into Tibet admit of intercourse with that country also. Many Gurkhas of

the ruling race in Nepal serve in special regiments in the Indian army, and numerous other men, as well as

women, of the country find employment in the Indian Hill Stations of Darjeeling and Kurseong, and especially in

the neighbouring tea gardens, and by them money and ornaments are taken back to their native hills and valleys.

Special illustrations of these facts are the long necklaces of rupees and other silver coins which are so often worn

by the Nepalese females about Darjeeling. Bhutan, with an area of about 20,000 square miles, and a population

of about 250,000, was, until quite recently, less known even than Nepal, from which it is separated by the small

district and state of Sikhim, which runs up like a wedge between the two countries. Quaint silver ornaments

from that country can be obtained in Darjeeling, or at fairs held near the military station of Buxar, beyond Kuch

Behar, and at other places along the border. Both Bhutan and Sikhim are strongly influenced by Tibetan

customs and religion, the latter being Buddhist. The aboriginal inhabitants about Darjeeling, who are Lepchas,

are, or have been, also under Tibetan influence.

Of the ornaments of these different people we may read something in Lieut.-Colonel L. A. Waddell’s book,

“Among the Himalayas.” “The women of the Bhotiyas, the Tibetan-speaking races of all these countries,” he

says, “wear massive amulets and charms, like breastplates, of gold and silver filigree work set with turquoises;

and their prayer-wheels and rosaries are also bejewelled. The richer women wear chaplets of coral beads,

costing as much as ten to twenty pounds a set, and many wear, hanging from their girdles, various silver

ornaments, Chinese chop-sticks, etc.”

The Sikhimese Bhotiya men usually carry (as do many of the other males in these countries) a rosary and a

prayer-wheel. Waddell refers to a Tibetan grandee, one of the chiefs of Sikhim, who wore from his right ear a

long pendent golden earring set with turquoises. Reference was made to this custom in a previous number of

the Journal. Writing generally of the women and children of the villagers, who throng to the Sunday market at

Darjeeling, he notes that they are
“ dressed in all the colours of the rainbow, and loaded with massive gold and

silver jewellery and necklets of rupees ; they wear their fortunes on their necks.”

The Nepalese men indulge most the desire for ornament by richly encasing the leather sheaths of their

peculiar curved knives or kukris with ornate silver work, and the more wealthy ones insert plugs of gold into

§f)e journal of snMan Jlrf ans jSnbusfrg.
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holes drilled through their front teeth. The Hindu origin of this custom has already been referred to.

Of the Nepalese women he writes as follows;—“They overload themselves with massive jewellery;

enormous gold or silver earrings, nose rings, bracelets, anklets, finger rings, and necklets of huge size, made of

coral or thinly beaten gold or massive silver, or strings of coins reaching down to their waists. Indeed, most of

the women wear all their wealth, as well as that of their husbands, on their necks and faces ; and whenever they

get hard up they pawn or sell their jewellery.”
In one of the upper valleys towards Tibet he met girls who wore conch-shell bracelets on their wrists, the

usual sign of marriage. At page 145 of his book there is a portrait of the Tibetan wife of the Raja of Sikhim,

whose head-dress, as seen in her picture, is, he observes, “
a marvellous arrangement, a hillock of pearls,

turquoises, coral, and other precious stones.” The Lepcha women have two pigtails, “which are usually gathered

into a knot on the crown and secured with a silver pin.” Around the neck they wear as much jewellery as they

can afford. The Lepcha men wear one pigtail only, and hang small packets of charms against the evil eye, etc.,

about their necks, and a small plume of grass or peacock feathers in front of their hats.

Sir J. G. Scott’s “ Handbook of Practical Information on Burma
”

(1906) almost exhausts the subject, as it repre-

sents his own views as well as those of recognised authorities on the country. It is filled with excellent illustrations.

On dress and ornaments the information is specially complete. The frontispiece is styled
“ Stiff-necked Padaung

Belles; a study in Oriental coquetry.”- The description is as follows:—“The extraordinary neckbands of these

women are of solid brass rod. They vary from five coils to twenty-five. The idea of the band is to keep the

neck always on the stretch.” Next to petroleum, rubies form the most valuable mineral product in Burma. The

rubies have been sought after for something like 500 years. There were at one time quarry mines in a bed of

calc-spar. Pits are now sunk in the alluvium, through a stratum of loam and clay, to the byon, or ruby-bearing

layer of sand and gravel. The most common form of mine is the hmyaw-dwin, a long open cutting. The

lun-dwin are caves and cavities in the granular limestone, which are filled with brownish clayey loam, in which

the rubies are also found. The Ruby Mines Company obtained a lease in 1889 to mine for rubies in the

European fashion. Open quarries are now used. From these the byon is extracted, washed, passed through

sieves, and finally examined for rubies and spinels. The two are distinguished from each other by polarization,

which shows a red ray
for the ruby and a slight blue tinge for the spinel. There was a representation of the

Burmese ruby mines in the Indian Court of the Franco-British Exhibition of 1908 which gave a good idea of the

busy scene.

Jade was always regarded as the property of the Kachins, who do the mining. The new mines are at

Tawmaw, in the Mogaung subdivision of the Hyitkyina district. “The value of jade varies to an enormous

extent. A small fragment, of a size that would fit a signet ring, might fetch or ,£4O, though in Europe it

would be worth no more than a cairngorm, if so much. The demand for jade is universal throughout China,

with its population of 450,000,000, and the price of the best stone shows no tendency to fall. Burma is practically

the only source of the supply, and there is a nearly inexhaustible quantity of jade available.”

The Burmese amber mines are situated in the Hukawng Valley in about 26° 15' N. and 96° 30' E. It has

three good qualities. It is hard, easy to cut and polish, and it is very resistent against solvents. On the other

hand, the colour is not good, and there are so many inclusions that even large pieces are often unfit for cutting.

Nevertheless, it has been used for centuries by the Burmese, most commonly in the form of beads. It differs

from the Eastern Prussia amber, as it contains no succinic acid, whereas the former yields 2\ to 6 per cent. It

also occurs in very small quantities, under somewhat similar conditions to those of Hukawng, in clays of Miocene

age at Mantha in Shwebo District, and in the oil fields of Yenangyat in Pakokku District in Upper Burma.

Great rough beads of amber are sometimes strung as necklaces in Burma. A relative of the writer recently

purchased similar ones in the Egyptian Soudan in Africa.

Burma is a jade-producing country. “It is not the true jade stone, or nephrite, and is properly called

jadeite, but it has the colour which is specially fancied by the Chinese, who are the real jade purchasers of the

world. The stones which have red staining are much valued by the Chinese. White jadeite with emerald

green spots is also valued greatly for the carving of bangles, thumb-rings, and stones for rings. A particular

shade of dark green is, however, the most priceless in a Chinaman’s eyes. There are mines of amber, which

differs from the Baltic product, being harder and having less variety of colour, there being only three shades.

The ground colour is bright pale sherry yellow, darker shades lead to a reddish tint, which fades into a dirty

brown. It is largely used in Mandalay in the manufacture of rosaries, nadaungs or ear-cylinders, and various

trinkets in the shape of elephants, monkeys, fish, and even figures of Gautama Buddha.’

Sir George observes that “a peculiar characteristic of the [Burmese] men is the breeches which they have

tattooed on them, from the waist to the knee. The figures tattooed are those of a variety of animals, real and



heraldic, tigers, monkeys, and ‘bilus.’” These are in black colour. Isolated figures, almost always special charms,

are done in red on the arms, chest, and back. Vermilion dots between the eyes almost always imply a love

charm ; so does a quail on the jaw.” Women are practically never tattooed, except where there are red love-

dots. This is contrary to the Indian practice. While the Burman youth asserts his manhood by getting tattooed,

his sister has her ears bored, usually at the age of thirteen or fourteen. Boys also have their ears pierced, but

with less formality. The ear is pierced with a golden needle, and the hole is gradually enlarged until it is big

enough to hold the ear-cylinders (about the girth of a thumb, or larger) which Burmese women wear. This is

done with great ceremony. The Burmese bridegroom makes the girl a present on betrothal of a silken skirt, or

a piece of jewellery—a relic of purchase.
As regards dress generally, he says :—“ It is difficult to say which sex is the more gaily dressed.

.. .
the

women have red or white flowers stuck in the chignon, and jewellery in extraordinary profusion, and always of

gold, for the Burmese think silver ornaments only fit for children.”

The dress and ornaments of the different races are usually described as follows : —The Lahu or Mu-hsd,

Tibeto-Burmans in the hills, and in some of the Trans-Salween Shan States. The women wear a long coat,

fastened with a large silver boss or clasp, large silver neck rings or torques, if they can afford them, otherwise

cone necklets. Both men and women wear very large earrings, often five inches or so across, so that they nearly

reach the shoulders. Akha or Kaw, most numerous of the hill tribes of Kentung : Some of the wealthier men

wear on market days a considerable quantity of silver ornaments —coat buckles, buttons, necklaces, and earrings.
Some of the younger men have a rim of silver bosses at the top edge of their turbans. The women have a rather

striking head-dress. Circlets of bamboo are covered with dark blue cotton stuff ornamented with studs, bosses,

and spangles of silver, arranged in lines or patterns. Sometimes it rises like a centre, and is studded with

spangles and seeds, and is hung with festoons of seeds and shell, small dried gourds, and occasionally coins. Ropes

of white seed necklaces are worn.

Of the Siamese-Chinese family he notes in Burma the Tai, or Shan, and the Karen. The Tai, or Shan :

The Shan tattooers are said to be the best in Burma, but the custom seems to have begun with the Burmese, as

the Siamese do not tattoo. A photograph is given of a Shan chief and his chief wife in court dress. He has

the Burmese chain shoulder belt with clasp, and a high crown ; she —a head-dress of metal and gems, with many

necklaces, apparently pearls. Both wear toe rings. The Karens, the third most numerous population in Burma,

have a marked tendency to Christianity. The Southern Karens have been much influenced by the Burmese.

There are White and Red Karens. Red Karen men wear small metal pear-shaped earrings. The women have

round the waist and neck ropes of barbaric beads and seeds of grasses and shrubs ; a profusion of these also

decorate the legs just above the calf. Round the neck all those who can afford it hang pieces of silver, coins and

the like. Silver earrings are also worn, many of huge size.

Of allied clans, the Zalun women have solid brass rings, five or six inches in diameter, fastened by lacquer

rings, and festooned round the leg. Others wear brass rod coiled round the leg from the ankle up to four inches

below the knee
; or, in other cases, quite up to the knee. Others again, add to this coils beginning above the

knee and reaching halfway up the thigh. Similar coils of brass rod are worn twisted round the whole forearm

by the Zamung and other clans’ women. In some places separate rings, both on arms and legs, are worn.

Practically all wear ear plugs, or cylinders, in the ears, some of them of enormous size, distending the flesh to the

utmost limit. They are of every sort of material, from sorry wood up to chased silver. They seem always to be

of brass and never of silver. Many women also wear brass circlets or torques round the neck, and ropes of bead

and pebble necklaces. Married men transfer their finery to their wives, or keep it for their first son.

Of the Padaung women, it is said that the weight of metal carried by the average woman is fifty or sixty

pounds, and some manage as much as eighty. The Taungthu Karen women have an elaborate head-dress of

cloth. The hair is done up in a chignon, and a large spike or hair-pin with a silver band serves to keep this

firmly fixed. Finally, a long silver cord or chain is wound round and round, and makes everything fast.

Pendent earrings are worn, and large hollow bracelets are universal, some of silver, some very
much alloyed.

The Min-Hhudr sub-family preceded the Tibeto-Burmans in the occupation of Burma. Amongst these are

the Varnai, or Palaungs, in the Northern Shan State of Loilong, in parts of the Ruby Mines District, and all

over the Shan States. Silver earrings and bangles are the ornaments, but apparently with some limitations.

More children wear them than women. The Wa of Vu, head hunters, on the North-East frontier, are a filthy

people ; yet some of the men wear silver necklaces, or rather rivieres of silver, hanging well below the chest,

rudely fashioned silver bangles, and use long silver-mounted pipes. The women and children have a profusion

of bead necklaces, and are fond of silver buckles, buttons, and spangles, besides a variety of bracelets and ear-

tubes terminated in front by a large shield, so that they look like an exaggerated carpet tack. These are all of
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silver, of which there is a great deal in the country everywhere, except on the western side. One tribe, the

Hkamet of this family, seems, in the remoter villages, to wear nothing but a dagger-like skewer thrust through

the hair knob.

Many Burmese women carry practically all the wealth in their possession on their persons, in the shape of

plain gold bangles, ear-cylinders made of repousse work and studded with precious stones, or frequently made of

a simple coil of sheet gold rolled to the thickness of a finger. Red-coloured gold with a dull surface is particularly

fancied, and the colour is obtained by boiling the metal with tamarind seeds. The deeper red in the hollows of

the ornamentation throws up the relief, and enhances the general effect. The characteristic necklace is the

dalizan, a sort of apron-shaped filigree, with heads of peacocks and birds, and delicately-worked pendants, all

joined together with filigree and tiny chain work. Other women’s ornaments are jewelled combs, hair-pins, and

rings, but these are often coarse and clumsy.
The custom of tattooing is a very ancient one, but it has not everywhere and always been employed for

honourable adornment. The Rev. A. Sayce informs us in his work, “The Egypt of the Hebrews and Herodotos,”

that Ptolemy 11. (Philopator, died b.c. 204) displeased the Jews by attempting to penetrate into the Holy of

Holies of the temple at Jerusalem. Whereupon a tumult arose, and to punish them he ordered them to be

tattooed with the figure of an ivy leaf in honour of Bacchus, and to sacrifice on the altars of the Greek gods.

In “The Burman : His Life and Nations,” by H. Shway Yoe, a “subject of the Great Queen” (1882), we

are told that “ Anklets of gold (chay-gyin) are forbidden to all children but those of the royal family on pain of

death.
.. .

The
usage as to jewels and precious stones is

very carefully laid down. Very few besides the king
and his kinsfolk may wear diamonds. The display of emeralds and rubies is restricted in like manner, and so on

with other precious stones less esteemed by Burmans. All rubies above a certain size found in the country are

the property of the king, and the hapless digger gets, as a rule, nothing in return. His head pays the penalty if

he listens to the temptings of black merchants from India, and chips it so as to bring it under the royalty size.

Tattooing, which every Burman youth considers a proof of manliness, may also be regarded as ornament.

Women, who rarely tattoo, and only then as a charm against being old maids, persuade the operator to place the

marks on some part of the body where it will not be visible, thus clearly showing that they do not regard them

as ornamental for themselves, though they admire them on the men. The author says that in Rangoon the

tattooing of a woman is an indication that she wants an Englishman for a husband. Of a similar nature to

tattooed charms are talismans called hkoung-beht-set, which are let into the flesh under the skin. Some are

gold, silver, or lead ; others curious pebbles, pieces of tortoise-shell, or bits of thorn, all of them having incan-

tations of mystic character written on them. Many famed dacoits have long rows and curves of them over the

chest, showing in little knobs through the skin! When they get into English prisons, an energetic jailer has

been known to cut them out, lest they should be pieces of gold or silver, .or perhaps precious stones, with which

the turnkeys might be bribed. The usual result is to break the robber’s spirit. More peaceable people wear

necklaces or bracelets of such talismans in the belief that they are thus proof against malignant witches and

necromancers.

As an almost invariable rule, a Burman boy, under the native government, at eight or nine years of age

went to a monastery for his education. In any case, he enters the monastic order for a time to fulfil the law, and

thus be in a position to find the way to eventual deliverance from the misery of ever-recurring existences. On

the appointed day, the young neophyte, now usually about eleven or twelve years old, “ dresses in his finest

clothes, and loads himself with all the family gold chains and jewellery, and as much more as he can borrow for

the occasion, and is taken in triumphant procession through the village, returning to his home, where the head of

the monastery performs, in the presence of his friends, the rites of admission into the holy assembly, which

include cutting off his long hair close to his head, and throwing off his fine clothes and jewellery, thus showing

that he renounces the world. The women who are present wear their finest dresses, and all their jewellery on

their bosoms, necks, fingers, and ears. Yellow robes are put on him, and he receives the requisites of the

order, and repairs to the monastery, where he may remain only a few hours, seven days or more, but usually, in

the case of earnest believers, throughout the four months, that is, a Wah, or Lent in the rainy season. Others

remain as monks. Rings are worn on the third finger, which is known as the merchant’s finger.

The first great event in a Burmese girl’s life is the Nah-twin-mingala—the boring of her ears. It is as

great an event in a girl’s life as putting on the yellow robe, or getting his legs tattooed, is to her brother. Most

men get their ears bored, but with less solemnity, and the custom is less universal in British Burma than it used

to be. The ceremony for the girl takes place at the age of twelve or thirteen. The ear-borer uses gold needles,

except in the case of the poorest, when they may be of silver. The hole is gradually enlarged to receive the

na-doung, a tube an inch long and from half to three-quarters of an inch in diameter. The nah-kat is first used.
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It is “a curious ear-plug, big at both ends and smaller in the middle, where the two parts screw into one another.

These are gradually increased in size until the orifices are large enough to receive the na-doung, or regular

ear cylinders. These are of various makes and material, the latter being regulated by the sumptuary laws in

independent territory. . .

The royal family, both males and females, had them of gold, richly set with jewels, often

a single large brilliant in front, or a diamond surrounded by a ring of emeralds, while the back was a cluster of

rubies. The right to wear these was also extended to the higher ministers and their families. Others wear them

of gold, plain hollow tubes, or with the ends filled up with delicate repousse work. Those who cannot afford this

content themselves with solid amber plugs, which, when they are without a flaw, are worth three or four pounds

apiece. Finally, the poor content themselves with hollow pipes of glass, coloured in a variety of tints. The

shape is somewhat peculiar, a slight irregular concave.
. . .

Some of the princesses wear very costly na-doung, the

diamonds, especially the rubies (for which Burma is celebrated) being exceedingly fine. The men, except those

of high rank, very seldom wear them, unless on exceptional feast days. Women ordinarily put them on when-

ever they go out.”

The author remarks upon the increased use of these ear cylinders in British territory, where even the

wealthiest seldom wear any but the smallest size ; yet the ornament was formerly looked upon as a distinctive

mark of Burmese nationality. The na-doung are, however, “quite as characteristic of the Burmese women as

the flapping tamein
”

[or skirt].

The female dancers are richly decked with bracelets, and dalizan necklaces falling over their silken vests

or tight-fitting lace bodices. At the great Sohn-daw-gyyee feast, in honour of Buddha, the girls are literally

loaded with jewellery. Round their necks and over the bosom hangs the broad network of the dalizan, formed

of silver or gold fishes linked together. The gold plugs sparkle with rubies and emeralds, so do the bracelets on

their arms and the rings on her fingers. Each girl is worth many hundred rupees, for which reason, perhaps,

they are usually seated out of reach, at the back of the room, behind the lamps and lights, lest their ornaments

should be stolen. After the reception is over, the girls put off most of their jewellery and enjoy themselves.

The regulations as to wearing apparel and ornaments in Upper Burma were very minute, and guarded with

the most jealous care. When images and bells are cast, it is very
usual for onlookers to throw gold and silver

jewellery into the ladles of melted ore.

King Theebaw, when the author had an audience with him, “wore splendid gold cylinders with magnificent

clusters of diamonds and emeralds at the ends, and on his finger glistened a sapphire ring worth a monarch’s

ransom.” There was also a spray of diamonds in his hair. On the Kadaw or
“

beg pardon
”

days, when all the

officials and most eminent men in the country came to the palace and did “

homage and worship at the Golden

Feet,” the Burmese sovereign was in full royal dress, and wore the broad gold collar of the salue, and a towering

jewelled crown on his head. The famous Lord White Elephant had splendid gold and jewelled trappings, and

amongst his ornaments was on him a plate of gold recording his majesty’s titles, such as is worn by every man in

the country, up to the Arbiter of Existence himself.

Shway Yoe states that in the monasteries the monks sit for hours fingering their rosaries, the beads made

of the seeds of the Canna indica (“Indian shot”), which sprang from Gautama’s (Buddha’s) blood, and

repeating many times the prescribed formulre, most often the Thamatawse Patthanah—“All is changeful, all is

sad, all is unreal
”

; followed by the Tharana Gohng, the invocation of the Three Precious Gems, the Lord, the

Law, and the Assembly.

In “The Soul of a People,” by H, Fielding (1898), we have further information :—“A Burmese girl does

not wear any sign of marriage, such as a ring. Fler name is always the same, and there is nothing to a stranger

to denote whether she is married or not, or whose wife she is
; and she keeps her property as her own.”

The ear-boring of a girl is accompanied by a great festival and much rejoicing. It is the only one in her

life, and therefore, said a Burman woman, “We try to make it as good as we can.” The author gives a free

translation of a love song, of which one verse runs thus ; —“ Her dress is of gold, even of silk and gold, and her

bracelets are of fine gold. She hath precious stones in her ears ; but her eyes, what jewels can compare unto

them ?
”

Of a girl who was a little heiress in her way, and had a share in a shop which she managed, he tells us

she had many gold bracelets and fine diamond earrings, and was much wooed by the young men about her.

One of the most recent works on Burma, as it is perhaps the most interesting, is “ The Silken East,” by

V. S. Scott O’Connor, Comptroller of Assam (1904). Amongst the beautiful illustrations are many of the

women of the different people who inhabit the land, but in none of them are their charms greatly enhanced by an

elaborate display of jewellery. A bunch of flowers in the hair, a necklace or two and bangles, and a finger ring

suffice; and, above all, the nose is not disfigured by the misuse of so-called ornaments, as it is in India. He

describes the principal races, viz., the Burmese, the Shan, the Talaing, the Karen, the Chin, the Kachin,
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and the Valon. The last-named, who number now only about 1300 souls, inhabit the islands of the South Coast;

the Mun, the earliest immigrants from the North, once extended from the Assam Hills to Assam ; the

Burmese and Chins came next; and then the Shans. Last of all came the Karens and Kachins, of whom a

hundred thousand are Christians. The Shans came from South-Western China,

The Burmese prefer using jewels to adorn the Hti or umbrella on the top of their pagodas. The most

valued of these is the one which crowns the Shway Dagon at Rangoon. Its jewelled vane is adorned by 3,664

rubies, 541 emeralds, and 433 diamonds. He talks of bangles of red gold and pyramids of diamonds.

Burmese women wear the yellow-hearted champak in their glossy hair, and red gold on their wrists. They

also wear pyramids of diamonds on their fingers. The Karen men and women wear beads, the necklaces of the

women being larger and prettier than those of the men. Bracelets of silver, clasped to the forearm, are also

worn.

Pearls are sought for at Mergui, and sometimes very valuable ones are found. The pearling grounds have

a very recent history, as in the eighties they were practically unknown. In the early nineties they were worked

by Australian adventurers, most of whom have now departed. They are now leased in blocks to a syndicate of

Chinamen. The main harvest is mother-of-pearl, and it is this harvest that pays the working expenses. The

pearls are a special native asset.

Thabeit-kyan is the port of Mogok, capital of the Ruby Mines District. Mogok is sixty-one miles from the

port. The little valley in which are the mines was vaguely known for four centuries in Europe as Capelan. The

village is called Kyatpyin, and is in the centre of the valley, 4,400 feet above the sea. Near here was the great

source of rubies, but the Ruby Mines Company has moved its headquarters to the valley of Mogok, where even

the road in the bazaar is all hammered matrix of rubies. The soil near a stream following the roadside

is scarred with pits, from which is dug the mud and stones which are washed for the precious gems. The rubies

which the middle men (mostly foreigners) buy are exported to London, to Paris, and to Delhi. The Company
works on a more modern and gigantic scale, not, as formerly, by mining, but by washing the soft soil of the

valley.

In “ Burmah under British Rule and Before,” by John Nisbet, (1901), we have a full account of that

country and its people. “Tattooing, in the case of the man, is, or was, for old customs are shewing signs

of falling into abeyance, considered to be necessary to manly beauty, and indeed the effect of the deep blue

tattooing against the dark olive brown skin is distinctly ornamental. . . . The first great and real event in the life

of a girl is the ceremony of ear-boring (Nadwin Mingala), sometimes performed as early as six or seven years

of age, but more commonly coinciding with the attainment of puberty, when she is about twelve or thirteen years

old.
. . .

Until this ceremony has been celebrated it is improper for the young girl to wear jewels of any kind, or

gold ornaments of high intrinsic value. The needles with which the operation is done are always made of silver,

even amongst the poorest, and of gold, and often adorned with jewels in the houses of parents in better circum-

stances. The holes are gradually enlarged by means of smooth stalks of grass, so as to admit at least the ordinary

ear cylinder (Nadaung), which is about an inch and a quarter long, and from half to three-quarters of an inch in

diameter. It is sometimes larger at the ends than in the middle. Hollow ear tubes of coloured glass are sold

in thousands, but the orthodox cylinders are of amber or some other less valuable material. The richer classes

are now wearing gorgeous ear ornaments (Naght) of diamonds and rubies set in gold, and joined with a screw

set from behind. The girls enamel or polish their faces with a cosmetic formed of the finely-ground bark and

the root of the Thanal tree (Murraya exotica). They also wear a big semi-circular comb (Bi) of the wood of the

same tree, and if their own hair is not long enough to form the regulation top-knot, add to it a switch of other

hair.

Difference in rank amongst the nobility was formerly marked by a chain (Salue) of gold suspended across

the chest from the left shoulder to the right hip, which consisted of several strings or strands, fastened at each

end and at the centre by bosses, varying from three plain strings, next three twisted strands, up to twelve strings

for princes and twenty-four for the king. “In the richness of jewellery worn by the women, a more direct

indication of prosperity can be obtained, although this would be just as misleading with regard to any attempt to

fix social status as it would be in European cosmopolitan gatherings.” Even among
the ordinary agricultural

peasants, a family must be poor indeed which cannot muster gold ornaments for women and children on great

occasions. But ear-cylinders, necklaces, and rings studded with diamonds and rubies can, of course, only be

acquired and retained by those fairly well endowed with the world’s goods.”

Chapter XL of this interesting work is devoted to “Science and Art among
the Burmese.” Though silver-

work occupies the chief place among the arts of Burma, ‘.‘silver ornaments are despised by the Burmese, “except

perhaps as charms to be worn by children ; and often they constitute the whole clothing that is given to these.
. .



Gold jewellery alone is worn by the women, in the shape of solid bangles, ear-cylinders, rings, and necklaces.
. . .

A good set of gold ornaments is a safe form of regular investment, as money can always be raised upon them

whenever necessary. . . . The rings and the front end of the ear-cylinders are often set with diamonds, rubies,

spinels, and sapphires. In Aracan the necklaces are mostly in the shape of large hollow beads, but in Central

Burma the favourite form is the Dalizan, consisting of rows of peacocks’ heads, or other ornaments, connected

with each other by small chains, and diminishing in number from the upper row downwards. Necklaces are

usually stained to a dark reddish colour by being boiled in a decoction of tamarinds and many other strange

ingredients.”
One use of jewellery is mentioned, and that is the practice of throwing in large quantities of silver, gold, and

jewellery into the cauldrons when bells are being cast. This is a way of earning religious merit. “At the

casting of a great pagoda bell the whole district turns out to see the operation, and sometimes the vast multitude

is wrought up to such a state of enthusiasm that women and children throw in their necklaces, and gold and

silver rings and bangles. Traces of these are to be seen in the inside of many bells, in the shape of whitish or

yellowish streaks.”

Amongst the hill races, the Kachin women wear large ear-cylinders of amber or silver, four or five inches

long. The women of some of the Shan tribes have brass bands welded round their throats, and the number of

rings is increased periodically in order to produce a neck like that of a champagne bottle, this being considered

an enhancement of female beauty. The Karens wear huge silver bracelets and bangles of hollow silver work

filled with resin.”

In “ Egypt, Burma, and British Malaysia,” W.E. Curtis writes:—Most of the dealers in the markets are women.

The pilgrims to the Shwe-Dagon Pagoda at Rangoon “
come from every part of the Buddhist world, men,

women, children, with eager earnest faces, and most of them clad in brilliant costumes of silk, gorgeous turbans,

and all the ornaments they own.” At Mandalay he gives us a portrait of a girl smoking “a whacking white

cheroot,” who wore about ten bangles on each wrist, all but one of them plain, and, besides these, only one other

ornament, a flower in her hair. In his portrait of King Minden-Min of Burma, we have a wizened old man, with

a finger ring on his little finger, two earrings ending in wheel-shaped discs of ornaments, a shoulder-belt of gold

chains, and a shoulder and breast clasp set with stones. Theebaw, his son, wore earrings, and Queen Supayalat

also did, with necklaces. Both had finger rings. Burmese gentlemen now wear watch-chains.

All authorities concur in noting the extraordinary passion of the Burmese for diamonds. It is astonishing

to see people, who otherwise appear to be poor, loaded with ornaments, especially with ear-plugs, rings, and

chains, which are set with these stones of large size. They are usually worn in the heaped-up form illustrated in

some of the large rings, or in the tops of the jewel boxes which are illustrated in the present number. Raja

Surendra Mohan Tagore had not seen any work on gems in the Burmese language. He says the jewellers have

“learnt something about diamonds from India; and of the rest of precious stones, their knowledge is limited,

perhaps, beyond the names which they have converted into their own language. They are, however, well con-

versant with the method of testing the ruby, sapphire, and topaz, and such other stones as are born in their own

country.” The two latter stones, he adds, come from the same stock and differ only in colour from the ruby, for

which the country is so famous. The names of the nine precious gems in Burmese are as follow :—Diamond,

chein ; ruby, budmiya or choni; cat’s-eye, chano ; zircon, gomok ; pearl, pa-le ; coral, tada; emerald, miya ; topaz,

outfiya ; and sapphire, nila.

With reference to Chinese influence upon India, we may quote the late Dr. Bushell, who, in his monograph on

Chinese Art, written for the Board of Education (2 vols., 1906), has a chapter on Jewellery, which in China, he

remarks, is scarcely of sufficient importance to figure under a separate heading in a little handbook on Art. It is

much employed, however, in common life by the Chinese, as in most other Eastern countries, as a convenient

means of investment of their savings. For this reason plain rings and bangles are worn, and sometimes a plain

or flexible band or rod of pure gold or silver is put round the arm “as a possible proof of respectability and

ready resource in case of emergency.” The jeweller stamps the gold with the name of his shop, and thus binds

himself to take it back by weight without question. For jewellery of the more decorative character the Chinese

employ most of the technical methods known in the West. Filigree work is, in some degree, distinctive of the

country. It is in gold or silver gilt, and sometimes inlaid with the turquoise-tinted plumes of the kingfisher,

which is almost peculiar to China. Enamelling is widely practised. Imitation stones are also largely used.

Precious stones are not cut into facets, but polished and set en cahochon. The gems and pearls are always drilled.

“The Chinese, like the ancient Romans, are fond of hanging pearls and jewels on strings of little chains,

attached to rings and bracelets, which tinkle pleasantly when the hand is moved.” Elaborate hairpins and

earrings are made for Manchu and Chinese ladies.
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Byzantium seems to have been the seat of enamelling, both cloisonne and champleve, in the middle ages of

Christendom, and in the fourteenth century events occurred which led to the dispersal of the enamellers to all

parts of the world, East as well as West, and perhaps at this time the art reached the northern borders of

China, probably through Armenia and Persia. It is, however, believed that it was invented at a remote period in

Western Asia, and that it penetrated to Europe, as far west even as Ireland, in the early centuries of the

Christian era, but there is no evidence of its having travelled eastwards to China until a much later date.

A word or two may be said as to jade as described by Dr. Bushell. It is ranked by the Chinese as the most

precious of precious stones. Two minerals, namely, nephrite and jadeite, are included under the heading of jade.
The colouring of the latter is generally more vivid and brighter than the former. “An emerald green jadeite is

the typical Chinese fei-ts’n, an archer’s thumb-ring or bracelet of which may be worth many hundred ounces of

silver.” Nephrite is usually of some shade of green,
but uniform grounds of soft tone, resembling cream and

whey, are lightly esteemed, and still more a pure limpid white. The most precious jadeite of all is white strewn

with brilliant emerald green spots. The Chinese classify jade under three headings : the first comprises nearly

all nephrites ; the second, dark green jade of both varieties, from Sungaria and the vicinity of Lake Baikal, or

perhaps from Western Yunan ; the third, the fei-ts’in above mentioned, from Burma. Most of the nephrite

carved in China comes from Eastern Turkestan, either from quarries in the Khotan and Yarkand mountains, or

is picked up as water-worn pebbles from the river-beds which flow from there. It is probable that the Indian jade

comes from the same places. Votive objects of jade are used in the Imperial ritual worship, also the insignia of

rank, amulets, seals, etc., among small objects.

Dr. Bushell thus writes in regard to its use in India:—-“The Mongol emperors of Hindustan were also very

fond of jade, and it is well known that beautiful carvings were produced under their patronage, and sage green

nephrites were often encrusted with rubies, emeralds, and other precious stones, for which the soft tints of the

jade afford a most effective background.” These facts are borne out by the examples of ornaments illustrated in

Part I. of this work. Dr. Bushell mentions that after the Chinese conquest of Eastern Turkestan, many of the

Indian carvings were imported into Peking, where, in the Palace there was also a special branch, or
“ Indian

School,” devoted to the reproduction of Indian work. The jewelled jades of China, mostly of that period, were

perhaps mainly imported from the same source. The soft-looking jade ground makes an inimitable foil for the

brilliant colouring of the inlaid jewels.”

Amongst small objects were pendants for the girdle, hairpins, and rings. All of these are referred to or

illustrated in Parts I. and 11. Sceptres were valued, also studs for the forehead, and bracelets. An ankus or

elephant goad is depicted in Plate 15 of Part 11. Combs were made of it ; also linked chains of jade and beads

for the rosary ; thumb rings for the archer, and mouthpieces for pipes. Flowers and butterflies are worn on bands

of velvet, and the eighteen small beads and other appendages of the official rosary are preferably made of jadeite;

so is the tube for the hat of the decorated mandarin. The belt-clasps and pendants in Plate 15, Part 11., are

of this class.

In fig. 96 of Vol. I. of Dr. Bushell’s work we have a rosary of amber and corundum beads with plaques and

pendants of jadeite. Beads of plasma, which is found in the Panjab, are described on page 51, Part IV.

We learn from the
“ Indian Encyclopaedia” (1907) that a large trade is done in the manufacture and sale of

turquoise jewellery in India itself. Of its use in Central Asia and Upper India, a good deal was written in the

earlier papers
of the present series, and especially on pages 61 and 62. At a recent reception of the Selborne

Society, the ring settings of a number of rough turquoises, such as are worn by Russian peasantry, were shown,

another proof of the universal admiration for the stone, and reasons were given for its popularity, such as, for

example, its supposed power of averting the “ evil eye.” These ideas prevail also in India, but amongst many people

there is a love for the peculiar sky-like blue colour of the gem, a love which seems to be reviving in Europe as well

as in the East. This love, indeed, seems almost universal; thus, for example, we find the jet-black wool of a Barotsi

negress of Central Africa, on the Upper Zambesi (of whom a model is shewn in the Ethnographical Gallery of the

British Museum), set off with a fillet of turquoise-coloured beads. The figurines of Ushabti figures, numerous

pectorals, scarabs, and necklaces, so many
of which are exhibited in the Egyptian Galleries in the Museum, are

also of the same hue ; and not far from them is a collection of ancient Mexican mosaic work which presents

the same appearance as some ornaments, such as brooches, belt-clasps, etc., which have been introduced

somewhat recently into Kashmir. The Mexican work is thus described :—“ Some of these specimens are known

to have reached Europe in the 16th century, and it is almost certain that objects of this class were among the

presents sent by Cortes to the Emperor Charles V. Most of them have been obtained from Italy, and are more

especially connected with Florence, where they were probably preserved in the Medici Palace. Only twenty-two

examples of this kind of work are known to exist, the largest individual collection being that here exhibited. Ihe
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stones (chiefly turquoise, malachite, and obsidian) are embedded in a tenacious gum upon a wooden base. The

turquoise is believed to have been obtained in the trachytic rocks of Los Cerillos, near Santa Fe in New Mexico.

Amongst the objects are the following Ancient Mexico Breast Ornament, in the form of a two-headed rattle-

snake, covered with a mosaic of turquoise and shell. From an old collection in Rome. Christy Collection.

Purchased 1894. Archaeologia IV. 396. Sacrificial Knife. Do. Tylor, pp. 101-110, 338. Christy Collection.

Wooden Disc. Do. Purchased 1866 ; said to have come from Turin. Wooden head of animal ; turquoise and

malachite. Christy Collection. Given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1865. Archseologia IV. 392. Figure of Jaguar;

given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1887. Christy Collection. Mask from Demidoff Collection. Archseologia IV. 393.

Christy Collection. Mask (front of skull) ; obsidian and turquoise. Christy Collection. Originally purchased in

Bruges about 1845. Mask, with mother-of-pearl eyes and teeth of white shell. Archaeologia V. 397 ; Tylor, 338.”

The Kashmir work is applied to copper, on which a surface layer of false turquoise is compacted by cement.

Turquoise, or callaite, according to Harmsworth’s Dictionary, is the only phosphate amongst gems. It is not

entirely opaque, and the best stones are a delicate sky-blue tinctured with green. It is not crystalline. Fossil

turquoise, or odontolite, is the fossilized tooth of the mastadon coloured with iron phosphate. Blue turquoise has

a specific gravity of 2.75, and in the scale of hardness it is 60. It is said that many Oriental stones are discoloured

by grease, which can be removed by soaking them in ether. The dyeing of these stones, as of agates, is a

regular industry. Church tells us that turquoise is one of the characteristic examples of translucent and opaque

stones cut en cahochon. Surendra Nath Mohun Tagore informs us that the Arabs and Persians believe that

the gem (Arabic, Ferozuj ; Persian, Feroza) cures all diseases of the head and heart, restores vision in night

blindness, is useful in many other disorders, and in snake or scorpion bites. Ivan the Terrible of Russia believed

in a common superstition that both it and the coral grew pale in the presence
of disease. The love of the people

of Central Asia for the turquoise is no new thing, for Marco Polo tells us that in Kerman are produced

the stones called turquoises in great abundance, but pale blue stones are still found there. The finest turquoises,

however, come from Khorassan.

Coral is even more admired than the turquoise. The coral used in jewellery, white, pink, and red, is the

product of a single species of polype (Corallium nobile), found in the Mediterranean, the coasts of Provence,

North Africa, and elsewhere. It is mainly calcinum carbonate, with an unknown colouring matter. In the red

or precious coral (C. rubrum) the branching colony is supported by a firm skeleton of pink colour. It is curious

how universal is the love of coral. In Volendum, in North Holland, every woman wears a red coral necklace.

According to the “ Imperial Gazetteer” of 1907, “The traffic in coral consists mainly of the real article from

Italy. Bengal receives the largest amount, but the trade is subject to extreme fluctuations, and depends very

largely on the demand of the great trading and banking communities of Hindus, who chiefly indulge in necklaces

of this material.” Surendro Mohun Tagore says that it is not so much liked in Europe as formerly, where, at the

beginning of the 19th century, it was set in gold and silver and used as earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and baby-

rattles. “In Oriental countries it is held in high favour.” One house of Naples is reputed to export R5.80,000

worth of coral to Calcutta, and India is said to spend 20 lakhs of rupees a year for the purchase of this com-

modity. Coral is very profusely worn by the Eastern nations in strings, on turbans, and on the handles of

swords and daggers. The Brahmans and fakirs use the coral beads as rosaries to count their prayers. The rich

wear the red coral on their head, throat, and legs. Some writers say that there is scarcely to be found an Indian

who does not wear coral on some or other part of his body. The Chinese mix the red coral with jade beads, and

wear them as ornaments for the neck and head. .
.

. The red coral was once considered the most valuable, but

present fashion awards the palm to the pink ones.
...

It is often imitated.” The Indians appear to share the old

belief of Europe that it preserved against witchcraft.

Coral is said to form the new leaves of the Kalpa tree of Heaven. According to Sanskrit lore, it is cool,

sweet, grace-imparting, being, when worn, very beneficial to women. When Mangala, or Mars, is evil, it should

be worn. He who bestows, it with diamonds, pearls, and rubies on Brahmans, goes to Indra’s heaven. The

serpents who adore coral emblems come to greatness. These should be worshipped in October. He who

worships Krishna with coral can subdue the three worlds, and she who is desirous of securing the good graces

of her husband should adore the same deity with a thousand gems red like coral. The Burmese consider it to

be one of the nine precious gems. One variety of deep red coral is said instantly to cure from poisoning. The

Arabs and Persians value Murjan, or Muga, very highly. It is said to stop bleeding, to be an antidote for

poisons, and to protect infants from many
ills.

The peculiar qualities attached to certain precious objects which are universally believed in in the East, are

not unknown in the West. A few of these ideas have been noted in some detail in regard to the turquoise and

coral, but there is much lore of the kind in relation to all the common gems to be found in the works of the Raja
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and of other writers. His own ideas are expressed in the following quotation from his interesting work, a copy

of which he was kind enough to give to the writer of these articles twenty-five years ago. He observes :—“ It is

simply an error on the part of European writers on jewellery to assert that the use of stones externally or

internally has no practical influence over the human body or mind.” These views are generally shared by all

Indians. Most of them certainly believe in their medical action, whether for good or evil. As to the former,

powdered pearls, gold, and other precious things enter into a number of well-known formulae ; thus, for example,

Maharaja Takht Singh, G.C.5.1., the chief of Jodhpur, who died in 1872, showed the writer a number of boluses

which his Baids, or Hindu physicians, had made for him at the cost of about fifty rupees each pill. As to the

latter, the case of the Maharaja of Baroda, who was accused of'attempting the life of the British Resident, turned

chiefly upon the alleged administration of powdered diamonds or rubies, and
my opinion as to their powers was

asked by several Indian princes at the time.

According to Marco Polo (1260-1294), “ The coral which is carried from our parts of the world has a better

sale than in any other country.” Yule, the editor of his works, observes :—“ Coral is still a very popular adorn-

ment in the Himalayan countries.” The merchant Tavernier says “the people to the north of the Great

Moghul’s territories, and in the mountains of Assam and Tibet, wr ere the greatest purchasers of coral.” Marco

Polo also notes that “ Coral is in great demand in this country [that of the great Kublai Khan] and fetches a

high price, for they delight to hang it round the necks of their women and of their idols.” Yule adds, “Mr.

Cooper notices the eager demand for coral at Bathang.” It is used with the turquoise in the long ornaments for

the back of the head, and in collars. Waddell quotes some lines of a love song he heard near Darjeeling, which

shows the value attached to coral and the turquoise :

“ My love is like the image in a pure silver mirror,

Beyond the reach of grasping hands, and only won by loving heart.

Like a tree of costly coral, like a leaf gemmed with turquoise,
Like a fruit of precious pearls, you, my love, are rare.

You are loveliest of lovely flowers, and where’er you go,

1, as a turquoise butterfly, will follow my flower.”

Mrs. Rivett-Carnac describes certain ornaments as follows :—“ Parak ; turquoise head-dress, worn by Ladakh

and Tibetan women. This head-dress, somewhat in the shape of a cobra’s head, is worn falling back from the

forehead over the head, often to the waist, loaded with turquoises in the rough, and quaint carnelian brooches

often engraved. A ‘ parak ’is a lady’s dower, and until she has one of ordinary dimensions, a girl is supposed

not to marry. The hair is plaited into long thin wisps intermingled, to lengthen it, with false hair made of wool ;
the different plaits meet at the waist, and there forming one single plait, they fall to the ankles, ending in a bunch

of artificial hair similar to the tuft on a cow’s tail.” Under the head Kanthi, Mrs. Rivett-Carnac states that these

necklaces, common as they appear, are worn by Brahmans of high caste. They have a religious significance and

are sold in hundreds at the large religious fairs. The wearers, either men or women, adopt them as a sort of

badge of religious sanctity, and are understood never to take them off; should they be broken or lost, they must

be immediately replaced, as the wearer can neither eat nor drink, nor perform any religious ceremonies, until they

are replaced. This description applies only to the necklaces made of straw, pith, and of different seeds and

wooden beads.” Brass brooches ; worn by the women in the mountains beyond Simla towards Tibet. “ This

brooch is curiously like the ancient Irish brooch. It is used as the only fastening to the long woollen plaid

which serves all the purposes of a dress to the village women. This plaid is most artistically arranged ; first

passed over one shoulder and under the other, it is fastened across the chest with the large brooch and chains ; it

is then wound round the waist as a skirt; and, as it is a good length when fastened by the woollen cords or

waist bands, it falls plaited at the back more gracefully than any fashionable lady’s pannier. Add to this long

false plaits mixed In the hair and falling low over the shoulders ; earrings, from which depend long silver chains

drooping with the hair and passed from ear to ear ; a bright red bunch of wool, worn as a chignon and filling up

the space between the plaits ; the whole surmounted by a low red-crowned cap, a veritable pork-pie. Europe

might learn a lesson in artistic simplicity from these village girls ; few are good-looking, as we count good looks,

but all possess a free careless
grace, though upon them fall the entire burden of work, while the men saunter

along with distaffs in their hands, or idle and smoke in the sun.”

In “Tibet and the Tibetans,” by G. Sandberg (1906), we read that in Lhasa and Tse-t’ang there

are large communities of Nepalese who carry on the goldsmiths’ and jewellers’ occupations, and that they

are also the chief metal-workers, chemists, and cloth-dyers. The Dokpa (or nomadic people) women

wear, besides the tunic (worn by men), woollen petticoats ; also a curious piebald-looking shawl made
up

of

various coloured strips of blanket and pinned to the tunic over the breast with large brass skewers. 1 heir head-

dress varies with the province inhabited, but is usually decorated with turquoise and coral. 1 hey pride them-
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selves on being superior to the ordinary Tibetan of the town and village. Of the women of East Central Tibet,

Mr. Rockhill writes :■—“The women wear their hair in a great number of little plaits, falling over the shoulder

like a cloak and reaching below the waist. Down the middle of the back is fixed a broad band of red, green, and

other coloured stuffs, on which they sew ornaments of silver, turquoise, coral, or any other ornamental knick-knack

they may have.”

Amongst the Abors of South-Eastern Tibet, in the extreme districts near Assam, according to Mr. Needham,

“ Unmarried girls wear over the jointure of their legs, for decency’s sake, five or six flat circular plates of brass, one

slightly overlapping the other, called boisp, fixed to a plaited band of thin cane, under their petticoats ;
and while

working in their fields, or in the village, on a hot day, it is the only article they have to cover their nakedness.
. . .

They are excessively fond of necklaces, earrings, and bracelets ; in fact, of finery of all sorts.
. . .

The women are

clad only in a short petticoat reaching not quite to the knee. Their big, heavy limbs are much exposed, without

any delicacy, and are tattooed under the bend of the knee.”

The Miri women, south-west of the Abors, wear loose cane rings about the loins, ornamentally coloured.

The Moslims, who occupy the mountainous tracts north-east of Sadiya, in Assam, for both sexes, distend the

lobes of their ears with enormous silver earrings. The women are neatly covered, and, if married, wear a band

of thin silver round the head. The Ladakh women’s characteristic head-dress is the Perak, previously described.

Of Lhasa merchants, the Nepalese or Palpo tradesmen stand first. The artificers in brass, the goldsmiths,

chemists, jewellers, dyers, and ironmongers, are all of that race. In Lhasa, women of every station, with a few

exceptions (said, however, to be on the increase), follow the custom of staining the face with blotches of

mahogany-coloured dye known as tui-ja. This disfigurement, founded on a law enacted 280 years ago, with the

view of reducing the natural attractiveness of the female face to the other sex, forms almost a complete disguise
to the countenance. Within doors, the paint is not deemed comme il feint. In the Ranwchhe Temple are

figures—Dolma, carved in sandalwood ; Chhakna Dorje (dark blue mumen stone) ; Chenraisi (two ; one of two

large conch shells ; one of sandalwood) ; and others of jade, coral, and a single block of turquoise. Queens of the

fairies in the shrine are made of five different materials, viz., amber, turquoise, human bone, conch shell,

and coral.

The great interest felt in ornaments in India is shewn by the number of proverbs on the subject. A few are

quoted here from Capt. (now Sir R.) Temple’s edition of the “Dictionary of Hindustani Proverbs” by Dr. S. W.

Fallon ; —-

Apnd Idl ganvde-ke dar dar mange bhik :
“

Having lost his ruby, he begs from door to door.” (The results

of extravagance). Apni gnrya sanvdrnd : “To dress up one’s own doll.” (Spoken of a father who defrays the

whole expense of his daughter’s marriage, her dress, ornaments, etc., without any charge to the bridegroom or

his family). Bhar hath chun, pat, sim rdnr (Eastern women) :
“

Bracelets on her arms, and a widow withal!
”

(A gay widow ; bracelets are only worn by a femme covert). Bhid gai din dihdra, mundo ne sehrd bdndha : “For-

getting the olden time, the widow is wearing a marriage chaplet.” (Making a swr ell of herself; applied to those

who, in prosperity, have forgotten the meanness of their origin). Bihi hain bharmdli, kdn pitar ki ball (Eastern

women); “My lady is very consequential on the strength of a brass earring!
”

Bindh gayd so moti, rah gayd so

patthar :
“ Pierced it is a pearl; unpierced it is a stone.” (Said of an unstable, feeble character). Chit ke ghar

men paras hotd hat: “The philosopher’s stone in the kite’s nest.” (Kites sometimes carry off gold ornaments;

Mohamedan women allege the reason to be that the young kites will not open their eyes until some gold is placed
in their nest). Chor ke ghar mor :

“ A peacock in the thief’s house.” (A thing that betrays itself. Proverb

founded on the story of a peacock who swallowed a gold necklace which a thief had stolen and brought home : the

biter bit). Churave nath-vdli, ndm lage chtrkuthi-vdli kd\ “A nose-ring a woman steals, and a ragged wench

is charged with it.” (The wealth of the rich covers a multitude of sins). Dileri mardon ka gahnd hat ; “Bravery

is man’s jewel.” Du lari bityd, inte ka latkan! : “ A darling daughter and bricks for her earrings !
”

Gan dhan,

gaj dhan, kanak dhan, ratan khan, bnhu khan, jab dyd santokh dhan, sab dhan dhul samdn :
“ Wealth in cattle

and elephants and gold and mines and gems are all as dirt when wealth in contentment comes.” Ghar jalgayd,
tab churiydn puchhin (Women’s language) ; “When the house was burnt, they admired her bangles.” (A vain

woman, in a fit of vexation, set fire to her own house because nobody noticed her new bangles. As she was

pointing, however, to the burning house, her bangles attracted attention. “Ah!” she said, “if you had admired

them sooner, my house would not have been burnt.”). Gitdar men Idl nahin chhipta : “You cannot hide a ruby

in a rag.” (Truth cannot be hidden; murder will out). Hath kangan ko drsi kya hai? (Women’s language) : “To

see the bracelet on your arm needs no mirror.” (In answer to one who puts a question the reply to which is

self-evident; the arsf is a small mirror worn on the thumb by women). Hire ki qadar janhri jdne :
“ A jeweller

only knows the value of a diamond.” Jangal men moti ki qadr nahin :
“ Pearls are of no value in a desert.” (A
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man of talents and learning is of no estimation among ignorant people). Kale ke age chirdg nakin jalta, ; “No

lamp will burn before a black snake.” (Because it is supposed to carry a jewel in its head. The proverb means

that nothing prevails before a tyrant). Kan pydre to hdliydn, joru pyari to sdliyan :
“

Love my ears, love my

earrings ; love my wife, love her sisters.” (Love me, love my dog). Koi dine men dekhe, koi drsi men :
“ Some

look at themselves in a mirror, and some in a tiny looking-glass.” (The face is the same wherever seen ; a rose

by any other name would smell as sweet). Miyan hath anguthi, bivi ke kdn pat
,

Launri ke ddnt fnissi
,

tinon

ki ek bat :
“ The ring on a husband’s hand, the ring in a wife’s ear, the black on a slave girl’s teeth, are all alike.”

(All these are of a foppish kind ;as is the master, so is the servant). Miydn ndk kdtne ko phiren
,

bivi kahen

“ nath garhd do" (Women’s proverb) : “The husband comes to cut off her nose, and the wife says,
‘ Buy me a

nose-ring.’” (Cross purposes). Ndk ho to nathiyd sobhe [Women’s proverb] : “The nose-ring becomes a nose.”

Mope bdzu-hand nahin
,

aur sab gahnd; Piyd hi kamdi mohe nahin lahnd : “My husband’s earnings are of no

benefit to me; I have no armlets, though all other jewellery.” (Unreasonable discontent). Rani ruthegi apna

suhdg legi; kyd kisi ka bhdg legi\
“ When the Queen is angry, she can take back her ornaments, but she cannot

take away anyone’s fate.” (The ornaments worn by the women of a native court belong to the Raja, and, of

course, are worn only during pleasure). Sond sundr kd; abhran sansdr ki : “The ornament is the wearer’s, but

the gold remains with the goldsmith.” Sone men pili, motiyi men dhaulon [Women’s proverb]. “She is

yellow with gold and white with pearls.” (Richly decorated with ornaments). Sundr apni man ki noth men se

bhi churdtt hai: “1 he goldsmith wall steal a piece of his own mother's nose-ring.” Turn hind baiyar had

aisi, bin pdni ke khetijaisi : “A woman without ornaments is like a field without water.” Zar
,
zamin, zanjhagre

ki jar hain :
“Money, land, and women are the roots of quarrel.” Beta jan kar niv chale, sond pahan-kar dhak

chale [Women’s proverb]: “Walk lowly after giving birth to a son, and veil closely when you wear gold.”

(Warning to women never to be proud of their sons or vain of their ornaments).
The following are from the “ Hitopadesha,” a famous work :

“Although a gem may tumble at the feet, and a piece of glass be worn upon the head, yet, at the season of

buying and selling, glass is glass, and gems are gems.” (Servants and houses should be suited to the situation.

A gem
should not be placed at the feet. The same is to be understood of an able man, referring to employing

men in positions suited to their abilities).
“A husband is a woman’s ornament, although himself be unadorned; but when she is without one, be she

ornamented, she is not adorned.”

Lastly, in the “ Light of Asia
”

we read this couplet:—
“ Like threads of silver, seen through crystal beads,

Let love, through good deeds, show.”

The writer feels that it is necessary to make an apology to the authors of the different works and to his

readers for the length of the quotations in this part of the Journal ; but, as he has not been in Burma, no other

course seemed possible in order that the subject might be complete.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART XI.

Plate 125.—853. Women from Ladakh and Simla. Reproduction from an original painting by William

Carpenter, which is now in the Indian Museum, where there are many other interesting and valuable works of the

same artist, the whole forming an accurate and beautiful series of illustrations of the picturesque buildings of

India and of characteristic scenes from the life of the people. I.M. 59-1882.

Plate 126. —854 and 855. Bracelets of the Queen of (Tjer) Zer, second king of the Ist dynasty ; one of the

earliest known ornaments. Reproduced by kind permission of the Egypt Exploration Fund. The estimated

date for the first Egyptian dynasty is from about 5500 b.c., which makes for the bracelets an age of perhaps

7,300 years, for Tjer or Zer was probably the second of all the kings. Even if we place the reign of Zer between

4777-4514 b.c., as some authorities do, the bracelets of his queen must be the oldest historical ornaments in the

world. (The title on the plate should be altered from 11. to I. dynasty.) 856. Necklace of glass beads. Necklaces

of this form are very popular amongst the
poorer classes of North India, and women of the better classes do not

disdain to wear them, though they may sometimes substitute gems for the beads. The three centre balls on a

rigid rod are known as the timania, or three beads. 857. Necklace of fluted beads of a gilded composition ; also

common. 858. Rosary of yellow stone beads resembling amber, used by Mohamedans in the Panjab, arranged
thus—l long bead (not counted in the rosary), 32 oval beads, 1 small disc, 33 oval beads, 1 disc, and 32 oval beads;

total, 100 beads. 859. Rosary of 99 beads; black spotted seeds and coral; Mohamedan; North India. 860. Neck-

lace of glass beads strung as a net. 861. Necklace of glass beads arranged in a chevron or wave pattern ; there



are many other arrangements of beads in common use. 862. Necklace of chopped pieces of grass, common amongst

the lowest classes and Hindu ascetics; the pieces are dyed in different colours and strung in different ways. 863.

Necklace of beads of black glass ornamented with red and white spots ; North Indian. 864. Necklace of strings

of cylindrical red glass and gilt beads; North India. 865. Necklace of forest seeds made in the “All Saints”

Mission, Mazagon, Bombay, by Sudra or low caste women; described on pages 94 and 95, Part VII. of this

series ( Journal of Indian Art and Industry , No. 101). 866. Necklace of polished coix and other seeds and gilt

beads, made at the “All Saints” Mission, and named the Princess of Wales pattern by kind permission of Her

Royal Highness. 867. Glass imitations of the human eye, worn in Palestine to avert the “ evil eye,” shewing the

universality of the superstition in the East. 868. Portion of a necklace of green glass eyes from Palestine. 869.

Illustrations of most of the seeds used in the “ All Saints
”

Mission, Mazagon, for making necklaces, bracelets, etc.,

as follow;—1. Fever nut; 2. Babul (Acacia arabica); 3. Canne ; 4. Lai eval, or red weed seed; 5. White cassia;

6. Kumbli ; 7. Cassia Fistula; 8. Ouille (black); 9. Gul mohr, or peacock flower seed ; 10. Coix (another variety of

16); 11. Rudraksha (small); 12. Ouille (grey) ; 13. Chieku; 14. Cassia gigantus ; 15. Paranarium, or guinea grass ;

16. Coix (Job’s tears, Coix Lachyrma Jobi); 17. Teak (Tectona grandis) ; 18. Flame of the forest; 19. Lushi;

20. Supari, or betel nut; 21. Rudraksha (Eloeocarpus ganitrus); 22. Nukte, or Indian teazle.

Plate 127.—870 to 896. Necklaces and rosaries from the Jaipur Museum and the author’s collection.

870. Metal amulet engraved with rude figures. 873-4-6-9, 881-3-4-5-6-7-8, 890-6-7-8. Necklaces of glass beads.

871. Bracelet of seeds. 872. Anklet of twisted gilt wire. 875. Rosary of white and gilt glass beads, separated

by star-shaped pieces of red paper, shewing the extraordinary substances of which ornaments are made'. 878,

Armlet of interlocking zig-zag bars of gilt metal ; a very popular and ancient design in gold or silver. 880. Part

of an iron rosary used by Nihang Sikhs. 882. Torque of gilt base metal, with incised central pattern. 891.

Anklet of gilt base metal. 879, 892. Necklaces shewing common forms of pendants. 893. Part of a rosary of

forest seeds. 894. Tibetan rosary of wooden beads cut into the forms of monks or sages. 895. Part of a Mohamedan

rosary of olive wood. 896. Armlet or Necklace of glass beads. 897. Armlet or Necklace of gilt beads. 898.

Necklace or Armlet of gilt beads.

Plate 128. —899 to 907. Sectarian brass stamps, seals, or chaps, used chiefly by followers of Vishnu.

Full descriptions of the sects of Vishnavis (Sampradaya) will be found in the late Mr. Growse’s work

on Mathura. 899. Sectarial mark of the Gokul Sampradaya emblem, the “ shankh
”

or shell. 900. Chakra or

quoit, used by followers of Krishna. 901. Some of the seals have the names of deities; as, for example, “ Sri-

Radha-Krishna,” a consort of Krishna; or invocations, as “Sri Radha Krishna—Sri Brindaban—Sri Rupasana,”

seal used by followers of Krishna and Radha—the holy Radha and Krishna—the holy Brindaban (birthplace of

Krishna), etc. The ordinary objects represented are the shankh (shell), chakra (disc or quoit), gada (the mace),

padma (the lotus), the four emblems of Vishnu and Krishna, and his “ Charan Paduka” or foot-marks. These

sacred objects are stamped on the body, and are represented on metal ornaments. 908-9-10. Copper bracelets

worn by Jogis or Sivaite ascetics. These are cast and are rather elaborate. The projecting figure in the centre

is usually the lingam, or symbol of Siva, with four heads. Facing it is his vehicle, Nandi, the bull; between is a

flame or trident. There are three rows of figures round the bracelet; the outer are, for the most part, varieties

of the lingam. On the centre are representations of Siva or Mahadeo (his wife or Shakti), Devi, Bhavani, or

Kali, etc. ; his son, Ganesha, the elephant-headed ; and other personages connected with Sivaite worship ; foot

impressions ; garlands ; serpents ; linga ; rattles or drums
; emblems of the sun and moon ; and other Sivaite

symbols. 91 1. Copper arm ornament worn by followers of Hanuman, the monkey-headed god, son of Vayu, the

Wind, who was devoted to Rama, a famous incarnation of Vishnu and the hero of the Ramayana. 912. Brass

badge, or armlet, worn by the worshippers of Devi, Durga, Bhavani, or Kali, wife of Siva.

Plate 129.—Rosaries. 913. Roman Catholic rosary of cut-wood beads united by metal chains, with metal

pendent crucifix ; blessed by the Pope in 1907. 914. Indian rosary (Hindu) of corrugated seeds; Mala Bait;

from Jawala Mukhi, 915. Rosary of carved beads and cross; from Bethlehem, Palestine. 916, 917, 918. Parts

of rosaries of tulsi wood, used by followers of Vishnu throughout India. The tulsi (sweet basil, or Occymum

sanctum) is sacred to Vishnu, the second person of the Brahmanical Trinity, and to his incarnations. 919. Part of

a rosary of olive wood beads from Peshawar. 920. Part of a rosary of large Rudraksha or Utrasum beads; sacred

to Siva. 921. Part of a rosary of seeds of the sacred lotus (Nelumbium speciosum); Kaval cloda mala. 922.

Bracelet (used as a rosary) of lotus seeds. 923. Bracelet or small rosary of white chandan or sandal-wood

(Pterocarpus santalinum album). 924. Rosary (Mohamedan) of Zaitun wood. 925. Rosary of tulsi wood. 926.

Rosary of white seeds from Jawala Mukhi in the Kangra Valley (a shrine of Devi, wife of Siva), where flaming

gas emerges
from the earth. Jawala Mukhi is the Hindi name for a volcano. It was at this place that

the operation of making artificial noses from the forehead—the Indian method—was much practised by Indians.
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927. Rosary of small Rudraksha seeds. 928. Rosary of cut sandalwood beads ;
used by worshippers of Vishnu.

According to Haji Khan, the Persians believe that God will lend his advice to the Moslim who consults him

through the beads of a rosary.
This method is called an

“ estakhhareh,” and is made thus :—“ Having read a

verse of the Holy Scriptures, you place the finger on a bead ; then, counting the beads from that point to the

nearer end of the thread, you believe God will grant you your heart’s desire provided the number be odd, but

that He will refuse your request if it be even.” Even the choice of a wife is referred to the arbitrament of the

“estakhhareh.” No wonder, then, that it is valued and enriched. The doctors keep small-pox endemic by their

curious remedies. Silver amulets containing texts out of the Koran are worn as preservatives of health. The

saints and “ estakhharehs
”

are sometimes the only doctors. Every pilgrim must take with him to Mecca a

rosary,
the

square piece of unbaked clay called “ mohre
”

(which he touches with his forehead when he bows in

prayer) and a copy of the Kordn. The rosary has ninety-nine beads, corresponding with the wondrous names

of God used in prayer.

Plate 130.—929. Waist-band with necklet (not shewn) attached; silver; imbricated pattern set with

turquoises and coral; modern Indian. L. of waist-band, :6fin. (Paris Exhibition.) Bought, I.M.

591-68. Probably Tibetan. 930. Earring (one of a pair); brass set with turquoises; Tibet. Lent by J. D.

Cramer-Roberts, Esq., and the Right Rev. F. A. R. Cramer-Roberts, D.D. (late Bishop of Nassau). I.M. 10.

931.
Head ornament,

“

Begah
”

; silver embossed, and ball ornament; Nagode, Baghelkand (Rewah), Central

India. I.M. 3462. 932. Amulet case; brass and copper; rectangular, for holding a sacred image; Tibet.

2\ in. by 2 in. Bought from the Taylor Collection, 6s. I.M. 1208. 933. Part of ornament for the back of the

hair, “ Parak
”

; red cloth, to which are attached amulets and uncut turquoises, mounted and unmounted. B.M.

There are similar ones in the Indian Museum. The ornament, as worn by the women of Tibet, is shown in use

in Plate 125.

Plate 131.—934. Necklet, consisting of five silver pendants strung on a silk cord, with a silver fastening;

bold incised work; Tibet. Lent by J. D. Cramer-Roberts, Esq., and the Bishop of Nassau. I.M. 13. 935.

Necklace, “ Kirchi,” of coral beads with eight silver amulet cases ; worn by Ladakh women ; Tibet. I.M. 3070.

936. Head ornament; silver ; two chased bosses with pendants connected by chains and burnished drops (grelots)

to the centre of star and crescent-shaped ornaments ; worn by Brinjara women in Nepal. The Brinjaras are

travelling gipsies, or carriers of grain, salt, etc., from one part of North India to the other. They followed all the

great armies in former times in India, and to capture them was almost a battle won. The women wear most

archaic ornaments of silver and base metal. I.M. 439.

Plate 132.—937. Girdle; damasked velvet, with eight bossed ornaments of turquoises in cloisonne mounts

surrounded by coloured stones, alternating with smaller ornaments of a similar character, and terminating in a

silver-gilt clasp set with turquoises; Afghan. L. 2ft. y-g-in., W. 3§in. I.M. 542-69. 938. Double Necklace,

“ Buddhl
”

; silver embossed stars, connected by larger stones with boat-shaped pendants and drops; Nagode,

Baghelkand. I.M. 3490. 939. Neck Ornament, “Jhabjha”; tassel of silver spiral ribs and balls, with three

similar tassels attached to chains and drops; Nagode. I.M. 3465. The Nagode work is peculiarly bold, and

characteristic of the work of gold and silver smiths in Rajputana and Central India. 940. Arm ornament, Baju-

band ; silver, embossed and burnished, in form of flowers; Nagode. I.M. 3488.

Plate 133. —941. Anklet, Khalkhal, for children; silvered metal band with pendent grelots or hawk-bells;

Syrian (also common in India). Diam. 2 in. Bought at the Annual International Exhibition, 1872. I.M. 1539.

942. Ornament for a fez or tarbush, “Ivors Tarbush”; gilt metal filigree, circular, set with coloured glass;

Syrian. Diam. qf in. Bought (Annual International Exhibition, 1872), 7s. I.M. 1559. 943. Head-dress of

silver, topped with beads and set with jade, glass, and turquoises; Algerian, 19th century. Bought. I.M. 1302.

The combination of bold silver work and rough beads or discs of jade, amber, glass, etc., is common all over the

East and is effective. The spiral ornament, which is very primitive, should also be noticed in connection with

Etruscan and Indian ornament, etc. 944. Ring, with expanding circular bezel chased in relief, profile to right ;

Northern Indian, 18th century. (Warterton Collection. Bought, 7s. 6d.) V. and A. 1015. 945. Earring; gold

wire, granulated on the lower part in front, to which is attached a semi-circular-headed cartouche, twisted, cord

border ; at the bottom are three loops for pendants, now wanting ; originally set with gems ;
Ancient Greek.

L. if in. (Webb Collection.) V. and A. 8764-63.

Plate 134.—946 to 968. Ornaments worn by aboriginal tribes in Assam. From the British Museum ;

Ethnographical Gallery. 946. Assam-Naga coral necklace. 947, 948. Assam-Naga ear ornaments ; purchased

1874. 949, 950. Ear ornaments ; Assam-Naga; given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1871. (7345.) 951, 952. Assam-

Akka double necklaces; given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1885. (3360.) 953, 954. Ear ornament; Assam-Naga;

given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1867. (434.) 955. Amber ring worn by priests; 1868. (489.) 956. Man’s ear
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ornament; Assam-Naga ; given by Colonel Keatinge, 1885. (3359.) 957. Ear ornament of carnelian beads;

Assam-Naga ; given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1868. (4922.) 958. Assam-Naga penanular rings; given by Colonel

Keatinge. (1099.) 959- Assam-Naga ornaments worn by women. 960. Assam-Naga ear ornaments; given by

Dr. J. M. Foster, 1872. 961. Assam-Naga ear ornaments of pure tin; Patkoi Mountains, Burma; given by Dr.

J. M. Foster, 1878. (843-4.) 962. Assam-Naga woman’s hair-pins; given by Colonel Keatinge. (1077.) 963.

Assam-Naga breast ornaments; given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1871. (7347.) 964. Assam-Naga man’s wristlet;

given by Dr. J. M. Foster, 1872. (8302.) 965. Assam-Naga man’s gauntlet; given by Colonel R. H. Keatinge,

1879. 966. Assam-Naga necklace, with boar’s tusks and pendants; given by A. W. Franks, Esq., 1870. 967.

Assam-Naga bracelets ; shells strung on red and yellow thread. 968. Assam-Naga ornaments, as sold for trim-

ming a woman’s “ metlah ”

; given by Dr. J. M. Foster, 1878. All these ornaments are arranged on one plaque,

and illustrate how many generous donors assist in forming our national collections. They also shew the infinite

variety of materials, generally of no intrinsic value, which go to make up the ornaments of wild races.

Plate 135.—969. Belt; gold plates with applied repousse scroll ornament and diaper ornaments set with

seventy-one jewels ; discovered in levelling a Buddhist temple at Rangoon in April, 1853. Dated the year 846

(a.d. 1484-5). L. 2ft. W. fin. I.M. 2757. 970, 971. Ear-plugs, a pair; green stained ivory, set with

imitation stones ; used by dancing girls ; Burmese. L. if in. I.M. 10135. 972. Part of a neck-chain of seven

strings of beads and rings; gold; Hul bautlay ; Burmese. I.M. 3161. 973. Red gold diaper band with

numerous pendent ornaments of seed pearls, gold beads, and pointed drops; Burma. I.M. 3165. 974. Neck

ornament; Baiyet; red gold filigree rosettes, crescents, and pendants hanging from a chain band
; Burma. I.M.

3163. (See previous notes on Burmese necklaces or dalizans.)

Plate 136. —975. Waist-band ; an order of nobility, consisting of four ornaments (three shown) of perforated

gold, set with uncut rubies connected by twisted gold cords. From the King of Ava (Burma). I.M. 3157. The

Nepalese also introduced such ornaments of gold chains, to distinguish the different ranks of officers in their

army. 976. Bangle, made in two parts; gold, set with three rows of rubies; Ava (Burma). I.M. 3159. 977.

Ear-plug; plain gold, mounted with eighteen diamonds in open work. I.M. 3172. 978. Ear-plug of perforated

gold, with dome-shaped top ; Burma. I.M. 3171. 979. Leaf-shaped ring of gold loops and plates set with nine

rubies; a portion of the Burmese regalia. L. of bezel, 1 in., Diam. 1 in. I.M. 3170 (and 276).

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

125. Women from Ladakh and Simla. 126. Bracelets, Necklaces, Beads, Seeds, etc. 127. Necklaces and

Rosaries. 128. Brass Stamps, Copper and Brass Bracelets, and Arm Ornaments. 129. Rosaries. 130. Waist-

band, Earring, Head Ornament, and Amulet. 131. Necklaces and Head Ornament. 132. Girdle, Necklace, and

Neck and Arm Ornaments. 133. Anklet, Ornament for a Fez, Head-dress, Ring, and Earring. 134. Ornaments

worn by aboriginal tribes in Assam. 135. Belt, Ear-plugs, Part of Neck-chain, Gold Band, and Neck Ornament.

136. Waist-band, Bangle, Ear-plugs, and Ring.
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125-—853- Women from Ladakh and Simla. Original painted by William Carpenter. I.M. 59-1882.





126.-854, 855. Bracelets of the Queen of King Zer, 11. dynasty ; one of the earliest ornaments known ; by kind permission of

the Egypt Exploration Fund. 856 to 864. Nine specimens of Indian Necklaces of beads, etc. 865, 866. Bead Neck-

laces made in the All Saints’ Mission, Mazagon, Bombay. 867. Glass imitations of the eye worn in Palestine to avert

the evil eye. 868. String of beads like 867, worn as a necklace. 869. Examples of seeds prepared for necklaces, etc.,

in the Mazagon Mission.





127-

—870
to

898.

Necklaces
and

Rosaries.

Jaipur

Museum.





128.—899 to 907. Sectarian brass stamps or chaps worn chiefly by worshippers of Vishnu. 908 to 910. Copper Bracelets worn

by Jogis or Sivaite ascetics. 91 1. Copper Arm Ornament worn by followers of Hanuman. 912. Brass Badge or Arm

Ornament worn by worshippers of Devi or Durga. From Jaipur. Collection of the author.





129.—Rosaries. (91310928.) 913. Christian; Roman Catholic. From Rome. 915. Christian. From Jerusalem. The rest

are Indian.





130.—9 29- Waistband ; silver, set with turquoises and coral. Modern Indian (Tibetan?). I.M. 591. 930. Earring ; brass and

turquoises. Tibet. Cramer-Roberts Collection. I.M. 10. 931. Head Ornament,
“ Begah

”

; silver embossed. Nagode.
I.M. 3462. 932. Amulet; brass and copper. Tibet. I.M. 1208. 933. Part of Ornament for the back of the hair,
“ Parak

”

; rough turquoises, set and unset, with brass and turquoise amulet sewn on cloth. B.M.





131.—934. Necklace of silver pendants strung on a silk cord ; Tibet. Cramer-Roberts Collection. I.M. 13. 935- Fart ol

Necklace of coral beads, with silver amulets worn by Ladakh women ; Tibet. I.M. 3070. 936. Part of Head Orna-

ment ; silver chased bosses with pendants, star, crescent and drops connected by chains ; worn by Brinjara women ;
Nepal. I.M. 439.





132.—937. Girdle; velvet enriched with bosses and smaller ornaments of turquoises in cloisonne mounts, surrounded by

coloured stones ; Afghan. I.M. 542. 938. Double Necklace, Baddhi; silver embossed stars, boat-shaped pendants and

drops; Nagode. I.M. 3490. 939 Neck Ornament or Tassel, Jhubjha; silver; Nagode. I.M. 3465. 940. Arm

Ornament, Bajuband ; silver embossed and burnished ; Nagode. I.M. 3488.





X3- —941. Anklet; silver metal band and grelots or hawk bells; worn by children. Syrian. I.M. 1539. 942. Ornament for

a fez or turband, Korstarbush ; gilt metal filigree. Syrian. I.M, 1559. 943. Head-dress of silver topped with beads,

and set with jade, glass, and turquoises. Algerian, 19th century. I.M. 1302. 944. Ring; North Indian, 18th century.
V. and A. 1015. 945. Earring, gold; Greek. V and A. 8764-63.





134-— to 968. Ornaments worn by aboriginal tribes in Assam. From the British Museum; Ethnographical Gallery.





135 —969. Belt; gold plates with applied repousse ornament, and diaper borders set with jewels; A.D. 1484-5. Found in

levelling a temple in Rangoon, Burma. I.M. 12757. 970, 971. Ear-plugs; green jasper. Burma. I.M. 10135. 972. Part

of a Neck-chain of seven strings of beads and clasps; Burma. I.M. 3161. 973. Red gold diaper band with numerous

pendent ornaments of seed pearls, gold beads, and pointed drops; Burma. I.M. 3165. 974. Neck Ornament, Baiyet;
red gold filigree rosettes, crescents, and pendants hanging from a chain band. I.M. 3163.





*3®* 975- Waist-band ;an order of nobility, consisting of four ornaments of perforated gold set with uncut rubies, connected

by twisted gold cords; from the King of Ava (Burma). I.M.
3157. 976. Bangle; massive gold, set with three rows of

rubies; Ava, Burma. I.M. 3159. 977. Ear-plug; plain gold, mounted with eighteen diamonds in open-work ; Burma.

I.M.
3172. 978. Ear-plug of perforated gold with dome-shaped top; Burma. I.M. 3171. 979. Ring of gold loops and

plates, set with nine rubies ; from the Burmese regalia. I.M. 3170.





PART XII.

ANTIQUE JEWELLERY AND ORNAMENTS,

WITH REFERENCE TO THE HISTORY OF THE SUBJECT, AND THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF

THE DIFFERENT STYLES ; MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND ADDENDA.

“ Or where the gorgeous East with richest hand

Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold.”

[Milton’s Paradise Lost , Book ii. 1. i.]
“ Better a diamond with a flaw than a pebble without.” [Chinese proverb.]

“ With the tinkling jewelled anklets,
With the flashing, jingling necklace,
With the show of girdles garrulous

From their ringing, ringing bells,
With the sound of lovely jingles
From the rows of rolling bangles,—
(Pray) whose heart is not bewildered

While the moon-faced maiden swings ?”

[Act 11. Scene IV. St. 32 J 1
“ As the central gem, brilliant with golden setting, adorns the necklace.”—p. 183.

“ Even women who are devoid of (natural) beauty put on ornaments, (for) they win a certain comeliness by such embellish-

ment ; (but) adornments make the comeliness, even of a person who is naturally handsome, to unfold itself (to still greater beauty).”

■ —Kapura-Manjari , Act 1., 31,

It may be thought that the representation and description of the jewellery and ornaments of the ancient

world beyond the boundaries of India should not be included in a journal which is nominally devoted to that

country. There are, however, several reasons which seem to justify such a course. Of these, the most important

is the fact that the Journal is intended as much for the use of Indians as it is for Europeans; secondly, the

inclusion of some of the best examples of the beautiful work of the past in the galleries of Europe will enable

students to judge for themselves what influences, if any, have been felt in India, on the one hand, of the old

civilizations
; or whether, on the other, the latter have in any way derived ideas from the former.

Owing to the courtesy of such authorities as Sir E. M. Thompson, Director of the British Museum
;

Mr.

A. B. Skinner, late Director of the Art Museum (Victoria and Albert Museum), and their staffs, especially Mr. C.

Stanley Clarke and of other gentlemen, it has been possible to reproduce more fine examples of the jewellery
of the ancient world than have perhaps ever been brought together in two numbers of a Journal.

The subject of jewellery is one of extreme interest, especially in those countries in which it is used as capital.

For this, as for other reasons which have been alluded to in previous articles, it has been the cause of numerous

wars and of the destruction of many human beings. It has been the source, perhaps, of more misery than any

other form of property ; and the joy or advantages which are supposed to accrue to its possession have been the

mainsprings, if not the only incentives, of many ambitions. The observations which have been already made

prove that there are many sides to the subject, and that its consideration, instead of occupying only one small

work, might indeed extend to many volumes.

As to the character of Oriental jewellery, one might quote, as most instructive and valuable, the reflections

of Ruskin, in ‘‘The Lamp of Truth” of his famous work on Architecture, where he says: —-“Ornament, as 1

have often observed, has two entirely distinct sources of agreeableness ; one, that of the abstract beauty of its

forms, which, for the present, we will suppose to be the same whether they come from the hand or the machine ;

the other, the sense of human labour and care spent upon it.” In writing of carved work, though he applies his

remarks also to ornaments, he continues thus :—“ Its true delightfulness depends on our discovering in it the

record of thoughts and intents, and trials, and heart-breakings—of recoveries and joyfulness of success ; but,

granting it even obscure, it is presumed or understood ; and in that is the worth of the thing, just as much as the

worth of anything else we call precious.” How true is all this of Indian ornaments. Even if much is the

repetition of well-known forms, yet every specimen is hand-made, and if of silver or gold, it is fashioned in the

presence of the purchaser, who seems to feel every step of the process which converts his or her hard-won metal

1 The stanza is a tour deforce in the use of imitative words (onomatopoeia). Translation of the Karpura-Manjari (Camphor-Cluster) of .Rajaoekhara. about

900 a.d., by C, R. Lanman, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 1901.
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into an object of personal delight. Each ornament, too, is the result of carving, hammering, etching, or some

process involving thought and individual skill instead of the perfection of the machine, which turns out innumer-

able examples of highly-polished, accurately-modelled, and absolutely exact copies of one original, which,

however beautiful they may be, can never satisfy the aesthetic sense of anyone. Moreover, the types of ornaments

are comparatively few, and, as such, recall to their wearers —caste, family, country, and history in a way
which

no present-day jewellery amongst educated people in Europe ever does or can do.

Ruskin is very hard
upon those who wear false jewels, which “no woman of feeling would do,” because “the

using of them is just as downright and inexcusable a lie as the employment of false ornament in building,” where

“

you use that which pretends to a worth which it has not; which pretends to have cost, and to be, what it did

not, and is not ; it is an imposition, a vulgarity, an impertinence, and a sin.” These words are quoted because in

India there is no such pretence about the wearing of ornaments of base metal or beads, or other objects of the

like nature. Ihe lowest classes often use silver, gold, and gems, perhaps chiefly to represent capital ;
but those

who wear articles of little intrinsic worth do so because of their decorative value, their beauty in their eyes,

tribal or caste custom, or their religious value ; but there is no concealment, no display of false pearls as true, or

of brass as gold. 1 here may be fraud on the part of the jeweller or goldsmith, but the purchaser is innocent.

Such being the case, we can with pleasure study the ornaments of the poor, so many of which have been

illustrated in the Journal, for we are sure that it is only want of money, a fact well known to all who see them on

the owners, that prevents such articles from being made of the rarest materials, such as are found in exactly the

same designs in the jewellery of the rich. There is no shame in a country in which the caste or position of

everyone is known—even in those exceptional cases in which, under sumptuary laws or customs, such as still

exist in some native states, the use of precious metals, particularly gold, or of gems in jewellery is prohibited to

certain people.

Jewellery is not only worn because it is of intrinsic value, and because it is beautiful, but for religious or

superstitious reasons. All these points have had frequent illustration in previous papers, but require some

further consideration in a final review of the subject. Thus we find that Messrs. Haji Khan and Wilfrid Sparrow
in “With the Pilgrims to Mecca” have something of interest to tell us in connection with ornaments, especially
from the Persian point of view.

“1 he universal belief in omens is traditional, and extends, among other things, to precious stones. By far

the luckiest of these is the flesh-coloured carnelian, which is a great favourite with the men. It owes its

popularity to the fact that the Prophet himself is said to have worn a carnelian ring set in silver on the little

finger of his right hand. It grew still more in favour at a later period, because Jafar, the famous Imam, declared

‘ that the desires ot every man who wore it would be gratified.’ The Shiahs have the name of one of the twelve

Imams engraved upon it; others make use of it as a seal bearing their own names. Hardly less lucky are the

turquoise and ruby, which are believed to have the effect of warding off poverty from those who are fortunate

enough to possess them. This is why they are treasured by the fair sex, the ruby being, perhaps, the more

dearly loved of the two.” To avoid evil, the new moon must be seen “on the face of a friend, on a copy of the

Korhn, or on a turquoise stone.” Some high officials choose gold seals ornamented with diamonds ; and others,

turquoise seals decorated with pearls or with rubies. Sometimes a line of poetry is engraved with the owner’s

name.

Musalmans are great believers in amulets. The Baba ghuli is worn by Muslim children. It is usually a

carnelian, set in silver, engraved with a short chapter of the Koran. One which Haji Khan bought had twenty-

two alternate rubies and emeralds round the stone. The amulet had two loops or links, to which were attached

threaded strings of gold ending with tassels, and a running noose for fastening round the arm.

Shiah Persian boys often wear a tugh or silver chain round the neck, to which is attached a silver bowl

called kashkul. It is changed every year until the boy is nine years old, at the end of which the nine chains are

sent, as propitiatory offerings, to the shrine of some saint, especially to that of Abbas in Kerbela. Sometimes a

pair of hands, in memory of Abbas, whose hands were cut off at Kerbela, is hung upon the chain.

Oak apples, or mazus, are also used as charms. These are often set in silver, which is at times beautifully

chased. Haji Khan was told that this particular kind of mazu is suspended on a chain and worn on the breasts

by women.

Madame de Barrera, in her “Gems and Jewels” (i860), sums up a good deal of the existing materials, from

which the following notes are extracted:—-“The breastplate of the High Priest contained twelve stones of

inestimable value—a sardius, a topaz, a carbuncle, an emerald, a sapphire, a diamond, a figure, an agate, an

amethyst, a beryl, an onyx, and a jasper, each of which was engraved with the name of one of the twelve tribes

of Israel” Madame de Barrera thinks that many circumstances concur to point out India as the birthplace of the



taste for precious stones or of their discovery. She refers to the ring Sudarsim 1
,

which, with the precious stone

on the breastplate, sends forth a light that illuminates Vaikuntha, the divine abode of their wearer, Vishnu.

Quintus Curtius writes of pearls as the scum thrown off by the sea, which has no other value than that

which luxury gives it. He speaks of the earrings of precious stones and bracelets of gold of those who were

distinguished by birth or wealth ; and of the Persian troops called the Immortals, who wore collars of gold, and

dresses of cloth of gold, with jackets, the sleeves of which were covered with precious stones. The king wore a

girdle of gold, such as women wear, from which hung a sword, the sheath of which was covered with precious

stones, so skilfully set that the w'hole mass of gems
looked like a single stone. The belles of ancient Egypt

adorned their brows with diadems of pearls, and their throats with necklaces of four rows of precious stones and

with gold collars ; they wore bracelets and armlets set with amber, and earrings with three drops. The fingers

of the men were loaded with rings. Nine precious stones were worn on the garments of the Tyrian lords, viz.,

the sardius, topaz, diamond, beryl, onyx, jasper, sapphire, emerald, and carbuncle.

Madame de Barrera refers to the similarity of the ornaments, helping perhaps to prove their having the

same origin, of the extinct races of South America (Mexico and Peru) and the Jews of the
age

of Solomon. Ihe

ensigns of power were the same, and consisted of crowns, bracelets, sceptres, sandles, and royal mantles. The

pendants from the arms, and the breastplate especially, appear to be of Hebrew origin. The taste for rich dress

and ornaments was imported from Asia into Greece, and thence to Rome. The Greek and Roman jewellers

had varied the form and style of ornaments to such a degree, that, according to archaeologists, our most modern

artists are merely copyists or imitators.

Eleanora of Provence, wife of Henry HI. of England, had no less than nine “guirlands, or chapelets,” for her

hair, formed of gold filigree and clusters of coloured precious stones. The greatest artists (for example, Leonardo

da Vinci and Benvenuto Cellini) in the sixteenth century, designed the rich ornaments which were worn. Jewels

were more acceptable to Queen Elizabeth than any other offering, so great was her passion for them. The

conquests of Mexico and Peru, achieved towards the close of 1543, and the discovery of the rich mines there,

made the precious metals much more common, towards the end of the seventeenth century, than they had

hitherto been.

Ctesias tells us that the fine stones of which the Babylonians made seals, came from India; and that the

sardonyxes, onyxes, and other stones for signets, were picked up on the mountains adjoining the deserts. The

testimony of modern travellers have confirmed this author’s reports ; and to this day the finest lapis-lazuli is still

found in these parts.

The principal mines of Oriental agates at the present day are in the little principality of Rajpipla in the

province of Gujerat, fourteen miles distant from the town of Broach, where they are cut into different ornaments

and trinkets. Hence, perhaps, the jewellers’ term “brooch.” The Oriental carnelian comes from the East

Indies, etc. A necklace of very large pearls, such as that worn by the Sultan Tippoo when he died at the gates

of his capital, and that which the Shah of Persia wears, is an important part of the royal regalia in the East.

The ancients never engraved on hyaline corundums ; engraved gems of this class belong to the modern

times. Among the most celebrated is a ruby that belonged to Runjeet Singh, weighing fourteen rupees (half an

ounce), and on which were engraved the names of several kings, its former possessors ; among them were those

of Aurangzeb and Ahmed Shah. The Aztecs were exceptions, as they engraved precious stones. The “ Shah

of Persia” diamond, given by the Persian ruler to Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, has engraved upon it the names

of its former owners, as follows :—“ Ek-Bek Schak, Nazim Schak, P'eth Ali Schak—Lords of Irostan.” Rienzi,

the last of the Roman tribunes, was identified by the conspirators who slew him, by his armlets.

Tavernier says that the ladies of Bagdad wore a collar of pearls round the face. Indian courtesans pierce

the left nostril. In Lars and Ormuz the females pierce even the upper part of the nose, in order to fasten a

sheet of gold over it. The chain was a badge of honour among the Egyptians, Chaldeans, and Persians, also in

ancient Ireland. Amongst the Gauls, the chain and necklace for women were very
ancient. Girdles are of very

great antiquity. The Christians’ girdle was instituted by Mota Vakel, caliph in the year
of Hegira 235, to be

worn by Christians throughout the East as a badge of their profession.

Crowns were rather a sacerdotal than a regal ornament, and were looked upon, in the first ages, as insignia

of the Divinity. When the same person was priest and ruler, the crown became the attribute of sovereignty.

Roman bridegrooms wore crowns. The ancient Persian monarchs wore as the insignia of sovereignty a purple

and white tiara, Called cydaris. There is no crown in the Persian regalia of the present day, unless the cap

enriched with jewels, worn by the king, be so called. Tavernier, who witnessed the accession of several Oriental

princes, thus describes the investiture :—“ I was present at the accessions of Cha Sephi 1. and of Cha Abbas 11.,

1 Su-darsan, more properly the discus of Vishnu or Krishna.
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but saw no crown placed on the monarch’s head on either occasion ; nor is the ceremony of a coronation used in

any part of Asia. The principal mark of investiture, both in Persia and Constantinople, is the girding on of the

sabre. A cap, covered with the richest jewels in the treasury, is placed upon the sovereign’s head ; but this cap

has no resemblance to a crown. The same ceremony
of the sabre and

cap
is used with the great Moghul, the

king of Visapur, and the king of Golconda.”

Among the Arabs, the expression “to have a ring in one’s ear” is synonymous with being a slave. The

Rabbis assert that Eve’s ears were bored when she was exiled from Eden, as a sign of slavery and submission to

man, her master. If so, the slaves have since found a way to make their masters atone for this humiliation.

The earring given to Rebekah weighed half an ounce. Pearls, amongst the Romans, were the most

expensive earrings. The importance given to the earring among East Indian princes is evidenced in the title of

the Emperor of Astracan, who styles himself “ Emperor of Astracan, Possessor of the White Elephant and of the

Two Earrings, and, in virtue of this possession, legitimate heir of Pegu and Birnia, Lord of the Twelve Provinces

of Bengal, and the Twelve Kings who place their hands under his feet.”

In the East, bracelets are generally worn by women and armlets by men. The armlet, however, is in use

among men only as one of the insignia of sovereign power. We still find such a distinguishing band of jewelled

metal (as was taken from the arm of Saul) worn as a mark of royalty from the Tigris to the Ganges. Rebekah’s

bracelets weighed five ounces. Sir John Chardin tells us that ornaments as heavy, if not heavier, are worn now

by the Eastern women. Bracelets of gold, twisted rope-wise, are those now most in use in Western Asia.

In modern times, the most celebrated armlets are those which form part of the regalia of the Persian kings,

and which formerly belonged to the Moghul emperors of China. These ornaments are of dazzling splendour,
and the jewels in them are of such large size and immense value that the pair are estimated at two hundred

thousand pounds. The principal stone of the right armlet is famous in the East by the name of the Devia-e-nur,

or
“ Sea of Light.” It weighs one hundred and eighty-six carats, and is considered the diamond of finest lustre

in the world. The principal jewel of the left armlet, although of somewhat inferior size (one hundred and forty-

six carats) and value, is renowned as the Toh-e-mah, “Crown of the Moors.” The imperial armlets, generally

set with jewels, may also be observed in most of the portraits of the Indian emperors. Ihe famous Koh-i-nur

was worn by Runjeet Singh, set in an armlet.

In ancient sculptures Ormuzd, the Good Principle of the Zoroastrians, is represented holding a ring in one

hand as the symbol of omnipotence. All the Hindu and Moghul divinities of antiquity, as well as those of the

present day, are loaded with rings. The statues of the gods in the Island of Elephants (supposed to date ten

centuries earlier than our era), though they have no garments on, are adorned with head-gear, necklaces, earrings,

finger rings, belts, and also their various attributes. The use of the ring to give validity as a signature to a

document seems to be universal. It existed among the ancient Chaldeans, Babylonians, Persians, Greeks, and

subsequently the Romans. All Asiatics, the Peruvians, and Mexicans wore rings also on the toes. Ihe seal

ring was used by the ancient Romans to serve as a key. It is unnecessary to quote Madame de Barrera any

further. Sufficient has been noted to shew what an enormous amount of lore and speculation is connected with

the subject of jewellery.
As regards the antiquity of Indian art of all kinds, in the synopsis of the lectures delivered by Professor

Reinach, at the Ecole de Louvre, published in 1904,
he is represented as speaking as follows : —“ If I pass over

the art of India and of China, it is because the great antiquity attributed to these is a delusion. India had no

art before the period of Alexander the Great.” This is a sweeping statement, but is there any real evidence to

disprove it P Mr. Marshall, Director-General of Archaeology in India, gives us some facts which are worth con-

sideration in this connection. In the Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India for 1902-3, in which

he has a most interesting article on
“ Buddhist Gold Jewellery,” he remarks upon the very small number of

specimens of ancient jewellery which have come down to us, which he attributes to the fact that there has not

been, as in Western countries, a custom of burying personal ornaments with the remains of the dead. In the

case of the Buddhists, practically all the pieces of jewellery which we possess have been found in their stupas or

topes, and some of these, perhaps the most superior in technique and design, are described and illustrated in his

paper. Nos. 3to 10, and 13, 14, and 15 of his illustrations were found at Tordhu, a village not far from the

Indus, in the Yusufzai district of the Frontier Province.

The following description of some of the ornaments is in his own words : —“ 1 and 2. Iwo pendants

identical in all respects. It consists of two separate pieces, the upper
attached to the lower by means of a hook

which
passes through a hollow cylinder. It was stated that they were thus fastened together at the time of

finding; and, as the marks caused by the rubbing of the hook at the edges of the cylinder bear out this state-

ment, we may believe that the two parts were originally combined to form one ornament, although it must be



remarked that the combination is a clumsy one, and that the cylinder seems more suited for the reception" of a

jewel enriched with a setting of gold, such as that shewn in fig. 16. The upper portion of the ornament is built

upon a framework of flat gold wire, which is twisted into the form of a square, subdivided into four smaller

squares. Beneath this is a somewhat broader band of gold ending in two hooks which project beyond the frame-

work on either side ; at the point of projection the base of the hooks is enriched with a small circlet edged with

granules. The ornament attached to this framework consists of a large central flower with trefoil leaves springing
from the border of its obcordate petals, and with four smaller blossoms-—one at each corner of the framework—-

united to it by means of tendril-like bands. The corolla of the central flower is formed of a sheet of gold

roughly cut to the required shape, with a fine gold wire soldered round its edge, which serves to delineate more

precisely the contour of its petals. The surface visible within this wire is covered with granules. The six

smaller petals above the corolla, which seem to constitute a sort of corona, are composed of two laminae united

only at their edges by a narrow band soldered between them. Above these again, are five smaller obcordate

petals, each forming a cloison, from which, unfortunately, the coloured jewel paste has disappeared. In the

centre of the flower is a raised cylinder with flanged edge, bordered with particles of gold of larger size than

those which decorate the petals of the corolla; the flange of the cylinder is separately attached, and the cylinder

itself was once, no doubt, closed with a gem cut en cabochon. Gems also were originally inlaid in the small

blossoms at the corners, and coloured paste or stones (probably lapis lazuli and garnet) in the trefoiled leaves

which alternate between them.”

“ The lower half of the ornament consists of a fanciful design, on either side of which is an infant Eros riding

on a winged sea-lion, with four chains and bells suspended beneath him. The vase-shaped ornament in the

middle is set upon a three-stepped base, from which hangs a cluster of five drops of gold, with a pyramid of five

tiny granules clinging to each
; the granules are of solid metal, but the larger drops are hollow, being formed of

half globes beaten out and soldered together. The body of the vase-shaped design in the centre, for the motifof

which we may compare the top of a silver casket from one of the Hidda topes, is a mere skeleton of filigrain

work, with tiny rosettes of gold granules disposed about its shoulder; but the foot, neck, and cylinder above

consist of hollow tubes ornamented with granulated headings. The cylinder, which rather suggests a Buddhist

cakra or wheel, is like the one in the centre of the flower above, flanged with a separate band of gold. The

Erotes and sea-monsters appear to have been cast in a mould, and afterwards chased with a graver’s tool ; the

hair of the boys is very carefully worked, and falls on their shoulders in a natural row of ringlets. Their wings,

and the wings and ears of the monsters, both front and back, were inlaid with paste, a fragment of which, of blue

green colour, still remains in one of the ears.
. . . Between the rings, from which the chains are suspended, are

small bosses like nail heads, and to the lower extremity of the chains miniature bells were attached ; only one of

these bells is now left, and within it, at the time of finding, a small pearl is said to have been hanging.”

Fig. 3 is particularly interesting, because the round medallion hanging from a chain is in the form of a

stupa. It is set with garnets and lapis lazuli, and part of it is “ornamented with drawn threads of finest filigrain

bordered by a granulated beading.” Fig. 4is an elaborate earring, and the outer surface of the hollow body of

the ornament is “completely covered with granules of a more developed type than are found in the preceding

examples. Each granule is a half globe of beaten gold, to which a single grain is affixed, like so many miniature

breasts.” In one of the heart-shaped cloisons of the jewel, silver foil for backing a transparent gem
still remains.

Similar foil is found beneath the carbuncle, a garnet en cabochon , in fig. 16. The earring (fig. 7), of solid gold

and first-rate workmanship, is like that of bracelets worn by a figure in one of the Ajanta cave paintings (Griffiths’

The Paintings in the Buddhist Cave Temples of Ajanta, Vol. I. p. 18, fig. 53). There is also a finger ring with

a coin of Vasudeva’s successor; it is believed to be Huviska, who reigned about the second century a.d.

Mr. Marshall refers to the main features of the designs of these ornaments under the heads—1. Decoration

of the surface of the metal with fine granules ; 2. The incrustation of gems ; 3. The ornamentation of little

pyramids of granules. The writer notes that the art of granulating was a favourite one among the ancient gold-

workers of the countries bordering on the Eastern Mediterranean, and mentions the unlikelihood of such an ingenious

and extremely laborious process having been discovered independently in those countries and in India. Ihe

art is described by Cellini, who shews that each grain was separately soldered on ; but it is not improbable that

in some of the finer work from Etruria the grains were sprinkled like dust over the surface which had to be

covered. The antiquity of the process, he adds, seems to be against its having been borrowed from India, as

exquisite examples date, it appears, from the sixth dynasty in Egypt, and specimens occur amongst 1 rojan and

early Mycenean gold work, and still more commonly towards the end of the Mycenean age (Enkomi), when

Phoenician influence predominated. This art prevailed in other countries so influenced, as Cyprus, Sardinia, and

Etruria. It flourished in Greece proper, and in the Greek colonies in Italy and Asia Minor, until at least the
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second century b.c., but was long forgotten in Europe and not re-discovered until Castellan! found it still

surviving in an obscure Italian village. It is probable, therefore, that it was introduced into India “when the

influences of Western Asia were imprinting themselves so deeply on the coinage, gem engraving, architecture

and sculpture of the Gandhara country.” In short, it is another illustration of the borrowing power
which is so

characteristic of the Indian who, in so many things, is a splendid imitator, especially when infinite patience and

delicacy of manipulation are required. Illustrations of the most magnificent examples of this most important art,

from the British Museum and other collections, are included in the present number of the Journal.

Mr. Marshall observes that if the art of granulating was a Western one, that of incrusting is undoubtedly
of Eastern origin, and that it was probably made known in the Mediterranean area when the conquests of

Alexander had opened up the Orient. The paper should be read in order to ascertain the arguments on which

this calculation is based. Incidentally he refers to the chains with bells or other pendants in figs. 1 and 2, which

figure extensively in Hindu-Buddhist and Mohamedan architecture, which Grunwedel divined as being, in the

case of the Buddhist stupa at Barahat (Cunningham), as having been borrowed from jewellery. These chains,

bells, and pendants are also found among the modern Turkoman ornaments. As to the little pyramids of

granules clinging to each other, Mr. Marshall observes that they are “certainly identical with the motif which

the little clusters on our Indian jewellery were designed to express, the only difference being that the Cypriote

ornament is, if anything, slightly more naturalistic and original.” This, again, seems to be borrowed from the

West. He concludes by remarking that “ The hybrid character of these ornaments
.. . point to their being the

outcome of that widely diffused cosmopolitan art of Western Asia, which was chiefly developed from the fusion

of Hellenic and Oriental influences in the fourth and third centuries b.c., and which gradually permeated east-

ward and was assimilated at a later date into the Buddhist art of Northern India.”

With reference to the above remarks, how interesting is the account, in the Times of March 9th, 1909, of

Dr. M. A. Stein’s lecture before the Royal Geographical Society on March Bth, on his exploration in Central

Asia. In October, 1906, he found at Niya, a small oasis to the east of Keriya and Kotan in Central Asia, many

relics dating from about the third century a.d. Amongst them, “It added to his gratification to see that a

number of the rectangular and wedge-shaped letter tablets (which were very numerous) still retained intact

their original string fastenings, and a few even their clay seal impressions. How cheering it was to discover on

them representations of Heracles and Eros left by the impact of classical intaglios.” A leading article of the

same day’s Times refers to the remarkable discovery, concerning the Great Wall of China, which was made by

Dr. Stein as “a central fact, around which all our information about that Graeco-Indo-Chinese civilization must

crystallize.” Here, 2,000 years ago, there was a meeting-place of great civilizations which may help us to realize

in some degree the origin of many of the patterns which have assisted in the formation of what we are pleased to

call Indian art.

In the Annual Report accounts are also given of excavations at Charsada on the Swat river, in the Frontier

Province. Amethyst, onyx, and lapis lazuli beads were found, as well as shell bracelets. Similar objects were

found, as described by me in Part 111., on the old Sambhur site, and at other places, according to Mr. Marshall, as at

Brahmanabad in Sindh. Some of the fragments of shell had parallel lines incised upon them, and one had a

single row of circular bosses. The sections of the shell (conch shell) were pierced for the wire by which they

were joined together. Round and fluted beads of blue vitreous paste, others of bone (some cut in a series of

three or more), others of crystal, chalcedony, agate, lapis lazuli, carnelian, turquoise, and glass were found
;

and

most of them seem to have been cut. Most of the above seem to have been of early Mohamedan times before

the twelfth century a.d., but others not unlike them were discovered with coins of the Indo-Scythic period.

These are figured in the Report. Messrs. Marshall and Vogel remark that necklaces of a similar design in gold

are still common in Northern and Western India. In one specimen shewn there were
“

twenty-one beads, round

and fluted ; the flutings vary from seven to twenty in number.” The bands were made of vitreous paste, with

pale blue surface. A curious necklace of seventy-two double-flexured beads shews a design which, in different

varieties, is common enough in North India. Cowrie shells were also found pierced for suspension. In another

mound, besides amber and other beads, bronzes, such as seventy earrings, were found. Ihe forms are common

enough now, and the practice of using three stones is thus seen to be ancient. The simplest type of the rings is

of plain copper wire with the ends twisted together. This type is elaborated by coaling the wire with silver, and

still further, by threading on it small beads of crystal, silver, or vitreous paste. There were also iron rings.

Mr. A. Rea also has a long paper on the “ Prehistoric Antiquities in Tinnevelly.” He describes numerous

objects which he discovered in the vast cemetery at Adillanatur. The most remarkable articles of jewellery were

“gold frontlets of thin gold leaf, so flimsy that they could not possibly have been used as jewellery in real life.

They are mere imitations of the genuine article, substituted by the relations of the dead, who no doubt kept the
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more substantial jewellery for themselves.” We find somewhat similar specimens in the British Museum.

Mr. Rea remarks that “the comparative rarity of bronze objects and their use for personal ornament, shews

that this metal must then have been scarce, highly valued, and used only by the higher class of people. The

only gold ornaments found in the tombs are diadems.” One specimen, a ring of iron covered with gold plating,

was found. One specimen of a pottery earring was obtained ; fish vertebrae were used for the same purpose.

There were bangles of bronze, plain or with bells, or wire with or without pointed knobs ; necklaces of wire

rings, some with bronze beads ; and bronze diadems with embossed dotted ornament, and a hole at each end, as

in the gold specimens.

We may now turn more particularly to Egypt and the views of different writers upon the arts of that

country, and first to Wilkinson’s “Ancient Egyptians,” Vol. 11. (ed. Birch, 1878) : —-“That the Egyptians made

use of precious stones
1 for their vases, and for women’s necklaces, rings, bracelets, and other ornamental purposes,

is evident from the paintings at Thebes, and from the numerous articles of jewellery discovered in the tombs.

They were among the presents brought by the conquered nations tributary to the Egyptians. Women of every

class vied with each other in the display of jewels of silver and jewels of gold. A bead, dating about 1500 b.c., of

Queen Hatasu (Hatshepsut 18th Dynasty, 1587 to 1328 b.c.) was formerly thought to have been of glass, but

Professor Maskelyne considers it to be of obsidian ; another at Liverpool is supposed to be of agate.” [S.B.]

Gems were counterfeited (Pliny) and a “necklace of false stones could be purchased at a Theban jeweller’s,

to please the wearer or deceive a stranger, by the appearance of reality." The use of gold, for jewellery and

various articles of luxury, dates from the most remote ages.
“ Pharoah, having arrayed Joseph in vestures of fine

linen, put a gold chain about his neck ; and the jewels of silver and gold borrowed from the Egyptians by the

Israelites at the time of their leaving Egypt (out of which the golden calf was afterwards made) suffice to prove

the great quantity of precious metals wrought at that time into female ornaments. . . From the mention of earrings

and bracelets, and jewels of silver and gold, in the days of Abraham, it is evident that in Asia, as well as in

Egypt, the art of metallurgy was known at a very remote period ; and workmen of the same countries are

noticed by Homer as excelling in the manufacture of arms, rich vases, and other objects inlaid or ornamented

with metals.”

The ornaments in gold found in Egypt consist of rings, bracelets, armlets, necklaces, earrings, and numerous

trinkets belonging to the toilet, many of which are of the early times of Usertesen I. (12th Dynasty) and

Thothmes 111. (18th Dynasty), the contemporaries of Joseph and Moses. Rings of gold and silver were used

in Egypt formerly, and even to the time of the Ptolemies. The earrings most usually worn by Egyptian ladies

were large, round, single hoops of gold from one inch and a half to two inches and one third in diameter, and

frequently of a still greater size, or made of six rings soldered together. Earrings of other forms have been

found—as one of a dragon, plain hoops, and simple studs.”

Women wore many rings, the left hand being peculiarly privileged, the third finger being most decorated, as

with us. Rings were even worn on the thumb. They were mostly of gold, and there were fancy devices.

Signet rings are often found on the fingers of mummies. “They had also large gold anklets or bangles, armlets

and bracelets frequently inlaid with stones or enamel ; some were in the shape of snakes, and others as simple

rings, and worn by men as well as women. Kings are often represented with armlets and bracelets. Handsome

and richly ornamented necklaces were a principal part of the dress, both of men and women.”

The works of Maspero bring us down to the opinions of the present day. Thus, in his “Manual of Egyptian

Archmology
”

(G. Maspero), by A. B. Edwards, 1902, we read as follows Orientals, men and women alike,

are great lovers of jewellery. The Egyptians were no exceptions to this rule.” Not satisfied with adorning

themselves, when living, with a profusion of trinkets, they loaded the arms, the fingers, the neck, the ears, the

brow, and the ankles of their dead with more or less costly ornaments. “Chains and rings have come down to

us in large number, as indeed might be expected. The ring, in fact, was, not a simple ornament, but an actual

necessary. Official documents were not signed, but sealed ;
and the seal was good in law.” Every Egyptian,

therefore, had his seal. The ring was the most essential ornament for the husband ; the necklace for his wife.

They were of all sizes and patterns, varying in length from two inches to sixty-three inches. Maspero mentions

the pectorals of gold cloisonne work, inlaid with vitreous paste or precious stones, of Amenemhat 11., Usertesen

11. and HI. (12th Dynasty, 2778-2568 b.c.); the parure, at Berlin, of an Ethiopian Candace; the jewels of

Prince Psar at the Louvre ; and, above all, the ornaments of Queen Aahhotep, wife of Karnes (a king of the

17th Dynasty) and mother of Aahmes I. (first king of 18th Dynasty, 1587-1328 b.c.), which are at Cairo.

“ Scarabs, having begun as phylacteries, ended by becoming mere ornaments. They were set in rings, as neck-

lace pendants, as earrings, and as bracelets.”

1 Rather harder than precious stones; carnelian, lapis lazuli, Amazon stone, jasper, and their imitations being principally employed, but no transparent

precious stones.—S.B. (Saml. Birch).
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“In the prehistoric period, as throughout Egyptian history, beads are found abundantly in graves. Through-

out the whole of prehistoric times, so far as they are known to us, there were beads of agate, carnelian, brown

and white quartz, steatite, calcite, and glazed pottery, Beads of stone glazed green or blue, of turquoise,

amethyst, lazuli, serpentine, haematite, obsidian, porphyry, silver, and gold were not used so early. In the tomb

of King Zer, 1
at Abydos, part of an arm—presumably of a queen —was found with four bracelets intact beneath

the linen wrappings. The bracelets are made of pure soft gold, turquoise, dark purple lazuli, and amethyst. One

bracelet is made up of alternate plaques of gold and turquoise. 2

. . .
The workmanship of the other three bracelets

is exquisite.”

In his “ L’Archeologie Egyptienne
”

{published in 1907) in the chapter on the Industrial Arts, Mons. G.

Maspero has also an interesting section on the metals, and for our purpose his most valuable notes are found in

this section. He shews how, in the earliest times, silver seems to have been of more value than gold. Gold,

silver, and electrum (a mixture of the two) was applied to bronze, stone and wood even long before the days of

Cheops. Some of the early bas-reliefs shew goldsmiths at work in much the same manner, or with the same

appliances, as those in use in the India of to-day. Recent discoveries at Benha, the ancient Athribis, prove that

goldsmiths’ work was not less flourishing under the Theban dynasties than those of more recent times (2700 b.c.,

old Theban kingdom ; 1635, the new). He refers to the enormous amount of jewellery buried with the mummies,

which were often literally cuirassed in gold, much of which was, however, strictly funereal in being made especially

for the purpose. That which was fabricated for the living was treated with a care which left nothing to desire.

Vast numbers of seals and chains have come down to us. Every Egyptian required the former. For the poor,

it was of copper or silver; for the rich, it shewed every kind of work in gold. It was often encrusted with a

stone with the device of the owner thereon. The Egyptian women wore chains as their principal ornament.

Maspero saw one in silver nearly a metre in length. The number and variety of ornaments was immense.

Petrie found four bracelets of gold, composed of plaques of gold and blue enamel, pearls, amethyst pendants, and

paste in glass, which belonged to a Thinite princess (the first two dynasties). From the Memphite period,

beginning with the 3rd Dynasty, came bracelets and collars, in which each grain is an imitation ot the Cyprcea

moneta (cowrie) shell ; and the 12th Dynasty triumphs with the treasure of Dashur (Memphite kingdom, 4400 to

2700 b.c.). There was a coronet, which he figures, of the Queen Khnoumouit, of roses combined with lyres in

gold, lapis lazuli, coral, red jasper, and green feldspar, of great beauty and solidity. Most magnificent of all were

the ornaments of the Queen Ahhotpou I. (wife of Kamosis, a king of the 4th Dynasty, before 1635 b.c.), dis-

covered by Mariette Bey in 1859. Pearls, the turquoise, lapis lazuli, and coral were used, as also pastes or

enamel. The pectoral was worn between the breasts, which were sometimes covered with cups of enamelled

gold. In India, the latter ornament is not unknown.

P'rom Egypt it is an easy transition to the arts of Chaldcea and Assyria. Perrot and Chipiez tells us that

the Arab armourers did no more, perhaps, than practise an art (damascening) handed dowm to them from

immemorial times, and brought to perfection many years before in the workshops of Mesopotamia. In 1880,

Captain Clayton found in an ancient building in the neighbourhood of Van, the remains of four shields, now in

the British Museum, on one of which is an inscription of the time of Assurbanipal. In one shield (illustrated in

the book) the three circular bands are separated from each other and the central boss by a double cable ornament.

Hardly any objects of gold or silver have been discovered in Mesopotamia, probably because Assyrian tombs

have so far avoided discovery, these alone being safe depositories for such treasures. A few trinkets alone have

been found, the oldest jewels left having been obtained in the most ancient tombs at Karka. 1 heir forms are

simple, as bronze bracelets made of a bar tapering rapidly to each end and beaten with a hammer into a slight

oval. These bars are sometimes very thick. Golden ear-drops were made in the same way.

Kings and high personages wore less simple ornaments. Princes wore necklaces made up of separate

pieces having an emblematic signification, no doubt of gold. In the Louvre there is a bronze bracelet of the

same type as on the monuments. It has the heads of monsters at each end. In the foundations of Sergius’

palace were found the remains of necklaces of pierced stones, such as carnelian, red and yellow jasper, brown

sardonyx, amethyst, etc
,

cut into cylinders, polygons, medallions, and the shapes of the pear and olive or date

stone (like the stones at Nagar, in the Jaipur State). This use of precious stones was a survival from the days

when precious stones were turned to the same purpose.

At Konyundjik, a necklace of slender gold tubes, alternating with smooth and ribbed beads, was found.

Moulds for such patterns, with the design cut on one side in intaglio, have been found in serpentine or hard

limestone. In these the metal was either stamped or molten, according as to whether an opening is seen or not.

1 Second king of 1st Dynasty, 4777-4514 B.C. (See page 152 and Plate 126 - 854 and 855 — for full description).
2 Blue glaze or glass. —G.M.
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Layard figures such moulds for buttons, many of which have been found. Some have staples and others holes

for a metal thread for attachment to robes or harness. The Arab jewellers still use such moulds. Personal

jewellery seems to have been quite as elaborate in Babylon. No amber has been found in Mesopotamia. The

Assyrians used pearl and mother-of-pearl. In Egypt, artists, especially architects, were highly honoured; in

Mesopotamia it was not so. The Egyptians loved beauty and art, but the Babylonians worked for others. They

were the philosophers of the past and the thinkers. The germs of all useful arts and of all mental activities were

borne on their breath like a fertilizing dust.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART XII.

Plate 137.—980. Perak regalia. Electrotype bangle ; the original, of gold, forming a portion of the Perak

regalia, exhibited at the Indian and Colonial Exhibition, 1886. The exterior of the three coils is engraved in

scale pattern; the projecting griffin-shaped head, with open mouth, is set with rubies; Malay (Perak), 19th

century. Diam. in. Bought of Messrs. Elkington, £\o. I.M. 1887-77. 981. Ear-plug; Burma. An unusually

large specimen ; from the Indian Museum. 982. Betel-box and cover on stand ; the box of gold, decorated with

applied open-work heavily jewelled with diamonds, emeralds, and rubies ; the stand in form of a lotus supported

by a centre column and four dragons, the whole chased and jewelled ; Burmese. Height, I2§ in. ; diam. of stand,

10 in. ;of box, in. A portion of the Burmese regalia (box only reproduced). I.M. 208-1890. 983. Betel-box

(not shewn) and cover on stand. The box of gold ; the cover decorated with rows of jewels and plaited ornament

set with brilliants ; the centre is formed by the “ Nau ratan,” or nine-stone ornament, the ruby forming the centre

of which weighs 39-5- carats ; the stand of gold, in form of a lotus, in open-work, with filigree bosses, supported by

a centre column and four dragons (top of box only reproduced) ; Burmese. H. 12 in. ; diam. of box, in. ;of

stand, 105-in. A portion of the Burmese regalia. I.M. 209-1890.

Plate 138. —984 to 997 (except 906) gold ornaments from the Burmese regalia. 989, 991, and 997- Three

jewelled ornaments of leaf shape; 984 and 987, star-shaped. I.M. 289/7 and 289 n. 985-6-9 and 990. Rings set

with gems. I.M. 265, 260, 272 and 273. 993 and 995. Two jewelled Nau-ratan (or nine-gemmed ornaments).

I.M. 292 and 292 a. 994. Double jewelled comb. 996. Bracelet of gold filigree from Ava (Burma). I.M. 3167.

Plate 139.—998. Tableau of the Burma Ruby Mines (artist, W. T. Hemsley) at the recent Franco-British

Exhibition. Photographed and reproduced by permission of the Executive Committee of the t ranco-British

Exhibition of 1908.

Plate 140.—With the exception of 1000 and 1003, the illustrations are chosen to show the universality of

the custom of terminating anklets, bracelets, armlets, or torques with the heads of animals or monsters. 999.

Bracelet of gilt metal, with twisted body and ends of sea monsters. Sanskrit, makara ; Persian, azdaha. Modern

Indian ; Jaipur Museum. 1000. Statuette of gold, richly enamelled ; an Oriental prince. German ; 17th century.

The figure affords a good idea of the European ideas of an Oriental prince two or three centuries ago. b rom

the crescent at the top of the turban, it is evident that it is intended to represent a Mohamedan, and probably the

Sultan of Turkey. 8.M., Waddesdon Room, No. 190. 1001. Armlet, gold ; the ends representing heads of

animals; Roman. B.M. 1002. A small specimen (made for a child) of a bangle or bracelet of enamelled gold,

terminating in the heads of sea monsters. It is set with gems, chiefly diamonds, brom the Ulwar I reasury.

Many specimens of the kind are made in plain gold, or enamelled gold, with or without gems, in Jaipur, Ulwar,

Delhi, etc. The ends are formed of sea monsters and tigers’ or elephants’ heads. 1003. Gold necklace orna-

ment, or pendant, with hinged lid ;
it was probably used as an amulet case. The zigzag ornamentation is a fine

example of this class of work, and it should be noted that each small gold bead has been soldered on separately.

The zigzag design is not uncommon in Indian art. 8.M., Case J., Egyptian Room, No. 24,744. Ihe articles

in the case are said to date from b.c. 3600 to b.c. 300. 1004. The magnificent gold armlet (No. 442 V. and A.)

is the fellow of one which was acquired by Sir Augustus Franks, and presented by him as part of the “ Franks

Bequest” to the British Museum (see Plate 145, No. 1036). Both of these armlets were included in the I reasure

of the Oxus, of which a very full and learned description is given by Mr. O. M. Dalton in his work which was

printed by order of the Trustees of the Museum in 1905. The armilla now7 in the Victoria and Albert Museum

was purchased from Colonel Burton, w7 ho rescued much of the Oxus Treasure from robbers who had plundered

three merchants, to whom it belonged, while they were travelling from Kabul to India. According to their

story, they had bought these valuable objects from some of the people of Khandian (Kabadian), the site of an

ancient city about forty miles north of the Oxus river, which is flooded by the stream, from which they had

recovered it by digging in dry seasons. The whole history is most romantic, but cannot be given here ; but, as



the armlet is of a type which, in various modifications, has subsisted to the present day, Mr. Dalton’s technical

description of it, with an abstract of his note on the subject, is recorded (see Plate 145, No. 1036):—“ 116.

Gold Armilla ; penannular, the hoop almost solid at the back and tubular towards the ends, which are in the form

of winged monsters like those of figs. 4, 7 and 10, the hind-quarters and legs being represented in relief upon the

surface of the hoop. The ibex-like horns of each monster are chiselled on either side into a series of deep square

settings close together, and the ends are cup-shaped ; the neck and breast, the outer side of the wings, and the

back are ornamented with fine applied cells or cloisons, which in the first two cases simulate feathers, and on the

back are in the form of broad circumflex accents placed one above the other across an oblong sunk panel. The

face, body, and limbs are deeply chased with hollows following the designs of the monsters’ forms and emphasizing

them in a bold conventional style ; these hollows, like all the applied cells and chiselled settings, have been filled

with an inlay of shaped stones, only one of which remains between the wings of one monster.” H. 5 in., 12,3 cm.;

B. 4.5 in., 11 cm. ; Weight, 12 ozs. 370 grains. Mr. Dalton notes further that “the monster here represented is a

type borrowed in the main from Assyria and Babylonia, though this precise combination of limbs and features is

peculiar to Persia. In Persia, as in Babylonia and Assyria, composite monsters of this kind were representatives

of demonic powers. But even in Assyrian times a tendency to a purely decorative treatment had begun.” He

considers, moreover, that in the present instance the creature has a prophylactic significance, and that in spite of

its archaic type, its has lost its demoniac and maleficent character. It was probably worn by a person of high

rank, or is a ceremonial object, as an oath-ring or emblem of authority. The incurved form of the hoop is

common to a number of early armlets, which did not unfit them for actual use. The inlaid stones were probably

lazulite. The object may well be assigned to the fifth century, and in any case can hardly be later than the first

half of the fourth, b.c.” 1005. Armlet or bracelet of gold; one of a pair; the body is twisted and the ends

are conical and rather like the heads of snakes. Mesopotamia. 8.M., Corridor Case, Gold Room. 1006. Arm-

let with bulls’ heads ; finest period of Greek art; one of a pair. 8.M., Case D., Gold Room ; Blacas Collection.

1007. Ornament of gold leaf or powder on a brown composition. It is in the form of a monster with large head

and body diminishing to a tail. Egyptian; b.c. 1700 to b.c. ioo. 8.M., Egyptian Room, Case F. 15956.

1008. Gold bracelet of three twisted coils ending in snakes’ heads. From the Oxus Treasure, Franks’ Bequest.

8.M., Gold Room Corridor, 138.

Plate 141.—1009. Abyssinian band or fillet; gold. I.M. 89575. 1010. A head in relief, with
monogram.

A beautiful piece of ancient gold repousse work in very high relief; about 4th century b.c. ;
intended for personal

wear. Weight, 403 grains. Reproduced by permission of the executors of the late Gen. C. G. Pearse, C.B.

There are similar figures in gold and in bronze in the British Museum. 101 1. “A figure of a winged human-

headed, cloven-hoofed horse. A beautiful circular piece of rather solid repousse work. Circa 16th century b.c.

Perso-Nineveh School. Weight, 298 grains.” Lent by the late Gen. C. G. Pearse, C.8., to the India Museum

(copied by kind permission of his executors). 1012. Ring; enamelled blue, with diamonds set in gold. I.M. 529.

1013. Ring; with diamonds on red enamel, set in gold. I.M. 3530. 1014. Emerald bow-ring, carved from a

single stone; Moghul (Delhi, Panjab); 17th century. I.M. 2-1907. Lent by W. H. Broun, Esq. Probably

made for Moghul Emperor Shah Jahan, about 1650; carried off by Nadir Shah, ruler of Persia and Afghanistan,

after the sack of Delhi in 1739 ; restored by the fugitive Shah Sujah to Ranjit Singh at Lahore in 1813 ; found

with the regalia in the royal treasury at Lahore, on the termination of the second Sikh war in 1849. Inscription

engraved beneath the ring in Persian characters : —“ For a bow for the King of Kings, Nadir, Lord of the Con-

junction, at the subjugation of India, from the Jewel-house [at Delhi] it was selected 1152 [1739 a.d.].” (Copied

by kind permission of the owner). 1015. Ring of spiral bands of brass, copper, and iron, separated by carved

ornament. The ends are highly conventionalized silver heads, with turquoise eyes, to represent some animal.

Bought in Darjiling; probably Tibetan. Property of the author. 1016. Emerald cup, carved from a single

stone, mounted in gold, jewelled with rubies ; the foot chased, and partly overlaid with translucent gold enamel.

Moghul; Delhi, Panjab; 17th century. I.M. 1-1907. Lent by W. H. Broun, Esq. Probably made as 2-1907,

but there is no inscription. Copied by kind permission of the owner. 1017. Brass ornament representing the

Buddhist Wheel of the Law, on a stand. I.M. 844-7. 1018. Belt-clasp; silver, enriched with turquoise mosaic,

as described in Part IX. Similar to the old Mexican mosaic in the British Museum. Made at Srinagar in

Kashmir. Copied by permission of Mrs. Hendley.

Plate 142.—1019. Torso of reddish Udayagiri sandstone; Gautama Buddha when Prince Siddhartha.

Discovered in front of the western gateway of the Sanchi Tope near Bhilsa, Central India. Portion of a standing

figure, which formerly crowned one of the several detached columns erected by Asoka, king of Magadha.

Buddhist; 200 to 250 b.c. I.M. Lent by Major-General W. Kincaid, 1891. Copied by kind permission of the

owner. The necklace, with a row of bells on the lower portion, is particularly fine. The beautiful clasp of the
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shoulder belt or baldric is very similar to that of a fine gold ornament of the finest period of Greek art, in

the Gold Room at the British Museum. The statue is very graceful and beautifully formed and carved.

Plate 143.—1020. Group of carved black stone (carboniferous slate) representing the Hindu Vedic deity,

Surya, the Sun-god, Guardian of the South-west Quarter, standing in a seven-horsed chariot driven by the leg-

less Aruna (the Dawn), accompanied by celestial attendants, including archers (one missing) dispensing shafts of

light and heat; choristers (Gandharvas), dancers (Apsaras), and ascetics (Sanyasis). Excavated about iB6O in

the Rajmahal hills of India, Santhal Parganas, a district of Bengal; 12th or 13th century. Surya is chiefly

identified with Savitri, Aditya, Martanda, Mitra, Bhanu, Ravi, and Krishna. This is a large figure, and is copied

to shew what beautiful jewellery was known to or conceived by the Hindu artists of the 12th or 13th century.

I.M. 929-15. 1021. This figure, which is also chosen for illustration on account of its beautiful ornaments, is

of an early period. Relief of carved black stone representing Dharmmanatha, the fifteenth of the jain

Tirthankaras or saints, seated on a lotus flower; on the background and base are several smaller figures. 1.M.,

Lower Gallery.

Plate 144.—1022. Gold pin (with other ornaments) from Belluno, North Italy. The pin is in the form of a

hand ; this is the earliest example of a hand in use as a pin the author has seen. Modern examples of back-scratchers

so shaped are common in plain gold, or enamelled or jewelled, and in horn and ivory, or ivory inlay. 8.M., Corridor

Gold Room, Franks’ Bequest. 1023. Necklace of amethyst, having hollow-work gold beads, with “ utchat
”

gold

pendant; 19th dynasty, or a little later. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 600-34867. 1024. Necklace of gold and

carnelian beads in shape of prisms and bottles of flowers. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 756-1469. 1025. Neck-

lace of gold, lapis lazuli, and other beads, with metal shells, and pendants in the form of locks of hair, fish, and

the lotus, to which is attached the emblem of “millions of years.” Figured in Harmsworth’s “ History of the

World” as the necklace of an Egyptian lady of the time of Thothmes 11. (died about 1500 b.c.), and as a fine

piece of ancient Egyptian jewellery. 8.M., Case F, 760-3077. 1026. Gold necklace from Kouyunjik (or

Nineveh), on the east bank of the Tigris. Assyrian or Babylonian. 8.M., Assyrian Room, Case 11., 93. 1027.

String of gold beads and pendants in the shape of leaves, from a collar (usak); several have been prepared for

inlaying. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 774-3073. 1028. Necklace of carnelian, agate, and green
and blue

pottery beads; found in Assyria or Babylonia, b.c. 1705 to 625. Many of the other necklaces here exhibited

are worthy of examination, for they well illustrate the pitch of perfection to which the art of making glass and

porcelain beads was carried in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. Under the Greeks and Romans, variegated

glass beads were greatly in fashion, and the use of the stones, which were associated with the bead by the ancient

Egyptians, was not so widespread as in the dynastic period. 1029. Bracelet of amethysts, lapis lazuli, and

felspar beads, with connecting gold studs. 8.M., Case J, 775-3082. 1030. Necklace of gilded glass beads, some

of which are fluted. 8.M., Case], 792-351 19. 1031. Necklace of bottle-shaped and oblong carnelian beads,

with a pendant In the form of a vase or heart. 8.M., Case I, 798-3042.

Plate 145.—Further examples of ornaments terminating in the heads of animals. 1032. Penannular brace-

let of gold bound with wire and terminating with the heads and necks of rams looking away from each other.

Oxus Treasure. 8.M., Corridor, Gold Room, 137. 1033. Armlet or bracelet; gold, terminating in the heads

of rams set with turquoises ; 4th century b.c. Oxus Treasure. B.M. 133. 1034. Bronze bracelet ornamented

with rams’ heads in thin gold; eyes enamelled. Politis, Chrysochon, Cyprus. 8.M., Case A, Gold Room.

1035. Gold ornament (bracelet) from excavations at Curium in Cyprus. 8.M., Gold Room, Miss I urner’s

Bequest. 1036. For full description see Plate 140, 1004. Gold armilla ; the ends terminating in “gryphons” of

early Persian type ; the wings were formerly inlaid with a blue stone ; sth to 4th century b.c. Archteologia,

Vol. VIII. pi. 16, fig. 1. 8.M., Corridor, Gold Room, 116. 1037. Collar or spiral armlet; gold, formerly inlaid

with coloured stones in the style of the ornaments found by the French Delegation at Susa, and now in the

Louvre, Paris. Oxus Treasure. 8.M., Corridor Gold Room.

Plate 146. —1038. Necklace with a triple row of annular gold beads, with gold fastenings terminating in

lapis lazuli knobs. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 791-14693. 1039. Necklace of gold beads and pendant in the

shape of a vase. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 797-3075. 1040. Necklace of gold beads in the shape of ducks

and cowrie shells. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 95-14696. 1041. Gold beads from excavations at Curium,

Cyprus. Turner Bequest. 8.M., Gold Room, Case C. 1042. Gold necklace, from tombs at Enkomi (Salamis),

Cyprus; excavations in 1896 from funds bequeathed by Miss E. T. Turner, 1892. 8.M., Gold Room, Window

Case. 1043. Necklace from Enkomi (see 1042). 1044. Similar to 1043; different pattern. Ihe beads in

1042-3-4-5 are very Indian. 1045. Necklace; later Etruscan period. 8.M., Gold Room, Case E.

Plate 147. —1046. Five out of fifteen pieces of a necklace of the Roman period ; gold set with carbuncles.

8.M., Gold Room, Case A. 1047. Necklace of vases pendent from a chain, on which are rosettes, discs, and
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enamelled leaves; Etruscan necklace of gold and enamel, about the 6th century b.c. 8.M., Gold Room, Case D.

1048. Necklet; gold, on band of plaited wire, with a loop fastening at each end, and along the bottom a row of

alternate gold rosettes and enamelled ivy leaves ; from the latter small pendants hang down, and from the former

small chains supporting two other rows of pendants surmounted respectively by gold rosettes and enamelled

discs. Made by Castellani ; original in the British Museum, L. 25-! in., W. Bought, Castellani Collection,

V. and A. 637. 1049. Necklet, gold ; a band of plaited wire with a lion head and loop fastening at each

end, and along the bottom a row of rosettes alternating with studs. The latter support a row of small pendants

and the former small chains, to which are attached two other rows of pendants of different sizes, each surmounted

by a rosette. Reproduced by Signor Alessandro Castellani, after the Greek original found in the larger of the

two tumuli, called the “ Blitsnilsi,” on the island of Taman, territory of Phanacoria, Southern Russia, and now in

the Museum of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. L. 13-gin., W. 2|in. Bought, Castellani Collection, £BB. V. and

A. 638-1884. 1050. Gold necklace with lion heads at the ends. Carthage Treasure. 8.M., Gold Room ;

Franks’ Bequest, 1897. 1051. Part of a silver tube, chain pattern ; Indian. 1.M., Case I, 1882-3. 1052. Neck-

lace, plaited gold ; clasp in form of a hand set with ruby ; Madras. I.M. 3284. 1053. One of a pair of bracelets

composed of twelve chains of plaited gold connected by a clasp of imitation stones set in gold open-work ; South

India. I.M. 3287. 1054. Portion of a silver chain ; Indian.

Plate 148. —1055. Necklace of granulated gold with pendent head of Achelous, after a bronze original in

the British Museum; made by the late Signor Carlo Guliano. L. 1 in., Head 2! in., W. i-Jin. Bought,

V. and A. 163-1900. 1056. Necklace, gold, with closely plaited chain fastened by a double hook mounted with

a small antique cameo of a man’s head in onyx. From the chain depend five large antique onyxes mounted in

gold and carved with masks, the centre one being reversible and surrounded by a border of small masks ; each

of the larger masks and a triplet of cinquefoil flowers enamelled blue and red alternately, and is surrounded by

enamelled scrolls and finely worked festoons. Between the onyxes are small trophies of music and war,

suspended by a green enamelled band, and united to the floral triplets by enamelled scrolls stamped J.B. Made

by John Brogden (London) and exhibited at the Paris International Exhibition of 1867. English ; 19th century.

L. isfin. Bolcklow Bequest. V. and A, 734-1890. 1057. Steatite mould for casting jewellery. Castellani

Collection. Such moulds are in common use in India. 8.M., Gold Room, Case D. 1058. Hungarian brooch,

18th century, set with pearls, turquoises, and garnets. Franks’ Bequest. 8.M., Gold Room Corridor.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

137. Bangle, Ear-plug, and Betel-box Covers. 138. Gold Ornaments from the Burmese Regalia. 139.

Tableau of the Burma Ruby Mines. 140. Bangle, Bracelets, Armlets, etc. 141. Band, Ornaments, Rings, Cup,
Belt Clasp, etc. 142. Torso of Sandstone, showing Ornaments. 143. Two Black Stone Groups. 144. Pin of

Brooch, Necklaces, etc. 145. Bracelets, Armlets, and Armilla. 146. Necklaces. 147. Necklaces, Bracelet, and

Portion of Chain. 148. Necklaces, Mould for Casting Jewellery, and Brooch.
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137-

—-qSo.

Bangle;

electrotype
copy
of

a

gold

one

which

formed
part

of

the

Perak

regalia
;

Malay,
ryth

century.

I.M.

1887.

981.

Ear-plug;

Burma.

I.M.

982.

Cover
of

a

Betel-box;
gold

enriched
with

jewels;
the

centre
is

formed
by

the

“

Nau

ratan,”
or

nine-stoned
ornament;
part

of

the

Burmese
regalia.

I.M.

209.

983.

Cover
of

a

Betel-box;
gold

and

jewels
;

from
the

Burmese
regalia.

I.M.

3170.





138• —984 to 997. Gold Ornaments from the Burmese regalia. 988, 991 and 997. Three jewelled ornaments of leaf shape:
984 and 987, star-shaped. I.M. to 28972. 985-6-9 and 990. Rings set with gems. I.M. 265, 260, 273 and 272.

993 and 995. Two jewelled Nau-ratan ornaments. I.M. 292 and 292a. 994, Double jewelled comb. I.M. 999.

Bracelet; gold filigree; from Ava. I.M. 3167.





139-

—998.

Tableau
of

Burma

Ruby

Mines

(Artist,
W.

T.

Hemsley)

at

the

Franco-British
Exhibition.

Photographed
and

repro-

duced

by

permission
of

the

Executive

Committee
of

the

Franco-British
Exhibition
of

1908.





140.—999- Bangle; gilt metal; ends in the form of marine monsters; modern Indian. 1000. Statuette of an Oriental prince,
in gold, enamelled and set with jewellery ; German, 17th century. Waddesdon Bequest 190, B.M. 1001. Armlet, gold;
Roman. B.M. 1002. Bracelet for a child ; gold, enamelled and jewelled, with monsters’ heads. Ulwar Treasury.

1003. Gold Necklace Ornament or Pendant; Egyptian. B.M. (Case B.C. 3600 to B.c. 300), No. 24744. 1004. Gold

Armlet from the Oxus Treasure; B.c. fourth century? See Plate 145 (1036). V. and A. 442. 1005. Armlet or

Bracelet; gold; Mesopotamia. B.M. 1006. Armlet with bulls’heads; finest period of Greek art. B.M. 1007. Orna-

ment; gold leafor powder on composition; Egyptian, B.c. 1700 to B.c. 100. B.M. 15956. 1008. Bracelet of twisted

coils ending in snakes’ heads. B.M. 138, Oxus Treasure, Franks’ Bequest.





141.—lOO9. Abyssinian Band or Fillet; gold. I.M. 89575. 1010. Gold repousse Ornament, with head in relief; about B.c.

4th century; late Genl. C. G. Pearse, C.B. ion. Similar to toiOj but figure of winged human-headed horse: Perso-

Nineveh School; B.C. 6th century? I.M. 1012. Ring (thumb) ; gold ; blue enamel set with diamonds. I.M. 3529.

1013. Ditto; red enamel. I.M. 3530. 1014. Emerald bow-ring, carved from a single stone; Moghul, 17th century.
I.M. 2-1907. Lent by W. H. Broun, Esq. 1015. Ring of spiral bands of copper and iron ; Darjiling, Tibetan. 1016.

Emerald Cup; Moghul, 17th century. I.M, 1-1907. Lent by W. H. Broun, Esq. 1017. Brass and turquoise Orna-

ment; Buddhist Wheel of the Law. I.M. 844-7. 1018. Belt Clasp ; silver, with turquoise mosaic ;
Kashmir. Lent by

Mrs. Hendley.





142. —ioig. Torso of sandstone representing Prince Siddhartha (Buddha), showing beautiful ornaments ; from the Sanchi

Tope. Buddhist; E.C. 260 to 250. I.M. Lent by Major-Genl. W. Kincaid.





143

.—lO2O.
Black

stone

group,
the

Hindu

Sun-god
and

other

figures

wearing

ornaments;
12th

or

13th

century.

I.M,

929-15.

1021.

Black

stone

group,

representing
15th

Jain

Lord,

etc.,

wearing

beautiful

ornaments.





144 . —1022. Pin of Brooch; gold; from Belluno ; B.M. Gold Room, Franks’ Bequest. 1023. Necklace of amethysts, hollow-

work gold beads, and “ utchat
”

gold pendant ; Egyptian. 19th Dynasty or a little later. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room,

600-34867. 1024. Necklace of gold and carnelian beads. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 756-1469. 1025. Necklace of

gold, lapis-lazuli, and other beads, with metal shells and emblems ; about time of Thothmes 11., B.C. 1500. 8.M., 4th

Egyptian Room, 760-3077. 1026. Necklace, gold ; from Kouyunjik ; Assyrian or Babylonian. 8.M., Assyrian Room,
Case H, 93. 1027. String of gold beads and pendants. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 744-3073. 1028. Necklace of beads

of stone and pottery. 8.M., Assyrian Room, 270 ; B.C. 1705 to 625. 1029. Bracelet of amethysts, etc., and gold studs.

B M., 4th Egyptian Room, 775-3082. 1030. Necklace of gilded glass beads. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 792-351 ig.

1031. Necklace of beads and pendants. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 798-3042.





145- —All the figures illustrate ornaments terminating in heads of animals. 1032. Bracelet, gold with heads of rams; Oxus

Treasure 8.M., Gold Room, 137. 1033. Armlet or Bracelet with heads of rams ; gold with turquoises ; 4th century

B.C. ; Oxus Treasure. 8.M., Gold Room, 133. 1034. Bronze Bracelet with rams’ heads in thin gold ; Cyprus. 8.M.,
Gold Room, Case B. 1035. Bracelet, gold ; Cyprus. 8.M., Gold Room. 1036. Gold Armilla; Oxus Treasure; (pair
to 140-1004. 8.M., Gold Room. 1037. Collar or spiral armlet; Persian, sth or 6th century 8.C. ; gold, formerly set

with stones or paste. 8.M., Gold Room.





146'—1038. Necklace with triple row of annular gold beads and lapis-lazuli knobs. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 791-14693.

1039. Necklace of gold beads and pendant. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 797-3075. 1040. Necklace of gold beads in

shape of ducks and cowrie shells; B.C. 1700 to B.c. 100. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 95-14696. 1041. Gold beads from

Curium (Cyprus). 8.M., Gold Room, Case C. 1042. Gold Necklace from Enkomi (Cyprus). 8.M., Gold Room.

1043. Necklace of gold beads from Enkomi (Salamis), Cyprus. 8.M., Gold Room. 1044. Necklace of different pattern,
but similar to 1043. 8.M., Gold Room. 1045. Gold beads ; later Etruscan period. 8.M., Gold Room, Case E.





147-—1046. Five out of fifteen pieces of a Necklace of the Roman period; gold set with carbuncles. 8.M., Gold Room, Case A.

1047. Necklace of gold and enamel ; Etruscan, about 6th century B.c. 8.M., Gold Room, Case D. 1048. Necklace;

gold and enamel; reproduced by Castellani from original in B.M. V. and A. 637. 1049. Necklace of gold from

Southern Russia, and now in the Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburgh; reproduction by Castellani. V. and A. 638-84.

1050. Gold Necklace with lions’heads; Carthage Treasure. 8.M., Gold Room. 1051. Bart of a silver chain ; tube

pattern; Indian. 1.M., Case I, 1882-3. 1052. Necklace: plaited gold, with hand-shaped clasp; Madras. I.M. 3284.

1053. Bracelet of twelve chains of plaited gold; South India. I.M. 3287. 1054. Portions of a silver chain; Indian

I'M. 31432-





148 .—1055. Necklace of granulated gold; original in Brit. Mus. ; reproduction by Signor Guliano. V. and A. 163-1900.
1056. Gold Necklace with onyx pendants carved with masks; made by John Brogden and shewn at the Paris Inter-

national Exhibition, 1867. V. and A. 734-1890. 1057. Steatite mould for casting jewellery ; Castellani Collection.

8.M., Gold Room, Case D. 1058. Hungarian Brooch, set with pearls, turquoises, and garnets; 18th century; Franks’

Bequest. 8.M., Gold Room Corridor.





PART XIII.

ANTIQUE JEWELLERY AND ORNAMENTS, ETC. (continued).

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

In the last part of this series of articles the history of the subject was brought down from the earliest

historic times to the beginning of the Christian era.

Two or three observations, however, such as Mr. Marshall’s mention of the infant Eros riding on a

winged sea-lion, in his article on “Buddhist Gold Jewellery” (page 161), and Dr. Stein’s discoveries in

Central Asia, point to the influence of the art of Greece and Etruria on that of the East. It is, therefore, not

unfitting that a few more illustrations of some of the finest jewellery of that glorious age should be included

in our final number. To these, in order to continue the study to our own times, have been added

specimens of Roman, Byzantine, Anglo-Saxon, Mediaeval, and more recent ornaments. A few portraits

have also been reproduced showing historic personages wearing characteristic and magnificent jewels of the

different ages in which they lived.

Lastly, as of general interest in India, permission has been accorded by the Secretary of State for

India, through the kindness of Sir Douglas Dawson, the Registrar of the Central Chancery of the Orders

of Knighthood, for the inclusion of the Indian Orders, Decorations, and Commemorative Medals which are

in present use.

The Room of Gold Ornaments and Gems at the British Museum, from which many of the illustrations are

taken by permission and with the kind assistance of the authorities, “ contains a large part of the works of art

in precious materials of two Departments, namely, of Greek and Roman, and of British and Mediaeval

Antiquities.”

As the account in the Official Guide doubtless represents the latest and best views on the subject, large

extracts will be made from it. The principal facts are stated in Appendix ll.—Table of the Greek and

Roman collections, historically arranged.

Parts of this table, taken from columns i to 3, are reproduced, with additions from other sources, below

and at the foot of the next page.

fllje journal of sn6ian JVrf anb §n6usfrg.

INDIAN JEWELLEET.

I.

Date.

2.

Greek and Roman History.

3-

Gems, Gold Ornaments, &c.

4*

Contemporary Eastern History.
“Historians’ History of the World ”

Chart).

5-

Illustrated in Numbers 106 and 107,

“Journal of Indian Art."

Before

700 B.C. Mycenaean period.

Treasure from Greek Is-

lands; Enkomi ; lalysos;
Island gems.

Assyrians invade Palestine

in time of Hezekiah, 701

B.C.

Destruction of Babylon by
Sennacherib, 689.

Assyrian ornaments, pt. 106,

1026-1028; pt. 107, 1094.

Ornaments from Enkomi,

&c., pt. 106, Nos. 1034,1035,

1041, 1042, 1043, 1044; pt.

107, 1071-5, 1076.

600
Island gems.
Cameiros ornaments.

700 - 600, Scythian Empire
founded.

5 °° Solon (638-558).
Peisistratos (died 527).

Cyrus King of Persia, 546.
Darius the Achasmenian,

52!.
Birth of Prince Siddhartha

(Buddha), 560.

Persian Collar, part 106, No.

1037. Torso of Prince

Siddhartha, roig. Early
Etruscan ornaments, 1047,

pt. 107, 1081, 1083, 1084.

400

Battle of Marathon (490).
Battle of Salamis (480).
Administration of Pericles

(461-429).

Peloponnesian War (431-

404).

|
Scarabs and Scaraboids.

Engraved gems of best

period.

Xerxes invades Greece, 480.
Death of Buddha, 480.

Finest Greek ornaments, pt.

106, 1006, 1048, 1049; pt.

107,1077,1078,1079. Later

Etruscan ornaments (before

300?), pt. 106, No. 1045,

1088 ?, 1089 ?

3°°

Death of Socrates (399).
Aristotle (384-322).
Alexander (356-323).

1 Finest gold ornaments.

Alexander the Great defeats

Darius and incorporates
Persian and Grecian Em-

pires, 330; invades India,

327.

Oxus Treasure, part 106, Nos.

1004, 1008,1032,1033,1036.
Later Greek ornaments, pt.

106, 1010, 1011 ?

200 (Hellenistic sculpture). Portraits in cameo. Asoka, 263.
Carthage ornaments, pt. 106,

1050 ?



The author of the Guide observes, in respect to the Mycenaean ornaments from the Greek islands that

“
none of these objects is of actual Egyptian manufacture, but in several cases they reflect the influence of

Egyptian art.” “On the other hand, they repeat themes already familiar in objects from Mycenae, such as the

elaborate spiral ornaments on the gold cup.” Numerous illustrations of Egyptian work have been included

and have been already fully described.

At Enkomi, near Salamis (in Cyprus), a Mycenaean site, were found, in 1896, numerous articles, amongst

which were
“

numerous gold diadems, plain or stamped with patterns, gold mouth-pieces, earrings, rings,

beads, and other ornaments, engraved stones and cylinders, carved ivories, &c.”

A pendant, in pomegranate form, is covered with minute globules of gold. Nos. 1042 to 1044, Plate 146,

No. 106 of the Journal, are gold necklaces from Enkomi. In 1042 there are long coils and beads of the shape

of cowry (cyprea moneta) shells which are very similar to those in necklaces 1038 and 1040 from ancient

Egypt. These seem to indicate a connection with the South of the Persian Gulf. The coil ornament is

found in a necklace of the late Etruscan period, and the beads in 1043 and 1044 are very similar to many

which are used in India at the present day, as for example in modern silver ornaments at Jeypore.

Five specimens of parts or the whole of some Enkomi diadems will be found in Plate 156, Nos. x, 2,3,

4, and 5. The patterns are embossed or stamped in a manner which is common in India, especially in

Western Rajputana. Spiral designs of different kinds will be noted in x and 2. The spiral ornament, which

is so well marked in Nos. 1 and 2 in the British Museum Guide to the Antiquities of the Bronze Age, was

first used in the Greek Islands that is at the period between 2500 and 2000 b.c. It indicates Aegean influence.

The writer states that “ starting in ancient Egypt, where it was a common form of scarab decoration under

the twelfth dynasty, it first reached Crete some time before 2000 b.c., and was especially employed in the

decoration of steatite seals ; from Crete it spread to the islands and the mainland, where it is found on

neolithic pottery at the pile-station of Butmir in Bosnia ; thence it followed the amber route along the Moldau

and Elbe to the North Seashores of Jutland, and thus found early entry into Scandinavia.
...

It penetrated

into the British Isles quite early in the Bronze Age, possibly by way of Spain.”

The spiral will be found on a Madras filigree brooch, Plate go, No. 601, on which I note that Mr. Havell

remarks that “ the spiral form is met with in Etruscan and other prehistoric jewellery and metal work of

Europe, and that the spirals probably represent the coils of a serpent, and that the workmen found how easy

it was to cover a large surface quickly by a series of spirals.” Spirals are used in 491 and 494, Plate 78,

examples of Abyssinian filigree, and in other work of the same class, in which the material seems to invite

its use, but this is a very different thing from its employment as surface embossed ornament, where it is

apparently not always required merely to fill up space ; on the contrary, it seems to be a characteristic and

probably symbolic ornament.

The embossed ornaments like the floral sprig on No. 1074, Plate 157, are very interesting, especially in

India where the use of such a design is almost universal on textiles in diaper and other patterns. The winged

human-headed figures like sphinxes of No. 1072 open out a long enquiry of much interest which would take

long to describe and be out of place here. Similar figures are employed in seventh century ornaments from

Cameiros, in Rhodes, also in the gold room. No. 1075 represents palm trees with horned animals. It is a very

early attempt at a picture for use as an ornament. There is an ivory box from the same source with

reliefs of hunting scenes and of a pair of ibex standing on each side of a sacred tree, perhaps the same as in

No. 1075. This box, according to the Guide, is the most remarkable specimen of its kind yet found. It has
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I.

Date.

2.

Greek and Roman History.

3-

Gems, Gold Ornaments, &c.

4-

Contemporary Eastern History.
“Historians’ History of the World

”

(Chart).

5-

Illustrated in Numbers 106 and 107,
“ Journal of Indian Art.”

IOO Roman Conquest of Greece

(146).

Portraits in cameo and glass

paste.

Graeco
-
Bactrian Dominion

in Indus region begins 178.

I B.C.

Julius Caesar (100-44).

Augustus (63 b.c. to 14A.D.).

Cameo of Augustus.

Portland vase.

Era of Vicramaditya begins

57 b.c. (Still current.)

I A.D.

IOO

Tiberius (42 b.c. to 37 a.d.).

Romans conquer Britain, 43-

84).
Destruction of Pompeii (79).

Graeco-Roman gems.

Graeco-Roman? reproduc-

tions, &c., pt. 106, 1055,

1056.

200 Hadrian (76-138). Later Roman gems and jew-

ellery.

Roman ornaments, pt. 106,

1001, 1005?, xoo8, 1046;
pt. 107, 1080, 1085, 1090,

1091, 1092, 1097, 1103.



several affinities with ivory reliefs from Assyria about 800 b.c. No. 1076 is a magnificent necklace from tomb

93 at Enkomi. It is made up of gold bars which are united by four rows of beads and wire coils. In the

centre are polished oblong and other beads of carnelian, &c., which are very similar to those found in Egypt,

and on old sites in Rajputana and the United Provinces in North India. The necklace, with very little

change, might easily be modern Indian.

The Museum contains Archaic and early Etruscan ornaments, from the seventh to the sixth century

before Christ, “in which the process of employing minute globules of gold to form patterns or otherwise to

enrich the design is carried out to a very great extent.” No. 1081, Plate 158, is one of the finest examples.

It is a magnificent gold necklace of jewelled and gold ornaments suspended by a network of chains from a

band of chains. Such bands are in common use in Western India at this day. No. 1080 of the same

plate is an Egypto-Roman necklace (Frank’s bequest) with a similar band of chains, thus carrying on the

style of work centuries later.

By far the most interesting objects in the gold room, for purposes of comparison with the jewellery of all

ages and countries, are the Greek gold ornaments of the first period or about 420-280 b.c., of the age of

Socrates, Aristotle, and Alexander, when the Tanagra figures were produced and the mausoleum and great

temple at Ephesus were built. It was at this time that India and Greece came so closely into association in

connection with the raid of Alexander the Great into the former.

The author of the Guide writes as follows : —“ The figures have for the most part been made by pressing

thin gold plates into stone moulds. Instead of the Etruscan globules fine threads of gold (filigree) are here

employed with an extremely delicate effect. The process
of enamelling frequently occurs, but the enamel

is always in very small quantities, as may be seen in the beautiful necklace from Melos.” Exquisite examples

of this age will be found in Plates 147, 148, 158, and 159. Moulds, filigree, and enamel are known in India,

but it must be admitted that their application, even in modern times, is far behind that of the splendid

examples of the remote past. No. 2, Plate 157, shows besides the Indian chain a characteristic illustration

of the use of hollow pomegranate beads to keep the chains together. Some of the productions of Brogden,

Castellani, and Guliano are quite equal to the ancient Greek or Etruscan originals, and prove that the

modern master-craftsmen or artists are as great adepts as the men of old. Truly great art is of no age or

country. Specimens 1094 and 1096, Plate 160, a bracelet made in the nineteenth century by John Brogden
with Assyrian applied figures, and another from Egypt of about b.c. 966, may be compared in this connection.

Figure 1095, Plate 160, a pendant, representing a king of the nineteenth Egyptian dynasty or a little

later (fourteenth to thirteenth centuries b.c.) seated upon his throne, is a beautiful illustration of the use of

gold damascening and pastes. This was the glorious age
of the Ramessides.

In the article on jewellery in the Encyclopedia Britannica the extraordinary aptitude of the ancient

goldsmiths is admitted. We read that “the workmanship is often of a character which modern gold workers

can only rival with their best skill, and can never surpass. The granulation of surfaces practised by the

Etruscans was-long a puzzle and a problem to the modern jeweller, until Signor Castellani, of Rome, dis-

covered gold workers in the Abruzzi to whom the method had descended through many generations, and by

inducing some of these men to go to Naples, revived the art, of which he contributed examples to the

London Exhibition of 1872, successfully applied to modern designs.”

I might mention that a lady asked me in India if I could get an ornament of the kind which had been

made by Castellani repaired and parts replaced, as she had been unsuccessful in her efforts to get the work

done in Europe. It was satisfactorily effected in Jeypore. The following are further interesting notes from

the Encyclopaedia Britannica;

“

Amongst modern Oriental nations we see almost every
kind of personal decoration, from the simple caste

mark on the forehead of the Plindu to the gorgeous examples of beaten gold and silver work of the various

cities and provinces of India.” In the jewellery of the Egyptian queen, Aah-hotep, “we find the same

ingenuity and perfect mastery of the materials as characterize the monumental work of the Egyptians.
“ Hammered work, incised and chased work, the evidence of silvering, the combination of layers of gold

plate, together with coloured stones, are all there —the handicraft being complete in every respect.”

“Crosses, and stars formed of combined crosses, with crosses in the centre forming spikes—all elaborately orna-

mented in detail,” were found by Dr. Schliemann, at Mycenae and Hissarlik. Spiral pins of twisted wire were

common. Many of the ornaments were perforated for attachment to clothing. Rosette ornament in

repousse was found there, and in Assyrian work. At Hissarlik were found diadems or fillets with pendants

formed of thin diamond shaped plates attached to rings by double gold wires. Small figures, probably of

idols, were also suspended from them. It is assumed that they were worn across the forehead, the longer
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pendants falling down each side of the face, or they may have been veils worn by the priests. Greek,

Etruscan, and Roman ornaments partake of very similar characteristics—“ Fretwork is a distinguishing feature

of all, together with the wave ornament, the guilloche, and the occasional use of the human figure.”

Do we know much of the arts of India from the writings of Europeans in addition to what was stated

on pages 117 and 118? Mr. J. W. McCrindle in his account (1877) of “Ancient India as described by

Megasthenes and Arrian,” states that no reference is made to the metals which were employed in making

articles of art for use and ornament. The Indians so far showed the value of artizans b}' putting to death

anyone who caused one of them to lose his hand or his eye. Again, it is stated that “ when the philosophers

have passed their student days they retire to their property and live in ease and security. They then array

themselves in fine muslin, and wear a few trinkets of gold on their fingers and in their ears.” In a translation

of part of the Indika of Arrian (end of the first century a.d.), according to McCrindle, we read that “the

Indians wear also earrings of ivory, but only such of them do this as are very wealthy, for all Indians do not

wear them.”

The Indo-Bactrian sculptures found in the Punjab, many of which are in the Lahore Museum —particularly

one of King Azes, who ruled about 30 b.c.—show ornaments of a high class.

Our illustrations and descriptions continue the story of jewellery, as regards India, through the times of

Buddhist supremacy and decay, as well as through the long ages in which the influence of Hinduism has

always been widely felt, if it has not at all times been dominant. For the former we have a carved figure of a

Bodhisatwaor King (pi. 50-325) from Jamalgarhi; another more wonderful torso of Prince Siddhartha (Buddha)

with its beautiful ornaments, dating from about b.c. 260-250 (pi. 142-ioig); many details of ornaments

from the sculptures at Sanchi in Bhopal (pi. 76-468 to 479) in the first century of our era. Others from

Amravati ; others of greater refinement (pi. 77-480 to 490), a.d. 200 to 500; and the more ornate and artistic

examples from Orissa temples (pi. 102-693 to 703, and pi. 103-704 to 719), dating from about the seventh

and eighth centuries of our era. The paintings from the caves of Ajanta (pi. 61-391 and pi. 62-392 to

401) representing jewellery of very varied and sumptuous character, may date from a century or two b.c. to

six or seven centuries a.d. For the latter, the Indian god Vishnu as Surya—the sun god (pi. 50-326), and

the still finer images of that god of the twelfth or thirteenth centuries a.d. (pi. 143-1021), and a figure of the

fifteenth Jain Lord (pi. 143-1021) ; both from the Indian Museum. For comparison, and to show the

universal love of personal ornaments, we have included such figures as that of the lady Akme of Palmyra

(pi. 51-327) and another of the wife of Rabb-el-Yarha of the same place (pi. 52-328). They lived

between b.c. 200 and a.d. 200.

We are now prepared to consider what travellers tell us, and first comes Marco Polo, the great

Venetian.

In the story of his travels, by Colonel Yule (edited by Cordier), we find most interesting notes on

Jewellery in Upper Asia and India. When Marco Polo and his father and uncle returned from the East,

their relatives and friends had some difficulty in recognizing them. Rarnusio, in his preface to the book of

Marco Polo, tells how they dispelled these doubts by bringing out the three shabby dresses in which

they returned from their travels and ripping up the seams and welts, took out of them jewels of the

greatest value in vast quantities, such as rubies, sapphires, carbuncles, diamonds, and emeralds, which had

all been stitched up in those dresses in so artful a fashion that nobody could have suspected the fact,

for when they took leave of the Great “ Can ” they had changed all the wealth that he had bestowed

upon them into this mass of rubies, emeralds, and other jewels, being well aware of the impossibility of

carrying with them so great an amount in gold over a journey of such extreme length and difficulty. Kublai

Khan, their patron, the grandson of Chinghiz Khan, ruled from 1260 to 1294 over the Moghul Empire.

Tabriz was a great market for precious stones. Ibn Batata (60 years after Marco) says:
“ I traversed

the bazaar of the jewellers, and my eyes were dazzled by the varieties of the precious stones which I beheld.

Handsome slaves, superbly dressed and girdled with silk, offered their gems for sale to the Tartar ladies, who

bought great numbers.” There were mines of Balas rubies in Badakshan. They were the property of

the king, who sold or parted with only a sufficient number to keep up the price. They were really in the

Gharan country, on both banks of the Oxus. The produce is small. There are also mines of lajward (lapis

lazuli). In Pashai, perhaps Chitral (Yule) the men wear earrings and brooches of gold and silver set with

stones and pearls. There is a remarkable stone at Samarkand, the kok-tash, or green stone, on which

Timur’s throne was set. Tradition says that, big as it is, it was brought by him from Brusa; but tradition

may be wrong. Jasper and chalcedony were found in the province of Pein. According to Yule they are

“probably only varieties of the semi-precious mineral called by us popularly jade, by the Chinese yii, by the
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Eastern Turks kash, by the Persians yashmi, which last is no doubt the same word with the Greek
“

iaspis,” and

therefore with jasper. The jade of Turkestan is largely derived from water-rolled boulders fished up by divers

in the rivers of Khotan, but it is also got from mines in the valley of the Kara-Kash river. Kublai rewarded

his barons by promotion, presents of fine silver plate, and others rich appointments, fine jewels of gold and

silver, and pearls and precious stones, and tablets of authority higher than they had before. The latter were

made of silver or gold or silver gilt. The Khan had buildings to contain his treasures of gold, silver, gems,

pearls, and gold plate. On the birthday of the Great Khan he dressed in the best of his robes all wrought

with beaten gold, as did all his barons and knights except they were not so costly. Every man so clothed

had also a girdle of gold, and this as well as the dress was given him by the sovereign.
“

And I will aver

that there are some of these suits decked with so many pearls and precious stones that a single suit shall be

worth full 60,000 golden bezants. Thirteen times in the year the Great Khan presented to his braves and

knights such suits. On new year’s day all were clothed in white, and all the people of all the provinces

and governments and kingdoms and countries that own allegiance to the Kaan (Khan) bring him great

presents of gold and silver, and pearls and gems, and rich textures of divers kinds.”

In the province of Anin (probably S. Yunnan), the women wear on the legs and arms, bracelets of

gold and silver of great value, and the men wear such as are even yet more costly. In the island of

Chipangu (Japan) they have also pearls in abundance, which are of a rose colour, but fine, big, and round,

and quite as valuable as the white ones. When a body is burnt they put one of these pearls in the

mouth, for such is their custom. They have also quantities of other precious stones. Such pearls were

perhaps also most highly esteemed in old India, for red pearls form one of the seven precious objects

which it was incumbent to use in the adornment of Buddhistic reliquaries, and to distribute at the building of

a Dagoba. In the island of Seilan (Ceylon) rubies are found, and in no other country in the world but this.

They find there, also, sapphires and topaze, and amethysts, and many other stones of great price. He

gives a description of pearl diving on the Coromandel Coast. The king, like his subjects, wore nothing

worth mentioning, except that round his loins he has a piece of fine cloth, and round his neck a necklace

entirely of precious stones—rubies, sapphires, emeralds, and the like, insomuch as this collar is of great

value. He wears, also, hanging in front of his chest, from the neck downwards, a fine silk thread string

with 104 large pearls and rubies of great price.
“ This was a rosary bequeathed to him by his ancestors.

He also wears on his arms three golden bracelets thickly set with pearls of great value, and anklets also

of like kind he wears on his legs, and rings on his toes likewise.” In a note Yule observes, no doubt

correctly, that the number of beads should be 108.

The mode of obtaining diamonds from inaccessible deep valleys near the Kistna River by means of

eagles is described. (The Rukh or Roc, page 414, vol. II.) The people of Gujarat are the most desperate

pirates in existence, and one of their atrocious practices is this. When they have taken a merchant vessel

they force the merchants to swallow a stuff called tamarindi, mixed in sea-water, which produces a violent

purging. This is done in case the merchants, on seeing their danger, should have swallowed their most

valuable stones and pearls, and in this way the pirates secure the whole.

The travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian, naturally lead to the consideration of several important

questions. First of these are the influence of and reaction upon Indian art of the school of Byzantium or

Constantinople, and of Venice and North Italy, where that school was so predominant. The second is the

great diffusion of ideas between the East and West which arose on account of the trade connections between

the North Italian ports and the Orient, through Constantinople and Higher Asia, as well as by the more

direct routes, chiefly through Egypt, Syria, and Persia.

Let us see what Bayet, in his
“
L’Art Byzantin,” has to say on the subject : “At Ravenna we find the most

beautiful mosaics of this period. Nothing of this kind equals the decoration of the apse of San (Saint) Vitale.

As soon as one enters, the attention is riveted upon the great compositions of historic interest—on

one side, Justinian surrounded by dignitaries and guards ; on the other, Theodora, attended by the ladies of

her court, offer presents to the Church. The empress has emerged from the entrance hall, where there is the

sacred fountain, while a single servant raises before her the curtains which are hung at the door of the

temple. Her costume is splendid ;
broad embroidery which represents the Adoration of the Magi adorns

the hem of her robe ; jewels cover her chest. Down from the hair hang upon the shoulders fringes of pearls

and gems ; a high diadem crowns the head, which is surrounded by a nimbus. It is a living reproduction of

the past—these figures drawn up in rank full-faced before us ;
these women with regular features, their fine

fixed eyes, their uniform attitude, the splendour of their costumes, present such an image of the Court of

Byzantium that one cannot forget, so rich and elegant as it is, and one in which a minute etiquette is
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all powerful.” One of these historic pictures has been selected for illustration, that of the Empress and her

court in colour, to serve as a connecting link between the East and West.

The Byzantine artists were well acquainted with enamelling. Several of the doors of St. Sophia, in

Constantinople, were enamelled. This was without doubt champleve enamel. In the tenth century

chemistry enriched this chromatic palette and gave to the flesh marvellously natural flesh tones instead of a

milky white. The tenth and eleventh centuries represent the golden age of enamelling.
The following notes, which are taken from modern writers, indicate their opinions on Indian jewellery

and its place in the history of the subject; comments are made where necessary :

Mr. Cyril Davenport’s work on jewellery, one of the series of “ Little Books on Art,” of which he is the

editor, is full of most valuable and interesting information. There are many references to India. He thinks

the facetting of hard stones originated there and is especially eulogistic on the great beauty of Indian neck-

laces, both ancient and modern, adding that it is probable that the best patterns made to-day only perpetu-

ate old traditions. The illustrations of the present series of articles seem conclusively to support his views.

It is not certain, however, that he is so correct when he asserts that “ the übiquitous bead does not play so

important a part in Indian necklaces as it does in those of most other countries, but of course it has its place,

but is more or less subservient to plaques and set patterns.”
He says

“

the characteristic beauty of the Indian necklaces seems to me to consist in masterly design

and the clever use of enamels, the stones used are generally of poor quality and badly cut. I think that

the most beautiful composite necklaces must be looked for among those from India, but the most beautiful

consisting of gold will be found among the ancient Greek.”

Very few Indian gold necklaces, according to my observations, are enriched with enamel which have

not been made in recent times, either at Jaipur or Delhi, but the vast majority of the most valuable of such

ornaments, as our portraits and illustrations prove, are composed of polished gems with little gold setting.

1 he reason seems to have been that they were usually convenient modes of storing capital, and little loss was

involved in making them up as compared with cutting and elaborately setting the stones. The most interest-

ing designs are undoubtedly those which are enriched with flat slices or lasques of precious stones, or which

are made of gold, silver, and even base metals, of which many examples are shown. The latter, however,

are usually worn by the poorer classes.

Mr. Davenport thinks the most beautiful gold earrings are to be found amongst the Etruscans, and for

gold combined with jewels, among the Indians. Both are represented in the Journal. As regards the rings,

and his remarks that it is difficult to understand how they can be worn with any degree of comfort, and that

their use is practically dying out, my experience differs from his. I rarely heard anyone complain of incon-

venience, nor does there seem to be any falling off in their use except amongst the very few wealthy ladies

who come in contact with Europeans, and of these the Parsees never wore the rings. Noserings are also a

necessary proof of marriage in most classes.

Mr. Davenport writes very appreciatively of Jaipur enamel and “its beautiful crimson (red) which has

long been known to be due to the presence of gold in the glass, and then a very careful and peculiar method

of firing. Indian work is also noteworthy because of the remarkably skilful and effective use of pearls, and

armlets are often made of gold strung with several rows of coloured stones, flexible and very decorative.” The

exact method of producing the Jaipur red is, however, still a secret.

I am glad to be able to support so many of Mr. Davenport’s conclusions by such a large number

of illustrations of Indian jewellery.

All lovers of the beautiful must agree with Mr. Davenport in the hope that designers will be induced to

realize that there is much truer art satisfaction to be found in beautiful coloured stones, cut en carbochon
,

and

set lovingly among little hammered sprays of foliage, or delicate edges, and supports with enamels upon them,

such as Cellini (1500-1571) and the numberless Renaissance jewellers loved and produced with such

admirable results.

We are glad to note the beautiful productions of some French and English art workers, and to see

that artists, as in the days of Ghirlandaio (1449-1494) and Botticelli (1447-1510), who had been jewellers,

and of the great master Benvenuto Cellini, who, though a jeweller, was a real artist, are turning their

attention to this beautiful work. In a foot-note to page 241 of the catalogue of the pictures in the London

National Gallery the very significant statement is made that a goldsmith was often familiarly termed

ghirlandaio, “
as one of his chief occupations was the manufacture of those rich coronals (ghirlande) then in

favour with the unmarried and newly-wedded ladies of Florence.”

We can then hope with him that beautiful pendants and ornaments for the hat or clothing may once
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more be produced in profusion, but this will never be the case until jewellers cease to subordinate the setting

so entirely to the stones as to make it only a means of holding the latter together, or until wearing jewellery

is no longer a mere means of display of wealth. We speak somewhat contemptuously of the Oriental use of

ornaments for the safe storage of capital in uncertain times, but say little of the somewhat vulgar display of

mere heaps of pearls and diamonds, in what are often less beautiful forms, in Europe.

Mr. Davenport writes of the vulgar taste which encourages the ready sale of such jewelled bits as cycles,

bats and balls, in the form of brooches and pendants.

Such objects are sold in large quantities to tourists in the Indian Capitals, and were produced, under

European inspiration, in the garnet works —but not in the jewellers’ workshops in Jaipur—thus rapidly vitiating

taste and production even in art centres. One object of the articles in the Journal of Indian Art and

Industry is to benefit both jewellers and purchasers by illustrations of real native designs.

Mr. Davenport refers to tattooing as one of the earliest forms of ornament, and to the decoration of the

teeth among savage tribes. The former prevails, as is well known, in Burmah, where the designs are most

elaborate, and the people are certainly not savage. In India, as I have already noted, some of the front teeth

are frequently, especially amongst baneahs of the mercantile class—both men and women, marked with a

little gold stud, or perhaps in the females with a gold plate, with the idea of having a little of the precious

metal in the mouth at death.

Mr. Davenport has a number of interesting observations on wire work amongst primitive people such

as the Rhodesians, on filigree work amongst the Ashantis, on granular work amongst the early Etruscan

jewellery, the finest jewellery in gold, though the best designs are among the early Greek work.

He also appreciates the revival of jewelled dresses. In India there are many examples of this use, such as

the beautiful state dresses at Alwar, one of which has been illustrated in Part 1., No. 95. Moreover,

the free use of the brocades of Benares, Ahmedabad, and elsewhere, of gold lace of extraordinary variety of

design, of spangles of gold and silver, of even beetle wings, and other glittering materials throughout their

country prove that the Indians have always loved brightness and glitter in their dress, of which the precious

stone is but one mode of expressing the same ideas.

Mr. Davenport, in writing of a necklace from Egypt with very curious pearl pendants, which is now in

the British Museum, specially refers to the small flat circular discs of gold, which are set at short intervals.

Each disc has a small circular piece cut out of its lower part, and to the upper part of this link a fine wire is

soldered. The loose end of the wire is then run through a pierced pearl, and the still projecting end of the

wire tightly pressed down (PI. 159, No. 1087). This loose end could not be soldered because it would have

injured the pearl, but the skill of the jeweller must be admired because it looks as if the pearl had been

soldered in. There is a pendant of little Egyptian models in green glazed porcelain. Mr. Davenport

believes that the earliest pendants were worn as charms. Such is a very common use in the East, where

tiger’s claw amulet cases are universal. Many of our illustrations prove this, but there are other cases in

which the pendant is only a beautiful ornament. The swastika, or Fylfot cross, or Thor’s hammer, which

is so universal, and is regarded by Mr. Davenport as of astronomical origin, sometimes appears. It is in

India a symbol of Shri or Laksmi, the wife or female essence of the Hindu God Vishnu, and represents

good luck or good fortune. It may be occasionally used in jewellery, but is most often marked on the person

or on various objects to bring good luck or avert inauspicious influences. It is an ornament of the Bronze

Age. An old Roman bronze brooch (one leg broken) from the British Museum appears
in our illustrations.

It has been supposed to represent the motion of the Heavenly bodies or of the Sun alone, and if the

arms are reversed, to invoke the powers of evil or to bring bad luck.

A very beautiful Greek gold pendant in the Victoria and Albert Museum, of about the third century b.c.,

from Taman is also reproduced. Side by side with the thin leaf imitation diadems from Tinnevelly, specimens

from the British Museum are shown, some of which, being of the thinnest material with embossed ornament—

probably produced by pressure in stone moulds —may have been made for funeral purposes only, while the

others and most magnificent were perhaps worn by the person in whose
grave they were found.

Mr. Davenport states of the diadem, that it has the longest and most consecutive history of all

objects of the jewellers’ art, and it is of special interest as the one from which crowns and coronets are derived.

The repousse examples reproduced from the originals in the gold room of the British Museum were

found in Tomb 93, at Enkomi, Cyprus, and the last is a diadem ornamented with filigree which was found

in 1865 at Santa Eufemia, in Calabria. The former date from the Mycenaean period, before 700 b.c., and

the latter from the fourth century b.c., the first Greek gold period (420-280 b.c.). Most of these are

reproduced in Nos. 106 and 107 of the Journal of Indian Art.
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The flat circlets of steel in the form, as he says, of bracelets, which Mr. Davenport refers to as weapons,

are usually placed in the headdress of the Akalis, a sect of Sikh ascetics ; they are really quoits and can be

used with deadly effect. They are hardly to be classed as ornaments. The base-metal bracelets are much

more widely distributed than we suppose.

Davenport says, “small pieces of carnelian, amethyst, agate, and onyx were carved and cut for making

seals at a very
7 early date,” for example, in the case of the Egyptian scarabseus, the Assyrian cylinders of

hematite, or the Mycenaean seals cut in amethyst.
“ After the exquisite taste of the Greek and Etruscan jewellery, Roman work appears at a disadvantage,

the gold work is heavily designed and heavily worked, but there is a certain power which is wanting in the

more refined work of the Greeks.”

“ The stones known as
‘

precious ’ are crystallised aluminium, and very hard. lo this class belong the

ruby, sapphire, emerald, spinel, some kinds of garnet, and the stones called by the prefix Oriental, as Oriental

topaz and Oriental amethyst.” The other large class of stones used in jewellery are softer, but still hard, and

are varieties of red and crystal—quartz—coloured in the same way as the precious stones, with metallic oxides.

The commonest stones in this class are perhaps agate, carnelian, amethyst, jasper, cairngorm, sardonyx,

and chrysoprase. Such stones are only valuable because of the trouble of cutting them, and because of

the more or less beautiful colours they may show.

“ Professor Flinders Petrie found undoubted examples of fine soldering on some of the earliest pieces of

jewellery he ever found.”

“

Soldering with the blow pipe is indeed the keynote of all true jewellers’ work,”

“ Draw-plates of agates have been found amongst very ancient ruins, or of hard stone, but square-section

wire can be easily cut off the edge of a sheet of metal and be hammered or filed into round wire.”

Mr. J. De Morgan found in 1894, at Dahsur, ornaments of exceptional beauty of early Egyptian work,

though posterior, it is thought, to Dr. Petrie’s specimens from Abydos, which showed very early skill. Amongst

the latter were found some wonderful bracelets from the tomb of Queen Zer. 1 hey were all “bead” bracelets

(see Plate 126, 854-855).

The most important of the bracelets is composed of alternate plaques of gold and turquoise, with

inscriptions and the figure of a hawk.

The Dahsur jewels show great powers of design and complete mastery of technique, both in the arts of

the goldsmith and the lapidary.

“Of Scythian work, about the third century b.c., we find the solidified form of necklace known as
the

Tore (or torque) in a very decorative form.” They are widely distributed from Rome to Britain in unbroken

succession.

“ Among the Romans, torques were given as military honours.” lie adds, that it seems to be difficult

to distinguish torques and bracelets or armlets.

The gold used in the Etruscan ornaments is thin and was pressed cold into ornamental moulds cut in

stone. Two or more pieces were soldered together when necessary
7

.

On many
ol these ornaments there is

found the wonderful granulation in gold which the Etruscans alone have been able to make of such fineness

that no modern workman can equal it. “ The beauty of the early Greek jewellers’ work is unsurpassed.

They did not entirely ignore the beauty of cut stones.

The Romans were, however, partial to the setting of jewels. The peculiarity ol their work was that the upper

edge of the enclosing metal band was always kept broad instead of being attenuated as much as possible.

Enamels were not much used by 7 the Romans, but coloured pastes were inlaid in hollows left or cut in

the gold work.

“ The embossed ornamentation on Mycenaean, Trojan, Greek, and Etruscan diadems of thin gold is

often of great beauty.”

“In Burmah and India decorative plaques are fastened to the hair just over the ears, and these look

like, and often pass for, earrings. It is supposed that a similar arrangement was in vogue
in Greece,

Etruria, Rhodes, and Cyprus.”
“ In Assam they 7 (earrings) are worn of great size, made up of stained grasses mixed with goat’s hair

wound closely round a core of thin wood. In Tibet large plates of silver are fastened to the ears and

ornamented with streamers of coloured grasses.”
“ The Tara brooch is, altogether, the finest example of the annular brooch with a long pin. ihe chain

is of the closely interwoven pattern known as
“ Trichinopoly,” “ quite smooth like a small snake.”

“In this remarkable brooch we find gold tracery and filigree of equal beauty with the Greek work of a still



earlier period, but which is not likely to have been seen by Celtic jewellers, translucent enamels made at a

period when Byzantine workmen could only produce such enamels, moulding in glass quite equal to any of

the Grecian Roman plates, chain making, which could only have been equalled by Indian jewellers, and

a skill in designing, casting, finishing, and chasing metal which is quite equal to that of any nation or period.”

There is nothing like it in India.

Japan can have had little or no influence upon India in the past, but it is worth referring to it on account

of the identity of some methods. Mr. Dillon in his work on
“ The Arts of Japan” (1906) remarks that the

dolmen builders, whose tombs date from early pre-Buddhist times, that is, before the fifth and sixth centuries

of our era, “made large use of armilla and other ornaments of copper sheathed with gold The place of jewels

was taken by the curious ‘ comma,’ or tadpole-shaped magatama of agate, jasper, steatite, or other stones, and

by beads of glass, either round or angle-shaped. In their love for such ornaments these early folk differed

essentially from their descendants. The Japanese in historic times—and this holds true of both sexes—have

never favoured the use of chains, rings, and other forms of jewellery. The glass beads I should be inclined to

regard as imported from the continent, but in this opinion I am in opposition to some of the best authorities.”

This is the more remarkable in that the Japanese stand pre-eminent among all other nations in the

treatment of metals.

“ The process of casting in a mould, built up upon a model of wax over a core, the cire-perdue process

of the Renaissance artists, has only been practised for some twenty years in England, but in Japan it would

appear that the art has been known for ages.” In Part 111. of these articles it will be remembered that it

was stated that this process is employed in certain parts of India for making anklets. Enamelling, both

cloisonne and champleve, are practised, also damascening with wire as in the Tah-i-nishan work in India

(true), or “as in the Azziminia work of the Italians and Sikhs in which the iron foundation to be decorated

may be roughened, and a foil of gold or silver hammered on to the hatchings so produced.”

Enough, perhaps, has been written in these papers upon the use of ornaments as a means of storing up

capital, but a few words may be added in reference to this being perhaps the cause of the rudeness of work-

manship of many Indian specimens, especially those which are worn by the poorer classes.

To spend much money upon the actual jewellers’ or goldsmiths’ labour would defeat the main object of the

people, which is, to put by safely as much of their savings as possible with the least possible loss when they are

required for reconversion into coin. This cannot be done unless the work is of a simple character. Moreover,

elaborate articles, especially where there is much detail and the workmanship is fine, involve injury and loss,

particularly when the females who wear most of the jewellery have to labour in the fields or in their homes.

The difference between buying and selling is in no case more seriously felt than where jewellery is con-

cerned. The following extracts from Harmsworth’s “ Self-Educator ” give some idea of the percentage

of profit which is considered necessary to enable a jeweller in England to live.

“ In reference to profits in general, it is not wise to run under per cent., and get 50 per cent, if

possible. One must bear in mind the nature of the trade. Jewellery is not a necessity of life where you are

sure of a certain turnover day by day, and, as we have stated, it is the first trade to suffer from general or

local depression.”

When dealing with Europeans and with great princes, there is no doubt that Indian jewellers, or, perhaps

more correctly, the brokers or dealers, charge for jewellery of the better kinds on a scale not very far behind

that of their European brethren, but such terms would not suit the poor nor are they applicable to the more

common ornaments, and especially not to those which are made without gems.

The ordinary charge for such work varies from half an anna or from one to two annas per rupee weight,

that is from about or 6J to 12J percent.

The English daily papers recently referred to the surprise which the Sultan of Morocco is said to have

felt when he endeavoured to raise money upon his jewellery for which he had paid hundreds of thousands of

pounds, but for which he discovered he could only obtain as many tens of thousands.

The correspondent of The Times wrote from Tangier, Morocco, on November xoth, 1907, that “ The

Sultan’s disappointment is bitter to find that he can raise a very small sum on his jewels. The difference

between the valuation recently made in Paris and the original price paid leaves a margin of profit for the

purveyors of about goo per cent, in spite of the rise in the price of jewels in these last few years.”

Such shocks, it is feared, are often experienced in the East, especially by potentates whose purchases

are made with the assistance of many persons, who all expect a commission from the dealer before the

bargain is complete.

Such an experience as the above would be impossible in India in the case of jewellery of Indian design
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and make, where the principal object with all investors in such property is its value as capital. Instances do

of course arise of credulity, fraud, and deception, but not on such a scale as this.

The Chinese guild law or custom, which requires that plain flexible rods, or bands, of gold and silver

which are worn round the neck or arm, and which must be made by the jeweller of pure metal, without alloy,

and stamped with the name of his shop, must be redeemed by him at any time without questioning the

quality of the material, would best suit the Indian.

Gaston Migeon, Professeur a kecole du Louvre, in his “ Manuel D’Art Musalman,” 1907, has a few

observations on jewellery. He illustrates, however, some brooches or pendants which were found in tombs

in the Caucasus, and are now in the collection of M. Massonncau. They are in gold repousse and carved.

In shape they are rhomboidal plaques having the peculiar carved outline of the enamelled ornaments,

illustrated in Nos. 96 and 97 of these articles (No. 112, Plate 15, and No 193,
Plate 27). The winged

griffins facing each other which are represented upon them
“ recall,” he adds, “ the motive in the style of the

fabrics,” especially it seems those which show Sassanian and Byzantine influence. He remarks on the per-

petuation of forms without their evolution being perceptible, and in some districts upon the very composite

character of much of the jewellery, though it differs little from that which is met with in Nearer Asia, Syria,

Arabia, and in all the Turkish provinces. This universality of style and form appears to justify me in

including, for comparative purposes, specimens from some of the countries outside India in my illustrations.

He has a striking observation with regard to the representation of human figures and of animals on the coins

of the Turkoman Dynasties which founded brilliant kingdoms in Central Asia, Asia Minor, Sec. He considers

that this was not due to religious indifference, but to the necessity of having a suitable medium of commerce

with the European merchants of the Mediterranean who entered with so much activity after the Crusades

into commercial relations with the principalities of Higher Asia. He is struck with the remarkable coinage

of the Moghul Sultans of India, and especially with the horseman at full gallop on the money of 1 ourakina.

He writes as follows: “But the beautiful numismatic chefs d’ceuvre are the delightful gold coins of

Jehangir, upon which are struck animals and figures which are perfect in design, and have a relief which is

most accurate and clear.” The Zodiacal series ol coins are no doubc referred to, and it is certain that artists

who could do such beautiful work had the skill to produce most exquisite jewellery. It was from this period

that the choice old carpets which are now in India date, and they, too, if not Persian, show clearly the

influence of that country especially in regard to animal representations. Mons. Migeon shows clearly enough

that the affirmation of some old historians of Mussalman art, that the people of Islam have never represented

living forms on account of Koranic prohibition, is false, not only literally, but because it is contradicted

incessantly by the monuments. It seems to be true only of the more fanatical and puritanical followers of

the Prophet, so that we can never be surprised when we see this motive employed in Mussalman arts. In

like manner the Koranic or traditional prohibition of the use of jewellery is more honoured in the breach

than in the observance, especially amongst women.

There are a few interesting references to jewels in Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole’s “ Mediaeval India under

Mohamedan Rule (a.d. 712-1764).” Mahmud of Ghazni (998-1030) defeated Jaipal, the Brahmin Rajah of

the Punjab, and the chief and fifteen of his kindred were brought captive before the conqueror.
“ I heir

jewelled necklaces, worth, it is said, ninety thousand guineas apiece, were torn off.”

The rajahs and wealthy men of India were wont to store their treasure in the fortress of Kangra

(Nagarkot)
“ deemed impregnable by mortal power” ; but Mahmud blockaded it with success, and “ immense

stores of treasure and jewels, money, and silver ingots .. .

were among the prizes of the Holy War.” Ihe booty

was displayed in the court of the palace at Ghazni, “jewels and unbored pearls and rubies shining like

sparks or iced wine ; emeralds as it were sprigs of youngmyrtle, diamonds as big as pomegranates ! All the

world flocked to Ghazni to gaze upon the incredible wealth of India.” This event, the renown of the fortress,

and the prowess and wealth of the rajahs of Kot Kangra are still spoken of in North India ; and truly, in

mediaeval times, the situation of the fortress above deep ravines, as I can testify from having seen the present

buildings a few years ago, justified the ideas in regard to it.

It was Mahmud also who, in his final raid, sacked Somnath and destroyed the famous lingam or

emblem of the god Siva,
“

A rude pillar-stone adorned with gems and lighted by jewelled candelabra, which

were reflected in the rich hangings, embroidered with precious stones like stars, that decked the shrine.” In

a foot-note Mr. Lane-Poole ridicules, as others have done, the legendary statements that Mahmud cleft the

stone in twain, revealing the treasure of jewels within, but thinks they may have been stored in a hollow

within or at its base when Khwaja Ahmad Hasan Maimanda, Prime Minister in the luxurious court of

Mas’ud, the successor of Mahmud (1030-1040), was restored to office after the death of the latter with
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extraordinary marks of respect. On his re-entrance at the levee “he was dressed in scarlet cloth of Baghdad

embroidered with delicate flowers, and wore a large turban of the finest muslin bordered with lace, a heavy

chain, and a girdle weighing a thousand gold pieces, studded with turquoises. The captain of the guard,

sitting at the door of the robing-room, presented him according to custom with a piece of gold, a turban, and

two immense turquoises set in a ring.” When, two days later, he took his seat in office, a fine cloth of brocade

set with turquoises was set before him.

It is worth making these quotations because the author tells us that “ it was on the model of Mahmud

and his successors that the later courts of Lahore, Agra, and Delhi were formed.” It .was in the days of

Sultan Ala-ud-din, of Delhi, that his generals (1310) first spoiled the Deccan, whence they took “coffers of

precious stones and pearls,” and, as it is estimated, 1,200 tons of gold. This wealth, which should have been

spent in developing the country, was the cause of its decay. Sir Thomas Roe’s account of the weighing of the

Great Moghul is quoted in full. Even the golden scales were jewelled. The Emperor “at last appeared

clothed, or rather laden, with diamonds, rubies, pearles, and other precious dainties, so great, so glorious ;
his

sword, target, throne to rest on, correspondent; his head, necke, breast, armes, above the elbows, at the wrists,

his fingers, every one with at least two or three rings ; fettered with chains, or dyalled diamonds ; rubies as

great as walnuts, some greater; and pearles such as mine eyes were amazed at.” He was weighed six times

against silver, “gold with jewels, and precious stones, but I saw none, it being in bagges, might be Pibles,”

cloth of gold, &c.

Labarte, in his “ Handbook of the Arts of the Middle Ages and Renaissance,” mentions a curious work of

the goldsmith, J. M. Dinglinger (1665-1731), which still exists in the famous Green Vaults of Dresden. “It is

the representation, in little detached figures of about 2 to 2J inches high, of the Court of Aurangzeb at Delhi.

The Great Moghul is seated upon a magnificent throne, surrounded by his great officers of state. Princes,

his vassals, are kneeling upon the steps of his throne and presenting him with rich offerings which the

officers of the household are eagerly receiving. In the foreground are courtiers and ambassadors from

Asiatic princes, attended by a pompous train, to pay their court to the monarch, bringing with them valuable

presents, among which may be noticed elephants with trappings prepared for war, horses richly caparisoned,

camels, and dogs. All these numerous little figures, chased in gold and enamelled in colours, have been

made separately, and the greater number are removable at pleasure. They are distributed over a plateau of

silver, upon which the artist has represented three courts of the palace of Aurangzeb. The court in the

background covered with a carpet of cloth of gold, is surrounded with porticoes and small buildings, in the

midst of which is the rich tent that covers the throne of Aurangzeb. Dinglinger executed this work from

drawings brought from India, and from the narratives of travellers who had visited the court of that prince ;

nothing, therefore, could be more correct than the costume. The Asiatic ceremonial and etiquette are also

strictly attended to. Dinglinger’s little figures are chased with extraordinary perfection, they have life

movement and a highly characteristic expression. He was occupied, it is said, eight years at this work,

assisted by his sons and his two brothers. The Elector of Saxony paid him 58,484 crowns of Saxony for this

piece. Dinglinger was completely enslaved by the vitiated taste of his period ;
it is grievous that an artist

of his merit should not rather have employed so much time and money in producing something which might

at the present day be ranked amongst works of art.”

I have quoted Labarte at length because his account of Dinglinger’s masterpiece illustrates exactly the

nature of the work which an Indian goldsmith and jeweller was not unfrequently, and is even still, called upon

to perform. Moreover, it is worth noting the curiosity and interest which the minute accounts of Oriental

wealth and display excited in Europe two or three centuries ago. An example of this German work is given

in Plate 140, 1000, from the Waddesdon room of the British Museum. It is a statuette of an Oriental

prince in gold, enamelled, and set with jewellery by a German artist of the seventeenth century.

Students of art metal ware, must necessarily devote much attention to the Bronze Age, in which many

processes and designs, that are still in use, were even then known. Amongst the former we have the cire-

perdue process, which, for instance, was adopted with great success in Scandinavia for bowls, ceremonial axes,

and other elaborate productions. A full account of this interesting and ingenious art work, as still practised

in India, was given in No. 97, pages 35 to 37. According to one authority, this age began at 1200 b.c., and,

to another, was well developed from the fifteenth or sixteenth century b.c. to the seventh. In the introduc-

tion to the British Museum Guide, however, the significant observation is made that no two prehistoric periods

can be separated by a hard and fast line. The terms, Stone, Bronze, or Iron Age, do not denote divisions of

time, but stages of human culture which gradually supersede each other and are not uniform in all parts of

the world. The dates which are stated in this section are therefore far from conclusive.
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It is
unnecessary and impossible to consider here the distribution of ornaments in all parts of the world

and at all periods in prehistoric times, but only to note a few salient points which bear on the subject. In

the British Museum Guide to the Bronze Age (Charles H. Read) there is an interesting section on India,

which begins with the following words : “ The great southern peninsula has been regarded by more than one

archaeologist as the first home of the bronze industry, but reasons have already been given to show that the

theory is as yet unsupported by sufficient evidence.”

In 1870, at Gungaria, in Central India, flat celts and “a number of silver ornaments—some circular, others

cut into the outline of the heads of oxen —were found together. . . .” Doubts have been cast, however, on the

extreme antiquity of the Gungaria find, partly because the silver ornaments are not very primitive in

appearance, and partly because the existence of two distinct forms among the celts suggests previous stages

of development. The writer advances evidence, however, to the contrary, such as silver having been met with

at a very early period in Spain and the Mediterranean. Moulds of stone, clay, and even bronze were in use in

Britain. Decorated armlets, having engraved patterns, were found, also a collar with spiral coils of bronze,

generally known as ring-money; the former are often seen in peasant ornaments in India, but not the latter.

Some of the armlets of the Hallstatt period, which belongs rather to the Iron Age, perhaps from 750-550

b.c., were very massive, as is the case amongst the Bhils and similar tribes in India. Numerous examples of

the torque or twisted collar, from the Bronze period, are illustrated side by side with those now in use in India,

because of their strong resemblance, especially in the different modes of termination by link or knob, or even

the heads of animals. Most of them came from the Marne cemeteries in France, and date from perhaps 350-

200 B.C.

Much jewellery, in the form of earrings, pins, bangles, &c., of the precious metals, was found in the

second to the fifth settlements at Hissarlik or Troy (about 2500-1500 b.c.).

Turning to Egypt, it is said that copper was the first metal employed and was the only metal at the

close of the predynastic period or before about 4300 b.c. For the fourth dynasty (about 3766-3006 b.c.)

bronze came into use, and may have been introduced from Babylonia, where copper implements probably go

back beyond 4000 b.c. The author of the Guide has important references to trade communications and

the transfusion of ideas even in the prehistoric periods. thus he observes that “it may here be repeated

that Spain formed a link in the chain of countries connecting the Mediterranean and the North-Western

Neolithic times, while its wealth in silver and other metals must have early proved an attraction to the

peoples of the Mediterranean even before the time of the Phoenicians.” Again, “the quantity of jade

implements discovered in the Swiss lakes is held by some to prove that even in the Stone Age communications”

(with Central Europe) “ must have existed with the East.” These references show the great probability of

the existence of more free communications between different parts of the Ancient World than is general!}-

supposed.

Mr. f. Romilly Allen, in his work on Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian times, remarks that “ Long before

direct contact took place between the Northern Barbarians and the Egyptians, Assyrians, Phoenicians,

Greeks, Romans, and other great nations of antiquity, through invasions or immigrations, a more indirect

contact must have existed for centuries, owing to the trade in such things as amber, gold, bronze, and tin.”

Mr. Allen has other interesting observations which are germane to our subject. For example, he figures a

bronze beaded torque from Dumfriesshire in Scotland, of the late Celtic period, in which the beads

are alternately convex and concave of Indian shapes, and he refers to the frequent termination of torques

in serpents’ heads.

The following note, of technical processes employed during the early Iron Age in Britain, is of interest.

He notes,
“ that the Celts became expert workers in metal before the close of the Bronze Age.” They could

make beautiful hollow castings, beat out bronze into thin plates, and rivet them firmly together, and could

ornament shields and golden diadems with repousse patterns consisting of corrugations and rows of raised

bosses, and were not unacquainted with the art of engraving. The Celt of the Iron Age was still more pro-

ficient. Casting was applied to many more objects than before, and beautifying surfaces by chasing, engraving,

and enamelling was understood. He worked also in repousse, hammering up from the back. Brazing and

soldering appear to have been unknown. Mr. Allen states that the evidence of both history and archaeology

tends to show that the art of enamelling on metal was, in the first instance, a British one. It is not clear,

however, whether he includes Asia in these observations.

All the enamels of the late Celtic period belong to the champleve kind. The colours used are bright

red, yellow, and blue. In this connection the numerous illustrations of Indian enamel may be compared

with those in the present number of Roman and British origin.
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Mr. Allen, who also quotes Dr. A. Evans, refers to gold and silver chains made of fine wire, such as

those which are attached to the Chorley fibula and the Tara brooch, which, according to Dr. Evans, were in

use among the Celtic people during the first two centuries before and after our era. He says the art of

making these chains was no doubt of foreign origin, as they have been found in Etruscan tombs of the fifth

century b.c. in Italy.

In the early Iron Age bracelets were cast in one piece and made in imitation of a string of beads, this

style being of foreign origin. Such work is still done in Indian bazaars. The swastika was probably a

foreign importation. Mr. Allen believes that the Algerians and Irish got the penannular brooch from the

same source, namely, the East, and that its introduction into the British islands took place when the traffic in

silver bullion from the East commenced, perhaps about 880-955 a.d., as many thousand Mohamedan silver

coins, with rings, ornaments, and ingots of that metal of that period have been discovered in Scandinavia

and Great Britain. He figures the chain and other parts of the Tara brooch, which is decorated with many

kinds of ornaments, as gold filigree, niello, enamel, and settings of amber and glass. The section in his

chapter on Celtic art in the Christian period is particularly interesting to us. The metals in use were gold,

silver, copper, lead, bronze, brass, and other alloys. They were cast and wrought, and ornamented by

means of enamelling, niello, plating, gilding, repousse work, chasing, engraving, piercing, inlaying, filigree

work, Trichinopoly chain work, and settings of precious stones, amber, and glass. The different pieces

were fixed together by rivets, and, if known, soldering and brazing were not employed to any great extent.

The Ardagh challice and the Tara brooch illustrate nearly all the materials and technical processes and

methods of construction used at this period.

He says
“ Niello probably found its way to Ireland from the East. It was used by the Byzantines

as early as the beginning of the ninth century.” It is much practised at the present time in Burmah,

Kashmir, &c., in India. The filigree work is often covered with minute granulations. The Trichinopoly

chain work of silver wire, as used in the Tara brooch, &c., can be traced back in Europe to the Pagan

Celtic period.

Lastly, the following extract from Mr. Allen’s work seems applicable in an extraordinary degree to

Indian conditions. He says: “The great difficulty in understanding the evolution of Celtic art lies in the

fact that, although the Celts never seem to have invented any new ideas, they professed an extraordinary

aptitude for picking up ideas from the different peoples with whom war or commerce brought them into

contact. And once the Celt had borrowed an idea from his neighbour, he was able to give it such a strong

Celtic tinge that it soon became something so different from what it was originally as to be almost

unrecognisable.”

This tendency, he adds, of copying, other than inventing, is brought out most clearly in their coinage.

Without reflecting in any way on the original powers of the Indian, it will perhaps be admitted that, like

the Celt, he has singular powers of adapting to his own use the artistic ideas of foreigners.

The following extract from Mr. Douglas Sladen’s work on
“ The Secrets of the Vatican, 1907,” shows

how Etruscan influences and the actual processes have continued down to the present day, and how like

some of their jewellery was to that of the Hindus. He writes that “there is one point at which the Etruscans

fire the most common-place imagination—their working in gold. There is no jewellery so beautiful—apart

from the effects produced by costly gems, like diamonds, emeralds, rubies, and pearls —as the typical Roman

jewellery, which is a direct imitation of the Etruscan. The stones it employs are usually opaque stones of

moderate value, like lapis lazuli
,

malachite, and coral ; it relies for its effect on fine, bright gold with Etruscan

chasing, and encrusted ornamentation of roses, and so on, each one separately and delicately soldered on,

or it sometimes abandons stones altogether and reproduces, with exquisite art, natural objects, like ram’s

heads, crawling snails, or oak leaves and acorns.”

The golden objects in the centre case of the Gregorian Museum, like many of the finest bronzes in the

room, came from the Regulus-Gal’azzi tomb at Cerveteri, which Dennis, in his “ Cities and Cemeteries of

Etruria,” calls the remarkable Pelasgic tomb at Cerveteri. The most striking object in the case is a large

gold breast plate embossed with twelve bands of figures—sphinxes, goats, flying horses, panthers, deer, and

winged demons ; it suggests the sacred plate of Aaron, the High Priest, described in the Bible, which was to

be fair square, measuring a span each way. It is an exquisite piece of antique work in beaten gold.

Its low reliefs belong to the earlier Pelasgic or Tyrrhene style of Etruscan jewellery, which Signor

Castellani would not allow to be Etruscan, because it was also found at Palestrina. Cumce, and elsewhere in

Italy, and in Egypt, Assyria, Phoenicia, and the Crimea. Dennis, in his immortal book on Etruria, says:

“The materials employed in this Tyrrhene style are gold, silver, bronze, amber, ivory, and variegated glass.
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The style is easily recognized by its elegant form, the harmony of its parts, and the purity of its design, but

chiefly by the marvellous fineness and elaboration of its workmanship. The patterns, which are always

simple yet most elegant and admirably harmonious, are wrought by soldering together globules or particles

of gold so minute as hardly to be perceptible to the naked eye, and by the interweaving of extremely delicate

threads of gold, and are sometimes, but sparingly, interspersed with enamels.
. . .

On a close inspection,

this jewellery astonishes and confounds by its wonderful elaboration ; at a little distance it charms the eye by

its exquisite look, and the graceful character and harmony of its outlines. In fact, it is the perfection of

jewellery, far transcending all that the most expert artistes of subsequent ages have been able to produce.”

“To this style belongs the most beautiful jewellery discovered in Etruria, and elsewhere in Italy,

as the gold ornaments from the Regulus-Gal’azzi tomb, now in the Museo Gregoriano, and those,

still more beautiful, recently found at Palestrina, and now exhibited at the Kiircherian Museum at Rome.”

Signor Castellani points out that “the Hindu jewellery, even of the present day, bears no slight

resemblance to this ancient style. Though inferior in execution, and betraying a decline of taste, the

method of soldering minute grains of fine threads of gold, mixed with enamels, to other objects, is pre-

cisely that employed by the Tyrrhenes of old.” “ The genuine Etruscan jewellery,” says Signor Castellani,

“ is very inferior both in taste and execution to that of the Tyrrhene style, of which it is a corruption.”

“ Etruscan jewellery is of two descriptions, domestic and sepulchral—the former most substantial

and durable, the latter very light and flimsy, witness the wreaths of gold leaves found encircling the

helmets of illustrious warriors. The amber, coloured glass, enamel, and ivory, used in the preceding style

are rare in this, and give place to gems—chiefly garnets, onyx, and carnelian. Among the ornaments for

personal use are earrings of various forms and dimensions, large fibula and brooches, massive gold rings,

lentoid or vase shaped, bull or agate scarabsei ; but in all these productions an inflated and artificial

style, marking the decline of the art, is conspicuous.”

He mentions a curious fact, that the manufacture of this jewellery has never ceased to go on in a

little town of the Umbrian Marshes, called S. Angelo in Vado. Its manufacture in Rome probably had

not begun in Dennis’s day, but now it is one of the chief minor industries of Rome.

It is impossible to discuss adequately in this article the influence of the East on the West, or of

the West on the East, in the Christian era and especially in recent times. The illustrations and the

descriptions at the end of the number will assist those who desire to pursue the enquiry, and there are

numerous works on the subject ending with the very full and interesting account of European Jewellery

of Mr. H. Clifford Smith, which was published in 1908. He remarks that: “As the inventors of methods

and the creators of models which exercised a widespread influence in the development of subsequent

types of ornaments, Egypt, and in a lesser degree Assyria also, occupy a position of considerable im-

portance. The chief agents in the spreading of these methods and models were the Phoenicians,” who

traded to Italy and Greece. They copied the nations with whom they came in contact, and produced

a native jewellery of composite type. As they imitated Egypt and Assyria, later on they began to imitate

Greece. The Greeks made use of the composite style but subsequently shook it off, incorporating it only

after many modifications into their own developed art. He cites the amphora—which can be traced to

Assyria—as having been so reformed by the Phoenicians, and transmitted to Greece. From Egypt the

Phoenicians acquired great technical skill, which finish was transmitted to the finest Greek jewellery,

and to the personal ornaments of the early Etruscans. The art of soldering was greatly perfected and

developed by the Phoenicians, and it is generally believed that they invented the process of granulation,

which the Etruscans perfected. The best Phoenician jewellery has been found in Cyprus. They were

skilled in manufacturing glass and had necklaces of glass beads and gold.

Byzantine jewellery, from the peculiar position of the capital of the Empire at Constantinople and the

vast influence which radiated from it, is of special interest. Of it, Mr. Smith writes as follows;

“ The peculiar interest of Byzantine jewellery lies not only in its own composite nature, but in the great

influence it exercised on European ornaments during the greater part of the middle ages. Byzantine

jewellery is the result of a compromise between Oriental and Western influence
”

In this connection he writes of the skill in patient and exuberant decoration in which the Oriental

workman excels. He remarks that the quantities of pearls and precious stones that passed through Con-

stantinople—the highway of commerce between Europe and the East—soon rendered the workmen of the

Empire susceptible to the magnificence of Oriental decoration. “ Owing to the irruption ol Oriental ideas

in the sixth century, consequent on the sack of Antioch by the Persians and the conquests of Belisarius,

splendour of material began to supersede the refinement of classical lines, i his tendency is admirably
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displayed on the rich mosaics of the period, especially those in the church of San Vitale, at Ravenna, in

Italy, which represent the Emperor Justinian and his wife, Theodora. The Empress and her attendants

are clothed in robes stiffened with gold and set with precious stones ; pearls, rubies, and emeralds encircle

her neck and shoulders, and, entirely covering her head, hang down from the temples in rich festoons upon

the breast.” The iconoclastic movement of the eighth century was of great importance because many gold-

smiths were driven out by the decrees of Leo 111., and spread the processes and designs of Byzantine art

to Italy, Germany, and Gaul. The active overland trade with India, which had been kept up for many years

with no small influence on the ornaments of the West, was augmented, while the commercial relations with

Persia were maintained.

Enamel and coloured stone now formed the chief artistic aspect of jewellery. Cloisonne enamel was

preferred to cloisonne inlay or incrustation of glass or garnet in cells. Gems were often worn as in Roman

times, mounted in brooches in a beaded or open-work setting. Crescent-shaped earrings prevailed from the

sixth century onwards.

The sack of Constantinople by the French and Venetians dealt the death-blow to Byzantine art, which,

however, continued to exercise a potent influence up to the thirteenth century, and even up to the present

day in Russia.

In regard to the barbaric jewellery of Europe, Mr. Clifford Smith writes : “Just as the desire to imitate

precious stones led to the introduction of enamel, so the Gothic nations, who hailed from the South-East

corner of Europe, brought into jewellery the Oriental love for colour. Coloured stones, usually garnets, or

red glass cut in slices, were inlaid on a metal surface, or even placed side by side, separated only by interven-

ing strips of metal. This process of inlay, or incrustation, is of great importance, since almost every species

of jewellery in Europe, from the third till about the eighth century, is thus decorated. The decoration of this

jewellery is clearly the result of influences connected in some way with the East.” His further observations

on this subject demand careful study, especially in regard to the value of the Oxus Treasure in the chain of

evidence connecting the East with the West.

He refers to the possible Oriental influences, the friendship of Charlemagne with Harun-al-Raschid, the

sovereignty of the Arabs in Spain and Sicily, the Crusades, and the importation of treasure by the merchants

of the Italian Republics, but adds that
“

by the beginning of the twelfth century the West seems to have

become lastingly independent of the East, even with regard to its ornaments.”

It is hardly necessary to pursue the subject except perhaps to quote Mr. Runciman, M.P., the President

of the Board of Education, who, as recently as May sth last, told the influential deputation headed by
Lord Curzon, which he received on the subject of the future treatment of the Indian Collection at the Old

South Kensington Museum, that he did not consider that “ Indian Art can or ought to be considered a thing

apart by itself.” He went on to speak thus :
“ The highest authorities in Indian Art inform me now that

there is a growing feeling that Indian Art and the Renaissance in Europe are closely related and inter-

related.” These observations certainly point to the desirability of illustrating in a Journal of Indian Art

examples of both European and Indian jewellery, but readers must judge for themselves how far they

confirm or not the important statement of the President of the Board of Education.

In conclusion, I quote the following aphorisms at the heads of chapters of the work of Charles Blanc

on “Art in Ornament and Dress” (Translation 1877), as I believe that if the present articles are carefully

studied, and especially the illustrations, it will be found that Indian jewellers have nearly always strikingly

conformed to them.

16. “Of all the arts which are treated of in this book, the jewellers’ and goldsmiths’ are the most valuable.”

17.
“ Order being an essential element in the composition of a jewel, the methods which should chiefly

be used are repetition, alternation, symmetry, radiation, progression, and consonance.”

18. “ The decline of symbolism has caused the disappearance of a part of the charm of jewellery by

giving increasing importance to the imitation of real objects.”

ig.
“ The representation of the human body sculptured in relief, however slight it may be, is unsuit-

able in a jewel which is to be worn.”

20. “Of all the resources at the jeweller’s command, enamelling requires the most artistic treatment.

The theory of colours is a great assistance to jewellers in all that concerns transparent enamels —in their

application on gold, silver, and platina—and in mounting precious stones with enamels.”

2i. “In their relations to sentiment and beauty, jewels are subject to aesthetic and moral proprieties.

Far from being a frivolous subject, dress and ornaments are for the philosopher an indication of morals and

a sign of the reigning ideas of a period.”
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN PART XIII.

Plate 149.—The Indian Orders of Knighthood and Decorations reproduced by permission of the Secretary

of State for India, under facilities kindly obtained by the Central Chancery of the Orders of Knighthood.

1059: Insignia of the Star of India. 1060: The Imperial Assemblage Medal of 1877. 1061: The Delhi

Coronation Durbar Medal of 1903.

Plate 150.—The Indian Orders of Knighthood and Decorations (continued). 1062 : Insignia of the

Order of the Indian Empire. 1063: The Indian Volunteer Officers’ Decoration. 1064: The Kaisar-i-Hind

Decoration. The following information regarding 1060, 1061, and 1062 has been furnished from the office of

the Secretary of State for India.

Note.—l. The Imperial Assemblage Medal of 7577.—On the occasion of the proclamation of the assump-

tion by Her late Majesty, Queen Victoria, of the title of Empress of India on the Ist of January, 1877, at

Delhi, the Governor-General was authorized to confer gold and silver Commemorative Medals. The gold

medals were presented to high officers of Government and certain Ruling Chiefs and Nobles. 2. The Delhi

Coronation Durbar Medal of 1903. —On the occasion of the celebrations held at Delhi in December, 1902,

and January, 1903, in honour of the Coronation of His Majesty the King, Emperor of India, special gold

and silver Commemorative Medals were struck. The gold medals were presented to Ruling Chiefs and

a few high officers of Government. 3. The Indian Volunteer Officers' Decoration. —“ 7 he Volunteer Decoration ”

was instituted for the United Kingdom by a Royal Warrant dated 25th July, 1892. It was extended to

India and the Colonies by a Royal Warrant dated 24th May, 1894. These Royal Warrants are reprinted in

the War Office Quarterly Army List. (From particulars received from the India Office.) 4. Insignia of the

Star of India. —The Badge is an onyx carved of Her Majesty Queen Victoria’s effigy set in a perforated and

ornamented oval containing the motto of the Order, “ Heaven’s Light our Guide,” surmounted by a star in

diamonds. The ribbon of the Order is sky blue having a narrow white stripe towards either edge, and is

worn from the right shoulder to the left side. The collar is composed of the lotus of India, of palm branches,

tied together in saltire, and of the united red and white rose. In the centre is an Imperial Crown, all richly

enamelled on gold, in their proper colours. The Star is composed of rings of gold issuing from the centre,

having thereon a star in diamonds and ring upon a light blue enamelled circular ribbon, tied at the ends,

inscribed with the motto of the Order, viz., “ Heaven’s Light our Guide,” also in diamonds. (Taken from

“

Lodge’s
”

and other “

Peerages.”) 5. Insignia of the Order of the Indian Empire.—The Badge : An enamelled

rose, having Her Majesty’s royal effigy in the centre. The star also having the royal effigy in the centre, and

the motto of the Order in a circle “ Imperatricis Auspiciis.” The collar composed of elephants, lotus flowers,

peacocks in their pride, and Indian roses linked together with chains of gold. (Condensed from the

“ Peerages.”) 6. The Kaisar-i-Hind Medal.—There are two classes : the first in gold, the second in silver.

The badge or decoration has Her Majesty’s (the late Queen Victoria’s) royal cypher in the middle.

Plate 15 1. —1065: Mosaic portraits of Justinian 1., Emperor of the Eastern Empire from 527 to 565,

and of his wife Theodora, are the glory of the church of San Vitale, at Ravenna, Italy. Under the former

the famous Code was compiled and promulgated in April, 529. To this code Justinian added the Digest or

Pandects, the Institute and Novels, promulgated 15th November, 534. These compilations have since been

called, collectively, the body of the Civil Law (Corpus Juris Civilis).

The Church of San Vitale, which was consecrated in 547, is a magnificent basilica which was built in the

reign of Justinian, in imitation of San Sophia in Constantinople. In the interior mosaics abound. The

choir is gorgeous and of great historical interest, seeing that its mosaics represent the Court of Justinian and

his wife the Empress Theodora and those notorious personages themselves. The central figures of the

latter with her ladies presenting gifts to the church are reproduced because they are shown wearing gorgeous

jewellery.

The following account is translated from the work on Ravenna, by Corrado Ricci (Bergamo, 1902).—■

“ The Emperor Justinian, wearing the royal robes and the crown, is offering gold in a large vessel, for the

construction of the temple. On his right hand is Julian Argentario, and behind him another minister and

the soldiers. At his left hand stand Massimiano, in episcopal robes, with the cross in his hand, and two

priests with the book and the censer, in the act of consecrating the church.

The Empress Theodora and her women look on from the opposite wall. It is indeed she, in this ancient

temple-—she, the celebrated woman who from the histrionic life of the circus was raised to the throne of the

Orient ; who, throwing away the false gauds of the actress, put on the precious Byzantine crown, starred

with gems ; who, from the comedy that amused the populace, passed to the tragedy which stained her with
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blood; who, from the criminal bed, open to all who paid, leaped to the glory of the sacred throne. Her

tall, slender figure, her eyes, full and round, give her just that nervous, hysterical, and brazen appearance

which seem to fit in with her history and with her great success in a highly-civilized and corrupt society.

In these mosaics notable feeling and execution are apparent. The heads bear typical features which

make one believe in the genuineness of the likeness. The embroidered garments, the ornaments, the head-

dress, and the jewels, are studied with special care, as though with the intention of giving to the Western

world a clear idea of the splendours of the Byzantine court. Its historical importance is, however, the

greater, because in these two pictures of Justinian and Theodora are preserved also the customs of that

grand period of Byzantium which has inspired so many works of art even in modern times.”

Plate 152 —1066: Portrait of Fateh Ali Shah, king of Persia (1797-1834). Painted by Mirza Baka, a

Persian artist. From the India Office. The long black beard of Fateh Ali Shah is well known, as for

a long period he is represented wearing it in all kinds of art work, such as lacquer in paintings and in

ornaments.

Plate 153.—1067 : Portrait of Nadir Shah, ruler of Persia, otherwise Tahmasp Kuli Khan, an Afsharhid

Turk (1736-1747), who sacked Delhi in March, 1739, in the reign of the Emperor Mohamad Shah. From

a portrait by an European artist which is now in the India Office. Reproduced by permission of the

Secretary of State for India. The ornaments worn by the Shah were probably taken at the sack of Delhi.

Plate 154. —1068 : Portrait by a Persian artist of Nadir Shah of Persia. From the collection of the late

Earl Egerton of Tatton.

Plate 155.—1069: Painting in tempera colours. F'rom the India Office. Reproduced by permission

of the Secretary of State for India. It represents a Durbar before 1822, in the Diwan-i-khas or Hall of

private audience in the palace at Delhi. The personages present are not all the same as in Plate 156,

which follows ; as, for example, in the present case they include Sir David Ochterlony, a famous Agent to

the Governor-General at the Moghul Court.

I have been favoured with the following account of the different personages, whose names are written on

their garments, by Mr. T. W. Arnold, formerly Assistant Librarian at the India Office, and now the recently-

appointed educational adviser to Indian students.

Plate 156.— 1070: Painting in tempera colours. Court reception by the Emperor oi Delhi, Mohamad

Akbar Shah 11. (1806-37). PM. 3535. A large number of persons are depicted wearing jewellery, such as

used in Oudh and North-West India. This seems to be an earlier representation of a Durbar in Akbar

Shah’s reign than Plate 155.— 1069. Some of the personages are shown in both pictures.

Plate 157. —1071 to 1075: Gold Ornaments from tomb 93 Enkomi (Salamis), Cyprus. 8.M., Gold

Room, window cases. 1076: Necklace from Enkomi; Carnelians and gold. 1077: Diadem ornamented
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I. Akbar Shah II, 9- Karamat ’Ah (a distinguished scholar and

2. Mirza Salim Bahadur (said to have been the mathematician. Asar, page 126. Delhi, 1847).

Emperor’s favourite son. Hayat-i-Javld,

page 19).
24. Mirza Jahangir Bahadur (Akbar Shah IP’s

eldest son, died 1821).

3- Mirza Abu’l-Muzaffar (afterwards the Emperor 25- Mirza, Bilbar Sahib.

Bahadur Shah). 26. Mlrzil Husain Bahiidur.

5- General Ochterlony.
27. Mirza Kai Qubad.

6. Khwajah Murid Khan. 28. Nawab Nazir Manzur ’All Khan.

7- Nawab Muhammad Mir Khan.
29. Iqbal ’All Khan.

8. Mustaufl Allah Yar Khan (examiner of accounts). 38. Mir Nisar ’All (tutor to the Emperor’s children.

23- Ghulam Majid Uddln. Asar, page 131.)

20. Nawab Mughal Beg. 35- Ghulam Sarabdar Khan.

iQ- Bakhshl Mahmud Khan (the treasurer of the

palace, mentioned by Bishop Heber—“ Nar-

34- Nawazish ’All Khan (a scholar, learned in the

traditions. Asar, page 131).

rative of a Journey through the Upper 33- Rukn ud-Daulah.

Provinces of India.” Vol. I., page 565. 32. Raja Jai Singh Ra’ls.

London, 1828), 42. Najaf ’All Baqir.

17- Qalandar Beg. 41- Raja Kidar Nath.

iS- Sheo Lai. Si- Mir Jahd Khan.

13- Shadl Ram. 29. Iqbal ’Ali Khan.

ii. Tafazzul Husain Khan. 30- Hisam al-Dln Junaid Khan.

10. Yaqub ’All Khan. 45- Nabl Bakhsh Khan.



with filigree. Found in 1865 at Santa Eufemia, Calabria ; fourth century b.c., finest Greek period. 8.M.,

Gold Room, case D.

According to Appendix 11. to the guide to the Greek and Roman Antiquities of the British Museum,

the treasure (gems, gold ornaments, &c.) from the Greek Islands, Enkomi, lalysos, dates before 700 b.c. ;

the finest gold ornaments (Greek) from about the Peloponnesian War (431-404 b.c.) to before 200 b.c. ;

Graeco-Roman gems about the first century a.d., and the later Roman, gems about the second century a.d.

Wall cases A to H are referred to in the lists :

Case A contains some objects attributed to the sixth century b.c

Case B : Archaic Greek type.

Case C : Archaic and Early Etruscan, in which the process of employing minute globules of gold to

form patterns or otherwise to enrich the design is carried out to a very great extent. “In many instances

these globules are almost as fine as gold dust.” Date, seventh to sixth century a.d.

Case D : Greek gold ornaments of the finest period, about 420-280 b.c.
“ The figures are for the most

part made by pressing thin gold plates into stone moulds.” “ Instead of the Etruscan globules, fine threads

of gold (filigree) are here employed with extremely delicate effect.” The process of enamelling frequently

occurs, but their enamel is always in very small quantities, as may be seen in the beautiful necklace from

Melos. “ For examples of filigree see the fine series of earrings, pendants, and necklaces from Kyme, in

flEolis.” A diadem from Calabria (South Italy) was found with bronze coins issued 287-278 b.c.

Cases E and F : Later Etruscan ornaments, as large necklaces with pendent balls, or earrings of

unusual size.

Case G : Gold ornaments of the later Greek period (third to second century b.c.). Filigree and enamel.

Some of the ornaments are terracotta gilt made for funeral purposes, but “the articles are as fine as those

of gold in an artistic sense.” They have in fact been made from the same moulds as the gold ornaments.

Case II: Ornaments of the Roman period. “The work is less minute, the designs become more

commonplace, and there is a strong tendency towards the use of precious stones and pearls.

Plate 158.—1078: Pendant from a diadem, one of a pair. A gold disc representing Thetis riding on a

seahorse carrying the greaves of Achilles surrounded by a border of foliage in applied filigree. Ihe lower

half of the rim is ornamented with raised flowerets and studs, and from it depend twelve plaited chains

traversing one another, with flowerets at the point of junction and five rows of pear-shaped pendants of three

different designs. Reproduced by Senor Alessandro Castellani, after the Greek original found in the larger

of the two tunnels called the Blitznitse, in the island of Thaman, territory of Phanagoria, Southern Russia,

and now in the Museum of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. 632A, V. and A. Museum. 1079; Necklace of

pendent pomegranates ornamented with filigree. Cyme, or Kyme, in /Eolis. Case B, Gold Room, B.M.

Finest Greek period. 8.M., Gold Room, case D. The chains and ornaments are common in India.

1080: Necklace of four plaited cords, with crescentic pendant. Ancient Egyptian jewellery (case of Roman

jewellery), Egypt. Frank’s bequest. 8.M., Corridor, Gold Room. The flat band of chains is common in

India. 1081 : Magnificent gold necklace of various gold and jewelled ornaments pendent by a network of

chains from a band of chains. 8.M., Early Etruscan, case C, Gold Room.

Plate 159. —1082: Earring. Gold open filigree work, with circular tops. The pendants spherical, with

seven small balls round the side and one at the bottom of each. 1.M., 616-540. Bought £4 10s. Indian

(Cuttack?). 1083; Necklace of beads. Gold, granulated, plain and filigree. 8.M., Gold Room, case C.

Finest Greek period. 1084: Necklace of glass and gold beads. From Vulci. 8.M., case C, Gold Room.

Late Greek period. A similar necklace with a pendant is close by ;
it came from the Castellani collection.

1085: Part of necklace of gold beads, Roman. 8.M., Gold Room, case G. 1086; Part of Bracelet. Light

oblong plaques of gold and connected by rings, ornamented with filigree and round bosses. Delhi. L. yi in.

byW. ixiin. Rs. 15 15 o. 40-1881. 1087: Ancient Egyptian jewellery. Necklace, gold, with leaf pendants,

each of which has a pearl in an opening in the leaf; garnets with blue glass and semi-vitreous pottery beads,

and a similar oja or eye symbol pendant. 8.M., Gold Room, Corridor. 1088 : Pair of earrings of gold, set

and hung with sweet water pearls. Mark C.S. Made by the late Signor Giuliano. L. in., W. fin.

Given by Messrs. C. and A. Giuliano. 170-170A, igoo. V. and A. Museum. 1089: Earrings, a pair.

A gold rosette, arranged with granulated petals, arranged round a coral centre holding a coral pendant

capped with a gold loop, ornamented with granulated beading and foliage, and terminating in a granulated

calyx. Made by Castellani. L. 3x

3

oin. 8.1. (Castellani Collection). £lO the pair. 633A, 1884, V. and A.

Museum.
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Plate 160.—1090: Bronze Brooch in the form of the swastika. Brough, Westmoreland. 8.M., Central

Saloon, ioqi : Silver Brooch and Chain, found near Chorley, Lancashire, with coins from Galba to

Hadrian, a.d. 68. 8.M., Central Saloon. 1093 : A similar brooch to No. 1091. 1092 ; Enamel Brooch with

movable dolphin in the centre (Frank’s “Glass and Enamel,” page 14). Hastings’ collection. Purchased

1897.
“ The finest specimen (Roman enamel jewels executed in Britain), discovered in London, was

formerly in the collection of Lord Hastings, from which it was acquired by the British Museum. It is a

circular flat plaque, the pattern on which consists of four quatrefoils with blue centres on a red ground, and

four small circles of yellow enamel between them. In the centre is the revolving figure of a dolphin.”

(Jewellery by H. Clifford Smith, M.A., 1908, Plate 11. fig. 7.) 1094: Bracelet, gold, surrounded by a frieze

of applied figures representing an Assyrian monarch returning from the hunt, and offering libations ; at his

feet lie dead lions, whilst attendants are bringing another towards the altar. Around the top of the frieze

runs an arched ornament, and along the bottom a line of rosettes. In the centre of the fastening is a

Babylonian c}dinder. Stamped J.8., made by John Brogden, of 16, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

English, nineteenth century. Bolcklow bequest. 8., V. and A. Museum. 1095 : 138, 16529, Gold Pendant

in the form of a king seated on a throne. The face was probably inlaid with lapis Lazuli
,

and the rich

feather-work tunic, the collar and necklace, &c., with red, blue, and green paste. The ornament of the

plinth of the throne, formed by sceptres and symbols of life, was filled with coloured paste. The

reverse of the pendant is carefully chased with delicate feather work, the symbol of the union of the two

countries, &c. Nineteenth or a little later. (Case b.c. 3600 to b.c. 300 ) 1096 : 14595. One of a Pair

of Gold Bracelets, inlaid with lapis lazuli and blue paste. The centre scene represents Harpocrates sitting

on a lotus flower between two urcei wearing discs. Inside is inscribed in hieroglyphics a short text, which

says that these bracelets were
“ made for the princess, the daughter of the chief of all the bowmen Nemareth,

whose mother was the daughter of the prince of the land of Reshnes.” Nemareth was the descendant in the

fifth generation of Buiu-uaua, a Libyan prince, and the father of Shashang I. (Shishak of 1 Kings, xiv. 25),

King of Egypt about b.c. 966. 8.M., case J., Egyptian Room, 14595. 1097 to 1103: Enamelled Bronze

Brooches and Studs, from Pont-y-Saison, near Chepstow, Monmouth, iB6r. Purchased 1891. 8.M.,

Central Saloon. Plate n, fig. 6: “Quite different (from 1092) are certain ornaments set with slices

cut from rods of millefiori glass, which were executed for the most part during the decline of the Roman

power. One of the most elaborate is a brooch found at Pont-y-Saison, near Chepstow, Monmouthshire, in

186 r, and preserved among other Roman-British antiquities in the British Museum. (W. Clifford Smith).

1104: Girdle Clasps. Silver, circle, repousse. Greek. Diameter 2Jin. Bought (Annual International

Exhibition, 1872), 10s. 1475, 1475A. —’73. 1105: Gold Buckle, set with garnets and glass (and two pairs of

clasps not reproduced). Found at Taplow, Bucks. Anglo-Saxon. 8.M., Anglo-Saxon Room.

“ One of the finest examples of Anglo-Saxon jewellery is the magnificent gold buckle discovered in a

grave near Taplow, Bucks, and now in the British Museum. The base of the tongue and the oval ring are

inlaid with glass paste upon gold foil ; while the buckle-plate, enriched with three garnets, is covered with

many graduated rows of finely twisted wire, and has its centre filled with a sort of vermiculated pattern upon

repousse ground.” (Plate 12, fig. 6, H. Clifford Smith, M.A.)

Plate 161.—1106 to 1118 (except mi to 1115): Base Metal Ornaments, to illustrate modes in different

countries of ending bangles or torques. 1106: End of penannular Torque or Necklace. Modern Indian,

Mysore. I.M. 8577. 1107: Ends of Anklet, Mysore. I.M. 860. 1108: Ends of an engraved Torque or

Anklet, Mysore. I.M. 1095. The above three ends of ornaments are common in India. 1109: Gold

Bracelet, corded pattern with fluted caps on the extremities. Found in the Crimea. Ancient. in. thick,

diameter 2J in. Bought I.M. 306-70. mo: Bronze Torque from a cemetery. Bussy le Charbon,

Marne, France, Morel Collection. Plate 34, B.M. Central Saloon. mi : Massive Indian Anklet, base

metal. 1112: Gaulish Bronze Torque, Courtisole, Marne, France, Morel Collection, igoi. Plate 37,

8.M., Central Saloon. 1113; Anklet, base metal, common in all metals in India. I.M. 938. 1115:

Armlet, bronze, interment at Heiltz I’eveque, Marne, France, Morel Collection, 1901. 8.M., Central

Saloon. Compare with No. mi. 1114; Torque, base metal, with hooked extremities engraved. Very

common in India. 1116: Bronze Torque or Collar, from a Gaulish cemetery, Courtisole (Prosues), Marne,

France. 8.M., Central'Saloon. According to Mons. Bertrand (Allen), the Marnian cemeteries date from

about 350 to 200 b.c. of the iron age. 1117; Gilt Bracelet, twisted body and brush-like ends. Common

in India. 1118: The end of a Bracelet, with ball. Indian.

Plate 162.—From the Wallace collection, reproduced by permission of the Trustees, kindly obtained by

Claude Phillips, Esq., the keeper. The descriptions are taken from the catalogue.
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mg: Tray of Silver Filigree, with an inlay of Cloisonne enamel. Genoese (?) fourteenth century.

Gallery IV, case A, 22. An examination of this specimen shows, in the point of details of workmanship,

how little difference there is between it and examples from Cuttack or Dacca.

H2o: Parcel gilt Silver Anklet. Paizeb, India. Oriental Armour Gallery. One of a pair of very

massive and lightly finished examples of the Indian anklet termed paizeb, as in Plate B—s,8 —5, and Plate 22

—162 to 165.

1121; Silver Collar of Office, with links composed of thin realistic oak leaves and acorns sheltering

modelled figures of a pheasant (?), a horse, a stag, a knight with sword uplifted, and a griffin ; these alternat-

ing with other links of plain and massive design. Known as “Le Collier du’ Roi de I’Arc.” It would

appear to have been worn by the successive
“

Kings
”

or
“ Constables

”

(i.e., Captains) of a civic Confraternity

of Archers, existing in a Netherlandish city. The earliest of the plaques attached are dated respectively 1419,

1429, and 1499 ; the rest ranging through the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries to

1826. The collar itself is of Netherlandish or German workmanship, and dates from the second half of the

fifteenth century. Gallery 111., case J, 508. The collar has been selected as almost the very opposite in

design and character of work to anything which could have been produced in India at the same period, or

indeed at any time.

1122 : Pendant Jewel of gold, a double heraldic eagle crowned. The plumage is marked out in black-

enamel. In the centre is placed a shield-shaped ornament in which is set a table-diamond. Ihe pendant is

finished with a number of small drop pearls. German, late sixteenth century. Gallery IV., case A, Bg.

The use of pearl drops from the lower or prominent points of ornaments seems to have been as common

in the West as in the East.

1123 ; Pendant Jewel of beaten and wrought gold and filigree work, set with cabochon garnets. Roman-

esque style (eleventh or twelfth century). Gallery XII., case A, 94. An early European illustration of the

use of cabochon garnets. The decorative value of polished carbuncles, and of cut garnets, was known from

very early times in India. Some of the oldest Buddhist fragments of ornaments include this stone.

Plate 163. — Ornaments from the Wallace collection (continued). 1124: Gold Chain, with centres

composed of interlaced crowns attached to cylinders, curiously decorated with crosses and other rude orna-

mentation. English, seventeenth century (?). Gallery IV., case A, 38. Watch chains for use of Parsees and

wealthy merchants in Bombay are tending to become as massive as this example. It was chosen, however,

to show the universality of the Trichinopoly chain.

1125 : Chain of enamelled gold, set with garnets, the longer links showing minute designs in translucent

enamel on a ground of crystal, foiled beneath. French, earky seventeenth century. Gallery IV., case A, 40.

Another illustration of art work directly opposed in character and design to anything Indian.

1126. Part of a Collar of silver, gilt filigree, set with gems. Cabinet in Armour Gallery VIII. 1127:

Part of Collar, somewhat similar to No. 1126.

1128: Ring, Rosary, Beads, and Cross, of steel, damascened with arabesques in gold and silver.

Spanish (?), sixteenth century. Gallery 111., case J, 534. Chosen as a contrast to the damascened steel

ornaments of India. The best tah-i-nishan work or true damascening in gold or steel of Jeypore is very

similar in delicacy and taste (see pages 50 and 51) to this ornament.

1129 : Ivory “ Pique” Necklace. A present from Marie Antoinette, Queen of France, to her intimate

friend the Princess de Lamballe. The royal fleur-de-lys is wrought in gold “ pique
”

work on each of the

ivory beads. Style and period of Louis Seize. Gallery XX., case A, 28. Of great historical interest.

Enriching ivory in this way would not be difficult for an Indian, but he would hardly think it worth doing

for jewellery.

1130 : Pendant Jewel formed as a dove : the body composed of a baroque pearl, the head and wings of

gold and white enamel. German (?), sixteenth century. Gallery XII., case A, 61.

1132 ; Pendant Jewel of enamelled gold, set with pearls and rubies. A dragon rendered in translucent

green and opaque grey enamel. German, seventeenth century. Gallery XII., case A, 67.

1131 : Pendant Jewel of gold and chalcedony, decorated with translucent enamels, table-diamonds,

and other jewels. The cardinal virtue, Prudentia, with her attributes, the mirror and the serpent. Italian,

sixteenth century. Gallery XII., case A, 65.

1133 : Pendant Jewel, fashioned in the form of a rabbit, the body composed of a large baroque pearl

the head and legs of gold and white enamel. German, sixteenth century. Gallery XII., case A, 78.

1134: Pendant formed as an heraldic eagle crowned, with a body composed of a large baroque
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pearl, and plumage represented by translucent and opaque enamel. German, late sixteenth century.

Gallery XII. case A, gi. The last four examples are frankly European.

Plate 164.—1135: Portraits of Shuja-ud-daula (1760-1775) and of his sons. He was the first Nawab-

Vazir of Oudh and was the ally of Ahmed Shah Abdah or Durani, who conquered the Mahrattas at

the battle of Panipat, in January, 1761. As Vazir of the Empire, Nawab of Oudh, and ally of Mir Kasim,

Nawab of Bengal, he was defeated by the British at the Battle of Buxar. Principally chosen to illustrate

the jewelled head dresses of the period. From the India Office, reproduced by permission of the Secretary

of State. Oudh was formerly a Vicenryalty held by a Vazir of the Moghul Emperor. After the Battle

of Buxar, October 23rd, 1764, the British became virtually masters of the Province.

Plate 165. —1136; Portrait by Zoffany of Nawab Vazir Asaf-ud-daula of Oudh, [775-1781. He was

the son of Shuja-ud-daula. The ornaments worn though of great value are simple in character. Asaf-ud-

daula ceded Benares to the East India Company. It was acquired in 1763.

Plate 166.—1137: Nawab Raza Khan, Minister of Asaf-ud-daula, Nawab Vazir of Lucknow. Painted

at Lucknow in 1784, by Joh. Zoffany. India Office.

Plate 167.—1138: Lord Cornwallis receiving the sons of Tippu Sultan. Johann Zoffany. Reproduced

by kind permission of Major E. C. Moor, the owner. Note from the catalogue of the Mohamadan Art and

Life Exhibition, in 1908, at the Whitechapel Art Gallery :
“ A fine example of Zoffany’s painting.”

Hyder Ali usurped the sovereignty of Mysore, 1763-4 ; ravaged the Carnatic in January, 1769, and again

in 1780, and defeated the British, 10th September, and took Arcot, 31st October, 1780; but was defeated by
Sir Eyre Coote, Ist July, 1781, and uniting with the French was overthrown by Coote, 2nd June, 1782 ;

died in September, and was succeeded by his son, Tippu Sahib, who took Caddalore, and in April, 1783,

Bednore. An ignoble peace was made with him in 1784 (nth March), but war was renewed in 1790.

Cornwallis defeated him at Arikera, 15th May, 1791. A definitive treaty made with him on igth March,

1792, his two sons being hostages. They were restored 29th March, 1792. Seringapatam was stormed by

General Baird. Tippu was killed 4th May, 1799, and Mysore divided 22nd June, 1799.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

149 & 150. Indian Orders, in colours. 151. Mosaic of the 6th century. The Empress Theodora with

attendants. 152. Fateh Ali Shah of Persia. 153. Nadir Shah of Persia, in colours. 154. Portrait of

Nadir Shah of Persia. 155. Court reception by the Emperor of Delhi, including Sir David Ochterlony.

156. Court reception by the Emperor of Delhi, Akbar Shah 11. 157. Gold Ornaments from Tomb No. 93

Enkomi (Salamis), Cyprus. 158. Necklaces and Pendants. 159. Earrings, Necklaces, and Bracelet.

160. Brooches, Bracelets, Pendants, Girdle Clasps, Buckles, and Studs. 161. Ornaments in Base Metal.

162. Tray of Silver Filigree, Silver-gilt Indian Foot Ornament, Silver Collar, and Pendants. 163. Gold

Chains, Collar, Ring, Rosary Beads, Cross of Steel, Necklaces, and Pendants. 164. Shuja-ud-daula and

his sons 165. Asaf-ud-daula. i65. Nawab Raza Khan. 167. Lord Cornwallis, receiving the sons

of Tippu Sahib.

NOTES and ERRATA.

The following correction is required to the statements on page 22 of Part 11. these papers :

Akbar estimated his success
“ by the quantity of cordons (zinars) of distinction taken from the necks

of the Rajputs, and seventy-four mans and a half are the recorded amount.” The man is four seers, the

maund is forty. The total weight would therefore seem to be 320 pounds.
To eternize the memory of this disaster, the numerals 74J are tilac or accursed. Marked on the

banker's letter in Rajasthan, it is the strangest of seals, for the sin of the slaughter of Chitore is thereby
invoked on all who violate a letter under the safeguard of this mysterious number. It is said that 8,000

Rajputs fell in the final assault, including all the heads of clans, both home and foreign, and seventeen

hundred of the immediate kin of the prince.

ERRATA

Page 7. sth line from bottom : Abdalla to Abdalli.

Page 22. 12th line : 170 to 320, and bangles to cordons. 14th line : 170 to 320.

Page 23. sth line from bottom :
“ elderly ”to

“ elder.”

Page 24. 34th line : after “ whole ”
insert

“ in.”

Page 42. 4th line from bottom : Rajputana to Malwa.

Page 65. 18th line from bottom ; Hall to Hull.

Page 167. 17th line from bottom : Chrysochon to Chrysochou.
Plate title, 155.—1069. Ist line: change “in 1822” to “before 1822.”
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1060.

The

Delhi

Imperial

Assemblage

Medal,

1877.

1061.

The

Delhi

Coronation
Durbar

Medal
of

1903.

Reproduced
by

permission
of

the

Secretary
of

State

for

India.





150.

1

062.

Insignia
of

the

Order

of

the

Indian

Empire,

(a)

Badge,

(b)

Star,

(c)

Collar.

1063

The

Indian

Volunteer

Officers’

Decoration.

1064

The

Kaisar-i-Hind
Decoration.

Reproduced
by

permission
of

the

Secretary
of

State

for

India.





15 1- —1065 : The Empress Theodora with attendants. Mosaic of the 6th century, from the'Church of San Vitale,

Ravenna. (From a painted paper cast in the Victoria and Albert Museum).





152.—1066: Fateli Ali Shah, king of Persia ( 1 797-1834), Painted by Mirza Baka, a Persian artist. India Office





153-—1067 Nadir Shah of Persia (Tahmasp Kuli Khan), who sacked Delhi in 1739. India Office.





x 5-— 1 068 ; Portrait of Nadir Shah of Persia (otherwise Tahmasp Kuli Khan, an Afsharhid Turk, 1736-1747). who sacked.

Delhi in March, 1739. (The late Earl Egerton of Tatton).





*55- —io6g . From a painting in tempera colours representing a Court reception by the Emperor of Delhi in 1822 ;
it differs from Plate rsff- chiefly in including a portrait of Sir David Ochterlony, the British agent at

Delhi. India Office.





156 .—lO7O From a painting in tempera colours representing a Court Reception by the Emperor of Delhi, Akbar Shah II

(1806-1837.) I.M. 3535.





157

1071-5:

Gold

Ornaments
from

tomb
93

Enkomi

(Salamis),
Cyprus.

Before
700

B.C.

8.M.,

Gold

Room:

Window

Cases.

1076
;

Necklace
from

Enkomi,
tomb

93,

Carnelian
and

Gold.

1077
:

Diadem,

ornamented
with

filigree.

Found
in

1865
at

Santa

Eufemia,

Calabria,
4th

Century
B.C.

Finest

Greek

period.

B.M.

—Gold

Room
;

Case
D.





158•—lO7B ; Pendant from a Diadem. A gold disc with pendent chains and five rows of pear shaped ornaments of three

different designs. Reproduced from the original found in Southern Persia, and now in the Hermitage Museum, St.

Petersberg, by Castellani. R.A., 632a. 1079 : Necklace of pendent Pomegranates. Cyme in Htolis. Finest Greek

period. 8.M., Gold Room; Case D. (Castellani Collection.) 1080: Roman Egyptian Necklace (Franks’bequest).
8.M., Gold Room Corridor. 1081 : Magnificent Gold Necklace of jewelled and gold ornaments, suspended
by a network of chains from a band of chains. 8.M., Early Etruscan ; Case Cin Gold Room.





r 59 •
—lOB2 : Earring : Gold, open filigree. Indian (probably Cuttack). 1.M., 616 ; 540. 1083; Necklace of Beads : Gold, gran-

ulated, plain and filigree. Early Etruscan. 8.M., Gold Room ; Case C. 1084 : Necklace of Glass and Gold Beads.

Early Etruscan. 8.M., Case C, Gold Room. 1085 : Part of a Necklace of Gold Beads. Roman. 8.M., Gold

Room ; Case G. 1086; Part of Bracelet. Gold plaques with filigree bosses. Delhi. 1.M.. 40-1881. 1087 : Gold

Necklace with Cup Pendants. 8.M., Ancient Egyptian case in Gold Room corridor. 1088; Earring, hung with

Sweetwater pearls. Made by Signor Giuliano. V. and A., 170-1900. 1089: Earring, gold and coral. Made bv

Signor Castellani. V. and A., 633a; 1884. Similar to one worn by the female on the lid of Sarcophagus,
I). 786, B.M Etruscan, 200-150 B.C. From Chiozo.





160. 1090 ; Bronze Brooch in form of the Swastica. Roman. Brough, Westmoreland. 8.M., Central Saloon. 1091 ; Silver

Brooch with Chain. Roman; Chorley. About A.D. 68. H.M., Central Saloon, 1092; Enamel Brooch. Roman.

Hastings Collection. 8.M., Central Saloon. 1093; Brooch similar to 1091. 1094: Bracelet; Gold with

applied figures. Subject: Assyrian. Made by John Brogden. English; 19th century. V. and A., 735.

1095 : Pendant in form of a king on a throne. Gold and Paste. Egyptian ; 19th dynasty, or a little later ; about

B.C. 1300. 8.M., Egyptian Room. 1096: Gold Bracelet with figures and hieroglyphics. Egyptian; about B.C. 966.

8.M., 14595; Egyptian Room. 1097-1103: Enamelled Bronze Brooches and Studs, from near Chepstow, Mon-

mouthshire. 8.M., Central Saloon. Roman. 1104: Girdle Clasps, Silver. Modern Greek. 1.M., T475-i475a; 73.

1105 : Gold Buckle with Garnets and Glass ; Anglo-Saxon. 8.M., Anglo-Saxon Room.





l6l.—Ornaments in base metal of different ages and countries, with the exception of 111 i and 1115, to illustrate different

modes of ending bangles or torques. 8.M., I.M. and India.





162.

—1119;

Tray

of

Silver

Filigree

with

an

inlay

of

Cloisonne

Enamel.

Genoese
(?)

XIX

century.

1120:

Fine

example
of

a

silver-gilt
Paezeb

or

Indian

Foot

Ornament.

Armour

Gallery,
8.

1121
:

Silver

Collar

of

Office

(Le

Collier
du

Roi

de

I’Arc)

with

numerous

plaques,
the

earliest

bearing
date

A.D.

1419.

Netherlandish
or

German

workmanship
of

the

second

half

of

the

XV

century
(508

C.)

Gallery
IV,

Case

A,

22.

1122:

Pendant,
Jewel
of

Gold;

Double

Heraldic
Eagle

Crowned.

German;
late

XVI

century.

Gallery

XII;

case

A,

89.

1123:

Pendant

Jewel

of

Beaten

and

Wrought
Gold,

and

Filigree

work,

set

with

cabochon

garnets
;

Romanesque
style;

XI

or

XII

century.

Gallery
XII

;

case

A,

94.

Wallace

collection.





163.-—1124: One Gold Chain. English; XVII century (?) Gallery IV, case A, 38, 1125: Chain of EnamelledGold, set with Garnets. French;

early XVII century. Gallery IV, case A, 40. 1126: Part of a Collar of Silver-Gilt Filigree, set with Gems. Cabinet in Armour

Gallery VIII. r 127 : Part of a Collar of Silver-Gilt Filigree, set with Gems. Cabinet in Armour Gallery, VIII. 1128: Ring, Rosary,

Beads and Cross of steel. Spanish (?) XVI century. 1129 : Ivory
“

Pique” Necklace. Period, Louis Seize. Gallery XV., case A,

28. 1130; Pendant Jewel. German (?) XVI century. Gallery XII, case A,61. 1131 : Pendant Jewel. Italian; XVI century. Gallery

XII, case A, 65. 1132 : Pendant Jewel. German ; XVI century. Gallery XII, case A, 67. 1133 : Pendant Jewel. German ;

XVI century. Gallery XII, case A. 78. 1134 : Pendant. German
,

late XVI century. Gallery XII, case A. 81. Wallace Collection,





164.—i 135 : Shuja-ud-Daula, Nawab Vazier of Oudh (1760-1775), and his sons. India Office.





165 1136; Asaf-ud-Daula Nawab Vazir of Oudh (1775-1781). Painted by Zoffany. India Office.





166.— 1137 : Navvab Raza Khan, Minister to Asaf-ud-Daula. Nawab Vazir of Lucknow. Painted at Lucknow in 1754.

by Job. Zoffany. India Office.





167. —1138. Lord Cornwallis receiving the sons of Tippu Saheb, Sultan of Mysore (1749-1799) Painted by Zoffany,
by permission of Major E. C. Moor.
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	5. – Delhi Jewellery. 20. Necklace of square plaques united by pearls and jewelled pendant. 21. Head ornament of three pieces of gold filigree, chains of pearls, seven rubies, and seven pendants. 22. Head ornament. 23. Forehead ornament. 24. Ear-drop.�ഊ㰰㈲㔾‼〲㉣㸠㰰㈹放ഊ㰰㈲搾‼〲㉥㸠㰰㉣㘾ഊ㰰㈲显‼〲㌱㸠㰰㉣㤾ഊ㰰㈳㈾‼〲㌷㸠㰰㉤㠾ഊ㰰㈳㠾‼〲㔸㸠㰰㌰〾ഊ㰰㈵㤾‼〲㙡㸠㰰㌲㈾ഊ㰰㈶戾‼〲㜰㸠㰰㌳㤾ഊ㰰㈷ㄾ‼〲㜱㸠㰰㌵ㄾഊ㰰㈷㈾‼〲㜲㸠㰰㌵㜾ഊ㰰㈷㌾‼〲㜳㸠㰰㌶ㄾഊ㰰㈷㐾‼〲㜵㸠㰰㌷㐾ഊ㰰㈷㘾‼〲㜶㸠㰰㌷愾ഊ㰰㈷㜾‼〲㜷㸠㰰㌷放ഊ㰰㈷㠾‼〲㝥㸠㰰㌸㐾ഊ㰰㈷显‼〲㝦㸠㰰㌸挾ഊ㰰㈸〾‼〲㤳㸠㰰㌸放ഊ㰰㈹㐾‼〲扦㸠㰰㍡㌾ഊ㰰㉣〾‼〲挰㸠㰰㍤㔾ഊ㰰㉣ㄾ‼〲晦㸠㰰㐰〾ഊ㰰㌰〾‼〳㈰㸠㰰㐳显ഊ㰰㌲ㄾ‼〳㈲㸠㰰㐷㈾ഊ㰰㌲㌾‼〳㍥㸠㰰㐸挾ഊ㰰㌳显‼〳㘳㸠㰰㑡愾ഊ㰰㌶㐾‼〳㠹㸠㰰㑤〾ഊ㰰㌸愾‼〳㡢㸠㰰㑦㠾ഊ㰰㌸挾‼〳戱㸠㰰㔳ㄾഊ㰰㍢㈾‼〳戶㸠㰰㔵愾ഊ㰰㍢㜾‼〳摤㸠㰰㔶ㄾഊ㰰㍤放‼〳摦㸠㰰㔸㤾ഊ㰰㍥〾‼〳改㸠㰰㕢〾ഊ㰰㍥愾‼〳昳㸠㰰㕢戾ഊ㰰㍦㐾‼〳晦㸠㰰㕤〾ഊ㰰㐰〾‼〴づ㸠㰰㕤挾ഊ㰰㐰显‼〴ㅣ㸠㰰㜰〾ഊ㰰㐱搾‼〴㌹㸠㰰㜱〾ഊ㰰㐳愾‼〴㔴㸠㰰㜳〾ഊ㰰㐵㔾‼〴㔶㸠㰰㤰ㄾഊ㰰㐵㜾‼〴㕤㸠㰰㤰㔾ഊ㰰㐵放‼〴㕥㸠㰰㤰搾ഊ㰰㐵显‼〴㘰㸠㰰㤱〾ഊ㰰㐶ㄾ‼〴㠱㸠㰰㤱㌾ഊ㰰㐸㈾‼〴㠶㸠㰰㤳㔾ഊ㰰㐸㜾‼〴㡥㸠㰰㤳挾ഊ㰰㐸显‼〴㡦㸠㰰㤴㔾ഊ㰰㐹〾‼〴㤲㸠㰰㤴㜾ഊ㰰㐹㌾‼〴㤵㸠㰰㤴戾ഊ㰰㐹㘾‼〴㤷㸠㰰㤵〾ഊ㰰㐹㠾‼〴愲㸠㰰㤶㘾ഊ㰰㑡㌾‼〴愵㸠㰰㤸ㄾഊ㰰㑡㘾‼〴慤㸠㰰㤸㔾ഊ㰰㑡放‼〴慦㸠㰰㤸显ഊ㰰㑢〾‼〴挵㸠㰰㤹㌾ഊ㰰㑣㘾‼〴捣㸠㰰㥡愾ഊ㰰㑣搾‼〴捤㸠㰰㥢㈾ഊ㰰㑣放‼〴搱㸠㰰㥢㘾ഊ㰰㑤㈾‼〴摡㸠㰰㥢挾ഊ㰰㑤戾‼〴摣㸠㰰㥣㜾ഊ㰰㑤搾‼〴攰㸠㰰㥣戾ഊ㰰㑥ㄾ‼〴攱㸠㰰㥤㜾ഊ㰰㑥㈾‼〴攳㸠㰰㥤挾ഊ㰰㑥㐾‼〴攸㸠㰰㥤显ഊ㰰㑥㤾‼〴晤㸠㰰㥥㘾ഊ㰰㑦放‼〴晦㸠㰰愰㔾ഊ㰰㔰〾‼〵〳㸠㰰愰㜾ഊ㰰㔰㐾‼〵〵㸠㰰愰显ഊ㰰㔰㘾‼〵ㅢ㸠㰰愱㌾ഊ㰰㔱挾‼〵㈲㸠㰰愲愾ഊ㰰㔲㌾‼〵㈴㸠㰰愳㈾ഊ㰰㔲㔾‼〵㈶㸠㰰愳㔾ഊ㰰㔲㜾‼〵㈸㸠㰰愳㠾ഊ㰰㔲㤾‼〵㈹㸠㰰愳挾ഊ㰰㔲愾‼〵㉥㸠㰰愳放ഊ㰰㔲显‼〵㌰㸠㰰愴㜾ഊ㰰㔳ㄾ‼〵㌳㸠㰰愴戾ഊ㰰㔳㐾‼〵㌷㸠㰰愵㤾ഊ㰰㔳㠾‼〵㌸㸠㰰愵放ഊ㰰㔳㤾‼〵㐳㸠㰰愶㘾ഊ㰰㔴㐾‼〵㐶㸠㰰愷㈾ഊ㰰㔴㜾‼〵㐸㸠㰰愸ㄾഊ㰰㔴㤾‼〵㑦㸠㰰愸㔾ഊ㰰㔵〾‼〵㘳㸠㰰愹㔾ഊ㰰㔶㐾‼〵㙡㸠㰰慡愾ഊ㰰㔶戾‼〵㙣㸠㰰慢㈾ഊ㰰㔶搾‼〵㜱㸠㰰慢㔾ഊ㰰㔷㈾‼〵㜸㸠㰰慢搾ഊ㰰㔷㤾‼〵㝡㸠㰰慣㜾ഊ㰰㔷戾‼〵㝣㸠㰰慣戾ഊ㰰㔷搾‼〵㝤㸠㰰慤〾ഊ㰰㔷放‼〵㠷㸠㰰慥㘾ഊ㰰㔸㠾‼〵㠹㸠㰰戰㈾ഊ㰰㔸愾‼〵㡣㸠㰰戰㔾ഊ㰰㔸搾‼〵㡤㸠㰰戰㤾ഊ㰰㔸放‼〵㡥㸠㰰戰戾ഊ㰰㔸显‼〵㡦㸠㰰戰显ഊ㰰㔹〾‼〵㤰㸠㰰戱㌾ഊ㰰㔹ㄾ‼〵㤴㸠㰰戱㔾ഊ㰰㔹㔾‼〵㤵㸠㰰戱愾ഊ㰰㔹㘾‼〵㤷㸠㰰戱挾ഊ㰰㔹㠾‼〵㥡㸠㰰戱显ഊ㰰㔹戾‼〵㥣㸠㰰戲愾ഊ㰰㔹搾‼〵㥥㸠㰰戲显ഊ㰰㔹显‼〵愰㸠㰰戳㈾ഊ㰰㕡ㄾ‼〵愴㸠㰰戳㘾ഊ㰰㕡㔾‼〵慡㸠㰰戳放ഊ㰰㕡戾‼〵慢㸠㰰戴㜾ഊ㰰㕡挾‼〵慣㸠㰰戶〾ഊ㰰㕡搾‼〵戶㸠㰰戶㘾ഊ㰰㕢㜾‼〵戸㸠㰰戸㈾ഊ㰰㕢㤾‼〵扥㸠㰰戸㔾ഊ㰰㕢显‼〵挱㸠㰰戸放ഊ㰰㕣㈾‼〵挵㸠㰰戹㈾ഊ㰰㕣㘾‼〵挷㸠㰰戹㤾ഊ㰰㕣㠾‼〵挸㸠㰰戹挾ഊ
䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㤮㌷
	6. — 25. Ear-drop (Aundha composed of Karanphúl and Jhumka). 26. Forehead ornament (Baindi). 27. Necklace of plaques. 28. Necklace of balls and pendant. 29. Armlet (Bázuband). 30. Armlet (Joshan). 31, 32. Bracelets. 33. Finger ring, Bangalore.�㈀　㈀㠀㜀㠀㌀㠀㌀㘀㈀㤀㔀挀㘀㐀㘀昀㘀㌀㔀㜀㘀昀㜀㈀㘀戀㜀㌀㔀挀㘀㈀㘀㤀㘀攀㔀挀㘀㐀㜀㜀㔀㌀㜀㈀㜀㘀㔀挀㐀㐀㔀㜀㔀㌀㜀㈀㜀㘀㌀㌀㈀攀㘀㔀㜀㠀㘀㔀　愀㔀㈀㘀㔀㜀　㘀昀㜀㈀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㔀㌀㜀㐀㘀㜀㐀㘀㔀㌀愀㌀　愀㔀㌀㜀㐀㘀㜀㐀㜀㔀㜀㌀㌀愀㔀　㜀㈀㘀昀㘀㌀㘀㔀㜀㌀㜀㌀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀　愀㔀㈀㜀㔀㘀攀㘀攀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㐀㜀　㜀　㜀㌀㌀愀　愀㐀愀㘀昀㘀㈀㌀愀㐀㔀㜀㠀㜀　㘀昀㜀㈀㜀㐀㔀㠀㐀搀㐀挀　愀㐀㐀㘀昀㘀㌀㐀㤀㐀㐀㌀愀㌀㐀㌀㠀㌀㌀　愀㐀㘀㘀㤀㘀挀㜀㐀㘀㔀㜀㈀㌀㌀愀㐀㜀㐀㤀㐀㈀搀㐀搀㘀昀㘀攀㘀昀㘀㜀㜀㈀㘀㜀　㘀㠀　愀㐀㘀㘀㤀㘀挀㜀㐀㘀㔀㜀㈀㌀㈀㌀愀㐀㜀㐀㤀㐀㔀挀㘀㠀㘀㔀㘀攀㘀㐀㘀挀㘀㔀㜀㤀㈀搀㜀㐀㈀搀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㐀㘀㤀㘀㘀攀㈀搀㌀㌀㤀㌀　㌀㤀㈀搀㌀　㌀　㌀　㌀㔀㌀㈀㌀　㌀㘀㌀㌀　愀㐀㘀㘀㤀㘀挀㜀㐀㘀㔀㜀㈀㌀㌀㌀愀㐀㜀㐀㤀㐀　愀㐀㘀㌀㜀㐀㘀㤀㘀昀㘀攀㌀㌀愀㔀　㜀㈀㘀昀㘀㌀㘀㔀㜀㌀㜀㌀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀　愀㐀㘀㌀㜀㐀㘀㤀㘀昀㘀攀㌀㈀㌀愀㔀㌀㘀㜀㘀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㈀　㔀　㐀㐀㐀㘀㈀　㈀攀㈀攀㈀攀　愀㐀㌀㜀㈀㜀㐀㔀　㜀㈀㘀昀㘀㜀㜀㈀㘀㔀㜀㌀㜀㌀㌀愀㌀　　愀㐀搀㘀㜀㠀㔀　㜀㈀㘀昀㘀㜀㜀㈀㘀㔀㜀㌀㜀㌀㌀愀㌀　愀㐀挀㘀㜀㌀㜀㐀㔀㌀㜀㐀㘀㜀㐀㜀㔀㜀㌀㐀搀㘀昀㘀㐀㘀㤀㘀㘀㘀㤀㘀㌀㘀㜀㐀㘀㤀㘀昀㘀攀㔀㐀㘀㤀㘀搀㘀㔀㔀㔀㔀㐀㐀㌀㌀愀㌀㌀㔀㌀㌀㈀㌀㜀㌀㜀㌀㌀㌀㤀㌀㔀㌀　　愀㔀㈀㘀㔀㜀　㘀昀㜀㈀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㔀㐀㘀㤀㘀搀㘀㔀㌀愀㌀㌀㔀㌀㌀㈀㌀㜀㌀㜀㌀㘀㌀㤀㌀㤀㌀㠀　愀㐀昀㐀㌀㔀㈀㐀㔀㘀攀㘀㜀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㔀㔀㌀㜀㐀㘀㜀㐀㜀㔀㜀㌀㌀愀㐀㘀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㔀㔀㈀㘀㔀㘀㘀㐀㘀㔀㜀㈀㈀　㌀㌀㈀攀㌀　㜀挀㈀　㔀㈀㜀㔀㘀攀㘀攀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㈀　㘀昀㘀攀㈀　㘀挀㘀昀㘀㌀㘀㘀挀㈀　㘀搀㘀㘀㌀㘀㠀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㔀㈀　㜀挀㈀　㜀㔀㘀攀㘀挀㘀㤀㘀搀㘀㤀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㘀㌀㘀㠀㘀㜀㈀㘀㘀㌀㜀㐀㘀㔀㜀㈀㜀㌀㈀　㘀挀㘀㔀㘀㘀㜀㐀㈀攀㜀挀㈀　㐀昀㐀㌀㔀㈀㈀　㘀㈀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㈀㘀㤀㘀㔀㜀㌀㈀　㜀㘀㘀㔀㜀㈀㜀㌀㘀㤀㘀昀㘀攀㌀愀㈀　㌀㘀㈀攀㌀㤀㈀攀㌀㈀攀㌀㈀㌀㜀　愀㔀㌀㜀㐀㘀㜀㈀㜀㐀㔀㐀㘀㤀㘀搀㘀㔀㌀愀㌀㌀㔀㌀㌀㈀㌀㜀㌀㜀㌀㌀㌀㤀㌀㔀㌀　　愀　　㘀㌀㘀㠀㘀㜀㈀㘀㘀㌀㜀㐀㘀㔀㜀㈀㜀㌀㈀　㘀挀㘀㔀㘀㘀㜀㐀㈀攀㜀挀㈀　㐀昀㐀㌀㔀㈀㈀　㘀㈀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㈀㘀㤀㘀㔀㜀㌀㈀　㜀㘀㘀㔀㜀㈀㜀㌀㘀㤀㘀昀㘀攀㌀愀㈀　㌀㘀㈀攀㌀㤀㈀攀㌀㈀攀㌀㈀㌀㜀　愀㔀㌀㜀㐀㘀㜀㈀㜀㐀㔀㐀㘀㤀㘀搀㘀㔀㌀愀㌀㌀㔀㌀㌀㈀㌀㜀㌀㜀㌀㌀㌀㤀㌀㔀㌀　　愀㈀㜀㈀　㔀㜀㐀㠀㐀㔀㔀㈀㐀㔀㈀　㔀㌀㘀㔀㜀㈀㜀㘀㘀㤀㘀㌀㘀㔀㐀攀㘀㘀搀㘀㔀㈀　㌀搀㈀　㈀㜀㔀昀㐀㌀㐀㈀㐀㐀㐀昀㐀㌀㔀㜀㐀昀㔀㈀㐀戀㔀㌀㔀昀㐀㐀㔀㜀㔀㌀㜀㈀㜀㘀㌀㌀㔀昀㔀㌀㜀㈀㜀㘀㔀昀㐀㌀㐀㈀㐀㐀㐀昀㐀㌀㔀㜀㐀昀㔀㈀㐀戀㔀㌀㈀攀�䕔ഊ儍㑦〰㐸㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍〴㠰〴㘰〵㜾⁔樍名ੑഊf屵〰㜲屵〰㜲屵〰㘹屵
	7. — 34. Ear-drop. 35. Ear-drop (Jhumka). 36 to 41. Metal Bracelets. 42. Bracelet (Pahunchi) ; clusters of pearls strung on thread or silk. 43 to 52. Finger rings 53. Cowry-shell-shaped ornaments to be strung as bracelets or anklets.�朗햩붜꼑瞡粃雠虂○�箘췣挰ꑖ璏란桅�컂ﬢ䜞障䁣ꘪ盪꣦笥ꌳต띱ሜ븃料腮㌼ᇒ잶歎쉦⽡芃즪㎁깣顊〰뒽褵斋냍녆띈ᬃꛔ똞ꗸ裻홯䷡骓䍀海扰藢킉邁뮚鏌櫞Ï蜈༵�嵥䒼폽辻ᮬ伭俢绾惣矣㢜勵䮕ఢഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸹ㄠ〮〰‰⸰〠㘮㔲′㌲⸰〠㠷㈮ㄲ⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐶〰㐴〰㔷〰㐴〰㑦〰㔲〰㑡〰㔸〰㐸㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊㄲ⸰㔠〮〰‰⸰〠㐮㠲′㠳⸷㈠㠷㐮㈷⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㔲〰㐹㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊㄱ⸹㔠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹′㤸⸰〠㠷㌮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㔷〰㑢〰㐴〰㔷㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱé〳蠀境ᘖᣈᔖ‰⸰〠㔮㌹″㈲⸷㈠㠷㌮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㈸〰㕢〰㑢〰㑣〰㐵〰㑣〰㔷〰㑣〰㔲〰㔱㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸱㜠〮〰‰⸰〠㘮㔲″㠰⸰〠㠷㈮ㄲ⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐵〰㕣㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊㄲ⸴ㄠ〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹″㤷⸰〠㠷㌮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㌶〰㑣〰㔵㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸵〠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹‴ㄷ⸲㠠㠷㌮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㉡〰ㄱ㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊㄱ⸷㤠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㤵‴㌳⸰〠㠷㈮㠳⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㍡〰㐴〰㔷〰㔷〰て㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸵㜠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹‴㘷⸰〠㠷㌮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㔷〰㑢〰㐸㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊㄱ⸳㤠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㤵‴㠷⸷㈠㠷㈮㠳⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㈷〰㑣〰㔵〰㐸〰㐶〰㔷〰㔲〰㔵〰て㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㤮㤸‰⸰〠〮〰″⸱㈠㔳㜮〰‸㜳⸴㈠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵愰〴㐰〵㘾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮〲‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸳㤠㔶〮〰‸㜴⸵㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〴㐰〴昰〵㘰〵㈾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㤸‰⸰〠〮〰‷⸰㤠㔸㐮〰‸㜲⸱㈠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵㌰〵㔰〴㠰〵㌰〴㐰〵㔰〴㠰〴㜾⁔樍名ੑഊ
焍ੂ名ㄮ㠶‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸸㈠㐲㠮〰‸㜷⸲㜠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〴挰〵ㄾ⁔瘀v괳蠀㠬쨑Ⴡꤊㄮ㐲‰⸰〠〮〰‷⸰㤠㐴㐮〰‸㜴⸱㈠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵㈰〴㔰〵㜰〴㐰〴挰〵〴挰〵〴愾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮ㄳ‰⸰〠〮〰″⸱㈠㐹㠮〰‸㜵⸴㈠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〴㐰〵ㄾ⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名㈮〴‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸳㤠㔱㘮〰‸㜵⸵㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〴挰〵〴㤰〴挰〵〴挰〵㜰〴㠾⁔樍名ੑഊ��������������������������䰀L匲蠀袍윒탞ȓ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ᴶ蠀�䁬����������
	8. — 54. Anklet of chain links and clove pendants (Paizeb). 55. Anklet (Paizeb); articulated chain work with cowry-like pendants. 56. Carved and hollow Anklet (Jhanjhan). 57, 58. Rings for middle toes. 59 to 68. Toe-rings.�㜲〰㙣〰㜳〰㈰〰㜳〰㜴〰㜲〰㜵〰㙥〰㘷〰㈰〰㙦〰㙥〰㈰〰㜴〰㘸〰㜲〰㘵〰㘱〰㘴〰㈰〰㙦〰㜲〰㈰〰㜳〰㘹〰㙣〰㙢〰㉥〰㈰〰㌴〰㌳〰㈰〰㜴〰㙦〰㈰〰㌵〰㌲〰㉥〰㈰〰㐶〰㘹〰㙥〰㘷〰㘵〰㜲〰㈰〰㜲〰㘹〰㙥〰㘷〰㜳〰㈰〰㌵〰㌳〰㉥〰㈰〰㐳〰㙦〰㜷〰㜲〰㜹〰㉤〰㜳〰㘸〰㘵〰㙣〰㙣〰㉤〰㜳〰㘸〰㘱〰㜰〰㘵〰㘴〰㈰〰㙦〰㜲〰㙥〰㘱〰㙤〰㘵〰㙥〰㜴〰㜳〰㈰〰㜴〰㙦〰㈰〰㘲〰㘵〰㈰〰㜳〰㜴〰㜲〰㜵〰㙥〰㘷〰㈰〰㘱〰㜳〰㈰〰㘲〰㜲〰㘱〰㘳〰㘵〰㙣〰㘵〰㜴〰㜳〰㈰〰㙦〰㜲〰㈰〰㘱〰㙥〰㙢〰㙣〰㘵〰㜴〰㜳〰㉥〰〰㘷ㄷ攷㑡搵愹扤㥣慦ㄱ〸㠷㜷愱㝣㠳㤶攰㠶㐲㈵换摤㑣㝢㤸づ捥收攳捤攳㘳㌰愴㔶㜴㡦户㠰㘸㐵摦挴捥挲晢㈲㐷ㅥ㤶㥣㐰㘳愶㉡㜶敡愸收㝢㈵愳㌳昶ㅥづㄵ昱扡户㜱ㄲㅣ扥〳㘵㤹㠱㙥㌳㍣ㄱ搲挷戶㙢㑥挲㘶〵敥㉦㘱㠲㠳挹慡改㘶㌳㠱慥㘳㤸㑡㌰㌰昴㌷攱搱づ敦戴扤㠹㌵㘵㡢攸户改ㅤ戰捤戱㐶户㐸ㅢ〳愶搴戶ㅥ愵昸㠸晢搶㙦㑤攱㥡㤳㐳㐰㙤㜷昰ㅤ㘲㜰㠵攲㈰㘰攲㐱搰㠹㤰㠱扢㥡㤳捣㙡摥〰捦㠷〸て㌵摡挷敥ㅣ㕤㘵㐴扣搳晤㡦扢ㅢ慣㑦㉤㑦攲敡愴㝥晥昷㥢㘰攳㜷攳㌸㥣昹㝦㑢㤵っ㈲つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌰㉥㌹㌱㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌶㉥㌵㌲㈰㌲㌳㌲㉥㌰㌰㈰㌸㌷㌲㉥㌱㌲㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌴㌶㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌵㌷㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌴㘶㌰㌰㌵㌲㌰㌰㌴㘱㌰㌰㌵㌸㌰㌰㌴㌸㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌲㉥㌰㌵㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌴㉥㌸㌲㈰㌲㌸㌳㉥㌷㌲㈰㌸㌷㌴㉥㌲㌷㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌵㌲㌰㌰㌴㌹㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌱㉥㌹㌵㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㉥㌳㌹㈰㌲㌹㌸㉥㌰㌰㈰㌸㌷㌳㉥㌵㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌵㌷㌰㌰㌴㘲㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌵㌷㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱改〰〰改㌰㌳㠸〰㔸㠳ㄶㄶㄸ挸ㄵㄶ㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㉥㌳㌹㈰㌳㌲㌲㉥㌷㌲㈰㌸㌷㌳㉥㌵㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌲㌸㌰㌰㌵㘲㌰㌰㌴㘲㌰㌰㌴㘳㌰㌰㌴㌵㌰㌰㌴㘳㌰㌰㌵㌷㌰㌰㌴㘳㌰㌰㌵㌲㌰㌰㌵㌱㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌰㉥㌱㌷㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌶㉥㌵㌲㈰㌳㌸㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌸㌷㌲㉥㌱㌲㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌴㌵㌰㌰㌵㘳㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌲㉥㌴㌱㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㉥㌳㌹㈰㌳㌹㌷㉥㌰㌰㈰㌸㌷㌳㉥㌵㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌳㌶㌰㌰㌴㘳㌰㌰㌵㌵㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌰㉥㌵㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㉥㌳㌹㈰㌴㌱㌷㉥㌲㌸㈰㌸㌷㌳㉥㌵㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌲㘱㌰㌰㌱㌱㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌱㉥㌷㌹㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㉥㌹㌵㈰㌴㌳㌳㉥㌰㌰㈰㌸㌷㌲㉥㌸㌳㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰
	g.—69. Anklet (Kara). 70 Part of an Anklet of bars strung on cord (Piizeb). 71. Part of a Kara. 72. Anklet (Kara). 73 and 74. Rings for middle toe. 75 to 84. Toe-rings.�〱昲㸠㰰㈵放ഊ㰰ㅦ㌾‼〱昸㸠㰰㈶㔾ഊ㰰ㅦ㤾‼〱晦㸠㰰㈶搾ഊ㰰㈰〾‼〲〲㸠㰰㈷㐾ഊ㰰㈰㌾‼〲㸠㰰㈷㠾ഊ㰰㈱ㄾ‼〲ㅣ㸠㰰㈸㜾ഊ㰰㈱搾‼〲ㅦ㸠㰰㈹㐾ഊ㰰㈲〾‼〲㈴㸠㰰㈹㠾ഊ㰰㈲㔾‼〲㉣㸠㰰㈹放ഊ㰰㈲搾‼〲㉥㸠㰰㉣㘾ഊ㰰㈲显‼〲㌱㸠㰰㉣㤾ഊ㰰㈳㈾‼〲㌷㸠㰰㉤㠾ഊ㰰㈳㠾‼〲㔸㸠㰰㌰〾ഊ㰰㈵㤾‼〲㙡㸠㰰㌲㈾ഊ㰰㈶戾‼〲㜰㸠㰰㌳㤾ഊ㰰㈷ㄾ‼〲㜱㸠㰰㌵ㄾഊ㰰㈷㈾‼〲㜲㸠㰰㌵㜾ഊ㰰㈷㌾‼〲㜳㸠㰰㌶ㄾഊ㰰㈷㐾‼〲㜵㸠㰰㌷㐾ഊ㰰㈷㘾‼〲㜶㸠㰰㌷愾ഊ㰰㈷㜾‼〲㜷㸠㰰㌷放ഊ㰰㈷㠾‼〲㝥㸠㰰㌸㐾ഊ㰰㈷显‼〲㝦㸠㰰㌸挾ഊ㰰㈸〾‼〲㤳㸠㰰㌸放ഊ㰰㈹㐾‼〲扦㸠㰰㍡㌾ഊ㰰㉣〾‼〲挰㸠㰰㍤㔾ഊ㰰㉣ㄾ‼〲晦㸠㰰㐰〾ഊ㰰㌰〾‼〳㈰㸠㰰㐳显ഊ㰰㌲ㄾ‼〳㈲㸠㰰㐷㈾ഊ㰰㌲㌾‼〳㍥㸠㰰㐸挾ഊ㰰㌳显‼〳㘳㸠㰰㑡愾ഊ㰰㌶㐾‼〳㠹㸠㰰㑤〾ഊ㰰㌸愾‼〳㡢㸠㰰㑦㠾ഊ㰰㌸挾‼〳戱㸠㰰㔳ㄾഊ㰰㍢㈾‼〳戶㸠㰰㔵愾ഊ㰰㍢㜾‼〳摤㸠㰰㔶ㄾഊ㰰㍤放‼〳摦㸠㰰㔸㤾ഊ㰰㍥〾‼〳改㸠㰰㕢〾ഊ㰰㍥愾‼〳昳㸠㰰㕢戾ഊ㰰㍦㐾‼〳晦㸠㰰㕤〾ഊ㰰㐰〾‼〴づ㸠㰰㕤挾ഊ㰰㐰显‼〴ㅣ㸠㰰㜰〾ഊ㰰㐱搾‼〴㌹㸠㰰㜱〾ഊ㰰㐳愾‼〴㔴㸠㰰㜳〾ഊ㰰㐵㔾‼〴㔶㸠㰰㤰ㄾഊ㰰㐵㜾‼〴㕤㸠㰰㤰㔾ഊ㰰㐵放‼〴㕥㸠㰰㤰搾ഊ㰰㐵显‼〴㘰㸠㰰㤱〾ഊ㰰㐶ㄾ‼〴㠱㸠㰰㤱㌾ഊ㰰㐸㈾‼〴㠶㸠㰰㤳㔾ഊ㰰㐸㜾‼〴㡥㸠㰰㤳挾ഊ㰰㐸显‼〴㡦㸠㰰㤴㔾ഊ㰰㐹〾‼〴㤲㸠㰰㤴㜾ഊ㰰㐹㌾‼〴㤵㸠㰰㤴戾ഊ㰰㐹㘾‼〴㤷㸠㰰㤵〾ഊ㰰㐹㠾‼〴愲㸠㰰㤶㘾ഊ㰰㑡㌾‼〴愵㸠㰰㤸ㄾഊ㰰㑡㘾‼〴慤㸠㰰㤸㔾ഊ㰰㑡放‼〴慦㸠㰰㤸显ഊ㰰㑢〾‼〴挵㸠㰰㤹㌾ഊ㰰㑣㘾‼〴捣㸠㰰㥡愾ഊ㰰㑣搾‼〴捤㸠㰰㥢㈾ഊ㰰㑣放‼〴搱㸠㰰㥢㘾ഊ㰰㑤㈾‼〴摡㸠㰰㥢挾ഊ㰰㑤戾‼〴摣㸠㰰㥣㜾ഊ㰰㑤搾‼〴攰㸠㰰㥣戾ഊ㰰㑥ㄾ‼〴攱㸠㰰㥤㜾ഊ㰰㑥㈾‼〴攳㸠㰰㥤挾ഊ㰰㑥㐾‼〴攸㸠㰰㥤显ഊ㰰㑥㤾‼〴晤㸠㰰㥥㘾ഊ㰰㑦放‼〴晦㸠㰰愰㔾ഊ㰰㔰〾‼〵〳㸠㰰愰㜾ഊ㰰㔰㐾‼〵〵㸠㰰愰显ഊ㰰㔰㘾‼〵ㅢ㸠㰰愱㌾ഊ㰰㔱挾‼〵㈲㸠㰰愲愾ഊ㰰㔲㌾‼〵㈴㸠㰰愳㈾ഊ�爀⸀ 䜀愀礀
	10.—85- Crown (Mukat), gold, enamelled, set with diamonds and emeralds, with coif of pearls and plume of gold and silver thread. Value, R 5.136,996. Property of H.H.the Maharaja of Rewah.�　　　　　　　　㘀㘀㘀昀㜀㈀㘀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㘀㜀㘀昀㘀挀㘀㐀㈀　㜀㌀㘀㔀㜀㐀㈀　㜀㜀㘀㤀㜀㐀㘀㠀㈀　㜀㔀㘀攀㘀㌀㜀㔀㜀㐀㈀　㜀㈀㜀㔀㘀㈀㘀㤀㘀㔀㜀㌀㈀挀㈀　㘀㌀㘀昀㘀攀㘀攀㘀㔀㘀㌀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㘀㈀㜀㤀㈀　㜀㐀㜀㜀㘀㤀㜀㌀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㘀㜀㘀昀㘀挀㘀㐀㈀　㘀㌀㘀昀㜀㈀㘀㐀㜀㌀㌀戀㈀　㘀㘀㜀㈀㘀昀㘀搀㈀　㜀㐀㘀㠀㘀㔀㈀　㐀戀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㈀　㘀昀㘀㘀㈀　㐀㜀㘀㘀㈀　㈀㠀㐀㈀㜀㔀㜀㈀㘀搀㘀㈀㤀㈀攀㈀　㐀㤀㈀攀㐀搀㈀攀㈀　㌀㌀㌀㌀㔀㌀㜀㈀攀㈀　㌀㤀㌀㜀㌀㘀㈀攀㈀　㐀㈀㘀㘀攀㘀㜀㘀挀㘀㔀㌀戀㈀　㘀搀㘀㜀㌀㜀㌀㘀㤀㜀㘀㘀㔀㈀　㘀㜀㘀昀㘀挀㘀㐀㈀挀㈀　㜀㌀㘀㔀㜀㐀㈀　㜀㜀㘀㤀㜀㐀㘀㠀㈀　㜀㐀㘀㠀㜀㈀㘀㔀㘀㔀㈀　㜀㈀㘀昀㜀㜀㜀㌀㈀　㘀昀㘀㘀㈀　㜀㈀㜀㔀㘀㈀㘀㤀㘀㔀㜀㌀㌀戀㈀　㐀㜀㘀㘀㈀挀㈀　㐀㈀㜀㔀㜀㈀㘀搀㘀㈀攀㈀　㐀㤀㈀攀㐀搀㈀攀㈀　㌀㌀㌀㌀㔀㌀㤀㈀攀㈀　㌀㤀㌀㜀㌀㜀㈀攀㈀　㐀㔀㘀㜀㈀㈀搀㜀　㘀挀㜀㔀㘀㜀㌀戀㈀　㜀　㘀挀㘀㘀㤀㘀攀㈀　㘀㜀㘀昀㘀挀㘀㐀㈀挀㈀　㘀搀㘀昀㜀㔀㘀攀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㜀㜀㘀㤀㜀㐀㘀㠀㈀　㘀㔀㘀㤀㘀㜀㘀㠀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㔀㘀攀㈀　㘀㐀㘀㤀㘀㘀搀㘀昀㘀攀㘀㐀㜀㌀㈀　㘀㤀㘀攀㈀　㘀昀㜀　㘀㔀㘀攀㈀搀㜀㜀㘀昀㜀㈀㘀戀㈀　㌀戀㈀　㐀㈀㜀㔀㜀㈀㘀搀㘀㈀攀㈀　㐀㤀㈀攀㐀搀㈀攀㈀　㌀㌀㌀㌀㜀㌀㈀㈀攀㈀　㌀㤀㌀㜀㌀㠀㈀攀㈀　㐀㔀㘀㜀㈀㈀搀㜀　㘀挀㜀㔀㘀㜀㈀　㘀昀㘀㘀㈀　㜀　㘀㔀㜀㈀㘀㘀㘀昀㜀㈀㘀㜀㐀㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㘀㜀㘀昀㘀挀㘀㐀㈀　㜀㜀㘀㤀㜀㐀㘀㠀㈀　㘀㐀㘀昀㘀搀㘀㔀㈀搀㜀㌀㘀㠀㘀㜀　㘀㔀㘀㐀㈀　㜀㐀㘀昀㜀　㌀戀㈀　㐀㈀㜀㔀㜀㈀㘀搀㘀㈀攀㈀　㐀㤀㈀攀㐀搀㈀攀㈀　㌀㌀㌀㌀㜀㌀㈀攀㈀　㌀㤀㌀㜀㌀㤀㈀攀㈀　㔀㈀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㜀㈀　㘀昀㘀㘀㈀　㘀㜀㘀昀㘀挀㘀㐀㈀　㘀挀㘀昀㘀昀㜀　㜀㌀㈀　㘀㘀攀㘀㐀㈀　㜀　㘀挀㘀㜀㐀㘀㔀㜀㌀㈀挀㈀　㜀㌀㘀㔀㜀㐀㈀　㜀㜀㘀㤀㜀㐀㘀㠀㈀　㘀攀㘀㤀㘀攀㘀㔀㈀　㜀㈀㜀㔀㘀㈀㘀㤀㘀㔀㜀㌀㈀　㌀戀㈀　㘀㘀㜀㈀㘀昀㘀搀㈀　㜀㐀㘀㠀㘀㔀㈀　㐀㈀㜀㔀㜀㈀㘀搀㘀㔀㜀㌀㘀㔀㈀　㜀㈀㘀㔀㘀㜀㘀㘀挀㘀㤀㘀㈀攀㈀　㐀㤀㈀攀㐀搀㈀攀㈀　㌀㌀㌀㌀㜀㌀　㈀攀　　㘀㘀攀㘀㐀㈀攀㈀　��������������
	II.—86. Head-dress or Pagri, covered with gems. Value, R 5.53,000..53,000. Property of H.H. the Maharaja of Rewah.�煞ဎ�䷤畹詫傽�⌛䭲꙲顑퍄쵾䘍헭洶컵娉Ⴘ뇒劫䇲푴컗Ꙇ䰠譆�攣焳췗稚罛驷짥퀍煬㔯䇢뤃釔꧂륿ꆡ繑壵�쇜⫧岜垉븜독祕䣩呖韗趿�템ꉾ횒죣�劗䩾㺪傋儽ුᐙ룎⓿Α밅❑ഊ焍ੂ名⸳㔠〮〰‰⸰〠ㄱ⸳㐠㘶㔮〰‴㈶⸱〠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〳㘰〵㜰〴㐰〵㔾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਹ⸴㌠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹‶㘵⸰〠㐵〮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㔲〰㐹㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㈮㤰‰⸰〠〮〰‱㐮㜴‶㘵⸷㈠㐷〮㠰⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㉣〰㔱〰㐷〰㑣〰㐴〰て㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸲㠠〮〰‰⸰〠㐮㠲‶㘶⸰〠㔰㐮㈷⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㕥〰㐴㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸲㠠〮〰‰⸰〠㐮㠲‶㘴⸷㈠㔱㐮㈷⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐴〰っ㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㈮㐹‰⸰〠〮〰′〮ㄳ‶㘴⸱㔠㔳㠮㌵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㈵〰㐴〰㐷〰㑡〰㐸〰㔶〰て㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㠮㐵‰⸰〠〮〰‶⸵㈠㘶㐮㜲‵㜸⸱㈠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〳攰〴戰〰挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਲ਼⸸〠〮〰‰⸰〠ㄲ⸴㜠㘶㔮〰‵㤷⸶㜠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〳㘰〵㜰〴㐰〵㔰〱ㄾ⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਲ਼ㄮ㜵‰⸰〠〮〰‱⸹㠠㘶㐮㜲‶㈵⸸㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〰戾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㈰‰⸰〠〮〰′⸲㜠㘶㠮〰‶㌰⸱㌠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〴㘾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਲ਼㤮㘹‰⸰〠〮〰‱⸱㌠㘶㔮〰‶㌴⸵㜠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〰挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਲ⸴㜠〮〰‰⸰〠ㄷ⸰ㄠ㘶㐮㜲‶㐹⸹㐠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲㘰〵㈰〴昰〴昰〴㐰〵㔰〱ㄾ⁔樍名ੑഊ�
	12.—Enamelled and Jewelled Ornaments. 87, Necklace set with pearls. 88. Necklace and pendant. 89. Head ornament. 90, 91. Ear-drops (Pipalpati). 92. Brooch or crescent ornament for the turban. 93, 94. Thumb-rings (Arsi).�〰㘵〰㜷〰㘱〰㘸〰㉥〰〰㜱㕥づ改㕣搹㜹㐱㉣㑤攴㜵㜹㡡㙢㔰扤摣㔱㈳ㅢ㑢㜲愶㜲㤸㔱搳㐴捤㝥㐶つ搵敤敡㘴㙤㌶捥昵㕡〹戸慡搷戱搲㔲慢敥㘹㐱昲搴㜴捥搷ㅡ换愶㐶㑣㈰㡢㐶摡㤸㡡戴㘵㈳㜱㌳捤搷㝡ㅡ㝦㕢㥡㜷挹攵搰つ㜱㙣㌵㉦㐱攲戹〳㤱搴慡挵愹挲戹㝦愱愱㝥㔱㔸昵摡㉡㐷ㅥ挱摣㉡攷敢㌰㕣㥣㔷㠹扥ㅣ戳挵㜹㔵㐸改㔴㔶㤷搷㡤扦〰〱搱㕣愲㝥搶㤲挸攳搹敦㌴㔵㔲㤷㑡㝥㍥慡敥㍡㔰㡢㔱㍤つ搴ㄴㄹ敡换戸捥㈴晦〳㤱扣〵㈷㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌴㉥㌳㌵㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌱㌱㉥㌳㌴㈰㌶㌶㌵㉥㌰㌰㈰㌴㌲㌶㉥㌱㌰㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌳㌶㌰㌰㌵㌷㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌵㌵㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌹㉥㌴㌳㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㉥㌳㌹㈰㌶㌶㌵㉥㌰㌰㈰㌴㌵㌰㉥㌵㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌵㌲㌰㌰㌴㌹㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌲㉥㌹㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌱㌴㉥㌷㌴㈰㌶㌶㌵㉥㌷㌲㈰㌴㌷㌰㉥㌸㌰㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌲㘳㌰㌰㌵㌱㌰㌰㌴㌷㌰㌰㌴㘳㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌰㘶㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌰㉥㌲㌸㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌴㉥㌸㌲㈰㌶㌶㌶㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㌰㌴㉥㌲㌷㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌵㘵㌰㌰㌴㌴㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌰㉥㌲㌸㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌴㉥㌸㌲㈰㌶㌶㌴㉥㌷㌲㈰㌵㌱㌴㉥㌲㌷㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌰㘳㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌲㉥㌴㌹㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌲㌰㉥㌱㌳㈰㌶㌶㌴㉥㌱㌵㈰㌵㌳㌸㉥㌳㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌲㌵㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌴㌷㌰㌰㌴㘱㌰㌰㌴㌸㌰㌰㌵㌶㌰㌰㌰㘶㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌸㉥㌴㌵㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌶㉥㌵㌲㈰㌶㌶㌴㉥㌷㌲㈰㌵㌷㌸㉥㌱㌲㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌳㘵㌰㌰㌴㘲㌰㌰㌰㘳㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌳㉥㌸㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌱㌲㉥㌴㌷㈰㌶㌶㌵㉥㌰㌰㈰㌵㌹㌷㉥㌶㌷㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌳㌶㌰㌰㌵㌷㌰㌰㌴㌴㌰㌰㌵㌵㌰㌰㌱㌱㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌳㌱㉥㌷㌵㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌱㉥㌹㌸㈰㌶㌶㌴㉥㌷㌲㈰㌶㌲㌵㉥㌸㌵㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌰㘲㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌱㌰㉥㌲㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌲㉥㌲㌷㈰㌶㌶㌸㉥㌰㌰㈰㌶㌳㌰㉥㌱㌳㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌴㌶㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌳㌹㉥㌶㌹㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌱㉥㌱㌳㈰㌶㌶㌵㉥㌰㌰㈰㌶㌳㌴㉥㌵㌷㈰㔴㙤つち㌳㈰㔴㜲つち㍣㌰㌰㌰㘳㍥㈰㔴㙡つち㐵㔴つち㔱つち㜱つち㐲㔴つち㌲㉥㌴㌷㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌰㉥㌰㌰㈰㌱㌷㉥㌰㌱㈰㌶㌶㌴㉥㌷㌲㈰㌶㌴㌹㉥㌹
	13.—95. H.H. Maharaja Ram Singh of Bundi, 1821-1889. 96. H.H. Maharaja Ram Singh, G.C.5.1., of Jaipur, 1835-1880. 97. H.H. Maharaja Jaswant Singh 11., G.C.5.1., of Jodhpur, 1873-1895, 98. H.H. Maharana Sajan Singh, G.C.5.1., of Udaipur, 1874-1884.�ഊ焍ੂ名〮㌶‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸹㔠㈱㐮㜲‱ㄴ⸸㌠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲㠰〵〴愰〴昰〴挰〵㘰〴戰〱放⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名㈮㤱‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㈵㤮〰‱ㄶ⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〳戰〳㤰〲挰〲挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਹ⸷㘠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹′㠷⸰〠ㄱ㐮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐶〰㐸〰㔱〰㔷〰㔸〰㔵〰㕣㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㜮㌳‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸹㔠㌲㈮㜲‱ㄴ⸸㌠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〰戰〲㈰〰挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮ㄵ‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸹㔠㌳㤮〰‱ㄴ⸸㌠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲愰〴㐰〴昰〴昰〴㠰〵㔰〵挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㜷‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸳㤠㌷㔮㜲‱ㄵ⸵㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲挰〳㤰〰显⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਸ⸳ㄠ〮〰‰⸰〠㌮ㄲ″㤲⸲㠠ㄱ㘮㐲⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐶〰㐴〰㔶〰㐸㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸵㐠〮〰‰⸰〠㐮㠲‴ㄴ⸰〠ㄱ㘮㈷⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㈴〰て㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㜮㜸‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸳㤠㐲㠮〰‱ㄵ⸵㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〱㘰〱戰〰显⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮〴‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㐴㤮㈸‱ㄴ⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〱㐰〱㐰〱㔰〱㠰〱搾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㌱‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸸㈠㐷㜮㜲‱ㄷ⸲㜠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲㘰〴戰〴㐰〴挰〵ㄾ⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ㄮ㌴‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㔰㘮㜲‱ㄶ⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵㈰〴㤾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㔷‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㔱㠮〰‱ㄶ⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲㠰〵〴㐰〵〰〴㠰〴昰〴昰〴㠰〴㜾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਹ⸴㠠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹‵㘹⸲㠠ㄱ㔮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㉡〰㔲〰㑦〰㐷〰て㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㠮㤳‰⸰〠〮〰″⸴〠㔹㘮〰‱ㄶ⸷〠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵㘰〴㠰〵㜾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㤶‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㘱㈮〰‱ㄷ⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵愰〴挰〵㜰〴戾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਹ⸷㜠〮〰‰⸰〠㐮㈵‶㌴⸰〠ㄱ㘮㤸⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㉡〰㐴〰㔵〰㔱〰㐸〰㔷〰㔶〰ㄱ㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ⸰㐠〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹‶㜶⸷㈠ㄱ㔮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㈹〰㔵〰㐸〰㔱〰㐶〰㑢〰ㅥ㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㤮㌷‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸹㔠㌮〰‱〳⸸㌠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〴㠰〴㐰〵㔰〴昰〵挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名㈮㤱‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠ㄲ㤮〰‱〵⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〳戰〳㤰〲挰〲挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਹ⸹ㄠ〮〰‰⸰〠㔮㌹‱㔸⸰〠㌮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐶〰㐸〰㔱〰㔷〰㔸〰㔵〰㕣〰ㄱ㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㤮㠹‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸹㔠㈰㤮〰‱〳⸸㌠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲愰〴㐰〴昰〴昰〴㠰〵㔰〵挾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㜷‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸳㤠㈴㔮㜲‱〴⸵㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲挰〳㤰〰显⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਸ⸳ㄠ〮〰‰⸰〠㌮ㄲ′㘴⸲㠠㐮㐲⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㐶〰㐴〰㔶〰㐸㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㤮㔷‰⸰〠〮〰‵⸳㤠㈸㜮㈸‱〴⸵㔠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〲㐰〰显⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ਸ⸹㌠〮〰‰⸰〠㐮㈵″〰⸰〠㌮㤸⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰ㄷ〰ㄳ〰ㄱ㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊ㤮㌳‰⸰〠〮〰″⸴〠㌳ㄮ㔷‱〶⸷〠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〱㐰〱㐰〱㔰〱㤰〱搾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名〮㔵‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㌶㐮〰‱〶⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〳㌰〴㐰〵㔰〵㜾⁔樍名ੑഊ焍ੂ名ㄮ㌴‰⸰〠〮〰‴⸲㔠㌸㘮㜲‱〶⸹㠠呭ഊ㌠呲ഊ㰰〵㈰〴㤾⁔樍名ੑഊ5㜰〴㐰〵㔰〵挾⁔樍
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	22.—-162, 163, 164, and 165. Different forms of the Paizeb Anklet. 166. Wide ornament for forearm or leg�餛咇䬪ȴꦱ偷咣녒ࢭ폞깒�巗⒌췺뛴빆钣벜⽴↗暪廬ዛ戡忚ᰫﬠ战퍨臌눅䉮뚀銼銊匫卋ⶁꨑ❯㏝嘣丬쑱崘ភ쉐吋莻쮽ᖣ勮ⴡ㰬蕠琭Ⅼᅠ뫋뇵彄յ硫䃦鈓푥甗◿Ȉ뫭�룔�࠱ᘒ瀳ᘒ�䀸ᘒᘒွᘒ砿ᘒᘒ䡄ᘒ끆ᘒᡉᘒ聋ᘒ큌ᘒ⁎ᘒ灏ᘒ쁐ᘒၒᘒ恓ᘒ끔ᘒVᘒ偗ᘒꁘᘒ࡛ᘒ灝ᘒ�䁢ᘒꡤᘒၧᘒ硩ᘒᘒ䡮ᘒ끰ᘒᡳᘒ聵ᘒᘒ偺ᘒꁻᘒᘒ䁾ᘒ避ᘒᘒもᘒ肃ᘒ킄ᘒ₆ᘒ炇ᘒ삈ᘒႊᘒ悋ᘒ낌ᘒ�ᘒ傏ᘒꂐᘒᘒ墔ᘒ삖ᘒ⢙ᘒ邛ᘒᘒ悠ᘒ좢ᘒゥᘒ颧ᘒªᘒ梬ᘒ킮ᘒ㢱ᘒ袲ᘒ�⢵ᘒ碶ᘒ좷ᘒᢹᘒ梺ᘒ뢻ᘒࢽᘒ墾ᘒꢿᘒᘒ惃ᘒ죅ᘒトᘒ飊ᘒÍᘒ棏ᘒ탑ᘒ㣔ᘒꃖᘒࣙᘒ烛ᘒ�⣟ᘒ磠ᘒ죡ᘒᣣᘒ棤ᘒ룥ᘒࣧᘒ壨ᘒ꣩ᘒᘒ䣬ᘒ飭ᘒᘒ㣰ᘒ裱ᘒ�䃵ᘒꣷᘒჺᘒ磼ᘒᘒ䠁ᜒ뀃ᜒ᠆ᜒ耈ᜒᜒ倍ᜒ렏ᜒ‒ᜒ蠔ᜒ�⠗ᜒ砘ᜒ젙ᜒᜒ栜ᜒ렝ᜒࠟᜒ堠ᜒꠡᜒᜒ䠤ᜒ뀦ᜒᠩᜒ耫ᜒᜒ倰ᜒ⠁錖逃錖錖怈錖젊錖」錖頏錖�錖栔錖렕錖ࠗ錖堘錖ꠙ錖錖䠜錖頝錖錖㠠錖蠡錖錖堦錖쀨錖⠫錖逭錖錖怲錖젴錖〷錖頹錖<錖栾錖큀錖⁂錖灃錖쁄錖၆錖恇錖끈錖J錖偋錖ꁌ錖錖䁏錖遐錖錖こ錖顕錖X錖桚錖큜錖㡟錖ꁡ錖ࡤ錖灦錖�䁫錖ꡭ錖ၰ錖硲錖졳錖ᡵ錖桶錖롷錖錖塺錖錖錖䡾錖顿錖錖㢂錖ꂄ錖錖炉錖�䂎錖ꢐ錖႓錖碕錖錖
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	5i .—327• Bust of the lady Akme, from Palmyra. British Museum (578).�ka; gold filigree. Delhi. 30S. Necklace, Champa kali; gold gems and enamel. Amritsar. 309. Bracelet; silver filigree. Amritsar. 310. Bracelet; engraved gold plaques. Kashmir. 311. Bracelet; cast silver. Kashmir. 312. Toe ring; silver. Panjab and Rajputana. 313. Anklet, silver. Gujranwala. 314. Anklet, silver, chased and perforated. Delhi
	52.—328* Bust of the wife of Rabb-el-Yarha, from Palmyra. British Museum (574).�ith gold wire. Kuft work from Sialkot. 253. Necklace of cut garnets strung on thread. Jaipur. 254. Necklace of green beads (Plasma) strung on thread. Bhera, Shahpur District, Panjab. 255. Brooch ; gold and carbuncles. Roman ; from the British Museum ; Ist to sth century A.D. 256. Charm; lapis lazuli set with gems. Delhi. 257. Flat bead; jasper. Found at Nagar, Jaipur State ; probably Buddhis
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	61.—391. From The Paintings in the Buddhist Cave-Temples of Ajanta, PL 55, by Mr. J. Griffiths. Cave XVII, upper part of the first pilaster in the right aisle. A lady of rank, with her maidens, performing her toilet.�⁔樍名ੑഊ.㌹″ㄷ⸰〠㠶㐮㔵⁔洍ਲ਼⁔爍਼〰㔲〰㐹㸠呪ഊ䕔ഊ儍ੱഊ䉔ഊㄱ⸹ㄠ〮ଁ
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	466. Group of Jeypore Enamellers at work. (From “ Jeypore Enamels,” by S. S. Jacob and T. H. Hendley, 1886�䬪ȴꦱ偷咣녒ࢭ폞깒�巗⒌췺뛴빆钣벜⽴↗暪廬ዛ戡忚ᰫﬠ战퍨臌눅䉮뚀銼銊匫卋ⶁꨑ❯㏝嘣丬쑱崘ភ쉐吋莻쮽ᖣ勮ⴡ㰬蕠琭Ⅼᅠ뫋뇵彄յ硫䃦鈓푥甗◿Ȉ뫭�룔�࠱ᘒ瀳ᘒ�䀸ᘒᘒွᘒ砿ᘒᘒ䡄ᘒ끆ᘒᡉᘒ聋ᘒ큌ᘒ⁎ᘒ灏ᘒ쁐ᘒၒᘒ恓ᘒ끔ᘒVᘒ偗ᘒꁘᘒ࡛ᘒ灝ᘒ�䁢ᘒꡤᘒၧᘒ硩ᘒᘒ䡮ᘒ끰ᘒᡳᘒ聵ᘒᘒ偺ᘒꁻᘒᘒ䁾ᘒ避ᘒᘒもᘒ肃ᘒ킄ᘒ₆ᘒ炇ᘒ삈ᘒႊᘒ悋ᘒ낌ᘒ�ᘒ傏ᘒꂐᘒᘒ墔ᘒ삖ᘒ⢙ᘒ邛ᘒᘒ悠ᘒ좢ᘒゥᘒ颧ᘒªᘒ梬ᘒ킮ᘒ㢱ᘒ袲ᘒ�⢵ᘒ碶ᘒ좷ᘒᢹᘒ梺ᘒ뢻ᘒࢽᘒ墾ᘒꢿᘒᘒ惃ᘒ죅ᘒトᘒ飊ᘒÍᘒ棏ᘒ탑ᘒ㣔ᘒꃖᘒࣙᘒ烛ᘒ�⣟ᘒ磠ᘒ죡ᘒᣣᘒ棤ᘒ룥ᘒࣧᘒ壨ᘒ꣩ᘒᘒ䣬ᘒ飭ᘒᘒ㣰ᘒ裱ᘒ�䃵ᘒꣷᘒჺᘒ磼ᘒᘒ䠁ᜒ뀃ᜒ᠆ᜒ耈ᜒᜒ倍ᜒ렏ᜒ‒ᜒ蠔ᜒ�⠗ᜒ砘ᜒ젙ᜒᜒ栜ᜒ렝ᜒࠟᜒ堠ᜒꠡᜒᜒ䠤ᜒ뀦ᜒᠩᜒ耫ᜒᜒ倰ᜒ⠁錖逃錖錖怈錖젊錖」錖頏錖�錖栔錖렕錖ࠗ錖堘錖ꠙ錖錖䠜錖頝錖錖㠠錖蠡錖錖堦錖쀨錖⠫錖逭錖錖怲錖젴錖〷錖頹錖<錖栾錖큀錖⁂錖灃錖쁄錖၆錖恇錖끈錖J錖偋錖ꁌ錖錖䁏錖遐錖錖こ錖顕錖X錖桚錖큜錖㡟錖ꁡ錖ࡤ錖灦錖�䁫錖ꡭ錖ၰ錖硲錖졳錖ᡵ錖桶錖롷錖錖塺錖錖錖䡾錖顿錖錖㢂錖ꂄ錖錖炉錖�䂎錖ꢐ錖႓錖碕錖錖䢚錖난錖ᢟ錖梠錖ਉॳ整⁴
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	82.- -Peasant Ornaments. Chiefly from or near the Central Provinces. 536-7-8-9, 540-4-8, 551-2-6-8, and 563. Anklets. 541-2-5-6,553-4-5-7-9,560-1-2. Toe-rings. 543,550. Finger Rings. 549. Earring. British Museum.�☠䐠㴠䬠䤠礠焠ꠠ褠갠ꨠሡడᰡᜡ⠡∡㌡ⴡ锡缡퐡딡̢"ഢଢᜢᐢḢᨢ⸢•㰢㐢䌢㸢怢䤢猢攢霢茢#ꔢ䬥∤ꄥ氥ꨥꔥ쨥갥̰樦ᄰ錰ᔰ鬰餰䇶︰쏶뻶ۻ�㳻㛻䇻㻻俻䓻� �阁ꀀ꜁ꐁ댁ꬁ쀁␂Ḃ嘂倂市嬂洂攂蜂砂頂鐂옂鸂�∃�儃㤃愃圃稃球萃縃踃调픃ꌃ爄�ꨄ谄퀄娅ㄅ褅愅묅뀅�퀅〇ဇԉĉဉഉ㔉ጉ䔉㰉䬉䜉昉倉蔉脉錉載눉ꨉ밉똉쬉윉�휉�༊Ԋ⨊ጊ㔊㈊㰊㠊䜊㸊夊䬊昊帊脊爊锊蔊눊ꨊ봊딊쬊윊퀊ԋȋଋऋጋ་ᨋᔋἋᰋ⼋⨋㘋㈋䜋㸋昋怋蔋舋鈋踋鰋餋ꌋ鸋긋ꠋ븋뜋쨋옋�茌踌蔌鰌鈌뀌鸌舍褍蔍鐍鄍鸍餍ꐍꀍ괍꜍봍댍쨍쀍혍켍����ꀞ‟借䠟嬟够弟崟똟耟혟옟�ఠᠠဠ〠☠䐠㤠䬠䜠琠瀠꜠耠갠ꨠအଡᬡᘡ☡∡〡⨡逡匡퀡딡Ȣ"ഢԢᜢ༢ᴢᤢ✢•㰢㐢䄢㸢怢䠢爢搢锢舢#ꔢ%∤耥倥ꨥꌥ쨥갥İ樦ܰ䄰ᐰ鬰餰㧶ꄰ쏶뻶û�㣻᷻䃻㻻䛻䏻�싿뿿쇿뷿뻿뛿볿닿듿鋿껿郿釿軿迿诿賿觿諿蟿裿替柿㣿嫿㋿㟿᯿ÿዿ茶ﳾ쇾韾꿾链闾対鋾图壾ヾ嗾⓾哻૽击勻任俻䯻䷻䧻䫻䛻䣻⋻㋻Ώ⇻᷻ᓻૻዻۻ狀ϻ�틺폺쓺웺뫺믺룺맺닺뗺귺냺蛺飺蓺藺胺菺糺緺竺篺燺秺淺滺柺毺䳺擺㗺䟺ㇺ㓺ⷺヺ⯺⳺◺⣺⇺⋺᧺ૺ棹槹擹旹拹揹⧹对雸韸軸鏸裸賸蛸蟸蓸藸苸菸翸臸磸糸相矸凨燸䳨僨䓨䛨䃨䋨㷨㻨㯨㳨㣨㫨㛨㟨㏨㓨ヨ⇨⏨ᷨῨᏨᓨ௨෨૨�샧쇧懧뿧寧廧叧壧俧僧⻧䷧￦ủ뫦룦맦뛦럦돦듦냦뇦ꗦꫦ鷦黦韦鯦绦臦擦狦䛦另쯤훣ퟣ퇣틣ᗣ듣给翙篙緙䯙僙䗙䫙輓ଔ猓謓㨏倏㠏㤏㘏㜏蠊㔏�Ā���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������鈁��²ʿ鼀ˀꀀ��缀�疀签饯桴Ѓ�ࠇఋਉဏญᐓሑ᠗ᘕᰛᨙ‟ḝ␣∡⠧☥Ⱛ⨩〯⸭㐳㈱㠷㘵㰻㨹䀿㸽䑃䉁䡇䙅䱋䩉偏乍呓剑塗噕屛婙恟幝螆a颓讉꒢ꎞꦧꖦ궬ꪫ놰꺯뚴떳뮼랸爀뺽i敤歰ꅸj瘀猀骈睧���|氀掁모�n}洀鞅艢����Á¹��礀�萀�認莌躑邏鐀隕�鶜q�z�����예��Ѐ�������죨������冘읽���䰄��Ԁ���샥圕��⢶ﵮ������徘읽��
	»3- —Silver Jewellery. 564. Back view of 565. 565. Toe rings, united by a band. 566. Pair of Bracelets, Pahunchi 567. Pair of Bracelets, Pahunchi. 568. Chain Bangle or Anklet. 569. Anklet. 570. Necklace. Jeypore Exhibition. 1883. Kasinath, Jeweller, Jeypore.������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
	84. —Silver Jewellery. 571. Foot Ornament, Paizeb. 572. Necklace with drops. 573. Necklace and Pendant; Jeypore Jail. 574. Arm Ornament, Bazu. 575, 576. Pair of Anklets. Jeypore Exhibition, 1883. Except 573, Kasinath, Jeweller, Jeypore.�鮢闀橥겶탓帼몾鲥滥擝蝻凃릵ࣩꩧᒋ�ᗨ㐗놪ዷេ殩慼⎁댸뜤ꎱ퐝�ඉ傇ҿ穈㣞완頇寨쓄இ䓨ಉ傇䑺쎐 괊≀ꙭ偀麜ꐼꚗ簯脣淸Ⱍ泴㬦钎焱☾�蠝쒐핑ꊭ齿퐪ﷀ䥮ꊊߒ䦭ꭵ赸뻅实白괅舮秚糋嗌懯뜼�푾뷞펶舵㼲䎍℟�ߗ⻱Ჳ퉋컚ꃇ鬟쩫럣䉪ﵭ뢉⻊玜弱䪖闽ߞꀝ倀����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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	lII. 774. Part of Necklace of seven rows of pearls with gold pendants set with diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3214. 775. Armlet of gold rosettes set with plate diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3219. 776. Bracelet of leaf-shaped ornaments of gold set with plate diamonds. Bengal. I.M. 3200. 777. Bracelet of white metal. Gaya. I.M. 1045. 775. Necklace of silver filigree leaves connected by beads and balls. Cuttack. I.M. 3377. 779. Armlets; gold filigree with cut bosses, Calcutta. I.M. 3262.�〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〸〰〰〸挷㉢㠶〰〸〰㐶ㄸ〸〰㠰ㄶ挰晦〵ㄷ〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰3㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌶㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌶㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰錀�괾찀瀛�㌳㌰㌳㌴㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌴㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌶㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌶㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌹㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌸㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌱㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌷㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌳㌵㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌶㌶㌴㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌷㌳㌳㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌲㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌰㌳㌳㌶���ᜀ�⸳찀䡔܂����������������������������
	112.—780. The Hindu god Krishna riding upon a composite elephant which is formed of dancing girls and musicians, all 'wearing many ornaments. From a drawing by a native artist of Jaipur.�〰㌱〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌵〰㌳〰㌱〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌵〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌶〰㌳〰㌱〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌴〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌵〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌴〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰��ꀀ 똵ࠀú〓鐖��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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	124-—851 • Part of Sorcerer’s Apron ; carved plaques and turned beads of human bone ; 19th century. I.M. 404. 852. Sash or Frontlet of human bone. I.M. 404 a.����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
	125-—853- Women from Ladakh and Simla. Original painted by William Carpenter. I.M. 59-1882.� embossed elephants in frames. Madras. I.M. 465. 596. Bracelet of embossed elephants united by elephants’ hair. Madras. I.M. 466. 597. Bracelet similar in form, but different in detail to 596. Madras. I.M. 404. 598. Bracelet of filigree ornaments connected by rosettes. Madras. I.M. 395. 599. Armlet ; five rose plaques of filigree, united by two chains. Travancore. I.M. 363. 600. Bangle or Bracelet of plaques embossed with mythological figures. Madras
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	129.—Rosaries. (91310928.) 913. Christian; Roman Catholic. From Rome. 915. Christian. From Jerusalem. The rest are Indian.�; British Museum. 373. Bronze figure of a king, 25th Dynasty; Egyptian, 719-667 B.C. ; B.M. 374-5. Fehlevi seal ; B.M. 376. Seal ; probably Parthian. 377. Ring, gold filigree; probably Indian ; V. and A. Museum. 378. Signet ring; Hindu; V. and A. Museum. 379. Signet ring; Persian; V. and A. Museum. 380. Modern seal; Delhi. 381. Moghul Imperial seal. 382,383. Ring; device, bronze lion and star. 384,385. Ring; green jasper; scarab with Bes-headed lion. 386, 387. Carnelian ring; device, a winged bearded bust. 388, 389. Carnelian ring; device, two gazelles. 390. Haematite seal; H ittite, B.C. 700-100 ? ; B
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	142.—ioig. Torso of sandstone representing Prince Siddhartha (Buddha), showing beautiful ornaments ; from the Sanchi Tope. Buddhist; E.C. 260 to 250. I.M. Lent by Major-Genl. W. Kincaid.�〰㌱〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌵〰㌳〰㌱〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌵〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌶〰㌳〰㌱〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌴〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌲〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌵〰㌳〰㘵〰㌲〰㌰〰㌳〰㘳〰㌳〰㌰〰㌳〰㌳〰㌳〰㌷〰㌳〰㌴〰㌳〰㘵〰㌰〰㘴〰㌰〰㘱〰㌳〰㘳〰��ꀀ 똵ࠀú〓鐖��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
	143 .—lO2O. Black stone group, the Hindu Sun-god and other figures wearing ornaments; 12th or 13th century. I.M, 929-15. 1021. Black stone group, representing 15th Jain Lord, etc., wearing beautiful ornaments.�um.�䐠㴠䬠䤠礠焠ꠠ褠갠ꨠሡడᰡᜡ⠡∡㌡ⴡ锡缡퐡딡̢"ഢଢᜢᐢḢᨢ⸢•㰢㐢䌢㸢怢䤢猢攢霢茢#ꔢ䬥∤ꄥ氥ꨥꔥ쨥갥̰樦ᄰ錰ᔰ鬰餰䇶︰쏶뻶ۻ�㳻㛻䇻㻻俻䓻� �阁ꀀ꜁ꐁ댁ꬁ쀁␂Ḃ嘂倂市嬂洂攂蜂砂頂鐂옂鸂�∃�儃㤃愃圃稃球萃縃踃调픃ꌃ爄�ꨄ谄퀄娅ㄅ褅愅묅뀅�퀅〇ဇԉĉဉഉ㔉ጉ䔉㰉䬉䜉昉倉蔉脉錉載눉ꨉ밉똉쬉윉�휉�༊Ԋ⨊ጊ㔊㈊㰊㠊䜊㸊夊䬊昊帊脊爊锊蔊눊ꨊ봊딊쬊윊퀊ԋȋଋऋጋ་ᨋᔋἋᰋ⼋⨋㘋㈋䜋㸋昋怋蔋舋鈋踋鰋餋ꌋ鸋긋ꠋ븋뜋쨋옋�茌踌蔌鰌鈌뀌鸌舍褍蔍鐍鄍鸍餍ꐍꀍ괍꜍봍댍쨍쀍혍켍����ꀞ‟借䠟嬟够弟崟똟耟혟옟�ఠᠠဠ〠☠䐠㤠䬠䜠琠瀠꜠耠갠ꨠအଡᬡᘡ☡∡〡⨡逡匡퀡딡Ȣ"ഢԢᜢ༢ᴢᤢ✢•㰢㐢䄢㸢怢䠢爢搢锢舢#ꔢ%∤耥倥ꨥꌥ쨥갥İ樦ܰ䄰ᐰ鬰餰㧶ꄰ쏶뻶û�㣻᷻䃻㻻䛻䏻�싿뿿쇿뷿뻿뛿볿닿듿鋿껿郿釿軿迿诿賿觿諿蟿裿替柿㣿嫿㋿㟿᯿ÿዿ茶ﳾ쇾韾꿾链闾対鋾图壾ヾ嗾⓾哻૽击勻任俻䯻䷻䧻䫻䛻䣻⋻㋻Ώ⇻᷻ᓻૻዻۻ狀ϻ�틺폺쓺웺뫺믺룺맺닺뗺귺냺蛺飺蓺藺胺菺糺緺竺篺燺秺淺滺柺毺䳺擺㗺䟺ㇺ㓺ⷺヺ⯺⳺◺⣺⇺⋺᧺ૺ棹槹擹旹拹揹⧹对雸韸軸鏸裸賸蛸蟸蓸藸苸菸翸臸磸糸相矸凨燸䳨僨䓨䛨䃨䋨㷨㻨㯨㳨㣨㫨㛨㟨㏨㓨ヨ⇨⏨ᷨῨᏨᓨ௨෨૨�샧쇧懧뿧寧廧叧壧俧僧⻧䷧￦ủ뫦룦맦뛦럦돦듦냦뇦ꗦꫦ鷦黦韦鯦绦臦擦狦䛦另쯤훣ퟣ퇣틣ᗣ듣给翙篙緙䯙僙䗙䫙輓ଔ猓謓㨏倏㠏㤏㘏㜏蠊㔏�Ā���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������鈁��²ʿ鼀ˀꀀ��缀�疀签饯桴Ѓ�ࠇఋਉဏญᐓሑ᠗ᘕᰛᨙ‟ḝ␣∡⠧☥Ⱛ⨩〯⸭㐳㈱㠷㘵㰻㨹䀿㸽䑃䉁䡇䙅䱋䩉偏乍呓剑塗噕屛婙恟幝螆a颓讉꒢ꎞꦧꖦ궬ꪫ놰꺯뚴떳뮼랸爀뺽i敤歰ꅸj瘀猀骈睧���|氀掁모�n}洀鞅艢����Á¹��礀�萀�認莌躑邏鐀隕�鶜q�z�����예��Ѐ�������죨������冘읽���䰄��Ԁ�
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	152.—1066: Fateli Ali Shah, king of Persia (1 797-1834), Painted by Mirza Baka, a Persian artist. India Office�14693. 1039. Necklace of gold beads and pendant. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 797-3075. 1040. Necklace of gold beads in shape of ducks and cowrie shells; B.C. 1700 to B.c. 100. 8.M., 4th Egyptian Room, 95-14696. 1041. Gold beads from Curium (Cyprus). 8.M., Gold Room, Case C. 1042. Gold Necklace from Enkomi (Cyprus). 8.M., Gold Room. 1043. Necklace of gold beads from Enkomi (Salamis), Cyprus. 8.M., Gold Room. 1044. Necklace of different pattern, but similar to 1043. 8.M., Gold Room. 1045. Gold beads ; later Etruscan period. 8.M., Gold Room, Case E.
	153-—1067 Nadir Shah of Persia (Tahmasp Kuli Khan), who sacked Delhi in 1739. India Office.�ls; A.D. 1484-5. Found in levelling a temple in Rangoon, Burma. I.M. 12757. 970, 971. Ear-plugs; green jasper. Burma. I.M. 10135. 972. Part of a Neck-chain of seven strings of beads and clasps; Burma. I.M. 3161. 973. Red gold diaper band with numerous pendent ornaments of seed pearls, gold beads, and pointed drops; Burma. I.M. 3165. 974. Neck Ornament, Baiyet; red gold filigree rosettes, crescents, and pendants hanging from a chain band. I.M. 3163.�s
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	156 .—lO7O From a painting in tempera colours representing a Court Reception by the Emperor of Delhi, Akbar Shah II (1806-1837.) I.M. 3535.�and set with jewellery ; German, 17th century. Waddesdon Bequest 190, B.M. 1001. Armlet, gold; Roman. B.M. 1002. Bracelet for a child ; gold, enamelled and jewelled, with monsters’ heads. Ulwar Treasury. 1003. Gold Necklace Ornament or Pendant; Egyptian. B.M. (Case B.C. 3600 to B.c. 300), No. 24744. 1004. Gold Armlet from the Oxus Treasure; B.c. fourth century? See Plate 145 (1036). V. and A. 442. 1005. Armlet or Bracelet; gold; Mesopotamia. B.M. 1006. Armlet with bulls’heads; finest period of Greek art. B.M. 1007. Ornament; gold leaf or powder on composition; Egyptian, B.c. 1700 to B.c. 100. B.M. 15956. 1008. Bracelet of twisted coils ending in snakes’ heads. B.M. 138, Oxus Treasure, 
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	164.—i 135 : Shuja-ud-Daula, Nawab Vazier of Oudh (1760-1775), and his sons. India Office.� set with uncut rubies, connected by twisted gold cords; from the King of Ava (Burma). I.M. 3157. 976. Bangle; massive gold, set with three rows of rubies; Ava, Burma. I.M. 3159. 977. Ear-plug; plain gold, mounted with eighteen diamonds in open-work ; Burma. I.M. 3172. 978. Ear-plug of perforated gold with dome-shaped top; Burma. I.M. 3171. 979. Ring of gold loops and plates, set with nine rubies ; from the Burmese regalia. I.M. 3170.�　　�뀀耀耀耀耀耀耀
	165 1136; Asaf-ud-Daula Nawab Vazir of Oudh (1775-1781). Painted by Zoffany. India Office.� set with uncut rubies, connected by twisted gold cords; from the King of Ava (Burma). I.M. 3157. 976. Bangle; massive gold, set with three rows of rubies; Ava, Burma. I.M. 3159. 977. Ear-plug; plain gold, mounted with eighteen diamonds in open-work ; Burma. I.M. 3172. 978. Ear-plug of perforated gold with dome-shaped top; Burma. I.M. 3171. 979. Ring of gold loops and plates, set with nine rubies ; from the Burmese regalia. I.M. 3170.�　　�뀀耀耀耀耀耀耀
	166.— 1137 : Navvab Raza Khan, Minister to Asaf-ud-Daula. Nawab Vazir of Lucknow. Painted at Lucknow in 1754. by Job. Zoffany. India Office.�nd set with jewellery ; German, 17th century. Waddesdon Bequest 190, B.M. 1001. Armlet, gold; Roman. B.M. 1002. Bracelet for a child ; gold, enamelled and jewelled, with monsters’ heads. Ulwar Treasury. 1003. Gold Necklace Ornament or Pendant; Egyptian. B.M. (Case B.C. 3600 to B.c. 300), No. 24744. 1004. Gold Armlet from the Oxus Treasure; B.c. fourth century? See Plate 145 (1036). V. and A. 442. 1005. Armlet or Bracelet; gold; Mesopotamia. B.M. 1006. Armlet with bulls’heads; finest period of Greek art. B.M. 1007. Ornament; gold leaf or powder on composition; Egyptian, B.c. 1700 to B.c. 100. B.M. 15956. 1008. Bracelet of twisted coils ending in snakes’ heads. B.M. 138, Oxus Treasure, Franks
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